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Campus remembers Sept. 11
Brie Van Rossum
Slaff writer
Whitworth students, along
wilh the rest of the nation,
pau1>cd on Sept 11 to reflect on
the terrori1>m event!> of one year
before.
A v;lriety of activities were

held throughout the day, encouraging students to engage in
pra yer and discussion regarding
the tragedy.
Students in some dorms created colorful peace flags pledging
to promote acceptance and peace
this year The flags hung in the
Hixson Union Building on the

... Also see Sept. 11
Opinions articles on page 13
one-year anniversary of Sept. 11.
Also inside the HUB, George's
Place and Conference Room A
were set aside as prayer vigil

sites. Participants left prayer
requests for victims' families and
friends, the United States' leaders
and the leaders of countries in the
Middle East.
"Whenever there is a tragedy
that affects this community, it is
very important for us to gather
together to express our grief as

well as to be reminded of the
hope we have in Christ,"
Chaplain Terry McGonigal said.
Coordinator of Ministry and
Multicultural Affairs Stephy
Beans, McGonigal, Professor of
See SEPT.

11
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Students test
brand new Wings
Actvities help
welcome and bond
new students
Sarah l. Lamb
Staff writer

Baldwin·Jenklns freshmen Michaet Hamann and Jonathan Pritchard flap around the stage at this year's Mock
Rock as Sesame Street characters Big Bird and Elmo, respectively

Whitworth freshmen, transfer and international students
can get serious about their studies now that Orientation and
Traditiation are over.
"Orientation helped me get
more comfortable with a bunch
of people," freshman Enuly
Green smd. "It gave me a
chance to get to know !.ome of
the leaders, too."
People scurried everywhere
unpacking cars, taking computers to the I ibrary, renting small
refrigerators in the Hixson
Union Buildmg, taking placement exams in Harriet Cheney
Cowles Memonal Library and
gelling identification cards.
Freshman Greg Trepus said
he remembered that day as
being hectic.
"My parents were worried
that I didn't have everytlung I
needed," Trepus said.
Although !.he moved in a
week early for cross country
practice, Green described her
first day similarly.
"It was crazy," Green smd.
"I had to unpack, shove everything in my room, say goodbye
to my parents and eal lunch ull

in an hour."
Saturday night, parents and
students gathered in Cowle~
Memorial Auditorium lor
"Take One: Scenes from the
Mind and Heart" where they
learned
the
history of
Whitworth and were formally
welcomed 10 the school.
Afterward, students had their
first residence hall meetings
where they met student leadership and other hall males.
"Everyone was so nice right
off the bat," said junior Betsy
Myers, a transfer student. "My
resident director is so sweet."
Myers said that it was hard to
be a transfer student in the
midst of so many freshmen.
"I didn't know who was a
transfer or not," Myers said. "It
was hard being in Boppell
when it was so qulCt. [That
mmle It] hard to meet people."
Parents attended their own
orientation Sunday to di~cuss
schedule$ and ask questions
while new students had floor
meetings to go over Whitworth
rules and to learn where to find
everything.
The Start Ing LI ne (TS L)
began Sunday afternoon. The
seven semll1ar!. on Sunday and
Monday
were
meant
to
acquaint students with the campus and each other. Students
were also ex palled to [he academiC and social sides of
Whitworth. This was when
See

WINGSi-
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Record number freshmen enrolled, rankings rise
Anthony Rodin
Staff writer

Academic
reputation
earns high
ranking

inside:

Whitworth's growing reputation has drawn a
record number of applications this year and has
raised the college's ranking in the U.S. News &
World Report's 2003 college rankings.
Whitworth tied with the University of Portland
for fifth place out of II total of 126 schools in the
~News

Security
uses radar guns,
page 3

~Scene

Western section of the "Universities-Masters" category of the U.S. News & World Report's 2003 college rankings for academic reputation and quality.
A year ago, Whitworth tied for seventh place in
this category. The college maintained its number 11
ranking in best college values, which considers both
academic quality and the net cost of attendance.
In a press release about the college's ranking,
President Bill Robinson said, "The U.S. News rank-

Explore
unusual majors,
page 5

~Opjnions

ings have done a good job of measuring some
important facets of Whitworth's academiC quality,
but the rankings will never capture the value of our
mission or the richness of the relationships our students have with their professors and with each
other."
See

Making a
buck off the U.S.A.,
page 73
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Freshman Ian Cooley and JUniors Jonathan Goeschl and Taml Turner-Keyser make peace flags during Prime Time In
Baldwln·Jenkins.

attacks. The event is free and
open to the public with a reception afterward_ For more information, call 323-6797.
Continued from page 1
Ideas for the anniversary of
Religion Andrea Saccoccio lind
Sept. 11 began late III the sumthe Rev. C.W. Andrews, Sr. spoke
mer.
ASWC
President
EmmyLou Taylor said the actual
at the noon chapel service.
plans were not set in motion until
McGonigal spoke about those
about two weeks ago.
who lost loved ones in the terrorArend
Cultural
ist attack. The service
Diversity ,Advocate
also included,prayer and
time for retlection.
Crystal
Montoya,
"When
there
are
ASWC Executive ViceII National and itltcrnational perspectives
Stacey
moments of tragedy, we
President
were given; it was impressive. "
do this kind of thing,"
Johnson and Taylor
McGonigal said. "We
were mostly involved
Jennifer Putnam;
in
the planning.
felt like we needed to do
jJln/Or
"We wanted to create
something here for the
community.t'. ~
something meaningful,
To conclude the day:s
tasteful and respectful
activities, 'a' group met at
of those people who
8 p.m. at Espresso Delights'in the there was," junior Jennifer were involved and focus those
HUB to discuss the position of Putnam said. "National and emotions into the big picture,"
our nation a year after the terror- international perspectives were Taylor said.
ism attacks. Students were able given; that was impressive."
Nothing has been planned yet
question
McGon igal,
to
Tonight
at
7:30
p.m. for anniversary events for next
Saccoccio, Professor of History, Whitworth
Professor
of year, Taylor said.
Political
and
International Sociology Raja Tanas will speak
"In the conversations I've had
Studies Dale Soden and Visiting at a panel discussion, in Gonzaga with a number of people, there
Professor 'of Business and University's Jepson Auditorium. were a range of different responsEconomics Rob Wilson.
The panel discussion, "Qjll: es," McGonigal said. "There
Wilson spoke from the point of Justice or Revenge?" will exam- were a number of people who
view of having spent time in the ine United States attitudes, policy were deeply affected because of
Middle East and Soden presented and history regarding the Middle their personal connections to the
the American history perspective. East and the Sept. 11 terrorist events:'

SEPT. 11:

Saccoccio offered insights from
an East Coast perspective and
McGonigal answered questions
related to the Christian aspect.
The discussion covered topics
ranging from security to the roles
Middle Eastern countries are
playing in the war on terrorism
"I thought it went well considering the amount of participation
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meetings were held. Student!.
split into groups and mel at different places each time. They
learned dorm songs and chants
and each dorm had a special outfit that freshmen could wear
Green, who lives in The
Village, had to wear a bright pink
cloth headband with the letters
"VT" for Village Tiki on it.
"It wasn't too bad," she said.
"It wal> more fun when everyone
else was wearing it."
Returning students arrived on
campus Monday morning as
freshmen a!lended seminars and
met their advisers.
New students were escorted
by their peers of the opposite sex
to a formal dmner in the HUB.
"It was kind of awkward at
first, but we got good food, so
might as well take advantage of
that," Trepus said.
Traditiation included the traditional Yell-Off held in the dining hall.
Returning students watched
the new students scream and
cheer as loud as they could 10
compete with the other dorms.
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thegrapevine ~
Now that we're back to school ... did you notice?
~ The necking couple on the bench in The Loop last week?
Guys, you were the highlight of the ASWC meeting. Did you
notice us, too?
~ The Weyerhaeuser waterpark obstacle on the way to Mac?
Can we say wet T-shirt contest?
~ The new password system developed by the NSA? Holy cryptology, Batman!

~ Primetime's gone local with Duty'S new moniker? Move over
Chuck and Di, Whitworth RAs are in the spotlight.

"The Grapevine" is a weekly column ill The Wllltworthiml featuring bits of campus comedy, liIllisual stories and light humor. To
c01!tribute your story or to answer tire question of the week, call
ext. 3248 or e-mail editor@whitworth.edu.

~; ASWCtninutes
,."
~

Advisor

Trepus said he lost his voice
after the first few Yell-Off practices.
Sophomore
Skyler
Reep
watched as 11 returning student.
"It was cool to see them do
what I had done," Reep said. "It
brought back memories."
Throughout Tuesday, new students finished unpacking their
belongings and took placement
exams.
Most st\ldents headed to the
Fieldhouse for registration or
checked out Career Services or
campus activities.
Whitworth's allnual Mock
Rock the night before the fir!.t
day of classes concluded
Orielltation and Traditiation.
Each dorm or donn group performed a short lip sync skit.
Baldwin-Jenkins
men
and
McMillan
Hall shared the
"Oscar," a golden Barbie doll. '
As a Baldwin-Jenkins resident, Trcpus was happy to have
won, even if the award was
shared with the McMillan residents.
"We came up with everything
on our own; the leaders didn't
help," Trepus said. "Everyone
contributed and it came together
at the last minute."

Sept. 11

Election timeline:
9/13 - applications available in ASWC
9/20 - applications due
9/22 - primary campaigning begins, primary debates in
residence halls (off-campus in Cafe)
9/24 midnight - primary campaigning ends
9/25 - primary voting 8 a.m. to midnight
9/26 - general campaigning 8 a.m. to midnight
9/26 - general debales (optional) in residence halls
9/27 - general voting 8 a.m. to midnight
~
Positions needed:
Baldwin-Jenkins Senator
Baldwin-Jenkins Representative
Village Senator
Village Representative
2 Warren Representatives
3 Off-Campus Representatives
... Outdoor Recreation Coordinator position is open. All rental
equipment is still available for use through the Info Desk.

... News
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newsbriefs
Graham receives honorary doctorate
The Whitworth College Board of Trustees presented Franklin
Graham, one of evangelist Billy Graham's five children, an honorary doctorate of Divinity Aug. 23 in recognition of his work in
evangelism, relief and development around the world.
"Whitworth has a mission and a history thaI reflect Franklin
Graham's values of faith, as expressed in his commitment to
spreading God's word and meeting the needs of hurting people
around the world," President Bill Robinson said in a press
release. "It's an honor for Whitworth College to recognize
Graham for a life of service, particularly as we anticipate his
message of hope and reconciliation for the Spokane community."
While on a mission to Asia in 1974 with Dr. Bob Pierce,
founder of Samaritan's Purse, Franklin Graham felt called to help
people in areas affected by war, famine, disease and natural disaster.
He is the president, CEO and first vice-chairman of the Billy
Graham Evangelistic Association, wilh which he has preached to
more than 3.5 million people worldwide since 1989.

Woodrow Foundation award given
Senior Charissa Rohner recently received the Woodrow
Foundation Scholarship, whIch covers the full cost of her tuition
and books - about $19,500 - for the 2002-03 academic year.
"The scholarship lifts a huge burden off of me and my family in
terms of worrying about fmances," Rohner SaId. "It's an amazing
blessing."
Rohner, a math major, plans to be a high school math teacher
and perhaps work with at-risk students.
She belongs to the Laureate Society and volunteers with the Cup
of Cool Water outreach ministry in Spokane and Children's
Ministry at Life Center North.
The Woodrow Foundation Scholarship is given each year to one
Whitworth College student who has a GPA of 3.75 or higher at
Whitworth, demonstrated leadership skills and substantial finan'
cial need.

Holocaust survivor commended
Holocaust survivor and Spokane resident Eva Lassman received
a presidential commendation from President Bill Robinson during
the college's Fall Convocation Sept 4.
"No person in this community has done more than Eva Lassman
·10 rais'e 'awareness about the horrors of the Holocaust· and the
responsibility of all people to resist intolerance and hatred,"
Robinson said in a press release. "What a privilege it is for
Whitworth College to honor Eva for her tireless and selfless commitment to educating the community and -calling on all of us to
bring out the best in one another."
Lassman received this award in recognition of her lifetime of
service and speaking about her experiences as a Jew in Poland's
Warsaw ghetto and Majdanek death camp during World War H.
Nearly all of Lassman's relatives were killed in the Holocaust.
After the liberation of Majdanek in 1945, Lassman spent four years
in a displaced-persons camp in Germany. She moved to Spokane
after being sponsored by the Spokane Jewish community for resettlement.
"Her life and work has encouraged our students to lead lives
that embody personal conviction and courageously combat evil,"
Professor of Psychology James Waller said.

-Compiled by Atsltko Hamal/aka and Aimee Goodwill

Peace Corps.
Get ready to redefine your world!

Whitvvorth College
Thursday, September 19, 2002
Information Table
HUB - Lied Square
10:00 am to 2:00 pm
Recruiter Kirsten Franklin will be on campus to
answer your questions about Peace Corps. Stop
by the information table and diSCUSS the overseas
opportunities Peace Corps has to offer.

www.peacecorps.gov
(800) 424-8580 - Option 1

-,."

Whitworth security officers Will soon monitor the speed of cars traveling on campus with the use of radar.

Security cracks down on speeding
Allison Carr

is introducing the use of Tildar guns to identify and
cite speeders.
"We arc hoping that the radar usc will eliminate
The occurrence of two pedestrian-vehicle acci- the question of speeding," Fantasia said.
At high traffic time1> in the morning and middents at and around Whitworth last year has
prompted securIty to strictly enforce on-campus afternoon, security engages in a speed-emphasis
patrol involving several officers to monitor
speeding this year.
"Whitworth is a pedestrian-oriented campus," speed. Fantasia said radar use has been initiated
Assistant Director of the Physical Plant Bill due to complaints about the speed on campus.
Roberts sent an e-mail to students Sept. 5
Roberts said. "The potential for a tragic event as
informing
them of updates and changes in the
a result of speeding or reckless driving is very
vehicle registration and speeding policies.
real."
Areas on campus not designated for parking,
The first pedestrian-vehicle accident happened in
The Loop and was minor, involving no critical induding curbs and streets, arc deemed fi re
injuries. The driver of the vehicle was driving under lanes. The state of Washington requires fire
lanes to remain open at all times and disabled
the posted IS-mph speed limit.
The second pedestrian-vehicle accident involved" pa"rl\ing.spaces to be used only by peoplQ'with
former Whitworth soph'omore Cameron Gray, who disabled parking permits., Roberts sa.id.,,· ..
Students must buy and display parking perwas struck by a truck the night of March 13 as she
crossed Whitworth Drive at its intersection with mits in their car windshields and register their
car!> with the Business Office in order 10 park 011
Hawthorne Road.
campus.
Gray, who was dressed
Security has the power
in dark clothing, died early
to cite any student not
the next morning due to
properly displaying the
head and internal injuries.
parking permit.
II
We
are
hoping
fhat
the
radar
use
"Speeding on campus
This week, Security
has been a problem for
will eliminate the question of
will
begin citing vehicles
some time," Roberts said.
specditlg. "
parked on campus that do
"This was pointed out by
not bear a Whitworth
members of the campus
parking decal, Roberts
safety committee, students,
said.
the security department
LeRov Fantasia,
Fantasia
said
and visitors to the camSmui!)' JlfjJmiJOl
Whitworth has a recipropus."
cal agreement with the
Whitworth's
IS-mph
Department of Motor
speed limit was based on a
Vehicles in Washington
study of road conditions
and surrounding states
and the amount of pedestrian traffic on campus, Robert~ said. Other deter- that allows the school to track citations through
mining factors included lighting, landscaping, license plate numbers.
Vehicle registration is a service to students as
parking lot designs, walkway surfaces and parking
well as a 1001 for security, Fantasia said.
policies.
"Registration is beneficia I to the veh icle
Because it takes about 45 feet for a driver to stop
while driving 15 mph, Ihis is the mosl appropriate owner in a situation of emergency," rantasia
speed for the Whitworth campus, Security said.
Rules and details pertaining 10 parking, vehiSupervisor LeRoy Fantasia said.
"Fifteen mph is the maximum safe speed for this cle registration, traffic fincs and the proccss for
campus given the nature of the road and pedestrian appeal ing traffic tickets can be found in the student handbook and in the Vehicle Operations
traffic," Fantasia s'lid.
Freshman Mesha Wood said she docs not think Policy pamphlet students receive upon purchasing parking permits.
speeding is a problem on the Whitworth campus.
Roberts said his e-mail to students was the first
"If they arc speeding, th~y usually stop for
'pedestrians," Wood said.
step in Security's driver awareness program.
Security officers have always been trained to spot
"Meetings and discussions between our
speeders, but in the past there have been doubts Security department, student leaders, student
about the actual speed of a driver. In response to this groups and faculty and staff groups will be a comproblem of ambiguity created by spotting, Security ponent of this program," Roberts said.

Staff writer

,

We want to hear your story ideas.

,-

Call The Whitworthian
Editor-in-Chief at x3248.

------~
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Continued from page 1
The jump was mainly due to
the increase in the academic reputation category, based on what
senior officials at other colleges
and universities hear about the
schools. Also keeping Whitworth
in the top five was the six-year
graduation rate ranking, which is
the number of students out of a
freshman class that stay at and
graduate from Whitworth wilhin
six years. This year's ranking of
67 percent is up one percentage
point from last year.
Whitworth also ranked higher
due to the 56 percent of classes
With less than 20 students. Only
one other college in the entire
Western section of 126 schools is
higher than Whitworth in that
category.
Orwig said the!>e trends "show
that we arc attracting excellent
students who are satisfied
enough to stay here and arc getting the classes and support they
need to graduate. At the end of
the day, that's what we're here
for"
The ranking!> also indicated an
increase III appl ications at
Christian colleges nationwide.
In the press release about the
college's ranking, Dean of
Enrollment
Services
Fred
Pfursich said, "Students and parents seem to bq placing a higher
value on colleges that have a
Christian mission and are commilled to helping students integrate faith into their pursuit of
knowledge, meaning and truth.
What makes Whitworth Stand
alit is its dual cpmmitment to
intellectual opcnnes!> and the
Christian huth."
"-,
This year's. freshman class is
the largest Wlillworth has ever
had, with approximately 430 students, which continues a four-ye,lr
trend of incolllll1g clas!>cs with
more than 400 students,
Another record was broken as
1,816 applicatIOns sent in thiS
year, up from the old record of
1,599 which was set last year
Due to the increa~ed number of
appl icatlOlll., Whitworth both
accepted allli denied more people
than ever. The average freshman
OPA, 3,6, is the same as that 01
last year.
As for the increasing numbers
of students applying and getting
accepted. Director of Admissions
Marianne Hansen said containment will become Admissions'
main goal, as the college wants
to keep its student to faculty ratio
low and not exp.md anymore
popUlation-wise
This pol icy
also will decrease the need for
more dorms and will help keep
Whitworth a small college.
The incoming class is also
bridging the gender gap at
Whitworth, with approximately
230 females and 200 males. The
more equal female-to-male ratio
was intentional, as Whitworth is
trying to diversify its student
body, Hansen said.
Whitworth is also trying to
s~ ;-"'~.,
< ~>~.~1-~"
diversify ils population by
" >Y/;{'~
recruiting more minorities in its
,.J \r ~. ,
upcoming classes. Admissions
, ~',. . . :' .!. . .
\
,
plans to achieve this by having
people of different ethnicities
represent Whitworth at diversity
fairs and sending out applications to certain high school students.
The number of in-state students remained 1he same, with
" .
over' half of the freshman class
coming from Washington slate.
Hansen said this is due to tlte
amount of financial aid that tlte
state gives to students who stay
in state.
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Left: Whitworth freshman Thomas Gearhart holds his platoon flag and tries to stay
composed in the afternoon heat dUring ROTC practice
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l,earn'how to be a nurse,
by being a

[nurse].

Here's your chance to do what other students only read about.
To get hands-on clinical experience, one-an-one training, and a shot at a
scholarshIp worth thousands. It's all part of the Army ROTC NurSIng program.
,

you put your passion Into p'ractice.

_

AR MY ROTC
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Unlike any other college COUrse you can take~-'--:.I""y,
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CaD 323-6517 to learn more.
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Talk to an Army ROTC advisor today to find out more. Because it's
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Above: Keeping in step in th~ir Single-file line, ROTC cadets practice drills in The Loop
Thursday, Sept. 12, Both Whitworth College and Gonzaga University tram together.
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CHEAP THRILLS TO BE HAD

cene

Places to go around town,
even with empty pockets .
.... PAGE
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Overcoming an
undecided status
Undeclared students need not
hurry into choosing a major
Maurita Birkland
Staff writer
t's a life changing decision
every college graduate has
to make during his or her
college career. Whether
you have known what you
wanted to be since you were 3
years old or you changed your
major 20 times, choosing a
major is a tough dilemma.
As a freshman or sophomore,
you may feel rushed to decide
what path is right for you, but
take into consideration your
available opportunities.
Not everyone can be as lucky
as sophomore Nathan Backman,
whose certainty of being a computer science major is eVident.
"I got involved in some gaming aspects and that broadened
my horizons," Backman said. "I
saw that computer science has
prospects for me, so I decided
to pursue that at Whitworth."
Jeremiah Brack, an undecided
freshman, said he was considering a business major, but is still
open to what looks interesting.
There is no immediate rush to
choose a major, with the exception of pre-medicine and prenursing majors, Registrar Gary
Whisenand advised.
Students can prolong choos-

I

ing a major until the end of
their freshman year or even into
their sophomore year of undergraduate studies, Whisenand
said.
He advised students to
remember they can always
change their major.
"In today's world people
change majors a lot,"
Whisenand said. "We have even
had people major in philmophy
and go into medical school."
"Freshmen are still trying to
figure. out who they are and
what they are interested tn,"
Michael Ingram,
Communication Studies associate professor and freshman
advisor said.
Ingram and Whisenand each
provided some suggestions to
help students choose a major,
including:
.. Make a list of your' interests
and strengths. Consider your
high school experiences With..
different subjects and take this
into consideration when choosing your major.
.. Read the college catalog
and re~earch Whitworth's academic department's Web sites.
You may want to make a list of
majors you are interested in for
further consideration.
.. Take advantage of the

resources provided by Career
Services.
Career Services will help you
explore different majors and
careers. They even provide
career planning.guidelines for a
four-year timeline.
.. Try a beginning-level
course in a subject that you find
interesting. If you enjoy the
class, make an appointment to
meet with the professor to learn
about further studies in that
area.
.. Talk to upperclassmen and
faculty. Ask them about their
majors and how they chose
them.
"Imagine yourself in 10 to
20 years. What do you sec
yourself doing? Take this into
consideration when choosing
your major.
.. Attend all evenls involving
majors you may be interested
in. Some events available at
Whitworth include: job fairs,
major fairs and departmental
events, such as lectures,
exhibits or performances.
Students also may consider
researching less-common programs such as minors in leadership ~iudjcs, environmental
studies and women's studies.
These courses are typically
~maller and provide good
opporlufiltie~ for students to
become familiar with the faculty. Although these courses arc
only offered as a minor, this
could be supplemental to your
chosen major.

Consider ~ome not-so-typiCClI majors -

~ American Studies: a cross-sectional course of Study combIning
American h'istory, political science and Uterature.
-, , , "
.. Cross-Cultural Studies: a fiberal arts class'list Inc/tiding intensive
foreign language and culture study.
,
... International Studies: a course of study concentrating on the history, language and political science of countries world-wide .
.. Peace Studies: a combination of religion, hIstory, sooi<llogy, economiCS, pOlitical science and biology courses and how each field
rela~~s to peace between people and withIn the environment.
... Quantitative Analysis: a mathematiCS department major offered
that
can'not
be combined
with a major In mathematics.
'
,
,
'

Spokane chef prepares 'Babette's Feast,' shares testitnony
Far tett: Junior
Kim BowenDoige learns the
cullna ry art of
making hot and
sweet shrimp
from Chef Frank
Comito.

Presentation part
of new ministry
and arts class
Julia Nicholls
Staff writer

Left

Butter, thyme and shallots ~cented the
air as shrimp hit the wok with a hiss,
replacing the usual thud of Nikes and the
smell of sweaty bodies in Graves Gym lasl
Tuesday morning as Spokane Country
Club's Executive Chef, Frank Comito,
prepared a lavish feast for students of the
Ministry, Music and the Arts class.
The feast communicated God's love and
grace while leaching students how to savor
God's gifts, and to worship and share God
through cooking.
The meal was a reenactment of
Babette's Peast, an allegory of the extravagance of God's grace.
Comito sacrificed sleep and time [0 prepare the meal. He slept only four hours the
night prior and he prepared the entire meal
for free.
Comilo cooked masterfully a~ he shared
his testimony behind a table shrouded in
white linens and dotted with amber-colored bollles, strawberries, bright vegetables and flaming pans.
His wife, Barb, and four children ages 5,
8, 11 and 12 watched in the bleachers.
Comito has been cooking for 20 years
and began his life as a Christian two years
before thaI.
"I just thought it was really cool how he

Sophomores
Allison
Cleaveland (left)
and Hannah
leestma enJoy
some of the dell·
cious dishes prepared In their
Ministry, Music
and Arts class.

I'IIOIM fry CmtJ
lhPIlIJI/ W'/JI!»'tirll!i,uJ

could incorporate God into cooking, and
show us how it could be lIsed to minister to
people," sophomore Audrey Kyle Said.
For Comito, his ministry field is the
kitchen. Comito spoke of how it is sometimes hard to see cooking for wealthy people as a ministry, but he's come to see his
chef job as a form of lifestyle evangelilim.
"Having not grown up as a Christian
myself, I personally think it's more importantlhat people see you walking the walk,"
Comito said.
The students were encouraged no! only
10 taste the meal, but the dishes were
passed around to allow students to take in

every ~mell, color and shape.
"I want you to pray to the Holy Spirit to
have our senses enlivened," instructor
Judy Mandeville l>aid.
After the presentation, the studenls were
invited to eal with deliberation and to
delight in each individual flavor.
"The everyday is spiritual and food is
one of the ways we can experience God
every day," Barb Comito told students.
The menu conl>isted of hot and sweet
shrimp, lobster lentil salad, oyster beef
with saba noodles, filet of beef with lea
smoked mushrooms and creme brulce.
Comito is only one of the guest artists

that will visit the music, minil>lry and the
arts class weekly.
Thi~ Tuesday, world-reknown sculptor
Dorothy Fowler is visiting the class.
Artist Pauline lIuas, musician Kent
McDonald and other artists will also make
appearances in the class.
The class meets every Tuesday and
Thursday at 9:30 a.m.
Mandeville said the class focuses on
heightening spiritual awareness, learning
to worship, experience, and communicate

See CH EF.. page 6
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The simple) bare necessities ...

Upcoming concerts
Live After Five
Check out the Spokane
concert scene with the
Millstone Live After Five
Series.
On Thursday, Sept. 26, the
Series will feature awardp
winning blues performers Too
Slim and the Taildraggers,
plus olhers, at the corner of
Main and Wall in downtown
,Spokane.
,
For more information, call
Marla Nunberg at 456-0580.

••

Back to the Few
Relient K's Back to the
Few Tour is coming to
Spokane Sept. 27.
The band will perform
along with Bleach, Phil mOre
and Holland at Fat Tuesday's
Concert· Hall, located at 1003
E, Trent.
Call 489-3969 for ticketli
and more information,

Festival Con Dios

Kt.rlit

Festival Con Dios is coming!
.
Featuring Christian artists
such as Audio Adrenaline;
Toby Mac, MercyMe; Qut of
Eden and marc, thl?' festival
begins at 3:30 p.m. Oct. 4 at
the Spokane Valley Mall.
TIckets ar~ $2?; and can be .
purchased at· area Christian
boQkstores or call (800) 7913309.
, '

Local artist sheds new light on rural Am.erica
Darla Lewis
Staff writer

, '

Inherit the Win~
. The SPQk1lne Civic Theatre
p'l~ased to pr~ent Inherit
Jhe; Whid. the courlroom
dram!l about the John Scopes
trial, on the Main:Stage Sept.
27 through Oct.J 9. '
Tickets go on sale Sept, 23,
and may btl reserved by
phone at 325-2507, or in person at the theater box office
located 'at' 1020 N. Howard
(across from the Spokane
Arena).

is

And more

NJJ1l1tlJUI VIi/mohl/lP'hr/.uorlIJlaJi

"Here Comes the Sun" is one of several pieces on display at the Koehler Gallery. The
piece. by Ken Yuhasz. IS made With farm tool, copper heat lamp. neon· and argonfilled tubing, and is priced for sale at $1.500.

Big fat Gree~ dinner,

r Olli/IF/lltu orflJUJJl

Freshman Charlie Cudney (a.k,a. "Brother Smiley" stands out from his McMillan Hall brothers as they dance to "The
Bare NeceSSities" from The Jungle Book, dUring their Disney-inspired Mock Rock performance. Mac Hall tied for first
place With the men from Baldwin-Jenkins in the competition.

A bright orange fire wheel. An electric-blue plow. A ritle in
brilliant yellow and green. Not your typical down-on-the-farm
equipment. But then, t~ere is nothing typical about Ken
Yuhasz's ·sculptures.
A Spokane artist, Yuhasz created these pieces and more
from equipment found in local farming communities. He used
neon-and argon- filled tubing to create the sculptures that
make up his exhibit, "Found: Neon Objects."
Yuhasz was raised in Los Angeles and now owns Acme
Glass Works in Spokane. "Found: Neon Objects" will be featured in the Koehler Gallery, located in the Fine Arts building,
from Sept. 2 to 26.
Yuhasz will be present at the opening reception on
Wednesday between 5 and 7 p.m. Admission is free,
Laler this fall Yuhasz's work will be part of an exhibit al the
Museum of Neon Art in Los Angeles. Yuhasz will also be part
of a display at the Chase Gallery in Boston this OcJober.
The Koehler Gallery is open Monday through Friday, 8 a.m.
to noon and I to 4 p.m.

Holy

Trinity
Gree~
Orthodox Church will ~ppn
sor an. outdoor festival begi,n- ,
ning' at noon Sept. 26 to 28.
The festival' will 'include
authentic Greek cuisine, such'

as baklava arid sOuvlaki.
Feslival-goef$ ca!1 also
,ti~ipfljc

par-

Harvest Festival :'
Eyery weeken~ in October,
the orchards 'and markets of
Grecnbluffwill be open to the
, ' ,
public.
There, are ple!lty of apples
and pumpkins f~r the picking,
as well as autumn treats and a
com maze to enjoy.
, For, more' information call
238-697Q or visit www.grecn, bluffgro,w~f$:CQm;
"
~'

'"

~

Contmued from page 5

'

in, Gree~ 'dancing,
singing and beautiful G.-eek '
handicrai)&,
"
",'
Tickets are $12 'and 'must,
purcha~d' in adv~nce at tbe"
church or at Spartan Cullery
in lhe Nort~Town ,MaU, _ :For more infonriation, call
328·93J O.
"

,,-,.,'

CHEF:
God through the arts, which
includes dance, writing, music
and other art forms.
"The class is a rigorous course
on
experiencing
Christ,"
Mandeville said. "Developing
spiritual awareness is not easy."
The students will create their
own OlQvement and art meditations/devotions to share with the
class.
Currently, the class is one
credit and runs until Ocl. 31, but
Mandeville hopes to expand the
class to three credits.
She would also like 10 incorp
porate field work to places like
Anna Ogden Hall and the Union
Gospel Mission,
Today is the last day to add the
class, and there are still spots
available.
Contact
Judy
Mandeville at 326-5248 for more
information.

Employment Opportunity

@rder a Yearbookl
This is the last week to charge it to
your student account. Visit the table
in the HUB from 12·1 to pick up or
order a yearbook.

Part-time Pianist-Organist to
provide Church music for
worship services and to
accompany congregational
singing and choir music,
Also to provide accompaniment for choir practice one
evening each week,
Part-time choir director to
lead the choir, select appropriate choir music and lead
and direct the chOir one
evening per week at prac
tice.
p

If interested in either position, please contact the
Country Homes Christian
Church at 8415 N. Wall,
Spokane 99208 or cal! 4663414 during weekdays 9:00
a.m. to 3:00 p.m.
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Fall ftim releases make life a little scarier
Keith Spitzer
Staff writer
My Friday consisted of a double feature, The Good
Girl, starring Jennifer Aniston and One Hour Photo,
with Robin Williams. The pairing was not the greatest
in the world, but alone, both films were worth seeing.

The Good Girl
Director: Miguel Arteta
Starring: Jennifer Aniston
Rated: R
Runtime: 93 minute...
Approval:

On. Houl Photo
Director: Mark Romanek
Starring: Robin Williams
Rated: R
RunHme: 95 minutes

@

Approval:

O[

The Good Girl
The Good Girl is about Justine Last, living in Texas.
She is sick of her job, her husband and her meaningless life. She works at the Retail Roundup, the Texasversion of a strange cross between Value yillage and
Rite-Aid. Her title is "cosmetic consultant," meaning
that she does makeovers to sell products.
We join her life just as Holden
begins working with her. She takes
an immediate liking to the boy,
played by the up-and-coming actor
Jake GyllenhaaJ.
He is 22 years old and wants to
be a writer. Catcher in the Rye is his
favorite book, and he even renamed
himself after the main character.
This should be a tip to anyone
that has ever read anything about
conspiracy theories. Every crazy,
SPITZER'S
nutcase psycho in recent history has
SPOTLIGHT
been found with a copy of the book,
according to the movie Conspiracy
Theory, and Holden does not disappoint.
He is depressed and dreams of strange things
including his own death and robbing the Retail
Roundup.
The two quickly become friends, sharing many
lunch-hour discussions together.
Soon after the friendship begins, Holden tempts
Justine to have an affair. With a husband who spends
most of his free time smoking pot with a I:o-worker,
she can see a glamour about Holden and runs into his
arms.
The two begin to have a torrid affair and Justine's
guilt leads her to more problems at home and drives
Holden over the edge into madness.
The acting in this movie is nothing too impressive.
The characters are all simple-minded folks. They
aren't all that engaging.
Aniston plays a character somewhat similar to her
famous Rachel from Friends, if Rachel were horribly
depressed and from Texas, not Manhattan, Shc is the
lovable simpleton that seems to never be in the right
place at the right time. Her confusIOn makes her
human and tics us to her plight.
The rest of the cast gives good performances, but
there is one in particular that could be a career-ender.
Tim Blake Nelson, also from 0 Brothel; Where Art
Thou?, is doomed to typecasting.

.

He once again returns as the dimwitted country boy
who is too dumb for his own good. Maybe taking the
role was too dumb for the good of his career. It is hard
to say if this is his master of character shining
through, his true personality or a really bad mistake on
the part of his agent, but either way, I can't see Nelson
having many roles in the future that aren't the redneck
hick.
Overall, the movie tells a quainl story about life in
a small town. Trust, love and forgiveness make up the
nuclei of the theme, but moviegoers seem to come out
depressed more than enlightened.
Perhaps the best thing to come from the movie
comes in a quote from the store manager, "Holden
was a thief and was disturbed ... my advice is don't be
a thief and don't be disturbed." Words that we should
all live by.

One Hour Photo
My second movie was just as dark, if not darker.
I went in expecting an actionihorror/thrilier. I didn't
get any of those, but rather than a disappointment, it
was a great joy. I thought that it was going to be
something like Robin Williams' last serious project,
Insomnia. To my delight, this was far superior, in both
story quality and character depth.
Williams' character of Seymour Parrish is creepy
and chilling.
The subtle nature of this photo clerk seems like
such a change from his usual off-the-wall characters.
Sy, as he likes to be called, has something that we
all recognize from going to a place regularly.
He knows the customers and interacts with them
well. He;:,is v~fY focused on h.is,job ~n~ good _at what
he does. But there is that strange quality that sits in the
back of your throat like there is something about this
man that just isn't right.
Williams, an employee at the photo department in a
pseduo-Wal-Mart (we can all tell that it is by the oversized isles and dopey blue vests) stalks a family by
having extras made of their family photos. He keeps
all the pictures on his living room wall and has done
so for several years.
Sy tells about how pictures capture the happy
moments in life. No one ever takes pictures of the
moments when their lives have hit rock bottom. He
takes comfort in seeing the Yorkin family share birthdays and vacations. He even imagines himself as a
part of the family. "Uncle Sy" even goes as far as buy-

ing presents for young Jake Yorkin's birthday and
going to soccer practice.
He finds pictures of Mr. Yorkin having an affair
with someone at work and slips the photo into another batch, so the wife will find ou,t. Sy is also busted at
work for using too much paper, all the exIra prints of
the family pictures. The two incidents couple into Sy
losing his mind and in a fit of anger, plots 10 avenge
Mrs. Yorkin and teach both his boss and Mr. Yorkin a
lesson.
While the movie isn't scary, it does chill your blood
to watch what happens.
The psychological thriller frightens you in a very
covert way.
There are no scenes where you see the killer standing behind the bushes, because there is no killer. No
one vanishes and no aliens come down with poison
gas and crop circles .
This is the kind of movie that sits in your head and
makes you wonder about the things you do in your
day and take for granted.
What about the pizza guy who knows your name, or
that coffee shop where Ihey know your name and just
what you order every time you come in?
Are these really people to fear?
I hate to compare it to the great works of Alfred
Hitchcock, but it is closer to that kind of thriller than
the cheap scare tactics that we have all come to semiloathe.
We love to sec that kind because they quicken our
pulse and make us jump for a second. Bul, like
Hitchcock, Romanek makes
us question the simple things
Spitzer Film
that go by in our everyday
Jives. A fear that is not based
.~~~ing. ~ystem
, ll\f:-Our :fig'Jit ~or ]light· reflex,
but seeded deep in our selfWorthy of Oscar
identity.
_ nomination
The powerful directing and
stellar acting team make a ~I Worth seeing in
movie that should not be i{F- the theater
missed by either the serious
movie fanatic or the casual
horror-flick watcher.
"'iX;:\ Wait tor the DVD
Couple that with interesting \~to come out
cincmaphotography, involved
symbolism and a great story
and this film eould become an fr~ Where the movie
7.x truly belongs
award-winning film.
Put this one on your list of
must-sees.

t

chatterbox~------------------~
Katelin Hodge

things as genocide and decades of
CIvil war firsthand."
The four-week progrm'l hrought
While the majority of WhItworth 60 students from the United Slates
students spent this pa~t :>ummer and ·10 others from countries includworking as camp counselors, waiters ing Pakistan, Sierra Leone, Germany,
in restaurants or at retail jobs, junior Rwanda and Eng!and together to
Ben Metcalf traveled to The Hague, exc~ange views, ideas and stories, as
The Netherlands, for a once-in-a- well as collaborate for future action
lifetime experience.
toward conflict resolution.
Metcalf, 21, was chosen to partIciMetcalf first heard of the program
pate in the seventh annual through the Whitworth History,
International
Political
and
Student Symposium
International
Studies
Name: Ben Metcalf
on Negotiation and
department,
and
Conflict ResolutIOn
A~r-c: 21
with the ~upport of
along with 100
James Waller, proYear: junior
other young profesfe~sor
of
J\1,yor: economics and
sionals,
graduate
Psychology
and
students and upperJulia Stronks, propolitical science
class u ndergradufessor of History,
ates selected from
Political and International Studies,
over 1,000 applicants from allover he was accepted into the program.
the world.
"I first became interested in con"The best thing wa~ meeting flict and awarene~s issues after takamazing people and forming lifelong ing Dr. Waller's 'Genocide and
relationships," Metcalf said. "I heard IIolocaust Studies' class," Metcalf
unbelievable, jaw-dropping stories iiaid. "The iiymposium gave me furfrom people who experienced such ther information that was more on a
Slaff~niter

graduate level."
Metcalf, from West Linn, Ore., is
tentatively majoring in economics
and political science, and hopes to
work inleflldtionally after graduate
school. The symposium helped him
realize that ollr generation can and
will make changes in the world
regarding conflict resolution
The sympm.ium was developed by
the Institute for International
Mediation and Conflict Resolution in
conjunction with Erasmus University
Rotterdam and The Elliot School of
International Affairs at George
Washington University. A renowned
faculty of scholars, mediation
experts, current and former diplomats and conflict re~olution specialists addressed current issues in international affairs.
"I completely encourage anyone
who is mterested to apply," Metcalf
SHill. "It was an amazing opportunity
that I was very privileged to experience."

For more illformation 011 the sympoIVIVIV. iilller.arg.

siwIIJ visit
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Lool<ing for fun

•

all the cheap places

stephanie Walker
SllIJj

U'I"IltT

So, you've lound your ... cll at \Vllltwonh .dready low III
fund ....1Ilt! \\;I111l1lg to )!.ll do ",ollletilillg. You don't l.dre
Wh.lt, ju ... t ,',lIl1lcthing that' ... cheap, lun .1Ilt! out I rom hehillli
th~ pineulIlc curtam
Welt, keep reading .. I've talked
with the .. exper .... " ilnd they've given u ... their ,',eerel'> !lll
hmv to have lUll droulld SPO",IIlC
HI lr"e to go to The Ollioll and cat deep-Irled Oreo,., anti
color picture,'" and I like to go dowll the red ... Iide at
Rlveriront Park," '>ophomore Megan Blank ,.,.Iid
I?ecp-l rled Oreo ... , Ilot lillllld un the Illenu, arc a ,>penalIy lor ,Iboul j, I e.lch th.lt Whitworth ,',tudmt ... lwve dl,.,covered. Another Whltworlh de ...,',ert hot ... pot I~ Dither',.,
Yogllll & r\'lme, e,',peCl;rI]y on Tue~day night ... when a
mediulll cup goe,', lor $1.(Jt). Thin" or II thl ... way 11\ a
cheap date that you don't even need a car 1(11
OtlIe1 great place ... tll eal, Ir you walll to try ...olTlcthlng
ulhe1 then Sodexho, .Ire the Old Sp.lghetti Fadorv and
Rocky Roe(lco',." hoth loc.ltcd downtown. You may [1l1rcha,',e 1.1 ... ly Iialran meah lor $1{ or Ic~ ... al Ihese fine re ... tauran .....
If you're even Illwer on rund~ Ih.1Il lI,',lIal, try hilling
Dick','" a drrve-up h,llllhurger joint downtown. AIIlHI,',1
evelylhlng Ihey "'CI~e co,',h Ie,.,,', Ihan $2, indudlllg hurger ... , Ii Ie ... , ,.,ha"e~, tiled cllIc"en .Ind 101 ... III other (nll),>lly
flied) IrC.lh.

YOII could dho ta"e .1 d.lvlonl! ... tudv break With \our
Irieillb al 1{lverlwnl Par", ~vher~ hou;", can he ,.,pe~t on
fide ... , \\.11" ... , !ceding the dllck ... , sliding down the red
wagon or watching dltraelion fc.ltllre,> at thc IMAX
Thealre.
If the Pal k I~n 'I ermugh fun lor you ,Int! you nccd hI get
lid of bottled-up cnergy hy partlclpati ng In phY,',leal aelivitIC,." you might want 10 check. oul Wonderland Family
FUll Center or LI ... er Que,',t \Vonderland "'pllfh 1.I ... eI lag,
go-"art,." 1111111 golf. b,ltling cage,', and a climbing waiL
plu~ it',', nearhy, wJlhin walking di ... tancc!
Senior Stephanic Ball ';ald ... he like,', to go to the IllOVle ...
and fllld place,', where ~he C,III hike or w.tlk For Ihll~e 01
you who have not hCdrd, at The G.lrland Thealer you call
watch movIe,; lor only ~ 1.50. You can ;rho get into any
Regal Cinema for S5 with ,',t Ulle lit idelllJ! Ication amI Ihc
AMC" he.llre downtown for $550.
La ... t, t(lr ~ollle out-there fun in Spokane .. Cal ·nlle ...
Cndangered Specic~ CtlIl,',ervation P.lr". LilliI,'" tlger~, (1l0,
nol hCM ... ) leopard ..., puma,'" Ivnx and Illore arc hou~ed ,lIId
cared for hy ,',tall mcmbel'" ,;nd ,.,Iudenl,', 01 the Loolo~lcal
~chllol Guidcd tours and cuh-petting arc available at the
facility for ~5 wllh ,',tudent I D. Also, lor you movie buft...,
Ihcle are ... evcr.1I falllou,> alllillah hou ... ed there, like the
roanng MGM LJ(lIl.
Ju~1 remcmber, college I'> almut ... ludYlllg, but it' ... aho
.Ibout h.IVlllg ... ollle lun. So, get out 011 the town, have fun
.1Ild try ... OIllC of the,',e pl.lee ...

SPOKANE AT A GLANCE
~The Onion
302 W. Riverside Ave.
747-3852

..-Laser Quest
202 W. Second Ave.
468-4386

~OJd SpaghettI Factory
152 S. Monroe St.
624-8916

~CatTales Zoological Park
17020 N. Newport Hwy.
238-4126

~Riverfront Park & the IMAX Theatre
507 S. Howard St.
456-4:;86

~Garland Movie Theater
924 West Garland
327-1050

~ Rocky Rococo
520 W. Main Ave.
747-1000

..-Manito Park
South Grand at 18th Avenue
625-6622

~Centennial Trail
State Route 291, Gun Club Road
564-5064

~ Dick's

._

"

Hamburgers
10 E. Third Ave.
747-2481

~Wonderland Family Fun Center

~Dldier's

10515 N. Division St.
624-7700

10410 N. DiVISion St.

Yogurt & More

466-8434
Top fight Tt1e Galland TI1catre remains aile of
the cl1eape5t hot spots frequented by Whitworth
sludenl5 for fUll Hl Spollalle.
Right Freshmen Jackson Williams. Rlsa Wallelle
and sopholl1ore Jason Stuart hang In tile
BaldWin Jenkins lounge after a meeting last
Fnday Illgllt
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leam met for a fro \0 studl t)reah

Angie Nateras

Bottom: Senlol Hlilar) Grlgel promotf:s a popu
lar cheap Whllwortll pastime LoffeehollsGs
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Good times roll without wheels
Meghan Callaghan
,)IIIff 11'/ iter

\
. -....

I
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For all Iho~e ,!Lalcnl'> whl) don 'I have L.th, don 'I worry, hecau,e Ihere ale plenly 01
tiling,> to d~l.()n Cal~IPIJ'> I.el\ ,Iall II ilh ,lll1le (lilhe Illore ohvroll~ Ihillg~ 10 do . .
I. Be 'prr rled. Rrghl 1I0W, ,HII loollldlL ~{'LLer .lIld volleyball learn, .lIe eh,lIllp'> (hll
dUI)' a, ,>llIllcnb I', to go ,lIld cheel on 0111 IC.IIIl'. (,0 I'lr.lll,1
. 2. R~la x.·1 he Illx~()n ! Illlon Bilildlllg j, Ille per Icel place 10 calellup 1111 '>I line leadIIlg or .111,1 Lhal Wllh Yllur rnellll,. I'ilhel W,I\,. the IIlIB I~ ddlllileiv Ihe pl.ILe Itl he
\Vhrle Y('II.IIC Ihere. you C,lII dlop hy I:'PIL~';' Dellghh 10 gl.th ~,OI1l~ lolln' dlld, even
hetter. w.tlch ,ome I V. hecall~L we alllll'ed 10 kllow Whdl I~ glllllg 1111 Wllh i-lil'IIr/1
3. lIe.ld down,I.III .... DOII'I Imgel ,thlllil dllllll I'nlllcllllle! AI Ie 01,>1 ~o 1m Ihe ,.I"e 01
your rc'H.!cnl .1,'>1,1,1111 ,pending !rIll, 01 IIIllC planlllllg t:venh ,tnd'gdnte, SOIllL 01
Ihelll dre a ,(HlrCC 01 ~llrpn'lIlg rUll. I ;I~I wee" In 11:t1dwln-lcnkin, an clllln'
I'rirnelllllc \1',1'> devoled to "llavlIIg FUll With [)uLI'I;lpt:!"'1 hcy even gill ,>Iudellb 10
\(.Iunleer to he dUCI-Id(lcd 10 Ihl' \\',LII '1 he hc,1 Ihlng dhllUI I'rtlllclLlIlL I' Ihdl II "
,1I\\dY, Ihclc lor you .lItd il dllC'>1l I rc.tlly IJl\lllll ,Ill) Llllllnllllllent. You IU,I gil .lIld
hang oul
-4 .lorn., clull. \VlllIWO~lh IIlIcr, 1ll.lny duh,> Ih.11 drc dC',l)!ned 10 Ile lun allLl P"'''hly ,plrLlual .II Ihc "tlIlC IIIllC. hO!lllhe Ildwdllall ('Iull 10 S 0.1' A. Ilicrt "hotilld h.
he d club Ih.ll will \I'll I " ror ~(Ill Yllll will hL .thk iii ~'0 10,IIIIhc cluh cvcnh (Ill and
011' call1pu~. Sllmc cluh, pul 1111 d.lIlcc,.
Ihe BI,tC" ~Iudcnl !inillll, or 1.lher Cillh,
c'lordilldll' LlIlTll1l1l1l1ly ,>crVILC ,lIound 1011'11 '1 hc he,1 Ihin)! .Ih,llil LI"h, i, IIt.LI \,011
mcet .1 101 01 pcople who ,h,lIl' ~lHlI "line IIIILlC'!'>.
II YOII're recling !lIllIl' LlllIgelic. hLie are ")Ille 1111111-" Ih.tllllil-'hl I;,]..e.r lillie 1Il0rl'
erc.!III'II)'. hUI arc ,lill.1 101 (}r 11111:
I'rc,hmcll hoy, In Ihc I~J nClghhilllHiod h.r\c d"cm'ucd ,h.Lg r.llL' II Ilh lilLir l{.rIlil
SLoolcr~ 10 kcep occuplcd I\hen Ihey get horcd.
"It·, Ihl' nghl Ihlllg 10 do, when you have Ilolhlng III do." IfL,hllt.LIl l\ndrt:w
h,I.IC'>(HI'.Ild
"ll.lvlIlg Ihl' dr.lg r,ILC, i'> Ir"c.1 Pd,1 lillle, III II, BJ hov<,," !re,hlll,1Il Cor V I ;d'I.lnlc
conlinued
. ,
LJlIIIll.111' II"bcc" Ihc Ihlll-oIIICi.!I C.lIllpU, ,Pilll WhL'lliu you'le (ll() or 1101. ~(lIl1C
olle \\111 ah\d~' hL pla)ing 1'lIllll,lll ~olllc\\'hLiC. II "Ihe LhL,t]l, hL.dlh\,. lUll Im'lIle
gamc on c.tlTlPU, Ihal cvcl\,onc 101'L,
.
Ould,){I] I{CUC.ltroll h.l; CVLf)lhlng y()U \\.1111 II) gel in IOllch \\111t IhL grc.11 lIuldoo!', 'y01i Loin rcnl hi "e" roller hl.ldc, (II .1 C.llloe. I he\, al,o pul 011 ~c\'cral oullllg,
lor Ihc more .rthcnlilroll, hl"ef<, ,tIld r,dILl"
.

Ii",

Well, Ilere we Llrc again. If you'II' dnyltllnl
Ilhe me, you 11Z1ve gone ttllOUgll some serlOlJ~
SUIlllller wltllrlli.Hvals but <11 e now 10ul\lng for
wald to anott1<.:1 Illne rnontils of cralllllling
sleep deprrvatlon and subJecLlng ollf5elves t(
mass-produced ellnlng llaJi food.
Now IIlat Sllmfller IS gone, 1I1erc go WIldt
conSider sUllllller's gUilty pleasures VOl
Imow, tllose neldy IIllngs we all do wilen 1I1f
mercury rises, but we feel It'S OK I)ecaust
we're In tile comfor t of our own llOllletowm
and company of our old friends. Perhaps It'~
Just adolescent remnants of Lhose illgl
scllool days, when It was OK Lo spend 11Our~
on ltle pllOne, crurslllg tile Illaln dlClg and no'
Ilavmg to wor I y about worl<rllg 50 110urs c
weel{ to pay next year's tUition. FOI me, gUIILl
pleasures were III plenLy tillS past summer.
Guilty pleasure No. 1.: The pop concert
I happened to see lots of bands durrn!!; tile
break tillS yeClr, worl~rng for the entertain
ment secLIOII of a newspaper eJldn'! hurt.
Among ttle sweaty kids .1neJ sprlleel beer II'
Nor Cal were the sounds of Weezer, Cal~e ane
tile Flaming Lrps, among others Normalll
concerts are notlllllg La be ashamed of, [XI'
tllere are sOllle hands more rjeservlng of ~
gUilt Lrlp for anyone spendlllg money to se(
their shows
All summer long tllere was one pClftlcula.
song 1I1at wouldn't leave ttlC radiO and I)efoll:
I [<new It. WOUldn't leave my Ileacl Clt/ler. J:
you haven't yeL Ilearel "Compllc<'lted" fron
Avr II L<lvigne's rJeIJuL cllbum Lei Go, I Il;wc te
question your wllCreaiJouLs for IItl~ pilsL 51>
monllls. So I I)rol~c down imd fJi1ld 2C
clamshells Lo go wltllmy teeny-bopper slsLer~
to sec tile 17-year-old sl~ater PUrt!{ <111rt self
proclallneeJ "C:lJltl Br ILney" tlang On to her
I)aggy pants anel yell Itu Ilead off for 30 min
utes
Yes, I'm gUilty, and It geLs worse. she was
n't tile only onc. 0 Tow II , Nlcl~ C<JrLer, BB Mah
and Mlcllelle Br<lncil /llil(]{~ up the rest of the
pre-teen musrc monLage at Arco Arona lila!
fatefUl SuncJny <JfLernoon last mon"l IL goL
prelly ugly tilcre for a Wllilc.
Guilty Pleasure No.2: Cheesy movies.
TillS one wasn't dS slldmeful, cOllslderlng
Lhls sLImmer's movies weren't as [)olrl as
Illost no-lJralnel SUlltillCr movies tcneJ Lo [)c.
Rond 10 Per(JJLJoll, My Bl[~ Fal Greek We(Jdin~
{)n(j MlllOnly Report wcre ilmong SOIlIC of tll(;
f~xcellcnt films rE'leascd. EVP/l hj(l~ Itad a
gOQ(j rnovre·flllr;(j SLJInrn(~r WllIl [118 [lpcnlng
of Spidel-Mall, Scoo/J}'·Ooo ,lIld L110 uItd
S!JtC/I, !JuL Lhere were others
DlcJ ;lIlyonl'
see Blue Crw,!J? Qu,lllty SUlTtlllI;r popcorll
filch IJut no claSSIC potcnt"ll hy allY rlleilll~,
How al)out lite IdL(;',t Ausl1ll Powers Ilistall·
ment, Go/(Imem/)cr? Tilcre's Just sOlllctlllng
aboul c,lIIn mer t Il<-lt m<lhr~s oillcrwisc
uliwatcltillJle 1l10VleS muw appealing

Guilty Pleasure No.3: lV addictions

NoL olily rJl(j I stay up until rnl(jIlI~:llt pvcry
wcr;IUllghl to wiltcl t ol,J-school cplsr)rfcs of
Who's /11(' Boss (IJac.k IJldore Sarnantild gnt oj
perlll), tlldl's sad ulLougll, I also CfJIII~ltt lil(;
American 1(/01 [)LJg I'm not fllone- IWf(;,
tlloLJgh; flnotllcr.14 or 15 million pcople: al',o
LLmerJ In ('vcry luesrldy and WecJrwc,day nlghL
Lo check out tllC SllOW. (Don't forgct. Kelly's
Single hits stores today!) I saw almost every
Installrnent of ttle competition, as well as
Invf'sllng t'Vf'ry mornlllg after Lhc sliow,; <mod
to Itavc lit-depth dl~bat{J~, willt my co workers
about thc happenings of tl18 Sll(JW
I gur:ss IIt(~ surnmer really IS ltl0 season for
everyonc In havl' gUilty pleilsurec,.
I thlllk I've COIllC Lo d pOint, tltOLlgtl, wllCrc
I CLln leavr; all of thilt behind (Jnd move on to
more Imnortant tilrngs, like what Will Ilappr:n
whell 110'05 wall~s Into lI)c [{achr.I's !Lm>pltal
roorn l
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Cross country
Pirates have faith.
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Beloved coach Paul Merkel dies
The mentor and coach gave 38 years of his life to
Whitworth and poured his heart into the athletes
Chris Collins

Sports editor
Three years ago, Whitworth
Coach Paul Merkel would stop
by Director of Athletics Scoll
McQuilkin's office every day.
Two years ago, the visits dwindled to once a week. Eighteen
months ago, they came only
occasionally. And for the last
year of his life, Whitworth's
greatest sporls fan remained
absent from McQuilkin's desk.
After half a decade of devolion to Whitworth's athletics,
Alzheimer's disease ended
Merkel's life at the age of 80 on
Aug. 24. He left behind a legacy of dedication mirrored in his
38 years of coaching and mentoring.
"No one gave more of himself
to a college than Paul Merkel
did," McQuilkin said. "He will
be sorely missed."
Despite his waning health,
Merkel attended nearly every
game and practice of every sport,
even after his retirement in 1990
at the age of 67.
He also kept McQuilkin up-todate on away,games, calling him
at all hours of the evening.
"I could always count on a call

,

from him, no matter what," returned six years laler and acted
McQuilkin said.
as head baseball coach until
But Merkel was dedicated to 1971. Meanwhile, he worked as
more than just sports. As an director of Athletics from 1958
active member of the Fellowship to 1969 and a decade later as
of Christian Athletes and the sports information director until
Whitworth
Community 1990.
Presbyterian Church, he lived out
Merkel also dabbled in other
his faith as a quiet witness, positions as well, acting as assisMcQuilkin said.
tant football coach until 1985 and
"Paul
was
assistant basketPaul
what
ball coach in the
you saw was
'50s.
what you got,"
He
brought
it Paul cared for every~
said
Spike
the
college's
011e; he looked after
Grosvenor, who
only
national
played on the
champIOnship
everyone
like
they
were
1960 baseball
home in 1960
one of his own. "
team headed by
when his baseMerkel.
"He
ball team, led by
Ray Washburn,
made no bones
future
majorJOnner major leaglle pilcher
about his faith."
league pitcher
Like
box
Ray Washburn
scores,
(graduated
Merkel's
life
1960), defeated
statistics don't tell the whole Georgia Southern College 4-0.
story. But, his accomplishments
Washburn, who had a ninereveal his famous dedication.
year major league career comMerkel leltered 11 times in plete with three World Series
three sports and earned two rings, attended Saturday'S Halldegrees at Whitworth in the of-Fame football game where
midst of a three-year stint in the he was honored along with
Navy. From 1946 to 1948, he other accomplished Whitworth
was assistant coach for football, alumni.
baseball and basketball.
He
"Paul cared for everybody; he

'-l

/
COl{ffa9'

looked after everyone like they
were one of his own," said
Washburn, who was named
tournament MVP in 1960.
Washburn reflected on how
cohesive the 1960 team remains
today, 42 years after the championship victory in Sioux City,
Iowa.

of U'//Jllll'orlh tln:hiltJ

"Paul was close to everyone on
the team," Washburn said.
A memorial service for Merkel
was held Sept. 6 at Whitworth
Community
Presbyterian
Church.

See

MERKEL>
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Pirates shove
Orediggers
aside, 35-14

.

Brian Tidwell
Staff writer
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Junior running back Billy Condon breaks toose from diVing Oredlgger Wes Albrecht.

The Pirates continued a paltern
of second-half football domination Saturday when they mangled
the Montana Tech Orediggl'rs 35l·l at the Pinebowl.
The Bucs scored 21 points in
the second half following a 14-14
halftime deadlock.
"It's hard to expect a 35-14
win," senior quarterback Scott
Biglin said. "But we just dId
what the coach told us to do, and
WOIl the game."
The Bucs exchanged touchdowns with Montana Tech in the
first half, respondlJlg to each
touchdown with a successful
drive of their own.
The Orediggers drew blood
first on a 59-yard drive on five
plays, finishing it off with a 27yard sprint by quarterback Skyler
Willard who slipped down Ihe
right side to break open the game.
The Pirates answered with a
sequence of first downs and a
short pass to junior Dwayne
Tawney, evening the score.
The second quarter mirrored
the first. Montana scored early to
take the lead 14-7 on a strong
drive. The Pirates struggled to
return the favor as Biglin, unable
to locate receivers, scrambled to
bring the Pirates to fourth and
one. Junior running back Billy

a.&£EE&&&&&

Condon responded with a first
down. The following first down
was achieved in the same manner,
with Biglin scrambling on third
down and Condon converting on
fourth down. The Pirates scored
following another big run by
Biglin and a penalty that brought
them close enough for Condon to
run it In to tie the game at 14.
"It was a struggle," Bigl in said.
"They were big, physical and fast
- faster than we thought they
were going to be."
But, there must have been
something good in thai halftime
Gatorade, because the Pirates
came out to win in the second half.
Taking the first possession on
their own 24, Whitworth rushed
for 60 of their 76-yard drive,
highlighted by twin plays up the
. middle by Junior Ben Armstrong
Biglin finished the drive with a
touchdown to give Whitworth its
first lead, 20-14.
The fourth quarter featured
Biglin once again searching for
yards, this time achieving backto-back first downs hi msel [,
drawing the Pirates close enough
to rush it into the end zone.
Junior Cody Lamens then caught
a short pass for two points to put
the Bucs up 28-14. Montana
threatened with a 58-yard push in

See
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Cross country women
grab first, men second
Ben DiBiase
Staff writer
Runners and fans represented
morc than five schools at the
beautiful
Finch Arboretum
Saturday where the Whitworth
women raced to finish first and
the men second.
The warm sun shone brightly
through the exotic trees of the
park, with people scurrying all
around in the light but focused
atmosphere of a cross-country
meet
It wa~ the Sasquatch/Pirate
Invitational, and normally one
would expect to find a clump of
black and red, stretching and men- The Japanese symbol for 'falth' IS
tally preparing for the race. temporarily tatooed on all Whitworth
Yellow and blue were easy to sec, cross country ru nners.
and Gonzaga's colors could be
spotted. There was even a bunch Elizabeth Abbey won first and
wearing white T-shirts with "Lift second place respectively, cleanthe Cow" on the back. Looking ing up with times of 20:23.70 and
20:54.10.
closer and ti ndE I a i n e
ing
familiar
Heinemann
faces, one might
was not far
wonder
what
it Ok, when a cow is young,
behind
at
our Whitworth
Pirates are doinl! you can lift it, so ifyou hecp 21 :45.90, and
the
talking
about
lifting it evctyday, you can together
women took
cows.
race
"OK, when a ',eep lifting it when it's big. " their
home.
cow is young,
Joanna Graham,
"I
was
you can 11ft II,"
cross CO'III!D' smior
going
out
explained senconservative
ior
Joanna
to run an
Graham. "So, if
even
race,
you keep lifting
but
push
it every day,
you can keep lifting it when it's myself, and it was a nice course
... a 101 of people stepped it up
big."
The cap gun sounded and the and had a good day Saturday,"
race went by with a blur of sweat Nelson said.
The men ran strong as well, led
and cheers.
Coach Toby Schwartz could by junior Jesse Stevick who finbe heard above the rest, urging ished the 6.4K in fourth place
his runners to take hold of their with a time of 22:31.
Senior Ben Robinson and
situation.
The women ran a 5K in which freshman Doug Blackburn foljunior Leslie Nelson and senior lowed close, reaching the line at

:~~:J5",'\F;:lf'ijtl;~t~~· ~'~
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:Blglin htlhhrows ' "for 'a,
career g '
..
Senior quarterback Scott

Biglin completed 28 of 44
~ for 402 yards a
career.higb- Sept. 7 against
~1hel College. leading the
Sues to a come-from-behind
:p.26 victory. ,
'
, '.:- Last year, five of the seven
'PiTl~\~ victQries were products
of comeback situations.
: ,'Also
that game. junior

in

f\ll1nlng, back '~illy Condon

fumbled for, the farst time in
,hiS.Ca:reC~.:He ,ha.if~Qi~ 419
,timJ;S, pn()~ ,~ t.,.t, Wlt~ut
w;ol'Piog 't~e ba~~"', :';', , :

Football

'places' third in
NWC coaches P9H, ," ,
'~~::Whitw~:finisiled'thi~ in
,~

N,wC, foqtball 'pre~~n

Coach~ 'poll ,\¥ith ~3 poi,flts. .

. ;"',Lirifield", -'and,-,. ",' Pacific'
:Ltitberan:, finjsb~ -fwl: with"
38_ point~ ari~ ~!ld with 33
points, respeCtively. '
, , In .8 n~tional football pr~
season poll, Pacific Lutheran
was ranked ninth and Linfield
10th. Neither Whitworth nor
Bet~el appeared in the

-Tausche~ . ,Sabrowskl
,e~tn__NW\.f r~cognition

Junior Leslie Nelson rests for a Pit stop as her coach makes repairs

22:37 and 22:45 respectively,
bringing Whilworth a second
place school ranklllg in the
men's race.
What is Whitworth crosscountry all about this year?
According to Coach Toby
Schwarz, a large team (22 men,
26 women) has provided strong,
veteran leadership and new tal-

ent with a "taste for' winning.
They arc a supportive family
that has commitment, ability and
every intention of pulling
together and making running
happen.
They also have tattoos. Every
Whitworth runner displayed the
Japanese character for "faith" running with faith.

~1_

Men's soccer streak ends
Chris Collins
Sports editor

Team ranked
nationally, but
weakened by

injuries,

The defensive phenomenon ended last weekend when
the Whitworth soccer team fell to Western Washington 1o and Simon Fraser 2-0 after outscoring their opponents
11-2 in the first three games of the season.
Following a dramatic 3-2 overtime victory against
Northwest College, the Pirates, currently ranked 16th in a
national NCAA Division III poll, ousted Evergreen State
5-0, and then came home to defeat Montana State-Billings
3-0.
.
But on Friday, weakened by senior midfielder Scott

f-

Kerwien injury the previous week, Western Washington
broke the Buc's three-game winning streak.
"We didn't do as well as we though we would," Head
Coach Scan Bushey said. "We had our chances but didn't
capitalize on them."
Adding to Iheir difficulties, a small field hampered the
Pirates, who were accustomed to a larger playing field.
"The field caused us some grief," Bushey said.
On Saturday, the Pirates fell to Simon Fraser 2-0.
After a "lucky goal," the Pirates scrambled to even the
match. But in the process, they allowed their opponents
to tally another goal, Bushey said.
"We played quality learns," Bushey said.

Women's soccer struggles with
season-openers, loses four games
I'Yurie~

new plqyers
challenge ),oung Pirates
earlY in season

Chris Collins
Sports editor
The women's soccer team is struggling following four consecutive season-opener losses.
After being outscored 3-17 by their oppo-

u

n;

nents, the Pirates arc
searching for stability
in a shaky season.
"We're a young
team," Head Coach
Scan Bushey said.
"The team is still getting to know each
other, but we have to persevere."
The Bucs visited Simon Fraser Saturday
for the second lime, and for the second time,
lost 5-1.
Whitworth maintained a steady defense in
the first half, holding Simon Fraser to one
point. Meanwhile, freshman Ashley Fisk

...

.

t_

pOI!.

scored the only Pirate goal of the game to end.
the half, 1·1.
"In the first half, we battled," Bushey said.
But in the second half, the Pirates broke
down following an own-goal.
"We were overrun," Bushey said.
The team was weakened by two key
injuries. Junior Mary Hultgrenn injured her
ACL in the firs! game and is out for the season. Meanwhile, junior Erika McGraw is
still recovering from a injury earlier in the
season.
Despite the setbacks, Bushey is hopeful.
"We have 10 build toward competing in the
conference championship," he said.

v
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each play, one at a time."
Biglin rushed 98 yards in 15
attempts. Tully said his quarterback's fancy footwork was
"something you can't account
for."
"We came out in the second
half knowing we had to run the
ball, and that's what we did,"
Biglin said.
Whitworth's 281-yards rushing was a focus shift from last
week's 27-26 victory against
Bethel, which featured a careerhigh 402 passing yards from
Biglin.
The senior quarterback gave
all of the credit to his leam.
"I've got probably the best
receivers in the league," he said.
Bighn also credited an offensive
line that only let him get hit twice.
Next week Whitworth plays
its first away game at Menlo
College in Atherton, California.
Menlo, led by new quarterback
Dylan Kruse, is 1-1 following a
tough loss to Hardin Simmons
University last Saturday 34-42.

PIRATES:
Continued from page 10
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their next possession, but was
stopped cold wilh an interception
and a 34-yard return by sophomore linebacker Jonathan Hook
at the Pirate seven-yard line.
Just over a minute after
Hook's interception, the hands of
junior Jeff Riddell picked off
another Oredigger ball and
returned it to Montana 'Tech's 14,
with 7:23 to go. Three plays
later, Biglin again scrambled into
the end zone to post the final
score of 35-14 .
"This was a huge game for
us," Head Coach John Tully said.
"I thought we played a dominant
second half."
The Pirates had 336 yards to
Montana's 273 and maintained
possession nearly 10 minutes
longer.
"The key was Ihat our offensive line was able to get some
pushes," he said. "We focus on

Kr,iU VOl~I/ U.r/JitJJ'Orllllllll

Senior quarterback Scott Biglin weaves through a pair of diving Orediggers In one of his 15 running plays.

year in 1960.
Despite the accolades, players
and friends mostly remember his
unique humility and Instant willContinued from page 10
ingness to assume any necessary
Nine members of the 1960 responsibility.
For example, in the mid '60s
baseball team gathered to pay
the college struggled with meettheir final respects.
"It's amazing how the team ing the minimum number of
still comes together," Washburn sports nece.'.sary to compete in
the Evergreen Con ference.
said.
Merkel, then
Though his
the director of
undying loyally
Athletics, wal>
was
alwaYl>
wit
h
inspired With
Whitworth,
the solution of
it When I've introduced
starting a .'.wim
Merkel's dedication expandPaul over theyears, I was team.
ed beyond the
there
always Sllre to say. The wasButa problem
Whitworth
community.
man is in every ba~eball - who would
three
coach the new
For
Hall of Fame except
years, he was
team?
Cooperstown. ,,,
The answer
assistant coach
of the Spokane
was
simple:
Scott McQuilkin,
Merkel. So, in
Indians Triple, a
IIY/JJtworth Athletlt' Dim/or
local basebal I
the midst of
team, and later
his position af>
acted as their
director
of
groundskeeper.
Ath[etics,
Merkel's life
heading
the
achievements
baseball team
placed him in four halls of fame: and as assistant coach of the
The NAIA Hall of Fame in 1971,
the American Baseball Coaches
Hall of Fame In 1985, the Inland
Northwest Hall of Fame in 1987
and the Whitworth Heritage
Gallery in 1990.
"When I've introduced Paulover the years, I was always sure
to say, 'The man is in every baseball Hall of Fame except
Cooperstown,''' McQuilkin said.
"Very few people can ever claim
to be honored [ocally, regionally
and nationally. Paul Merkel
was."
In addition, Merkel earned
the respect and admiration of
the local athletic community.
lie was named the NAIA
District I coach of the year
three times, the Evergreen
Conference coach of the year
twice and the Greater Spokane
Sports Association coach of the

MERKEL:
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at Valley YMCA. OUf
small, but enthusiastic,
well-established competitive team is looking for a
special person with synchronized swimming Of
coaching
experience.
LeeAnn: 208-777-5500

football team, he volunteered to
run the swim team. Perhaps it
was at this time that Merkel
took on the generic nickname of
"Coach" in the Whitworth community.
Whitworth's athletics were in
flux again in J 981, this time with
a tight budget threatening to oust
But
the football program.
Merkel studiously worked to
help preserve the sport.
Merkel's legacy is one of historic accomplishments, but it is
highlighted by the anecdotes of
his life and the individual attention he gave each athlete.
During every away game
departure, no mailer what time
of day, Merke[ would stand on
the bus steps and call out, "Good
luck, and have a great weekend."
For generations, Merkel regularly kept this tradition. And for
generations, he embodied the
spirit of Whitworth through his
action.'. and his faith.
"He was motivated because he
wanted to contribute," McQuilkin
said. "It had nothing to do with
personal accolades; it had everything to do with the p[ayers."

Volleyball
spikes a
no-returner
Team ranks
nationallY with
9-1 record
Laura Adams
Staff writer
The Whitworth women's volleyball team traveled to Whitman
College for the Whitman
Invitational Tournament last
weekend and clinched a win.
The Pirates went into the tournament with a record of 7-[ after
going 4-0 in their home invitational tournament the prior weekend.
Previously, the Pirates had
gone 3-1 at the Pikes Peak
Challenge at Colorado College in
Colorado Springs.
Whitworth played their first
Northwest Conference match
against
the
home
team,
Whitman College, last Friday.
The Pirates defeated Whitman
III four games 31-33,30-28,3022,30-18.
Senior Julie Weatherred led
the Pirates with 17 kills while

senior Michelle Eller followed
Senior setter
with 15 kills.
Nicole Weedman and freshman
Rebekah Horner shared the setting duties with 25 and 20 assists
a piece, re.'.pectively.
Whitworth played their opening match again.'.t non-confer:
ence
Lewis-Clark
State
University Saturday. The Bucs
swept their opponents 30-18, 3015, 30-25. Weedman dished up
32 assists to her teammates while
freshman Horner served up 5
aces. Seniors Weatherred and
Lindsey Wagstaff each had 11
kills.
The Pirates completed their
tournament in Walla Walla,
Wash., playing an exhibition
match against Trinity Western
UniverSity where they continued
their winning streak with scores
of 27-30, 30-25, 30-25, 25-30,
15-12.
Whitworth is ranked 20th in a
recent AVCA pre-season Division
III poll.
The Pirate~' next game is away
at Willamette University Friday
where they will look to expand
on their 9-1 record with this next
conference match.

Check out
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PRAISING THE WORST
Wondering why we exalt
the worst we have to offer .
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FOREVER

CHANGED

Finding moral
absolutes in a
cultural battle
ed Muslims to respond wllh violence.

Ryan Moede
Opiniom. editor
, o n e nation, united in the
pain of terrorism within
its walls, reels in search
of direction. A vengeful attack
on Iraq IS immment, but more
than an enemy to hate, where
doe!> a natIOn turn for answers?
'The 'fcderal' governn;erit can
authorize a war but it cannot
legislate a people's need for
clarity. Perhaps the most haunting part of the attacks one year
ago was the quest'ions that went
unanswered.
Why did this happen? Why
are we so hated?
The unknown is the most territying.
With 24-hour coverage of any
and every possible angle relating to the war, II's difticult to
Sift through the propaganda
seeping from both sides:

America's selfish foreign polalld neo-lInpena!tsm are to
blame for the attacks. Islam is a
hateful religion and they'll stop
at /lot/wIg to wipe out
Christianity and democracy.
It's the religious crusades of the
right-wing Christialls that IIlcitICY

Even among the pages of this
newspaper you can see examples of conflicting reports about
how we treat the Islamic faith
and its followers. One man
condemned it as evil, while a
school required its students to
study the Koran.
Sadly, there's more likelihood that a part of each one of
these views had a role in shaping the United State's relationship with Islam and the Middle
East. Few absolutes exist in
the cullural relation!>hip with
much of the Middle East But
In order to fight our way
through
the
gray
and
unknowns, it is these absolutes
that we mu!>t cling to.
So, we begin where With
what we know. And living III
this teachable moment, the
heroes are rightly honored and
the dead are gneved with
innumerable tears and vows at
justice.
And so now we must see with
clarity through these tears and
trials. We must get past blanket
terms of the "axis of evil," and
identify the countries and
groups that are willing to attack
this country.
The sooner we realize there
are both peace-loving Muslim!>
and that there are both bigoted
and loving Christians, the !>ooner we see the villain!> and the

See
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Making a buck
off of the red,
white and blue
of our flag on it alone did not
make me feel patriotic; no, it
was the phrase that was printed
in white capital letters on the
chest of the shirt:
'all don't know how
"Let's Roll."
lucky you Me to go to
The now mfamous phrase
~chool at a college that is that was uttered by the men who
located in a city. As a member overtook and crashed the fourth
of Taylor University's student
hijacked plane just outside of
body, we don't have the benefit Pittsburgh, can now be found In
of being able to hop into a car books, on bumper stickers, Tand within 15 minutes, reach a
shirts and has even been adoptplethora of exciting venues cd as the ntllying cry of the
filled with fun and entertain- Florida Slate Seminole's footment. Here at Taylor, in good ball team. Each of thes~ prodold Upland, Ind., we have to
uc!s is supposed to arou~e great
make do With what we have.
f I'
f
..
d .
.
24 h
ee lOgS a patnolJsm, an IS to
WI Ja t we Ilave IS a
- our
'I
h .
h
'st k
d"24'h' ,.
,.make.tho~~WlOarepurcaslOg
5ro~ery. kor\; an 'a
- '~I~r gd,ls' it 'feel as though they arc supstatIOn
nown as
-.an y
.
b
.
portmg our
oy!> over In
A n dy. "1'1lOug h, w h en th e Ius- AI'
t·
B t
d t
ter wears off of our two fine 24g.HIOI~tan·h u, one nele ~ 0
realize IS t at by purc JasIllg
h our esta bl IS hmen ts, stu d en ts a t
I
I
k
I.
1: I
II
t tJ
II . t t
t lese gross y tac y 0 )jcct!>, we
ay or pU ou Ie a -mig 1 Yare supporting 11 cash crop that
tru\~~PI cMar d .
is bei ng harvested in the name
.. a - art.
f
..
..
W I M
0 patnotlsm.
T he IOtamous
a - art
As the one-year anniversary
"runs" arc thlOgs of legend ami
d
it was on one of these such fUrlS of Sept. I I came an went, the
cash crop was harve!.ted at an
that I found something that I
would forever cherish and alarming rate. Presidents at
the major television networks
something that made me fecI !>quared off to gam the right to
more patriotic then watching broadcast the "be!>t" ceremony
the annual Fourth of July parade coverage. Give me a break.
in Boston, Ma!>s.
What we as Amcrican!. got was
It only cost me a paltry $13, ABC, CBS, NBC, CNN, Fox
S
C II
and I actually wore it out of the
store. The shirt w,is placed on a News, MTV and M NB a
trying to get the most heartrack ncar a multitude of red,
wrenching or heartwarming
white and blue shirts, flags,
bandanas and bOl(er shorts. The
fact that the shirt had the colurs
See BUCKIJ- page 14

Barry Walsh
Guest writer
Taylor University

Y

Remembering and learning
Andy Garretson
Staff woter
was frantic after I learned about the attack
on the World Trade Center. By word of
mouth I heard the news, and expected the
worst when I first saw the TV footage.
Emotions were rampant, people were confused and the details from CNN in the HUB
common room were sketchy at best. Anger
dominated my inner thoughts, and vengeance
was prevalent and understandable. Was my

!

brother, living and working in New York,
safe? Was his fiancee, who routinely exited
the subway ncar the Trade Center for work al
the Guggenheim Museum, okay? These
thoughts, along with many others, caused a
huge amount of anger to begin to build up.
I was not angry at anyone in particular, just
at the fact that something of this magnitude
could happen and that the family that I hold
so dear could be directly affected by a terrorist attack against innocent people. One year
later, some of criminals have been identified
and the victims mourned.
Without tainting the memory of those lost,
there is one point that has not been emphasized enough. As a Christian, I cannot permit
a personal hate of Islam or even Islamic fundamentalists. I recently learned that
University of North Carolina Chapel Hill is
requiring incoming freshmen to read the
Koran, and I advocate that decision to further
expose our nation to the beauty of the Islamic

faith. It IS monotheistic, faith-driven and
respectable. As a person of faith, I respect the
core beliefs of the Islamic faith. The differences are substantial, especially in relation to
women's rights and gender roles, but the
Islamic failh is not fundamentally hateful
toward the Western world even though
Islamic fundamentalists are. It is the misunderstanding of Islam and Muslims thalnas led
so many to the hatred that they now hold
toward almost all Middle-Easterners.
Core 150 has a one..<Jay lecture on Islam,
but that is not enough for the whole school.
Sure, Ihere was more discussion on the
issue on the one-year anniversary of Ihe
attack on the World Trade Center, but since
th" threat of terror docs not direclly impact
our daily lives, we tend 10 push back the
issue so lhat the current priority of the

See LEARNING~ page 15

Numbers~ ..
l20,OOO
Average IIl1mber of adoptions
in the 19905. '

8
Estimated percent of adop~
tion~ that are interracial.

556,000
Estimated number of chil~
in fosur care in
Septeritlxr 2000.

4ren

'$4,OOO~$30,OOO
Estimated range of fees
charged by licensed private
adoptiot) agencies.

,500,000
Estimated nurnIJer of women
,scdling.~o adopt.
• , •

'. > ~
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•• , t

~

~

'I

I

'I

! '/

,16,396
Number of visas issiled for
forcign~born children who
were bdng adopted by atl
Arncr'ican family in .1999.

265,611
Cl1ildrcn adopted from ocher
cOllntries from 1971~2001.

156A91
Of these adopted children
were from Asia.

64
,Percent of adoptalchildre"
aregjrl~'

46
percent of adopted children
are tinder the age of one.

1232
Adoptions in New York in
1999, more than atlY other
stale.
- Compiled by Ryan Moede
Source
AdoptiollInstitutc,org
AdoptionSratlsUcs.c/mI
National CCIIla' for He<dth
,
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Required reading of
Koran is not right
Freshmen and trtm.ifer stt/dents at the University if North Carolina are
required to read the Koran. But, does this requirement Il1ifair!J support
Islam over other religions} or does it increase knowledgeable tolerance?

Emily Brandler
Staff writer

his summer, whde most
WhItworth stutlents took
lime to enjoy the great outdoors and 5tay away from anything that even remotely resembled a textbook, 4,200 freshmen
and transfer students from the
University of North Carolina
(UNC) read portions of the
Koran. Why? They had to.
According to UNC's chancellor, the purpose of the reading
was to give students a greater
understanding of the Islamic
worldview in light of Sept. 11.
However, the assignment did
morc than generate an increased
interest in Islam among a portion
of America's collegIans; it·
sparked a national controversy.
For those of you who, like me,
avoided all contact with the academic world this summer, allow
me to summarize Ihe issue.
UNC assigned a
book,
"Approaching the Qur'an: The
Early Revelations," by Haverford
College Professor Michael Sells,
for incoming freshmen to read
over the summer.
When news broke about the
assignment, ihe Virginia-based
Family Policy Network filed suit
against the school, declaring it
crossed the boundaries of religious neutrality by forcing students to read a single text about
Islam that left out other passages
in the Koran which terrorists
often use for justification of

T

their holy war against nonMuslims.
The court ordered the school
to lift the requirement and
instead, allow students to write
a one-page es~ay explaining
why they chose not 10 [cad the
book.
Bolh sides declared the court's
deciSIOn a victory, the FPN for
lifting the requirement, and the
~chool for continuing with the
hook.
Regardless of who won the
"legal baltic, the war on terrorism
continues and this controversy
causes me to wonder if we are
really any closer to understanding why Sept. 11 happened, or if
we just deceive ourselves by paying lip-service to "open-mindednes~."

To be truly balanced, 11 person
must look at all sides of an
issue, even those which make us
cringe. Students who only read
select portions of the Koran
gain neither insight Into the
entire Islamic worldview nor a
complete understanding of its
1.2 billion adherents, both
peace-loving and militant alike.
Chapel Hill freshman Tim
Mertez, who bought the entire
translation of the Koran to supplement Sells' book, considered
the assigned reading 10 be a
one-sided, peaceful view of
Islam.
"If you really want to know
why people want to blow up the
World Trade Center, we're not
going to get everything we need
to know by reading II censured
book," Mertez told The News
and Observer, Aug. 20. "If you
read the Koran, you'll see where
these people are coming from."
If UNC's school officials really wanted, as they said, to provide students with a greater
understanding of Islam in light of
recent events, they could have

used Sells' book as well as one
that included the Koran's references to a "holy war" and other
passages which terrorists usc to
justify their actions.
Another. aspect of objectivity
involves allowing all sides to be
heard. I can't help but wonder
what would happen if a public
university such as UNC required
its incoming freshmen to read
portIOns of the Bible. Would
many of the people who now
advocate the Koran text treat the
Bible in the same manner?
Something tells me that the Bible
would not receive a favorahle
reception.
The
proper
relationship
between public schools and
worldviews remains open for discussion across the country
Meanwhile,
we
here
at
Whitworth ,also perform a balanclOg act between maintaining
our status and convictions as a
private Christian school while
accommodating other beliefs.
Yet the fact remains that as a
public school, UNC is required
by law to treat all religions fairly,
Christianity, Islam and all other
religions alike.
"If you believe all worldviews
'.' functIOn as religions, then
schools cannot get away from
religion," said Julia Stronks, professor of History, Political and
International Studies. "They
must either promote one or treat
them equally."
In their zeal to instiJi in students a greater understanding of
Islam just 12 months after the
attacks, the ,UNC's school officials tipped'the ever-wavering
scales between government and
religion.
Perhaps they had good intentions for the students, but their
timlOg was off and their notion
of open-minded analysis turned
oul to be close-minded after all.

Sept. 17, 2002
Not an attack upon Islam or its
tollowers but upon regimes and
organizations responsible for
Continued from page 13
the destruction of Sept. 11, and
for the imminent a!lacks to
heroes in this war. We'll see come. This war is difficult
that there are countries that because it mixes not only polihate the United States for who tics, but religion as well,
we are. And that they are will- adding a new level of confuing to attack us.
sion when a question of faith
But Ihis only will happen if becomes a basis for war.
we look beyond the images and
There arc
stereotypes
m 0 r a I
we
arc
absolutes assaulted
not absolutes
with
each
It Even with its faults,
in the mere
day.
From
America remains the best polarization
the
mass
of two relimedia, other nation on earth-which is
gions bllt in
students and
one lesson never to be for- the absolute
the even the
of
gotten: We were attacked values
pUlpit - there
those
who
is too much,
for our virtues, not our
seck destrucmisinformasins.
}}
tion, or those
tion. Find the
who
seek
facts hidden
William J. Bennett,
justice.
Fortller S fere/lIty!if EdueatioJl
within
the
"Am
story.
embarrassed
Former
to speak for
Secretary of
Education William 1. Bennett a less-than-perfect democrain an article in the Wall Street cy?" asked former Sen. Daniel
Journal said, "Even with its P. Moynihan. "Not one bit.
faults, America remains the Find me a beller one. Do I
best nation on earth - which is suppose there are societies
one lesson never to be forgot- which are free of sin? No, I
ten: We were atlacked for our don't. 00 I think ours is, on
balance, incomparably the
virtues, not our sins."
There are moral absolutes. most hopeful set of human
There are heroes, and there are relations the world has? Yes, I
villains. There is right, and do." _
This country may not be perthere is wrong. Now is the time
to administer justice to the fect, but our desire for justice is
countries that seek to harm us. right.
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~~~i of the Sept. 11 anniver-

What I fear was lost in all of
this is that the events of Sept. 11
were the most tragic since Pearl
Harbor.
I believe that it is
important to remember the events that occurred on that tragic
day, but 10 exploit the one-year anniversary as we arc is soiling
the memories. We must realize that people lost their lives on
this day, and that as a nation, we were ripped to the core in just
a few short hours.
Instead, billions of dollars exchanged hands as more buttons, Tshirts, tiny replica flags and stories of the events were sold to consumers that are "patriotic." Not to mention the billions of dollars
that was spent on television broadcasting rights and on the commercials airing dunng the broadcasts.
.
We need to remember what has occurred, and we must never
forget. Bul, what our nation's business leaders are doing is just
sick and grotesque. Making money of a tragedy is one of the
worst sins in the business world.
I only hope that after my first Wal-Mart run after Sept. 11,2002,
I will be able to find a t-shirt that really tells the whole story.
"We made a billion dollars off of Sept. 11 and all you suckers
got was this stupid T-shirt."
Continued from page 13
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Late-night noise
keeps SOlne awake
Dcar Editor,
I would like to bring up some
events on campus that have
shown a surprising lack of conscientiousness at Whitworth this
year. Most of these incidents
deal with dorm noise or lack of
respect for personal boundaries.
I love Whitworth and a big part
of that is because of the understanding students have of promoting a positive community and
living setting. But for some reason, thIS year has gotten off to a
rather odd start.
For example, one of the first

incidents was shortly after classes started. I was woken up by
three students repeatedly riding
a shopping cart down the
mcl lIled ramp in from of Warren
and then crashlllg it into the
lawn. This was accompanied by
all of the appropriate screams
and shouts for having fun, but it
was 2 a.m. Kindly, these students.moved their shopping cart
after being asked.
However,'
ideally they could have considered their surroundings before a
resident had to bring it to their
attention.
The second incident occurred
when a young man walked into
our room one night while my
roommate and I were asleep. If
not opened properly, the door hits
my bed. Consequently, at first, I

thought my roommate was stepping out, until she said from her
bed, "Was that a guy in our
room?" We caught him and a
buddy III the hall (residents of
another dorm), and appropriate
actions were taken by leadership
when more of the same incidences involving other rooms
were uncovered. Still, this was a
clear violation of personal
boundaries, moreover occurring
after 1 a.m. We shouldn't necessarily have to worry about this
when the outside doors to Warren
are locked.
The third and final incident
happened last night. There was
a group of people having a
dance party two floors above
my room. I had ignored the
music earlier and gone to sleep

but this was an hour later with
louder music and ground-shaking dance moves. When I had to
get out of bed, climb two flights
of stairs, and ask if they would
turn their music down, they
were rather reluctant to, but did.
I was shocked, though, when
afler walking further down the
hall, I heard them complaining
about "someone" asking them to
stop their party.
They never considered that
they interfered with someone
else's night but merely that I had
interfered with theirs. Someone
even described me as "some
pissed-off girl coming up the
stairs." This last part was said by
one of the two Warren leadership, whom I had passed on the
stairs earlier coming from these
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guys' room. Where were they,
on the other hand, when they
could have taken charge of the
situation as leadership so that
reSIdents wouldn't have to be
woken up?
I'm not trying to point fingers
of blame toward these people or
bring down the authorities on
thcir head. Nor do I expect
absolute silence. Warren is, after
all, the residence of over 200
people. What I am asking for is a
little more courtesy on the part of
Whitworth students. This is all
most of us have for a home right
now and I hope we can respect
that for each other.
Kitsten Berg, Junior
French major

we want to read
your thou

ts

Send us your thoughts. Write letters to the Editor.
The viewpoints expressed In the Opinions section do not necessarIly
those of The Whitworthlan or Individual staff members.
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Doctorate betrays our mission
Amy Robinson
Staff writer
"I believe (Islam is) a very evil and
wicked religion."
These arc words filled with hate. These
arc words that destroy. These are words
that promote bigotry and blmdness to the
true realities of our neighbors. These llfe
also words that were spoken by Franklin
Graham, who received an honorary doctorate from Whitworth College Aug. 23, at
his Inlllnd Northwest Festival here in
Spokane.
Since that presentation, the appropnateness of this accolade has been debated
among students, faculty and the general
community. Graham's work as the director of Sllmaritan's Purse, a worldwide
Christian development organization, is
certainly laudable. However, that docs not
excuse Whitworth's endorsement of what
we must abhor as Christians, this outright
slander of an entire people.
To refer to Islam as an "evil and wicked
religion" is to dehumanize ils behevers.
This tendency toward dehumanization also
can be seen in a comment Graham made
Oct. 14, 2001, at a televised revival in
Kentucky. Across the slate and throughout
the nation, people hellrd him say: "The
Arabs will not be happy until every Jew is
dead. They hate the state of Israel. They all
hate the Jews. God gave that land 10 Ihe

Jews. The Arabs will
whi Ie
Lassman's
never accept thaI. Why
worldview may not
can't they live in peace?"
he our own, she is
~;
As we continue to reel
best known for her
from Ihe events of a year
work in human rights
ago that shattered our
and for Iiolocaust
security, invaded our
awareness, which is
borders and destroyed
in keeping with this
two of our proudest landmission we hold
marks, we need to
dcaI'.
remember that we arc
By
glvlllg
called to love our neighrranklin Graham an
honorary doctorate,
bors as fellow creations
of God. Part of this call
we arc changing
is a duty to speak out
direction, endorsing
llgainst injustices where
those who pursue 11
victim rather than
we sec them. Whitworth
pursue an underhas recognized this
requirement and is carrystanding. Graham's
Phol. 'Wir/,,) of it''hil. ollh I'nb/J, ,v!"I,.IIS
hate-filled speech
ing it on through our proPresident Bill Robinson presents Franklin Graham With an honorary doctorate degree on
molion of cross-culluml
goes against our
Aug. 23, as Kathy Storm tooks on.
communicatIon, as well
"education of the
mind and heart"
as through other everyday programs. It is inherent in our pursUIt could not have predicted what he said because it engenders misunderstanding
of an "education of the mind and heart," recently. But it is important to realize that and ends in victimization of our Islamic
which calls for an understanding greater when the college bestows an honor, it is brothers and sisters here in the United
than knowledge, an understanding that not an endorsement of everything the States.
affects every fIber of who we are created recipient has said or believes. If that were
By categorizing an entire religion as
the case, we could not have enjoyed the "evil and wicked," all followers arc thereto be.
When asked why Whitworth granted wonderful conferral of a Presidential by categorized as lovers of what is evil
this honor on Graham, President Bill Citation on Eva Lassman, simply because and wicked. It creates a false vision of
Robinson responded: "We were honoring she is Jewish. Also, Whitworth 1>hould be enemies among us, which leads to hate
him for his humanitarian work as presi- comfortable honoring people who may crimes (such as the desecration of
dent of Samaritan's Purse, an organiza- hold different points of view than many of mosques) that have happened all too fretion that has given millions of dollars to us. So, I am plea1>ed we honored Fmnklin quently this past year.
people around the world in deep need and Graham and Eva Lassman. They have
We, as a Christian college, should not
has been particularly supportive of AIDS both done great good."
sanction those who further such prejurelief work. We were also hononng him
However, Gmham's notoriety in the past dices. Yet, we have done so in this honfor his work in evangelism, which he has year has stemmed more from accusations orary doctorate. There arc other, more
done faithfully as president of the Billy of racism than from his mission work. appropriate ways to show our support for
Graham Evangelistic Association."
Because he is most recently known for Graham's work in Samaritan's Purse and
Robinson went on to say: "I doubt the comments like those above, honoring him the
Billy
Graham
Evangelistic
trustees recognition committee was aware means appearing to endorse his prejudices, Association. The way we have chosen
of everything that he had written, and they whether or not that is our intention. And goes against our very mission.
1

LEARNING:
Contll1ued from page 13
majority of Americans is not
addressing how our government is or is not addressmg the
global threat of terror. In fact,
the public debatge recently has
been completely focused on
Iraq. The public focus continues to shift away from the fact
that Afghanistan is still not a
stable place in the world community. Just two weeks ago this
Thursday, there was an assassi-

nation attempt on Afghanistan
President Hamid Karzai. There
is much work that still needs to
be done there to stabilize the
governmental infrastructure.
I want to encourage each student at Whitworth to explore
Islam and the Muslim culture so
as to better understand it. As
Americans, we all have a great
free.dom to enjoy. This past
Wednesday, we should have
done so to our utmost capability.
However,
with
freedom.
comes a responsibility. In truth,
freedom means responsibility.

Seeking more than the
worst from entertainment

Ryan Moede
Opitlions editor

.,.,Wi! Seabrook Band
.,.,MLB for not going
on strike
.,., My Big Fat Greek
Wedding
.,.,Swimming in
September
.,.,Fish tacos
.,.,Bands that take
photos with fans
after the concert
(like Nickel Creek)
.. Whitworth landscaping crew
.. Ergo

boatloads of cash.
But halfway through the summer, hope arrived in the form a
tiny film about a single Greek
woman looking for a husband. By
far, My Big Fat Greek Wedding
wax?!
was, and is the best moyie of the
Hundreds of years from now,
year. And not only is it an excelwhen archeologists uncover the
lently crafted and entertaining
ruins of Hollywood, they'll trace
movie, it has also made a ton of
the collapse of America to
money. Produced for around $5
Johnny Knoxville and Tom
million, it is the only movie this
Green. Rome had its gladiator
summer to make more money
fights to appease the matses; we each week than the preyious week.
have Jackass. Great.
Despite it:, humble beginnings, it
And then, Ludacris is signed
has turned a beller profit than
by Pepsi as a spokesman. Wait a blockbusters XXX and Mr. Deeds.
second now the dude raps
Wedding, by word of mouth, has
about doing drugs and stuff that,
become
a
well, the suits
nation-wide hit.
upstairs
just
But if it weren't
won't allow me
for a few good
to print, and
(I I had been trampled
friends spreadhe's
gonna
Nietzsche's herdfaster
ing the news, it
make a ton of
money from it? than the bulls tearing down might have died
noble but
I'm
in
the
the streets of Pamplona. II alonely
death on
wrong
busithe
bottom
shelf
ness.
at the local
And finally,
Blockbuster.
the promos for
And fortunately, after a public
Survivor IV came out.
Dear god, I couldn't take it . outcry against Pepsi for signing
Ludaeris as a spokesman, Pepsi
anymore. I felt surrounded by all
that was, well ... stupid. It had changed their minds in a mailer
finally happened - I had been of just a few days to have sometrampled by Nietzsche's herd one else push their drink. At least
faster than the bulls tearing down a few have a little common sense
the cobbled streets of Pamplona. and tasle.
Why, I wondered, docs our
So right here, right now, I'm
culture praise that which is so asking for your help. Next time
utterly insipid? What makes shal- you hear about a movie, a book,
lowness a No. 1 seller?
a new band - any work, really
True, these products make - that is aimed at least a few
money. But, I hope that there is points above your kid sister's
more in our culture than that IQ, leI me know. LeI everyone
which is purely designed to make know.

From Jackass to The Anna Nicole Show,
we love to be entertained f?y the worst. Herej
hoping Jve find something better ...

Wi
.,.,Jared Leta
.,.,Florida voting
system ." again
.. People who wear
sunglasses indoors
.. "H-phafty-tight"
.,.,Spanish Sesame
Street's green Big
Bird
.. Windows XP

"t,1','-

nearl Y threw away my television this summer. Seriously,
when I heard that former
Playboy bunny Anna Nicole
Smith was going to have E! cameras rolling as she went about her
daily routine stealing precious
oxygen from those with actual
intelligent thoughts for her own
reality television show, I was one
phone call away from canceling
the digital cable. TiVo? Why
bother - I won't be losing any
sleep if I happen to miss an
episode, or the season for that
matter.
And then Ilhought I was going
to have to avoid the movie theaters like it was a breeding
ground for West Nile when
movie executives announced the
coming of Jackass: The Movie.
Are you serious?! They're making a movie about a bunch of
"jackasses" losing facial skin to
the street pavement and removing every hair on their body with

I
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of ,feng 'shui's
the sW'eetest way
A~t

man, it was interesting to see Ihe
freshmen come in and do the
whole Traditialion Ihing. From
the charmingly inane songs to the
testosterone-and-Hollywoodfueled chants, it's quite the experience. Along with the Yell-Off,
RAP meeting's,
Fieldhouse
Registration and Ihe date rape
meeting.
A side note: it seems odd to
me that we would have transfer
students who are unsatisfied,
with their previous college
experience and are looking for a
new start or something more ,at
Whitworth, and we stick them in
Beyond. 'The, 'building' of
Beyond is an absolute accident
continually happening.
, '
11)e roof ~av~s in. It gets mistaken fC?i the print ~hop. ,It's got
Darrow hallways;, SeriOUsly, 'in
the case of
fire;
',' I
',;. 'a ,d vis e
' Bey 0 n. d
residents' to
go through
, the' ' win'dow. Does,
' Bey 0 n d
' 'even, hav~
window/i?
,Or "just
arrow slits?
~ut> ' ' ',ti~y,
,
"
, W l { ' , ' in
,S c h Mac
~ :B+B ,,:' ,are

Ben Couch

Staff writer
Sot we're' back in Spokane.
Welcome to all of you freshmen
and transfers. Allow myself 10
introduce .... myself. My name
is Ben Couch. You are the
Whitworth students and faculty,
or maybe even a proud parent.
Hi, Mom.
Without a doubt, one of the
most daunting and stressinducing (it also makes me
kinda sweaty) parts,of coming
up to school again is the movein. Room setup is key. I'vi
doric it a few times and oonsider myself relatively adept' at
moving inanimate 'objects
around at my own whim and
fanqy, ' '
, Being ,from the cultural hub
thai is the'
Sa'n
Francisco
Bay Area,
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with the
Chin'ese
idc;a' of
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~ Thoughtful Stew

Where the magic starts

'; , .:' here)" o~r
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iiffects,~YoU( health" spmtuahty,

Br~, could havC;'"gon~ t.ll~l!gI;1

in

giber ilSJlCCtS b~ YOllrUfe. Traditiation' with the Mac ,Me~;
, So,Jchecked out a feng,shui J~ could have brok~n that tie."',"
Web ,~i~e .10' see: if my, room ,Awesome,job all aro~nd at
setup' 'm~tch"ed the experts' 'Mock Rock.,by the way, fr~hguidanc~~, At, th~ rQat,· of 1M, ',men. _
,'" ,
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bl~e Jt I~to a compass theory /.lnd President Robiljson's goldWith your : .. ' a~d then 1 got plated mantel, there was a high
bored and. deCided 10 play WWF
qUQtient
in' Ihe
Warcraft 3 Instead..
Auditorium that week.
But here's 'a few, pomters r " 'Think back to Robinson's
picked up i,n my research:
get-up: d~esl1't it remind you
, ,You want to have Fu dogs
'protecting you. I've been work- of James Earl Jones' costuine
'jog 'on this technique for a While. 'from COllan: The Barbarian.?
AS fa('as Fm 'concerned, there 'Yes, f do, realize that compari~n: neyer be ~nbugh Fu in my' son, means, that' I've watched
,
t~at movie multiple
times.
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Dick Mandeville
Associate Deall of Studellts
"All beginnings have a legendary quality about them: a
promise of magic" (Fredenck
Buechner). Writers experience a
sense of thIS magic when they see
a blank sheet of paper, Football
fans feel It at the sight of a fIeld
being chalked in preparation for
the g:l!ne, The Whitworth community anticIpates that magic
when the tlowers in front of the
brick entrance to the college
bloom in late August, ~ignally the
begmning of another school year.
This year a number of people,
including parents and staff who
have sent children 10 other col-leges and uOlversitlCs, shared their
impression that nobody "does" the
opening of the year as well as
Whitworth. My work allows me
to ~ee our opening events from a
vantage point that I wish our
entire community could sec.
I wish everyone could see the
work done by Assistant Director
of Housing Kathy Davis and senior Cristina Moore, placing students in rooms for the fall. The
process takes months, beginning
with reading through the requests
and trying to match students with
roommates who expressed similar interests and study habits.
I wish everyone had a chance
to see the dozens of residence
hall rooms that the Physical Plant
repaired, the hundreds of gallons
of paint applied by the Painl
Crew and the thousands of plantings done by the Grounds Crew,
nol to mention the renovations of
Ballard and Warren, all in preparation for our "grand opening."
Orientation and Traditiation
attempl to infuse the beginning of
the year with a number of qualities - the opening day creates a

sense of welcome that relieves The Mac Men won for the third
some of our new students (and consecutive year, but this year, the
then parents') initial anxiety. BJ guys tied them (their performOne enduring memory from ance took flight with the entrance
Saturday morning is seeing two of Big Bird freshman Michael
student leaders (senior Darren Hamann). In the midst of the
Indermill and junior Melissa laughter, we need to keep in sight
Colflesh) handing out informa- the fact that something of great
tion at the front gate of the col- importance is taking place.
We are building among stulege as a line of mini-vans and
SUVs backed up to Ritzville, dents a sense of connection wilh
Wash. Orientation clearly tells something larger than themselves.
students they arc in a new place as well as a sense of distinction in
On recognizing their own giftedness
with new expectations.
Saturday night, new students and ability to contribute to that
viewed Professor of Hbtory, community. We are combining a
Political
and
International sense of continuity with past genStudies Dale Soden's slide-show erations of students and placing a
history of Whitworth and listened lugh value on the Innovations and
to President Robinson speak talents of our new students.
about Whitworth's unique qualiThe most remarkable characof
Whitworth's
ties. The highlight of that evening teristic
came as the new students exited Orientation is the level of responCowles Memorial Auditorium sibility that our student leaders
and were greeted by over a hun- shoulder in makIng it successful.
dred screammg student leaders The full-lime ~taff could disapofficially welcoming them into pear during Orientation weekend
and our student leaders would
the Whitworth community.
The Traditiation and The carry the program off just fine.
"The ~tudent leaders put on
Starting Line (TSL) activities
introduce new students to each Orientation,"
said
Dayna
other and to the student leaders in Coleman, assistant dean of stutheir halls, teach them about the dents, "The memories of how
history and traditions of their par- enthusia'itic, helpful and self-sacriticular residence hall and directly ficing they are takes me all the
involve them in building a collec- way to December."
Our Orientationrrraditiation
tive memory and an intentional
community. Each year I look for- program is involved in the continward to seeing the tics worn by uous struggle of creating commuWarren students, the beanies at nity or what Henri Nouwen calls
BJ and the pre-man T-shirts a hospitable space. In Reachillg
hanging from the tree in front of Out, Nouwen explains that hospiMac. I look forward each year to tality opens a friendly and free
space for the guest to enter. He
hearing familiar chants:
"We arc the sons of Frank F. says that hospitality "wants to
create ... a friendly emptiness
Warren ... "
"Esprit de corps is the com- where strangers can enter and dismon bond existing between the cover themselves as created free;
residents of Stewart Hall ... " and free to sing their own songs,
"Goh, Aah, BJ1"
speak their own languages, dance
I also look forward to seeing the their own dances; free also to
new ideas that students bring, leave and follow their own vocaThis year, the Yell-Off included lions." That's the "promise of
creative
innovations
from magic" our orientation and tradiSchumacher, The Village and the tialion programs hope 10 creale.
newly co-cd Beyond. Junior
Charlie Bucket's Master of
Ceremony/Style Show at Mock "Thoughtful Stew" if () rifledioll 0/
Rock should be included in any famIlY and f/af{ IJoiw fro", tIITOJ! the
IF'hi/wor/h College ,'am/ml,
future alumni fundraising videos.
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Dorm Design 101
.

Where your money goes;
fair trade coffee issue explored.

Get some hot new ideas on how to
decorate you dorm room.
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Community
Building Day
bridges gaps

Right 011 cue . ..

Allison Carr
Staff 11'riter

Freshman
Kerry May
anticIpates
where the
balls will
roll while
shootmg
pool In the
Baldwln-

Jenkins
main
lounge.
RobtfllIN~J1ul u~ hUD'O"hWfJ

Whitworth
Updated
conlinucs a 100CBD
year tradition of
improving
the
expands
community
at
outreach
sites
around
Spokane
tim,
morning
The focui> of thi!. year's
Community Building Day, economic development and poverty, was inspired by the "One
Spokane" summit Whitworth
hosted in May and the s,;;l1ool's
decision to include the reduction of poverty in service-learning and research activitIes,
according to a Whitworth press
release.
Participants will meet at the
Hixson Union Building, board
buses and ship out into the
Spokane community 10 serve from
8 a.m. to II :30 a m. They will
return to campus at noon for a barbeque, student-leader reflections
and a short concert by Whitworth
band Sitlser in The Loop.
Students will help more than
20 Spokane organizations with
missions that address poverty and
economic development issues
About 100 students will be
taken to CIty Gate to participate
In a cleanup action that would
have forced City Gate to close
for four days, had a paId crew
been assembled, junior and
SERVE Coordinator Kirsti

Mulholland said.
Off-campus freshmen and
others with vehicles wiIJ aId in
the Harvest Food Drive, collecting and accumulating donation:,.
Freshman partIcipation In
Community Building Day is
required.
"I think it's a great opportunity," freshman Ashley Rifenbery
said. "It's not like the community service we have to do in Core;
classes are cancelled so we're not
missing anything."
Sophomore Chari Evans said
she would rather donate money
to a charity or organization than
.dir,?c,tly .. ~erye, _ but.. thinks
Community Building Day is a
great chance for the less fortunate to get some much-needed
help.
"[ thmk it's something that's
helpful, but not for me," Evans
saId.
Mulholland said the purpose
of Community Building Day is
to spend tinfe time in Spokane
and raise awareness about
Whitworth's willingness to
!.erve.
Whitworth has been accused
of ignoring the Spokane community around it, a concept
expressed in the term of
"pinecone
curtain,"
whIch
implies a blindness to the outside world, Mulholland said.
Community Building Day is
See
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Campus mourns loss of professor
Brie Van Rossum
Staff write!

AImee Goodwin
editor

New~

Studcnts gathered in the SCIence
Building last Tuesday to gfleve and celebrate the lIfe of former Professor ot
Physics Delbert Friesen, who dIed unexpectedly Aug. 2. He was 60 years old.
Friesen, who was en route to a physics
convention, was found dead at his campsite in Yellowstone National Purk
Autopsy results have not yet been
released.
Priesen was planning to teach physics
classes at Whitworth this year, Just as he
had tor the past 17 year!..

inside:
~s.

... News iClub:
ready for new year,
page J

Profes~or of Physics
Lois Kieffaber's office
was next door to
Friesen's for all those
year!..
"We all thought we
would sec him again,"
Kieffaber said at the
memorial servIce.
Delbert Frresen
Friesen and Kleffabcr
worked together doing
airglow research funded by the National
Science Foundation He spent time working with students at the National Solar
Observatory in New Mexico and in
Spokane writing software, analyzing project data and helping rid equipment of
hug!..

"'Scene Catching up
with Friends Thursday,
page 6

Friesen's roles at Whitworth included
chair of the Physics Department and the
Faculty Evaluation Committee. He also
served on the Writing Task Force and
Johnston Science Building renovation
committees.
"Students knew Delbert as a professor
who loved his subject and them," said
Tammy ReId, vice president for Academic
Affairs and Dean of Faculty, In her memonal servicc speech. "They knew he would
spend unlimited time In labs or in his
office, answering questions and explaining
problems"
ASSOCIate Professor of Chemistry Karen
Stevens said she would remember Fnesen
for his helpfulness, care and devotion 10
his work and students.

"'Opinions Taco Bell:
Ban the burrito,
page 74

Publication of Whitworth College, 300 W. Hawthorne Rd. Spokane, WA 99251

Fneson first studied at Bethel College
in Kansas for an undergraduate degree in
physics, then at the University of Colorado
in Boulder, Colo.
After recieving his Ph.D, he returned to
Bethel where he served as an as!.lstant professor for five years before teaching at
Marietta College in Ohio, Tougaloo
College in Mississippi and Milliken
University in illinOIS.
Budgets for physics departments were
small at that time and a reference from
Mariella College to Whitworth meant losing a versatIle professor teaching a!.tronomy, math and computer !.cience classes,

See
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"'Sports Football:
Bucs flV south for win.
page 70
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President returns to classroom
Aimee Goodwin
News editor
Whilworlh ha!> ils own Clark
Kent Ihis year. He docs not
transform into a red- and blueclad flying superhero bUI is
often seen riding a hike and carrying a briefcase. Besl known
as Ihe president of Whitworth
College, Bill Robinson has
taken on the role of professor
this semester in addition to his
presidenlia! dulies.
"It doesn'l really feel any different to me than when I was a
profcssor before I became a college presidenl," Robinson said.
Robinson is leaching the new
senior capstone class Ihis semesler, Ihe beginning of his 10Ih year
as president at Whilworlh. He
said he Ihoughl it would be beneficial for him to return to the
classroom and leach a class Ihal
mel regularly.
"I think I'll just have more
empathy with the faculty and,
presumably, a bettcr understanding of our students," Robinson
said. "Over the course. of the
semester, I'll have a chance for
the kind of relationship with a
studenl thai is suslained and
structured and I don'l very often
have Ihose opportunities for regular sustained contact wllh student~
So, I think the personal
rewards of spending lime with
the students will be greal. I love
t hat pari of il."

Nearly 30 senior~ arc taking
senior cap!>tone, a class that
focuses on the transition from life
at Whitworth to life after graduating from Whitworlh. Two of
Whitworth's grants, the Murdock
and Lilly Grants, also address
these issues, so creating the senior capstone class seemed appropriate, Robinson said.
"One of the things I like most
about Whitworth is Ihat we have
a very personal, inlentional, student-focused president and I
think that shows in Bill's desire
to teach this class," said senior
Stacey
Johnson,
one
of
Robinson's students.
Balancing his duties as president with preparing for his class
has been challenging, especially
since the fall is such a busy lime
of year, Robinson said.
"The challenge for me is
focusing on Ihe class when I have
so many other kinds. of challenges and speakIng obligations,"
Robinson said. "When I'm in
class and when I'm preparing for
Ihe class, I'm prelly focused. But
when I'm not, I'm focusmg on
something clse. Because of my
other dutie~, teaching has to be
very bracketed and that's the
biggest challenge for me. ThaI'!>
what feels different - nor having

those serendipitous thoughts
about class or about a student or
about the subject because I'm
Ihinking about it while I'm doing
something random I don't have
much random time."
Robinson said he has been able
to work around his teaching
schedule and will still Iravel as
uSllal, missing only three classes
this semester.
A college president teaching a
class is rather unusual, but
Robinson is not the first to do it
and this is nol his first time doing
it, hc said. He taught a class at
Manchester College in Indiana
12 years ago when he was prel>ident of Ihe college.
Johnson said senior capstone's
unique classroom' environment
stands out to her.
"First of all, it is very laid-back
and discussion based," Johnson
said. "Secondly, Bill lruly leads
from Ihe middle; he makes us
feel like equals, but at the same
time, we know he is in charge.
The whole dynamic of the class
atmosphere is JUSI very different
than olher classes. It is very
inclusive."
Senior Malt Shupper said he
appreciates the way Robinson IS
See
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Author leads from middle
. Caitlin Clapp ..
Editor ill Chief
Whitworth Presidenl Bill Robinson's vision of
leadership will now reach audiences outside the
Whitworth campus with the publication of his
newest book.
Robinson will read from his new book, Leadll/g
People from the Middle - The Universal Missioll
of Heart alld Min4, published by Executive
Excellence Publishing, today at 7:30 p.m. at
Aunhe's Bookstore, 402 W. Main in Spokane.
After Ihe reading, Robinson will sign copies of his

book, which will be available 10 purchase. I; ·t
Copies of the book are also currently available
in the Whitworth Bookstore, as well as online.
In the inlroduction, Robinson explains that he
did not set out to write a book during the lO-week
sabbalical he took in 2001. Inslead, his plans were
to review [he literature on organizalional communication and leadership written since his graduate
sc~ool studies. Bul, as he researched, a book
began to take form.

ClIrhl f)rPriul/11

~/}/iu'Orfbj(l/J

Robinson teaching hiS class last Tuesday. Senior capstone normally meets in
Dixon Hall every Tuesday and Thursday from 9:30 to 10:50 a.m.
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Some Whitworthians equate the size of the ice pack taped to
their appendages to their athlelic stature?
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Fun-sized candy bars are only fun if you eat them by the
handful? You know what's REALLY fun? King-sized candy bars.

~
Pholo technicians think that 'one-hour pholo' is a negoliable
time?
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The Grapevine never included a 'grape' addition? For example, il takes two pounds of grapes to make one bollie of wine.

"The Grapevine" is a weekly column ill The Whitworlhiall featuring bits of campus comedy, ullusual stories alld light humor. To
colllribute your story or to answer the question of the week, call
ext. 3248 or e-matl editor@mail.lVhitworth.edu.

~.=:;. ASWCrninutes
Sept. 18
~

~

Outdoor Recreation
-applications available Sept. 30, due Ocl. 14
Homecoming
-Iheme: "A Night at Ihe Oscars"
-dorm decorating, bonfire in Pirales Cove karaoke
do~m royalty, kick-off dinner, spirit rally, 'football game,
nOIse parade

~

Constitution Revision Committee needs members

~

Friellds premIere event Sepl. 26

~

Campus Band Concert Sept. 27

~

Parent's Weekend and fall play, Oct. 11-13
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newsbriefs
Scholar to lecture on Holocaust
Dr. Suzanne Brown-Fleming, a program officer at the Center
for Advanced Holocaust Studies at the Uniled States Holocaust
Memorial Museum, will lecture on "Religious Responses to the
Holocaust: The Role of the Churches" Oct. I in Ihe Music
Building Recital Hall.
The Weyerhauser Center for Christian Faith and Learning is
hosting this lecture, which will focus on the religious and political climate of Germany in the years prior to the Holocaust.
The Center for Advanced Holocaust Studies at the United
States Holocaust Museum was established in 1998 and focuses on
the passing of eyewitness Holocaust scholars who are being
replaced with scholars born after the Holocaust.
The center's mission is "to ensure continued research and
teaching about the Holocaust on American campuses."
The lecture is free and open to the public. Call ext. 4424 for
more information.

Computing group holds meetings
The Inland Northwest chapter of the Association of Computing
Machinery is hosting a meeting Oct. 8 from 4:30 to 6 p.m. in the
SIRTI building, 665 N. Riverpoint Blvd., room 432.
John Goodsen, a Rapid Software Delivery Specialist at
RADSoft in Coeur d'Alene, Idaho, will speak about "Lean
Software Development with XP (eXtreme Programming)."
The meeting is free and open to the public.
Call John Goodsen at 866-RADSOFT, (208) 723-7638, or call
995-4758.
Founded in 1947, the Association for Computing Machinery
is the world's oldest and largest educational and scientific computing society, according to a press release from the association.

International Club members write Amerrcan names in Japanese and Korean at The Village and Stewart's Primetime.

Around the world in cultural ways
Anthony Rodin
Staff writer

The International Club swung into action Friday
as members practiced a variety of dances in the
Cafe.
Students from Canada, France, Japan, Korea,
Spain, Thailand, Ukraine, Vietnam, Malawi,
China, Taiwan and Brazil are getting a Whitworth
education this semester despite the crackdown on
visas after Sept. 11, 200l.
The main attraC-tion for international students
is the Masters in International Management program, said Esther Louie, assistant dean for
Programming and Diversity. Others come to
study the English language program, Louie
said.
To be eligible to come to America, applicants
Gonzaga University School of Law is hosting "Law School in
must be proficient enough in English to undera Box," an introduction to law school, 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. on Oct.
stand t~eir professors and the advanced topics that
12.
classes offer, Louie said.
Participants will attend a session modeled after a law school
Whitworth Cultural Diversity Advocates
class and eat lunch with current Gonzaga law students.
(CD As) and iClub, the International Club, help
Participants will also attend three workshops: "Taking or
make the transition to America easier for internaRetaJdng the LSAT: Strategies for Performing Well," "Law , tional students.
School in a Box: Strategies for Succeeding in the Law School
The International Club works to help internaEnvironment," and "Employment Opportunities for Law
tional students feel more at home in their new
Students and Graduates."
country by creating an atmosphere comfortable
Registration forms are due Oct. 4. The $10 registration fee
for all nationalities and organizing activities that
may be paid in advance or at the event.
create friendships.
Call 1-800-825-9267 or 323-3736 or e-mail Sheila Still ian at
, "It helps to have the International Club and the
sstillian@lawschool.gonzaga.edu for more information.
CDAs," international student freshman Sandino
Cabanes said. "Before the other students arrived,
the CDAs helped us to learn the campus and customs."
Cabanes said the CDAs also taught the internaThe Whitworth Health Center'and Medic Team are hosting the
tional students how to deal with possible discrimfall 2002 BI()(>d Drive today in the Hixson Union Building from
ination by Amerian students.
noon t6 6 p.m,
The International Club's mission statement is
The blood drive is in conjunction with Whitworth's
"to integrate a diverse student body while mainCommunity Building Day. Donors will receive free T-shirts,
doughnuts and juice.
,"

Gonzaga hosts law school intro

Blood drive comes to campus

- Compiled by Aimee Goodwin

BRIDGES:
Continued from page 1

Employment Opportunity
Part-time Pianist-Organist to
provide Church music for
worship services and to
accompany congregational
singing and choir music.
Also to provide accompaniment for choir practice one
evening each week.
Part time choir director to
lead the choir, select appropriate choir music and lead
and direct the choir one
evening per week at practice.
If interested in either position, please contact the
Country Homes Christian
Church at 8415 N. Wall,
Spokane 99208 or call 4663414 during weekdays 9:00
AM to 3:00 PM.

, ,
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~

,

Story Ideas?

:Q~
, ,
Call x3248

designed to get students out of the
Whitworth environment and into
world,"
the so-called "real
Mulholland said,
"It's a way of forcing students to
get outside the pinecone curtain,"
Mulholland said.
Last night, Whitworth hosted a
town hall discussion about economic development and poverty
issues in the Spokane region.
President Bill Robinson, Professor
of
History,
Political
and
International Studies Julia Stronks
and Pastor John Murinko from
City Gate spoke about their experiences with poverty.

Check out
WlFTWORTmAN

ONLINE

www.whitworth.cdu/whitworthian

taining the members' ethnic, religious and
national identities and create cultural awareness
on campus and in the community," said
Coordinator for International Student Affairs
Lulu Gonzalez-Page.
One way this awareness is created is the
International Banquet, which is on Nov. 16. This
is the club's largest activity, with about 100 people
from the Spokane community invited to come
share international students' cultures with ethnic
songs, dances, skits and foods.
The club's other activities include Japan Week,
weekend trips to Seattle and fundraisers to help
finance trips.
The swing dance followed the club's first meeting and pizza dinner, in which the new officers
and members introduced themselves and shared
their hopes for the upcoming year.
International Club President and senior Jen
Patey said she is excited about this year.
"We have a great team of leaders and a lot of
support," Patey said.
Another activity that the International Club is
involved in is the Service Learning Project, where
_club members are sent to places that need volunteers and work for a day.
Starting in the 196Os, the Internatiofl8l' 'Club
began strong but then faded to the point where it
was a dead club, only to be revived in the past
decade.
Because non-international students are invited
to become members also, the club is now one of
Whitworth's largest, even with 14 international
students graduating last spring.
Of the 66 club members, 41 are female and 15
are male with 21 countries represented, although
the Asian countries have thl( most repr~sentatives.
"Year-by-year, the club gets better because of
past presidents and officels," Page said.
Page said she encourages non-international students to join the club because it's a great opportunity to meet people and learn about other cultures.
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Business school kicks off year
Sarah L. Lamb
Staff writer
The School of Global Commerce and
Management began the year Friday with a
luncheon at the Hixson Union Building
and a speech by Wayne D. Angell, Ph. D.,
a former member of the Board of
Governors at the Federal Reserve.
Angell's speech was titled "Capitalism,
Christianity
and
Corporate
Accountability." Angell was chief economist and senior managing director of Bear
Sterns & Co., Inc., a global investment
banking, securities and brokerage firm
headquarted in New York City. For eight
years he served on the Board of Governors
at the Federal Reserve.
About 2,000 people were invited to the
event from allover the world. Actual
attendance was around 200 people, including community business leaders, former
and present professors and businel>s students.
"The life of the man is a model for students," Dean of the School of Glooal
C ommerce and M anagement K y Ie Usrey
'd "H e has a d'Iverse b ac kgroun d th a t
sal.
touches on business in rural and urban
connections. Most importantly, he has a
background devoted to integrity and constantly deals with faith, capitalism and
business issues."
The luncheon opened with a prayer of
blessing on the school by Chaplain Terry
McGonigal. Following was the welcome
by President Bill Robinson .. Nancy Fike,
district coordinator for representative'

George Nethercutt, read a
leiter on behalf of rw'..,.·.".",
Nethercutt. Tammy Reid,
vice president of academic affairs and dean of facuhy, and Usrey spoke.
Angell spoke about the
trust that is put into business. He said it is easy to
be tempted to lie in
today's society. Part of
the problem is that many
people just go along with
whatever a CEO, or
someone else, tells them.
Chflstians should do as
Christ would do and ask
questions, not go along
with everything their
superiors tell them to do,
he said.
The trust that people
put into business has
gone through a period of
questioning, Angell said.
He said he hoped sludents
at Whitworth would realPresident Robinson shares a laugh with Dr. Angell at the School of Global Commerce and Management's kickoff
ize that they are sinners, luncheon. Dr. Angell is a former member of the Board of Governors at the Federal Reserve.
but can set a good exampIe for other people.
demic excellence of Whitworth; searching school are character, cross-cultural,
The school combines Whitworth's and discovering eternal truth," Usrey said. change and collaboration.
Master of International Management,
"Character and cross-cultural are the
Highlights for the school this year
undergraduate Department of Business include the construction of its future home, most important because that's where the
and Economics and Organizational Weyerhaueser Hall, and a grant from the growth is and that's what sets Whitworth
Management programs.
Herbert Jones Foundation. This grant will apart from other schools," Usrey said.
U~r"y. said ·be. is excited about the
allow the school to create an internship "Technical knowledge and being smart is
. upcoming' yc~r. : ' . .
..
not enough 10 succeed in the business
program for business undergraduates.
"I ho'pc to carryon the tradition of acaUsrey said his goals for students in the world."

LEADING PEOPLE

,'.' f~()M, ~ .Mn?J;?LE

\Villhun l'.. Robinson

PRESIDENT:
Continued from page 2
teaching the class.
"It's a different environment than in some of
my previous classes," Shupper said. "Bill is so
easy to relate to. The class just has this sense of
openness and sharing that I have never experienced in another class before."
Senior Colin Hess!! said he is still adjusting to
having Robinson as his professor.
"Obviously, Bill isn't just any other professor,
but we have normal class discussions, normal lectures and a fun time watching Bill fiddle with
electronics," Hesse said.
Senior Meg DuMez said having the president of
Whitworth as her professor makes the class both
exciting and scary.

"It took a few classes to realize I was in a real
class and not just at Convocation," DuMez said.
"He just has such ease with each area and makes
the students feel a part of it. Plus, I love that he
knows my name."
Hesse said he has heard from his friends who
are Whitworth alumni about some of the challenges they have faced since graduation.
"This class helps prep us for life after gradua-

MIDDLE:
Continued from page 2
"Over the course of t~is book, it will become, .
clear thai my underst~nding of leading from the·
middle refers to influencing from among, rather
than from above, below, or in front of one's
group," Robinson writes in the book's introduction. "Leading from the middle refers to positioning ourselves alongside of those whom we'v~
empowered. It refers to living in the center of a
mIssion, rather than simply lifting Jl up."
Robinson became Whitworth College's 17th
president in July 1993, after seven years as president of Manchester College in Indiana. In addition
to his Whitworth leadership duties, Robinson has
served as the chair of the Spokane Regional
Chamber of Commerce and currently serves on
the boards of Princeton Theological Seminary, the
National Association of Independent Colleges
and Universities, the Association of Presbyterian
Colleges and Universities and the Spokane
Symphony.

tion, for knowing who we are when we get that
diploma," Hesse said.
Robinson said he is taking detailed notes about
how he is teaching the class in case he hands it off
to another professor to teach in the future.
"We won't really know if it's a helpful course
until these students get out and we find out if what
they're learning does help them transition to subsequent stages of life," Robinson said. "If it does
turn out to be a helpful course that I or someone
else would teach again, I'll have a good. set of
notes and materials that I've used."
.'
DuMez said she was determined to take -.!
Robinson'S class, no matter what typc of class it
was.
"I'm just lucky he didn't end up focusing on
economics or underwater basket weaving,"
DuMez said.
Johnson said she decided to take senior capstone because it was the first class Robinson has
taught during her four years at Whitworth. .
"I didn't even know What we would be doing or
what it was about when I registered," Johnson
said.
Robinson said he appreciates his students and
hopes to make the class the best it can be.
"I think this is going to be a very enjoyable' and
challenging part of my semester," Robinson said. "I
know it will be both and I hope that I'm not too
rusty. I hope I do a good job, but·it's been a while
since I've been in the classroom like this, so I've got
to work the bugs ou!."

MOURNS:
Continued from page 1
Reid said in her speech.
After coming to Whitworth in
1985, Friesen became active in
Pacific
Northwest
the
- Association for College PhYSICS,
t~e
Northwest College and
l!Iniversity
Association
for
Science.
He also served one term as
president of the Washington
Section of American Association
of Physics Teachers.
Concerned with the education
of future physics majors,
Friesen made various presentations to students grades kindergarten through 12 as well, Reid
said.
Friesen and his colleagues
recently spent time designing and
teaching inquiry method teaching
courses for future elementary
school teachers.
Academic Program Assistant
or Biology, Physics and
Chemistry Sally Bumgarner

said she remembered Friesen's
willingness to fix appliances
that faculty members brought
to him.
In her memorial speech, Reid
said Friesen was very curious
about the universe and creation
and wrote in one of his files:
"I want to show (students)
some of the basic laws governing
our universe, but I also want to
relate the material to the issues
that face them in life."
Reid said Friesen's colleagues
knew him as a man committed to
Christ, the liberal arts, his church
and humankind.
"We \\ II miss these things
about D~lbert (Friesen)," Reid
said. "We will also miss his gentleness, his twinkle, his one-liners when least expected, and his
absolute spirit of dedication to
the things that matter most,
namely learning, faith amI service,"

ROAD TO ANYWHERE
Sittser's newest album
CQuid mean success.
"'PAGE
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Popping the economic bubble
Are students
at Whitworth
really richer?
Julia Nicholls
Staff writer

LL

T

he Pinecone Curtain" usually
refers to Whitworth's predominanlly Christian environment,
but according to financial aid
information for 2001-02, there
could be a socio-economic curtain at
Whitworth as well.
Sixty-one percent of dependent students come from families making at least
$60,000 a year. When compared with
Spokane's median household income of
$37,308, as recorded in the 2000 Census,
it is apparent that Whitworth is not the
average economic environment.
Not all Whitworth students are well-off
financially. Ninety percent of day students receive financial aid. Five percent
of those students who applied for aid in
2001-02 came from families with
incomes that matched the U.S. Census
Bureau's 2001 poverty threshold for a
famIly of four, which is roughly $18,000
a year_
"Most stud.ents at Whitworth ql!alify
for either a merit scholarship or need-' .
based aid," said Wendy Olson, director of
Financial Aid.
As an academic institution, Whitworth
is not alone in having its share of well-off
students. Its tuition is naturally higher
than a state-funded university.
Whitworth's annual tuition is $17,974,
compared to the University of
Washington's tuition of only $4,636 for
Washington residents.
According to Associate Professor of
Communication Studies Ron Pyle, who

••

KoUI

taught at the University of Washingtoll
(UW) before coming to Whitworth, the
economic differences are nof~,d~ys
clear.
"I don't know if J noticed a difference
economically," Pyle said. "We all need to
become conscious of issues that are
important such as poverty."
Senior Ben Rorem, who transferred
from UW last fall, fears it is this knowledge of poverty and other global issues
that Whitworth students lack.
"If people come from a background
where they have the luxury of having a
Honda Accord or attending a nice college,

they might not understand what's really
out there," Rorem said.
A vaPiety ofWhitw6rth programs offer
students a chance to take a step oul of the
pinecone curtain.
One of them is today's Community
Building Day, in which students will
assist more than 20 Spokane organizations that address poverty and development issues. The event was preceded by
Monday night's town hall discussion in
the Hixson Union Building Cafe to
address economic development and
poverty issues in Spokane.
En Christo i~ a Whitworth ministry that

gives students a chance to build relationships with people living in poverty downtown. Students bring 375 lunches to four
specific low-income hotels and people on
the streets in downtown Spokane
Saturday nights.
Some students also head down on
Monday through Thursday nights to visit
people downtown with specific requests.
Associate Professor of History,
Political and International Studies Julia
Stronks is leading a project with streets
kids. Students will eat meals and build
relationships with slreet kids from 4:30
to 9 p.m. on Sunday nights.

I<.WRS tnust survive "Without Internet play
Darla Lewis
Staff writer

Campus
station
considers
joining suit

'"

t'.

VoiI,J/ u/hJlo'Orlh"",

This year, an apparent increase In the number of new, or almost new, cars have been seen crowding the parking lots on campus.

Last June the Library of Congress
passed a law that ordered all Web casters to pay 0.07 cents per listener, per
song for royalties.
After doing some math, this figure
can add up to more than 100 percent of
a Web caster's revenue.
As a resuit, Whitworth's own KWRS
has had to cease all Internet radio play.
"We'd have to monitor every song,
every person and every second they listen to a song," senior and General
Manager of KWRS Keith Spitzer said.
"That's more work than we can possibly handle."
Whitworth currenlly pays $500 a
year for royalties and, like many other
small radio stations, would be unable
to meet the new financial requirements.
Whitworth also lacks the technology
to track every listener, every song and
the amount of time a listener spends
listening to a song. The software necessary to complete such a task does not
yet exist as there was no need for such
software until recently.
That leaves KWRS with two
options: cease all Web casting operations and/or join a class action lawsuit.

((They're asking us to go beyond budget;
I mean, garage bands lise us. "
Keith Spitzer,
KWRf GtnffO/ Mano!,ff

KWRS has ceased all Web casting
and is seriously considering joining
the lawsuit on grounds of discrimination toward radio stations with revenue of $6 million or less.
Virginian Representative (D), Rick
Boucher, is pushing a new bill of
exemption in favor of small Webbased stations.
"They're asking us to go beyond
budget; I mean, garage bands use us,"
Spitzer said.
As Spokane's only source of independent music, KWRS, as well as the
artists who use the station to promote
their music, benefited from Web casting as a large amount of Web cast lis-

teners were friends and family tuning
in to support from home.
While KWRS is not well-known in
Spokane, it is a well-known college
radio station nationwide and can be
found in almost any radio guide available.
Spitzer often receives phone calls
and e-mails from college station managers around the nation, asking for
advice.
"Now (that) we can't be heard past
our 10-mile radius, our credibility
goes down," Spitzer said.
For more information, log onto
www.saveinternetradio.org.
In the meantime, you can catch
KWRS, 90.3 FM broadcasting 24
hours a day, seven days a week. But,
you'll have to use a radio.

Free films
bring a
small wOlild
to campus
This semester's film series
includes a weekly presentation
of classic international films at
7 p.m. Thursday nights in the
Eric Johnston Science Building
Auditorium.

... Sept. 26
Das Boot
A detailed look into the
claustrophobic and terrifying
world of a German U-boat crew.
The film set in 1942 and the
German submarine fleet is heavily engaged in the so-called
"Battle of the Atlantic." The
film examines how these submariners maintained their professionalism as soldiers attempted to accomplish impossible
missions while trying to understand and obey the ideology of
the government under which

See

FILMS..

page 6
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T hat's what 'Friends' are for

FILMS:
Continued from page 5

Ihey served. (Running time: 209
minutes.)

... OCt. 3

Hombre mirando

'Must See
TV'returns
this week

at sudeste

An Argentinian film about a
man named Rantes who suddenly appears in a Buenos Aires
psychiatric hospital, expertly
playing the organ. With no identity, those who' surround him
look to him as their only source
of hope. But who is he?
(Running time: 105 minutes.)

Maurita Birkland
Staff writer

... Oct.-l0
It's the television !.how Ihatleft
every viewer wIth a hospital
room cliff-hanger in May.
On Sept. 26, Friends is back
for a final season and the longawaited premiere.
To prepare for the anticipated
event this Thursday night, many
fans refreshed their memories by
re-watching the season finale last
week.
To many at Whitworth,
Friends is not - just a television
show - it's a way of life that
comes before exams, night class
and dates.
Friends definitely becomes a
part of life to faithful followers
who have been absorbed with the
Jives of the six 30-something pals
from New York City for the past
nine years.
From rerun parties at the
Chapel to crowding into anyone's
dorm room with a TV, Friends
has made its mark.
Junior Laura Dilgard described
her freshman year of college
when TVs in the dorms were
scarce and it was a struggle to
watch the weekly sitcom. She
said the nexl year was a lillie
easier to carry on the weekly tradition.
"Then sophomore year rolled
around and the tradition really
started," Dilgard said. "My
friends and I were really those
hard-core, dedicated fans of
Friends and the Thursday-night
lineup.
"If we had to miss it for whatever reason, someone always
taped it and then we'd get together on the weekend and watch it
all together. It was that weekly
event where we knew we would
always see each other and spend
time talking about what's been
going on during commercials."
Senior Carolyn DeBell actually worked on the set of Friellds

No show due to fall musical.

... OCt. 17

La Strada

Freshmen
Stephanie Grace
(right) and her
roommate Megan
Crisp, both avid
Fr{ends fans, watch
an older episode of
the show on DVD in
anticipation of the
upcoming season
premiere. Friends
won their first
Em my awards
Sunday night,
claiming prizes for
Outstanding
Comedy Series and
Outstanding Lead
Actress (Jennifer
Anlston).
'
RoI"'11Iuo.mI/
U"llIhlwlhso"

for the 2000-01 season.
She recalled people flying all
the way from London to watch
one episode of the sitcom.
"People feel so close to the
characters and love the show so
much they will wait in line for up
to 12 hours to get in," DeBell
said.
Maybe it's the quirky characters that 'attract people to Friends
or perhaps the plots many of us
can relate to.
Whatever the reason behind
the attraction, this phenomenon is
not just at Whitworth, it's nationwide.
Friends has been named by TV
Guide as one of the greatest
shows of all time.
During the course of its run,
the show received 44 Emmy

nominations. At the awards}pres J -1he cast spends an obscene
entation Sunday night, the cast of amount of time in the hospital
Friends were awarded for two of where Rachel is giving birth to
the four nominations they baby girl Emma. Joey mistakenly
received.
proposed to new-mom Rachel,
The show took home its first
Chandler and Monica rethink the
Emmy Awards for Outstanding
idea of having kids and Phoebe
Comedy Series, as well as for
concentrates on reeling in a cerJennifer Aniston's portrayal of
tain cute palient.
Rachel Green.
Will expectations be fulfilled
Aniston has been nominated
on
Thurday night?
twice before, both in the supportTV Guide said the showdown
i ng actress category.
Friends also received nomina- involving Rachel, Joey and Ross
tions for Outstanding Actor in a should not be missed.
To all the FI iends fans on camComedy Series for Matt LeBlanc
and Matthew Perry, both of pus, don't miss the premiere at 8
whom lost out to Ray Romano of p.m. Sept. 26 -on the big-screen
TV in the Bappell lounge.
Everybody Loves Raymond.
Cherish the beginning of the
In the hour-long season finale,
first aired in May, titled "The end of our TV love-affair with
One Where Rachel Has a Baby," Friends.

An Italian tale of unbearably
painful loneliness which will
always be associated with the
sublimely Chaplinesque Masina
... but Quinn, too, is superb, particularly in the final revelation of
his own heartbreak and isolation.
(Running time: 107 minutes.)

... OCt. 24
No show due to fall break.

... Oct. 31
To Live
A Chinese political tale of
modern China, involving the
problems beween a man the
Chinese Authorities. The film
follows a contemporary family
across the turbulent face of
modern China, from the
Japanese invasion through
Mao's Great Leap Forward and
the Cultural Revolution.
(Running time: 132 minutes.)

... Nov. 7
Indochine
Sct during the French occupation of Southeast Asia in the
1930s. A plantation owner
searches for her adopted
Vietnamese daughter Camille
after the ygung woman falls in
love and becomes a communist
revolutionary. (Running time:
158 minutes.)

- Compded by Keith Spitzer

Road To Anywhere leads SiHser
down the road to recognition
Greg Tomlin
Staff writer

j

With their second independent release,
Road To Anywhere, Sittser showcases an
acoustic-rock mix sure to please pop-rock
fans everywhere.
Their sound is very original one moment,
while at other times the band leaves you
with an indefinable style of music that
closely resembles that of The Dave
Matthews Band or Guster.
New additions of violin, piano and even a
lone sax solo have enriched the band's
sound without completely changing their
formula of music.
Grcat rhythms by drummer and junior
Kyle Gilliam won't force you to get out of
your scat and bust a move, but you may find
yourself wanting to tap your foot here and

REVIEWS, PREVIEWS
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the band dIsplays incredible talents and
abilIties.
The strongest tracks on the album have to
be "Anthem" and the piano solo that preludes to the song.
"You Wreck Me" is extremely well done
despite the title of the song, which Tom
Petty claimed in his 1994 release

Wallflowers.
there and performing what I call the "white
man's shuffle."
Frontman Tyler Kumakura, senior, said
the new album stretched the band musically, and also gave them a 101 of flexibility at
the same time.
You may find the genre of music bouncing around a lot as all the songs unfold, but
Sittser seems to take pride in the diversity
of the album.
Amidst all this variety and identiJy crisis,

HELP WANTED:
SYNCHRONIZED
SWIM COACH

at Valley YMCA. Our small
but enthusiastic well-established competitive team is
looking for a special person
with synchronized swimming
or coaching experience.
LeAnn: 208-777-5500

Songs that may not wet your whistle
include "Man in the Marble" which 100
closely resembles Dave Matthews Iyncally
and musically to be an
original piece of music.
Sports Teams - Clubs - Student Groups
"One More Stop" would
Earn $1,000,$2,000 this semester with the easy
have to be second on my
Campusfundraiser.com three hour fundraising event Our
list, including the lyric,

See SITTSER ... page 7

programs make fundralslng easy with no risks.
Fundraising dates are filling quickly, so get With the programl
Con fact Campusfundraiser.com at (888) 923-3238, or Visit
www.campusfundralser com
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Library celebrates first decade ...
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Above: Junior Deborah

Grade: 8-

Bennett enjoys her treat with
freshman Duong Ngo at the

ALBUM AT A GLANCE

annual ice cream social.

;:

,

,

";~.

¥.

":Band: SittSer
~~I'b~'m; }~dac! to ,t.~mhere·

Resources. This year's event'
commemorated the Hamet

~ReleilSed:, August 2002
'~Grade: B- [

Cheney Cowles Memonal
Llbrary's 10th birthday.

~Wet" site:' :>

Right: Juniors Haley Dove and
Hayley Baudrau dance to the

www:slttserinusic.com .
.. t)p~6ming ~hQW$; Noon
today, following Community'
Building Day,:Whitworth "
Loop; '7 p.m;' Fr)day with
Scarl~t Parkway and Ty-cut-

tunes of a jazz combo, serving as entertainme!"t for the
social.
I'hofoI '!j
Cart, J)tf'nf,I/IFhilllWlh"III

scenebriefs

Continued from page 6

"Pack a pic in the windy city.
Ride the waves of Malibu. A
Texas night sky, nothing looks
so pretty."
It's not the most thought-provoking words I've ever heard,
yet if you've been to those
places before you'll know what
they're talking about and you
can pump up the jam with the
song.
Siltser may have the album
that launches them to uncharted
territory in the music business
with Road To Anywhere.
The band has come a long
way since their first independ·
ent release, Da WIl , and it undeniably shows.
Definitely not a pleaser for
the emo-indie-rock kids, but a
must get for pop-rock fan~
looking for a new sound.
For a college band on the
rise, the future only looks
upward for Sitlser.

sponsored by Instructional

7
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Music In the outdoors
ASWC will sponsor a free
concert featuring a variety of
acts.
Friday
night
at
7.
Whitworth campus' rockers
Scarlet Parkway, Sillser and
Ty-culler's Gale will play
the Pirate's Cove outdoor
amphitheater located in the
Back 40.
For more information, call
ASWC
Activilies
Coordinator,
Christina
DesVaux at Ext. 4555.

My Wife Is an Actress
. French romantic comedy
My W;f~ is an Actress (Ma
Femme Est Une Actrice) is
coming to Spokane for a
special engagement at The
. Met, 901 W. Sprague Ave.
The film, rated R, p<mrays
a s'ports writer happily married to a famous actress, who
seems to have all of Paris
madly in love with her,
Starring' Yvan Attal ~nd
Charlotte Gainsbourgh, and
directed by Attal, the film
'will run I;lt 5;50 ~nd 8
tonight; and 2:30 p.~." ~;~O '
.p.m.,anq ~ p:m:,.We~nes4ay.
, Tickets are $6, with a stu~
dent io, and can be purchased at The Met Box
Office from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m., . by calling 325~SEAT
or at the door on'e:hour prior
to each'showtime.
For more information, call
'the theater at 227-7638, or
..visit www.sonyclassics.coml
~mywifeisanactreKs\
,;:. t,

<

Pirate's Cove;

.',

chatterbox~------------------~
The couple married Aug. 10 in Lauren's hometown of Portland, Ore., and spent their honeymoon
in Mammoth Lakes, Calif.
Troy is a senior computer science student and
What do board games and wedding bell!> have in
Lauren, who graduated last spring afler three years
common?
Newlyweds Troy and Lauren (Allison) of studying psychology, is working. At times it is
Schneringer have a strong love for each other ... as hard for Troy 10 be a student and have homework,
but the couple has found a nice balance with spendwell as a mutual liking for board games.
"We always played board games together as ing time together and dOlRg things apart.
"Lauren can go and be a girl with the girls and I
friends in the dorms, and now that we're married,
it's still one of our favorite things to do," Lauren can be a guy with the guys," Troy said. "We know
that no matter what, we
said.
will always come home
,
,
,
Troy and Lauren, both
Name:
Troy
and Lauren Schneringer,
and have each other, and
21, met at Whi tworth 's
,
-'
.
Ihere is a great comfort in
scholarship weekend durAge; bot,h 21
that."
ing their senior year in high
Marriage has made Troy
school, but didn't actually
Year: Troy, senior; Lauren, c1as~ of '02
start to form a friendship
and Lauren appreciate each
until they both arrived as
other enough able 10 be
J\fl\ior; Troy, computer science;
freshmen.
real wllh each other with"When I met Lauren that LLauren,
-__
psychology
__
__________________
out holding anything back.
weekend, I knew that I
They can be themselves,
wan led to marry a woman like her, even though we let loose and let their real hearts come oul.
had only spent a total of about four hours together,"
"Your real ~elf IS revealed through actions now
Troy said.
and not just words," Lauren said.
Now, nearly four years later, they arc married and
As far as Ihe typical Whitworth couple goes, these
adoring Ii fe together.
two arc not it. They did not completely rush into
Lauren remembers being at the "Kegger for marriage, nor did they decide to "kiss dating goodChrist" at the beginning of their freshman year and bye" and choose court!>hip.
"It's weird being stereotyped when we really
hearing God tell her to really pursue Troy and bu i ld
a friendship. She not only listened, but acted as well. don't fit Ihe mold," Lauren said. "We have known
They spent the majority of their freshman and each other for so long and were definitely best
sophomore years becommg best friends, and triends before we started dUling. We believe it is
although they were both interested in each other, good to get 10 know the physical person as well as
they were very sensilive toward what God wanted the spiritual and emotional."
If they were to give any advice regarding dating,
for their relationship.
"We became secure as .!.ingle people before we it would be to do it your own way. Some people
decided that the timing was right to grow together as have to date a lot to get to really know people, and
others can become friends first and then date.
a couple," said Troy, a native of Murrieta, Calif.
"Don't try to conform to the models of dating,"
After talking to friends and meeting with Religion
and Philosophy Professor Jerry Sitlser over a period Lauren said. "Do what works for you."
Everything seems to be working exceptionally
of time, they began dating during the spring of 200 1
well for the Schneringers. Life isn't all that differand were engaged in December.

Katelin Hodge
Staff writer

~

'

~~~

~

~

ent now that they arc married.
"The only thing we've had to get used to I~ quirky
living habits," Troy said.
What lies ahead in Troy and Lauren's future?
They arc looking at locations for graduate schools
10 pursue leaching.
TlOy's dream would be to return to Whitworth as
a computer science professor, while Lauren would
like to teach at the elementary level. Children arc
also in the very distant future, but for now, the couple is enjoying their life together, sharing in the joys
of life ... including board games.
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Martha Stewart stakes her claim in a Whitworth dorm room
~econd

A s you approach dorm room No. 236 on the
floor
of Baldwin, the first thing that catches your eye is the strategically placed white doorbell (that really works) on the right side
of the doorway.
When the door opens and the smiling faces ot freshmen
Brooke Lar~on and Julie Moore invite you into their home, the
only thing you can think i~ ... Watch out Martha Stewart!
The room is bright, light, cheery and welcoming, a perfect
repre~entation of the girls that live inside.
Light blue and green fabflc!> printed with medium-Sized
dai!.ies cover the walls, windows, beds and refrigerator.
"Most of it (the matching theme) just happened once we got
here," Larson said.
The plan from the beginning was to have as much floor space
as possible. So the stacking of beds and arranging of furniture
to the sides of the room only came naturally. As you walk in
the door, twin bunk beds - same bed !>pread and covered pillows - arc on the left, along with a rug hung on the wall for
the sale purpose of hiding the old intercom system found in
Baldwin-Jenkins.
There I!. al~o a bookshelf covered with old photos and three
pet fish tlMl cven got mtll lhc matching scheme of things. Two
fish bowl!. !.port green bottom rocks while the middle bowl off-

sets the trio with hlue bottom rocks.
As your eye travels further around the room, n light green
faux wall displays three simple glass picture frames with one
daisy centered in the middle of each.
"They were really easy 10 make," Moore said. "I bought the
frames and then cut out the daisies from one of the pillow covers."
The first question everyone asks the roommates is if they
knew each other before coming 10 Whitworth.
The answer is no - they were randomly placed together, anu
it has worked out for the best. They enJoy many of the same
things. As you can tell from their room, they both love to decorate.
When Moore received her roommate information she decided
to call Larson and they met for breakfa!.1. Larson just happened
to bring a sample of her bedspread to !.how Julie and that ~ame
day Moore bought a matching spread.
"Really, when we came to Whitworth, all we had matching
was the bedspread and we just added on from there," Lar~on
said.
Yet, you would never believe the story from the looks of the
room.
"Once you get going it's hard to stop," Moore said.
Upon tiJrther inspection of the room, the curtains, also made

from the same daisy sheets, fllncifully drape trom each side of
the window.
"My mom actually made the curtains while ~he W:J~ here
becau~e she had to measure the windows," Moore 'iaid.
Their parents helped a lot in the moving-in process and continue to show support by purchasing odds and ends that will
complete the room.
"I think it's pretty much set, but we're gonna add a few
things," Moore said.
Chairs will soon be placed around the room for company that
drops by, which is quite frequently because of the "Martha
Stewart Suite" news getting around campus.
"It's a good way to meet a lot of people," Moore said.
"People know more about our room than they know about us."
Both girb love visitors and open their door to anyone who
wants to take a peek around.
"You have to start with something," Larson ~ald. "We started
with the bcd spread."
They knew their room would be "home" for the ne».t nine
months and decided to make the best of it, without breaking the
bank.
"You have to be creative, decorahng doe~ not have to be
expensive," Moore said.

by Sla.hallie Walker

While the dust of the hectic pace of orientation week has finallY settlec4 W hitworthians
are now finding time between classes to add
flare to thier dorm rooms. Whetheryou are
seeking the tradional makeshift dorm
look) or a clas!} but sas!} motif, read further
for some decoration direction.
Choosing Dacor

~::-------- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-'J(~.Ix~'~fl~[uY/nI/U'hi/1Jorfh,;m

Sophomore Tahlia Ganser
searches for the perfect
poster to match her tastes.
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Bait-a- Fish
These three beta fish have
become a simple, yet integral decorating tool.
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Living large
Freshman Brooke Larson surveys her carefully-decorated
room with satisfaction.

Making a dorm room a 'home
away' need not be a headache
Co~ch,

Dirty Dishes
Even the dishes match the
floral theme of freshmen
Brooke Larson and Julie
Moore's room.

--

'

w~s

Junior Ben
writer of ihe'Ugly Stick,
righl in his Sept. 17 column'
wnen he said you can lell a lot about people by the way they decorate their room.
The fIrst day of moving into a tiny dorm room with another person, or two or
three, can be quile a daunting task.
Where do you put everything you brought? And why does your roommate want
his or her poster - you know, the one you hate - right where everyone can see it'?
Each individual has his or her own idea of how and where Ihings should be and
when two to four come together Ihat do not see eye to eye, thaI is when the words
"compromise" and "grace" come inlo play.
The first task is deciding how the room should be set up.
Are you going to draw an imaginary line down the middle of the floor and decorate your own side asserting your own personality, or arc you going to mix your
unique individualities and sec what happens?
For those of you who have decided on Ihe imaginary line, you arc on your own.
But for those who have decided to step out of your comfort zone and mix your personal belongmgs, keep reading. Here arc a few lips from around campus thaI might
come in handy as you put the finishing touches on your boudoir.
The Iwo mo!.1 popular bed positions are the L-shape or bunking. For those of you
who do not know what L-shaping is, that would be a great question [or your resident
assistant to make sure you follow all of the rules that go along with Ihe selup.
"We had to look al a bunch of people's rooms because you can do tons of things
with the furnilure in Arend," sophomore Erin Hays said.
Bunking the beds allows for more room, but L-1>haping allows for more seating,
and if you heighten the top bed, you might be able 10 place at lea!.t a dresser and
maybe dirty clothes underneath so they arc somewhat hidden.
"We like the L-shape thing because we can talk to each other and it provides more
seating for people," sophomore Caitlin Gregory said.
After the beds arc secure, the layout of Ihe rest of the furniture should fall into
place.
Next, the decisions about what to put on the walls.
Poster!. arc a high commodity, along with pictures from home, cut out quotes and
postcards.
"I buy a lot of postcards from Barnes & Noble," junior Liz Strauch said.
With items like postcards, you not only arc covering those wholly white walls, but
you arc also able to tell your story ... who you arc and where you come from.
When people come to visit, they normally ask about who adorns the walls and the
life stories begin.
Other decorations that make your room "homey" arc little knickknacks and carpeting.
"We've really made our room homey and everybody loves 10 come into our
room," freshman Rachel Hively.
Knickknacks range from small figuiines to clocks and candy dishes (having one of
these in your room is a great way to meet people!) Knickknacks normally provide
good memories and al least an hour long "dusting experience." (Yes, even though
you arc in college, you still should dust at least once a semester!)
Carpeting not only cuts some of the dread of getting up in the morning because
you know your feet will not instantly freeze, but also culs down noise for your
neighbor!. and on dust bunnies, making it ea!.ier to get away with less cleaning during the course of a monlh. Carpeting your room can be accomplished by throw rugs
dotted around Ihe floor or a full measured layout. Either way, more life and color is
brought 10 the room and it just seems more welcoming.
Those of us thaI arc really color coordinated, like Hays in Arend, find a rug that
tics Ihe room together and gives it a finished look.
But, if worse comes to worse and things clash in your room and you arc not
known as Susie Homemaker ... who cares? At least you have tried and you've
made you dorm room somewhere you wan I to live for the next nine months. And
thaI's all that mailers.
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VICTORY, FINALLY!
Women soccer
team wins its first.
a..PAGE
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Bue football
totals Menlo
College 30-7
before culling left at the Menlo
35,
freeing him for a touchdown.
Staff wrt/er
Condon went on to rush for 163
yards and earned two touchBryan Tidwell
downs.
"It was a big game," Tully
Staff writer
said. "Scoll threw exceptionally
The Pirate football team blew well and our team created holes
out Menlo College 30-7 Saturday for (running back) Billy."
The Pirates defensive brick
thanks to strong performances
from senior running back Billy wall continued when junior Matt
Condon, senior quarterback Scott Greeter dove for an interception
Biglin and junior wide receiver to stunt Menlo's next possession.
Dwayne Tawney.
On the next play, with 6:41 to
"We played very well," Head go in the third quarter, Tawney
Coach John Tully said. "We scored six on a 79-yard rainbow
domlllated them on all facets pass from Bigli n, swelling
defense, offense and special Whitworth's lead to 30-7. The
./ rllIsb'l Prill~t/ rt,r hila or/blatJ
teams."
bomb came from the Whitworth
Solo goatscorer Matt Knoll vies for a header with Northwest Nazarene defender Jon Bowen.
The Bucs kept their trend of 21 and broke personal records for
second-half defensive impenetra- both Biglin and Tawney.
bility alive, outscoring the Oaks
Menlo fared better on their
13-0 in the second half and forc- next drive,
however, and
ing four fumbles in the game. marched the ball down to the
The victory came after an AFCA Pirate 15. With the Oaks inside
coach's poll ranked Whitworth the red zone, Riddell made a hard
25th nationally last week.
block to deny a touchdown pass
Whitworth (3-0 in non-confer- on third and 10 and forced the
ence play) initiated the game field goal unit onto the field. But
with a five-play, 63-yard drive with looming 23-point deficit,
highlighted by a 49-yard touch- Menlo still failed to convert for
down pass from Biglin to three from 30 yards out .
--... Tawney, who slanted through the
Chris Collins
"It was frustrating
we nudge the ball a few yards
"(Defensive Coach Chris)
middle for the reception. Menlo Casey is a genius, I'll give him
played the whole game in their towards the goal. A half-second
Sports editor
(1-2) returned the favor on their that," Riddell said of Casey's
half of the flCld," Head Coach later, Knoll placed the ball nicely
first possession to even the score. defensive orchestration.
Despite playing their third Sean Bushey said, lamenting the into the far side of the net from
But
the
10 yards out.
In the fourth
game in four days, the men's soc- team'!> struggle to score a goal
Pirates
hit
a
the
quarter,
cer team defeated Northwest until late in the game.
"It was just a mailer of bei ng at
field
goal
Nazarene 1-0
pace slowed as
Throughout the right place at the right time,"
from 25 yards
Tuesday after
Pirate
the
the game, the Knoll said. "It could have been
out and, for
defense once
tallying their
Pirate's offen- anyone."
good meas- "We dominated them on all again stemmed
first two los!>es
sive dominaThe Pirate's offensive momenure, entered
of the season
off
Menlo'.;
"It was just a matter of
tion was obvi- tum began as early as the fourth
facets - defense, offense offensive
the
endzone
the previous
ous
on
the
when
Knoll
placed
a
minute
being at the right place at field, but absagain on a 29and special teams."
weekend.
attempts.
short through-pass to freshman
yard
Condon
the
right
time
it
could
fourthA
The victory
cent on the forward John Carlson stationed
run to tilt the
down stop by
came amidst
double goose- 111 front of the goal. But Cru~ader
have bem anyone."
John Tully,
score 17-7 at
the Bucs set the
17 unsucessful
egg scoreboard. goalie Eric Gamble !>lid to block
Head Foo/vall Coach
halftime.
tone for the
shots-on-goal,
Finally, with the shot.
The Oaks
remainder of
including an
five minute!> to
Matt Knoll,
In the 11th minute, juniorthreatened
to
the game and
off-target
H/I{!fielder, rellior
go, senior mid- defender Rawley Doggett elevatscore when
allowed
the
penalty kick
f!Clder
Matt ed a shot from short range which
they marched
Whitworth
and multiple
Knoll drove the rebounded off the crossbar, barethe ball down
missed opporoffense to run
ball down the ly missing an opportunity for an
to
the
tunities. The
out the clock.
left side of the early lead.
Whitworth 18 with 43 seconds But, ·after a sack on third-andPirates, howfield where he
At the end of the first half, the
remaining in the half. But P.irate seven forced the Pirates to punt,
ever, held the Crusaders to only a was entangled with a Crusader Pirates had taken tour shots-onfreshman
linebacker Kiley Loo the Whitworth defense took over
single shot-on-goal which came defender. The two wrestled for
snatched a Menlo pa5s at the and created another fourth-down
32 seconds before the final whis- the ball before the Crusader fell
Whitworth 10 to secure the Pirates stop with 5:45 left on the clock.
tle.
to the ground, allowing Knoll to
See STINT?, page 12
lead heading into the second half.
"We played a good team,"
"For some reason we just play Tully said. "They had an outgreat in the second half," senior standing offense. To hold them
free safety Jeff Riddf'1I said dur- to seven was special."
ing a halftime show broadcast cd
Like the previous two games,
on KSBN 1230AM.
the stats were telling of the
In the third quarter, the Buc's Pirates performance. The Bucs
defense put the clamps on their offense ran 51 plays for a total of
428 yards with 244 on the
laura Adams
With a 10-1 record, the Bucs Trinity Western University to opponents as they had in the pre- ground. The defense held Menlo
vious
two
games.
After
forcing
a
Staff writer
have shown indications of anoth- make his point.
punt on fourth and 10, Whitworth scoreless in the second hal f
er incredible season, with their
"During our match against
took
over on their own one-yard despite giving up 242 yards rushWhitworth women's volleyball only loss of the season coming at Trinity Western University, it
The Pirate's drive was ing and 13 I yards in the air.
line.
team improved to 10th place in the
hands of Washington didn't matter what combination
Condon averaged nine yards
unsuccessful, however, and they
the AVCA Division III Coaches University, who is ranked first in of players I used, every team
per carry - an average bloated
punted
on
fourth
and
seven.
poll last Thursday, helped by an the current AVCA Coaches poll.
member saw action," he said.
by his 64-yard career-high dash.
eight-game winning streak. The
Fourth-year Head Coach Steve
But sophomore Daniel Jones Biglin passed for 184 yards,
All six starters received votes
team moved up 10 places from Rupe, who earned last year's for the all-tournament team in at
got a hand on the ball during helped by his 79-yard hail-mary
their pre-season 20th ranking. NWC Coach of the Year tille, is least one of three tournaments the
Menlo's return to force a fumble, to Tawney (who rushed for 173
Whitworth is also picked to impressed at the, depth of his Bucs have participated in: the which was recovered by the yards). Riddell acted as backrepeat
as
the
Northwest team.
Pirates on their own 36-yard line. bone of the Whitworth defense
Pikes Peak
Challenge
in
Conference Champions, accord"We have strong senior leader- Colorado
On the next play, Condon took and created several key stops
Springs,
Colo.,
ing to the poll.
ship this year and some great Whitworth's own invitational and
off on a career-best 64-yard TD- throughout the game.
Last Friday, the Pirates nar- underclassmen who really push the
run, extending the lead to 24-7.
Whitman
Tournament.
This Saturday, the Pirates take
rowly slipped by Willamelte (3- the seniors," Rupe said.
The running back sneaked on the University of Montana
6) in a five-game match for their
through a hole and found a run- Western before facing Willamette
Rupe referenced the five-game
second conference win.
Pirate victory Sepl. 14 over
way down the right sideline at home Ocl. 12.
See RANKED~ page 12

Mike Throgmorton
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Pirates end losing
stint with shutout
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Volleyball ranked 10th
nationally with 10·1 record
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Bues win 3-1 for first 'W'
Neal GluHing
Staff writer

""

'.,

The men's cross country team
finished 10th in a 25-team meet
last Saturday while the women's
team finished in eighth out of20
teams.
Head Coach Toby Schwartz
called the teams' performances
at the UDUB Sundodger

'~

~U1i' ¢GndOn' ')Aft,<Cor 9~'

Orediggers 35-14. The run..
ning back received an NWC
honorable mention for offensive player of the week for his
efforts. [n the same game,
sophomore linebacker Jon
Hook recorded five tackles
(four solo), including two for
loss of three yards, and rJ;lade a
touchdown -saving interception
to earn him the titlf: of NWC
DefeMive Player of the Week.
-

,

Volleyb~1I

players named
to ali~to~mey ~eam '
" Senior' '.' 'niiddle " 'blocker
Michelle Etter waS namCd' tbe

,the,:

MVP:
JUnior Erika McGrawslides slides for possession

In the 74th minute, freshman
Amy Crawford racked up
Whitworth's third goal on a chip
shot to extend the Pirates lead 3-1.
Bushey said that every game
the Pirates have played has been
progressively better than the previous one.
Supporting the midfield, fresh-

In

the Pirates first VictOry of the season.

man Meghan Hudson performed
strongly and tallied one shot on
goal.
"She's a good ball winner,"
Bushey said. "And she has a good
physical presence on the field."
In the second half, Whitworth
constructed successful runs and
connected well on their passes,

Cross Country fares
strongly at UW Invite
Thomas Gearhart
Slaffwnter

'

'...'

yards aDd Scored twice in the
Pirate's Sept. 14 vi~wry over

For their first win of the season, the Whitworth women's soccer team defeated Montana State
University-Billings 3-1 Saturday.
This was the first time the Pirates
played on their home turf.
Junior Erika McGraw scored
Whilworth's first goal in the 16th
minute. She handled the ball off
a throw-in and planted a shot in
the upper corner of the fur post,
over the goalie's reach. McGraw
later left the game after suffering
from a twisted ankle.
"She really made stuff happen," Head Coach Scan Bushey
said.
MSU-Billings later scored a
goal to even the score 1-1 when
Yellowjacket Vicky McCarthy
chipped the ball right over Pirate
freshman
goalkeeper
Jenn
Miller's reach.
In the second half, the Pirates
gained strong momentum, winning the ball early and maintaining pressure on the YeIlowjacks.
But they had several shots on
goal and failed to convert.
In the 53rd minute, however,
the Bucs reclaimed the lead after
junior Heather Sale aimed true on
a well-placed follow-up shot.

,,-,
' - ~

Invitational-"very successful."
More than 25 colleges and
universities were represented by
the 248 runners in the men's
division. Junior Jesse Stevick
finished the 8K race in 25:52.0,
placing him 33rd in the overall
results.
Senior Ben Robinson also
performed strongly in the meet,
finishing 60th overall with a

time of 26:23.6.
Freshman
Doug Blackburn finished 67
with a lime of 26:28.8 helping
the Pirates to finish in 10th as a
learn.
"Blackburn has really stepped
it up early in the season,"
Schwartz said.
The top six men's teams in
the NWC competed in the meet
as well, including University of
Puget Sound, Pacific Lutheran
and Willamelte, who finished
first in the men's open.
The women's team ran persistently as well. Junior Leslie
Nelson led Ihe Pirates and finished 18 oul of 225 women
runners with a time of 18:26 in
the 5K race.
"Leslie is running good
right now and will only
improve as the season goes
on," Schwartz said.
Senior Jessica Austin, who
suffered from stress fractures
in her shins over the summer,
ran her first race of the season
on Saturday. But, despite the
setbacks, she set a time of
18:44, placing her 25th overall.
"We were really concerned
that (Au!>tin) wasn't going to
able to run in our number two
spol for us, but she has really
worked hard tl-jis year,"
Schwartz said.
Senior Elizabeth Abby followed up in 41st place with
18:55 while sophomore Elaine
Heinemann and freshman
Kristi Dickey placed IR 68th at
19:22 and 78th at 19:30,
respeclively.
Though the season is
young, the Pirates are meeting
the expectations of their
coaches, Schwartz said.

holding the ball on the opposite
side of the field for most of Ihe
half.
In the end, Whitworth outshot
MSU-Billings 10-2, with six corner kicks.
Conference play starts tomorrow
when the women take on Whitman
College at 1 p.m. at home.

Runners
deserve
admiration
Jason Duba
Siaffwriter
Intervals. Repeats. Hills.
Fartleks. Tempos. If those five
words have a special significance for you, you might be a
cross-country runner. If lhose
five words have a special significance for you, and the mere
mention of them causes spasms
and pain reflexes, you are or
were a cross-country runner. (If
you just read those words for the
first time, however, and felt discomfort, it is not my fault and
you may not sue me or The
Whltworthian.)
The words that I just listed are
types of training runs that most
cross-country runners u!>c to
condition and prepare their bodies for the rigors of racing. I personally have experienced the
pain, agony and defeat that
comes from being a middle of
the pack cross-country runner
(Pirate running machines like
junior Jesse Stevick and senior
Jessica Austin abo deal with
pain and agony - but not so
much defeat). I personally have
also experienced the satisfaction,
exhilaration and triumph that
most runners experience at one
point or another.
People who never experience
any positive benefits from running - not even the endorphin
rush Ihat is the fabled "runner's
high" - are really missing out.
The beneficial effects of running greatly outweigh the

,ran
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STINT:
Continued from page 10

goal and kicked five corners.
"It was challenging finishing
our plays," Bushey said. "We
did fine at creating opportunities,
but made (the Cruader's) keeper
look good."
In the 50th and 55th minute,
Pirate forwards had open shots
from just outside the penalty
box but both misfired. The
Pirate's mishaps continued in
the 63rd minute when they
failed to take advantage of a
penalty kick.
A scramble play ensued in the
76th minute when junior forward Kurt Kagawa headed an
air-borne ball at the post, which
deflected into play and was shot
again at the goal, this time grazing otf the corner of the crossbar.
Shortly afterward, Knoll finally materialized 85 minutes of
offensive momentum and gave
the Pirates the lead with the only
goal of the game.
"We dominated that whole
game," Knoll said. "There was
no question about who should
have won that game."
Suspicion arose, however,
when a Crusader free-kick from
25 yards out threatened to even
the game with 2:50 left to go.
But, after bouncing around in the
penalty box, the ball was cleared.
Two minutes later, NW

"

"

Nazarene finally put freshman
Pirate goalie Justin Tauscher on
his toes with their only shot-ongoal. But, the ball was easily
handled and 30 seconds later, the
whistle blew.
Despite the win, Bushey hopes
to sec improvements.
"We're going to continue to
become better overall as a team
and beller in front of the goal,"
the seventh-year coach said.
He gave credit to his players for
their for their endurance, noting
that the Pirates were allowed only
a one-day break between their
weekend games and Tuesday's.
"A lot of players logged a lot
of minutes," Bushey said.
Last year, Bushey was named
2001 NWC Coach of the Year
after leading the Pirates to the
NCAA West Regional final.
Bushey is optimistic about this
season as well. He said he had a
good freshman class tryout, as
evident by the 10 freshmen on
the 27-man roster.
Prior to the two losses on Sept.
14 and 15 against. Western
Washington and Simon Fraser,
the Pirates were ranked 16th
nationally. Currently they are
unranked (below 25).
But Bushey shrugs his shoulders at the numbers.
"The ranking was based mostlyon last year's performance," he
said. "I didn't pay much attention to it. II seemed superficial."
The Pirates improved to 4-2
with last Tuesday's victory and
will begin conference play against
Whitman College tomorrow.

RANKED:
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Senior
co-captain
Julie conference,"
Rupe
said.
Weatherred was named to the all- "Sometimes we do struggle with
tournamenf team ~in all three of slaying-aggressive against lower
the tourneys, while junior teams."
Lindsey Wagstaff was voted onto
Rupe believes the Pirate's seatwo of the teams.
son highlight came in their first
Senior
middle
blocker match versus Central College of
Michelle Etter was also declared Iowa. "(Central) was ranked
most valuable player of the 10th and we pulled Ihrough to
Whitman Tournament. Etter had beat them in five (games)," he
a .462 kill percentage while said.
knocking down 35 kills. For her
The team is thankful for. the
performance, she was also fan support Ihey have had.
named
the
Northwest "Down in Colorado (for the
Conference Player of the Week .
Pikes Peak Challenge) we had a
"It is imposlot of fan supsible to name
port from parone or two
ents
and
players that arc
friends,"
the
most
Rupe
said.
important on a
"At our inviteam of this
we
ttThey know when it is time tational,
caliber," Rupe
averaged
to work and time to have about 250
said.
"Last
year, I would
per
They are competitive fans
have been able
malch.
We
to.
But this and motivated ... But mostly hope 10 see
they get their sleep tahen that at least
year, the entire
team
condouble
by
away from them. "
tributes."
weeknext
end."
The Pirates
This Friday
have hit the
Steve Rupe,
Vollryball HMd Coach
Whitworth
road for most
plays Pacific
of their meets
Lutheran
season,
this
University at
allowing the
home and on
team to bond.
Saturday the
"Everyone
Pirates face
gets along real
the University
well,"
Rupe
of
Puget
said.
"They
know when it 'is time to work Sound.
"Puget Sound is traditionally
and time to have fun. They are
competitive and motivated and one of our best matches," Rupe
they realize what a big time said.
commitment volleyball is, But
Last season, Whitworth tied
mostly, they get their sleep with Puget Sound for the confertaken away from them."
ence championship. And this
The Bucs have dominated year UPS is ranked 11th in the
their opponents thus far with six AVCA Coaches poll right behind
of their victories coming in three Whitworth.
games. Strangely, the team often
Despite the season momenstruggles with possessing an tum, Rupe hesitates to dismiss
offensive powerhouse.
the future competition.
"We play at a different tempo
"There are not a lot of teams
of offense than most teams in our that can play with us," Rupe said.
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The ultimate sports begin ...

LtlNm .'ld./1I"/IF"'I''Oft~ItlN

"Uttlmate in The Loop" was in full swing last weekend as cooped,up students freed themselves from weekend homework to play In the sun and toss Whitworth's most valuabte clrcutar object - the Fnsbee.

INVITE:
Contmued from page 11

"It's still early in the season and everyone is running good," Schwartz said. ~'I don't think that
there really is any orle person who stands oul, but
then again maybe everybody on the team is."
In the men's NWC conference Schwartz predicts
Willamette will dominate. Willamette claimed
five of the 15 top spots in Saturday'S meet.
"They'll take conference and regionals easilythey're out of our reach," Schwartz said.
',Also at the meet, 'Emilie Mondor of Simon
Fraser left the competition lagging behind by over

a minute and a half with a time of 16:02. The second-place time for the race was 17:37.
"That time is out of control," Schwartz said.
"Simon Fraser is a powerhouse."
Whitworth will be competing in the Big Cross
Invitational in Pasco, Wash., this Saturday.
"The course we will be running is one the slowest courses we will run all season," Schwartz said.
"So time-wise we will be slower, but we hope to
beat a lot Of teams that we have never beaten
before."

that many are devoted Christians and their coach
leads the team with Christ as the focal point and
central motivation.
That Christian fellowship and camaraderie
Contmued from page 11
developed through running are aspects of my life
anguish and woe of training, the frustration and that I really miss now that I am not on the team
misery of injury, and the dejection and agony of this year. I would have lost my spot among the
top to male runners, though, because a fast group
defeat. Trust me, I'm a
of freshmen arrived and have made an immediate
runner.
The freshmen guys have made a
contribution.
Cross-country runpositive impact on the team and are a large part of
ners are very incredithe reason the Whitworth men are hoping to finish
ble individuals. I will
in the top three at the Northwest Conference
try to refrain from
Championships.
stereotyping them, but I
Head Coach Toby Schwarz feels very
will describe some charexcited about the men's team and the
acteristics that apply to a
opportunity that they have to improve
good deal of the hundreds
upon last year's conference standing.
of cross-country
Under the leadership of senior captains
runners I have
Jon Houk and Ben Robinson, the team is
met in my life
looking to have their best season since the
(including
1980s.
myself).
The women's team is looking unbeatable
First,
must distinguish
this year, Schwarz informed me. He feels conbetween a "Sunday jogger" and a
fident that, injuries withholding and God-willhard-core cross-country runner.
ing, the team will be able 10 win Conference,
Though they are both techniperform well in regionals and go on to
cally runners, a cross-counnationals.
try athlete imagines a goal
time and the Sunday jogCaptains
ger imagines crossing
junior Beth
the finish line. I do nol
Abbey and
mean to be snobby about
sophorunning, or to discourage
mar e
any runners who are not
Leslie Nelson are leading the
charge of the Pirate women. They
cross-country athletes. I
would just like to make
are backed up well by a deep team of veterans
and freshmen. This year Schwartz wants to travpeople aware of how hard
cross-country
el out to the National meet with the whole
women's team, not just with an individual (as he
work.
I have met, trained
did last year
with and rac.ed with ._~. .)I
,~t
. "~"/.(;."">,,,,,,~
Nelson
,~~\:,;.)~:;...~...JM.
. . ., . ,~""'~','",,,~ ';,' whe. n.
many dedicated,
" p;.w".,/;"~~:?~¥';~:;>;:tl,(~""
qualIfied
for
disciplined
and
"'l~\1:;!~ii>71{:' .;~~~S~i.;,,·~1·'
Nationals and went out to JIIinois to
cross-'
compete).
determined
I asked Schwartz how the Whitworth communicountry runners in my 20 years of life. My former teammates on the Whitworth cross-country ty could help the cross-country team and after
team are no exception when it comes to being some thought he said, "Encouragement." So
devoted runners. The nearly 50 Pirate runners when you see a Whitworth runner out there, tell
here at Whitworth are exceptional, however, in him or her to "Lift the Cow."

RUNNERS:
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NO RUNNING FOR THE BORDER
Why the Presbyterian Church
(U.S.A.) is boycotting Taco 8ell.
"'PAGE 14
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Atfotlr bucks for a CtlP 0/ ciffee }JJhere does
the mOllry go ? Not to the cqffee farmer ...
J

, : '

Cup~,

to make a difference. Fair trade
coffee.
Each day Whitworthians
medicate themselves with hundreds of cups of coffee as they
busy themselves about campus.
But, for just pennies a cup, the
last of the legal drugs on campus could be used to help hundreds of struggling coffee farmMatt Kaemingk
ers make a better life for themGuest writer
selves.
One might ask, why should I
Horrific images of starving pay even more for my coffee
children scavenging through when Starbucks is selling a
garbage dumps do much to pound of coffee for more than
inspire feelings of rage, sadness $10 now? Shouldn't those farmand guilt for those of us with ers be able to retire on this kind
plenty here in the United States. of extortion?
Aside from making our next meal
This would most certainly be
a bit more diffIcult to digest, how
true if, in fact,
much do these
the farmers did
images really
receive $10 for
affect
our
every
pound
actions?
sold. But, the
tI ... we have a unique, sim~
Anger and
solemn fact is,
pIe and practical~vortu' the farmers
guilt are great
catalysts for
nity to make a di erence. receive closer
to 34 cents a
action,
but
Fair trade calfee."
pound and their
they are by no
Kobtl1 f /~U!.J/ U'hJl.·.,.,bi.,.
pickers receive To be consistent with Its miSSion. Whitworth must purchase fair trade coffee.
means the fuel
a mere 14 cents
which pushes
(The
Boston
them
to
, ,. ;, F:~rst of all, the vast :major~ry of they affprd means to transport p~,
fr.uitiqn.J.<;n9:v!e~ge .and ,co~vi~~ ,Otobe).
So where is our $10 going? the coffee we drink is picked by market their product. Thus, their
tion are the true fuel of any sigchange.
Here
at Who is pocketing the difference poor, uneducated private farmers ignorance, inability and desperanificant
Whitworth, a school where social between the 30 cents given to the in developing countries who have tion are a perfect breeding
justice has become our favorite farmer and the $10 we are fork- no idea how much their coffee
"buzzword," we have a unique, ing over to that pimple-faced will one day be worth. They have
See JOE .. page 15
no time for education, nor can
simple and practical opportunity barista?

Here is where the RIAA rears its
ugly head. We pay more than $500 a
year for the songs that we broadcast on
two
groups in the our frequency, 90.3 FM. That is a thnd
world: Those of the budget already. The RIAA is,
who feel like now making us pay for every song we
want to play over the Internet. Not
everyone
only do we have to pay, but we also
and everyhave to do ridiculous calculations and
thmg owes
monitor the Web cast every second of
them
Keith Spitzer
every day, something no one has the
somethmg
KWRS Manager
time for. We could buy software that
and those
would monitor and calculate for us, but
who get
that is more than we could possibl'y
,
walked on
spend.
and abused by the first group.
So, because we can't afford to pay
Chalk up college radio into that second group. But who is the group that is them twice for the same song, we have
had to give up our Web cast. You "
walking all over us? The Recording
might be thinking, "No big loss; y~u
Industry Association of America
still have your 10 watts right?" Yes, we
(RIAA), that's who. They are a bunch
of money-hungry weasels, with $1 mil- have our 10 walts, but we have lost far
lion paychecks and are only concerned 'more than just the idea of a signal on
the Internet.
.
with making those paychecks say $1
The majority of our listeners are
million and one. Now before you start
parents, sibl i ngs and friends of DJs
to think I am just an angry, bilter man,
tuning in to hear someone they know
let me give you the reasons I hate the
on the radio. My dad was a regular
RIAA.
listener to my show. I can ,tell you
KWRS is a small station with an
and the RIAA that he could care less
even smaller staff. The four of us staff
about the music I play. Mosr of our
members pour our hearts into the staWeb listeners do the opposite of
tion and work more Ihan we get paid.
what most of us do to commercial,
The small budget we get from student
fees barely keeps us above water. We
have to maintain the equipment and
See KWRSI!> ,page 14
pay royalties for the music we play.
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Question the
Left Behind
phenomenon

annually'wgrldwide.

.25,010,.00
People 4ircctly ~loyed in
the coffee
in4ustry worldwide.
.. . , . .
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~cr~e~t ~f tb~' motlty J14id for
,i~~{ant coIk, goes directly to
'tht'~orJiPrqticjnS,', .,' :
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See QUESTION .. page 15
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,Cup~ JlrcCJff~c is consumed in
the United'~ta~~s, .
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he world is coming to
an end. Or so it
seems, when every
time one picks up a newspaper the headlines about
earthquakes, wars and moral
decay look like pages taken
right out of the book of
Revelation.
Emily Brandler
The terrorist allacks of
Staff writer
last year left many
Americans with questions
about the end of the world. Some found their
answer in a popular series based on the book of
Revelation and written by Tim F. laHaye and
Jerry B. Jenkins.
LaHaye, who created the series in order to
reach unbelievers, believes that the Bible lays
out an exact schedule for the end of the world
and that the end will begin when the Rapture
occurs.
I'm not an eschatological expert, but I have
read the books and enjoyed them. I'm also glad
they introduce biblical truths to nonbelievers and
cause people to think about where they will
~pend eternity.
However, I have three main concerns with the
Left Behind books and all other apocalyptie Iilerature when they become cultural phenomena,
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KWRS fights for life
against the RIAA
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BoycoHing the 'Bell' for justice
Amy Robinson
Staff writer
abor Day is a day of new beginnings. For returning students here
at Whitworth, it's the day they
move back and settle into the dorms. For
freshmen and transfers, it's a day of
placement testing and traditiation, ending
in the Yell - Off.
However, during all the hustle and bustle
of celebrating the American worker, where
we work all day getting ready for the coming school year, another beginning went
unnoticed by our campus. This Labor Day,
the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) officially
started its boycott of Taco Bell, a protest
against the labor standards they support.
Some may be surprised to find out that
Whitworth's favorite source of late-night
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KWRS:
Continued from page 13
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fast food has been identified as a transgressor in the war against inhumane working
condilions. However, on April 1, 2001, the
Coalilion of Immokalee Workers (CIW)
launched a campaign to gel a living wage, a
wage high enough 10 provide for basic
necessilies, for Ihe employees of SixL
Packing Company. SixL is Taco Bell's primary suppl ier of toma1oes. The rate of pay
for SixL's tomato pickers has remained
stagnant since 1980, when they received 40
cents for a 32-pound bucket, which means
a worker would have to pick two tons of
tomatoes to earn $50. When inflation is
taken into account, farm workers arc eaming hal f their real wages of 20 years ago.
Taco Bell has responded that the
Immokalee labor conditions are a dispute
between employer and employee, and Ihey
have no power over what measures are
taken by SixL. SixL argues that the rate
Taco Bell pays is so low that they can't
afford to give a living wage to the pickers.
However, if Taco Bell were to voluntarily
pay one penny more per pound of tomatoes
and that gain was passed on to the worker,
it could double the worker's salary. This
jump in price would hardly break them ~
if the cost were added to consumer prices,

billion to spare, or groups who
only broadcast over the
Internet, but leave us alone!
KWRS supports the industry
by paying our bills and by promoting up-and-coming artists.
We play the CDs and promote
the names of the artists and
their bands to encourage listeners to go
out and
buy their
album.

radio; they hear a talking
voice and turn it up.
When we could Web cast,
we were known as a powerhouse of college radio.
Other colleges
saw us as a
As the
national
"Don't get me wrong. I snake
of
leader. We
think the RIAA has agood the induswere widely
publicized. We point to charge groups that try slowly
were one of
have $30 billion to spare, squeezes
the life out
the first color groups who only broad- of small
lege stations
to have a Web
cast over the Internet, but stations
across the
address that
leave us alone! "
country,
didn't contain
we will
the school
not let our
address,
signal fade
kwrs.fm. I got
into the
e-mail once a
night. There are groups suing
week from general managers
the RIAA for discrimination,
across the country asking for
and KWRS is looking into
advice on how to run their
joining their lawsuit agllinst
station. Now, we arc just a
the RIAA. And in that lawlittle independent station
fighting for respect.
suit, college radio nationwide
will cry out with one strong,
Don't get me wrong; I think
united voice, "The RIAA can
the RIAA has a good point to
kiss my radio dial."
charge groups that have $30

. their trademark chalupa would go up in
price by one-fourth of a cent.
AI the 214th General Assembly, in
Columbus, Ohio, last June, the Presbyterian
Church (U.S.A.) decided to join forces with

the CIW to pressure Taco Bell into buying
tomatoes that have not been contaminated

See BELL~ page 15

Instituting an honor code
might be just what we need

Andy Garretson
Staff writer
Whitworth' College should
reform the Big Three policy.
Who are we kidding? Mainly
ourselves, when we fashion the
fac;ade of the moral code that students suppo!!Cdly uphold here.
I. have noticed another Big
Three: The Big Three things to
do on campus in prder to defy
authority ~nd disregard any rules
that are in place for our oW;n piotection.
First, I personally know of
numerous instances in which
couples have had sex, or s,?me
Christian variation that is internally justifiable, in dorm rooms.
Second, is that I witnessed
some people' drinking in their

dorm room when I was a fresh- do. I will abstain from sex before
man. They had little care for marriage and] will not engage in
authority or the breaking of any disorderly conduct while I am a
student at this school, whether I
purported rules.
Third, is the thing that may am on campus or not.
I mentioned in conversation to
very well be the worst problem
that we have at Whitworth. Gordon Jackson, associate dean
Sadly, the classroom is no excep- of Faculty, that I think there
.
should be no
tion to the lack
Big Three anyof integrity at
more and that
OUf
school.
we
should
Cheating is a
reform
it and
problem here.
U I believe we should insti~
institute
an
Shock, astonhonor code. He
tute an honor code at
ishment
and
does not think
confusion were
Whitworth. "
students will
only a few of
stay true to an
the emotions I
honor code and
feIt when I saw
turn
in those
a friend. glancwho break the
ing over a
shoulder to see what someone rules that they swear to uphold. I
else had marked as a test answer. agree that it would be difficult for
Where is the honor at our the faculty and/or Student Life to
school? Obviously, something impose an honor code and have
needs to be done about these students uphold it. However, I
three problems. I believe we disagree that students would not
should institute an honor code at turn each other in. The most difWhitworth. Something 10 the
effect of: I will not lie, cheat,
steal or associate with those who
See HONOR", page 15

- - - - LETIERS TO THE EDITOR - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

No love for stacked
1M frisbee teams
Dear Editor,
Be prepared: This leiter may
be the most scathing letter ever
written. If you have heart problems or are pregnant, Slop reading now. If you're still reading,
hopefully you're not pregnant.
Or have heart problems. Now
Ihat we've got that behind us, we

have a scathing reason behind
this letter. II has come to our
attention that a part of Whitworth
community has been defiled,
molested and sacrificed upon the
heathen altar of selfishness and
rank greed. You know what I'm
talking about intramural
Frisbee. What up with all the
stacked teams, props? In our
restroom several weeks ago, we
saw a wonderful advertisement to
sign up for an intramural Frisbee
team. Much to our scathing dis-

may, we later found that several
leams were stacked (i.e. too
many of the experienced players
all on one team). This is rank for
several reasons.
First, normal.unstacked learns
wanting 10 give power league a
shot will lose by 20 again'sl these
ghastly powerhouses, causing
disastrous emotional and psychological anguish among the
younger, less experienced playas,
and killing any desire to play 1M
Frisbee.

Second, one stacked team in
particular has hurt our feelings,
especially one of us, who was cut
from the stacked learn (admittedly, I'm nol good enough 10 be on
the stacked team, but nonetheless, it slil I hurt ... it still
scathes).
Third (side comment) why are
the Mac president (a stud) and the
mosl experienced Mac RA
(another stud) the only guys from
Mac not on a Mac team?
Answer: They're on a stacked

team. In closing this scathing letter, we love all of you on these
stacked teams and wish you the
best of luck. All we can say is
we'll be getting bowdy in the
challenge league this semester,
and may Ihe best unstacked team
win. Scathe on, mother-scathers.
Colin Robert Hesse, Senior
Communications
Donald Lloyd laPlante, Junior
Religion/Psychology
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by unclean labor. They are also
urging their congregants to write
to the Taco Bell President and
Chief Concept Officer, Mr. Emil
J. Brolick. A specific liturgy was
written for the Sunday before
Labor Day, to be used throughout
the denomination, as a launching
pad for their protest against multinational corporate greed. In doing
so, they are fulfilling the call of
all Christians to economic justice
within our business dealings,
which requires careful consideration of who we arc patronizing.
Our responsibility as Christians
is to promote social righteousness
in all our dealings, which at times
means ceasing business with those
we know are violating the
covenantal relationship between
employer and employee. From
the establishment of the Mosaic
code, employers have been

... Lectures on chimpanzee gestural language
... Te~t mHssaging
... Kay's Teriyaki

required to treat their employees
fairly. This requirement resonates
throughout the Bible. For example, the concept of Sabbath helped
keep large farm owners from overworking their slaves. When speaking about earning money through
exploitation of others, Proverbs
16:8 states, "Better is a little with
righteousness than a large income
with injustice." According to
James 5:4, the cries of those victimized by unfair wages arc heard
by God himself. These arc only a
few examples of the recurring biblical cry for justice within labor
relations.
And so, I urge each of you to
be discerning and adventurous
next time you have a craving for
a Gordita. Head to some other
fast food joint. Slap together a
sandwich. Or best yet, learn how
to make a tortilla. They're fast,
nutritious and you know exactly
what type of labor went into it.
For more information about
how you can support and promote the Taco Bell Boycott, visit
www.pcusa.orglboycott.

... MLB fan William
Lique Jr. for attacking Royals' coach
during game
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ground for their own exploitation.
As stated ellrlier, the price of
coffee begins with the local
farmer at around 30 cents a
pound. The long process of
exploitation begins with the
"coyotes." Coyotes arc the middlemen who go about the impoverished countryside buying up
the coffee from ignorant farmers.
These coyotes take advantage of
the fact that
the farmers do
not know the
"By
price and cannot go to the
city to find a
beller deal.
Coyotes
then take their
coffee to ports
where
they
are sold to
transporters for the international
price of $1.26 per pound (a significant profit has already been
made). The transporters then
ship the raw coffee to coffee
corporations in the United
Slates for another nominal fee.
These large corporations roast
and package !he coffee. and sell
it to the American public for an
enormous profit of two, and
often three, times the price they
bought it for. According to the
Associated Press, international
coffee prices have plummeted
by 60 percent in. the past three
years. Yet, domestic coffee
prices in the United States have
stayed even, if not risen.- and
the corporations are pocketing
the difference.
Thus ~ar, I have stated nothing

but facts no OpIniOnS, just
facts. What Whitworth does with
the fact thai a farmer, after a tohour day of picking pounds of
coffee, cannot afford a $3 latte
remains to be seen. We can no
longer claim ignorance to this
growing epidemic; either action
or denial must result. Time will
tell.
A proposed solution, which
has gained steam in Europe and
is now becoming popular in the
United States, is fair trade coffee.
The fair trade coffee system,
most simply, is a direct connection between the sipper and the
picker. There arc many different

environmental programs in the
regions where Ihe coffee was
produced.
What fair trade is not, is a charity program. This is by no means
a handout. It is a fair price of
$1.26 per pound. Farmers work
hard to produce good coffee and
they do not deserve to be lied to
or manipulated to receive a fair
price.
A fair tTllde coffee program for
our school would provide a simple and inexpensive cure for any
indigestion resulting from information about starving children
and the horrors of poverty. If you
are feeling a lillie uneasy or helpless about all
this
global
poverty talk, a
good dose of
fair coffee will
certainly do the
now
trick. Fair trade
coffee does not
claim to be the
solution to the
world's problems, but a simple way for everyone to be a bit
more just.
Whitworth has an opportunity
to make a significant difference
for these suffering farmers, as
well as a difference for social
awareness in the United States. In
recent years, the college has made
a large part of its mission the forwarding of social justice issues.
Fair trade coffee is a simple, inexpensive and fairly non-controversial issue we can all get behind .
( encourage the Whitworth
Administration, ASWC and student body to evaluate the idea of
buying certified fair trade coffee
for the campus. By doing this,
Whitworth would be living out,
in some small way, the idea of
social justice that it seems to love
to speak so much about.

receiving afair price for their coffee,farmers are
able to afford health care and education for their families.
With this newJound education, the farmer is
able to
defend himselffrom being disadvantaged and explOited. "

species of fair trade programs,
but the main focus of them all is
to cut out the middlemen and
ensure a fair price to the small
farmer.
By receiving a fair price for
their coffee, farmers are able to
afford health care and education
for their families. With this newfound education, the farmer is
now able to defend himself from
being disadvantaged and exploited.
Fair trade coffee is sold for
about the same price as regular
coffee In the United States.
However, the $9 overhead fee
doesn't go to corporate executives but to local roasters and
packagers and awareness programs in the United States, as
well as education, health care and
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ficult part of any honor code is acting honorably, just watch the
Brendan Fraser movie WIth Honors. I have a high confidence in
Whitworth students as potentially full of integrity, honor and a
thick moral fiber. This is a great community that could be even
better, if we deal with issues as they arise.
Why would an honor code make any difference whatsoever?
Many would say that one cannot legislate morality. ( agree entirely. So, why do we have the Big Three, then? ( think the Big Three
is not adhered to as strongly as it could ~e because it is imposed
by the administration and is not led by student convictions to
adhere to a lifestyle that is pure and honorable. An honor code
would be better than the current Big Three policy.
To illustrate the idea of an honor code, imagine that a group of students got together and started a club called "Honor Under Guard."
First, the students in that club would serve as role models in
action for the entire campus. Who wouldn't want to sign onto that?
Second and subsequently, if one student signs an honor code,
then it will have a snowballing effect because if those that do not
sign the honor code cheat in front of the student that did, they will
be turned in.
Third and finally, plagiarism would decrease and actual learning and education would increase.
Upon talking with Dale Soden, professor of History, Political
and International Studies, he voiced a concern that it would take
"a great deal of work" to organize and implement an honor code
at Whitworth. Again, ( disagree with the faculty on this poin!. If
students take it upon themselves to initiate an honor code, the facuity does not have work as hard as they may think. Granted, it
may be very difficult to do this, but (think it is a discussion that
needs to be started.

First, our focus on 9alculahng
the specifics of Christ's return
assumes a role never meant for

us.
Jesus said, "But of that day
and hour no one knows, not
even the angels of heaven, but
My Father only ... the Son of
Man is coming at an hour you
do not expect" (Matt. 24:36,
44).
For 2,000 years, people have
tried to predict Christ's return.
Early Christians looked for him
as they underwent severe Roman
persecution, while some
Americans affirmed the Gulf
War as the long-awaited sign.
Yet, the wait continues.
So, while laHaye and Jenkins'
idea of placing the end times
within the context of our present
day can be thought-provoking, it
should not be taken as fact.
As SI. Augustine wrote, "To
all those who make calculations
... 'relax your fingers and give
them a rest. '"
God has his own timetable and
will commence the end of the
world when he sees fit, not when
we get all the "signs" figured out.
In fact, we arc becoming so
obsessed with finding signs of
the end that they almost overshadow what they represent.
Todd Strandberg of Bellevue,
Neb., created www.raptureready.com, a Web site featuring
the Rapture Index, which he
calls a "Dow Jones Industrial
Average of End Time activity,"
TIME Magazine, July 1,2001.
The Web site, which reaches

as many as 8 million visitors,
tracks prophecies such as earthquakes, crime and false
prophets. Economic measurements, such as increased unemployment, indicate the civil
unrest that will prepare the
world for the Antichrist to take
control.
Strandberg'S not alone in his
eschatological interest. A
TIME/CNN poll found that
one-third of Americans nOw
pay more attention to how the
news relates to
the world's
end and what
the Bible says
tlln
we
about it. Fiftyso
nine percent
believe the
events in
Revelation will
come true, and
nearly onequarter think
the Bible predicted the
attacks on Sept. 11 (TIME, July
1,2002).
This preoccupation with finding signs can be found in several
pages of history. The sacking of
Rome in 410 A.D., the Black
Death in 14th century Europe
and Nazi Germany were all considered signs of the end. Yet, the
earth kept spinning.
So what makes us think our
day and age is any different?
Who says modern day candidates for the Antichrist are any
more likely than those of years
past, such as Nero or Adolph
Hitler?
Yes, the Bible contains references to the end times and the
book of Revelation documents
many of them. Yet, (believe that
Revelation was written ambigu-

ously for a reason, to provide
believers with hope for the
future, and to make sure that
they did not neglect the present.
God has called on Christians to
study the Word, to pray, to help the
poor and to preach the Gospel to
all nations. But, He has not called
us to decide when He will create a
new heaven and new earth. That's
His job; let Him do it.
My last concern is that the
Left Behind series has inadvertently launched a money-making
eschatological
frenzy.
Originally
intended to be
much smaller
in number, the
books are now
part of a 12part series.

fact, arc becoming
obsessed with finding
signs of the end that they
almost overshadow what
they represent. "

Left Behind

merchandise
includes calendars, clothing,
a movie and a
devotional, to name a few.
None of these things are
inherently bad. In facl, they can
be effective witnessing tools. (
just hope the Left Behind series
doesn't become a WWJD-esque
pop culture craze in which all
vestiges of the Christian message are losl amidst the commercialism.
The series, featured in TIME
Magazine last July, creates an
interest in the Bible among secular circles that other attempts
have not. And talk of the end
times can be used as a springboard to discuss other topics,
such as salvation.
I just h'ope that in all the
excitement and eschatological
fervor, we do not lose sight of
the One in charge of it all.
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The 'summer the
music died
Ben Couch
Staff writer .
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Let me just start out by saying
that this summer was one of the
greillest ever as far as musiC' for
me, I went to an unprecedented
number of concerts with some
gica! bands and some bands with
just a clever name. Certainly, my
<:!efinition of a great band may
vary from yours. And really I
don't mind you being wrong.
You !jJay wish your opinion mattered ~o me but the important
thing is that it m~tlers to you .. ,
and that's the greatest gift of all.
Here are _some of the dubious
_
memories '"
The Calling at Slim's in San
Francisco, Calif. My best friend
and I were easily in the top 10
percent of age
in_ the place.
Alex
Band,
the
' - lead
singer. has an
aD:lazing baritone
yoic~, . '
but he is the -

7J,.

_~~~kChl!~~~~':U'
and Tom Petty·
-- looks like "
,
Petty :', and

e-

G-

don't; it was forgeUable.
Unfortunately, their set wasn't.
Using several huge disco balls,
four dudes in brightly colored
bunny suits and flashlights daneing around, a blood packet) large
quantities of shiny confelli,
quasi-pornographic
hippie
footage and a drum track in lieu
of a live drummer, The Flam.ing
Lips put on a show the likes of
which I hope never to see again.
I returned to Spokane at the
end of summer, doomed to be
mired fn a place relatively void of
rock culture. When the coolest
concert venue aroynd is in a place
called "Jhe Gorge at George,
Washington," it gives ony pause.
Spokane Race~ay Park has to
be the trashiest concert venueever, but' that's where Incubus
was playing on a
Monday
night. My
f ri end s
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:JQgPa ~t!ird. U9t'~hen again; I'm ,:' ~ls~gl;l~P ,fnt the • ~an~tlty , ~f;
not,',in;a ~,nd;~{lnd girls" dOn't," -tiuman,hfc; to~~h~~ l!l \o\f.!l.~t, s:o~e
)jQ~, up:qown,fhe qlock )0- geUn -, qUI e~tertainn)e~t, -and,w~e calltp~. ~.mi(~uil~Jng"~ me •. ,~.: : a ~rt. W~, h?te t~se pt1.lple ..:' ,'-~ay:Jo, go.;A.I~?,. __ Qet a ~al.r~ut·_ WC)~ arnved at a ~~~b!e i
Md-JltQp:weanng hmtber· pants ' hour,:so you'd thmk "With It ht8
'~Q~':_~i8hi ~fl!ftty ,jacket{ 'IAcre;' :>ban~ ,l~e Incub~s -.t~e,re~d, J>e-'~
l'~e' ,sai{qjy ,pi~. 9r~t" CC?n- ,hi» ?'Yw~~J~utth~ spt'fS,e. cro,,:,~
~rt.'thQ~8h'-:- '. -'., ,~' -': ','"
,remlpde,d:,.,-ol} _9( e,:,_e!y.:bad·
'-,? Another: sUin's- :show'- was ,~hristiM .rock ban<! ~v~r. 'B90i',~¢tbiiilFCorpOi~e..- Wf! -'roll' ';~~II~t~,";'::: '::,
-bY:ii.~ h:o~:r, ~fqf~ show"$ii)1~ aq,<l :~.: ~.1)t~." Q~mn~ _~I,l!ld, :'_W~ :'~.O:
.th~;~lfi~- J~: a~!-nlD~j .tht;, bl~ ~' :~~~~' ~" tvf~: -J~, ~t,9 ,1&
[we -,deCide' -to-:- heapdQ ,the'. ;the'l~~ ~lOger. [hilv,nrgru?glf"

'>_,:-:', '} -:;. ':,

tr8shiest:pa;(nr~"Fr~~i~, '_~~_~-J~~~to be~l~p(~~ry

sOme

for
carl's' Jr: ,We return -to - girl.th.~: be's h9l. Well. ,h~re's
,the .:·Soid-~i!L ~b:Qw:--- to-" s~ 'if; 'wbilt's 1J'p':,H~'s nqt: Dud~-ooines
'may~:'wi qan' get in"sOmehow:-· 911t' on !It;tg~ .dr~ all j,n ,white
:ni bQ\ineer lets":us'in.- No. busi- and .1Qng' blur l?leaehed balJw!lY
.I\~ -~gahf.~:we·ic{~Uy
!If:' up 'Ijk~' Jie'.@' ~~e 'mode~ d~y
:the -: old~st:' c;ludes' there,. '-glarn/goth rocker.'Ireally wanted_
sOml$thtng'(;o~rate:~ 'like. it JQ.l;reat l;tittr up: He wax~ poetic
,Elton.JQpriJrQnted a H911ywood ,about what a f-mg beaQttful pl~
p-.,ulJ(btl;n~: ~tit Qne a( their gui': . this w~ and ho~ he r~lIy app~e~
,tati~ts',; IOQ~ 'and ac~ Jill?)W : ciated -!,b'aring tlie stflge wlth
sh6uld'-~' in NOFX~:or some~ . Incubus: I guess getting the MTV
tblng.'iusi IPl ~iigry'white' rock- !dcked out :of you by {!d~arl;l
er; pumping his fist aqd jump'ing Norto.n (Fight Club) !lnd getting
"around - while the' lead' singer h6u!it'd by Jodie',Foster's.3xe in.
goes nn about ill-fated and f~~, Pimic Room will teach a guy_-~
trafing 'fe'enage ret,ationships. little humility. I can't understand
Q~tta love punk music. It brings
why a relatively, good-looking
us jill togeth~r. - Like Super' kid like Leto chooses roles and
Mnnkey Ball and Britney's onstage personalities· prone 10
Dance Beat. And John Sfamos.
beat~l;Iowns. Nevertheless, his
,~ aiJ<e played in their hOil!e~ - band has crappy melodies and
town o.f Sagamento, Calif., with way t9<;l much posturing and pos:De: ,La- Soul':~rid The Flaming ing it Iii Freddy M~rcury.: _ .
Lips: When we arrived, th~ festiI1ut to. end on a_ positive note"
val had been- going"for a while! -'910 heartily recommend gOing
$0 Modest Mouse~ the abSolutely 19 see- Rand-Univac, '-~carlet
hqrrjI;ie: ope'ning band _had-. Pilrkway and Sittser coming up
afready'play~d. De La 8?ul was 'Friday. Nothin' - but. love. for
flowin' on'the mic·to an audience , (hose guys.
of- central, v'.\Hey subu.rbanites. - Ide~,
and. praise:
-Many--of them-were roC~jn' the, bCouch@whitworth.eduj anger
the- -concert was held and - - .ta~ing me seriously:
-herb,
inside an old (heater;
the haze - - ~h~sse@whitworth.edu-.
_
in t.be ~i!ding w~ ~i~mic'~nd , -(
r~hlxi.,g at l~~ ~~ lll~e; ~hl.ch, '.' ~e_ ~gly ..SttC~l .by •.rtqff m.t"
J3j~~rMay~.'yo", rem~mber,: ,'Bt.n,,9Ntb, IJ 4 ifJi":!'IS ~q,N.
1J;I~".fl~t~g L.iJ?l1o! _hit song.i?ac"_' JIi,'fOlUIJII
Nt!i lIttt.r.rarib rtfod
,in }ti~:~ly_~',~:, 9t: ~rbe ,y.~u: ~ "hi gp;"i(jN of The U'/hi/1lJOrlhirJll.
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Thoughtful Stew 1

Man's best friend

Frank Caccavo, Jr.
Assistant Professor ofBIOlogy

r arrived home from school in
a cold, steady rain. II was late
autumn du!>k and I wanted to get
the dogs walked before dark. I
was in a rush, harried by the fat
droplets hitting my forehead and
running into my eyes. r leashed
Keisha and Kodi, our youngest
and
most
rambunctious
Siberians, but let Nyna run loose.
She was nine and of late, had
adopted a more sedate, steady
pace to life. Dh, Nyna once had
her share of adventures. She had
c!>caped from her kennel on the
first night we had her and roamed
the streets of Bozeman, Monl.
She had stared down bison in
Yellowstone, had terrorized the
neighbors' cats and chickens and
had fought with swamp coons.
But those days were behind her.
As Keisha and Kodi anxiously
pulled me down the logging road
by our cabin, Nyna plodded
along behind, laking her time to
smell and mark at five- to 10foot intervals. I had to stop every
so oflen and yell for her to catch
up. She was like this more cvery
day.
We arrived at the top of the
hill, a half-mile from the cabin as
darkness descended in the thick
forest of tall bull pines surrounding us. The dogs quickly pulled
to. the end of their leashes and
stared keenly ahead. A deer had
silently emerged from the trees

into our path. The leashes were as
taut as piano strings as the dogs
began to whimper, longmg for a
good chase.
Kodi suddenly
lunged and r heard a loud ping. It
took a second to realize that he
had broken the clasp to his leash.
In the next second, the deer
bounded into the woods and Kodi
tore after it. Keisha lunged, but
her leash held. Nyna paused and
looked up at me, her body tensely coiled. I once again saw the
fire and passion of her youth in
her eyes. She disappeared into
the trees after Kodi and the deer.
I stood slack-jawed in disbelief: r
had lost two of my best friends.
I ran into the woods with
Keisha in tow, calling 'stop' and
'sit', explicatives flying from my
moutil as quickly as the pine needles beneath my boots. But they
were long go.ne into the state forest bordering our property, hundreds of acres of trees.
Demoralized, Keisha and r made
our way back home. We were so
deep into the woods, it took more
than an hour to find our way back
to the road. r organized a search
party and began driving up and
down every rutted, pot-holed logging road in the area, shining
flashlights into the trees looking
fo.r blue eyes, fuzzy white tails,
movement of any kind.
Nothing. I returned home
exhausted at 11 p.m. The reality
of the situation began to grasp my
heart with cold fingers. There
were hundreds of bad things that
could happen to them out there. I
called upon my remaining energy
reserves - mostly adrenaline and
fear - and pedaled my bike back
to the top of the hill. 'called their
"Nyyyyynaaaa",
names:
"Kooooodiiii." My voice echoed
through the valley below. r slowly walked toward home, repeating

my call every 20 feet or so. I just
knew that they were lost and
!>Cared, anxious for the comfort of
a warm bed but unable to find
their way. I ho.ped they would use
my voice as a beacon toward
home. Twenty minutes later, Nyna
crawled up onto the deck and lay
down. Her coat was mattcd with
mud and she smelled awful, but
she was uninjured. Shortly after
that, Kodi trottcd through the yard
and into his doghouse. It may
sound tnte, but I learned then to
believe in miracles.
r often wonder about the fleeting moment that I looked into
Nyna's eyes as they glowed with
youthful passio.n. She made a
decision that r was not fully able to
understand until five months later.
Nyna slowed down cven more following her adventure. She slept
more than ever. She would still
jump up and down at feeding time,
but she rarcly got far off the
ground. She would still wag her
entire rear end joyously, but those
wags wcre few and far between.
The true significance of her
autumn jaunt did not hit me until a
morning the following March as
my wife and I stared at a monitor
and clearly saw the abnormality in
the sonogram of Nyna's liver.
That day Nyna and r again shared
a moment of eye contact, only it
was my turn to make the decision.
Nyna is buried in a quiet place
on our property, facing east
toward the wooded valley. I will
often go to her grave in the
silence of the morning, or dusk,
and have visions of her running
free among the trees. She was so
beautiful when she ran.
"Thoughtful Stew" ii a rrjlc"lfOJl 0/
foot/D' alld ilriff lJoim from ocroSJ Ihe
WlJilworlh College campui.

Diggin' Deep

Strummin. a Tune
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Pirates continue winning streak;
Weatherred hits .472 percent.
.... Sports, page 10

Local bands strut their stuff;
Tour Whitworth music.
.... Scene, pages 8-9
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------lIELECTION ~I~_
Misconduct
stalls Warren
ASWC election

Fire chars clinic

Allison Carr
Staff writer

New ASWC

ASWC election!> arc
members preover until spring, except
In Warren HnlL
pare for year of
ASWC i5 running a
service to sture-election for Warren
res pre s'e n tat i v e s
dent body
because one 01 the candidates vJOlated proper
campaign conduct, said
ASWC Vice President Stacey Johnson.
All of the original candidates, except sophomorrs C.
Bryan Tidwell and Elmly Loeft1er, arc running again.
The candidate who is the reason for the re-election,
!>ophomore Keille McCoy, was allowed to run agalll
"She was allowed to run again becau!>e her actions
were not seen as intentional misconduct but rather as
lleglecttul," Johnson said.
At tllne of pnnt, the newest members of ASWC
are. Baldwlll-Jenkins Senator freshman Phil Ryan, BJ
Representative freshman Jack!>on Williams, Arend
Representative sophomore Dani Dunn, Village
Senator freshman Chris Holmes and Village
Representative fre!>hman Chris Collins. The off-campu!> representative!> arc semors Malt Cole and Abbey
Smellzer and junior Zuch Wasser.
"I'm glad I won, but [ think any three of the candidale!> would have done a good job," Holmes said.
Dorm ~enator!> arc paid for 10 hours per week,
must a!lend all ASWC meetings, enroll in GE-330,
create weekly newsle!lers for theIr residence halls, do
con!>lltuency reports and requisition reports as
assigned, as well as be at Prime Time four hours per
week. Dorm !>enators must also be on at least one
ASWC commillee and parlicipate in other ASWC
activities and events
Dorm representatives arc paId for three hours a
week, must a!lend all ASWC meetings, do constituency reports and requIsilion reports, and belong to an
ASWC committee, as well as be actively lIlvolved In
ASCW events and aidll1g the dorm senators.
Dorm senators and representatives arc the only
members of ASWC who have the power to vote on
how to spend student fee~, whIch average between a
tolal of $7,000 and $10,000 per year. Dorm senators
and representatives vote on how to spend the money
ba~ed on the requisitions they receive

-CllilllJl Clapp uJIIlrilmled

10 tJus

report.
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Crutches and a wheelchair were among the Items saved from the burning Health Center Saturday morning.

Smoke cbases Health Center to temporary location,
services still offered f:y resident student medics
Aimee Goodwin
New~ editor
An early mornrng fire Saturday damaged the in~ide mIddle portion of the
Whitworth Health Center to the extent
that entering the building IS unsafe.
Nobody was 111 the builumg at the
time of the fire, and no inJunes were
!>usta1l1ed in connection with the fire,
said Kathy Storm, vice pre~ldent for
Student Life and Dean of Students, in a
campus e-maIl.
"Again, we're so grateful that
nobody was injured today, and hope to
have campus services availahle agall1
very soon," Storm saId in the e-mail.
The official cause of the lire was not

available at press time, though Director
of Student Heallh Services Jan Murray
said she believes the fire started in the
ceiling.
"We're noll 00 percent certain, but
we suspect it was an electrical prob[em," Murray said.
All medical records and medications,
incJud1l1g allergy shots,
were
unharmed, Murray said in a campus
email
The bed and massage table in the
massage/quiet room were burned
heyond repair.
Heat from the fire
destroyed the building's in!>ulatIon, duct
work and electrical Wiring.
The fire burned through the middle
portion of the root, the entire building is

covered with soot and the floors sustained water damage To make the
bUIldmg safe, the wall!> and !loor on the
inside of the damaged section of the
building must be removed and
replaced, Murray said.
The HeaUh Center will be housed in
a least two motor homes or modular
units parked next to the Physical Plant
and in a room 111 the Physical Plant until
further notice, Murray said.
Counseling sessions Will be held 111
variou!> offices on campu!>. The Health
Center Will Ie! !>tudents know where
their counseling appointments WIll be
held.
Murray said the Health Center might
have a permanent location in six to
eight weeks, depending on how long
the clean-up efforts take and what the
college decIde~ to restore.
Student health coordinators will proVIde wutine health care in the dorms

New scholarships to recruit minorities
Jordan Karnes
Slliff writeI'
[n an effort to increase the minority population, Whitworth College is offering iO
four-year full-tuition scholarships to
minorities.
According to U.S News and World
Report's 2002 College Guide, of the five
universitIes in Washington, Whitworth is
among those with the smallest portion of

inside:

minority students, having iO percent of its
student body as students of color.
Whitworth has also initlilted Act Six, a
minonty recruitment program designed to
diversify its predominantly Cauca!>wn
campus. Directed by Tim Herron, a college
adVisor and mathematics teacher at
Lincoln High School in Tacoma, Act Six is
a leadership program focused on the success of urban Tacoma students in colleges
around the region.

." News Court rules in
favor of Bible study,
page 2

." Scene Water takes a
break from mirrors,
page 70

"We're tryrng to recruit more students of
color, ii's a goal of Whitworth College to
diversify our student populallon," said
Assistant Dean for Programming and
Diversity Esther Louie. "But it's really a
people and relational thlllg, not just a
'diverslty'thing."
"It" not some magic percentage that we
will have diversity; if it's a number game it
will never work," Louie said.
Act Six is a Chris!ran leadership devel-

"'Opinions Is there a
gender bias here?
page 73

Publication of Whitworth College, 300 W. Hawthorne Rd. Spokane, WA 99251

opment and scholarship program tilat
recrUIts and selects a diverse, multicultural
group of eight 10 10 of Tacoma's most talented urban student leaders. The group
undergoes intensive training for a year,
equipping them to support each other, succeed academically and become involved in
seekrng change on the college campus.

See RECRUIT~ page 2

." Sports Football suffers
first loss of season,
page 70

I> Comments; editor@whitworth.edu
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The Bethel School District In Spanaway, Wash., refused to allow a student Bible study to meet on campus until a court
found the district's policy unconsitutional.

Student wins court case
Anthony Rodin
Staff writer
In a battle that lasled four
years, junior Tausha Prince
fought to bring a non-curriculum
Bible study to her high school.
Success finally came Iwo weeks
ago.
It all began as Prince's idea,
then a sophomore at Spanaway
Lake High SChOOl, in Spanaway,
Wash., to create a Bible class that
wouldn't interfere with the curnculum but would allow a place
for· Chnstians to congregate in
'school: ,
.,
Prince said she' pursued the
lawsuit to "get the freedom we
deserve."
The principal and assistant
principal refused to allow the
club because it was religious.
After the denial, Tausha met with
the American Center for Law and
Justice (ACU) and on Feb. 27,
1998, they filed a lawsuit against
the school.
"The law is very clear on this
issue," saId Benjamin Bull, who
heads the Western Regional

Office of the American Center for
L1W and Justice, in an ACU
press release. "If a school district
permits students to participate in
other non-curriculum related
clubs, it cannot deny a request by
a student to form a non-curriculum Bible club. Such discrimination is wrong and we're confident
the court will ,protect the free
speech rights of our client."
Citmg discrimination against
Prince's club, called the "World
Changers," the ACU pushed forward and began the fight against
in
Bethel School Distnct
. Spanaway. Once the.lawsuil.was
fUed\ the, high school allowed
Prince's club to meet, but did not
grant it official status, which
denies the club the privileges of
using the public announcement
system, posting flyers and other
ways of mass communication.
The lawsuit continued untIl
April 1999, when a federal judge
ruled in favor of the school distnct.

"It [the defeat] wa!>n't as bad
as one would think," Prince said.

"I knew it was an opportunity to
wm on a broader level."
In the appeals process, the lawsuit moved on to the U.S. Court
of Appea[s in the Ninth Circuit,
which ruled Sept. 10 that the
schools' treatment of the "World
Changers" was unconstitutional
"It's nol all behind me," Prince
said. "They are thi'nklng of
appealing. But it feels good to
have won."
Prince does nol know If her
"World Changers" still exists,
another official Bib[e study does
meet at, Spanaway. Lake. HIgh
School.
The ACU, Prince's main lega[
and financial source, is a law firm
founded by theologian Pat
Robertson, specializing in constitutiona[ law, focusing primarily
on pro-family and pro-choice
issues,' according to its Web site.
sites
used:
Web
hllp:llwww.aclj.orgiNews/Nr_98
0217.asp
htlp:llwww.aclj.orglnews/pres
sre[eases/020910_ bethel.asp
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thegrapevine @-"
Top,-l0 rude list ...

10 People who leave loogie~ and gum m the drinking fountam. LIke
you want to look down and !tee that?
9 Those no-turners in the tyrn lanes: like Hawlhorne and Division Pull up, Idiots!
8 The "I-don't-know-you-when-I-really-do" walk-by.
7 People who try to finish your sentences, but really have no idea
what you're saying? Can I just tell my story'?
6 Guests who Just won't leave - even after you go to bed. Fine, Sit m
the dark, buddy!
5 Boys who don't put the [ollet seal down-like we want [a put It
down? Or ... NON-FLUSHERS.
4 Parking spot stealers - when they know you're waiting.
3 Hotels that won't give you an exira towel set.
2 Profs who don't grade papers for practically Ihe whole semester.
Peopte who don't retllrn Ihings Ihey borrowed. Hey, m,m, return my
Barry Manilow boxed sci!
''The Grapevine" IS a weekly COIUIIIII ill Tire WlritlVort/liall featuring blls of campus comedy, ul/usual stories alld light hUlllor. To
contribute your story or (0 answer the queMioll of the week, call
e.\t. 3248 or e-mail editor@whitworth.edu.

Editor in Chief
Gllllill Clapp
Copy
News
Scene
Sports
Layout
Photo
Opinions
Assistant Copy

"Rather than sending students
as individuals, we send them as a
cohort," said Chaplain Terry
McGoniga[, who was involved in
the early stages of Ihe program's
development. "They've been
selected and trained together and
will continue to be menlo red during college."
Ten students will be selected
from this group and rewarded
tuition
to
four-year
full
Whilworlh College (currently
worth more than $25,000 per
year) complete with room and
board and books, without loans.
Recently, five students representing the minority population
from Whitworth spoke on culture changes to Lincoln High
School in an attempt to prepare
them for the challenges of
attending
a
predominantly
Caucasian schooL
"We want to equip them with
knowledge about this institution,
not just statistics but an idea of
atmosphere, to tell them what it
means to be a minority student at
Whitworth College," said sophomore Sheburra Moore, who
spoke to the students in Tacoma
along with juniors Angelica
Martinez and Darla Lewis, sophomore Kyle Tate and senior
Robert WeismanteL
"I tried to communicate that
as a minority, I don't just represent Sheburra Moore, but the
entire Afncan-American race,"

ASWCtninu tes
Sept. 25

""

Requisition Ol-Pas~r.d: $1497 was requested from unallocated funds for tne Readership Program Whitworth cam
pus will now would receive 80 copies of The
Spokesman-Review and 30 copies of The New York
Times per day for 11 weeks.

""

Requisition 02-Tabled: Water polo shotclock requisition
was tabled 10 wait for more information.

""

l\vo new clubs were chartered: the Ballroom Dance Club
and the Central America Club.

""

October is Intimate Partner Violence Awareness month.

""

Homecoming hightlights include spirit dress-up days:
Oct. 14 - "You look hot today" formal day
Oct. 15 - Class color day
Oct. 16 - Thrift store day
Ocl. 17 -1\vin day
Oct. 18 - Black and red day

""

As part of Clergy Appreciation O1onlh, thank Chaplain Terry
McGonigaL

jllJ/ McPhersoll

S'tAFF WRITERS
LtlllllJ ArUlfIlS, IHmllilti Bilkltllld, EmilY Bralldlel; Meghflll Cal/agbml, Alilsoll Gm; Bm COlllh, Bm DiBltlif,
Alaf/ DI/sh,jl/slill EMfl; Am!)' Gan'e/soll, Neal G/lft/mg, tVl/dill Hodge, Samh L Lamb, Dm/a Lell'ls,
jll/ia Nichofls, All!)' RobillSOIJ, Ali/hOI!)' Rodill, Kfllh Splfifr, Ahke ThlogIlJOI/OIl, Bliall Tid/I'd/, Gn;g Tom/Ill, Blit
Vall Rossllm, Steph l17alhl; jerw!)' W'ells
PHOTOGRAPHERS
Car!'l DePneJ/, iVzill/alla Fllklloka, AIJIlko Hall/mlt/ka, TallShfl P,il/d, Nt/omi SfJlhj', tVl/ie

she said. "We end up representing more than our!.elves because
there's so few of us here. They're
not expected to be exaclly the
same here. There is a lack of
diversity and that is the struggle
that we all have in common."
Scholarship recipients will be
chosen after a two-phase process,
including various applications
with e!>says, references, recommendations and family financial
situations. An application committee will select 20 semifinalists
who will continue with phase
two, which includes a visit to the
campus Oct. 23-25 with their
families to learn more about
Whitworth.
"This college is built, the professors arc intent on the success of
the students," Moore said. "That's
what these students need, that's
what we want them to hear."
While on campus, the sludents
will participate in a three-part
interactive evalualion process,
including a personal interview and
academic seminar discussion. The
program will provide participants'
transportation, housing and meal
costs dunng the visit.
A selection committee will
name eight to 10 finalists by
early November. Once named,
the finalists will be reqUIred to
make a formal commitment to
the Act Six program. By committing to the program, students will
agree to attend Whitworth, to
withhold applications to other
schools and to participate fully in
the 10-month training and preparation program throughout the
remainder of the year.

Vo~1

The Whltworthian is the official publication of the Associatcd Students of Whitworth Collcge (ASWC) and is published
weekly, except during January and student vacations. Opmions expressed in editorial and ad \'ertising content do not necessarily renect the views of ASWC, the college, Its oIdministroltion, faculty or staff. Whitworth College prOVIdes equal
opportunity in education and employment in oIcconiance with Tule VI of the Civil Rights Act nf t964, Title IX of the
Education Amendments and Sections 799A and 845 of the Public Health ServIces Act.
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newsbriefs
Whitworth joins in prayer hour
Students and faculty arc invited to join the prayer hour in the
Chapel every Monday and Friday, from noon to I p.m. The first 15
minutes are silent meditation, the next half hour is directed by a
leader and the last 15 minutes are silent meditation again.
Everyone is invited to come and go as they please during this time.

Voting campaign launches
This year, Whitworth .is participating in the National Campus Voter
Registration Project, which aims to provide every member of the campus community with the opportunity to register for and vote in the
2002 election.
"Our greatest duty as citizens in a democracy is exercising our right
to vote," said Wendy Olson, director of Financial Aid, in a campus email. "Yet too few of us make use of this right for which so many
have fought and died."
Washington residents who are U.S. citizens can obtain voter registration cards at www.spokanecounty.urg. Non-Washington residents
who are U.S. citizens can call the Spokane County Elections
Department at 477-2320 for more information aoout registration
information.
People who want to vote in the November election need to mail in
their voter registration cards by Oct. 5 or bring their voter registration
cards to the Spokane County Elections Department by Oct. 21.

Campus heightens conservation
With electric rates 40 percent higher than last year at this time,
electric conservation is crucial, Director of Facilities Steve Thompson
said in a campus e-mail.
Whitworth's electrical consumption increased 11 percent in July
and 13 percent in August, despite August's cooler-than-normal temperatures, Thompson said in the e-mail.
Before this summer, the college had made advances in reducing
electrical consumption during the last two years through new electrical conservatIon lighting and campus 'efforts to conse,ve, Thompson
said in the e-mail.
.
During the next few weeks, Thompson will be e-mailing the campus community reminders about ways to conserve electricity and natural gas.

Waller releas'es latest book
Professor of Psychology James Waller released his latest book,
Becoming Evil: How Ordinary People Commit Genocide and Mass
Killing, in July.
The book discusses how ordinary people are capable of commiting
mass genocide. Waller said he hopes his book. provides a self-sight for
people to realize that all humans are capable of evil deeds.
"Government leaders and the public would be well served to learn
some of the many valuable lessons effectively presented throughout
James Waller's original perspective on the psychological processes
involved in the transfonnation of ordinary people into perpetrators of
evil deeds," said Philip Zimbardo in a Whitworth press release.
Zimbardo is a professor of psychology at Stanford Universily and
president of the American Psychological Association.
Waller also authored Prejudice Across America and Face to Face:
The ChaJlging State of Racism Across America.
A copy of the book can be picked up at the Whitworth Bookstore,
Barnes & Noble and other bookstores.

Club

pr~motes

human rights

The worldwide human rights organization, Amnesty Imernational,
held its first meeting last Wednesday. It took place in the Cafe at 5
p.m.
Amnesty International's mission is to "speak out against human
rights violations that are occurring every day," said President and junior Dana Boddy, in a campus e-mail.
In the past, the club has held informational meetings to raise awareness of violations of human rights, hosted speakers and created prayer
vigils. They have also had film series and discussions on issues related to Amnesty International issues.
For more information, contact Boddy at 467-1424 or e-mail
dboddy@whitworth.edu.

Freshmen
Yurie
Fukagawa
and Brent
Hendricks
pitch In at
Community
Building Day.
Rob",II"l.!JnI/
lI'fhrf.'f)rlh,illt

Town hall meeting panelists
urge students to fight poverty
Stronks said Spokane has
become a strictly retail and sales
town, a trend that began 100
Leaders hoped the Sept. 23 years ago. She said a Spokane
town hall meeting would show resident must make at least $11
sludents the impact of poverty in per hour full lime to avoid living
the Spokane cpmmunity, but the _ in poverty. Traditionally retail
and sales jobs do not offer a livstudent turnout was sparse.
SERVE Coordinator and junior abie wage, she said.
Until jobs come to Spokane
Kirsti Mulholland said the town
hall meeting was a step in the that are capable of supporting
right direction, but Whitworth families, poverty will continue to
students have trouble looking be a problem, Stronks said.
outside themselves: She sai~ the '. Panel .participants pointed ·to
low turnout for the meeting was the increased use ofmethamphetevidence of students' tendency to amines as a major cause of
be focused more on themselves
than the community around
them.
Last week's meeting centered
"No matter what your job
around· a panel discussion on
is, we all share this
poverty and economic development, the themes of this year's
responsibility. "
Community Building Day. The
panel included President Bill
Julia stronks,
Robinson, City Gate's Pastor
Profmor of Hulory, Polilical atld
John Murinko and Professor of
International SllIdlt!
History,
Political
and
I nternational
Studies
Julia
Shonks.
The panelists agreed poverty
does not have a sole cause, but poverty in Spokane. The reasons
behind the drug addictions are
many.
"It's impossible to identify a not addressed, Murinko said.
"Most of the people that I work
single cause of poverty,"
Robinson said. "it's very easy to with take drugs because they
get into poverty, and very hard to can't bear the pain they're in,"
get out of poverty; the whole sys- Murinko said.
Robinson said two things are
tem bears down on you."

Allison Carr
Staff writer

- Compiled by Sarah L. Lamb alld Aimee Goodwill

Story Ideas?
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~9~

Call x3248

_ ... .

•

necessary to solve the problem of
poverty: helping businesses and
helping poor people. He said that
business aid will create job
opportunities with a livable wage
for the poor and immediate
poverty relief can help support
poor people in the interim period.
Robinson said laxes need to be
reduced to attract businesses to
the area. Manufacturing jobs
brought by other businesses will
be able to help famil,ies, he said.
People who are not poor must
develop. relationships with the
poor in order to reach them and
make a difference in their lives,
Murinko said.
"I believe that we have to earn
the right to speak truth into their
lives," he said,
Poor people desire to succeed
and do not want to remain in
poverty, Murinko said.
Stronks said Whitworth students are called 10 be transforming agents and have a responsibility as citizens, as well as
Christians, to help the poor.
Stronks said students need to thoroughly examine society and develop a strategy for fighting poverty
based on their discoveries.
"No mailer what your job is,
we all share this responsibility,"
Stronks said.
ASWC President EmmyLou
Taylor said the Whitworth student leadership's goal is to make
students more aware of poverty
and the world outside of campus.
She said Christ's mandate is to
serve and help those in poverty.
Taylor wants the students to
help those who have less than
they do, but without feeling
guilty for having more than the
people they help.
The panelists discussed the
problem of single-parent families
and their vulnerability to poverty.
Stronks said 48 percent of single
moms have an income of less
than $17,000 a year.
Robinson said Whitworth students should help children who
live in poverty, which is one of
Spokane'S greatest needs in terms
of poverty work.
Community
Taylor
said
Building Day was meant to bring
students together to take a practical step to help the community
and build relationships with people. She said personal encounters
can change hearts and show students how to use their faith in a
practical way.
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Faculty advisors
prepare students
for graduate school
.~'<.

Brje Van Rossum
Staffll'nter
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Security progratn prevents critne
Sarah L. Lamb
Staff Writer
Whitworth's Safewalk program was instituted
more than six years ago in an effort to case worries
and prevent crimes, and still operates today
"It IS a very worthwhile service because the
recipient feels much l>ater," Secuflty Supervisor
LeRoy Fantasia said
FantasJa ~aid the purp0l>e of l>afewalJ..s IS to "provide service for anyone who doesn't feci comfortable walking around campus during the hours of
darkness."
Sophomore Robinson Wills said he volunteered
to do safewalks during a dorm meeting last year. A
clipboard was pa!osed around for those who wanted
to sign up for the servIce.
"I never saw the list aner that, though," Wills
said. "You pretty much just asked p'~ople around the
dorm if you wanted a walk."
Harry Neff, resident director for Stewart and The
Village, said a list of volunteers was created for
l>afewalks this year
Each dorm group operates di fferenlly regardIng
I

~

i
I
)

t

the Safewalk program
A safewalk liM wa~ not compiled for
Schumacher, McMIllan, Ballard and Beyond this
year, Re!oident Director Bill Stahley said.
"We figured people wouldn't call somehody just
because they were on a list," Stahley said.
A person cannot tell from just looking at names
on a list whether or not tho!oe people arc trustworthy, Stahley said.
Freshman Chri!. Holmes, who put hIs name on
the list of volunteers for Stewart and The Village,
l>aid it might be uncomfortable for someone to call
a stranger to escort them at night. He said he hoped
the person would know someone on the lisl and call
that person instead of a stranger
Holmes said introducing safewalkers to the communities they serve would make calling an escort at
night easier and less awkward
Between 1998 and 2000, Whitworth had no
reported forceable or non-foj-ceatJle .sex of~enses.
"Even though it's a Christian campus, you can't
take things tor granted," Holmes said.
Anyone on campus can call ext. 4444 for a safewalk by a security officer.

The inevitable quc~tion - what .to do an~r graduation?
.
According to The Report Oil 1VIlIIII'orth College 2()OI.Alz~III/l{ .~lIrFe)',
51 percent of first-yca.r, jjft~-year an~ lOth-year alul11nJ s,lId they have
continued their educatIon alter atlendlflg Wlutworth.
The survey, prepared by Protc~~or of Sociology Raja Tanas, is sent to
.
.
alumni every three yca~.
The large majority of respo~dents (96 pe~c~nt) wer~ happy WIth t~elr
academic preparalJon in thelf pur~Ult ot further formal educatIOn,
according to the survey.
.
More than one-half (51 percent) reported the pr~par<~tJOn cxcelle.nt, 34
percent good, and II percen~ adey~ate. Only SIX of ~he alumm who
responded (four percent) felt It was madequate. Out of the al~mnl that
reponed furthering their education, 62 percent sought a master s degree
.
and 15 percent sought a doctorate.
"From where I sit our main concerns arc to proVIde early and accurate advising to studdnts so they can consider whet~er graduate school is
the right option for them, and so .they kn.ow what .It tak~~ to be successful," said Tammy Reid, vice preSIdent of Aca~emlc ~ffalrs.
One example of higher educ;J!ion .a~ter WhItworth lS the pre-med pr?gram. Students who choose this tralnmg schedule arc advIscd early lfl
college as to what classes to take, what their grades need to be, what tests
they will need to excel al and more. C:lasses students take. for p~e-med
arc set tor them by medical school reqUIrements and arc baSIcally mtlexible, said Donald Cal breath, pre-med advisor and associate professor of
Chemistry.
.' . ,
"Medical schools look at GPA, MCATs (MedIcal College AdmISSIon s
Test), awareness of the health care delivery environment and outside
experience," Calbreath said.
Science students are ottcn given a booklet entitled Medical School
Admissioll Requiremellts, which contains information on required cla!oses, tests and information on different medical schools across the country.
The booklet comes out every year and informs students of the acceptance rates and statistics tor each schooL
.Ocqsionally, students will sJay in contact with.the school or a professor after leaving Whitworth.
.
"The problem IS that they have to let us know where they are and some
do, others don't," Calbreath said. "Some don't get into the schools and
others choose to do something else."
Staying in touch and getting feedback is important to the school
because it lets the faculty and administration know what they can
. improve on and what they are doing well.
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Call for Information Packet
(509) 544-2841

PIRATE BANDS THRILL
Several campus-linked
bands strive for stardom.
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Stephanie Walker
Staff writer

Monday

'm scared of what you think after reading my
mind and the content this article contains.
Some of you may thin~ I am vain; others may
think I'm a little crazy, To tell you the truth, both
assumptions are right. I do like to look at myself
in the mirror. I like to check and make sure every hair is
in place and my makeup is even. Now, don't get me
wrong. I don't stand in front of the mirror for hours on
end, but I would say I wasle at least an average of one to
one-and-a-half hours of my day in front of the looking
glass. And I think myself crazy for agreeing to this
arrangement:
I was challenged to go tryree days without looking in
mirrors or anything I could sec my reflection in and write
about my experience. I thought, "Great, this will be a
piece of cake." And then what I had agreed to hit me.
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Tuesday

:1': _.:.:.

As I walked upst!)irs to my rP9m, thoughts flashed ,
I wokl< up 'a~. 7 ·~.m. to the:s9uitC!:~f'!ny ~l~n~.
through my mind: What if I have something on my face, couldn!( remember why I tiad '3 sign that said; "Dim"t' -no one tells me and I go through the whole day looking
look at yourself' above my bcd, and then it all came
like a slob? Or, what if I can', do it and the story is a
flooding back to me. Today was the day my assignment
flop? I reached my room and looked into the mirror. As , began.
if God was saying to me, "I am going to teach you a lesAs flooked over at my door, I saw the newspapers (that
son in humility," I saw a huge brown streak of a chocowere supposed to be covering my mirror) on the floor, and
late chip across my' forehead. Don't ask how it had gotten there, but it was then that I knew it was going to be a the temptation began, "Well, if. I just accidentally sec
myself while covering the mirror, it won't be that big of
long three days,
deal," I thought to myself. Then I remembered I had to
I had to cover my full-length mirror with newspaper
account for all happenings. So, try to imagine me at 7 a.m.
so as not to be tempted, I made a sign to put over my
bed that read, "Don't look at yourself!" My mirror is
trying to tack up the newspaper with my eyes closed.
now covered in sports info and want ads.
The decision of what to wear came easily because I was
- I pray God will use this experience to show me that
participating in Community Building Day. I scrubbed-out
looks are' nol all that matter, and that the verse Proverbs
with a hat and favorite jeans. My hair wasn't a problem. I
31 :30 will come alive to me: "Charm is deceptive, and
beauty is fleeting; but a woman who fears the Lord is to
be praised."
See MIRROR .. page 7

Jive music Microwaves are not just for popcorn
just around
the corner
Julia Nicholls
Staff writer

Greg Tomlin
Staff wnter
Borders
Books,
Music,
Movies and Cafe has been a part
of the bookshop music scene on
the west side of Washington for
the past couple years and has
recently decided 10 expand to the
Spokane area.
Headquartered in Ann Arbor,
Mich., Borders operates more
Ihan 375 stores in the United
States, as well as 23 international stores, providing people with
more entertainment, knowledge
and muffins than can be handled.
The grand opening for the first
Spokane store is planned for
some time this month at 9980 N.
Newport Road.
Besides being great retail
chain store, Borders presents a
new platform for local musicians
See MUSIC ... page 6

As an on-campus student, f used the
microwave sparingly - heating up the occasional muffin or bag of popcorn.
Now that I'm living off-campus, the ('ountless hours spent shuffling around Sodexho with
a blue tray in hand have been replaced with
pushing white buttons on the microwave.
I've also traded in the taste of greasy slirfries, mashed potatoes and French dips for Ihe
rubbery crunch of microwaved tortillas and the
bright orange glow of Easy-Mac.
Thi~ week, I decided to switch up the daily
routine of throwing some sluff on a tortilla and
shoving il in the microwave, I searched the
Web for microwave recipes, so you can make
them even if you don't have an oven.
The first recipe I tried was macaroni, nonKraft style, Since there was no sauce to make,
this dish was very easy to put together. All I had
to do was mix some macaroni, butter, cheese
and milk together, and give it a stir three limes,
The only complaint I have with this recipe is
that the cheese was a little lumpy. Also, my
favorite part of macaroni and cheese has always
been the crispy top and that just docsn't happen
in the microwave.
The second recipe I tried was for microwave
la<;agna. I would only suggest making this in
the microwave if it's the only option available.

M!JNb [,,",r/II/ U '/""
JunIOr Julre DIehl and freshman Emi Manabe spend lots of time making 'creatlve microwave food,"

Since cook time is already 40 minutes, and as a
rule, Ihings usually taMe better in the oven. If
you arc limited on time, I would suggest boiling the noodles beforehand and then cooking

OII},j,m

the dish for about 8 to 1(J minutes. This la..agna
tasted pretty good and was very inexpensive 10
See POPCORN ... page 7
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scenebriefs
Harvesting H0Jle & Humor
Eight artists from the
Northwest Papier Mache
Guild will present
their
work in Koehler Gallery,
located in the Fine Arts
Building, through Nov. 27.
An opening reception and
gallery talk with th~ artists
will lake place at 6 p.m.'
-Thursday.
The Koehler Gallery is
open Monday through Friday,
8 a.m. to noon and 1 to 4 p.m.

'Cinderella' on stage
The first of the 2002-03
B~st of Broadway seilSon

4
,,~
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!

,

"

,will ,btl a four-day presentation of the Rodgers ~
, Hammerstein
classic,
,: 'Cinderella:'
The production ruris at
7:30 p.m. ThufS!iay, 8 p.m.
'Friday, 2 p.m, and 8 p.m.
Saturday, ,,;tnd: 2
and
7:~O,' p.n:J; ~ ~undar:, at :the
Spoki:ln~' Opera' House, .334
W. $P9kane'f'~ns Blvd: "
, TIckets, cosf $20. to $44
av;ilable oQIine" at .
.~ickets~est:com, or 'by c;aJ1-'
:,!n~ 325-~eAT. , , , , . . .

p.m.

.and .are

'AMC presertts~tassi~ >'
::. ~~.: 'AMb :~'i~er '~~;k."

:,~~arl;l:2ri,nl~ter located at,

'~~ 'W! ~aii,\ wH~ ~egin. the:
'third "gllgi.!.al .,Classic';Film '
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Alabama makes a sweet date MUSIC:
ContlOued from page 5

Witherspoon turns on
southern charm in film
Keith Spitzer
S/afJ writer
Fashion designer Melanie Carmichael (Reese
Witherspoon) travels to her hometown, Pigeon
Creek, Ala., in search of a divorce from her childhood sweetheart.
She needs the divorce so
she can marry her new bigcity flame, who happens to be
the son of New York City's
mayor, played by Candice
Bergman.
In the twists and turns of
being home for the first time
in seven years, Melanie finds a
better understanding of who
she is and rediscovers her
southern accent and Alabama
roots.
SPITZER'S
Here are two separate
SPOTLIGHT
reviews for men and women:

...

For the women:
Ladies, if you like Reese Witherspoon in Legally
Blonde, you will love her even more in this movie.
Witherspoon turns on that charm and inspiring
altitude, making the audience fall in love with her.
For a successful fashion designer, her taste m
clothes leaves something to be desired, however.
In one scene, she wears what looks like half a
prom dress and jeans, I might not be the expert on
fashion, but [ can say I was not a big fan of her
choice of wardrobe.
Apart from that one flaw, this is a movie thaI
warms the heart.
The film portrays a story about true love and
female empowerment. There is just enough "I am
woman, hear me roar" mixed with a sweet cuteness
that wil, bring a smile to your face and a flutter to
'.
.,
your heart.
This is the kind of story any girl would enjoy full of romance and wonder.
The film is light, funny and something that would
make a good date or a great girls' night out.

sweet Home Alabama
Director: Andy Tennant
Starring: Reese Witherspoon
Rated: PG-13
Runtime: 109 minutes
Approval: @.

For the men:
Gentlemen, this movie is like every other romantic comedy that has ever been made.,
'
Alabama has all the classic elements, JOcludJOg a
woman searching for her true identity, But she's
hot, so we can overlook the annoying soul-searching whine, "Who am J?"
.
.
It also has the "surprise" end JOg that If you saw
any of the previews. y~u could figur~ out in your
sleep. Even if you dldn t see the preView, but have
seen any other romantic comedy, you still know
what happens.
.,
There is only one reason to see thiS movie at all,
and that is the beautiful woman you go see iI with.
If she wants to go, take her.
.,
Yes, you inight be bored out of your mmd, but In
the words of my resident assistant, "I'd rather do
something lame with others than something cool by
myself."

A note to both sexes:
First, to steal a classic
Lynard Skynard song for
SpItzer Film
the title and then have
three re-makes of the
Rating System
song without the original
is a crime against music.
Second, I would like to
Worthy of Oscar
explain some theater etinomination.
quette,
If someone is sitting in
Worth seeing in
the seat in front of you,
the theater.
don't put your feet on the
seat. The couple silting
behind us nearly caught a AIi", Wait for the DVD
beating. The girl actually V3!1 to come out.
got upset and made that
little click/hiss "Oh, 110.
you didn't," sound when I
ttL Where the movie
leaned my seat back.
.~ truly belongs.
Notice the possessive
tense: my seat.

to be heard.
Former Spokane Hastings
music
coordinator
Tom
Stamatakos will be in charge of
scheduling live music for
Borders and is always looking
for up-and-coming acts to perform.
The first live music performance will kick off Friday, Nov. I
and continue through the weekend.
Live music and readings
should be present on a fairly regular basis in the store, providing
more than just a place to buy
books and magazines.

Other live music options
People interested in the live
music scene in Spokane should
test fhe waters at local clubs and
venues.
Check out these places occassiomdy for local and regional
band appearances:

.. The Shop
924 S. Perry St_
534-1647
All ages

.. Club Soda at Real Soda
715 E. Sprague
755-S0DA
All ages

.. The 8-Side
230 W. Riverside
624-7638
21+

.. Mercury Cafe
706 N. Monroe St.
329-9222
All ages

.. Cafe Sole
162 S. Stevens
216-2873
All ages

]
c

Mac sprints for tradition

S
tI

Darla Lewis
Staffwnter

II
It

The faithful chimes of the Campanile ring out acws~, campus. It's
noon. It's time, It's the Mac Hall Challenge.
Inspired by the 1981 Academy Award winning film, Chariots of
Fire, sophomore Nathan Mesaros has started a new tradition at
Whitworth.
Chariots of Fire i.. based on the true story of lWO British men,
Harold Abrahams and Eric Liddell, who compete in the 1924
Olympics. Abrahams and Liddell face many obstacles including racial
and class prejudices, tough competition and even religious convictions.
The inspiration for the Mac Hall Challenge comes from the beginDIng of the movie in which Abrahams becomes the first man in 700
years to complete Cambridge University'S "College Dash," a tradition
similar to the new Mac Hall Challenge.
"I hope someone completes this before 700 years," Mesaros said.
"I've gotten a huge response, at least 30 people."
Using a friend as a guinea pig, Mesaros has tested this course to see
how feasible the feal really is. He came up 60 yards short of finishing
on time. Factor in training and weather conditions, though, and the
goal becomes more obtainable.
Anyone who completes the Challenge will have their name forever
displayed in Mac Hall for future Whitworthians to admire. The first
person to complete the Challenge will also receive a $50 prize,
If anyone is interested in the 450-yards-in-58-seconds dash, please
contact Mes,lros at ext. 3848.

Sports Teams - Clubs - Student Groups
Earn $1,000-$2,000 thiS semester with the easy Campusfundraiser.com three
hour fundraising event Our programs make fundralsing easy with no
risks. Fundraising dates are filling quickly, so get with the programl Contact
at
[888)
923-3238,
or
visit
Campusfundralser.com
www.campusfundraiser.com

/.~-

~
Unlimited Internet Access
, ~,~ Just $12.50 per month!
Easy-Set Up -- 2-EmoiJ Accounts--Notionwlde Access

206-339-6374

Jd; www.Mondava.com
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MIRROR:
Continued trom page 5
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tomorrow I begin again. 1 have to be more aware of my
surrounding and be on my guard at all times. This first
day -now my practice day - was good for me to learn
what I can and cannot look into around campus.

tried putting on makeup, but I only had patience for Wednesday
blush and light eye shadow. Later, a close friend asked
I have weight training in a room covered in mirrors
me if I had put on makeup that day and laughed al my
from head to toe. 1 wonder if I can work out in the room
response. He also said something else I did not hear.
next door?
The bathroom was a fun experience. I walked toward
Today went rather smoothly.
the sink with my eyes closed - we have a huge mirror
The urge to want to sec myself is slowly subsiding. I
covering one wall.
have been studying others' faces and can't even begin to
I was able to use Ihe bill of my hat to block the view
of the mirror. When I was finished brushing my teeth, I imagine how God created us all to look so different.
1 knew this before but never really saw il myself until
wanted to make sure all the toothpaste was off my face,
just
now.
but instead I grabbed my washcloth and washed my
Guys have naturally darker eyelashes and lip color.
face.
I spent my morning at the Union Gospel Mission. J My mother says it's because they don't have the gift of
realized how many times in my daily routine 1 pass by a makeup, yet I am wondering if makeup really is a gift.
Weight lifting was good. Coach Jason Tobeck allowed
mirror. I wa~ very careful not 10 look in any window by
me
to work out in the other room, which has no mirrors.
keeping my head down and watching the floor.
I
think
he thought I was a little crazy, but was kind
I didn't realize the first job would be to clean mirrors.
enough to warn me
You can guess my
about a reflecting
reaclion. The tempwindow at the end of
tation was great, but
the hall. I guess I
r resisted and felt
II I was a little scared to finally see myself As I removed
worked up a little
very
proud
of
the
cover
011 the mirror I saw ... me. I even said 'hi' to
sweat
because my
myself.
eyel iner
started
I don't have classmyself and flashed a toothy smile. }J
melting
down
my
es Tuesdays, so I
face. Thankfully a
decided to work on
fflend helped me fix
some homework in
myself before
I
my
mirror-proof
room and then visit a friend. As I walked into her room headed to my next class.
Tonight I have my Primetime program, "Discovering
I found her on the floor studying, so I stopped and
Spokane,"
and am looking forward to the ev,cnt. I am
talked to her for awhile.
Mind you, I have not put on makeup, my hat is cov- going to have someone do my makeup, which is very
ering my bed head, and I have just eaten. As I stood hard for me, but I would like a little color while being
there talking 10 sophomore Jen Senkler, I looked up and in front of people.
thought, "Man, I look awful."
At 5:47 p.m., I had just looked in a mirror. r was so Thursday
Today, the worst thing happened: I woke up with a
upset. She has a full-length mirror leaning up against
her wall, and I glanced up and saw myself. How frus- pImple on my face.
I really wanted to see it because it felt huge when 1
trating. I had to slart over, ane;! three days loomed over
me ngain. I know r could have said "whoops" and gone touched it, but all my friends said you could barely see
on, but I really wanted 10 meet this challenge. So, it. Who do I believe? My friends or my sense of touch?

POPCORN:
Continued from page 5
make. But, if you're really in the
mood for good lasagna and are
short on time, I would suggest the
Stouffer's version. It might be a little pricier, but it tastes better.
The real winner out of these
three recipes is the one for dessert.
It took me less than 10 minutes to
make this delicious fudge. The
only thing is, you need to have a
refrigerator available for this
recipe ..
So, have fun this week; experimenting with your microwaves. A
lot of Web sites offer easy
microwave recipes.

... Macaroni and Cheese
(Makes 4 servings)
, A topping of buttered bread
crumbs or crushed potato chips
provides a brown, crisp appearance.
4 cups cooked hot elbow macaroni
4 tablespoons butter or margarine 2 cups grated mild cheddar or
American cheese
3/4 cup milk
1/2 teaspoon salt
1/8 teaspoon pepper
1/2 cup fine dry bread crumbs
In a 3-quart casserole dish combine the hot macaroni and 2 tablespoons butter; stir until the butter
is almost m~lted. Add the cheese,

milk, salt and pepper, stirring well
to blend.
Cover'tightly and cook on medium (50 percent) for 12 minutes, or
until the cheese is melted and the
milk thickens, stirring every 4
minutes. Set aside.
Place the remaining 2 tablespoons buller in a I-cup glass
measure: Cook on high (100 percent) for 35 seconds to 1 minute to
melt. Stir in the bread crumbs.
Sprinkle on top of the macaroni.
Let stand for 2 minutes
(Source: hllp:I/www.friedmaflsmicrowave.com/recipes/mac-flcheese.hlm/)

... Microwave Lasagna
10 uncooked lasagna noodles
1 32 oz. spaghetti sauce (I used
Prego Green Label) mixed with

7

Thursday I have only one class at 7 p.m. at Professor
of Religion and Philosophy Jerry SiUser's house. I slept
in until II a.m. The need and want to sec myself arc 110t
that great, though the pimple gavo a new twist, and I just
want to peck.
I tell people it's like not seeing a friend for a while. I
feel like I haven'l seen one of my friends and I really
want 10, but know I will see myself soon enough.
Tomorrow I can lank in the mirror, and I am getting
excited. It's really weird not knowing what people arc
seeing. I have nol seen myself for Iwo days now and
can't rememher whilt I really look like.

Friday
Toda)' at 5:47 p.m. I can finally look in the mirror
after three days of avoiding my reflect ion. I have classes from 9:20 a.m. until 2 p.m., and then I have a meeting
that will last until 3 p.m., so I only have from 3 to 5:47
p.m. to be good. Right now, I jusl want to rip down the
papers covering my mirror and see myself. I have no idea
whal 1 look like, and that's pretty scary for me. So far, no
one has come up to me and tried to fix me or started
laughing. I wonder why all of a sudden the urgency to see
myself is back. 1 think maybe because r know I get to in
less than 12 hours.
I did it.
I actually didn't look at myself until 7 p.m. The ministry coordinators from Schumacher, McMillan, Ballard
and Beyond went on a mini-retreat this weekend, and
we were not by a mirror unlil late that night.
When we arrived at the cabin, sophomores Jamie
Martin and Megan Blank went in to cover any mirrors.
We then moved all our stuff in and sat down. The lake
was not far away, so we decided to go down. We stayed
on the dock 10 watch the sunset and then headed back to
the cabin. As we neared, I asked what time it was and
when I heard 7 p.m. I headed straighl to the bathroom
for a look in the mirror.
I \Nas a lillie scared to finally see myself. As I
removed the cover on the mirror I ~aw ... me. r even
saId "hi" to myself and flashed a toothy smile.
It was like finally seeing thaI friend for the first time
in quite a while.
Had r changed? No! Did r look awful? Nope! Was
I happy with how J looked? Ye~. What did I learn in all
of this? That looks really don't matter, and God made
us each in our own way.

1/2 cup waler

microwave.com/recipeslmac-Il-

1 pound ricotla cheese mixed

cheese.ht~/)

with 1 egg
..' .
Pepper to taste
12 ounce mozzarella, either
shredded or sliced
1/4 cup parmesan
Layer in this order, in a 9x13
Pyrex pan: sauce, 1/2 the noodles,
1/2 ricotta, 1/2 mozzarella, sauce,
noodles, ricotta, mozzarella, sauce.
Cover tightly with Saran Wrap.
My mIcrowave is a 650-wall
machine, with a carousel. I cooked
it on high for 8 to 8 1/2 minutes,
and medium-low for 32 minutes
Remove Saran, sprinkle with
parmesan, recover and let stand for
15 minutes.
(Source: htlp:l/wwv.tfriedmafls-

..

,

... Easy Fudge
12-ounce package (2 cups)
semi-sweet chocolate chips
14-ounce can sweetened condensed milk
1-1/4 C. chopped, toasted nuts*
1 teaspoon vanilla extract
Grease a foil-lined 8-inch
square pan.
Melt chips with milk on 50 percent power for 3 to 5 minutes, stirring once while cooking. Stir in
nut.:; and vanilla.
Pour into pan and chill until set.

(Source:hllp:/lbaking.aboul.
comllibrarylredpeslbljuJ5.hlm)

chatterbox~------------------~
Katelin Hodge

the beach in the afternoons.
"It wa1. very loosely structured
and vIe were able 10 include ,t huge.
Who knew typing three words for variety of different activities," said
an online search could result in a Oothold, a native of Whillier, Calif.,
summer of serving children, personal who mainly worked with the older
growth, and sharing the gospel on the chlldren. "It was great to see the
streets of Buffalo, N.Y.? Junior Sarah kids get excited about reading their
Gothold certainly did not know what Bibles. At times, that was all Ihey
wanted to do."
she was gelling into.
Gothold worked with children
"I typed 'short-term missions' and
Ihe Union Gospel Mission came from 1I variety of backgrounds,
up," Gothold said. "I totally wenl many of which were hostile and
abusive.
into it hlindly, and
"I got to spend a
was plagued with
lot of one-an-one
Name: Sarah Gothold
doubt about the
time with the kids,"
whole thing. I knew
Age: 20 .
she said. "We really
nothing ahout il Year: Junior
incorporated Christ
if it Was Christ-cenMI\ior: Religion, music
into everything, and
tered or nol."
taught them about
Talk about a leap
of faith. Oolhold, a religion and forgiveness, which is something
music double-major, spent the they really needed."
Her experience truly made an
majority of her summer running a
vacation Bible school-type chil- impact on her own life, as well as
dren's ministry for seven hours each the lives of the children she interactday along with four other leaders. ed with. Gothold learned how 10
They would spend the mornings communicate her faith with others
leaching a curriculum and then go by breaking it down and making it
on field Irips 10 baseball games or real.

Staff writer

"The kids jU1.t dove fight in and
ale up everything they were taught,"
she said. "That child-like faith was
really inspiring."
Throughout her stay, Gothold lived
with a family who volunteered their
house for her and another worker.
As for long-term miSSIons,
Gothold docs not feel she is called to
work with children but rather in a
relational/poverty-type ministry.
One major effect of thi1. experience
is that she was 'extrell1ely humbled by
being out of her comfort zone.
"Previous 10 this trip, I was only
prepared to lead an s-group, but you
can't really do that with 5-year-olds,"
said OOlhold, a ministry coordinator
and third-year Baldwin-Jenkins resident. "Pride was also a major issue
for me, and God taught me to have
confidence in Him rather than in
myself."
God not only used her to' better the
lives of the children she worked with
but also brought hcr face to face with
her self-dependency and pride.
"II wa" a painful process, but
it was exactly what I needed," she
said.
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Rand Univac bandmates (left to nght) alumnus Andrew Means, junior James Simpleton and senior Josh Wong rehearse new
matenal for upcoming performances.

Meghan Callaghan
Staffwnter
.F,_:~lewer bands with connections to Whitworth who have been taking audIences by surprise arc none other than Scarlet Parkway and Fat Farm.
:t1]Parkway is made up of freshman Lars Gaarde, !>ophomore Greg Tomlin and several fnends of theirs who fill in from lime to lime.Tomlin and
W~Gaarde starting playing together in high school. Soon after, they formed Scarlet Parkway with a mutual fnend, and have been playing as a
band for a little under a year.
The bands influences arc Jimmy Eat World, Radiohead and the Dave Matthews Band.
"We have actually been having a lot of discussion <tbout how we can categorize our style and we would say that it is emo-indle rock,"
Gaarde said.
The bPost thing about Scarlet Parkway IS theIr driving motivation to serve God through their music.
"We all share the same passion of using our talents to !>erve God.
"Playing our music for God is what gets us up in the mornmg," Gaarde said.
Scarlet Parkway's mission is to win souls for Christ.
Music is constantly in the hves of the bandmates, intluencing and impacting them on everyday Issues.
"I listen to so much musIc," Gaarde said. "Right now I have been listening to Bhndside, a hard
core band, and Aaron Sprinkles, a Seattle-based band, which is really gomg to hit it big soon."
A jazz quartet formed by drummer Dan Cox in 1998, Fat Farm showcases an instrumental jazz fusion sound stacked WIth talented mUSicians.
Whitworth junior Mike Frederick joined the band two-and-a-half years ago and
has been playing lead guitar for them ever since.
Bass, tenor sax, drums and a newly-added trombone make the band a jazz
quintet today.
Thc band IS inflllcnced by a wide variety of bands including the hkes of
Mede"ki, Martm and Wood, Jon Seolield and even James Brown and Miles
DaVI5. Fat Farm can definitely be categorized as a jam band with amazing
talent for flolos and improvisation.
The band put out a CD before Frederick joined the group in 2000. but
they're hoping to have another album ready for release before wintel of
this yem. No show!> arc currently scheduled for the band, hut be on the
loo,",out for futllre performances.
- Gleg Tomlin contributed to IlllS /cpm {

Meghan Callaghan
StafJlI'/'Iter
lt~l&an~

Univac IH~s been. a familiar name around the W~litworth campus for a
even With theIr several name changes, and still remams strong. The hand
%, U.currently consi!>ts of seniors Josh Wong, James Singleton and alumnus Andrew
Means. As original members of the band, Wong and Singleton both a!tend Whitworth and
Means is currently working at The Local Planet.
Rand Univac's Whitworth audience has heen influenced by the band in one way or anulilcr.
Some of band's IIlfluences include American Football, Sunny Day Real Estate, the Flaming LIPS,
and the list goes on. It's a mishmash of a number of genres rangmg from Jazz to hip hop, c1as."ical,
funk, indie, rock and folk, Wong said.
New Whitworthians will find the band's style dIstinct, but they may notice the style is changing eonstantly.
"Our band tries a lot experimental elements," Wong said.
Wong described the band's style as being mathy-groovy and intelligent. What exactly is mathy? 11
Jllight be something worth pondering.
Rand Univac's audience has Jllany new things to look fOf\vard to. While It has been working on an
independent record at RedShift Recording, the band also has been trying to relax and regroup before it
starts touring in the winter. That is right: They will be playing at local schools, clubs and bars. Michael
Burton, a good friend of the band, will be joining the band on a few of its shows.
Whilworth can look forward to hearing "a more mature, more cohesive and more rich Rand Univac,"
Wong said, "We are loud as ever, but probably have even more in terms of dynamics."
Wong said he had been listening to a lot of the Flaming Lips and Soft Bulletin.
"They have some pretty great stuff going on in terms of layering and grooves," Wong said.
!i~'b wIllie,

Katelin Hod
Slll}/ wl'llcr
~',

fler the thrivi

,~;,: formances alll

V'i_:thing remarkn
Si1tscr's members a
backup vocals and guil
and percussion; senior I
This method seems to I
shows and record labels. V
rock sound is being well-rec
"We've also sent (Road loA
circuit," Kumakura ~aid.
The band is scheduling perform.
Pacific University in the ncar future.
As well as foc1l5ing on music, the band [
.
Currently, Sittser is intent on findJllg a manage
"We are fac~ng a very exciting yet uncertain future," Kumakura said. "BaSically, we
Wherever Siltser ends lip going, it is assured that the band's road wll[ be hacked up
For more information on Sittscr, visit www.sittsermusic.com.
:~() purchase a CD, vis!tthe Whitworth College Bookstore or www.Clhtreel.com.
10 send comments or Jom the mailing list, email Sittser at sittser_banu(ll hnimall.col
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Below: Members of S,ttser rehearse In the Chapel during one of their weekly
,Friday night rehearsals,
Bottom: Junior James Simpleton, drummer for Rand Univac, rehearses at hiS
bandmales' off·campus house,

Maurita Birkland
Staff writer

;'N>:

ne of last year's freshman bands is back for another year with some new tunes, Tye Cutters
i{,:TGale, the two man/one woman trio that rocked campus last year with "Hold My Breath," has
··t,.~~come up with some new, not so upbeat songs.
Sophomores Chad Dieflckx and Brian Fennell, and freshman Dana Dobler, said their IJlLIsic is a mix
between pop, folk, and blue grass, not the upbeat, worship music as described la~t spring. They said
their music IS similar to one of their inspiratIOns, Nickel Creek, also a pop and folk Ino with a bluegrass
edge.
The band formed last year, but Its history goes further back. Dierickx and Fennell said they
have known each other since kindergarten and always knew they were interested In music.
Then last year along with Dobler, Tye Cutlers Gale was formed. Dobler, whose in~piratlon
is Jennifer Knapp, sings along With Dierickx and Fennell, who also play the guitar. All
agreed they arc together because they love music,
"Our songs arc kind of based on our own experiences," Dierickx said.
So, what is in the future for tillS college band?
Dobler said they talk a lot about wanllng to pursue their music career, but arc still
vague about where they might go.
"We take it as it comes," Dobler said.
For now, they arc concentrating on their music and trying to incorporate a new image,
one that involves pop, blue grass and folk music versus the upbeat, worship label as~igned to Ihem
in the pas!.
"I don't want to be the stereotypical college band," Fennell said
With their new songs, abandoning their old image may be po!>slble. Although still lively, their musIc
has a pop and blue grass edge to it that can't be ignored,
Wt,atever IS in the future for the members of Tye Cutters Gale, their
love for music is paying oiL
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Kotelin Hodge
Slalf wrtler

S'; , fler the thriving release of their sophomore albu~, a ~umm~r complete with per0:," rormances and talks with several recording compames, Siltser IS on the road to some'~\'i_,thing remarkable, to say the least.
."
.
IIser's members are senior Tyler Kumakura, lead vocals and gUitar; senior TraVIS StO.ICIS,
~p vocals and guitar; junior Kyle Gilliam, drums and beatbox; s~nior.Jo,el Werdell, pwno
rcussion; senior Ben Bunfill, bass; and sophomore Paul RanheIm, VIOlin and keyboar~.
l1elhod seems to be working for Sitlser, which presently is being pursued by vanous 1 V
j record labels, With an additional focus on online promotion, Road to A lIywlrCIC 's popis being well-received by listeners, with chart-topping ratings on several Web sites,
;0 sent (Road to Anywhere) to lots of colleges, and we're really trying to push the college
kura said.
leduling performances at Gonzaga University, Pacific Lutheran University and Seattle
the near future.
music, Ihe band members also invested In getting to know one another better.
findmg a manager and taking sleps toward signing with, a label.
,"
id. "Baslcally, we are just focusing on the Lord and takIng over wherever lie leads us ..
VIII be hacked up by extremely supportive lisleners.
'.Clhtree!.com,
Jand(fl hOI Illal l.com,
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NCAA addresses
academic concerns
among intercollegiate athletes."
Whitworth junior Dwayne
Tawney managed to hold a 3.45
OPA while starting for the Hues
as wide receiver last year,
Thomas Gearhart
"It's not easy, especially in the
Staff writer
fall," Tawney said. "But, some
The academic integrity of col- of the other players and I try to
lege athletes is becoming an organize study groups to make
sure we can keep up with our
embarra~sment to the National
College Athletic Association, school work."
Sophomore April Brast recordwarned a report issued last sumed a 3.8 OPA while playing for
mer.
According to the' Knight the women's tennis team 111 the
Foundation for Intercollegiate ~pring of 2002.
"It's not as easy as it seems to
Athletics, low graduation rates
among high-profile athletes, the maintain a high OPA while playdrive for commercIal sponsor- ing a varsity sport in college, at
ships and excessive media expo- any level of competition," Brast
sure are some of the concerns said.
Sophomore
pitcher
Dan
expressed by university adminisLundeburg finished his freshman
trators in light of the report.
In all NCAA schools, student year with a 3.84 OPA.
"The team traveled a lot la~t
athletes must maintain a 2.0 OPA
to compete. At Whitworth, a year which made school work a
limes,"
stressful
at
Division III member of the little
NCAA, most Pirate teams have Lundegburg said.
Whitworth stopped handing
had little difficulty maintaining
out athletic scholarships in 1995.
that standard.
"If there is a reason we have a
During the 2001-02 school
year at Whitworth, six teams had higher OPA average for our atha OPA of 3.5 or above and nine letes, it's because we offer acateams had at least a 2.987 OPA. demic scholarships but not athletThe women's cross country team ic scholarships," Director of
shattered any stereotypes of col- Athletics Scott McQuilkin said.
lege athletes last year with a "Also, because we arc a DIvision
cumulative 3.7] OPA, wnich sur- III private school;- there' is a less
passed the 3.62 OPA average of likelihood of athletic-academic
Whitworth's general student pop- issues."
Nationwide, DiviSIOn II and III
ulation.
average
OPA
for schools have already begun to
The
Washington State D-I college develop and implement plans, set
expectations and. goals and proathletes is 3.4.
The report, entitled "NCAA: A vide tools for measuring the
Review of Principles," has progress of their respective athDivision I is not far
NCAA letes.
recently
inspired
President Cedric Dempsey to ini- behind.
"The good news is that all
tiate "The Will to Act Project."
The
program
encourages three divisions of the NCAA
Division I, II and III schools appear prepared to take action in
across the country to improve ways that will result in real
graduation rates and o PAs changes," Dempsey said.

Whitworth athletes defy
trend with high GPAs

NrlO1111 SfIlUj/rr;j,lllJ'onhrml

Senior middle blocker Lindsey Wagstaff reaches for the ball in Frlday'S three-game victOry over PLU.

Pirates lead NWC
with 10-game streak
/

laura Adams
Staffwnter
The Pirates no longer have to
share.
~rior to lasl weels~nd, .the
, Whllworth women's volleyball
team, ranked eighth in the
nation, shared first place in the
NWC with two additional 2-0
(Ill conference play) teams. The
Bucs ousted both competing
teams in three games each
Friday and Saturday to claim
sole possession of their conference.
The wins included a dominating victory over the University
of Puget Sound (ranked 10th in
the nation) 30-28, 30-24, 30-20
on Friday and Pacific Lutheran
University 30-20, 30-16, 30-26

on Saturday.
The Bucs (12-1 overall, 4-1
in the conference) faced the
UPS Loggers (7-3, 3-1)
Saturday night m front of a
packed house of 767, exceeding
the go'afoJ 600 fans. :
..
The two teams ~emained
neck-and-neck the entire first
game. AI a 28-28 deadlock,
senior Jill Vaughan stepped up
for a decisive kill to bring the
Pirates within one and raised
the fans to their feel. The final
poinl came. wilh a UPS error to
give Whitworth a 30-28 victory.
Whitworlr jumped out to a
10-5 lead to slart the second
game and kept their distance
from UPS throughout the game
to claim a 30-24 win.
The third game began simi~

larly as Whitworth fought for a
5-5 tie. Then, gradually, the
Bucs built their lead to 24-15.
As the Pirates sustained a 10point advantage 29-19, Sports
Events Coordina~or Kevin Eddy
rim by 'wiln a: vroom while oth~
ers chanted, "We want sweep!"
Semor Julie Weatherred
granted their wish and planted a
kill to finish the game 30-20.
"It says a lot about how we've
been playing to beat a team hke
UPS in three games," Head
Coach Steve Rupe said. "Last
year, both of our matches against
them went to five games and
were hard fought. But this year, .
we really rose 10 the·challenge."
See STREAK~ pag'e 12

>

Bucs ranked 22nd, but lose 31-28 to Montana-Western
Mike Throgmorton
Staff writer

,> ,

A combination of tough
breaks, stiff competition and
controversial calls caught up to
the Bucs on Saturday when
Whitworth dropped its first game
of the season 28-3 I at the
University of Montana-Western.
The Pirate's record fell fo 3- I
with the non-conference loss,
which will likely threaten their
current 22nd national ranking.
The seesaw game drew strong
competitive efforts from both
sides, evident from the mere 1:22
separating the possession limes.
"11 was a football game
between two good teams," Head
Coach John Tully said.
Both teams traded blows with
initial scoring drives tying the
game 7-7. The teams' defenses
then took over and stalemated
the opposing offensive units,
holding both sides scoreless until
minutes before halftime.
With six minutes to go before
the break, senior quarterback
Scott Biglin connected with junior wide receiver Dwayne
Tawney for a 44-yard touchdown
reception to take the lead 14-7.

But, the Bulldogs responded and
compiled a massIve drive against
a strong Pirate defense 10 tie the
game with 1: 12 to go.
The second half opened poorly
for the Bucs who were hit with a
delay of game penalty for arriving
late on the fJCld from their locker
room, located further than three
blocks away. The penalty cost the
Pirates only six yards, but a tough
Bulldog' defense forced the
Pirates to go three-and-oul.
Tully said the penalty did not
affect the game.
The ensuing Montana-Western
drive began from the Bulldog's
own 44-yard line and resulted in
a field goal following a heavy
sack by sophomore linebacker
Kiley Loo on second-and-seven.
The Pirate offense struggled
against the Montana-Western
defense on the next drive as well,
again forced to punt before gaining a first down. The Bulldog's
special teams and strong punts
deprived Whitworth of any good
field position beyond the 30-yard
line for most of the game.
Montana-Western's next drive
had potentially disastrous

See BUeS ~ page 12
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Senior free safely Jeff Riddell

(teft) leaps to tiP a Butldog pass for a cruCial deflection.
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Bues lose games,
crucial player

'.' spotts~rlefs
Condon named NWC
Player of the Week

Bryan Tidwell
Staff writer

enough. Linfield held the Pirates
scoreless for the rest of the game
to take their second NWC victoThe men's soccer team suf- ry.
"We put pressure on them for
fered two conference losses last
weekend after a 4-1 conference- the rest of the game, and we had
opener victory over Whitman las! two legitimate opportunities to
Wednesday at home. The Pirates score, but just didn't put it away,"
fell 1-3 Saturday to Linfield and Bushey said.
In Sunday's game the scorelosl 2-3 to Willamette on Sunday.
Also bad news: Pirate senior now-take-names-Ialer Pirates lost
forward Calvin Ball was severely a tough match to lower-ranked
injured in Saturday's] -3 loss to Willametle.
Whitworth played aggressive,
Linfield.
With less than a minute into outshooting the Bearcats 28-14
the second half in Saturday's while suffering from Ball's
match, Ball challenged Wildcat absence. Doggett had no trouble
Sean Chighizola when the scoring in the fifth minute off a
Linfield defender slide-tackled Kerwien assist
The Bearcats fought back and
Ball and broke his leg in two
places. Ball was immediately scored at 11 :15 into the half,
taken by ambulance for treatment assisted by a long pass by Bearcat
and underwent surgery later that forward Ben Dessano.
day. Intense swelling forced a
After the half, the Bearcats
second surgery Sunday evening.
struck again as Dessano again led
Coach Sean Bushey asked his team to score early, this time
Whitworthians to keep Ball in in the 541h minute.
their prayers.
The Pirates wouldn'l say 'die'
But Ball's injury did not keep just yet. Kerwien scored with 10
the Pirates from playing resolute- minutes left to tie the game one
ly Saturday. Linfield scored all more time.
The game moved to overtime
three of their goals in the first
half with two of those goals followed by double overtime.
described by Bu~hey a~~ "sloppy." Then Dessano came through one
Despite the first-half defen~ive more lime for his team to score
breakdown, Whitworth perse- with 22 seconds left on the clock.
"We had the chances to win, we
vered and took 17 shots in the
game while allowing Linfield just didn't finish when we were
supposed to," Bushey said. "We
only one shot in the second half.
The Pirates finally scored on a showed some character at times
penalty shot by senior midfielder , this weekend to put pressure on
Scott Kerwien, which was set up Linfield and pull a tie this game."
Whitworth's firsl NWC game
on the right side and forced in by
junior defender Rawley Doggett.
against Whitman on Wednesday
But, one goal wouldn't be starkly contrasted the weekend's

Women soccerimproves'
to 2-5 over weekend
Neal Glutting

Staff writer
The women's soccer tea,ll
defeated Linfield College 1-0
Saturday, but lost to Willamette
University 1-3 Sunday after a 3-4
loss to Whitman the previous
Wednesday.
The Linfield goal came late in
the game at 65:04 when senior
forward Piper Moore placed a
solid pass to junior forward
Heather Sale. Sale made a deCIsive move and shot the ball
toward the far post for the only
,
goal of the game.
Head Coach Sean Bushey was
happy with how his team performed Saturday.
"We gave our best effort,"
Bushey said. "We played solid
and arc continuing to make
progress."
Sale agreed with her coach.
"We came out strong and put it
all together," Sale said.
Whitworth outshot Linfield
11-10 and shut down linfIeld's
shooters. Freshman goalie Jenn
Miller had a solid game to help
shutout the Wildcats.
But, Whitworth could no! keep
the fire alive for Sunday's game
against Willamette. The Pirates
made a few mistakes, resulting in
Bearcal goals.
"We made some mistakes and
they made us pay for Ihem,"
Bushey said.
The Bucs improved in the second half, however, when Moore
cut Willametle's lead to 1-2 in the
56th minute. Senior Dalyce
Young provided the assist.

But, the Bearcats elimina'tcd
any comeback chances for the
Pirates with a goal in 88th
minute.
"We're playing beller together
and we ~eep making progress,"
Moore smd.
The Pirates lo~t to Whitman 34 Wednesday despite SCOrll1!!
early at 4:]5. Whitman rail II':,!
and scored twice before the l!lId
of the half.
Whitman came out stroll/-,
and scored again at the start of
the half. Whilworth answered
back with a goal by junior midfielder Ashli Anderson, who
received the ball off a cross by
Young.
Whilman scored again in the
76th minute. Following the goal,
Whitworth gathered momentum
with consecutive shots on goal.
The offensive drive eventually
paid off when Moore converted
with 10 minut{)s to go.
The Pirates arc now 2-4 overall and] -I in the conference.
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Senior tl,lnningback Billy
Condon was named NWC
Offensive Player of the Week
for-leading Whitworth in its 3()..
7 victory over Menlo College
Sept. 21.
Condon rushed for' 163 yards
on'18 carries and ~ored ()n runs
of 29 and 64 yards, He a\lt..-

aged 9.1 yardS per carry. '
Th~ . previous week: Condon
received an honorable mention
frQ",:tlle NWC. ,
'
'
" :I)e, ru~,n4J~ack toned his
game down last Saturday. rush·
ing total of 60 yard!! but liCor·
ingtwice. "',' :'" ',-, ,:.

a

Nelson: ,:' named' 'NWC
R~~~~iQlthe\Veek ',,' .
':

,J~nior

Leslie'. NelSon

was
Women's 'R~nn~r
of.tlie Week for the seCOnd week
in ar(;W for finishing ~. the top
~WG runner: in, !he J).,~ger
nain~ ~W~

In,vi~~iqnaJ ,~pt,' ~J,_."Sh~:(UI~

Semor mldflelder Scott Kerwlen vies for the ball.

losses.
The Pirates destroyed the
Missionaries 4-1 and held possession of the ball twice as long
through the entire match.
Junior Kurt Kagawa scored
first on a long setup by freshman
midfielder Todd Sabrowski, who
was assisted by Ball. Two minutes later, the Pirates scored
again, this time off a header to the
left side of the net by Ball.
Goals in the second half were
driven-in by sophomore forward
Bobby LaBelle and fresh man

Jonathan Carlson to give the
Pirates an easy win in what
Bushey called, "our best team
efforl with how we moved the
ball."
The Pirates have the week off
before dueling the University of
Puget Sound Saturday and
Pacific Lutheran University
Sunday. Despite the loss of Ball,
Bushey seems confident in his
team's ability to defend their
2001 NWC title.
"God has a way of keeping
things in perspectIve," he said.
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Would you I,k", to ",xp",rj",nG'" law
6Ghool "dore you 5t:artf'

Woul4 you lik", h"'lp In deciding IF
raw 5Chool It; right for you?

GONZAGA UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF LAW
PRESENTS

LAW

SCHOOL
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backer,Dati/el Jones received an
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DATE:
TIME:

LOCATION:

COST:
DEADLINE:

Saturday, October 12. 2002
9:00 am - 4'30 pm
Gonzaga UniverSity
School of Law
721 N Clncinnali
Spokane,VVA 99202
$10.00
October 4, 2002

REGJSTRA TION FORMS AVAILABLE AT:
• www.law.gonzaga.edu/admissions/events.htm
• your pre-law advisor or Career Servires office
a I
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Sheila at 1-800-825-9267 or 509-323-3736
e-mail: ssli Iii a nI@,l a wsch ool.gon7aga.ed u
CC at 1-800-793-1710 or 509-323-5532
e-mail: clavorfWlawschool.gon:r.aga.edu
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~':'Senj~~ ,:: '~mi~dle ""blo"cker
Mici'!elle" Elter'i'cCeived -1Ul hoporabl~,mention' from 'the 'NWC
last week' for "her 20; kill S, 13
digs and .three' ·block assists
when' the .Pirates defeated
WilljlmeUe 27~30. 34-36, 30,22,
30-26, 15·13 on Sept. 20.
Etter accumulated seven kills
and three digs against UPS
Saturday and 11 kills with a
.320 hiUin8 percentage against
PLU Friday.

Soccer forward Heather
Sal~ receives award
Junior forward Heaiher Sale
received an honorable mention
from the NWC for scoring the
game-winning
goal
in
Whitworth's fiffSt victory of the
seasoo, The Pirates defeated
Montana Slate UniversityBillings 3-1 on Sept. 21 at
home. Sale scored the only goal

of the game against Linfield
~aturday for their second victory of the sew;on.
'
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Ultimate Frisbee flies through history
Ben Oi Biase
Staff wri ler
Intramural Ultimate Frisbee is
about a third of the way through
the fall season with 12 teams in
the "Challenge League" and five
in the "Power League."
What attracts people to intramural Frisbee? For junior Jen
Scales, 11 member of the Tighty
Whiteys, It means spending some
extra time with friends and getting connecled WIth a team - as
well as good exercise.
For 1.enior Mary Ilartman, "All
you need is an open field, a
rrisbee and the ability to run."
Echoing this sentiment, fre~h
man Chri!.tina DesVaux explain!.
how organized rrisbee is not usually available in high school, but
most people can learn and find all
the equipment they need
"You can just go 10 The Loop
and play," she said.
While Fri!.bee is not the largest
Intramural sport at WhItworth, it
is popular and receives great
attention, Intramural Coordinator

Josh Smart said. Smart specu- jng team from the University of
lates that it may have to do with Oregon will play at Whitworth
the fact that the games arc played and educate Ultimate Frisbee athin the middle of campus. He letes how to run drills, formation
believes Frisbee "docs a lot for and defensive strategy.
Whitworth Senior Sam Scriven
community."
The game of Ultimate Frisbee tells of how he har-n'l washed his
was created in the 1960s by a Frisbee clothes in years in hope
group of New Jer1.cy high school of good luck. He relics on duct
students who worked hard to tape 10 hold the pieces together
1.pread their game throughout the and lives by the phrase "I smell
world. Ultimate has certainly but I play welt."
Asked what inspired him,
grown quickly in popularity and
is now played worldwide and Scriven names "legends" such as
organized into national and inter- alumni Dave Lmclcum, Kyle
national leagues. The national Dre!.back, Kevin Germer and
championship was held III Beau Garner. He also tells of the
Spokane this pa1.t !.ummer.
story of "Zerbel," a Whitworth
Is there perhaps an official graduate who supposedly dived
forward between the branches of
Whitworth team on the horizon?
If Whitworth were to have small tree in The Loop, caught
Ultimate Frisbee as an orbclal the Frisbee, rotated in mid-air
sport, both a men's and women's and flung the disc to the in-zone
team would be necessary. Many while upside-down.
colleges do not have official
Players agree that intramural
teams (Gonzaga does, however). Ultimate Frisbee is an opportuniBul, "If someone wanted to put -ty for students 10 meet other stutogether a team, it wouldn't be dents, spend time with friends
impossible," Smart said.
and blow some stress in fun comThis' November, a high-rank- petition.

Cross country men, STREAK:
women take second
Continued from page 10

Weatherred dominated offensively with a .472 hilling percentage backed by 20 kills.
Defensively, seniors Lindsey
Wagstaff and Vaughan totalled 12
and
1 I digs respectively.
Vaughan also served up four aces.
Senior setter Nicole Weedman set
up the offense with 48 a!.sists.
"(Weedman) set a beautiful
match, probably some of the best
setting of her career," Rupe said.
Weedman attributed the win to
a strong team effort.
"It felt so good, we were real-

Jason Duba
Staff writer
Whitworth's men and women cro!>s country teams claimed
second place in the Big Cross Invitational meet in Pasco, Wash.,
last Saturday.
Both teams faced three opposing schools in the meet.
Prior to the meet, the women were ranked 24th in the nation
- the first time the women's cross country team has been
nationally ranked since it joined the NCAA.
Junior Leslie Nelson finished six seconds ahead of the pack at
19:17 in the women's 5K run to take fir!.t. Junior Jesse Stevick
led Whitworth with a seventh place fillish in Ihe men:s 8K run at
27:17.
The women Pirates finished 16 points ahead of Northwest
College (mnked first in the NAIA) with 48 points while the men
edged ahead of Mt. Hood Community College, 60-61.
Eastern Oregon took first in the meet with 19 points and held
six of the top-nine finishing spots.
"We were a lot closer to Northwest than last week at the
Sundodger invitational," Nelson said.
The women Bucs were without number two senior runner
Jessica Austin and number four sophomore runner Elaine
Heinemann.
"It was the first race I actually felt good," said freshman Emily
Benson, who finished in 46th place.
With Saturday's :,uccess, the men are on a strong track for
their season.
The meet was the first race of the season for senior Todd
Goselin and freshman Phil Grahlfs. Grahlfs finished two spots
behind freshman Philip Culbertson in 28th place at 29:02.
Culbertson said he had a difficult race.
Goselin finished in 441h at 30:16.
The cross country teams will run in Tacoma Oct. 12 at the
Pacific Lutheran Invite where the women's team will run their
first 6K race of the season.
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Work from Home
or Campus

Iy focused and wanted to win this
one so bad," she said. "We
played aggressive and it really
felt like the team played as one."
Last Friday, the Pirates earned
their 11th win of the season
again!.t the PLU Lutes. On the
first play of the match, senior
Karen Robnett blasted a kill over
the net and the Bues never
looked back. Whitworth went on
to sweep the Lutes in three
games.
Rupe said that his team played
solidly with some strong defense
and he was thrilled with his players' performances.
"It is awesome when We make
great teams look bad - which is
what we did tonight," he said.

implications for the Bues but was stopped cold
when senior free safety Jeff Riddell deflected a
Bulldog pass and sophomore defensive end Daniel
Jones sacked Bulldog quarterback Travis Kirby.
Once again the Montana-Western special teams
unit placed the Bues on their own 21-yard line.
But, the Pirate offense came through this time.
On their next possession, Biglin lead the Pirates
down the field on a to-play drive, helped by crucial completions to Tawney. Biglin capped off the
drive with a hand-off to senior running back Billy
Condon for a touchdown run lifting the Pirates to a
21-17 lead with 1:2410 go in the third quarter.
The Bulldogs were restless, however, and assembled a solid drive to end the third quarter and
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Fnsbee

Weedman nlcely set up the
Bucs' defense with 40 assists
while middle blocker Wagstaff
led the team in offense with 12
kills and .323 hitting.
Weatherred
and
senior
Michelle Etter each contributed
11 kills apiece.
Defensively, Weatherred tallied 21 digs and Weedman,
Wagstaff, Robnett, and freshman
outside hitter Julie Marsh each
added a service ace.
The Bucs wililravel to Oregon
to try and improve upon their 10match winning streak. They play
Lewis and Clark College (3-9, 04) Oct. 4 and George Fox
University (11-2, 3-1) on Oct. 5.

opened the fourth quarter with a touchdown to
reclaim the lead 21-24.
The Montana-Western defense then held the
Bucs to another three-and-out SItuation. But the
Pirate defense followed suit and forced the
Bulldog's offense 10 punt on the next possession
after a strong defensive play by Riddell on secondand-thirteen.
Whitworth's next drive from deep in their own
territory offered its best chance to regain the lead.
Big receptions by Tawney and runs from Condon
Whitworth gave Whitworth favorable field position
and a chance to score. An incomplete pass on second-and-eight threatened the drive.
Despite the setbacks, Biglin sustained the drive
by scrambling out of a collapsing pocket and running from sideline to sideline before connecting
with senior wide receiver KC. Dameron for a critical first down.
"Biglin had a great game," Tully said. "We felt
we could throw the ball better, and that's what we
did."
A few plays later, an apparent Biglin fumble
recovered by the Pirates resulted in a delayed intentional grounding call which scullled the Pirate's
hopeful drive. Later they turned the ball over on
downs after an incompletion on fourth-and-25.
Tully does not contesl the ruling.
"That was really a judgment call by the officials;
I can't say much about that," he said.
After Montana-Western claimed possession,they marched down the field for a touchdown to
seal the deal with 1 :32 to play.
But the Bucs went out fighting and returned
wilh a quick touchdown on the following drive.
They failed to gain possession of the ensuing
onside kick, however, eliminating any last-second
possibilities.
"We tried to tuke what they gave us and vice

I versa," ~ully said .
I The Plrales accumulated 30~ pa~sing y.ards and
I 87 yards on the ground - the flrsillme thIS season
I they were held to under 100 rUShing yards. Biglin
I completed 30 of 47 attempts while Condon averI aged 3.3 yards per carry.
I
Tully attributed the low offensive rushing yards
I to a strong Bulldog defense.
I "Bolh teams played well," he said.

-------~--------------------.

OPENING THE DOOR TO CHIVALRY
Adventures In letting
women go first.
"'PAGE
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Women out of the loop

Numbers~u

Does Il7hitJJlorth bC/I}e a gel/derprob/eJJJ 01/ camplls? AJI,[7C
President EJJJtJ(YLoll Tqy/or is cONcerned )}Je migh! ...

that I had never received encouragement to
pur!olle anything pa~t a hachelor'!. degree. I
also realized that many of illY friends pursuing careers in psychology had been encourto pursue their majors further into gradaged
campus. J!, there a gender gap? Arc women
uate !.clIOOI, beginning their sophomore year.
treated differently on this campus? I wa~
Yet I had not been encouraged, not by my
flHtunale enough to be able to sit down with
advisor, not by trusted profes!oOTs whom I
them and talk about how Illy idyllic childa!.ked directly, no one.
hood mentality has been
Regardless of how well I
altered and tran~formed
was doing in my classes or
durlllg my years at college.
the academIC initiative I
I came to Whitworth and
I(
if there is a gender
would show, there was
was instantly blown away
never even mention of
bias
0/1
ollr
campus,
we
by many at my female
where my love for acadepeers who seemed
mHst first be honest about mia could potentially go.
unhealthily focused on
what it is ... II
I would chalk this up, if
marriage and pursuing
I could, to an oversight by
"sensible" careers. I came
one small department on
to Whitworth intent on purour campus. However,
!.uing the pre-med track
several experiences, more
before I recognized my
recently and directly connected with my curpas~ion for history and ideas related to
rent position, have led me to believe that
Chmtialllty and religion. Never did the idea
there is something more widespread going
of a "practIcal" career enter my mind. ' I was
on.
not uncomfortable at all with the general
I was eating breakfast a few weeks back
sense that my options a1> a religion major
with a dean who also happened to be male.
were limited. I figured eventually a profe~
sor would step in and guide me when I
began ;lsking the "what-next" question. As I
See WOMENlr page 15
wa!. sharing WIth these consultants, I realized

EmmyLou Taylor
ASWC President

ar mo~t of my life, being female had
absolutely no influence over what I
wanted to do with my life. "When I
grow up" questions were answered WIth
responses like doctor, lawyer, artist (before I
realized being an artist required actual artistic talent) and president of the United States.
In reflection, I must have been either a bIt
na'lve, or ebe I simply had no category built
into my mind that !.eparated "boy" careers
from "girl" careers.
Thi!. past week, a pair of gender con~ult
ants, hired by the adminl1>trallon, came to
campu~ to look at the role of gender on our
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Starbucks works
for more than
making a buck
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For ATI~totle, though, the
virtue of doing the ethic;]1 thing
is no! based In duty. The proper
ethiC IS entirely vIrtuous - what
IS morally right? Is it ethical to
contlllue bllYlIlg coffee that docs
not aid the farmers? Probably
no!.
As Kaemingk points out, the
extra dollar the farmer receives
Linds€:y Scranton
tJ!rough direct bu ying and sClpng
GueS! wl'Iler
WIth the corporations enables the
farmer!. and pickers to afford
round the world, coffee is health care and ~ education.
spelled' Starbucks.' I~ it a However, there is no gu;(rantee
get-rich extortionist cor- that the proht "doesn't go to corporation, or i~ it behaving moral- porate. exec\ltives but to local
ly with its faIr trade effort~?
roasters, packagers and awarcMatt Kaemingk, III his ;Irticle nes& program~ in the United
"Not a 'just' cup of joe" makes State~, as well as education,
an argument that Whitworthians health care and environmental
would, by purchasing fair trade progmm~ in the regIons where
coffee, "be liVIng out, III some
the coffee was
small way, the
produced."
Idea of soci,al
Slarhucks
justice that it
rall>e~
the
tt Starbuchs, though Hot
seems to love to
price!.
and
speak so much pc/feet, strives to aid farm~ cuts out the
abou!."
middleman,
ers alld promote the good spending
The
social
the
justice comes at
of all stahc/101dcrs. "
same amollnt
a pTlce. The
on the coffee,
higher price we
bul receiving
pay for fair
more
profit
trade goes to the
from fair trade
corporation, not necessarily to calfee. The farmers are not guarthe farmers.
anteed the extra money.
Starhucks, though not perfect,
Starhuck~ i!. pushing conservastrives to aid farmers and pro- tion efforts to keep the land
mote the good of all stakehold- healthy, and they purcha~e the
ers. In Immanuel Kant's world, majority of their coffee, 59 perKaemingk'!. argument would cent, directly from the farmers.
need to come out of duty one The average price Starbucks pays
feels, not from consequences. per pound is $1.20, down from
Kant's categorical imperative the fair trade price, but up 25
means one is to act only on mles
you would be willing to ~ee
See BUCKIt- page 14
everyone follow.

A

Catholicism
'faces bias
Amy Robinson
Staffll'rtler
n a secluded corner, upstair!.
in the lIix~on Union
l3uilding, musIc for medita. tion weicoilles all to a time of
, centering and prayer.
t\ ~mall, but devollt, group
gather!. for their weekly time of
supplication and support for
each other and the campu!..
Newcomers are greeted with
welcol11l11g ~mile<, and asked
about their ~pecific concerns for
the comi ng week. This reunion
of believers, whIch could be any
s-group or Bible study on campu!., has a very specific purpo~e.
Each person here has come to
pray the ro<,ary.

I

The rosary, lJke many other
Roman Catholic traditions, i~
filled with ~pirilual significance for those who practice il.
lt is a petition for a~sistance
alJd a plea for forgiveness from
God. However, the rotary is
al~o greatly misunderstood by
the Protestant population, here
at Whitworth and ()ut~lde the
pinecone curtain, and is one
example of th~lt mi~interpreta
tion Illal plaguc\ Ihe Roman
Catholic cOlTlInu!lity.
Whitworth graduate Zachary
Brown has heard his share of
l11isrepre~entution of 11I~ faith.
lIe has heard people refer to
Pope John Paul II, his reI igious
leader, as a po~sihle anti-christ.
lIe ha~ been accu~cd of wor~hipping Mary, when in reality
hi~ prayer5 are asking for her
interce!.sion. For Brown, askIng Mary's intercession is like
a!.klng a close friend to pray for
him. The~e attack!. on his
See BIAS~ page 14
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PIRATES

If you've ever had an idea for a
new and improved mascot, let us
know. Or if you never want to see
the Pirate go, let us know.
Write a letter to the editor or hop
online and hit us up on our site at
www.whHworth.edu/whltworthian
to cast your vote. Be sure to
check out the results in next
week's issue of your paper.
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35
Percent of college stllde/lts
who had a cell phone plan last
yair.

61
Percent f?f college students
who own a cell phone today,

$50
Average monthly 'cdl phone
bill for college students.

~ $81~$45
Average cdl phone bill from
the early '90s compared to
2oo2,~'

64
Percent of cdl phone users are

ff'TI~l~:.", "

.,

<:., '

5
Million cdl phone users ill the
lIatlon ill 1990.

110
Millioll cell phone users
nationwide in 2001.

946
'M !llfon

cell phone [lsers
worldWide ill 2001.
"

.

BiI1ion people expected to own
a cell phone worldwide hy

2005.

85
Percent of cell phone Wiers talk
011 the phone while driving.
,'~

800
Percent illcrease in traffiC
deaths related to cell phone
dis(raction since 1993.

- ComPllc:d by Ryan Moed,
Sotm:

. cinsUMoY
Colltgedub.com
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Making the jump
from words to action

Andy Garretson
Staff writer

m

e monumental distinction
between word and deed does
not have to be a distinction at
all. Words can and should mesh
with actions consistently.
To be upfront and honest, I
allended the town hall meeting
on poverty with a biased, cynical
mindseL The result, however,
was a strong conviction to make
a personal commitment toward
changing the current state of
poverty in Spokane.
I asked two questions of the
panel at the town hall meeting,
but they were directed toward
EmmyLou Taylor and ASWC's
position in the area of poverty in
Spokane.
The fir!;t question was if
ASWC had a plan of action. The
response was expected: The
ASWC student government has a
plan of raising awareness and is
not focusing on "action." I was
disappointed with the answer. I
agree awareness is the first step,
but words without action is just
that- merely words.
The second question was a follow-up to the first: How does
ASWC hope to raise awareness
of poverty when Whitworth has
been hearing the wont 'poverty'
for more than a year now?
Soon after I asked that question, Economics and Business
Professor Richard Schatz made a

-,.,

memorable comment. Schatz their advisors and say they have a
said many !.tudents !.eem to be heart for social ju!.tice, Spokane,
apathetic and seemingly don't and the poverty problem here,
care about much more than them- then the facully will respond in
selves. It was hard to hear, but it force.
At the ASWC meeting
may be true.
Wednesday,
President
For example, service clubs on last
campus always struggle for par- EmmyLou Taylor questioned
the
entire
ticipants
and
student govmembers. There
ernment, askwas a new serving
and
ice-oriented
asserting thai
club called the
II I agree awareness is the
should be
Central America
first step, but words with/ all
passionate
Club chartered
about
the
this past week, out action are just that problem
of
however. So, the
merely words. "
poverty
already
small
because
it
population
of
affects our
servants on camcommunity.
pus will be chalWhitworth
lenged to serve
even
more.
Community students will not do much to
Building Day's main partici- combat the issue of poverty
pants are freshmen, student until it directly affects their
leaders and others on campus lives. At least they will not comthat are sometimes guilted into bat the issue of poverty on a
participating. I sayan campus regular basis outside of sporadic
because last Tuesday, there were opportunities such as dorm
only 17 participants from off service projects or servicecampus. How pathetic is that? learning opportunities.
Why is volunteering and good
The largest student population is
apathetic toward the betterment citizenship in our global commuof our community and the nity such a hard thing for some
Spokane community as a whole, to do? Most students at
because they would rather sleep Whitworth receive financial aid,
but many are also, in essence,
in.
Schatz's comment spurred funded by their parents so they
quite a bit of thought in the town can get an education and
hall meeting. Also during the improve the world in some way
poverty town hall meeting, in the future. I don't think most
Professor of History, Political parents are getting their money's
and International Studies Julia worth if what students are doing
Stronks emphasized that the fac- is sitting at home and sleeping in
ulty is here to support students on a day that they could be helpand that the faculty cares ahout ing others.
I am disappointed how
what the students care about. If
students only care about them- Whilworth students have not
selves, which is probably gener- answered the overwhelming call
ally true, then professors care to serve others and make an
about students. If students go to impact on poverty in Spokane.

BUCK:
Continued from page 13
cents from the price the New York "c"
Contract market sets. Is it ethical for
Starbucks to charge $10 for a pound of
coffee, depositing much of the money
back into their pockets instead of paying
more for the coffee? Can the corporate
giant do any more? Couldn't they afford to
pay the farmers even more than they are?
Or does this cut into their desire to make a
profit and succeed as a leader in coffee

Oct. 1,2002
class material. For example, the
of
Reformed
tradition
Whitworth's religion faculty
puts an emphasis on "Sola
Continued from page 13
Scriptura," without addressing
beliefs have al times hurt, but the other theological viewpoints.
they have caused him to beller And often, traditions such as the
understand what he supports, Stations of the Cross, which can
and why he is Roman Catholic. be meaningful and spirit-filled
Sometimes, however, this for all Christians, have weak
constant questioning and deval- participation, which could be
uation of faith can cut to the interpreted as demonstrating a
core. A senior, who wished to negative perception of their
remain
nameless,
never Roman Catholic roots.
True faith grows through
returned to his s-group after
their first session. Before any challenge. These students testifaith stories had been shared, fy to how living in the midst of
before an understanding of who an at-times hostile environment
each person was had been has strengthened their faith and
arrived at, his fellow s-group caused tliem to understand their
members launched into a dis- own beliefs better. In a precussion categorizing Roman dominantly Protestant commuCatholicism as outside the nity, they have taken a stance
acceptable Christian tradition. and increased understanding of
Afraid to speak up to these peo- what their traditions mean.
I would impel this same
ple he had just met, he chose
challenge to
simply
to
those of us of
leave.
He
the Protestant
later
conpersuasion.
fronted his
ttln a predominantly
We
must
f e I low
remember
Christians
Protestant community,
that we can
and told them
they have taken a stance only
know
about
the
and increased understand- our own theeffect they
by
had on him. ing of what their traditions ology
being conHe
still
mean. "
fronted with.
remembers
that
which
his
earlier
we do not
years
here
believe. To
with difficuldo so, we must enter into relaty.
Senior Tara Milliken said tionship and conversation with
awareness of these issues has our brothers and sisters within
risen in recent years. Since and without the Christian tradiMost importantly,
Catholic Fellowship was char- tion.
tered as an official ASWC club though, we must remember the
in the spring of 2001, they have word 'catholic' means univerreceived vast support from sal, speaking to the unity of the
Chaplain Terry McGonigal, entire church. We each affirm
Father Spitzer (the Gonzaga our own catholicism when we
chaplain) and President Bill recite the Apostle's Creed. All
Robinson. Mass is now held in followers of Christ are one
the Chapel one Sunday a month. body. If we are to truly funcStudents have more confidence tion as this one, unified creabout speaking up when they ation, we must affirm and communicate with our fellow
feel disparaged.
Nevertheless, there are still Christians, as the one catholic
sul?tle shots directed, even in church.

BIAS:

- CEO, they must find what consumers will
production worldwide?
Corporate interest and social responsi- pay so the company will make a profit and
bility go hand-in-hand, requiring the other continue to operate. If the company does
not examine these issues closely they
to take place in order to continue.
Any business, when weighing the pros could go out of business, thereby pulling
and cons of buying from a certain compa- many people out of work.
Starbucks notes on their Web site that
ny, must examine several things. They
must think about, among other things, the "Consumers are demanding more than
cost of the product and how to make a 'product' from their favorile brands, ...
profit. To make a profit, the company must Quite simply, being socially responsible is
decide who the important stakeholders are. not only the right thing to do; it can distinStakeholders tend to be the stockholders, guish a company from its industry peers."
consumers, employees, management To this end, Starbucks signed an agreeincluding the CEO, and laborers, in the ment with TransFair USA in April of 2000,
case of coffee growing. To balance the cost guaranteeing they would buy fair trade
of paying laborers, employees and the coffee. The practice of fair trade coffee

began in the '50s, but did not become well
recognized until the Equal Exchange was
established in 1986 to promote the import
of fair trade coffee. Fair Trade has come
more into vogue in recent years, hO\l',wer.
In the end, as Whitworth debates the issue,
and as society examines the pros and cons of
fair trade, we must keep in mind that 20 million workers and farmers are employed in
more than 50 countries around the world
producing coffee. As Starbucks has taken a
stance on fair trade, it is time for Whitworth
to take a stand. So, as you drink your coffee
and mull over the issue, think about what is
ethically right for you to do and what is ethically right for the corporations to do.

- - - - LETTERS TO THE EDITOR - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Worry about our
farmers first
.-,

-,,

Dear Editor,
I begin this by thanking you
for pulling that great article about
the coffee farmers in your paper.
I believe it is important that farmers be paid what they deserve for
their hard work. In fact, that is

why I am writing.
I am always glad to see someone fight for the farmer, but it
always tortures me when it seems
that· we are fighting for the rights
of farmers in other nations. What
about our farmers? They know
how much their product is eventually worth, and it is frustrating.
Some of them would probably
like to be able to go through their
lives and not know how badly

they get ripped off. The market
in the United States is terrible.
Many farmers have to export just
to make a slight profit but even
that market is drying up.
We've done so well with helping others that we have hurt our
farmers. They cannot make a living and many farmers, even formerly prosperous ones, are having to sell their equipment, land
and businesses just to survive.

For some of them, however, it is
just as good as being dead
because farming is all they know.
The land is their home, and they
cannot work on it anymore
because they cannot afford to pay
their workers or their bills with
the meager wages they are paid
for their hard work.
Why should you care? That's
up to you. I care because I live in
it and see it happen every single

day. I do not want to see it happen anymore. Next time you
hear about the problems with
farming, do not take itlightIy.
America has just as many
problems as everyone else. Let's
fix our own problems before we
try to fix another's.
Respectfully submitted,
Sara Harris, sophomore
Psychology

we want to read
your thoughts
Send us your thoughts. Write letters to the Editor.
The viewpoints expressed In the Opinions section do not necessarIly reftect those of The Whltworthlan or IndMdual staff members.
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A channel-surfing
•
generatlon too
easily moves on
tion of the responsibility for
this sensationalism, but it must
be easy to peddle melodrama to
a public whose collective attentIOn span rivals that of a gnal.
From a large-scale perspective, our voracious appetite
for the bigger and be tier
seems relatively harmless.
Emily Brandler
After all, there's nothing
Staff writer
wrong with watching different
TV shows, mjoying blockicture this: You hop in buster movies or preferring a
the car and immediately little entertainment in newscrank up the radio. You casts, right?
enjoy the song for maybe half
Bloated with material posa minute, until your friend sessions and constantly bomsays, "Hey this is gelling old, barded by information via all
turn the station." Putting the types of media, our search for
scan bullon to good use, you novelty is fueled by dissatisfacbegin a futile search for better tion with our present cilcumsongs.
stances. We're always concenPretty soon, you know how trating on something else, anyeach song begins, but the end- thing else that will save us
ing remains a mystery because from our boredom- with ouryou don't listen long enough to selves.
find out.
Our constant state of flux
If you can relate to Ihis scenario, you're not alone. In fact, and affinity for distraction
you are part of an entire demo- often prevents us from a lasting
graphic of channel surfers and commitment to certain ideals,
thrill-seekers, in hot pursuit of actions or even people.
For example, in recent
the never-ending greener pasyears Whitworth has been
tures.
We are the "ADD" genera- abuzz with talk about social
tion, and our search for the justice. We hold forums to
discuss
it,
bigger and
bring
in
better
speakers
to
touches
tell us about it
eve r y
and organize
aspect of
"We are a generation of service projour lives.
fundamentally discontent ects to enact
To
tell
it. Yet in the
you.
the
individuals. II
end, will our
truth,
I
preoccupation
think our
with
social
short attenjustice ever
tion spans
convert
t,o
often point
to a deeper and far more seri- lasting action and commitous issue. We are a generation ment, or will it become just
of fundamentally discontent another trend?
I wonder if, <ICIer hearing the
individuals.
Rememb(!f Who Wallts to be same old song about social jusa MilliOnaire? It was the show tice for awhile, we'll say, "Hey
we
all
watched
b('lore we're bored with this song,
Survivor, which was the show leI's change the station." And
we watched before Fear off we go again, in search of
Factor. Before long, we grew another song we can start, but
tired of watching people eat never finish.
I believe our age group has
cow intestines, so we turned to
the show that let us decide the enormous potential to do great
and honorable things for our
next American /dol.
Members of our generation world. And I believe we here
often treat the cmema with a at Whitworth can make a posisimilar re!.tlessness. We wait tive difference in the lives
hours in Ime for a movie that around us as well.
Yet, our short altention
includes six epic battIe scenes
instead of five. The special spans, inability to commit, and
effects in The Lord of the discontentment often keep us
Rings? That was so 10 minutes from true satisfaction.
So, I now issue a challenge
ago, c'mon.
I've had a hard time keeping to you, my fellow Oen ADDup with all this socio-economic ers and to myself: Let's make
a commitment to be content in
instant -grati fication.
For instance, last year my all circumstances and to enjoy
new computer seemed pretty the blessings we've been
advanced. This year, I learned given without searching for
that -my Windows program more.
Pledge to abstain from
went the way of the dodo, and
in order to lead a more satis- chasing after the next hi-tech
fied life, I should buy new toy, the newest form of
instant-gratification (which
software.
The
mainstream
news doesn't gratify us anyway) or
media may be the most over- channel surfing your way
bearing of them all. CNN through life.
hides its anchors in a small
Instead of asking what you
corner of the TV screen while can do for yourself, try asking
weather reports, breaking what you can do for others.
headlines, sports scores and Service could very well be the
stock information. True, the much needed remedy for our
news media bears a large por- focus-deprived generation.
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Striving for chivalry

Ryan Moede
OpilllOIlS editor

he pressure mounts when
you pass through the doorways in the 11ixson Union
Building. Especially if you arc
lucky enough to be a part of the
male sect. Whether you know it
or not, you're not just taking care
of gelling yourself through the
doors, you've been blessed with
the task of escorting any female
who is within a lO-foot radius of
the doors as well.
You see, somewhere along the
way, it was decided that guys are
in charge of holding the door
open for any woman. Be she
beautiful or ugly, related or not
- to be a gentleman you had to
hold the door open and allow her
to enter first.
There arc two problems that
arise from this cultural norm
we've created for ourselves.
The first awkward moment
comes when the girl is between
10 and 12 feet away from the
door. Do you stand there, holding the door open for her, suffering through those awkward seconds while she quizzically stares
at you and takes her sweet time
walking up to the door? Or do
you check for her reflection in

T

WOMEN:
Continued from page 13

During a lull in conversation, he
asked me, "EmmyLou, do you
ever think you arc going to get
married?"
Now, I am not in the habit of
comparing myself to those who
have come before me, but I
would be hard-pressed to flOd a
recent male student body president who had been asked that
same question. The message I
took away from that conversation was the same message I
have heard time and time again:
Women's chief aim and desire is
for marriage - that is the pinnacle moment where "rea!" life
begins.
I have also been stopped by a
multitude of faculty and staff on
campus with concerned faces,
asking questions like: "How arc
you holding up?" "Is the stress

the glass in the door and hurry
up your step to increase the distance between you two, thus
eliminating your responsibility
for holding the door open and
any awkward moments? It's a
tough play, and it takes a seasoned veteran to know how to
handle it.
I'll admit, I'm a big fan of getting the door for any lady. But
even I have taken a couple quick
steps because I couldn't bear the
peculiar stare from a girl who suddenly wonders if this whole
enco\lnter means something. This
is where our second problem lies.
Sadly, very few guys out there
hold the door open for the more
beautiful gender. As such, too
many women today don't know
how to handle those debonair
moments when a guy performs
his simple but perfect duty. So,
then comes the stare, as she wonders why in the world he is holding the door open for her. His
mere chivalry suddenly becomes
twisted into more than just that
- treating a girl right. Holding
the door open for a girl is nearly
a lost art, but I must say, I've seen
a good number of guys on campus make me proud and step to
the side and take care of the door
for a Iday.
I have to ,be honest; I nearly
vowed to never open a door for a
girl again a few months ago. As
J was heading into the mall, I
noticed a woman heading for the
same door as me. Roughly mid30s in age, and looking a little
stressed, I opened the door and
stepped to the side so she could
I
pass through before me.

expected only a polite smile, but
instead she unleashed the most
spiteful glare I've ever seen.
Not only did she drop a wicked
glare, allow me to share with
you, oh faithful reader, her exact
words: "~hat? Don't you think
I can gel the door myself?
Chauvinist."
I stood there a minute more,
door still in hand, in shock. I
couldn't believe it. I was merely
trying to be polite, and I got a
verbal slap in the face. It's been
several months since this ugly
scene occurred, and I'm stili not
sure if I've fully recovered.
But fear not, despite this blow to
my male ego, I am continuing to
fight the good fight and hold any
and all doors open for a woman.
As such, guys, remember that
gelling the door to your car
counts, too. Just as crucial as
opening the door to the restaurant, opening her passenger door
gets the night off on the right foot.
And ladies, don't go running
off to give this article to your
boyfriend in hopes he might get
it through his head that he should
be opening your door 24/7,
because you've got some responsibility, too. After your date
opens your door and you slip
into the car, reach over and
unlock his door. It's a clutch
move, and I promise he'll notice.
While we're never shy about
our machismo and arc willing to
do most anything to win your
affection through our chivalry,
we appreciate this simple move
more than you might think.
'Cause sometimes, we need
someone to take care of us, too.

gelling to you?" Yes, the job is
stressful, yes there are moments I
want to pull my hair out, but is
this really any different than anyone else in my position? Why
does my gender carry with it the
belief that somehow I will not be
able to take the pressure?
I have been alarmed at comments coming from various
community members regarding
the "estrogen-stacked" ASWC
this year. My main concern is
that we do not recognize what
this comment says about our
collective mentality. A comment
like this reveals a bias not unlike
the predominant one during the
Civil Rights movement, eluding
that humanity was inherently
"white" and being black was
somehow an exception to the
rule.
Today we seem to accept that
positions of leadership, fields of
study and careers can be thought
of in terms of being inherently
"male." However, womell

should not be seen as the exception to Ihe rule or as somehow
"breaking the mold" by desiring
careers historically occupied by
males. There is an inherent bias
if, on the basis of my gender
alone, I am seen as less-qualified
or less-able for graduate school,
seminary or student hody president.
Gender doesn't need to be
removed from people; it needs
to be removed from our traditional understanding of careers,
positions, titles and ability of
people in general.
I don't know what the outcome of the gender consultation
will be. My conviction is simply this: If there is a gender
problem on our campus, we
must first be honest about what
it is before we can lake any
action in trying to change it.
Examine your own experiences
and judgments honestly when it
comes to gender, and let's talk
about iI,

Winne

&J losers'

e

..... S'mores

... Sean John clothing

..... Goodfellas

... People who didn't vote

..... Pure Playas

... CDs that skip

..... Cool Mint ListerJne strIps

... Troll dolls

..... Breakfast at 2 A.M,

... WaitIng six days
to call

..... Waiting two days to
call
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Two sides to the
building day coin
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Ben Couch
Staff writer

.)

Challenge after tackling the Mac
]0 French Dips in Half an Hour
Challenge - il just isn't done.
So, here's what I could say Community isn't ~ thing you
about O:Jmmunity Building Day: decide to work on one day and
leave like an unfinished Saga
Is there anything more useless meal. We're already heartily
than Community Building Day? sheathed in the pinecone curtain
Certainly, this year was an at the end of Division, far away
improvement over previous from the actual city. We have a
y~ars, where hauling rocks and
protective buffer of horrible
polishing medallions were' ~he restaurants nnd white trash
business of the day. Nothmg cruisers between us and the realsays "community" like manual ity of Spokane's poverty, drug
,
and (lack
Jabor. Now I
,ot) diverknow
why
prisoners get
sity probso emotionlems. But
ally' Close.
hey, we
had
it
Like
in
American
town halJ
History, X.
meeting.
But there's,
How
something to
realistic is
be'said for
it
that
we' r e
what forced
labor builds.,
building
communiForearm defty
with
inition and
un wed
c~lIuses are
preUy savmothers
age-looking;
and
not to menhomeless
tion badges
people?
of honor.
This is me sounding insensitive,
I'm not sure I want to be part' but actually being realistic.
of a community that is forceful- Community l'ervice is excellent,
,Iy wokt?n up that early. but you're not really going to
Accountability can be a' good, have Homeless 'Bob, and
thing. But banging ~ts and pans: Domestic Disturbance Sally
or having a,I.>oy named "SJeve" over for Pipelin~ or meet them
bagpipe his \'jay into one's con- at the Garland to watch 'Episode
'sciousness is rank. How is that J/. Let's kick it with Spokane's
not a' Big Three for violence underprivileged. Rock'on!!,
against my sleep? Way to ,be,
'PflSslve aggresSjv~ about serving
But, here'l' how it teally is:
yi:)ur,c(jwmunity, g\lYS. We can't
,force t~em'to go, 'so let's just be
Community Building pay is
rank pr4?pes and ~*e them up, one of the better activities
manifesting our vindictiveness 'Whitworth does as a group du~
and pride audibly! Just, becau!it? ' in[;\ the:y~ar.1'he TCilI ~roblem IS
somebody, cJlOo~es, to go t9 , ~lth,the peopl~ who,plgeonh?le
Whitworth doesn't ,mea,n they' It as a one-day, ~vent., durmg
want to much less'have tOt buy, Which, they can plan "more
into e~ery program A~WC '(mport.anrthjng~. I:m'. n~t .su~e
spews forth. Get 'off o~r c~es;' what IS wo~e: skipPing It ~
we"re ju~t h~re to ~ave fl,1n an~, f~yor of keepmg yo~r apathetic
learn a little'somethmg along the lIfestyle and catchIng up . on
way, I'didntt sign, up for your some sleep. after; watch!ng
community crusade. ~t me get another usel~ss mOVie, or Jus~
back to dreami'ng of superITIo:del ,seeing it !lS a one-and-done,
.Elsa Benitez. '
,
,
.event. Fill your. cOl1?-lJlunity
. Sure;.} fired a fe~ expletiy~s "quota on Sept, 24 Ilnd then go
ba~~ at' ~y W0I,119~b~. wakeis. back to yoUt roojn in Arend ?r
I'm-a busy,guy. I ~~ve pe(jple to Mac or off campus (that
see, ~leep t~) enjoy. I ,haven't' incJu~es'you; profs). And me.. "
gone 'to one 'CBD sipce: I've:
The (hing is, ,CBD is a great
been h~re. Yes, freshl!l~n are thing. ('m' not 'h~re t? ma~e
largely, too ,('noobtastic" to excuses for not gomg. I ?1 a bJg
know better than thinking jerk. What CBD can do IS teach
~mandatory" mean1i anything ~s what communi.ty .can, look
but "we really wi~h you wou~d 'hke and how IQ buIld It. It s the
come, but we're absolutely little thi~gs we do ev~ry day that
powerless to ,do, anything but make us a commumty, not the
exert our' conservative guilt huge concerted efforts that blow
upOn you for failing to conform, over in a few weeks.
to 'our definition of communiASWC's job is to equip the
ty." Actually I can't even campus to keep making a differre~ember' my B.S. reason for ence with the little things, by
not going freshman year. The keeping communication and
.last !YlP years have seen my option!), open for people to' gc;:1
absence from this event due involved and seC!, what thea
solely to the so'mewli.al unnatu- community looks Iike.'PI!-ig into
ral desire for sleep coupled'with ministries,'like' GityGate, .En
irreSponsible study habits.
.Christo, Young Lif~, Habitat for
Rome wasn't built in a day; Humanity, or just get off your
the universe took about 'a duff once'in a while, put down
week- '(or, bill~ons: .of' years, . the Frisbee and Jhe. book tha~
.depending on who you as,k); But, " t~lIs you about real life, a~~ go
h~y!'· We,' oyt;racbi~vers -' 3,t ; hve it,. ' . '
.,',
Whitworth 'U.
make,a com-'
Agatn, thmgs that are awesome
';'ilnity Qui 6r'the trash heap that. to, :' hCouch@whitworth.edll.
is: .spo~an~· in'· on~ morning: Things that are~'t: realulliBefore marketing c1as~ ..an ~ven "rnafepower@hotmall.com.
staft at l'p.m'. Jerks. I figure if I
pan'1 miss clas~,' I shouldn't
"The Ugly Stick," by !fajJ Illnter
have to go. .
"
" But back to CBD. The idea of Ben CONch, if " Iludenl} perspective.
building community in one day. 111 «11111111 dots /lot IItmJarify rijler'l
is like trying IQ run the Mac the op;'lion of The IlYhitllJorlhian.
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Making the switch

AdJUJ1ct Professor

"Going through 'The
Change'" or "How being an
Adjullct Faculty Member is
SOOO lIot like being a Resident
Director."
Oh, how the times have
changed for this tall, red-hcaded
Canadian,
A matter of five months ago, I
was finishing up my fourth year
as a resident dnector, As some
of you sixth-year seniors know, I
had spent two years in BaldwlIlJenkms (back In the day when
just men lived in Baldwin, jusl
women in Jenkins) and then two
years in Arend (otherwise
known as heaven to the
Whitworth campus), NOW my
life is different - so, so different.
In ways that can only be
describcd as miraculous, or perhaps just idIOtic, numerous
departments on campus deCided
to hire me, enabling me to stay
here at Whitworth, In fact, four
departments - Communication
Studies, Theatre, Student Life
and the Core 250 team - hired
me, giving me MORE than
cnough work ...
Now I fmd myself tcaching

classes (I'm so sorry, my poor,
poor students), hassling Assistant
Dean of Students
Dayna
Coleman (lucky, lucky Dayna.
I'm not sorry about that) and set
ting up slide projectors for Core
250. My life has certainly
changed,
What arc the differences? How
is being an adjunct faculty member different than bemg an RD?
Let me tell you .. ,
First of all, let's talk about
RESPECf. As an RD, I was constantly tackled, dead-weighted,
thrown into things and wrestled
to the ground, And that was on a
good day. And yes, perhaps that
was encouraged by my rather
bOIsterous, energetic soul, but
stilI ... As an adJullct laculty
member, not once has a student
tackled me in thc hallway in
Dixon. Have I been thrown to
the noor in Hawthorne? Oh my,
no, Have students bombarded
me with rolls of toilet paper and
covered me with duct tape like
my rcsidents used to? They have
no!. This is difference No. I, My
students (mostly freshmen) don't
realize that tackling me may, in
fact, be a pleasant way of greeting me ... However, I'm not too
sure Professor of Physics Lois
Kieffabcr would think the same.
Show some respect! Tackle
away!
Sccond, LANGUAGE is differcnl. Or should be. In my
classes, as my unsuspecting students can account for, I burst into
ridiculous examples, wave my
arms uncontrollably as I talk mndomly about some tangent

thought and practice my stand-up
comedy act on Ihem. (They arc
trapped, after all, and looking for
a good grade ... ) While being an
RD in Arend, I would burst into
song, jokes, dance, etc., and not
one re1>ident would rare, leI alone
even notice. "How nice. Dick
Mandeville let Brad out agalll."
This is NOT the case as an
adjunct faculty member, Who
said faculty had 10 be ~marl?
Who said we had to be intellectual? However, if "entertaIII IIlg" is
a criteria, I'm hoping to accomplish thaI.
Lastly, the benefits arc different for each Job, As an RD, I had
dental coverage. As an RD, I had
meals. As an RD, I had 169
fflends right outside my door,
looking for someone to talk to.
This I!> not the case for the
adjunct faculty member. We
make [2 cents a day, eat as much
as we can at free lunche~ on
Community Building Day, so we
can survive yet another week and
have to make all of our own adult
friends like any other person
docs. Oh, the woes.
In conclusion, you should love
your RDs: Lesley-Anne, Bill,
Ann, Mally, Harry, and NIcole
work hard for you, even if YOU
don't know what they're dOlllg.
Just ask and they'd be glad to tell
you. Also, you should love your
adjunct faculty members. They
certainly aren'l teaching you for
the money,
"Thoughtful Stew"
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Men.s soccer scores

A spoonful of sugar

Senior Scott Kerwien scores with
17 seconds Jeft In game.

The scoop on desserts;
ways to satisfy the sweet tooth.

"Sports, page 10

,

"Scene, pages 8-9
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Filtering offers security
Anthony Rodin
Siaff wriler

Library
provides
academic
access

Nearly two years after the controversial Internet filter was installed at
Whitworth, pornography Web site hits
have decreased and the filter is running well, said Ken Pecka, director of
Instructional Resources.
The software docs nol track every-

one's Internet traffic, so there is no
record about how many times users
hit the filter or what Sites they hit.
This was parI of the agreement made
two years ago when the filter was
installed.
"It's pretty safe for someone who
accidentally goes to a pornography
site," Network Manager Walt Seidel
said

For students looklllg for places with
unfettered access, the computer labs
in the library are not filtered, but
pornography sites arc still strongly
forbidden.
"Leaving the labs open is a great
compromise," Pecka said.
Pecka doesn't sec [00 many issues
other than the occasional student
abusing his or her privileges on the

library computers.
Students who ask for certain sites [0
be opened on their personal computers arc usually denied, since they can
access these slles at the library.
Faculty, on the other hand, routinely have Web sites opened up, mostly
so they can view their work posted on
See FILTERING~ page 4

Health Center
fire under
••
investIgatIon
•

Brie Van Rossum
Staff writer
Estimated costs to repair the burned Health Center
range from $150,000 10 $200,000, with more than half the
building destroyed or unusable, said Steve Thompson,
director of FacllitJCS.
RelocalJon for the H~alth Center will start late thiS
week and repairs on the burned building are set to begin
next week.
Because most of Ihe damage is not visible from outside the building, some Whitworth community members think the damage is le~s serious than it really IS,
Thompson said.
"It is not obvious from the outside, but II's much worse
on the inside than it is on the out~ide," Thompson said.
Structural damage to the bUilding is heavy; more th,1n
half the building sustained significant dam.lge and the
entire building IS not usahle, Thompson said.
"There's a point at which it would be beller to just
rebuild the whole bUilding, which is one of our options
right now," Thompson said. "What many may not realize
is that the Health Center building itself was meant to be
temporary. It was IOstalled in the summer of 2000 with the
intention of being there for only four years," Thompson
said.
UltImately, the center was supposed to be housed in
Hendrick Hall, but this is not an option right now.
Weyerhaeuser Hall needs to be built and other programs
shifted within the college to allow Hendrick Hall to become
available.
Repairing the structural damage, bUilding another temporary building or setting up in some other location arc

Nurse Practlclloner Sue Lynn draws blood from the arm of freshman Jeremiah Pacheco Friday in the Health Center's rented trailer

the three main options for the Health Center at this point,
Thompson said.
Although the fire was reportedly under control by 7:30 a m.
Sept. 28, no one Wa'; allowed in the building until about 11
a.m. due to safety reasons, Thompson said.
"They had to make sure the fire was completely out,
that the structure was stable and the smoke was cleared
away," Thompson said.
The fire started in the cellmg over the quiet/massage
room on the west side of the building. Reports from the

fire department arc inconclusive about the cause of the
fire, although Thompson said it was most likely a problem
with the light fixtures in the room.
Supply damage was considerable. Although all medical
records and files were saved, furniture and many material:> were rendered unusable
The Health Center staff is currently counting and inventorying for the repair estimate with the in~lIrance compaSee FIRE~ page 2

Politicians suggest ways to combat poverty
Better health care) jobs and economic clin/ate suggested as keys
jor Spokane residents to escape jrOtH the pit oj poverty
Sarah L lamb
Sraff writer
State
Senate
candidate
Democrat Lauric Dolan and
incumbent Republican James
Wesl debated poverty and business and discussed faith in poli-
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tics with Whitworth students
Sept 30.
Dolan and West arc running for
the state Senate, sixth legislative
district, which includes the city
of Spokane.
Dolan highlighted education
and health care as the way to

decrease poverty. She said most
of the poor arc working poor,
such as single parents. Education
would help them 10 gel better
jobs.
She also said children need to
be healthy in order to learn.
Educating and providing better

~ Scene Senior codirects fall musical,
page 5

health care to these people
would help them to get "not a
hand out, [but] a hand up," she
said.
To fix the poverty problem in
Spokane, West suggested fixing
the economic climate. Creating
more jobs and removing the regulatory
environment
in
Washington would allow more
people below the poverty line to
get jobs or better ones and motivate businesses to slay in the

.., Opinions PETA urges
beer over milk,
page 14

of Whitworth College, 300 W. Hawthorne Rd, Spokane, WA 99251
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area, hI! said.
Bipartisanship was another
major issue the candidates diScussed.
West told students and faculty
about a slogan he has used for
many years: "Don't attack people; attack ideas with better
ideas." This motto has reminded
him how to work with members

See
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Whitworth
speaks out

POVERTY:
Continued from page I
of the Democratic Party, such as Washington
Governor Gary Locke.
Dolan's pamphlet describes her stand with
opposing parties: "We need solutions, not partisan
politics" In her introduction, she described this as
working together for solutions, rather than focusing
on party platforms.
One student asked the candidates how faith
enters into politics for them. Dolan's response was
that she uses ethics to determine how she leads her
lite. She said a voter can sec who a candidate really is with the progression of a campaIgn - whether
they focus on attacking their opponent or sticking to
the issues.
West said he is a "praying man" and that he asks
for guidance and strength in his leadership role. He
said people shuuld not use religion [0 advance a
campaign, however.
Other issues brought up in the debate by mem-

What do you think of the voter registration
campaign 011 campus, which U aims' to provide every member of the campus
community with the opportunity to register
for and vote in the election?
H

FIRE:

!'I fully support that. It's important to promote vot. ing responsibly on campus. Jt's a pait of being

Continued from page 1

informed."

ny and did not have an estimated
damage figure at pres!> lime.
"All the supplies were smoke
and water damaged except the
things that were in refrigerators
and locked storage files," said
Health Center Director Jan
Murray.
Vaccines and allergens were
spared from damage because
they were refrigerated.
Meanwhile, the Health Center
is iocated in the Physical Plant
and has been seeing people since
last Monday.
Within six to eight weeks, the
Health Center staff hopes to

Becky Trefts, senior

-

~It's important to have [that] convenie~ce, [It will]
get a larger turnout. [Students] have:: opinions, but
they don't always take the time to g(fout and vote:'
-

Oct. 8,2002
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bers of the audience were: U.S. involvement with
Iraq, reinforcing the positive aspects of Spokane
and where the candidates stand with party platforms.
Dolan graduated from the University of
Washington and earned her master's degree at
Gonzaga University. She has worked for Spokane
schools for 28 years as a teacher, administrator, area
dIrector and supervisor.
Dolan joined the Rotary Club #21 in ]988 and
was its first female president. She helped create the
West Central Neighborhood Education Team and
has served on the United Way Board of Directors
and on the "Success by Six" Committee.
West received his bachelor's degree from
Gonzaga University after attending the University
of Nevada, Spokane Community College and
Spokane Falls Community College.
He has served on the Washington State Senate
since 1973 and is currently the Senate Republican
Leader. He is a member of the Rotary International
and was a Spokane City councilman from 19801983. He served in the U.S. Army and is a former
police officer and deputy sheriff.

remodel the lower level of
Baldwin-Jenkins and move the
Health CenteJ: to that location,
which would be a more functional medical treatment center,
Murray said.
"We should be fully operational by late this week," Murray
said.
Provisions for the center were
ordered last week, although this
was difficult because the original inventory list is on the hard
drive of one of the computers
that is no longer functional,
Murray said.
RO'ckwood
North Minor
Emergency Center has an
agreement with Whitworth that
enables students and staff to be
treated there if necessary and
the school is taking advantage

of that. Patients needing tests
and more complicated treatments
will
be
sent
to
Rockwood .
Despite the challenges and setbacks caused by the fire, the
Health Centecstaff will continue
to try their best to meet patients'
needs, Murray said.
"It [the fire] will slow us
down and we'll have to work
longer hours, but everyone who
needs to be seen will be,"
Murray said. "My staff and the
physical plant people have been
wonderful and- have put in so
much time and energy. For
something that's so devastating,
It'S been made much more bearable by the support we've gotten from administration and
staff. "

thegrapevine ~

BraDdaD·McG~nigal, ~ophomore

So you call't be all ElimiDATE. Here are some other ways to end
that down-tile-drain date '"
Girls, bring out your copy of The Rule~.
Boys, bring out your three-year Playboy subscriptJOn back
files.
... Tell them your idea of fine cooking is a frozeJJ Swanson's
dinner.
... Buy them presents you want. Like that new jacket at The
Gap."What, this pink jacket is too small for you? Oh, it fIts
me perfectly ... "
... Tell them you dated someone else when they thought you
were dating them or thought they were going to ask you to
date them.
... Reveal your secret involvement in the Health Center tire.
...
...

"It's great. It's really important for peopl~ our age to
get involved in, because voter tumoul {for] our age is
low. U's important to be politically· active," ~

- Dani Dunn, sopbomon " -,-
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... Homecoming:
Royalty - nominatIons begin Oct. 7, voting is
Wednesday and Thursday.
Dance - "Famous Couples" invited Oct. 19 at
9 p.m. in the HUB.
... College Night at the MAC a lower pnce.

Jilll M,Pho'Soli
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"The Grapevine" is a weekly column //I The Whllworthian featurlllg bits of campus comedy, unusual stones and light humor. To
cOlllnbute your story or to answer the question of the week, call
ext. 3248 or e-II/ail editor@whitworth.edu.

Rippee, Naollli SII/~\ Katie Vo(gl

The Whitworrhian is the official puhJic~tion of the Associated Students of Whitworth College (ASWC) and is published
weekly, e"cept during Januar), ~nd student vacations, Opinions e>.pressed in editorial and advertising contcnt do not neeeABaril)' reOect the views of ASWC, the college, its administration, faculty or staff. Whirn'Ofth College provides equal
opport~nity in education and emplo)'Olent in accord~nce with Title VI of the CiVIl Rights Aet of 1964, Title IX of the
Education Amendments ,md SectIOns 799A and 845 of the Public Health Services Act.

Oct. 9, can usc student ID for

... Fall Break - bus to University of Pugct Sound football and
volleyball games, more info to come.
...

Sittser concert is Oct. 20.

...

Ballroom Club will hold a dance Nov. 1.

...

Finance Commiltee Update:
'TWo requisitions passed - Adobe Pagemaker for work
room and decorations for 9/11.

...

Faculty Current Events luncheon - once a week starting
the week ofOcl. 14 in the Cafe.

.... News
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newsbriefs
Professors to discuss God's will
From 4 to 5 p.m. today, Professor of Religion and Philosophy
Jim Edwards and Assistant Professor of Religion and Philosophy
Keith Wyma will lead a discussion titled, "Can War be God's
Will?" in the Chapel lounge.
This is the first session of the new monthly department of
Religion and Philosophy faculty discussions with students about
interesting and provocative subjects.

Parents visit Whitworth campus
Parent's Weekend will run from Friday until Sunday.
Registration for the event begins at 4 p.m. Friday in the Hixson
Union Building The fee is $22 per parent. The schedule of events
includes a welcome from President Bill Robinson and a worship
celebration.
Parents can attend seminars Saturday about a variety of themes,
from theater to chemistry. Aseminar titlcd "Perplexed Parents" will
provide parents with resources to help their students through the
college experience. Parents will also have a chance to talk with professors and administrators.

If Spokane Transit AuthOrity IS forced to cut Its service, some buses may be leaVing Spokane for good.

Spokane tax levy fails,
bus service may be cut
Jordan Karnes

Former profs honored at lecture
Duncan Ferguson, former president of the Assocmtion of
Presbyterian Colleges and Universities, lectured on "The VocalJon
of the Teacher in the Presbyterian College" last night in the Chapel.
The lecture honored two former Whitworth professors, Don and
Doris Liebert, who recently received the Presbyterian Church's
(U.S.A.) Higher Education Award.
,
The Lieberts retired from Whitworth in May. Don Liebert is a
sociologist and ordamed Presbyterian minister who joined the faculty in 1973. Doris Liebert served as the director of Whitworth's
student teaching program and joined the faculty in 1983. She
received the Washington State Excellence in Teacher Education
Award m 2001 ..
Ferguson earned his doctorate in Contemporary Religious
Thoughl from Edinburgh University. He introduced the Lieberts
to one another while servmg at Whitworth as Chaplin, professor,
vice president for Academic Affairs and acting president between
1970 and 1985.
Ferguson was recently appointed as director of spiritual life
and service at Eckerd College in SI. Petersburg, Fla. He also
spent several years over,seeing the higher education program in
the national offices of the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.).
Ferguson's lecture focused on the material from his book, currently awaiting release, Called to Teach: Presbyteriall Mi!JSIOIi m
Higher Educatioll. The book, his fourth to be published, explores
the theological implications of being a Presbyterian educator.

Alumni Office hosts dessert
Before the performance of "The Sound of Music" on Friday at
6:45 p.m., there will be a pre-play dessert. Both alumm and parents
arc inVIted. The dessert will be in the HUB multipurpose room. The
event will be sponsored by the Office of Alumni and Parent
Relations.
The cost for dessert and n reserved scat ticket for the play is $10
for alumni.

-Compiled by Aliiso/l Carr alld AlI1lCe Goodwill
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to 50 percent. Those cuts would confirmed ride home to those who
include reduced hours of service, choose commuting alternatives in
loss of living wage jobs and elim- emergency situations. This, howination of holiday service. Pura- ever, is available only for employtransit would be forced from ees, leaving students to depend all
door-to-door to curb service.
their own forms of transportation,
Whitworth has already felt the without incentives.
effects of the cost cutting proce"We try to get people to think
dures with the closure of the in terms of ridesharing and bus
Hawthorne Road bus stop two riding, but we arc losing bus ridyears ago. The new budgeting ers becallse there isn't a convellwill have no further effects on the ient spot," Fox said.
In 200 I, STA's ridership
college as far as the closure of
closer bus stops.
exceeded eight million rides per
"I would probably take the bus year, in'creasing 33 percent since
more oflen if 1 actually could get 1988, along wilh a 19.6 percent
to the stop without having to take population increase.
a car," freshman Jennie Wild
If the Sept. 17 lax levy had
said. "It's hard not having a car passed, the STA would have been
and not having a closer location allowed to maintain current levfor the bus to come to."
els of service and possibly
The Commute Trip Reduction replace some of the previously
Progmm (CJ'R) was developed in cui service. STA would also
an effort to comply with the CfR maintain para-transit for the
Program implemented by the increasing needs of the disabled
Washington State Legislature with and commuters would be served
the intcnt of improving air quality, by retention of the van pool servreduce traffic congestion and fuel ices.
consumption.
The STA has, however,
The CJ'R, which is required by received "bridge funding" of $5
law for all employers in Spokane million from legislators for pubCounty, is meant to encourage lic transportation. With the flucemployees to commute to work tuations and downturns in the
using modes of transportation economy, though, that funding
other than driving alone in their was cut. No state funding is
vehicles.
available to the STA.
"The culture in our country is
November elcctions will host
very independent; people want to Referendum-50,
a
10-year
do things by themselves," said statewide transportation plan
Joann Fox, human resources spe- which contains funds for public
cialist and the Whitworth CJ'R transit. These funds would come
program representative. "There from a one percent increase on
has to be incentives for carpools sales tax for new and used cars
and bus riding."
and a 30 percent increasc in
CfR rrovides a variety of weight fees for trucks. This plan
incentives for ridesharing, such as contains $45 million per year for
the Guaranteed Ride Home 10 years, with $1 million set
Program. This progfllm provides a aside for STA.

Staff writer
Spokane Transit Authority
(STA) may have to reduce bus
service due to the failure of a tax
levy in Spokane'S Sept. 17 election.
Voters in Spokane decided
against a tax increase to support
public transportation, forcing the
STA to possibly cuI transportation by 40 percent.
Formerly, the STA received
funding from the Motor Vehicle
Excise Tax, a $30 fee charged on
vehicles in Spokane, until
January 2000 when Initiative-125
replaced it. Statewide, transit
properties lost $213 million per
year of state matching funds
while the STA lost approximately
40 percent of their operating
funds, $17 million dollars a year.
In response,the Spokane Transit
Board executed a three-year financial plan, which authorized the usc
of the reserve funds for operations.
The service level was reduced by
11 percent and programs such as
the summer youth pass were cut.
The STA also implemented a fare
increase of 33 percent, the first
increase in 10 years, that went into
effect Feb. I.
Desplle these actions, the STA
cannot cover the 40 percent
budget decrease and its reserve
funds will reach cntical levels
next July. With no guaranteed
funding, the STA will be faced
with cutting current service by up
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Fortner Whitworth
faculty member dies
Spokane
Pharmaceutical
Auxiliary, the PEO and Zonta.
She was a member and elder at
Lillian Whitehouse Lyle, a for- Manito Presbyterian Church
mer dean of women and associate where she taught Sunday School,
dean of students at Whitworth, according to her obItuary in The
died Ocl. I. She was 90 years Spokesman-Review,
Lyle belonged to the board of
old.
During
her
years
at the Washington State School for
Whitworth from 1965 to 1980, the Deaf and the YWCA and was
Lyle founded the college's on the National YWCA World
She has
Women in Transition Program, Service Council.
which targeted adult women received the YWCA Outstanding
and
Lifetime
who wanted to start or return to Achievement
awards,
the
college, bul who lacked enough Achievement
skills and confidence to return Soroptomists' Women Helping
Award
and
the
to school. The program began Women
as a series of lectures and turned Whitworth College Community
into short courses, not all of Service Award, according to her
which were for credit, that obituary.
Reid said Lyle had a difficult
exposed women 10 educational
life in some
possibi I i tics
ways,
as
and
helped
Lyle outlived
them case into
two h'usbands
degree
pro"She
worked
all
of
her
life
and
raised
grams.
two
Lyle
also
to make things better for her
daughters
founded
society's most vulnerable, " alone, one of
Whitworth's
whom
was
Senior Scholar
deaf.
Program
and
Tammy Reid,
"Yet, she
r''ite PrwdCJII of AmdeJJJlc _A[jiJII"S
Elderhostel that
was a posiwere for retiretive person
ment-aged
with tremenadults to condous energy,
tinue learning.
joy and digVice President of Academic
Affairs Tammy Reid' knew her nJty," Reid said.
Despite her own challenges,
when Lyle taught in the Spokane
Public School District (Reid used Lyle let international students
to place and supervIse student live with her if they could not
teachers from Whitworth) and afford to live in the residence
worked
together
at halls. She also corresponded
they
with some of her students for
Whitworth for eight years
"Whitworth's
Continuing several years after they graduat!
':'
,
Studies programs for adult learn- cd, Reid said.
ers and the Women's Studies
"She worked all of her life to
minor for tradJlional undergradu- make things better for society'S
ates both owe a debt of thanks to most vulnerable - children WIth
Whitehouse Lyle, as docs the col- dIsabilities, the mentally ill, lowlege's orientation of and ongoing income
familie~,
abused
support for international stu- women," Reid saId, "All of
dents," Reid said.
which is to ~ay that she not only
A resident of Spokane for 62 made a programatic difference at
years, Lyle belonged to the Whitworth, and she also made a
Spokane Association of Women difference in a whole lot of indiDeans and Counselors, the vidual lives."
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Computer users who try to access Web sites the filter blocks encounter thiS "site restricted" screen.

FILTERING:
Continued from page I
certain Web sites within servers that contain material the filter blocks.
Requests fOL freeing up Web sites for faculty
members have gone down since the filter's inception, from two to three per day to now one or two a
week, Seidel said.
The way the filter works is general servers containing pornography are blocked, which means any
site on that server is also blocked. These smaller
sites arc part of a larger server that draws the most
requests to be opened.
Because the filter IS a program that automatically downloads and updates itself, very lillie manpower is needed. Seidel estimates he spends an
average of 30 minutes a week double-checking
Web sites. Other than that, the filter is rather independent.
However, the filter is not 100 percent effective,
Seidel said.

"It blocks a lot of stuff other than the porn," junior Tyler Van Haaften said.
Newer sites that have not been classified can be
accessed and any files on peer-to-peer sharing programs, such as Kazaa and Gnutella, can be downloaded because the files downloaded are not monitored.
However, a bandwidth filter, which was installed
in the last year, limits the flow of data on these programs, This filter was installed because at one
point, the~e peer-to-peer programs were using up 95
percent of the school's bandwidth, Seidel saId,
Complaints about the filter have been relatively
few, said Kathy Storm, vice president of Student
Life.
"The filter really hasn't been a problem for me,"
Storm said.
The filter has also won praise from some students, such as sophomore Serena Lindquist.
"I appreciate that the filter is there because the
things that do get through aren't that volatile and 1
don't need to worry about the porn being in front of
me every lime I turn on the computer," Lindquist
said.

Phi Beta Lambda competes,
receives conference awards
Senior places 10th in nation in ecollomics,jtlllior
named to national leadersbip position; awards
follow a sweep if last sprillg} coJiference
Caitlin Clapp
Editor ill chief
Whitworth's chapter of Phi
Beta Lambda earned national
recognilJon after seven members
attended the National Leadership
Conference In Nashville, Tenn,
Earlier last spring, Phi Beta
Lambda won 33 out of76 awards
at
the
Washington
Slate
Competitive Events Conference,
Nina Sidneva, a senior from
VIsagmas, Lithuania, placed 10th
in the nation in economics competition.
Sidnevae competed against
more than 13,000 chartered Phi
Beta L1mbda chapters from the
United Stales, Puerto Rico, the

U.S. Virgin
Islands, - U.S.
Territories,
Canada
and
Department of Defense Schools
worldWIde,
"Phi Beta Lambda allowed me
to participate in a leadership
conference where 1 was able to
usc my college book knowledge
and expand it," Sidneva said in a
Whitworth
College
press
release. "It also reassured me
that what 1 am learning as a college student WIll serve me well
in a career,"
Junior Steven Shaw was
named the Phi Beta Lambda
National ASSIstant of Visibility
during the national conference.
Participating in Phi Beta Lambda
allows Shaw to usc his business
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major knowledge outside the
Whitworth campus,
"Being involved in PhI Beta
Lambda provides a more rounded education for me as a business student," Shaw said in a
Whitworth press release. "I
receive experience through realworlrl situations that 1 can'not
get in the classroom alone. This,
in turn, will make me more
competitive in the job market."
Other Whitworth students who
participated in the national conference arc alumnae Lezlie
Aano, senior Kathy Goligoski,
junior Megan Morris, and sophomores Chari Evans and Jayleen
Hille,
Phi Beta Lambda is open to
students of all majors, not just
business students.
For more information on Phi
Beta Lambda, contact Advisor
Elizabeth Peterson at epeterson@whitworth,edu.
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'FRIENDS OF SIRONKA'

Sc·cne

Kenyan Rhodes Scholar
adjunct returns to campus.
"'PAGE 6
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GO

~The Sound of

Music~

Story by Katelin Hodge
Photos by Naomi Stuke:Y

.. When: 8 p.m. Oct. 10, 11,
12, 18 and 19 ; 2 p.m. Oct.
13

enior theatre major
Kasey Graham has
switched roles
from student to codirector of
Whitworth'!. fall
production, "The
Sound of Music."
This is the first time
Whitworth has ever had a student co-direct a main stage production. Graham is co-directing
with Theatre Department Chair
Rick Hornor.
"Kasey is an extraordinary
student who is very gifted and
experienced," Hornor said. "An
opportu nity like this for a student to co-direct is very rare,
but Kasey is an exception."
Graham is completing his
senior project with this production, and along with serving as
co-director, also is working as
choreographer.
So far, everything appears to
be going well for Graham, who
plane to do an internship after
graduation, then pursue graduate school.
"J have been trying to implement everything I've learned
over the lasl four years into this
production," Graham said. "I

believe you can't truly consider
that you've learned something
until you have laughl il to
someone else."
Graham has been spending
the semester doing just that and
is enjoying many aspects of his
new position working alongside
Hornor.
He realizes his opportunity is
amazing, as it is very rare to
get to work in this type of a siluation with professionals in his
field of study, as well as work
with his fellow students.
"The Sound of Music" has
been a beloved musical since it
first appeared on stage in 1951.}
under the musical directIOn of
Richard Rodgers and Oscar
Hammerstein.
The original stage production
earned eight Tony Awards,
incJudJOg Best Musical.
The slory became an instant
classic upon release of the
Oscar-winning motion picture
starring Julie Andrews in 1965.
Whitworth's version of the
production is attempting to
focus on the story of the Von
Trapp family and their struggles With losing everything due
to the Nazi invasion of Austria.

.. Where:

Whitworth's
Cowles Memorial Auditorium

.. Admission: $5
.. Information: Call ext. 3707
Above: Sophomores Heather Botts
(liesl) and Seth Ambrose (Rolf)
rehearse "Sixteen GOing on
Seventeen" during Thursday's
rehearsal.
left:: Junior Hayley Baudrau prays to
the heavens as Maria. in rehearsal
for "The Sound of Music."

"We arc trying to not have it
be just a fluffy musical with
lovey romance, bUl rather tell
the Von Trapp !.tory of survival," Horner said. "The challenge in this case is how to do
it so it's not exactly like the
musical."
With a mere four weeks of
preparation time, the production has demanded a lot of
effort, energy and time from
everyone involved. The cast
puts in three to five hours every
day with rehearsals six days

each week.
"Everyone has b~en such
troopers and they have met
incredible demands," Hornor
said. "As director, the cast has
just been absolutely wonderful
10 me."
Approximately 34 Whitworth
students will appear on stage
with an additional 15 volunteers on the technical crew.
Junior Hayley Baudrau will
play the role of Maria, senior
Ryan Dierdorff will play
Captain Von Trapp and children

from the Spokane commu nity
will fill the roles of the Von
Trapp children. Associate
Professor of Music Debbie
Hansen is the musical director.
"The Sound of Music" will
be !.Iaged at 8 p.m. Oct. to, 11,
12,18 and 19, and 2 p.m.
Sunday, Oct. 13 in Cowles
Memorial Auditorium.
Tickets arc $5 and can be
purchased at the door or by
calling the Whitworth Thealre
Department al ext. 3707.

Chocoholic treats come in countless forms
2 eggs
4 teaspoons oil
2 cups oil

Maurita Birkland
Staff writer
When you arc craving something sweet
and just can', find thaI special treat at
Sodexho, don'l lose hope.
Instead, simply put on an apron and try
creating original versions of these tried
and tested desserts. They are sure to satisfy that craving.
For starters, deep-fried Oreos are no
longer available only at The Onion.
Now the hot, chocolate cookie filled
with creamy, liquid frosting can be made
in your own kitchen.
For those who don't know about this
popular desert, it is available at The Onion
upon special request.
This tasty treat has become a favorite
among Whitworth students who often find
themselves speeding up Division to fulfill
their cookie cravings.

Making deep-fried Oreos is very simple.
Simply dip the Orcas in prepared pancake bailer and fry them in oil.
The only downside to making this treat
is the clean up.
(Hin!: Consider straying from !he traditional Orcas and sampling other flavors,
like peanut butler Oreos.)
Also, check out a cou pic of other classic
desserts and try them out for a welldeserved study break some night this
week.

... Deep-fried Oreas
I large bag Orca cookies
2 cups pancake mix
I cup milk

Turn on the burner to medium-high
heat.
Place saucepan containing 2 cups oil on
the burner. Combine the pancake mix,
milk, eggs and 4 teaspoons oil and mix
until there arc no lumps. (Or prepare mix
as directed; some require only water.)
Dip the Orcas into the bailer and make
sure they arc completely covered. Drop the
Orcas in the batter and flip them, making
sure both sides cook to a golden brown.
Make sure to keep a close eye on them as
they cook, because they will cook very
fast.
Remove the Oreo, let cool slightly and
enjoy. Top with chocolate sauce and
whipped cream for added deliciousness.
(Source: www.rccipegoldminc.com)

... Chocolate Cookie Shake
I cup chocciate icc cream
1 cup milk
1 chocolate sandwich cookie (add more
as desired)
Blend icc cream and milk in the blender.
Add 1>andwich cookie and blend until
coarse.
You may want to add additional cookies
or try a different type of icc cream as
desired.
(Source: www.homeadvisor.msfI.com)

...

Rich Chocolate Brownies

Brownies:
1 cup sugar
2 eggs

See TREATS ... page 7
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Professor returns from Kenya
Setema Sironka
(center) and her
son, Amos Komet
(tefl) stand among
members of the
dance troupe from
Kenya before their
performance at The
Met tast
Wednesday.
The Masaalan
dance troupe,
"Fnends of Sironka"
also graced the
Chapet service on
campus Thursday
atong with former
Adjunct Art
Professor Nlchotas
Sironka.

Sironka brings
Maasaian dancers
to tour the States
Stephanie Walker
Staff writer
"Where docs money come from? Where
docs wealth ('(lme from?" asked Nichola.,
Sironka while praying to God
Sironka experienced the Whitworth campus during his time al> an adjuct Art profesl>or during the 2000-01 school year.
Burn ill Narok, Kenya, he hal> a deep passion for the culture and living cOlldltion~ of
the Maasal Tribe. The Maasai Tribes, containing a., many as 30 indIViduals, arc struggling financially, resulting in poor living
conditions.
To improve these conditions, Sironka
devised a plan to bnng those mdividuals
from the Maasai Tribe gifted in music to the
United States in an effort [0 raise money for
those back home.
"Not all of them have had the opportunity to go to school," Sironka said.
These .men l>haring their talents arc not
trained or employed, but were recruited
from the best of the best to share and "tell
our culture through music," Sironka said.
With the plan determined, only one thing
stood in the way of implementing It: How
would the mdlviduals chosen to partiCipate
in the traveling group buy their plane tickets
to America?
Sironka turned to the Lord.
"God is the one who is most faithful," he
said.
He placed his trust in God that things
would work out for the best.
Meanwhile, Sironka decided to go to
Starbucks.

There, he met a man who asked him to sit
down and have a cup of coffee. Sironka at
first decimcd, but following the persistence
of the gentleman, finally sat down In the
chair across from him.
After explaining his Vision for the people
in his tribe, Sironka was told the plane tickets would be paid for in full.
"He answered my prayer, and coffee
came with it," Sironka said.
The total expenditure for the 10 Maasai to
come to America totaled $21,000.
While in Amenca, "Friends of Sironka"
will visit elementary schools and several
places in Spokane, Seattle, Alabama,
California and possibly Washington, D.C.

The troupe arnved in Spokane three
weeks ago and will return to Kenya in
December.
Singmg, dancing and shared testimonies
are the forms of entertainment and education the group will provide.
Any protit made during the trip will be
split equally between each of the individuals
after taxes and expenses have been taken
out. The tribes will accept the money raised
in hopes of improving living conditions
back home.
Sironka wants people to know the group
is not here only for the sole purpose of raising money but also to share their culture
with the United States.

Museum hosts college night
Julia Nicholls
StaJf writer

and Colville.

College students love the word
'free.'
Wednesday evening, free food
and free music will bring college
students together to celebrate the
arts.
The Northwest Museum of
Arts and Culture (MAC) is offering free admission to students
from
schools
in
eastern
Washington and northern Idaho
with a valid school ID from 5 to
8 p.m.
The museum is located at the
corner of FITsl and Hemlock in
Spok<lne's historic Brown's
AdditIOn neighborhood.
"We just wanted as m<lny college students to sec our museum
as possible and to let them know
they <Ire welcome," said Yvonne
Morton, Ihe MAC media relations man<lger.
Students will be encouraged to
look <It exhibits, visit the historic
Campbell house, enjoy refreshments in the education center and
visit with each other, all while listening to music played by mdio
station KZZU, 93 FM.
The museum is expecting
between 200 and 300 sludents to
show up for the event.
Five exhibits <Ire currently on
display at the museum.
The orientation exhIbit offers a
hands-on overview of the museum's major disciplines of visual
<lrt,
regional
history
and
American Indian cultures.

regional history of Inland
Northwest towns in the second
half of the 20th century.
Jim Hodges' Subway MUSIC
Box is a portrait of New York
City consisting of a multiple
video projection of 24 subway
mUl>lcians playing different songs
all at once.
The exhibit runs until Nov. 3,
along with the photographs of
Kristm Cappo
Capp's exhibit is called
Hutterite: A World of Grace and
displays social documentary photos of the Hutterite community.
The MAC complex is architecturally stunning and houl>es the
Cheney Cowles Museum, the
Campbell House, built in 1898
and the main exhibition building.
The museum was closed for a
two-year renovation project and
re-opened in December 2001
with an expanded facility to
house the collection of Spokane'S

The Peoples of the Rivers:
LiJeways oJthe Northern Ptateall
exhibit is filled with the smells
of smoked salmon and the
sounds of the Inland Northwest's
waterways. The exhibit is a tribute to the American f ndian people of Coeur d'Alene, Kalispel

1

Hometowns: Heart oj tile
IlIland Northwest focuses on the

Museum of Native American
Cultures which
closed In
December 1991.
This is the second college
Olght put on by the mu!.eum. Last
winter, the first college night was
a huge success, drawing in
approximately 200 students during one of the worst snowstorms
of the season.
The program's goal is to attract
more college students to the
MAC. The museum also Will
give out discount admission
coupons at college night to
encourage students to come back
another time.

"Children will benefit learning about our
culture before it is gone," Sironka said.
Outside influences arc entering into the
tribe and changing the ways, he said.
One of the goals of "Fnends of Sironka"
is to encourage audience members to give
confidence to those who would be looked
down upon in this world.
"We should be thoughtful of others.
Empower those who are weak and give
them the opportunities they might not have,"
Sironka said.
Is there a possibility that "Friends of
SITonka" will return?
") would like to come back one day,"
Sironka said "As long as there is a need."

Communications Company
J

Seeks college students

FTorPT
To work from

campus
or ou r office

KNOW & GO
~What: College night at the
Northwest Museum of Arts
and Culture (MAC)
~When: 5 to 8 p.m.,
Wednesday
~Where: First and Hemlock,
Spokane
~Admission: Free

Sports Teams - Clubs - Student Groups
Earn $1,000·$2,000 thiS semester With the easy Campusfundraiser.com three
hour fundraising event Our programs make fundraising easy With no
risks. Fundralslng dates are filling qUickly, so get With the program! Coniact
(888)
923·3238,
or
viSit
Campusfundraiser com
at
www.campusfundralser.com

Call for appt 891-7299

WANTED: '
I~ Students looking'

, for a close, quiet
newly-remodeled

duplex
Washer and DJyer
Dishwasher,
Parking
*Water Paid*

Unlimited Internet Access
Just $12.50 per month!
Easy-Set Up - 2-Email Accounts - Nationwide Access

4 Bedrooms, 3 bath, study $1,500/ month

206-339-6374

(?::i

~

625 W. Hawthorne Rd.

Call (208) 666-0389
or (208)755-4348

www.Mondava.com
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Coldplay's sophomore album a rush
Greg Tomlin
Sialf writer

Coldplay arrived on the radio scene in 2000
with their debut album Parachllles that sold
around five million copies worldwide, and
winning, among
others,
the
Grammy award
for
Best
Alternative
Album in 2002.
Their most popular single from
that disc, pop-rock
ballad "Yellow,"
turned heads and A Rush of Blood 10 the Head
gamed attention
for the mellow rock sounds and variety of
influences.
According to the London-based band's
Web site, the group's intention was to write
songs that were "alternative" in every sense
of the word.
"We were trying to say that there is an
alternative," SInger Chris Martin said. "That
you can try to be catchy without being slick,
poppy without belllg pop and you can be

uplifting without being pumpou!>. Because
we're sometimes playing quieter stuff, It's
hard to ~ound like we're trying to change
things, but we wanted to be a reaction again~t
soul/ess rubbish."
The band's second release,A Rush of Blood
to tile Head, retained the magIc captured in
their debut album and enriched it with more
volume, edge and emotion.
Martin's vocals arc the highlight of this
album. If you're looking for a CD with long
jam sessions and complicated guitar licks,
you won't find It With Coldplay. A common
formula precedes most of their songs and
despite their amazing simplicity, the sound
works. Catchy guitar and piano licks begin
most of the songs and provide a solid base for
Martin to add his melodies.
The band produces a sound similar to that
of early Radiohead albums, along with a hint
of Pink Floyd and early U2.
Few "Brit-pop" radio hits exist on this
album, which is, for the most part, pleasing.
Though it won't receIve much airplay, music
fans will appreciate Coldplay's musicianship
and talent.
Notable tracks include the one radIO friendly track "In My Place" and the looping catchy

.. Sand: Coldplay
~Album: A Rush of Blood to the Head,

.. Relea~ed: August 2002

.. Grade:

B+

..Web site:

Beat the
clock ...
Ju nlor Jesse Stevick
sprints aroun d the
Campanile at noon Friday
for the fl(st round of the
Mac Hall Challenge.
Stevick ran atong With sen·
ior Ben Robinson, both
cross country team runners, and sophomore
Jason Duba.
An estimated 40 students
were present for the fl(stever try at the Challenge
The three were the first to
compete for the $50 prize
awarded to the first runner
to complete the course
during the 12 noontime
chimes, around 460 yards
In a minute.
Anyone who successfully
comrtetes the challenge
Will have theIr name forever displayed on a plaque
on the McMillan Hall
lounge.

scenebriefs
'Past & Present Northwest'
Several works by regional
artisls will be on display
through Thursday in the Jundt
Art Museum and the Arcade
GaUery on the Gonzaga
University campus, 502 E.
Boone Ave.
A light installation, titled
"Jim Hodgcs~ Constellation of
an Ordinary Day," will be presented through Nov, 2.
For more information, call
32306611.

groove "Clocb." The alhum's fir~t track
"Politik" i~ a sleeper until three minutes inlo
the song when the hand adds an orchestra,
thus creating one of the better pieces of music
I've heard recently.
"Green Eyes" needs a lillle help lyrically
and musically. If you were introduced to your
nrst guitar a couple days ago, you could learn
this song in ahout 30 seconds.
All in all, Coldplay delivers with their
sophomore alhum.
Popular radio stations probably won't go
out of their way to play the alhum, but the
band is heading in the perfect direction to he
potential rock legends.
Grade: B+

ALBUM AT A GLANCE

I

Spokane Symphony plays
The Spokane Symph9ny

will perform Gustav Mahler's
Symphony No. 6 at 8 p.m.
FrIday' at Ihe Spokane Opera
,House.

.' Tickets cost between $15'
and $33.
'TIckels are av~ihwle ~d ticketswest'.com, 'or by calling
32!:j-SEJ\T .or 624,·1200:

TREATS:
Continued from page 5
1 teaspoon vanil/a
1 cup melted butter or
margarine
1 cup flour
113 cup baking cocoa
1 teaspoon baking powder
1 teaspoon salt
Frosting:
3 tllblespoons melted buller or
marganne
3 tablespoons baking cocoa
'2 tablespoons warm water
1 teaspoon instant coffee gran·
ules (or 2 tablespoons coffee)
I cup confectioner's sugar
Beat sugar, eggs and vanilla.
Add butter and mix weI/.
Combine the dry ingredients,
then add the dry ingredients to
the batter and mix well. Pour into
a greased 8·inch square baking
pan. Bake at 350 degrees for 25
to 30 minutes, or until they test
done.
For the frosting, combine butter, cocoa, water and coffee. Mix
well. Stir in sugar until ~m[}oth
and rrost the brownies.
Add ~ome icc cream to a hut
brownie to make a well-rounded
de~ert.

(Somce: Taste of J/ome, Feb.·
MlIf'ch /996)
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Growing up, Lynn wa~ always the
only deaf person in his c1m,ses. The
distJllguishment brought along chalAt.the age of three, freshman Chns lenges With teachers and with his
Lynn's parents started to realize that classmates
"It was hard to pick up on everyhe had a hearing problem. Shortly
after, he was diagnosed as being thing the teacher was saying, which
made It harder for me to do well, but
genetically profoundly deaf.
His parents, who were against sign not impossible for me to rise up to
language, made sure that Chris could the challenge," Lynn said. "Picking
up voices is the hardest thing for
speak and understand others.
"It is a speaking world; signing me."
Lynn's hearing aids pick up everyisn't a bad thing, but today you need
thing around him,
to speak," Lynn said
amplifying every litabout his parent's
Na...e; Chris ~y~n
tle noise.
point of view.
Having a one-on,Age: 18 .
Lynn, however, is
one conversation is
taking a sign lanx~' Fr~hman ~
an activity he can
guage course for the
handle, but can be
firs!
time
this
'.~.yo., Biology'
nearly impossible in
semester. He hopes
the Hixson Union
it will come in
Building.
handy with his profession as a
A MicroLink system helps Lynn
doctor.
"My parents never put me into a hear lectures in his classes better,
special school; they wanted-me to be amplifying just voices, which
of
reduces
the
amount
a part of this world," Lynn said.

hackground noise.
"Although being dear has its drawhacks, I am glad that it hasn't
stopped me from doing everything
that I want to do," Lynn said.
Reading lips is another helpful
skill, with about 90 percent accuracy.
However, if you catch him without
his hearing aids in, a chat might be a
more difficult task.
"You can scream all you want, but
when I don't have them in, I can't
hear a thing," Lynn said. "Sometimes
it can be rather relaxing."
Lynn's choice to leave home for
!>chool was a trying one for both him
and his family.
Though he considered staying
closer to home and attending
Linfield College, he knew God was
calling him to Whitworth.
"I love it here," Lynn said.
"Everyone is nice, the professors are
understanding. I feel like I don't
have a hearing problem here, or at
least people don't care about that.
They care about me instead."
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Get your tickets now
Here arc a few of the acts
the: Inland
coming '. to

Northwest this fall,. contact·
· ticketswest,com to reserve
seats.' .
;.chonda Pierce .,viii perfonn Oct. 27 at the Spokane
Opera House. Tickets: $16.50

10 $21.50..

Ilt-Warrell Miller's fStorm'
will screen Nov. 17 at the
S~kane
Opera
House.
TIckets: $15.50.
Ilt-American Idols Livef is
coming to Seattle's Key

-,

,

"
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Arena Nov. 20. Tickets: $25
to $45.

chatterbox~------------------~
Meghan Callaghan
Staff writer
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Top: freshman Carmen Engstrom decorates a serving of one of Bella Union Bistro':
vanIlla, carmel and chocolate sauces.
Bottom lett Sealing hostess Caitlin Solvle displays the dessert trays at Europa Pill
as a speCial "Blfthday Ball" dessert served to dmers eelebratlllg a birthday.
Bottom right Members of the "Dessert Evaluation Panel" dive mto a Butterftnger H
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What: This sundae consisted of layers of chocolate and
vanilla icc cream, cru~hed BUllerfinger and chunks of whole
l3ullerfinger, hot fudge, whipped cream, decorative cookie
straws and of course, a cherry on top.
The Butlerfinger Hot Fudge Sundae wa~ not only one of
the best sundaes, it was also the biggest. We're talking gargantuan. The combination of crunchy Butterfinger with the
soft icc cream was wonderful. The only way to make this
sundae better i~ to add more layers of Bulterfinger, about
halfway through the sundae they were all gone. Sprinkles
would be a nice touch, too.
Price: At $5.75 the price is ideal, easily !>atisfying six.
Selection: The Dockside has three other sundaes to
choose from, as well as other desserts, including Ihose suited
for the health-conscious.
Waiter Mike Bundy said somewhere between 40 and 50
sundaes are ordered a night, aboul 15 of those being the
Dockside Restaurant
Butterfinger 1101 Fudge Sundae.
Complexity: If a 40-minute drive 10 Coeur d' Alene, Idaho,
(at the Coeur d'Alene Resort)
118 S. 2nd Ave, Coeur d'Alene, tdaho doesn't sound appealing, you could easily make this sundae
(208) 765-4000
at home.
Ambiance: Dockside could stand a new color scheme.
The leal and mauve color combo oozes "early '90s." However, the restaurant docs overlook
Lake Coeur d'Alene, which makes for a gorgeous view. After dinner you and a date (or you and
your roommate) may even enjoy a walk along the dock that encircles the re~orl.

~cda,k
g'C,(}1l1

£rfuWAie-t

q)o~n ~e-t

What The Outback'~ mo~t popular de~sert
consists of a fresh pecan brownie topped with
vanilla icc crcam and homemade whIpped
cream all lopped by a thIck homemade chocolate ~auce and chocolate ~havings.
Price: ror $4.99, it was a ~malJ portion. Our
group of ~ix atc II in two or three bites. For two,
It would have been perlec!.
Selection: The menu had several other
choices, but this is by far the most popular
Outback Steakhouse
served. The other choices II1cluded a cinnamon
1381 Northwood Center Court, Couer d'Alene
apple cobbler, icc cream and pic.
(208) 666-1500
Complexity: While it was quite t;l~ty, anyone
could easily make this and call it "Chocolate
Thllnder from W,lIren," although it Isn'l a~ catchy. ln~!cad of $4.99, drive to S,deway and get
brownie mill. and icc cream. Then you can have a much bigger helping and spend half a!. IIllich.
Ambiance: The Outhack i~ a loud, dark re~taurant that usually has a light hint 01 ~moke. At
5:30 p.m. the wait was almut 20 minutes.

ffiad~'{'). j

U6.K ~c.am
®LeW 6~o~ eKeMecaL

What: A thin cru~t of chocolate, a layer of
New York c11ccsec,lke and <l layer 01 Bailey's
Irish Cream cheesecake, all topped with a
gooey chocolate shell made for a masterpiece
that topped the charts Fflday night. Overall,
cheesecake pcrfection. Highly suggested fi.Jr
Iflsh cream and chee~ecake tanatic~.
Price: $5.65 for a big enough pIece for two
people with hearty appe!ite~.
Europa Pizzaria & Bakery
Selection: Thirteen different des~erls were
125 S Wall SI.
offered that particular night, including
455-4051
Chocolate Mousse, Tollhouse Pic, Apple
Strudel and mallY mOTe.
Complexity: Ilave you ever tried making a
chee~ecake? Not to mention one Ihat tas!e~ like a dream? Europa prides ibclf on theIr lJuality
desserts. According to the seatlllg ho~te~s Caitllll SOIVIC, a certIfied pastry chef Cl)llleS IIlto the
re!.taurant to make Iheir des!.ert~ daily.
Ambiance: Make!. you feel like you're ~itting In a small countryside villa until you look at the
wall-~ized mural of columns and rolling hills. To add to the Euro-homey atmosphere arc the mismatched wooden chairs sUffoundlllg the tables with soft candlelight and wooden planh stringed
with autumn-colored leaves and branches. ThIS place IS pretty classy, yet comforlable, and you
leave feeling all warm and fuzzy inside. On a !>cale of I to 10, thiS would get an II for romantic
atmo~phere.

Six panelists search for
the best dessert around
Keith Spitzer
Staff Writer

Don't try this al home.
This warning is usually put on things like wrestling and the televisioll shows where
guys swallow live cobras, hut is never applied to restaLlrant~.
In the case of the "Inland Northwest Dessert Tour," the warning is oul in full force.
After Ihe first stop at Dockside, the group's spirits were high and stili exciled for the
assignment of spending a Friday night eating desserts.
Next, <II the Outback, six people crammed into a slllall hooth for a liny portion of
brownie, not perfect, bllt nowhere ncar the di~comfort yet to come.
Europa's dessert case looked like heaven. Thirteel1 gOllflllet chOIces had mouths

Research conducted by Joy Boerzma, Darla Lewis, Angie r
Photos by Tausha Pri
\\'at~ring and ston~acl.ls rumbling. Despite getting it to go, the group enjoyed it greatly,

but It was the hegll1l1lOg of the end.
While driving to Cyru~ O'Leary's, forks were passed around the car loaded with the
nch chee~ecake. 1-I,lIfway through the des<;erl, groans of pain slowly hegan 10 enter the
conversat lOll.
AI O'.Leary's not one, bl~1 two helpings callle 10 the table, the Deep Skillet Apple Pic
and thelT famolls Deep Fned . Icc Cream, but in the eyes of everyone at the table it
looked as Ih<,Jugll all Ihe food III the world had just been placed before them. Everyone
t()(;,k sma~l !).Ite.s ?,f"both, hilt qujckl'y f~.t their forks down. Then Ihe arguing began:
YOIl flms.h Il~
No, you flm~h II. Come on, we can't leave it."
After forclllg It down, the group piled hack into the car. Seatbelts seemed 10 be a Iittie more snug than hefore, and every bump lIlthe road caused moans. Two members of
Ihe group ordered toa~t at the next stop, hoping that the change in food would case the

queasiness. It help
to the stomach, th<
Luckily a guard
sor of Theatre, gra
earlicr in the cvell
Finally the end
antacids. The wail
wrecking trucks e'
and ~alsa than frie
lIere is the fill a I
J. Never cat mo
2. Fun IS good II
3. Never let any

Bella Union Bistro's most popular desserts, The rich chocolate cake was topped with sWirls of

9

trays at Europa Plzzana & Bakery, That night, the restaurant featured 13 delectable dishes, as well
~ a bl rthday.
lto a Butterflnger Hot fudge Sundae at Dockside in Coeur d'Alene.

en eey
See
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What: This i!> a faVOrite of
many Whitworth students for
their famous Deep Fried lee
Cream. Tlus isn't the deep fried
stuff Ihat they serve at Mexican
restaurants. This IS rolled in
crushed Oreos, frozen until rock
solid, then fried. The ball is deepfried very quickly, and then
Cyrus O'Leary's
drenched in sweet, warm brandy
S'luce.
516 W. Main Ave.
The story of the ball of fried 624-9000
heaven dates back six years,
Manager Kathleen Camargo said. A cook by the nallle of Bubba invented it.
Price: For $6.29 it is well worth it. It is a olle of a kind treat that everyone should
try just once. Take several people to help, because it is big enough for Ihree or four
people.
Selection: O'Leary's is definitely a dessert place. An endless assortment of fruit
and cream pies make O'Leary's renowned for then sweets. The best Ireilt at
O'Leary's was their skilleted apple pic. The American favorite has never tasted betler than is does atop a sinling skillet and topped with hoI brandy sauce and vanilla icc cream. The pic itself is to die for. The apples aren'l just the sweet pic frlling
that Mrs. Smith uses. This was sweet and lilTI al the same tllne; a real treal for the
tasle buds.
Complexity: Bolh des!>erts could be made at home, but would take some work.
To make the homemade pic rs more work than driving downtown. And the Iried icc
cream is a process that takes a few days. While not thaI complex to make, the time
faclor would dictate: Let the profe5sionals make it.
Ambiance: The restaurant is frlled with the random a!>sortment of strange signs
and goofy dolls, a standard of restaurant decorating over the last several years. The
interesting decor, along With an intimate selling, makes lor good conversation.

&YoJJee. awco1'a1:e
glLo-t~,o,e

ea£e

What: A mean mOll~se cake
witll hints 01 Kahlua and re~cm
bles a gourmet Threc Musketeer~
chocolatc bar in texturc and taste.
Definitely the richest by com pari50[J 10 all thc des.,erl~ ta5ted
This onc's for tbe chocolate
junkies and tho~e who arc not
alnull to handle the flchc~t of
de.,~erts.

Bella Union Bistro
9820 N Nevada
465·8794

Price: $3.70 for one ..,Iice that
took SIX ~tlJdenls and a professor
lolackle.
Selection: Eight de~sert~ of swedest perfectron were Iclt at closing timc PI iday
night - which i~ 9 p.m. at Bella - rllcludlllg Snickers PIC and a tempting White
Chocolate Ra~herry Chee~ecake.
Complexity: It's bllsically !luck chocolate llIou~~e with a cru~l. But hey, it \
worth it for the caramel, white chocolate and fudge plate decorat j()n~ alone.
Ambiance: Prohably thc rnmt modern out of all the e..,tabljshment~ we vj~ted.
From the outside you'd think it wa~ just il normal re~tallrant next to the Goodwrll,
but walk in and you're greeted with the big chalk menu hanging from the spacious
ceilmg, ready lor you to pick your grub. The Bistro seellJ~ like more 01 a deli 01
coffee ~hop for ILI[Jche~, hut a~ we found out, the desserls were enough reilson tn
!>Iop on hy. And hey, It'S cI()~e enough to campus (on Nevada, acro~s Ihe street
from Chuck E. Cheese) that you can walk there and back. I'crhap~ burn olT some
of those dessert calories.

a Lewis, Angie Nateras, Tausha Prince and Keith Spitzer
os by Tausha Price
Ileasiness. It helped a lillie, but as soon as the first bite of rich chocol:lte made it down
) the stomach, the nausea came back.
Luckily a guardian angel was slUmg at the Bella Union Bi~tro. Rick lIornor, profes)r ~)fTheatre, graciously finished the last bites and took the rest of the cheesecake from
lrl~er in the evening. Without his help, the group was in danger of exploding.
Finally the end of the tour arrived; one last dessert before rolling home for the
ltacids. The waiter at The Onion sugge~ted trying salty foods to case the intestmal
'recking trucks everyone felt. This was the best advice, and the group ate more chips
HI ~alsa than fried Orcas.
Ilere is the fmal warning and wisdom of the tortured writers:
I. Never eat more than two desserts.
2. Fun IS good unlil y01l feel like vomiting.
3. Never let anyone tell Y01l thai eating more than two desserts IS a good idea.

What: The legend behind the
deep-rned Oreo: a bag of Oreos
were accidentally knocked into a
vat of beer bailer. Someone jokingly decided to rry the baUer anyway.
Deep fried Oreos arc one or
Whitworth's favorite des<,erts.
Spread by word-of-mouth, YOll
won't find this specialty on the
de~!ocrt menu at The Onion.
Manager Amy Smith ~aid the
The Onion
lack of li~ting IS to discourage
ordering the de~serl. Thi~ is
7522 N. DIVISion
because thc oil mu~t be changed
482·6100
after evcry order of Oreos to
en~ure the quality of their famous onion flngs, and that gets expensive.
Price: Expect to pay a little extra for the extra ~ervice, ahout $1 per Oreo and
$2 per Twrx stick.
Selection: The Onion will fry anything from Twix to pickles. With a "No
Problem" POliCY, you will have "no problem" gelling anything and everything
fried.
Complexity: Deep Fried Oreos can easily be made at horne. Check Ollt the
recipe on page 5. A hint from The Onion: ~ubstitute half of the water with beer to
create your own beer billler.
Ambiance: Greal service is always to be had at The Onion, which has a fun
bar-like atmosphere (in a good way).
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MORE SOCCER
Women go 1-1
over weekend,
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Pirates defeat PLU , fall to UPS
-,
-t,.
;;..,

Bryan Tidwell
Staff wri ler
The Pirates split a pair of
games against their NWC
Tacoma rivals this weekend, losing 0-2 Sa1urday against Puget
Sound and defeating Pacific
Lutheran 2-1 Sunday.
The win ended a three-game
slump for the Pirates.
The Paates played competitively in both games despite the
absence of slarting forwalu :.t!nior Calvin Ball, who is out for Ihe
season due to an injury suffered
in a Linfield match the previous
weekend.
On Sunday, Whitworth aggressively pursued the Lutes in hopes
of snapping a three-game losing
streak. Both teams came oul
vying for possession, but junior
forward Kurt Kagawa broke the
game open when he scored off a
give-and-go from ju nior midfielder Brad Suhm in the 14th minute.
Despite strong posse:,sion in
the first half for the Pirates, the
Lutes :,cored only a minute into
the second half, thanks to a
quick-footed effort by Lute
Michael Rosenau who shot the
ball past a diving Jon Bosh to
even the score.
Whitworth dominated the second half offensively, outshooting
Pacific Lutheran 27-7, but again

failed to convert.
"We're creating opportunities,
but we just need to finish those
opportunities," l1ead Coach Scan
Bushey said.
The minutes dwindled down
as both teams aggressively vied
for an open shot. And with 18
seconds remaining, the Pirates
received their chance when senior forward Scott Kerwien was
awarded a free kick from 20
yards oul.
Kcrwicn stcpped back and
drove the ball above a line of
defenders and just beyond
Harman's reach to win the game
and send the anxious Pirate fans
into frenzy.
"It was a tough fight,"
Kerwien said. "We needed this
win."
On Saturday, Whltworth dominated offensively and out-shot
the undefeated Puget Sound
Lutes 12-9, but lost 0-2.
Throughout the game, the Pirates
failed to slip the balJ past Logger
keeper Ben Meckel who talJi~d
Robtrlllllggiiu/ U"hil,·.,fHi<rn
eight saves in the game.
Senior mldflelder Matt Knoll (right) desperately clutches PlU defender Gabe Andrews In the 2·0 loss last Saturday.
"They capitalized on the little
Raymond for a shot in the 39th unassisted after the ball reboundWhitworth, now 6-5 overall
things," Bushey said.
Both teams matched evenly, minute. Raymond converted to ed off Pirate keeper junior Jon and 2-3 in conference, will
but the Loggers forced the Pirates give the Loggers a one-goal lead. Bosh to advance the Loggers' rematch against the undefeated
Loggers Oct. 20. This weekend,
Akamine threatened again, this lead to 2-0.
to pay for every mistake.
The first !!rror came when time seven minutes into the secThough the Pirates took eight of Whitworth plays at George Fox
. Loggers, Anthony Fiior~tti anQ - ond half. puring a scuttle in front their I;? shols in the second half, Un_iversity Saturday ,and at
Pacific University Sunday.
Sean Akamine set up Chris of the Whitworth net, he scored they failed to convert for a goal.

Billy Condon drives through
life, like football, head-on
Thomas Gearhart
Sla//writer
A cool October mist filled the
afternoon air last Thursday as the
Whitworth football team practiced
in the Pine Bowl, despite the 'bye'
011 their schedule tillS week.
Among the group of young men
standing in the fall weather was
starting
runningback
Billy
Condon.
The senior makes sure he pays
close attention to his coaches'
instructions but also offers words
of encouragement and motivation
to his teammates.
This season Condon is averaging 102 yards per game and has
racked up 408 yards on 97
attempts in four games, He attributes much of his success to the
five men who stand in front of
him,
Senior Billy Condon
"The offensive line docs a great
job for me; I couldn't do anything without them,"
Condon said. "There are some great players on the
team and we all have a strong w9rk ethic."
The Pirates are 3-1 this season after a tough loss on
the road to Western Montana University. But Condon
sees the momentum favoring the Bucs.
"The team is as strong as it has ever been,"
Condon said. "When I first arrived at Whitworth, we
weren't really a dominating force in the league, but
in the last two or three seasons the team has really
pulled together under the guidance of our coaches to
become a force to be reckoned with."
The Pirates arc playing some of the best football
the school has seen in years, Condon said.
"The team just seems to be clicking right now,"
Condon said. "Our defense has really stepped it up to
force a lot of three-and-outs, and the offense has
never been beller. Also, (senior quarterback) Scolt
(Biglin) and the offensive-line are working hard."
Condon grew up in the Seattle suburbs as the middle boy in a family with three sisters. He attended
Blanchett Catholic High School where he was active

sports, playing football, ba:,ketball and ba:,ehall. Condon was
successful on the field in high
school, and began his football
career playing quarterback. But it
wasn't until hIS junior year that he
made the switch to runningback.
A year later, he led his team to a
6-3 record and won offensive
MVP of the league.
During his senior year, several
schools showed interest in the talent of the 5'8", 168-pound
Condon. Central Washington,
Eastern
Washington
and
Whitworth \~ere all knocking on
the door of the young redhead. But
eventually, Condon set his heart on
Whitworth.
"It wasn't until I came and visited Whitworth that I made the decision to attend here," Condon said.
jilrpholO
"I Simply fell in love with the camfinds an opening.
pus and the people,"
After makmg the choice to
attend Whitworth, Condon made the transition from
a more traditional offense in high school with two
backs, to the single-back, run-and-gun offense that
has propelled Whitworth to great success, including
domination of the NWC last year.
"Making the transition was pretty easy," Condon
said.
This season Condon has sees his role off the field
as more important than his role on the field. A thirdyear starting player, Condon tries to lead by example.
"As a veteran on the team, it's important for me to
lead by example rather than try and tell others what
to do," Condon said.
Like every other player, Condon tries to balance
his schoolwork along with football by staying one
step ahead in his classes.
"lI's hard to balance school and sports," he said.
"Especially when we arc on the road, my days arc
filled with classes and practice, SO my nights are usuIJ1

See CONDON..- page 11

Volleyball team
extends streak
to 12 matches
Neal Glutting
Siaff writer
The Pirate volleyball
team, ranked sixth nationally, earned two wins this
weekend in Oregon, defeating Lewis and Clark
College on Friday in three
games and ousting George
Fox in five games in a
come-from-behind victory
on Saturday.
The pair of wins extended
the Buc's winning streak to
12 matches and Improved
their record to 14-1 overall,
and 5-0 in conference play.
Lewis and Clark fel[ easily to the Pirates IJ1 a clean
sweep 30-19, 30-26 and 3025.
"Everybody got to play,"
Head Coach SIeve Rupe
said. "We worked on some
things."
Despite the seven-hour
bus ride, the Pirates performed strongly against the
Pioneers.
Overall, Whitworth tallied
45 kills and seven aces and
improved the Pirate's record
to 13-1.
Senior right side Jill
Vaughan hit .467 and earned
nine kills while senior outside hiller Julie Weatherred

hit ADO with eight kills.
Senior Karen Robnell fought
for 10 digs to lead the Pirates
defensively.
The victory provided a
convenient warm-up for
their next match, but
George Fox resisted an easy
sweep.
"They were a very good
team," Rupe said, "We had
to work for every point."
The Pnates won the first
game 30-25, but lost the following two games 19-30
and 27-30. But, Whitworth
regained momentum in the
last two games, battling
back from a 2-1 match
deficit for 30-15 and ]5-9
victories.
"Our backs were against
1he wall," ~aid Rupe. "But
everyone played extremely
well."
Vaughan led the team in
defense with 22 digs while
senior
middle
blocker
Lindsey Wagstaff earned 21
kills to head the Pirates
offensively.
"It's always good to get
two wins on the road," Rupe
said,
The Pirates will play Iwo
games here this weekend
against Linfield College
Friday
and
Pacific
University on Saturday.
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Chris CoJUns
Sports editor
Over the phone, Calvin Ball let out an
exhausted "Hello." He had reason to sound
tired.
A week earlier the senior forward had his
season cut short when a slide-tackling linfield
defender rammed his shin against Ball's shin
and propelled him through the air. In midair,
Ball's body flipped and rotated simultaneously, landing the 191-pound senior on his ~tom
ach.
Meanwhile, his foot had
come loose from his cleat
that remained entrenched In
the ground yards away.
His right fibula broke in
two places and his tibia suffered a compound fracture.
"It sounded like someone '------==~'-"-"'-'
snapped a board," freshman
8all
forward Hector Boirie said.
Three surgeries later, Ball finally returned
home last Friday.
"It's pretty bad," Ball said.
Ball says the whole incident was a blur, but
the moment of impacl is still fresh in his
mind.
"I remember flipping through the air and
feeling my leg dangling in the wind," he said.
Doctors say it may be six months before
Ball can walk normally again.
In the first surgey, doctors inserted a rod to
provide support to his shattered leg. Even
with a successful recovery, the Pirate starter
will have to live with the rod for at least two
years.
"It might affect my speed and my play,"
Ball said. "I might become left-footed after
this."
In the Linfield malch, the Pirates lagged
behind 3-0 at halftime. Twenty seconds into the
first half, both Ball and a Linfield defender
sprinted for an unclaimed ball.
"I went hard at the bali," Ball said. "I was
about to get to it." '
The defender collided with Ball, and
moments later Ball lay on the ground, moaning.
Freshman midfielder Todd Sabrowski saw
the whole thing.
"I knew right away that his leg was bro-

worry about than just the surgery. He wonken," Sabrowski said.
The players and crowd fell silent as players dered if the third would be like the second,
gathered around Ball. Bushey and the team and if he would again have difficulties shaktrainer hustled onto the field, soon followed ing off the effects of the morphine.
"The third surgery was the worse surgery,"
by a stretcher.
Boirie said Ball lay motionless on the Ball said. "I didn't feel pain - it was just that
ground and that a lump protruded through the fcar."
But, the doctors successfully completed the
back of Ball's leg and that his socks were
bloodied.
final surgery and transplanted a skin graft
"He just moaned and kept saying, 'Coach, from his thigh to his foot. Later, Ball woke up
it hurts,'" Boirie said. "I was surprised how without complications.
"Technically it was fine, hut mentally it
tough he was."
"It was a traumatic injury," Head Coach bothered me," Ball said.
Sean Bushey said.
Now back at home, Ball is resting.
After a 20-minute delay, Ball was removed
"I had three surgeries in one week," Ball
from the field and play resumed. Seconds later, said. "That's a lot."
senior defender Rawley Doggett placed the ball
As a transfer from Old Dominion University,
into the right corner of Linfield's net in the 46th Ball played his first year with the Pirates this
minute to give the Pirates their only goal of the fall- starting in eight of the games. The forgame. The remainder of the half was scoreless ward has scored twice this season, both of
for both teams.
which were vital game-winning goals.
At the final whistle, the Pirates walked off
"His presence will be missed," Bushey
the field with a loss, but Ball remained at the
said. "He is
Willamette
one of the best
Val ley
players in the
Medical
conference
Center underIt I remember flipping through the air and feeling
and
IllS
going his first
absence is a
my
leg
dangling
in the wind. "
surgery. The
big loss to the
next
day,
team."
doctors told
Bushey
Calvin Ball,
Ball
they
hopes to mainSf/llor
would have
tain strength
to perform a
and
unity
second suramong
the
gery due to
players in the
unexpected pressure and swelling in his foot. midst of losing one of his key forwards.
Ball said he was told he could possibly lose
"We have to respond as a team," Bushey
his fool if a pair of two-inch slits were not said. "We can't replace him."
opened on each foot to relieve the pressure.
Sabrowski said the difficulties are obvious,
After the second surgery ended, Ball but not impos!.ible.
remained asleep due to the heavy doses of
"It's hard when you think about it, but
morphine he had receiving prior 10 the sur- when we start playing we just find other ways
gery. The situation may have resulted in a to get around it," Sabrowski said.
coma had nurses been unable to wake Ball up.
With little ability move about, Ball has had
"The nurses were yelling and screaming at plenty of time to contemplate his future. He
me to wake up," Ball said. "I was so pumped says he hopes to tryout for Ihe Spokane
Shadows, a premiere development team, in
up with morphine."
the late spring. Meanwhile, he'll keep tabs on
Eventually, Ball came around.
But even with the back-to-back surgeries, his teammates and offer them his support.
"I know for a facllhat the other players give
Ball's trials continued. A third surgery was
needed that Wednesday - only three days 110 percent every day," he said. "I can't get
after his second. This time, Ball had more to out there, but I'm with them in spirit."
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ally spent doing homework and studying,"
This is Condon's senior year, and he is beginning to look down the
road ahead. As a business management major and a member of the
Laureate Society for two years in a row, Condon plans 10 move back
to Seattle, Wash., next summer.
To add to the complexity of his life, Condon is engaged and has a
wedding planned for June. Also, he hopes to start a career in hotel
management or the sales business afler graduating.
"I don't want to do anything where I sit behind a desk all day,"
Condon said. "I need to interact with other people, that's just who I am."
Although Condon has no plans, to continue playing football after
college, he said he hopes to coach football in the future.
"I would love to coach at myoid high school," Condon said. "The

,
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, Pirate Night raises
$30,000 for athletics

I need to interact with other people, that's just
who I am. II
Billy Condon,
senior

things I have learned from my coaches about both football and life arc
invaluable lessons that 1 would someday like to pass on to another
generation."
As the season continues, Condon is excited about defending the
league champIOnship litle earned last season. He looks lorward to the
time when he can spend time with his fiancee and concentrate on
graduation in the spring.

The 2003 Japan Exchange and Teaching Program
Teach English in junior and senior high schools. in Japan
Learn about Japanese culture and people
Gain international experience

• Have an excellent command of the English language
• Obtain abachelor's degree by June 30, 2003
• Be aU.S, citizen
• Be willing to relocate to Japan for one year

" 'Senior quarterback Scott
Biglin' (~iVed an honorable
mention from the NWC for

completing' 30 of 47 passes
for 302 yards and two tQuch'downs' in, the 31-28 loss to
'M~~~a-Western

Requirements
Have a great waY
to staY in shape
during the winter?
Keep us informed.
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Brutal injury ends season for forward
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Bues lose to UPS, oust PLU in overtime
Mike Throgmorton
Staff writer
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Junior forward Heather Sale (right) vies for an airborne ball.

The women's soccer team narrowly lost to Pugel Sound
University 1-0 Saturday but pulled
off a stunning 2-1 victory in overtime the following day against a
competitive PLU team, ranked seventh nationally.
On Sunday, the Pirates fought for a
comeback victory over Pacific
Lutheran in sudden-death overtime,
despite falling behind 1-0 in the 41st
,~
minute.
The Lutes' only goal came off a
sideline throw-in with 4.05 left to
play in the first half and put Pacifjc
Luthenm up by one going into the
second half at play.
"That's just the college game,"
Head Coach Scan Bushey said. "It's
really rough sometimes."
With the second half underway,
the Pirates drove toward the goal but
were foiled by a combination of
penalties, hard knocks and bad-luck.
At crucial points in the game, the
Pirates persisted with a dauntless
defensive effort.
"Our back line was really outstanding; I was really happy with the

way they played," Bushey said.
Lules goalkeeper Kim Bosley
racked up 12 saves to fend off the
Pirates, including key dives to stop
close shots following Whitworth corner-kicks.
But in the 82nd minute, Pirate
~ophomore defender Rachel Leavitt
sent a low cross to a hard-charging
senior defender Dalyce Young in the
middle. Young took a shDt from 25
yards alit, findmg the corner of the
net to tic the game.
The Pirates nearly finished off the
Lutes in the 87th minute off a cornerkick, but another save by Lutes keeper Kim Bosley sent the game to overlime.
"(Bosley) wa!. tough, but we finalIy got to her," Bushey said. "Both
Dalyce and Rachel have really come
up big for u!.."
In overtime, the Pirates spent nearIy the entirety of the 15-minute period in Lute, territory. Multiple shots
failed to find the back of the net until
3:57 remained and Leavitt scored a
golden goal from 18 yards out to earn
the win.
On Saturday, the Pirates faced a
tough defensive effort from the
Loggers, who entered the game with

a 6-1 record. Though Pu'get Sound
presented a challenge for the
Whitworth defense, the Pirates held
the Loggers to only five shots on
goal by halftime, while the Bucs
managed to strike six times.
In the second half, the intensity
began to mount. The Pirates continued to hold Puget Sound scoreless
until Logger Bridget Stolee's header
found the net off a looping cornerkick from Elizabeth Pitman 12 minutes into the second. The goal came
in the 58th minute and was the only
goal of the day.
. The Pirates had a chance to score
m the 84th minute when Pirate senior
forward Piper Moore released a
point-blank shot. But, Logger goalkeeper Erin Williams made the save
to secure the Puget Sound J -0 victory.
"We have played some really great
teams the past two games with UPS
and PLU," Bushey said. "But we've
really played well. II has been a team
effort."
The Pirates Will be on the road this
weekend to take on George Fox and
Pacific University on Saturday and
Sunday.
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Cold weather: no reason to slack off
Laura Adams
Staff writer
The ground isn't covered with snow yet, but winter will
soon settle on Spokane. The cold air has blown in, wmdows
arc closing and the rain is driving many students indoors.
But, how can you keep in shape during this cold weather? When the sun is shining, you may have played Frisbee
or jogged around the track. But what is there to do
indoors?
Frcshman Keisha Clock has the solution: "For those of
us on campus, we live within walking distance of a completely free gym."
Clock has made it a habit to frequent the gym at least
twice a week.
Open since December of 2000, The Scot ford Fitness

Standings
NWC/Overall
FOOTBALL
1-0 3-0
Linfield Wildcats
Lewis & Clark Pioneers 1-0 2-1
0-0 3-1
Whitworth Pirates
0-0 3-2
Willamette Bearcats
0-1 1-2
Pacific Lutheran l.utes
0-1 0-3
Puget Sound Loggers

MEN'S SOCCER
Puget Sound Loggers
Linfield Wildcats
Willamette Bearcats
Pacific Boxers
Whitworth Pirates
George Fox Bruins
Pacific Lutheran Lutes
Whitman Missionaries

NWC/Overall
5-0
8-2
4-0-1 8-0-1
3-1-1 4-5-1
2-2-1 7-3-1
2-3
6-5
1-3-1 2-6-1
1-4
4-6
0-5
3-6

NWC/Overall
WOMEN'S SOCCER
Willamette Bearcats
5-0 9-1
Puget Sound Loggers
5-0 8-1
Linfield Wildcats
3-2 7-4
Pacific Lutheran Lutes
3-2 6-4
Whitworth Pirates
2-3 3-6
Whitman Missionaries
1-4 5-4
Pacific Boxers
1-4 2-7-2
George Fox Bruins
0-5 0-7

Center is a 4000-square-foot facility located adjacent to
the Whitworth Fieldhouse. It hosts various exercise
machines and weight equipment. Also, dumbbells and
workout videos arc available for checkout. A current sludent ID card is required for admittance.
What other options arc available? Over 85 percent of
all American!. believe that regular exercise b essential to
good health. But, only 40 percent of Americans actually
have an active exercise program.
Activity doesn't have to be organized. Cleaning or
walking from class to class can definitely add up. But,
building a regular fitnes!. program into your routine can
also be helpful.
An effective aerobic fitness program is anything that
consists of at least 20 minutes of continuous motion at
least three times a week. The Scot ford Fitnes!. Center has
treadmills, bikes, rowing machines and aerobic videos to

NWC/Overall
VOLLEYBALL
Whitworth Pirates
6-0 14-1
Puget Sound Loggers
5-1 14-4
George Fox Bruins
4-2 12-3
Linfield Wildcats
4-2 9-2
Pacific Lutheran Lutes
3-3 7-5
Willamette Bearcats
3-3 6-8
Whitman Missionaries
1-5 6-8
Pacific Boxers
1-5 1-11
Lewis & Clark Pioneers 0-6 3-11

assist with this part of the process.
Swimmmg also counts as an aerobIC activity. In 1984,
Whitworth constructed the Aquatic Center, now located
next to the Fitness Center. While the pool is used by Pirate
!.wimming teams and various one-credit classes, there arc
al!.o times allotted for open swim.
Finally, a good way to stay in shape is by strength training. Strength training helps build muscle, strengthen bones
and increases your metabolism, which will help burn fat
faster. Stretching to increase flexibility is also an important
step, as well as elevating your heart rate to its target zone
of 60 to 80 percent of your maximum heart rate.
As a college student, you are offered facilities not
always available to non-students. You have access to a
free gym and pool, all within wi.tlkmg distance from your
dorm. Take advantage of the opportumties that Whitworth
offers.

WRAP YOURSELF IN THE WARMTH OF WHITWORTH!
.:. Whitworth College afghan on sale now by the Whitworth College
Auxiliary!
.:. Designed by Pauline Haas, retired Whitworth art professor. All
these images are a heritage to cherish - AN EDUCATION OF
MIND AND HEART.
.:. Order yours today (509) 624-5220; Cost $50. Net proceeds.
help the Auxiliary continue their commitment to Whitworth.
.:. Enjoy. appreciate. reflect - treasure the Whitworth spirit.

SIGMA TAU DELTA
WHITWORTH CHAPTER
ALPHA EpSILON OMICRON
THE ENGLISH DEPARTMENT IS PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE THE
FOLLOWING NEW MEMBERS OF THE WHITWORTH CHAPTER OF
SIGMA TAU DELTA, THE INTERNATIONAL ENGLISH HONOR
SOCIETY, AS OF SPRING, 2002.

NICOLE CRADDOCK
KARl HAUGEN
KYLE JENSEN
LESLIE NELSON

KELSEY RICE
MATTHEW SCHLAICH
VERONICA TROXELL

•

•

JUSTICE FOR THE PAST

InIOnS-

Does the United States owe money
to African-Americans for past
wrongs?
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War is only option for
Matt Cole
Layout editor
he lime to debate actIon
and non-actinn in Iraq has
expired.
Based on numerous American
and British intelligence reports, it
is evident that Saddam Hussein's
regime is a grave threat to
national and global security.
The international community
is now left with two options:
deterrence or armed conflict.
The evidence is unambiguousdeterrence has failed. Whether
the United States acts jointly
with allied nations, or umlateralIy, action must be our response.
War should be the last result
after all attempts of diplomatic and
peaeeful efforts have been
exhausted. In the decade following

T

the Persian Gulf War, we have
(WMD) states that as late as 2001
seen such an exhaustion. Every
Iraq still owns chemical warfare
effort has been made on behalf of
agents and has begun attempts to
the United Nations 10 provide
recon~truct chemical and biologiopportunity for Saddam to comply
cal weapons facilities. This would
wilh peaceful efforts. Defiantly,
give Iraq the potential to launch
Saddam remains hostile.
WMDs within weeks upon completion of its
Numerous
reports by both
program. The
the American
reconstruction
of such proand British govgrams IS a
ernments assert
It A threat remains a
that Saddam
direct violation
threat with or without
of at least 16
does possess
U.N. resolumaterials to
large coalition. "
manufacture
tions.
Other reports
chemIcal and
from American
biologIcal
i ntell igence
weapons and
suggests
has, on prior
numerous human rights violaoccaSIons, u~d them on his own
people. In 1988 Iraqi warplanes
tions. Torture, rape. murder and
detainment are common punishbombed Kurds in Northern Iraq
with chemical weapons, kIlling
ments for voicing oppositIOn to
thousands. More recent reports
Saddam and his family. Iraq also
ha!> strong tics to terronsl organiindicate Iraq still possesses chemizations. In fact, it is one of seven
cal and biological weapons and
countries designated by the
has undergone numerous attempts
Secretary of State as being a s(ate
to develop nuclear weaponry, as
sponsor of terrorist aclivitie~.
well.
Saddam often hands out monetary
A British do!>!>ier on Iraq's
awards (0 the families of
weapons of mass destructIon

a

u.s.

Palestinian suicide bombers. The
Iraqi regime also has strong tics
to terrorist organizations, including the al-Qaeda network. Iraq
also hosts a highly secret terrorist
training facility known as Salman
Pak. Considering such evidence,
deterrence has failed.
Criticism thai the Bush
Administration is acting too unilaterally docs not dismiss the fact
that a threat is still present. To be
sure, multilateral efforts are
desired above all. It is widely
agreed that unilateral ism is not by
itselfa sound doctrine - it is not
even desired by the Bush
AdministratIon. Coalition building
is an Important part of international diplomacy; however, it cannot
be the deciding factor. A threat
remains a threat with or without a
large coalition. As the global
leader, the United States must take
the stand to dispose of the threat
that is present to all, and not be
deterred by the fear of some.
If the United States does go to
war with Iraq, there arc several
dynamics that must be develSee
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u.s. should· use caution with Iraq
Matt Kaemingk
Guest writer

I

f the United States commits

to an invasion of Iraq without
fIrst collecting military and
financial support from an international coailtlon, It will be a
mistake of substantial proportions. Such a hasty move would
undoubtedly haunt this nation's
economy and Middle Eaiilern
relations for decades to come.
Before American citizens
drown out any coherent thought
with another spirited chorus of
"America the Beautiful," we
must commit to a ralional and
judicious debate concerning the
looming cOllscquences of
allempling to defeat and rebuild
Iraq without foreign aid.
First, consider the mere cost of
such a massive venture. Though
exact numbers are impossible to
predict, we can look at the previous price of Desert Storm for a

clue. The bill for pushing Iraq out hills and "fight fair?" Most certainly not. This war will be
of Kuwait came to a grand total
fought on the street!>, in hallof $70 billion. This bill was split
ways, alley~, desert bunkers,
by a number of nations, bul if the
amidst hospitals, mo~ques,
United State!> goes it alone thIS
schools and crowds of the inn0time around, the economic burcent. As we painfully learned in
den will be ours alone. With the
Somalia, our mJlitary is not at its
nation's growing deficit and
be!>t among city streets and
economy In its current recessive
angry mobs. When pushed 10 the
condition, can the United States
edge, Saddam WIll be inclined to
rcally afford such a venture on its
use every piece of his arsenal
own?
against U.S.
The second
aspect which
soldiers including biological
must be considered is the
and
chemical
of Iraq weapons.
Do
neighborhood
will reqUire a massive
we really want
in which this
campaign wi II
human
effort to fight in
those streets
be held. Iraq is
011 the part oj the United
surrounded by
alone?
States. "
Fourth,
Arab nations
whose reaction
assuming the
United States
to such a fullscale invasion
successfully
of American
deposes
forces and western culture
Saddam Hussein and his
would be poor at best. In (he
400,000 troops, pays for the full
past we have made more enecampaign, anger~ surrounding
mies then friends in the region
nations, while losing thousands
of soldiers to (he horrors of
- in other words, if they do not
chemical weapons, It is only
already completely hate the
United States, a unilateral conthen that the true work will
quest is sure to seal the deal.
begin. Many nations have the
capability of bombing the
Third, what willlhis war look
like? Can Iraqi forces be expectimpoverished nalion of Iraq.
ed to walk out on to the desert
Attacking Saddam is not the

, ((The rebuilding

and fi11ancial

challenge - it is what follows
the barrage of bullets Ihal will
provide the greatest obstacle.
The United Slates willihen be
faced with the enormous cost of
rebuilding an impoverished
nation of 20 million people who
have been fed hate propaganda
for years and arc hoth racially
and religiously divided.
The rebuilding of Ir,lq witl
require a massive humilJl and
financial effort on the part of the
United Slates that will last for
decades. According to officials,
a post-Saddam Iraq will require
a security force within the country of over 75,000 soldiers to
keep peace anu order. This
means thai after Iraq is defeated,
the United States will promptly
be serving lip 75,000 conveniently located lerrorist targets
all throughout Iraq during the
next decade of rebuildi ng.
If Pre!>ident Bush were able to
convince the world of Saddam 's
danger and form a ~olid alliance
against him, the war would
become legitimate in the world's
eyes and greatly lessen the surely horrific cost of American
lives and money. l3efore we
pound the well-beaten war
drums of our past, let the question stand one more time, do we
really want to do this alone?

I,.'
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White House rises above criticism

Ryan Moede
OpinlOlls editor

'
fu

the Bush Administration works to
rally support from the United
alions and the international community, Democrats arc doing their best to
shift the nation's attention from war. Of
their two ploys, the one receiving the most
attention is the claim that Bush and the
Republican Party are politIcizing the war
with Iraq.
Senate Majority Leader Tom Daschle
took to the Senate floor awhile back and in
vintage liberal fashion, harshly criticized
Duhya and openly challenged hIm to "End
this politicization. It is not too late to forget the pollsters, forget the campaign
fundraisers, forget making accusations
about how interested in national security
Democrats arc; and let's get this job done
right."
Interestingly enough, Daschle may want
to examine his own party's unabashed
political ploys first. Following the aUacks
of 9/11, the Bush Administration began
constructing its plans for protecting the
national security of this country. That
included a regime change in Iraq. But,
Democrats were frustrated with how Bush
kept Congress out of the loop -they cried
foul play at Bush's using the attacks as rea~on for swift action. The administration

responded by laying the war on the table
On the use of force against Iraq, Gore
not just with Congress, but also with the complains, "even as the Republican
United Nations in hopes of gaining multi- National Committee runs pre-packaged
lateral support from other countries.
advertising based on the same theme."
The Democrats' response? Cry foul One has to wonder what Gore is referring
again. Bush immediately consulled to, as Bush has never "taunted" Democrats
Congre~s after being requested to do so,
over what could happen if they opposed
hut the timing still isn't right, according to him, nor is the Republican National
Democrats. You sec, with elections just a Committee running ads similar to the ones
few weeks away, Democrats are now Gore di~parages.
accusing the Bush Administration of using
Nol to be outdone by his future 2004
the war as a platform to gain scats in the campaign opponent, Senator Daschle
I-I 0 use.
raced
to
So, rather
the Senate
than actufloor the
II It is perfectly acceptable for Bush to present a
ally
disfollowing
cuss
an
morning
discussion of the war in the middle of the cam~
attack on
and conpaign races. Sending our country to war is
Iraq,
Ihe
demned
Democrats
gravest decision a preSident can make... "
Bush and
arc content
Vic e
to
play
President
partisan
D i c k
ball
and
,
Cheney for
charge Bush with politicizing the war for supposedly "politicizing" the war by
Republican gain.
impugning the patriotism of Democrats
The problem, however, is not that Bush who question the war. The left has
is "politicizing" the debate about the war. become so consumed WIth accusations of
The problem is that there is no actual the president politicizing the war, that they
debate. And not because the Republicans are allowing politics to seep in amongst
have suppressed it, but because they are themselves, crawling over one another at
too fearful to join the discussion. Daschle any table scrap of political gain and shiftand company have gone as far as suggest- Ing the debate to an issue they're more
ing that discussion of the war be delayed comfortable with.
until after the elections.
Not content to find political gain in the
But, politics have played a greater role U.S., Rep. Jim McDermott, D-Wash.,
III the Democratic Party than the supposed
Rep. Mike Thompson, D-Calif., and Rep.
politicization of those coming from the David E. Bonoir, D-Mich., were in
White House.
Baghdad last week to attempt to persuade
Al Gore said in a recent speech, "The the Iraqi regime to accept unfettered
president is publicly taunting Democrats weapons inspections and hopefully avert a
with the political consequences of a 'no' war. However, rather than gain ground
vote."
toward peace, they took the opportunity to

blast the White House. McDermott told
ABC's This Week, "I think the president
would mislead the American people about
the president's campaign for support for a
military campaign against Iraq," and that
the president was "trying to provoke a

war."
In response to the uncharacteristic move
by the senators, House Majority Leader
Dick Armey, R-Texas, said McDermott
was, "totally out of touch with the most
fundamental tenet of congressional
responsibilities."
.
There is nothing unpatriotic or even
wrong about questioning the war with
Saddam. No administration should have
unfettered control in time of war. But, the
Democrats' are politicizing the war,
because they know that the war will favor
the Republicans in the elections, and their
only hope is to trash the President as best
they can. Their tantrum is embarrassing,
and rather than help Bush to operate judiciously, they are stopping at nothing to
hurt the Republican efforts.
For Bush to present a discussion of the
war in the middle of campaign races is
perfectly acceptable. Sending our country to war is the gravest decision a president can make, and Bush needs unified
support. Rather than engage in a constructive debate, Daschle, Gore and the
rest are either undercutting the administration or trymg to change the nation's
focus to the economy and domestic
issues.
The White House's prudent actions
aren't politicizing the war; it's the democrats' inability to intelligently engage the
administration in debating the war coming
war with Sa~dam.
The Democrats have only themselves to
blame for losing face with the voters.

•

PETA pushes beer on mlnors
Emily Brandler
StaJfwt'lter
nstead of drinking a glass of milk at
Sodexho everyday, Whitworth students
need to drink beer. That's right, alcohol
provides more nutritional benefits than the
wholesome milk your mom always told you
to drink. At least, that's what certain environmental activists want you to believe
Concerned about animal abuse and human
health risks, The People for the Ethical
Treatment of Animals (PETA) recently relaunched a controversial ad campaign against
milk consumpt ion on college campuses
nationwide.
The ad, which currently runs in the journals
of almost all of the nation's top- IO party
schoo If., features a silholleue of a beer bottle
with the caption, "Got ... Beer? Better than
Milk. Find Out Morc. MilkSucks.com."
PETA pulled the same ad two years ago
after rcceiving criticism from groups such as
the dairy farmers and Mothers Against Drunk
Driving, to name a few.
However, after a recent Harvard study questioned milk's health henefits and promoted
moderate alcohol consumption instead, PETA
decided to pour the debate back onto school
campuses once again.-

I

Along with revivmg the ads, the organiza- ning one cup of milk against one cup of beer,
tion will provide "Got Beer?" bottle opener~ showing the beer to win in all categories.
and beer cozies, distributed by its College
Yet, I wonder how many people, let alone
Action Campaign.
coJlege students, actually dnnk beer by the
Before we all dump out our milk glasses cupful. I have yet 10 see a hangover result
and rush to the nearest liquor store, let's look from excessive milk consumption.
at the glaring problems with PETA's great
So, when PETA encourages college students.
collegiate commis~ion.
to drink beer over milk and uses the Harvard
At least half of the undergraduates on any study as justification, it either very naively
given campus arc under the age of 21. assumes most students will drink moderately or
Therefore, if most of the
knows the truth and figures
students
that
PETA
saving Some cows is worth
encourages to drink beer
the risk.
were to do so, they would
PETA may have good
u ... if most of the students
be breaking the law.
intentions. It is true that
that PETA encourages to female cows are forced, via
I know underage drinking already exists in both
drink beer were to do so, induced pregnancy, genetic
private colleges and secuthey would be brealdng the manipulation and hormones
lar universities alike and so
to produce more milk than
law. "
does PETA. They aren't
they naturally would. Male
responsible for it, but they
calves spend their short lives
arc spending millions of
in lil).y veal crates. And some
dollars on a campaign that
studies show that dairy farms
can only serve to escalate the problem.
arc a source of land degradation and water polFurthermore, I highly doubt that the major- lution.
ity of college students in this country drink , Nonetheless, I'm sure PETA, which is
alcohol in the quantities suggested by the known for its media savvy, could think of other
Harvard study. According to Eat, Drink, and ways to get its message across than by promotBe Healthy: The Harvard Medical School's ing beer in an environment where underage and
Guide to Healthy Eating (2001), alcohol may excessive drinking is often already prevalent.
protect against heart disease, diabetes and
We here at Whitworth will probably never
gallstones when consumed moderately.
see the day when Sodexho offers three kinds
The book also includes a chapter that ques- of beer rather than milk, nor will The
tions the "milk doe5 a body good" myth. It Whitworthian run the "Got Beer?" ad.
says the United States tops the milk consump- However, if you arc concerned about the ramtion chart but also several bone fracture charts. ifications of milk consumption, try soy prodArmed with this information, PETA restart- ucts instead of alcohol. They're legal for all
ed its campaign. The Web site for "Got ages and no one has yet to suffer a milkBeer?" also contains a nutritional chart pin- induced hangover.

Letters to the Ed~Jor 'POliqy:'
The Vvhitworthian welcomes your responses to articles appearing in the newspaper or '
views on, issues'of inte~est.to the college 'community. Letter& should be typed and must'
bear the writer'S name, major or position in the college (l.e. professorj"custodian, etc,)
and phone number (for verification pU'rposes only). ,l Anonymous kttcrs cannot be ptib~ .
lished, Plea~e keep length to a maximum of 300 words:, We reserve the right to edit all
l~tters for content and space. Send lett,ers to: Lett~rs to the Editor, Box 4302, Camp~s
Mail or e~mail editor@whitworth.edu. Letters must be received 'by 5 p.m. Frida)l for
'
,
publication in ~he follo\ving week's'issue.

WAR:
Continued from page 13

oped. The first is a well
planned invasion. Allied
forces must go in with overwhelming force and a clear
objective in order to minimize
risks. There must also be a
clear vision for the future of
Iraq. Without action, Iraq will
remain unstable and isolated
from modern progress. An
Iraq after Saddam must be an
Iraq of democratic opportunity, allowing its citizens 10
enjoy freedom from captivity.
It should be an Iraq that
demonstrates government
with integrity and respect for
the Islamic tradition, setting
the trend for learning and
peace in the region.
Postponing the invasion of
Iraq only buys Saddam time,
leaving the day of reckoning
to his choosing. Former CIA
analyst of the Iraqi military,
Kenneth Pollack writes in The
New York Times, "The question is not one of war or no
war, but rather war now or
war later." War is still the sum
of already failed attempts at
compliance. It is widely
believed the four-year period
since Iraq has allowed U.N.
inspectors in is too large a gap
of time to accurately assess its
weapons capabilities. If we
seek peace, if we desire stability, then war with Iraq must
be a priority.
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African-American Reparations
Compensation fails to
Government should
solve problems of racism be held responsible
The issue at hand is whether or not
African Americans should be paid economic reparations (money to compensate) for the hardships they have endured
as a people in this country. Logically,
blacks deserve something for the persecution and pain they have endured, but that
hardship has also made blacks in America
who they are, as a cultural group.
Practically, however, economic repaAndy Garretson
ration for slavery is not possible.
Staff writer
How would the money be dispersed?
Who would get money and who would
n 1908, the founder of the National
not? The complexity of how the money
Association for the Advancement of
would have to be dIspersed IS dizzyinr to
Colored People, W.E.B. DuBois, had a
even think about - the population of
theory called the talented 10th. In this theblacks in America makes this an incrediory, DuBois talked of taklllg the cream of
ble undertaking.
the crop of the black community (the top
Obviously, economic reparations arc
10 percent) and educating them to further
not a new idea. All survivors of the
the cause of the black community as a
Japanese internment camps were paid
whole. He believed this top 10 percent,
$20,000 to compensate for the governonce educated, would serve to pull the
ment's mistake in ghetloizing West Coast
rest of the African American community
Japanese Americans
up and out of oppresdunng WWII. In fact,
sion and racial injusall minority groups in
tices.
America have received
To follow his idea,
economic reparations
the African Ameflcan
URacism is not a problem except blacks.
community of this
Arvis Averett, a
to solve or a wound to put
. country has contmually
black man in Chi;;ago,
a Band~Aid on. }}
sought economic repawould dIsagree with
rations for slavery.
this
article.
On
The
government
of
Professor
should not pay any
Psychology
Jim
more than 40 acres and
WaUer's the Prejudice
a mule as economic reparation to African Across America tour in January 2001,
American Civil War veteran's descen- Arvis said money would make him
dants. That is all that was promIsed as a happy. I hilve trouble with -the- idea that
reward for serving with the North during blacks will be content with a reparations
the Civil War, and land is one of the few bIll being passed. I also fear that reparathings that does not inflate (like dollaIS hons could cause billerness between the
do). It appreciates, obviously, but 40 acres white and black communities.
of land does not become more than 40
White~ could see economic reparations
acres.
as a cure-all and once paid, the problem of
Race is an economic construction; so racism would be solved. As stated previtrying to buy off and pay money to African ously, racism is not a problem to be
American!> is insulting, belittling and solved, it IS a problem to be addressed and
downright foolish. It ignores the hardships dealt with delicately. Band-Aids or ecoblacks have endured throughout American nomic ,ud will not work.
history and seems to resolve an issue that
Not only would economic reparations
has no easy solution.
further drive a wedge bt;tween blacks,
RaCIsm is not a problem to solve or a other minorities and whites - a "ucjal
wound to put a Band-Aid on. Many that construct within itself - it would further
dedicate their lives to addre~sing the separate and divide the black commulllty.
issues and conflicts of race in America.
Therefore, not only would economic
To think that one bill through Congr~ss reparations further drive a wedge between
could solve what could possibly be blacks, other. minorities, and whites - a
described as the single worst problem in social construct within itself - it would
America is ludicrous.
further separate and divide the black comSometimes it seems as though all munity as well. If a bill is passed to award
racial groups are attempting to be in the economic' reparations to the African
in-group and stil! seek to exclude blacks American community of this nation, the
and colored people in general throughout NAACP that W.E.B. DuBois worked so
this country. Asians don't have it any hard to form will have to do a great deal
easier being expected to fit into the of work in the black community to
model minority category either but that's explain why some would receive funds
and some would not.
a different issue.
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for sins of the past
fields, there was little option 10 receive
the type of education necessary for a
higher earning career, since education
requires time and money. This pattem
continued throughout the generations,
giving current African Americans a significant economic disadvantage.
However, many are fighting to make
some amends for this systematic economAmy Robinson
ic oppression.
In 1989, Rep. John
Staff writer
Conyers, D-Mich., sponsored a bill that
called for a commission to study the possibility
of reparations to African
ockefeller.
Walton.
CarnegIe.
These icons of business, their fami- Americans for the effects of slavery. This
lies stocked with millionaires, testi- bill has been reintroduced each year since,
fy to the indisputable truth that wealth is continually garnering stronger support
each session. This would follow the
hereditary.
Generation after generation continue to precedent set by the U.S. government
follow the path of extravag,lIlce, as the when they paid reparations to the victims
of Japanese internfruit of one person's ecoment camps during
nomic success flowers and
WWII, as well as the
grows fruit for many others.
governUThese people have been German
However, this hereditary
ment's compensation
quality of economic status
paid for the suffering they to Holocaust suris often ignored when the
experienced
at the hands of vivors. Both groups
lower levels dre discussed;
abo suffered ecoan intermittently
the impoverished arc told to
.
}}
nomically because of
pull themselves up by their
repreSSIve government.
governmental racism.
bootstraps and take initiaThese people have
tive, when the resources arc
been paid for the sufnot available for the type of
fering they experieducatIOn and investment
enced at the hands of an intermittently
necessary to escape systematic poverty.
T-his continual economic lnarginiliza- repressive government. This same benefit
tion is especially predominant among the should be given to those who are still sufAfrican American population. Because ot fenng from the repercllssions of governthis margiJlalization, the government is mentally endorsed forced bondage.
Many say it is not our debt to pay. We do
responsible to the people for righting this
wrong through monetary compensation. not hold a man responsible for the debts of
Historically, because of institutional his ancestors, and so current U.S. citizens
racism, there have been fewer opportuni- arc not responsible to pay up for the labor
ties for economic independence and suc- that was stolen by their forefathers.
cess. If you go back just a few genera- However, the government is an entity withtions, the majority of African Americans in itself, with its own rights, regulations
had no ownership in what they produced, and responsibilities. The U.s. government
because they were victimized by a system endorsed slavery for its own economic benthat negated their right to the product of efit, and it i;; the government, not individual
their own forces. This system of slavery, citizens, that owe current African
which attacked the African American's Americans that which was taken from thei r
very personhood, was endorsed and sup- ancestors. We each have a choice whether
ported by the same government we sup- or not to agree with, or to participate in the
port and serve today. These oppressors government we have here in the U.S.
did finally repent and turn away from the However, when we choose to be a U.S. citblatancy of their sin, but they did nothing izen, a participant in its government, we
agree to take responsibility as a corporate
to address its effects.
During and after the reconstruction, body for the debt~ of the government.
And so we, as the United Slates, need to
although the former slaves were officially
free and self ruling, the economic system make reparation for the wrong doings of
gave them no choice but to work for their our government. Whether this is through
former owners, sometimes with less to direci payment to its victims, or programshow for it than before their freedom. matic advancements like scholarships,
Since all they knew and understood was business investment and affirmative
underpaid servant labor in houses and action, we need to pay this debt.
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_Thoughtful Stew

Phone system tries to
provide 'unity'
Kathy Nelson
Director of
Telecommunication Services

Hello. Unity messaging system. From a touchtone telephone '"
Sound familiar? It's the warm
response heard when dialing
directly to an unanswered dorm
room telephone. Beginning this
fall each on-campus student has
been assigned a personal telephone number that rings to his or
her dorm room and when unanswered transfers to a personal
voicemail box. The question
from many returning students
seems to be: "Why?"
Faculty and staff have been
using the Unity voicemail system
for some lime and the capacity to
access voicemail messages from
e-mail is a feature users really
appreciate. Because we like it so
much, we assumed students
would, too. So, instead of one

.
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voicemail for each dorm room, the phone is busy.
we decided on mdividual mailActually, it is likely that
boxes allowing for the e-mail answering machines may not
option.
continue to work. The timing
The original plan was to have before voicemail picks up is a
students reached at the familiar system setting and is currently
777-room numbers with a voice- set to about 30 seconds. Several
mail on those numbers prompting staff members have requested
the caller to select the mailbox that this time be shortened and
for the specific resident.
sometime this week it will be
This solution required a voice- shortened to 25 seconds. The
mail box for each room as well as five-second difference may preone for each student. The price vent some answering machines
of additional licenses for each from picking up before the call
room was prohibitive, so plan B transfers to voicemail.
(decided upon late in the sumThe system is here to stay.
mer) was to provide an individual What are the issues? It definitely
telephone number for each stu- would have been helpful if 1>tudent and forward the number to dents had been informed of the
the student's room with unan- changes and of their personal
swered caJis transferring to the number before arriving on camvoicemail box of the dialed num- pus. The late plan B work-aber. An advantage of this option round dJd not allow time for
is that students' numbers will inclusion of numbers in housing
remain the same as long as they letters. Also, I am aware that
live on campus.
retrieving messages via telephone
It has been a bit disappointing is clumsy.
to hear, "I really hate the new
Do you not like retrieving mesvoicemail system and I want to sages from e-mail? Let me know.
use my answering machine," but We want it to work. E-mail me at
for each of these I've heard an "It's knelson@whitworth.edu.
really cool 10 be able to access
Change can be a challenge. By
your voicemail from e-mail."
next fall the new system will be
Apparently many students standard procedure. That will be
like their answering machines nice.
and don't mind taking messages.
If an answering machine is being "Thoughtful Stew" if a rtjlection of
used, it will pick up all calls fOCNI!J and s/(iff voices from (/(fOSS the
except those that come in while
IWhltworth College campus.
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Taming the Bearcats

Morning after pill

Bues conquer Willamette 44-31;
junior Jonathon Hook runs to victory.

Why it's not at the Health Center;
where students can get it.

..... Sports. page 10

..... Scene, page 5
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President Bush

Threat of war looms
Sarah L. lamb
Sta)) IIT/ter
Pre~ldcnl BlJ~j, adJn:~sed Ihe nalloJl
1<1:-.1 MOJlLj,IY, ~cd.. ing Ihe Amcrlcan pub!lL'~ approv,tI of ,I p[]~~lble dllack nn Iraq.
Whilworth ha~ rc<;ponded by holdmg Jiscu~~ion~ 10 cxplur\.: what WM mcaJlS and
whcJl or If Ihl" Umled Slate~ ~hould go 10
war ag.lill~t Iraq.
Onc of lraq'~ l.oJlce~sion~ for ending
Ihe Per~ian Gulf War wa~ prOJl1l~lIlg 10
"'dc~lroy II~ wcapons of ma~~ deslructlon,
to cea~e .tIl developmenl of ~uch
wc<,pons, and stop all ~upporl for lerrorist
group~," Bush said i'l his addres~.
A~ a pari of cnding the Per~Jan Gulf
\V,lr, Iraq pronw.cd 10 deslroy ih we.lpoll~
of IlldS~ dcslrllclioll~, 10 slop producmg
Ihese weapon!> and 10 nol support terrori::'1

"

I bclicl'C it is important/or
Amefica to {/Ji'ak with Olli'
voice at this critical
mOlJJefJt.

Senate Majority Leader Tom
Daschte (D·SO)

If we wallt the UN

shoJP resolve ill disarming
S(ldda!IJ Hussein) the
. Unil/Jd States IIl11st do .W
as 11)el1.

group~.

"The Ir.!q regime could be an indm;ct
Ihreat 10 the UllIled State<; Ji It were to
pa~<; on weapons of ma~~ de!>truciioll 10
another group," said Profc<;!>or of PolilICS,
Hi!>tory and Internallonal Studlc~ Michael
LeRoy, who wa~ interviewed right after
Ihe ple~ldcn"<; ~pcedl Oil KXLY and on
new~ radiO ~1,llioll <)21) AM.
In hl~ addre~!> I<I~I Monday lllght, Bu::.h
I.llked ,Ihoul hnw tht.: world ha~ tned to !>top
the Icrrorl~Jll ,lIld production of wcapom. of
Jll.t~~ de~truction for II ycar~ in Iraq.
"'I he end re~llit I~ Ihal S,lddalll J-Ju:-.!>ein
~tIlI ha~ chemical ,Illd biological \VC.lPO!l!>
,lJltl I~ i!lLfea~ing hi~ capahilllic!> 10 makc
more," I eRn)' ~<lJd
Sophomore RY,ln Kiely ~,lid Bll~h'~
,Iddre~~ did not m.tke him ICd bctter
about po~~ihly attacking Iraq.
,,[ low do we know that wh,11 he i~ ~ay
ing i!> .tn aCLllrale piclure 01 Wh,ll Iraq is
prcpared to do')" Kiely ~aid.
IlLJ~h rc~p()lldcd to Ameflcan fear~ of
all.lcklJlg Iraq by saYlllg thai giVlllg Ihe
reglillc more tlllle could hc a Illi~take.
"II wc know S.lddam I-IHs~ein ha~ dangcr!1ll~ wl'ap()n~ today and we do doc~ It Jlldke any !>cnse for the world to
wal, 10 confront him a~ he grow~ t.:ven
~trollgcr ,llld dt.:vdops evt.:ll more dangerou~ weapon~'!" 13l1sh said 1Il hi~ addre~!>.
Thc Sept. II tenonst attaek~ h.lVe
lllfluellced KI\;ly\ OpiJllOll of a pos~lhle

See WAR", page 2
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Senator Marla Cantwell (O-WA}

We have to ask: (Will
mlflaterai action Imdcrmille tbe sltppor' 11'(1 need
from other cOlm/ties in thfJ

war on lerrolisllI?'
Senator Patty Murray
(D-WA}

lVtI1' should never be a

se!f:!il!fil/bl!. prophery; it
sholild tllm!ys be a deliberole act I!J people actillg
!(Itiondl!J~ hopifu/fy.
Secretary of State
Colin Powell

Gur oijeclille is 10 d~fi'(JI
those who !lSe trm'onslJI and
those )lVO house or Sf(/>P0l1
terl'oJ1sts. The mmpaigll
11'il/ be brotlrl, slIs/aine'"
find we wi/I lise every clefIlmt q( Amuican pOJl'er.
Secretary of Defense Donald
Rwnsfeld

Sophomore Bnltney Pederson and freshman Katie r,htchett listen as Professor of Rellglon and Philosophy
Jim Edwards discusses God's Witt III times of war dUring tast Thursday's panel diSCUSSion.

------- "

Weyerhaeuser construction contingent on pledges
Jordan Karnes
Sttlj] wlltel

Residents
experience
noise and
inconvenience

inside:

'I he prmpect of Weyerh,leu<;er Ilali lllay ht: a
welcomc addilioll to Ihe Wlulworth call1pll~, bUI
the current cOllstmclioll ha~ bccome a d01l1e<;lic
prohlem for !>Ollle rC<;ldellt<; In Schumacher II.tll.
"The cOIl<;lruction crcate~ quile a hit of noise,
making il hard 10 <;Iudy ,1Ild w,lkrng us up carly," ~aid
JllJlinr Angela Yee, a re~ident a~\iSlaJlt in
Schu1lldcher. "SOllletlllle~ YOIl can feel the buildlllg
ratlhng Onc day it felt like a train wa~ comlIlg
Ihrough,"

~ News Burnout
season arrives,
page 2

~Scene

Thl' re~ldt:nt~ of SLllllmachcr
Iiall have expefll:need a vancty
of inconvenicllce!> ~JJlce !>lte
work begaJl la!>t week. TIll re~
idcllb have expenerKcd ,tatie
on their phllne~ and hot waler
~h(lrlage dllc to a rcccni ga<;
pIpe leak thai calJ~ed a strong
~mcll and limiled Iheir hot
Thompson
water !>upply for a day, leavlIlg
a supply of 150 galIoJl<; for 20
girls. Exec!>!' du~ from the ~ilc ha~ also cau~ed allergies to nare for a few in the dorm.

Fresh
produce for fall treats,
pages 8-9

~

Schumacher\ grcall!!>1 JIllOIlVelllCJlCC i~ Ihe clUllinatHlIl of an adlacent p,uking 101
"Tha('~ dt.:llJlllcly a challcnge, ~eeing a~ how we
havc more \tudenh Ihan ever hne at \Vhitworth
thi~ year," Director of Facilllie~ Slevc Th()mp~()11
!>,ud. "Wc do h"ve enough parking for !>Iudent~,
faculty amI vi~itor!>, hul people alw'ly~ want 10 pdrk
next 10 Iheir hlllldlllg When we ~ee thai tllI~ l~ not
the case, we will accommodale Ihc change."
Re~ident~ of Schumacher are able 10 park in the

See PLEDGES .. page 4

Opinions Religion
department critiCIzed,
page 13
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~Sporls

Powder Puff
women plaYing hard,
page 11

~Comments:
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WAR:
Continued from page I
war with Iraq.
"In light of the IUh [of
September], we should take
every precaution," Kiely said.
Junior Allison Hignell said
her greatest concern was the
innocent people in both countries who might get hurt III
attacks.
In a discussion Tuesday
night, Assistant Professor of
Religion and Philosophy Keith
Wyma and Professor of
ReligIOn and Philo~ophy Jim
Edwards talked with students
about the will of God in times
of war.
Edwards discussed the
themes of justice and peace
with war in the Bible. If people are unwilling to strive for
justice, peace cannot be
attained, Edwards said.
"The main thing the Bible
leaves with us is that peace
flows from justice, and justice
is the Godly predisposition of
peace," Edwards said. "If we
could ever get that straight,
we'd have a much more
peaceful world. War doesn't
seem to be a characteristic of
the kingdom, but peace and
justice arc."
Wyma highlighted how people such as bishops of the
Catholic Church and Augustine
of Hippo have created ideas
"just
war."
about
Requirements for a "just war"
as defined by these people and
others, include responding to
the injustice of an aggressor,
the intention must be to restore
peace, proper authorities must
initiate action and justice in the
",c;:a.use ~~d in the war.
War must be as a last resort.
If a war occurs, the group at

, -,
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war must realize the war is not
entirely right and pure, according to these authorities.
"If the U.S. is to invade Iraq,
I believe it must have the most
legitimate possible authority to
do so. U.N. and Congressional
action are very important legitimating organizations," LeRoy
said.
Freshman ROTC student
John Harper said he thinks
action against Iraq would be
justified if Iraq has the
weapons Bush said it has.
"I'm willing to accept what
President Bush says," Harper
said. "I don't have anyone else
to believe."
On Thursday, Congress gave
the president consent to use the
U,S. armed forces to strike Iraq
If necessary. This means that at
any time the president can send
forces on the ground or air to
Iraq. Currently, Bush is trying
to get the United Nations organization to approve a resolution
ordering Hussein to get rid of
his deadly weapons or else the
United States with U.N. support
could invade Iraq.
"Approving this resolution
does not mean that military
action is imminent or unavoidable," Bush said. "The resolution tell[s] the United Nations,
and all nations, that America
speaks with one voice."
leRoy said before Bush's
speech, he was afraid Bush was
too ready for the Uniited States
to have a war against Iraq.
However, Bush's address on
Monday calmed his fear a little
bit, LeRoy said.
"The president seemed to
back off of his unilateral stance
and linked U.S. action to resolutions on the U.S. Security
Council and U.S. allies,"
LeRoy said. "This is an important step in the right direction."

Pholo II/JlImllion ry TrJo RiNu/IFhi,,",orlhMN

Freshman Janna Sargent deals With her headcold, a common burnout Indicator

Students learn to handle bllrnout
Brie Van Rossum
Staff writer
The burnout epidemic is sweeping campus with
major papem due, mid-term exams around the corner and the beginning-of-school adrenaline gone.
Whitworth students are feeling the need for a
break from the rigors of academics.
"It usuaIly starts around the time mid-terms
begin," Counseling Services Director Janelle
Thayer said. "After that, there is definitely a difference in energy levels."
Others say the majority of burnout cases comes
closer to the end of the semester.
"Around finals is when I see it most, although [
can definitely see it happening around fall break as
weIl," Nurse practitioner Susan Lynn said. "Time
off is very important."
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.. Do a Hugh Grant voice-over -

Gordon Jackson

..

Look sexy riding a bicycle -

..

Be Homecoming Queen -

..

Be on an episode of Star Trek -

..

Become a ninja ... someday -

..

Wear a toga to class -

..

Be called Jack -

..

Be abducted by aliens - You tell us!
Vote online at www.whitworth.edu/whitworthian

Bill Robinson

Dayna Coleman
Mike Ingram
Leonard Oakland

Forrest Baird

Jack Burns

'.'The .Grapevine" is a weekly column in The Whitworthian featurlllg blls of campus comedy, unusual stories and light humor. To
contribute your story or to answer the question of the week, call
ext. 3248 or e-mail editor@whitwordl.edu.

ASWC tnin ute s

~'aIIMoede

Dler lVltl/(/kllTfl
Naomi Sll(key
Casq Peltitt

f'

Professors and staff most likely to ...

AIQ;ie Nalems
Chns Co/blls
Alaff Cole
Robert Hl(ggiJ1s
E/fyMaIX

See BURNOUT.. page 3

thegrapevine

ONLINE
www.whitworth.edu/
wlutworthian

Tho things usuaIly characterize student burnout.
The first is the telltale sign of falling behind in
classes. This is the most common and most noticeable trait of a burned-out student. The other is a
physical ailment of some sort, which can range anywhere from stomachaches and headaches to insomnia and depression.
"I try to treat only the symptoms I see, but if they
(students) come in with a specific complaint,
whether due to stress or a physical problem, I have
to make sure it's not a larger difficulty like anemia
or a thyroid problem," Lynn said. "I usually give
them a physical just to make sure."
A number of variables go into the making of a
"burnout." Freshmen and sophomores make up the
majority of burnout cases because they do not pace
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Requi~ition passed: KWRS requisitioned $1,306 to cover

alTfare and registration to send two members to the
College Music Journal Conference in New York.
Current events luncheon in the Cafe
Senior class dinner -

noon today and every Tuesday

5 to 6:30 p.m. today in the Cafe

Campus Activities:
9 p.m. Oct. 20 in the Cafe - concert with Sittser,
Tye Cutter's Gale and Scarlet Parkway
ASWC annual survey -

Oct. 23

Anti-war demonstration - Oct. 24 in the Cafe. ASWCwill
sponsor, but not run, this event.
Peace march -

Oct. 26, downtown Spokane
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An up,-and-d01JJn day

newsbriefs
Panelists to discuss gender
Women in Ministry Panel and Discussion wiII be held at 7 p.m.
today in the Music Auditorium. The discussion will focus on the
positive and challenging aspects of being a woman in ministry.
Panelists include Andrea Saccoccio, assistant chaplain; Jeannine
Graham, assistant professor of Religion and Philosophy; Beth Jarrell,
pastor of SI. Mark's Lutheran Church; Deborah Seuss, interim minister of Spokane Friends Church; Cathie Kroeger, associate professor of
classical and ministry studies at Gordon-Conwell Theological
Seminary and Sister Cathy Beckley of Sisters of the Holy Name.
The event is free and open to the public and sponsored by the
Speakers and Artists, the Women's Studies program and the
Weyerhaeuser Center for Christian Faith and Learning.
For more information, call Associate Professor of Modern
Languages Carol Smucker at ext. 4484.

Foundation offers fellowships

Circle K teeter·tottered for 24 hours
non-stop last
Thursday and Friday
to benefit the Ronald
McDonald House.
Students signed up
for half-hour tottering
shifts. Sophomore
Tai Bainter, preSident
of Circle K, saId the
goat of the event was
to raise enough
money for 50 faml·
lies with SIck chIldren
to stay overnight In
the Ronald
McDonatd House
while their children
are in the hospital.
Bainter said the purpose of the event
was to raise money
and increase awareness among
Whitworth students
regarding families in
health crises.

The National Science Foundation (NSF) will award approximately 900 new Graduate Research Fellowships for the 2003 year.
Fellowships are awarded for graduate studies leading to
researchcd-based master's or doctoral degrees m the field of science, mathematics and engineering supported by the NSF.
Applicants must be citizens of the United States. Women, minorities and disabled persons are strongly encouraged to apply.
The three-year fellowships provide stipends of $21,500 for a 12month tenure and a cost-of-education allowance of $10,500 per
tenure year.
The application deadline for the 2003 competition is Nov. 7.
Awards will be announced in late March.

Editor hosts community forum
Spokesman-Review Editor Steven A. Smith is hosting a public
forum dealing with newspa~r issues from 7 to 8:30 p.m. today at
Spokane's East Central Community Center. Spokane residents may
address any newspaper-related topics, including neighborhood news
and the balance of local, national and international news.
This forum is the second of a series of five forums in October. The
others will be held from 7 to 8:30 p.m. on Oct. 14 at the North
Spokane Library, Oct. 16 at the Spokane County Library and Oct. 30
at the Kootenai Medical Center.

Campaign' ends with celebration
Whitworth will host the "Faith Realized" Campaign Celebration
Friday evening at the Davenport Hotel in downtown Spokane.
The purpose of the event is to thank and honor major donors to
the Faith in the Future Campaign, Whitworth's $50 million campaign to raise money for student scholarships, department faculty
chairs and academic buildings. Only people who received invitations or who registered by Oct. 1 may attend.
Whitworth will host a public celebration lunch at 11 :30 a.m.
Saturday in the Hixson Union Building. Everyone is welcome to
attend. The cost is $6 per person and may be paid at the door.

Professor to lecture on evil
Professor of Psychology James Waller will lecture at 7:30 p.m.
'Thursday in the Chapel on "Becoming Evil: The Making of Terrorists."
The lecture will be ba<;ed on Waller's new book, Becomlllg Evil: How
OrdmUlY People Commit GenOCide UluJ Mass Killmg, reaching beyond
the main themes of the book to discuss anti-state terrorist'>, such as those
involved in the Sepe 11 attacks.
"I think people should expect to be challenged, both about the
nature of extraordinary evil and abollt the reality that it's ordinary
people who commit such evil," Waller said in a Whitworth press
release.
Waller has been a member of the Whitworth faculty since 1989
and chairs the department of Psychology. He is the author of
Prejudice Across Amellca and Face 10 Face: The Changing Siale
of Racism Across America.

- Compiled by Allison Carr and Aimee Goodwill
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Rewarding oneself can also be an effective
method. Deciding to take every Frid,iy night off to
spend time with friends, or taking a nap every aHernoon can be beneficial to the mind, as it gives stuContinued from page 2
dents time off from schoolwork and makes them
themselves well, Thayer said. Students tend 10 get feel as though they earned the break.
overwhelmed because they are not using theIr time
Students also can avoid getting sick by eating
as wisely as possible.
healthy foods such as fruits and vegetables, proteins
"The first couple years I would
and fibers.
hang out with my friends all the
"The body is a well-tuned
time, but then I realized they're
machine," Lynn said. "Your brain
going to be there all year, so now
needs fuel to function well."
I hang out with them when I actuGetting enough sleep is also
tt The body is a well~tuned
ally have time," junior Sarah
important,
is easier said
machine. Your brain needs than done," "which
Beadling said.
Thayer said. "A lot of
fud to function well. "
A lot of advice is floatIng
people pull all-nighters and live
around for students in danger of
the next day on mochas and latsuccumbing to the temptations of
Susan Lynn,
tes."
slacking off. The No.1 studying
Exercise is also beneficial in
tip is to not study nonstop for
the fight against burnout.
long periods of lime.
Simply going for a walk or tak"Take frequent breaks throughing a trip to the gym can prevent
out your study times," Lynn said.
reaching the point of mental
"Get out, take a bike ride, just get out for a while exhaustion.
before you go back to it."
"It not only keeps you fit, but it allows you (0 be
Keeping ahead of the academic game is l>till less fatigued and gets your endorphins moving,"
another key to keep from getting burned out. Lynn said.
Reading the materials in advance so you just need
Thayer said students who arc already burned Ollt
to review when exam time comes is helpful, Thayer should determine what assignments they still need
said.
to do and plan time to do them.
"Talk to your teachers, come clean and establish
"Staying on top and not falling behind is half the
battle," she said. "If you can do that, it fuels you to a plan regarding make-up work and just buckle
down and get it done," Thayer said.
stay motivated."

BURNOUT:

Story Ideas?
Call the Editor in Chief at x3248

WRAP YOURSELF IN THE WARMTH OF WHITWORTH!

.:. Whitworth College afghan on sale now by the Whitworth College
Auxiliary!
.:. Designed by Pauline Haas, retired Whitworth art professor. All
these images are a heritage to cherish - AN EDUCATION OF
MIND AND HEART.
.:. Order yours today (509) 624-5220; Cost $50. Net proceeds
help the Auxiliary continue their commitment to Whitworth .
•:. Enjoy, appreciate, reflect - treasure the Whitworth spirit.
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Students comment, Sodexho responds
Anthony Rodin
Siaff wrller

-,

,
}
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With a new look in Ihe Cafe and an ear for dissalisfaclion, Sodexho slarls the school year with the sole goal of
pleasing the customers.
The most visible change in the Cafe from la!.t year is the
addition of the Sub Connection, a nook where students
can purchase sub sandwiches made to order. In the last
month, the Sub Connection has made and sold over 1,200
subs, according to Jim O'Brien, general manager of
Sodexho at Whitworth.
"People are really using it and I think are enjoying
it," O'Brien said.
The idea of a Subway-type station in the Cafe was
first introduced almost three years ago when faculty and
students met to share ideas on how to improve the food
services. The demand for such a service was high, so
the school and Sodexho worked together to remodel the
Cafe. A $60,000 renovation over the summer brought
the idea to life.
Students are having some mixed reactions to the new
nook.
"It looks nice, but the price increase isn't worth it,"
Junior Susanna Tkach said.
However, in order to make room for the Sub
Connection, the freezers that previously occupied the
space had to be removed, along with their contents of Ben
& Jerry's ice cream and other frozen treats. The ice cream
was one of the lowest selling items in the Cafe's inventory, so the freezers were the first to go, O'Brien said.
As soon as school started, though, Sodexho received
many comment cards requesting the return of the Ice
cream. Sodexho responded by buying a smaller freezer
and Will have a reduced Ben & Jerry's inventory.
.
Feedback from comment cards helps Sodexho deCide
portions, types and service frequency of certain foods. For
example, French dip sandwiches will be served more often
due to an increased demand.
Comment cards are shaping the way Sodexho meets students' need~. This feedback helps Sodexho personnel figure
out meal plans, portIOns, types and service frequency of certain

PLEDGES:
Continued from page 1
nearby Ballard and Baldwin-Jenkins parking lots.
"Whitworth is a pedestrian campus, and
we're trying to maintain the integrity of
The Loop by keeping cars outside of the
campus drive," Thompson said.
They are also currently fenced in, making it difficult to bond with their brother
and sister dorms, McMillan and Ballard,
freshman Schumacher resident Kirsten
Conley said.
"I tried to get out and was trapped by
fences," Conley said. "I felt like I was in
some prison or something."
Funded entirely by donors as a part of
the "Faith in the Future" campaign,
Weyerhaeuser is unique in that the actual

Junior Jillian Smith (right) and sophomore Rhlannon Williams (left) check the comment card response wall in the dining hall after a meal.
Williams had submrtted three comment cards to Sodexho. She found a response to one of her comment cards posted on the wall.
food~.

For example, French dip sandWiches will be served
more often due to an increased demand.
However, It takes a large volume of cards to shape the menu,
O'Brien said
"Comment cards are a great way for students to let us
know what they want," O'Brien said.
Other Sodexho changes include the hiring of new
Executive Chef Jess Dozier, who specializes in soups
and makes them every day from scratch. The dessert
bar was moved to the back wall, increaSing access to the
desserts as well as making room for the two-sided salad
bar.

construction of the building will not commence until all funds have been pledged.
The $7 million project has been divi!;fed
into two phases so progress can be made
while awaiting the remaining pledges of
$1.7 million.
The first phase, bid package one, is under the
general contracting of KamCo and includes
groundbreaking and all earthmoving, underground utilities, sewer, waler, construction of
parking curbs, and sidewalks. Bid package one
accounts for only a half-million of the entire
project and is tentatively C!.timaled to be completed by Christmas.
The second phase, bid package two, will
be contracted by Walker Construction,
which also worked on Boppell Hall. Bid
package two is the actual building construction, complete with furnishmgs.
"Our hope is to break ground around
March or April," Thompson said. "It
would give us the largest com,truction sea-

Sodexho is clamping down on students who forget
their meal cards. Soon, if students forget their cards,
they will have to either payor find their cards, as they
will no longer be allowed to write down their ID numbers to eat a meal in the dining hall.
This year, Sodexho is encouraging students to reduce
the amount of food they waste at meals and will educate
students about wasting food.
Sodexho also is limiting the amount of food each person may remove from the dining hall to one piece of
dessert or fruit in order to prevent people from taking food
to feed their friends or to eat later.

It [Weyerhaeuser Hall]
will be like no other space we have on campus now."
it

Steve Thompson,
Fart/iffCS Director

son so that we could possibly be completed by February of 2004."
The 30,OOO-square-foot Weyerhaeuser
Hall will sit on a one~acre lot next to
Schumacher Hall. Leavitt Hall, the former
cafeteria, occupied Ihal lot until the
Hixson Union Building was constructed in
1998. Leavitt served as a lecture hall until
the upgrade and remodel of Dixon Half
was completed in 2000. Leavitt was torn
down in 2000. The lot remained a vacant
lot until the recent construction began.
"Jt will be like no other space we have
on campus now," Thompson said of

Weyerhaeuser Hall.
The new hall will hold classrooms and
offices and a .lecture hall sized for Core
classes, which usually enroll 250-300 students. The lecture hall will include tiered
seating in an amphitheater selling.
Allhough the resident of Schumacher are
not enjoying thes~ current construction
phases, some are able to recognize the futUre
benefits of Weyerhaeuser Hall.
"Even though it will not completed in
time for me to use it, it is definitely going
to benefit the campus as a whole," Yee
said.
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Scene

Head out to Green Bluff
for a fob fall activity.
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A Safeway pharmacist displays two kmds of emergency contraceptive pills. Desdllen (left) and Ovral (nght) are just two of more than 20 kinds of ECPs available.
Washington state is currentry the only state that does not require a prescription to get ECPs or training pharmacists to screen patients on site for the drug.

•

mornzng
Emergency contraception unavailable on
campus, but easy to find at local ph.armacies
Darla Lewis and Katelin Hodge
Staff writers
*Names have been changed to protect the source's identity.

S

he doesn't even remember how it happened. They
had sex. No excuses - it wasn't supposed to have
happened - but it did. Knowing she couldn't risk a
pregnancy, she weighed her options and decided to take
an emergency contraceptive pill.
"I was so sC<llt:d. I didn't and don't see it as a termination in any way, more like a precaution," Zoe* said.
Zoe isn't alone in her experience; !>everal students have
probably been in a similar situation, or may someday be.
Emergency contraceptive pills (ECP) are a high dosage
of birth control pills (approximately equal 10 four standard pills), intended for use after sexual intercourse when
an unwanted pregnancy may occur and is not to be confused with the French abortion pill RU-486.
Some situations may call for use of the pill. An
unplanned sexual encounter, such as rape, the "heat of the
moment," force (sometimes men will try to impregnate a
woman in an attempt to control her) and other forms of
birth control proved to be ineffective such as a condom or

Sophomore Will
McCollough looks
over a new snowboard at Loulou's
Sport Shop at
9312 N. Division
SI. Sunday afternoon.

Ja,•• [)lIb",
IVhl/U~r1/]J(,"

diaphragm breaking, etc.
Whitworth's Health Center does not provide the pill on
campus but can provide information and a ilst of local
pharmacies that do provide, with or without a prescription.
"The majority of the girls here arc not sexually active,
but we're all human and (mistakes) happen. We're nonjudgmental," said Sue Lynn, Whitworth's nurse practitioner.
Although the Health Center can aid a woman in obtaining the pill, the college has no official stance on the issue.
One place where students can obtain an ECP is
Planned Parenthood.
Although eager to help women in any situation,
Planned Parenthood stresses responsibility.
"We promote postponing sexual involvement until both
parties mutually agree that this will be a long, monogamous relationship," said Russ Hemphill, a community
health educator al Planned Parenthood. "It's emergency
only; it's not intended for repeated use."
Men should also have a role in the procedure, instead
of leaving all preventative measures up to the woman.
"I think it's a good thing," junior Brandon Peterson
said. "Guys need to be responsible, if a girl doesn't have

the money or needs help, they should pay. If they're
s<;ared, he needs to be there to tell her it's OK."
Planned Parenthood recommends that a woman go to a
physician, get a prescription and have the pill on hand in
the event of an emergency.
Many avenues arc available for a woman to get an
ECP. Most local pharmacies provide the pill.
Washington state is the only state that allows a woman
to obtain the pill without a prescription. II is not an overthe-counter drug, but many pharmacists h<\ve gone
through training and arc certified to proVide the drug
without a prescription. Planned Parenthood also provides
the pill but highly suggests a woman have a prescription,
as some women may have allergic reactions to the pill.
Expect to pay anywhere from $8 to $25 for an ECP.
Several forms of emergency contraceptives are available. 1\vo of the most common are commonly known as
"The Morning After Pill" (MAP) and "Plan B."
MAP is a combination of estrogen and progesterone.
Plan B, the newest pill, consists of a high amount of the
progesterone hormone only
Plan B is said to be more effective than MAP because

See MORNING .. page 7

Hitting slopes for new season
doesn't have to drain wallet
Keith Spitzer
Siaff writer

With winter just around the corner, it's time to break
out the gear and hit the slopes. For those without gear
yet this season, there is still hope.
The annual ski and snowboard swap will be held Oct.
27 and 28 at the Spokane County Fairgrounds. Area ski
resorts sell old rental equipment and other !>kiers can sell
their old gear as well. Great deals can be found on highquality equipment. The catch is buyers have to get there
early enough snatch them up before anyone else docs.
Everything that is sold, including skis, sJlowboards,
boots and other winter clothing is all clean and in good
condition. The Mount Spokane Ski Patrol certifies that
all equipment sold meets with current safely standards,
according to their Web site: mtspokaneskipatrol.com.
But what about picking out that gently used gear? Is it
the right size?
Here are some general tips for buying snowboards
and skis:

... Snowboards
The lo,!gcr the board, the harder it is 10 turn, but the
faster it is. The shorter thai board, the easier it is to turn
but is generally slower.
For size, a snowboard should be between chin- and
nose-height. The edges should also be fairly free of
nicks and dents. The more there are, the harder it is to
turn. Also, buy a because it fits the rider's needs, not just
because it looks cool.
~Skis and Poles
Skis, much like snowboards, should be bought with
the skier in mind, not fashion. Skis that fit properly
should be about eye-level. Do not buy straight skis.
These were put to rest years ago and arc not the best skis
out there. Instead, shaped skis work best. They are often
called crosscut, parabolic or carving skis, but they arc all
the same. Buying this kind will allow you more conlrol.
For new skiers, it is easier to learn and less tiring at the

See SlOPES~ page 6
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Junior Hayley
Baudrau as Mana
leads the von Trapp
children through
"Do-Re-Mi." The children's characters
are all played by
local actors. The
play opened with
tickets In hIgh
demand with
packed shows Friday
and Saturday night.
The play runs
through Oct. 19.

A night out with stars'
Get out your best clothes

and find a dale; it's time to go
to the Oscars. '
Whitworth's Homecoming
lasts through Saturday.
This year'stbeme js ({A

Night at the Oscars."
Homecoming activities

include dress-up theme day,s.:

:a ,dance, ,'royaIW, ,apod,': or:
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Von Trapps make beautiful music
Greg Tomlin

Siall writer
Review:
Students
tackle

I

.

C asslc
musical

'(

Rodgers and Hammerstein's classic,
"The Sound of Music," has survived well
over four decades in its original theater
fonn.
The musical has stood the test of time
due to its true story, memorable songs and
good 01' wholesome family entertainment.
The basic storyline takes place in the
year 1938 in Austria, and involves the
activities of a convent full of nuns, a naval
captain and his children and their relationship with a postulant-tumed-governess.
The governess is Maria, wonderfully
portrayed by junior Hayley Baudrau. She
plays the nun who proves to be too highspirited and is assigned a job as a governess for the seven children of Captain
von Trapp (senior Ryan Dierdorff).• '
Maria arrives at the von Trapp residence only to find a home deprived of
music and joy. The widowed von Trapp
has turned his home into a naval battleship, using his whistle to call for his children, the maid and butler.
Maria and the children hit it off right
away, Soon their relationship grows and
Maria begins to capture their hearts and
Captain von Trapp's.
Al! of this takes place with a Nazi subplot, a temptrous and adoring puppy love

SLOPES:
Continued from page 5

end of the day. For the intermediate and advanced skiers it means
more carving, faster speeds and
better edge control. To size your
poles, tum them upside down and
hold them just under the basket.
The elbow should be bent and at
a right angle. If the poles are too
long or too short, it will be harder to use them and may cause arm
injuries.

\

:'

,(

... 800ts
When boot shopping, whether
snow board boots or ski boots, it
is always important to bring an
extra pair of socks. Wearing an
extra pair of socks will help prevent blisters, as well as keep feet
wamler on the slopes. If the boots
fit properly, you should not be
able to raise your heel. You
should also be able to wiggle
your toes. These two things will
help to maintain control over the
skis and will prevent blisters or
broken toes.

between 16-year-old Liesl von Trapp
(sophomore Heather BOlts) and a handsome messenger boy, Rolf (sophomore
Seth Ambrose),
Most of the singing is top-notch, with
exceptional performances from each of
the leads and a notable vocal performance
by Botts.
Performing such a classic also challenges actors and directors to bring something different to the stage that audiences
haven't seen before.
The orchestra in the \Vhit...;orth production consisted only of two dueling pianos,
which was an interesting choice. The
sound proved that a whole orchestra isn't
necessary to pull off a Rodgers and
Hammerstein and was just as effective.
The actors capture the audience with an
occasional laugh, as well as a few tears for
-some.
Scenes between the highly vocal Max
Detweiler (junior Lee Stoops), the lovely
Elsa Schraeder (freshman Lorynne Budd)
and the Captain are definitely crowd
plea!>ers.
The von Trapp children are wonderful
actors and can carry a tune fairly well in
their "Do-Re-Mi" and "So Long,
Farewell."
The show moves swiftly and doesn't
spend a lot of time dilly-dallying with a
ton of scene changes, which was a good

... Helmets
Buying a helmet might seem
like a waste of money, but then
think about hospital bills.
Helmets reduce trauma to the
brain during any fall. Helmets
should fit snugly and comfortably. The helmet should cover the
forehead and come down over
the ears,

Sports Teams - Clubs - Student Groups
Earn $1,000-$2,000 this semester with the easy Campusfundralser,com three
hour fundraising event. Our programs make fundraislng easy with no
risks. Fundraising dates are filling quickly, so get with the programl Contact
at
(888)
923-3238,
or
VIsit
Campusfundraiser.com
www.campusfundralser.com
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... Goggles/sunglasses
Any eye protection should protect the eyes in several different
ways, Always get a pair that has
UV protection. The UV rays will
damage your eyes !Ind could
cause very painful sunburns, The
goggles or glasses also should
protect from the sides, Light
coming in from the side can be
just as damaging as light coming
directly in.
Buying a board or skis might
not be the best thing for every
skier. For those who only get out
occasionally, renting might be
the best bel. Ski areas in the
Inland Northwest tend to have
board rentals starting around $30
and skis arollnd $25 per day.

choice by the directors,
Short scenes were created with very
few props, but enough to get the point
across. For example, the wedding scene
only has a couple candles and a white carpet but still looks convincing.
The one distraction throughout the play
was the actors' trouble with their microphones. The sounds of their clothes rubbing on the mic, talking and walking
around could be faintly heard in the
background for most of the show.
While performances of the "Sound of
Music" have been known to last over
three hours, this performance only runs
about 2 hours and 20 minutes.
All in all, the Whitworth Theatre
department does a great job of bringing
this classic to the stage. And if you're
not a fan of musicals, you can still appreciate this amazing true story.
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Fall into fashion with a new look
Aimee Sf. Hilaire

knit make it easy for transition from day to night.

add that extra charm to any outfit.

3. Slim pants are a definite must. Not only do they not
hug the hips, they lengthen the leg. And for all of us challenged in the height department, that is a good thing.
These pants are sexy and hip for any occasion. They virtually can be paired with anything. But, promise me that
you will never pair them with flat shoes. That is a definite
fashion no-no.

7. The color red is a requirement for this fall. This color
is great for making a statement. Anything red from jackets to sweaters, even shoes, are a good fashion choice.
Red is fun. It can be played down and casual for day or
vamped up and bold for night. So, please promise me that
you will purchase at least one red item to add to your closet.

4. The best way to be a little risque this season is to
show off your collarbone (better known as the clavicle for
those anatomy and physiology students). Any shirt, blouse
or dress with an off-the-shoulder accent is perfect. The
peasant motif is a great way to accomplish this fashion
trend. This look is fun for day and super for nigh!.

8. Oh, how we love the skirt. A knee length, A-line
skirt is way in. Those skirts with a little added stretch are
an excellent fit. Full skirts are also in. They fall below lhe
knee and the gathered fabric produces an alluring effecl.
Wear them with a pair of high boots and a short jacket.
Not only are these skirts modern, but they also are delicately feminine. Wear them with any of your many
moods.

Gllest writer

Sad but true, summer is definitely gone. As temperatures cool, it's time to trade in shorts for wanner threads.
But remember, just because you have to cover up, doesn't
mean you have to look like a frump.
The holiest things this fall include a wardrobe compatible with anyone's existing fashion sense.
No matter what you decide to wear, though, it is vitally
important that you work it!

1. Boots are so in this fall. Spice up your
look with a pair of boots in shades ranging from
burgundy to brown to black. This season, boots
range in height from above the ankle to just
below the knee. For the more daring, let me
suggest the knee length. Boots go with
everything from pencil skirts to midcalf-length coats. High heels give
boots the ability to be both
sophisticated for day and sleek
for nights out.

2. Chunky knits
are a staple for
any clothing collector. For a hot look on a cold night
throw on a fun cable-knit. They look
fabulous paired with a mid-length
skirt and a pair of boots. For any
male, a chunky sweater is very urban
and shows off those muscles in just
the right way. Guys should wear
them with wrinkle-free khakis or
worn-in jeans. The turtleneck
knit is a great way to dress up
denim. The delicate details of

MORNING:
Continued from page 5
of the high amount of both hormones in
the MAP often cause nausea and vomiting, thull removing the pill from a
woman's system and reducing its effec~
tiveness. Both pills are taken in two increments, 12 hours apart within 72 hours of
unprotected intercourse.
To understand the intended use of
ECPs, it is important to consider the natural cycle the pills will affect.
The hormone estrogen causes the uterine lining to grow.
Progesterone increases blood vessels in
the uterine lining, prevents more eggs
from growing and causes the Basal Body
Temperature to increase half a degree
(incubation).
Menstruation begins when an egg is not
fertilized and the progesterone level drops,
decreasing the amount of blood available
to the uterine lining. The body then discards the lining and the unused egg.
Fertilization of an egg does not tend to
happen immediately after intercourse.

5.

Motorcycle jackets are still in,
which is a good thing for those of
us who bought one last season.
Granted, most of us don't
look like we just stepped off
the back of a Harley, but at
least we are trying. This
jacket is a little edgy and
for the conservative dresser it provides jusl enough
rebellion to still be safe.

\.

9.

For something a lillie lowkey, the rugby top is perfect.
Rugbys looks great with a pair
of jeans or khakis and even a ,
.
•
skirt. This item can be worn by
both males and females. Throw
'-, ~
. . > I
on a pair of PUMA shoes and
the ensemble will have a definite ~.f :
sporty outlook. Hey, it's OK to
,
embrace the athletic side of yourself, ,
-;
even if you've never played a sport.
.
>• •

6.

A wise purchase for
this fall that will still be
fashionable five years down
the road, is' the topstitched heel.
The added allention to the stitching
is smart for day wearing and sleek
for night. These shoes can be worn
with any of the previously mentioned fashion necessities. They

Sperm can live inside a woman's cervix
for up to five days, and fertili?ation may
take just that long. Of course, it varies
from woman to woman.
If fertilization does occur, the egg then
attaches itself to the uterine lining. The
uterine lining provides the nutrients necessary for the egg to grow an~ develop.
However, if the egg is fertilized too late in
the cycle, the body will often discard the
egg before it has time to attach to the lining.
If the egg has heen fertilized and has
attached itself to the uterine lining, the
woman is pregnant and the pill will not be
effective. Taking the pill when it's "too
late" will not affect a baby.
Also, ECPs have no effect on an
ectopic, or tubal, pregnancy. Signs of an
ectopic pregnancy include severe pain in
the lower abdomen, menstrual spotting
and a feeling of faint or dizziness.
If someone thinks she may have an
ectopic pregnancy, they should seek medical attention immediately as the consequences of such a pregnancy may be
deadly.
If the egg has not been fertilized or has
been fertilized but has not aUached itself
to the uterine lining, the pill will, 98 per-

10. The coat of choice for this fall is one of simplicity.
A longer mid-calf-length coat is a perfect choice. Make
sure it is single-breasted and that it has the proper proportions. No one wants a boxy coat. This style of coat can be
found in bold black, camel, rich red and even gorgeous
leather. Whichever you' choose, you'll be sure to have
heads turning.

cent of the time, do its job and the body
will discard the egg, fertilized or not.
This is the gray area where many find
themselves questioning the ethics behind
the usage of the drug.
"It all depends on the situation," sophomore Natalie Wright said of using ECPs.
Medical science defines the beginning
of pregnancy as the successful attachment
of the fertilized egg to the uterine lining.
Without the uterine lining, the fertilized
egg cannot further develop.
Pro-life advocates argue pregnancies
begin when the egg is fertilized because
the egg is now is capable of developing
into a child.
"Ethically I think it's wrong, but I'm not
going to tell someone else they shouldn't
take it," sophomore 11 Vancil said.
Some Whitworth students may feel
unsure of their opinion of ECPs from this
general perspective.
'
"I wouldn't take it because God is sovereign and He can handle," junior Robin
Breeze said.
Several pros and cons surround taking
an ECP. The effectiveness of preventing
an unwanted pregnancy by taking an ECP
can be up to 98 percent, according to sexuality.about.com.

ECPs will not haml an already developing fetus and therefore offers a safe, noninvasive way to prevent a pregnancy in
emergencies, according to Planned
Parenthood. ECPs also advance a
woman's reproductive self-detennination.
On the other hand, ECPs offer no protection against STDs. As ECPs are a fairly
recent development, declared'safe and
effective by the FDA in February 1997, no
long-term studies have been done to determine if a woman will be pennanently
damaged or at higher risk for diseases,
such as cancer.
The most common side effects are nausea and breast tenderness. Infertility and
blood clot formation are also a risk but are
not very common. Because ECPs are a
high dosage of female honnones, women
with hu.. tories of stroke, blood clots or high
blood pressure should not take the drug.
"If someone is real concerned, they can
come get information," Sue Lynn, N.P.
said. "Men need to know about this too;
it's not just a woman thing. Men playa
big part in this, too. But, if it falls on the
shoulders of a woman, I want her to feel
comfortable and know everything is confidentiaL"

chatterbox~------------------~
Meghan Callaghan

Staff writer
"It was all so surreal. The first
time I saw Alex Trebek, I feIt like,
'Wow, what am I doing here?'"
freshman Katie Orphan said.
An avid Jeopardy fan for most of
her life, Orphan knew that one day
she would be on the
trivia show. So, it
wasn't too surprising when she went
to the Web site, submitted her name and
was
randomly
selected to tryout for the College
Tournament.
A Jeopardy College Tournament is
played differently than the regular
game. The show selects ]5 students
to play, then the winners from each
night and the four highest moneymakers go on to play for big money.
"I probably sound like a big geek,
but in a way it has always been my
dream to be on the show, and then
lately r knew r wanted to play during

the college tournament," Orphan
said. "I just had no idea it would happen my freshman year of college."
After selected for an audition,
Orphan had to undergo several primary rounds.
She went through tryouts a week
before school started, taking a written test and then going through a
mock round of the
game show.
Orphan was then
selected to appear
on the show.
Unfortunately,
she could not reveal
anything about what the questions
were like or how she did for either
her audition or the actual show.
"II all happened so fast, they taped
I 0 shows in two days and then we
were done," Orphan said.
Before going on the show, Orphan
was a rainbow of different emotions.
"I was confident in myself; my
goal was more to have fun and to try
my best," she said.
Orphan said her enjoyment of
Trivial Pursuit and participating in

the Academic Olympics in high
school prepared her for Jeopardy.
She was never nervous for herself,
though, and was instead more nervous for her friends who were playing.
"I wanted them to do well, so r
became more nervous for them and
forgot about how nervous r was."
Orphan said. "Most of the other contestants agree that we won't feel like
it really happened until we see ourselves on TV. My Jeopardy experience prior to being on was only from
watching it on television, so doing it
live made it feel like it was make
believe, so it won't be real unlill see
myself on the show."
Orphan will have to wait a few
weeks to sec herself play when the
tournament airs from Nov. 11 to 22.
'" can tell you I wcnt home wilh
$2,500, but that is only because they
give you that money for just being in
the tournament, so that was nice,"
Orphan said. "I also enjoyed that
they put me up in a hotcl, with a big
bed and a bathtub and cable! It was
definitely a change from my Bl
room."
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A IS-minute drive to the Green Bluff orchards will provide enough
apples, pumpkins, gourds and corn to last all season ,.....--~-~--~~- . ~---.~--- -..
Julia Nichols
Siallwriler

Picking apple.'> I~ one fun activity that mo~t Whitworth
do not ollen get a chance to do.
'"I thought il was fun to pick apples becau!>e 1 had never
picked apple~ hclore in my life," junior Kristin Pederson
said.
There I~ ~omething vel y ~atisfying about pullIng an apple
from between the branches of a tree.
"I felt like a larmer girl," Peder~()n ~aid.
Apple picking is not only fUll, II's al~o inexpensive. At
/lam.en'~ Greell Bluff Orchard, u-pick apples arc only 40
cenl<, per pound and apples th,[t have already been picked
,Ire only 00 cents per pound. Thl~ IS le.'>s than half the usual
price III the grocery store.
Greell Blulf oilers ton~ of ta~ty treats ~uch as caramel
apple." apple pie~, apple cider and ketlle corn. The orchard
IS also a great place to huy apple~, squash, pumpkins and
other fre~h produce straight lrom the growers.
Hot caramel applesauce f rom Han~en's is a favorite treat
for only $2.75. You can heap as much hot, homemade
apple!>auce a~ you can I it ill" howl and drizzle it with
caramel ~auce. The taste IS ~imilar to a hot caramel apple
with cinnamon.
"I like that caramel apple dip (flOm the store) and thi~
just tastes 5U times beller than that," Jones ~aid.
With so many fun activities and treats, Green I31uff i~ a
musl t{lf the fall For more inlormat.nfl, vi!>il www.greenbluffgrowers.com.
~tudents

Green Bluff's annual Apple Festival i~ the perfect JaIl
escape from bllJlding~, pothole~ and homework.
At Siemer\ PICk and Pack, one 01 many Green Blulf
grower." .,quealing childrell cha~e a ~pll1ning du~1 cloud
betwcen hright orange rows of pumpklll!>.
Salty-sweet "ellle corn illfu~es tllc air <1), two curly bl(1nd~
in matching ycllow raincoats teeter under the weight 01
pumpkin., cupped In their arms.
A white-haired mall 111 ,I cowhoy hat and ,>ullgla~se~ plays
rhe guitar as a woman slllgs lolk ~()ngs beSide him.
"[ rcally lIke going to Green Blulf becau~e it's all about
people being with thelf lamliies and having a good time,"
junior Kayllll Jones said.
Green Blulf I.'> a conglollleration of 20 growers, located
ahout 20 minutes north 01 campu~ in Colbert, Wa~h.
Green Blulf olTer~ many dlflerent lruit~ and vegetables
throughout the year.
The Apple Festival funs through Oct 27, offering it wide
array 01 live mUSIC, gre<lt lood, cralt hooth.'>, corn and ~traw
maze~, anlnJaI~, tractor fide') and other fun activities.
Green BIlIlf aha olfers a beautilul location. The orchard~
are set again~t a vlhrant backdrop 01 red trees, grcen mountains and open fields

•

OlD
photos by Katie Voigt

Transform personally picked apples into a delicious
piping-hot apple pie for a tasty autumn treat
Humemade apple pic. There is notlung more American than thi~ cla~sic de~~ert
haked tll perfection and cooling on a windOWSill.
Here, a recIpe to make one of your own, just as good as mom '~, with all lhe
apples hand-picked and hauled home from the orchard~ of Green Bluff:

.... Classic Country Apple Pie

Filling:
2 Ihs apple~, cored, peeled and
3/4 cup ~llgar
1/2 t~p. ground nutmeg
I bp. ground cinnamon
3 thl. liou ..
1 thl. l.1pioca pudding mix

~hced

Crust:
(Makes double
2 cups flour

cru~t)

1 tsp. ~alt
3/4 cup ~hmlenillg
Mix together well with pa~try blender or fork. Add 1/4 cup cold water. ivlix
agall1.
Divide dough in half; roll flr~t half out for hottom crust and place in pic pan.
Roll second half out for lop crllst.

Combine ahove ingredients and fiIl pIC ~hcll.

"P,.

Place top cru~t. eu!
2-i nch slits into top of pic ~hell tn allow !>team to escape
while hdking.
Flute or pres'> edges of pic cnl'... t" t"l!elher Trim niT exce~s crust.
Bake III pre-heated ovelllli <lOll" ;..!IC~" lilr 50 to 60 mlnlltes (or until apples ;Ire
tender).
Opt iOI1" Sprinke cinnamon and "ugar

(111

top of crusl before baking.

9

Left JUnior Heidi
Habib and her
mother, J\arcn,
attempt to 11ft a
huge pumpJII/l whlJe
vIsiting Green Bluff
Saturday.
J\aren Habib was
vIsiting from La
Canada, Calif., for
Parents' Weel{cnd
When asked how
much ttlC pumpkin
weighed, Heidi
Habib said, 'A lot
more than I do."
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WOMEN'S FOOTBALL
After Homecoming
follows Powder Puff.
""PAGE
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The Pine Bowl showdown
The teams met again during post-season play in
a duel to determine who would claim sole posses-

Chris Collins
Sports editor

11
£c U~rt

F

or the first time in 32 seasons, Whitworth
defeated PacifIc Lutheran University last yea~~
when they rallied for a narrow 27-26
victory.
Later that season, the Pirates' post-season hopes
were dashed when they fell to the Lutes due to a
\., fT:j'.J' ,0>; '.
<,,' .,.. ,
bobbled extra-point kick.
{;;\
This Saturday, the Bucs will host a rematch with
...lII!II!e~~' .1"
.".; ";,.
,
their rivals in a highly-anticipated Homecoming
~ ,~~ ~.~ ~,'
showdown.
:
y';' /~j.!"
Head Coach John Tully has one prediction:
U
/\v
"It's going to be a fun Saturday afternoon."
~: .
Prior to last year's VICtory, the Pirates had not
defeated PLU since 1965, when the Bucs edged
past the Lutes 20-13.
In last year's Sept. 22 game, the Lutes jumped
ahead 18-0 early in the game, threatenmg to extend
Whitworth's historic losing streak. But the Lute!>,
who had accumulated 254 yards in the first 30
1'" ~minutes, gained only 86 yards in the second
half. Meanwhile, the Pirates earned 210 of its
"'\,;r ;. <I, fJ
400 total yards in the final 30 minutes to recover
from the 20-point halftime deficit.

r.;lrevl,ew

.\

";;J ;.!
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PLU

The Pirates knocked out the vlsltmg
Willamette Bearcats 44-31 in Whitworth's
first conference game last Saturday.
. A 31-31 tie forced the game into overtime
and a 25-yard run by senior runningback
Billy Condon followed by junior linebacker
Jonathan Hook's game-clinching interception handed the Bearcats their third loss of
the season.
In overtime, Whitworth gained initial possession of the ball. The Pirates converted for
a touchdown on their first play when
Condon streaked 25 yards down the left side
to give Whitworth the lead, 38-31. The
Bearcats retaliated with a running show of
their own, but Pirate senior linebacker
Austin Neale tackled flankerback Greg Reed
for a loss of four yards to stall the drive.
In the next play, Hook picked off a pass
from Bearcat quarterback Tyler Gaspard
and ran 77 yards for a touchdown, raising
the fans to their feet.
Hook's touchdown posted the winning
score, 44-31.
Hook said that as the ball flew through
the air toward him, he thought, "Thank the
Lord - it's coming to me."
Tully was all smiles.
"What a way to end a game," he said. "It
was such a great game by both teams."

I
I
~

il.

I:;

time climbing to a 20-3 lead by halftime. In the
second half, the Pirates retaliated with a pair of
touchdowns to draw within three. With 32 seconds left to go, Whitworth tied the game with a
field goal to force the game into overtime.
I~ overtime, the Lutes scored seven to reclaim
theIr lead, 27-20.
On Whitworth's ensuing possession, the Pira~es
recovered from an eight-yard sack and scored SIX
on a touchdown. But, a high snap caused then-junior kicker Paul Alejo to hurry the extra-point kick,
which veered left, and ended the game 26-27.
The loss terminated the Pirates' best season in
more than 40 years.
This Saturday, the infamous Lutes Will revisit
the Pine Bowl. And despite a 2-2 record, Tully
says the Lutes shouldn't be underestimated.
"They lost to two fabulous teams," Tully
explained
As for Saturday, Tully hopes for the best.
"We go into every game prepared to be successful," he said.

WHITWORTH

77 -yard dash se~ls
football win in OT
Bryan Tidwell
Staff writer

sioTnhoefLt~~e~~~t~~ne:tte~~~!e~~~~~~lf again, this

~

Both Willamette and Whitworth posted
huge yardage. The Bearcats tallied 485
yards, helped by 399 rushing. ,yards.r The
Pirates, who average 168.4 rushing yards per
game this year, relied strongly on their passing game, helped by senior quarterback Scott
Biglin connecting 19 of his 27 passes for 306
yards. Whitworth rushed for only 87 yards.
Whitworth controlled the momentum for
most of the game, though both offenses ran
effectively and accumulated a combined
total of five touchdowns in the first half
alone. The Bucs led 21-14 at halftime
thanks to a two-yard sneak by Biglin with
19 seconds to play in the half.
The Bearcats fought hard against ;he
PIrates' first possession in the second half to
force a rare turnover on downs. Willamette
then marched 51 yards, all on the ground, to
set up a field goal from the Pirate 32. The
Bearcats converted and pulled within four,
21-17.
. In the third quarter, both sides swapped
touchdowns as the Pirates pulled ahead 2823 due to a failed Willamette two-point
conversion.
With 4:39 remaining in the third quarter,
the Pirates' subsequent drive was stopped in
four plays by a tough Bearcat defense.
Willametle held onto the ball through the
end of the third quarter and scored what
See WIN ~ page 12

Coach's plan: Consistency
Chris Collins
Sports editor
Head Coach John Tully broke some
records last year - but mostly the kind
of records you wouldn't engrave on
plaques.
. After 32 seasons of consecutive losses to Pacific Lutheran University, Tully
led the Pirates to a slim 27-26 comefrom-behind victory over the Lutes last
year. The win helped Whitworth accumulate a 7-2 record and placed them at
the top of the
NWC for the
first time since
1975 - another record shattered
under
~Tully's guidance. Overall,
Whitworth
earned its best
season in more
than 40.years.
Not surprisingly,
Tully
took home the NWC Coach of the Year
. Award for the first time in his seven
years as head coach here. But the former Azusa-Pacific starting quarterback
credited the players for the award.
"Usually, it's an award due to the
team doing really well," Tully said.
"That's how I view it."
Prior to Tully's arrival, the Pirates
could boast of only one winning season
out of its last] 1 seasons. The trend con-

tinued during Tully's first three years,
as the Pirates suffered a 4-23 record
over the '95, '96 and '97 seasons. But
since the beginning of the '98 season,
Tully has helped pull Whitworth football out of a rut and propel the Pirates to
a combined 26-] 6 record in the past
fi ve seasons.
'I
This season, the Pirates are 3-1
despite a challenging early schedule.
"I'm pleased with our progress,"
Tully said. "As a coach, it's nice to see
the guys continue to work hard."
Other than basic consistency, Tully
claims to possess no secret
formula
to
coaching footbalL
"If you can
be consistent
in doing what
works,
you
can be successful,"
he
said.
"You
just try to do a
better job each year."
Last year, the Pirates consisted of primarily veteran players. This year,
uppercla~smen still comprise the core
of the team, but a lot of new faces are
on the field, Tully said.
So far, Tully has few complaints.
"We're trying to place them in positions where they can be successful, and
they're stepping up to make the most of
the opportunity," he said.

/

Bucs itnprove to 16-1 -with
Linfield, Pacific victories
Laura Adams
Staff writer
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. Senior'Julle Weatherred dives' for a ball in the four-game VictOry over linfield Fnday.

The women's volleyball team continued
their quest for the conference championship
last weekend with wins agmnst Linfield and
Pacific University, extending their winning
streak to 14 matches.
The Pirates defeated Linfield Friday 3022, 24-30, 30-23 and 30-25, and Pacific
Saturday 30-23, 33-31 and 30-21.
"!t's always good when YOll get two
wins," Head Coach Steve Rupe said. "Now
we're in a position to win (the conference
championship)."
BUI, the wins did·not come easily as both

matches provided strong competition.
Ranked seventh nationally and working
off of a 12-match winning ~treak, the Bucs
defeated Linfield College (9-3 overall, 4-3 in
conference) on Friday in front of more than
800 fans, despIte late-game struggles.
The PIrates opened WIth an easy 30-22
victory in the flrsl game as senior outside hitter senior Karen Robnett finished the game
with a kilL Bul in the next game, Linfield
jumped off to a quick 9-2 lead, and
Whitworth never recovered, dropping the
game 24-30 to the Wildcats.
Despite mulliple Linfield threats, the Bues
See BUeS ... page 11
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BUCS:
Continued from page 10

Freshman Mia Graham (fight) chases down scrambling quarterback Ashley Rlsenberg (left)

In

a Red Oawgs practice.

These women play tough
Thomas Gearhart
Staff writer
The Worldwide Wrestling
Fedemtion has been replaced by
a tougher, stronger - more feminine - group: The Women's
Whitworth Football team.
Although there has been a
WWF team for a number of
years, the idea of competing with
other colleges did not arise until
three years ago when seniors
Annie Vander Pol and Becky
Hyder lobbied ASWC to make
WWF an official club.
Coached by their male counterparts who have had some football experience either in college
or high school, these female athletes dedicate a substantial
amount of time to WWF.
Practices begin two weeks before
Homecoming and arc held everyday in the field next to
Hawthorne Hall.
The Powder Puff game, which
pits the "Black Plague" against
the "Red Dawgs," will begin at 4
p.m. after the Homecoming football game. The teams are

assigned according to the dorms
the players lived in during their
freshman year.
Although rivalry and competition between the two teams is
huge, few spectators turn out to sit
through another full-length game.
"Even though the Homecoming
spirit is very jovial, it's a long
day," sophomore running back
Kendra Doellefeld said.
The WWF is split into two
teams for the annual Powder Puff
match but combine their efforts
when facing other schools.
Defending champions Red
Dawgs are represented by
Ballard, Schumacher, Beyond
and Baldwin-Jenkins. The Dawgs
look to sink the Black Plague,
represented by Arend, Warren
and Stew-Ville. The flag-football
games are played on a standard
regulation field with 11 players
on both sides of the ball.'
"The best part is the jerseys,"
Doellefeld said. "They are real
jerseys -- but we don't wear
pads, so the shoulders are all
big."
Freshmen are encouraged to

join the club as an easy way to
meet other students. But, WWF
is a year-round commitment with
most games taking place in the
spring, after the snowfall.
In the past, WWF has competed with Eastern WaShington
State, Whitman College and has
even played against Seiwa
College, a team from Japan
which travels in the United States
playing at various schools.
Although the!>e games are
exhibitions, the women don't sec
it that way.
"We take it pretty seriously,"
said sophomore center Sharla
Higginbotham.
Just as the Japanese team traveled to the United States in the
past, WWF hopes to travel to
Japan this· year. The learn also
hopes to hosl more games at
Whitworth than it has in the past.
Players arc encouraging students 10 stick around after the
Homecoming game 10 watch the
WWF learn kick off their season
in the famous Powder Puff match.
And besides, the teams are
good, said Higginbotham.

Travel · Study · Explore
PACIFIC RIM' SUMMER 2003
Discover the geographic and economic
relationships within this dynamic region
of the world. join students from across
the country for 65 days sailing from
Vancouver, visiting Alaska, Russia, Korea,
China,Vietnam,Taiwan and Japan.

gained early leads in games three
and fOllr and maintained control
to win 30-23 and 30-25, respectively.
"We weren't flowing at first,
but we pulled through," said selloutside
hitter
Julie
ior
Wealherred.
Leading 29-25 in the fourth
game, Weatherred spiked the ball
into the Wildcat's right corner to
finish the match.
"1 was ready to put it away,"
she said.
in the second game, senior
middle blocker Michelle Eller
suffered a light ankle sprain and
was taken out of the game. The
injury altered the rotation and
forced Rupe to deal with the circumstances.
"There were some adjustments
in the second game thai we didn't
make with Etter's injury," Rupe
said. "But afterward we played
betler."
Weatherred led the Bucs offensively with 17 kills while seniors
Jill Vaughan and Lindsey
Wagstaff each contributed 14.
Senior seiler Nicole Weedman
put up 51 assists while adding
three service aces.
"Vaughan played outstanding,"
Rupe said.
Ranked second-to-last in the
conference, Pacific University
(1-13, 1-7) should have been an
easy victory for the Pirates last
Saturday, but the Boxers never
gave in easily.
Pacific jumped out to an early
8-3 lead in game one while
Whitworth struggled to find its
footing. The Pirates gained
ground to tic Pacific 11-11, but
the Boxers soon regained the lead
'20-14. The Bucs once again tied
the score 2]-21, however, and
cruised to a 30-23 victory.
In the second game, both
teams remained neck-and-neck
until the Pirates pushed through
with a 33-31 victory.
Whitworth won easily in game
three, helped by an early 5-0
lead. The game ended with a kill
by sophomore outside hitter Kaly
Schrader to defeat the Boxer 3021.
With the exceptions of seniors
Jamie Rydbom, who is recovering from a stress fracture, and
Etter, who was still nursing her
Linfield injury, every player saw
action in the match.
Weatherred led the team with
14 kills while Vaughan added
eight. Selling duties were shared
by freshman Bekah Horner, who
had 25 assists, and Weedman, who
tallied 11 assists. Robnett led the
team defensively with 13 digs.
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"We got the job done, although
we haven't played with the same
fire recently," Vaughan said. "It
can only gel better from here. All
the teams arc ready to give us a
good match so we need to be prepared."
Whitworth will begin the second half of their season with
matches
against
Whitman
College
and
Wi llamelle
University at home Friday and
Saturday.
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Men's soccer earn two wins over weekend
Bryan Tidwell
Slall writer
The Pirates dominated the Northwest
Conference this weekend with a pair of 3D shutouts over George Fox Saturday and
Pacific University Sunday.
Senior midficlder SCali Kcrwien scored
two goals to lead the Pirates 10 blanking
the Bruins Saturday. His first goal came al
6:22 off an assist from freshman forward
Jonathan Carlson. Kerwien aimed true to
hit the left side of the net from the opposite
end of the box and gIve the Pirates an early
lead.

Next, freshman midfielder Todd
Sabrowski scorcd three minutes into the
second half when he slipped the ball past
Bruin keeper Ron Besser after it has ricocheted off the post.
Kerwien hit again, this time in the 82nd
minute, with an indirect free kick to the
upper-Ief! corner of the net to grant the
Pirates a decisive 3-0 lead.
Overall, the Pirates dominated offensively with 13 shots on goal and 28 shots
total. The Pirate defense held the Bruins to
12 shots and Whitworth junior keeper Jon
Bosh had three ~aves to keep George Fox
silent throughout the game.
On Sunday, Carlson lead the Pirates

against Pacific University with a goal only
two and a half minutes into the game.
Carlson gathered up Kerwien's rebounding shot and snuck it in past senior Boxer
goalkeeper Ryan Stanley to give the Bues
the early lead.
I! wasn't until the 69th minute that the
Pirates found the net again, this time by
midfielder Brad Suhm off an assist by
~ophomore forward Bobby laBelle.
At 75:38, Carlson scored again off
another rebound.
Whitworth held the Boxers to five shots,
with one save by Bosh, while the Pirates
shot 12 times, with seven on goal.

Women's soccer
beats GFU 4-1

WIN:
Continued from page 10
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Senior Billy Condon rushes down the field for an overtime touchdown.

turned out to be a clutch touchdown fa reclaim
the lead, 29-28. A key two-point conversion by
Reed put the Bearcats three points above the
Pirates, 31-28.
In return, Whitworth failed to force the ball
11110 the end zone, but a field goal by Collings
lied the game 31-31 and forced the game into
the memorable overtime.
Coach Tully credIted his defense for halting
two crucial Bearcat advances. He also praised
the strength of the Pirates' offense, defense and
special teams for the win.
"It was a great team win," Tully said.
The Pirates now stand 1-0 in the NWC, tied
with Lewis & Clark for second.
"It feels great to be on top," Tully said, prior
to Linfield's dismantling of Puget Sound 57-0,
which lifted the Wildcats to first in the NWC.
The Pirates will play against Pacific
Lutheran University this Saturday in a
Homecoming rematch of last year's 27-26
overtime loss to the Lutes.

Cross Country ll1en and wotnen dotniriate
conference teams to finish first, fifth place
Nelson takes third out of
132 runners in 6K race;
men oust NWC teams
Ben Oi Biase
Slallwriler
The Cross Country teams stepped
up at the Pacific Lutheran Invitational
last Saturday to claim first and fifth.
The women placed first out of 15
teams while the men placed fifth and
outran all NWC teams.
"II was a tough meet," Head Coach
Toby Schwarz said.
At the meet, WhItworth faced the
usual Division-Ill competItion, as well
as two Division-II schools, including
West Oregon.

Out of 132 runners, JunIor Leslie
Nelson grabbed third place. Senior
Jessica Austin followed with 11 th
place and freshman Kristi Dickey
came JO 13th.
The women ran on a 6K course for
the fust time. Previously, the longest
race had been 5K.
"Tcchnically, we should be able to
keep our same 5K pace," Nelson
said. "Getting past that mentally was
the hard part, but we pretty much
did."
The men took first in their division,
and fifth overall. Senior Ben Robinson
took 16th in the 8K-men's race while
junior Jesse Stevick came in 37th and
freshman Doug Blackburn in 40th.
The men competed against 169 runners from 17 schools.

WANTED: ~:,
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Students looking
for a close, quiet
newly-remodeled

duplex
Washer and D,yer
Dishwasher,
Parking
*Water Paid*

4 Bedrooms, 3 bath, study $1,500/ month
"

625 W. Hawthorne Rd.
Call (208) 666-0389
or (208) 755-4348
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Schwarz said the race was a confidence boost.
"II's one thing to win races with
four to five schools, but it's another come away beating everyone on
the conference course," Schwarz
said.
Next weekend will be Ihe Big Foot
Spokane
Falls
Invitational
at
Community College. It will be the last
division meet before the conference
meet, which will be hosted by the
University of Puget Sound on the same
6K PLU course.
"Our first goal has been all season to
win conference," Nelson said. "And
then second, to qualify al regional and
go on to natIOnal. It looks pretty possible."

"(Carl!>on) played very well," Heat.!
Coach Scan Bushey said. Bushey also
praised Carlson's ability to respond to
Kerwien's missed shot and convert for a
goal.
Next week, the Pirates head to Tacoma
to play PLU (1-6, 4-8) Saturday and UPS
(6-1,9-3) Sunday.
"We're playing catch up," Bushey said.
"We'll see if we can put any pressure on
them early and just see what happens."
The Loggers recently lost their first conference game as well as their top position
in the NWC thanks to Linfield's 2-0
shutout last Sunday over George Fox.

Neal Glutting
StaJfwriter
The women's soccer team split a pair of games this
weekend with a 4-1 victory over George Fox
University Saturday and a 2-1 loss to Pacific
University Sunday.
On Saturday, the Pirales piled on an onslaught of
four goals in the first half again~t George Fox.
Freshman midfieldc;r Meghan Hudson initiated the
barrage in the seventh minute with a goal from eight
yards out off a pass from freshman midficlder Marissa
Williams.
The second goal came less than four minutes later
when junior midfielder Ashli Anderson scored off a
corner kick from Williams.
After two assists, William!> claimed the third goal in
the 29th minute after receiving a pass from sophomore
defender Rachel Leavitt.
The final goal, scored by sophomore midfielder
Rebecca Jennings, came in the 43rd minute when
Williams back-passed the ball to Jennings to set up the
midfielRer.
, I
Head Coach Sean Bushey said he was impressed
with the first half.
"The game was pretty much over by the fIrst half,"
saId Bushey. "We really deflated their hopes for winning."
Despite multiple opportunities to score, the Pirates
were shut out in the first half, but held George Fox to
only one goal, which came in the 72nd minute.
The offensive push was reflected in the 34 shots the
Pirates released, in contrast to the Bruin's 12 shots.
On Sunday, Whitworth faced Pacific University, but
failed to maintain the momentum discovered in
Saturday'S blowout.
The Boxers scored in the 20th minute to finish the
half, 1-0.
"The first half wasn't good enough," Bushey said.
In the second half, the Pirates were offered multiple scoring opportunities, but could not convert.
Leavitt scored their only goal in the 63rd minute,
unassisted, but not before Pacific had already
secured their lead in the 48th minute with their second goal.
Bushey said Williams had a strong weekend.
"She had a very solid game (on Sunday)," Bushey
said.

MEN'S SOCCER
Linfield Wildcats
Puget Sound Loggers
Willamette Bearcats
Whitworth Pirates
Pacific Boxers
Whitman Missionaries
George Fox Bruins
Pacific Lutheran Lutes

NWC/Overall
6-0-1 10-0-1
6-1
9-3
4-2-1 5-6-1
4-3
8·5
2-4-1 7-5-1
2-5
5-6
1-5-'1 2-8-1
1-6
4-8

WOMEN'S SOCCER
Willamette Bearcats
Puget Sound Loggers
Linfield Wildcats
Pacific Lutheran Lutes
Pacific Boxers
Whitworth Pirates
Whitman Missionaries
George Fox Bruins

NWC/Overall
7-0 11-1
5-1-1 8-2-1
4-2-1 8-4-1
3-4
6-6
3-4
4-7-2
3-4
4-7
2-5
6-5
0-7
0-9

NWC/Overall
FOOTBALL
Linfield Wildcats
2-0 4-0
Whitworth Pirates
1-0 4~1
Lewis & Clark Pioneers 1-0 2-2
Willamette Bearcats
0-1 3-3
Pacific Lutheran Lutes
0-1 2-2
Puget Sound Loggers
0-2 0-4
VOLLEYBALL
NWC/Overall
Whitworth Pirates
8-0 16-1
Puget Sound Loggers
6-2 15-5
George Fox Bruins
5-3 13-4
Pacific Lutheran Lutes
5-3 10-5
Linfield Wildcats
4-4 9-4
Willamette Bearcats
4-4 7-9
Whitman Missionaries
3-5 8-8
Pacific Boxers
1-7 1-13
Lewis & Clark Pioneers 0-8 3-14
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ESCAPING ABERCROMBIE

InlOnS

Fleeing the ranks of
Abercrombie's "in-crowd."
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Stifling critical thought
Does the Religion departIJlent encourage clitical thinking? Are students
allOJped to c:>..plore alternative Ideas? S tacry Johnson doesn't think so ...

-Stacey Johnson
ASWC Vice President
ar at least the past year, I
have repeatedly asked
myself one question: Does
the Religion department encourage criticallhinking among its
students? My conclusion has
been that it does no!.
I was a religion major for
three years. In the course of my
studies, it has been. my experience that the Religion department, generally speaking, operates from avery narrow,
reformed theological position.
This is not to say that all of the
professors are narrow in their
views, but there are some.
As you can imagine, it is a
difficult discipline to be in if you
do not define yourself as a
"reformed" Christian or theologian. I would describe myself as
having a blend of both neoorthodox and liberation theology. Both of these theologies
place less importance on doc-

P

trine. Neo-orthodox theology
least did not attempt to address
this comment. I have had many
strives to maintain the core of
similar experiences.
reformation theology but also
Incidentally, some students
adapts to contemporary issues.
who are more conservative than
Liberation theology is a way 10
initiate social change. Its fir!>!
most of the facuIty have shared
premise is that we need to focus
similar experiences with me. It
on justice for the oppressed and
is fine for us to discuss different
liberate people before we preach
points of view, but to tell another person that they are wrong
the message of Jesus Christ.
For thIS reason, I was a minor- without hearing what they truly
ity among the religion majors.
have to say is a disservice to
one's own educational and perDuring a good majority of class
discussions, I felt as though I
sonal growth. Even if a professor does not agree with one's
was the "liberal outcast" of the
group.
theological
Occasionally,
standpoint, it
when I had the
is their job as
courage to
an
educator to
((This fear is the thought encourage
speak, I would
the
that we catmot question intellectual
share from a
different theopursuits of
God or church doctrine
different
logical viewwithout being some sort of many
point, and
perspectives.
a heretic. n
Conversely, it
immediately
would be shut
is not their job
down.
to mold people
into reformed
Let me illustheologians.
trate this for
An underlying fear seems to
you. During one such discussion, the topic of Christian servexist at Whitworth that influice was brought up. I made the
ences a great deal of our discuscomment that serving the
sion and thought. This fear is
the-thought that we cannot quesoppressed should be one of our
first priorities as Christians. The tion God or church doctrine
nexl student's comment was that
without being some sort of a
I was in error in my interpretaheretic.
tion of Scripture. The faculty
I have had many conversamember silently supported, or at
tions with people outside of

Focus on Israeli
crillles is not' forITl
of anti-SelTIitism
Palestinian case has become
the pet cause of numerous progre!>sives in the United States.
However, there are some in
the public sphere, including
Harvard President Lawrence
Summers, who say this focus
on Israeli crime is a socially
acceptable form of antiSemitism. The casualties of
Amy Robinson
Israeli force are mere shadows
Staffwnter
of the atrocities caused worldwide by other oppressors. The
aily prayers and current
media and cultural attention
affairs worldwide are
given to Israeli transgressions
filled with petiti,ons, is a demonstration of the hatred
pleas
and
of Judaism
persuasion on
that has vicbehalf of the
timized this
Palestinian
it The Palestinian case has
religion in
people. The
the past.
become
the
pet
cause
of
recent outcry
against
t1Umerous progressives in ple,For examin
human rights
the United States. II
Sudan, a theviolations by
istic military
the State of
government
Israel
has
took power
called for an
through
a
end to investcoup in 1989. Since then, civil
ment in Israeli businesses, a war and slavery have taken
shift in the United States' for- hold of the nation. Their deaths
eign policy and other such
sanctions for their crimes
against
humanity.
The
See CRIMES~ page 14

D

classes, where they have been
worried that their salvation was
in danger because they questioned the idea of the trinity or
some other church doctrine. We
should feel free and safe in our
classes to be able to ask tough
questions like, "Where did the
trinity come from and how is it
even valid?" We should be able
to look at our religions objectively and critically examine and
analyze them without feeling as
though we are betraying God or
abandoning our faiths.
Similarly, we need not always
look at the world from an inherently Christian pClspective. We
should be able to step outside of
our faith and view things from
other perspectives without feeling as though we are being in
some way heretical.
One of the ways that we best
learn is through tension. We
need to be able to experience
many ideas in opposition to each
other and struggle with the
material so that we can come to
conclusions ourselves. We need
to feel free and safe to go
against the grain and present
another viewpoint for the sake
of intellectual and spiritual
growth.
By the time that we are seniors
See CRITICAL ... page 15

Prevention is
the best option

Emily Brandler
Staff writer
n recent years, the morning
after pill has garnered national attention with a promise to
prevent unwanted pregnancies
after unprotected sex. Yet, this
sexual safety net has a few holes
in it, holes that if left alone,
could prove damaging to
women.
The two biggest cracks in the
morning after pill's glossy
veneer are its relatively
unknown long-term side effects
and the potentially abortifacient
nature. Women ingesting high
doses of hormones face several
potential risks. Moreover, the
pill has the potential to end
human life in its earliest and
most vulnerable stages.
Allhough sometimes hailed as
a medical breakthrough, the
morning after pill, also known
as Emergency Contraceptive Pill
(ECP), is nothing more than a
high dose of hormones (proges-

I

terone and estrogen) found in
existing birth control pills.
The pills, put together in
packages such as Preven or Plan
B, are marketed to prevent
unwanted pregnancies after
unprotected sex and must be
used within 72 hours after intercourse to achieve the desired
goal. The pills must be taken
immediately and then the dosage
must be repeated in 12 hou rs.
The ECP has three ways in
which it can work: If taken
before ovulation, it will stop the
egg from being released and fertilized, disrupting the woman's
menstrual cycle. If taken after
ovulation and fertilization, the
ECP will prevent the embryo
from implanting by irritating the
uterine lining. If the fertilized
egg was already implantcd into
the uterine wall, the pills won't
stop the pregnancy.
Claims about ECP's effectiveness vary, but most maintain it
has a 75-percent effectivcness.
Ilowever, it is also estimated
that only 8 percent of women
See OPTlON~ page 15
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Take a stand against ABcF
Ryan Moede
Opinions editor
i, my name is Ryan Moede, and I
recently got my soul back. It's
true - for a time in my life, I
had sold my soul to a great evil of this
world. Not to the devil - no, this corporation is far more cruel and wicked.
My soul and sense of fashion were in the
clutches of Abercrombie & Fitch.
Established 1892.
There are two distinct camps in life both far more important than who you
vote for, if you believe Oswald worked
alone, if the Yankees are America's team
or to which political party you ascribe.
What really matters is whether or not you
support Abercrombie & Fitch.
And for a time in my life, I did. And
in my weaker moments, I still do. But,

H

CRIMES:
Continued from page 13

exceed two million, which total 1,000
Sudanese massacred for every Palestinian
that has died in the conflict with Israel.
Farther east, Tibet has been fighting for
its Independence from the People's
Republic of China since 1950, when
China's Communist forces occupied Tibet.
All religion was outlawed, which forced
its native leadership, such as the Dalai and
Karmapa Lamas, 10 flee. Over the years,
1.2 million Tibetans have died in their
fight for liberation. While many celebrity
Buddhist converts recently have been
bringing the Tibetan situation to hght, it
has still not received the same level of visibility as those who advocate for the
Palestinians.

my road to healing and regaining my soul
began with a dear friend of mine who
cared enough to pull me out of the clutches of A&f.
I bought my first A&F shirt several
years ago and without even realizing
what had happened, my soul was gone
just as quickly as the $50 I'd blown on
the shirt. I had become one of them. I
was instantly a card-carrying member of
the A&F crew. I walked out of the store
with an empty wallet but loads of sexappeal and altitude. I had made it.
I had joined the mass of upper-middleclass while kids with no better sense than
to spend their parems' hard-earned
money on a product that granted instant
style.
But, there were a few that wouldn't
buy into the Abercrombie lifestyle. My
aforementioned friend was one of them.
And in a long process, he has helped me
to see the light.
Another friend of mine who worked at
Abercrombie told me the story of her
manager who was interviewing an applicant to work at the store. The manager
asked what the person thought of when
the manager said 'Abercrombie.' As
most anyone would reply, the applicant
said clothes came to mine. Wrong.

Abercrombie, said the manager, is more
than just clothes --- it's an attitude. The
guy walked out of the store without a job
but with his dignity and soul intact.
Lucky bastard. To this day, he still doesn't know how close he came to being
brainwashed by the evil empire.
Failing to have the right "altitude" to
work at Abercrombie is not the only qualifier to work in their den of commercialized flair. You must also have the right
look. It's true - only those with the
Abercrombie style may work there. If
you walk into your local A&F and ask for
an application, you probably won't get
one. Abercrombie employees are told to
only give applications to those who look
good enough to model the clothes in the
store. In effect, if you're ugly, you're not
working anywhere near an Abercrombie.
This criticism of Abercrombie & Fitch
won't even delve into the more serious
sins of the clothing empire - using
pornography in the catalogs or seiling
thongs to little girls who have yet to Jose
their first baby teeth.
My first complaint with A&F - aside
from the absurd prices - is that half the
See

A&F""

page 15

Finally, while the Israeli-Palestinian examples combined. Some attribute this
conflict has received steady, in-depth cov- to anti-Semitism, saying that the same
erage over the years, the Jordanian- spirit that is spurring the desecration of
Palestinian conflict of 1970 ended in a synagogues throughout Europe is inspirhigher death toll than that of their neigh- ing this subtle desecration of the one
bors, at times estimated as high as to,OOO. Jewish nation-state. They say that we
need to fight the larger
However, this "Black
battles against oppresSeptember Uprising"
has been nearly forgotsion before we address
the issue of Israel. They
ten by journalists covering the lumult of the
say that the government
it '" by foc,using on the
in Jerusalem is being
Middle East.
lsradi~Palestinian situa~
maligned by internaThese three examples
tion, we concentrate on the tional news coverage.
of the violations against
humanity prevalent in
They also say that we
violator with whom we
our political situation
need to speak out
have the most influence. " against this antiseem to be of higher
severity, and in the
Semitism, and continue
cases of the fust two,
to support Israel, so that
they are stable when the
more urgent than the
Israel-Palestine conflict. Yet, the situa- peace process comes about.
tion surrounding Gaza and the West Bank
We do need to avoid anti-Semitism as
has received more coverage than these we critique the actions of our current

allies. While we cannot keep silent about
IsraeiJ tran~gressions against their
Palestinian neighbors, we need to rebuke
them lovingly and in a supportive manner.
Through this process, we cannot seem to
endorse oppression anywhere we see it,
and our close alliance with Israel appears
to be an endorsement.
Yes, there are larger, more grievous
attacks against humanity occurring
across the globe. Yes, we do need to
fight them in any manner we can.
However, . by focusing on the IsraeliPalestinian situation, we concentrate on
the violator with whom we have the most
influence. We are not choosing Israel out
of hatred, but rather out of love for ali
humanity, knowing that as their closest
ally, we as the United States have a larger influence on Israel than either Sudan
or China. And so, our human rights
focus needs to remain on the situation in
Israel.

- - - - LETTERS TO THE EDITOR - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Our generation is
blind to war
Dear Editor,
Regarding the recent student
articles concerning war with
Iraq, I wonder what the faculty,
parents and others over 35 years
old think when they read aUf
articles as they remember life
during the Vietnam War. With
references to war coming only
from first-person video games,
action movies and the beautified public understanding of the
Gulf War, Generation X flatters
itself with its conflict management and wartime strategy
skills.
A disastrous result of basing
understanding only on the entertainment industry and media
(which is also often entertainment industry) is substantial sim-

plification of circumstances. The
definitive bad guy and good guy
portrayed in movies, video games
and even news media are rarely
reflective of actual circumstances. For example, calling the
United Stateh an "evil empire" or
absolute "defender of freedom"
is just as wrong as labeling states
"rogue."
The public understandings of
the Vietnam and Gulf Wars are
terribly different. During the
Vietnam War, the U.S. public
had the capacity to see the direct
results of our intrusion. In the
Gulf War and even current
actions, we have been veiled
from most realities. Instead of
seeing death and destruction, we
sec diagrams of exciting, new
war toys .1I1d strategies.
History has shown that people
feel more justified in their actions
when simplifying circumstances.
As a generation, we should not
follow that same route. Let us

have the humility to strive to
fully understand the current Iraq
conflict and all its factors,especially ~hen so many lives arc at
stake.
Eii West
junior
Graphic Design and Peace Studies

Men should cope
with coed basketball
Dear Editor,
Unfortunately for the ladies on
this campus, intramural basketball has become a thing of the
past. The women's league was
canceled because only one team
turned in a roster. f won't deny
that it was a pathetic tUnlout,
however my frustration is that
there is no coed basketball
league.

Yes, f did say coed. The most
common male protests I hear to
this idea are as follows: (a) "It's
too competitive." Wow, hello and
welcome to the 21st century. Girls
can handle competition - I'll stop
there before [ get really annoyed at
the implication that girls can't be
as talented, athletic etc. as guys.
(b) "There's too much contact; I
don't want to hurt a girl." I do
have sympathy with this one, however if we choose to play the game
we accept that we might get run
into, fouled, tripped etc. It's part
of the game, and really, we aren't
going to break like your mom's
china, so don't worry about it.
So, what I'm saying is that one
of two things should happen:
(a) Ideally, Whitworth men
would open up a little hit and let
girls play in their league. I'm not
even asking that the rules become
like Frisbee or soccer, where
female involvement is mandated
by the two-girls-on-the-field-at-

all-times rule. If I suck, sure,
don't play me - that's part of the
game. Just give us a chance!
Or, (b) Maybe the whole idea
of opening the league up totally
to girls is a little too radical right
now. How about running two
leagues? One can stay all male,
and the other will be coed.
However, even as I present this
possibility, I don't know if there
is enough interest (I mean that's
why the girls league got canceled). But just think guys, with
two simultaneous leagues you'd
double your playing time.
And really, when it all comes
down to it, that is what it's all
about - playing time. Gender
issues aside, we all just want to
play one of the greatest sports
that exists, BASKETBALL! So
share the love; let girls play!
Cynthia Joy Wright
sophomore
Athletic Training

we want to read
your thoughts
Send us your thoughts. Write letters to the Editor.
The viewpoints expressed In the Opinions section do not necessarIly reflect those of The Whitworth Ian or Individual staff members.
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A~F:
Continued from page 14
clothes they sell are already falling
apart. Pant cuffs are purposely torn,
jeans are shredded and patches on
shirts are falling apart. And need I talk
about the caps that are frayed and
destroyed even before you walk out of
1he store with one? To a guy, (and who
knows, perhaps to even some of you
ladies out there) a hat is a serious and
essential addi1ion to the wardrobe.
First rule about hats: Never touch
another man's hat. A hat is something
that should be broken in and properly
cared for. It's only after numerous
years of wearing and loving dedication
that a hat can be worn with a shredded
bill.
The same can be said for any pair of
jeans or pants. It should be a labor of
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draped over a rock.
love to wear a pair of
pants so often that the
I suppose you could say
({ I suppose you could say that A&F has assumed a
cuffs become shredded
that A&F has assumed a
and One knee gets blown
level of conStarbllchs level of consumer domination. Wl1ile I willing- Starbucks
out from being so old.
sumer domination. While I
ly surrender to a pClfcct grandc moc1w to start my day, 1 willingly surrender to a
Instead of pulling this
time and effort into your
perfect grande mocha to
felt tIle urge to resist selling out completely to
own wardrobe,
start Illy day, I felt the urge
Abercrombie ... "
Abercrombie provides the
to resist selling out COIllquick and easy way out
pletely to Abercrombie and
- just pay someone to
its horde of compliant condo it for you.
sumers.
perfectly tossed just-so, and face full
Another A&F style that is simply
The revolution is beginning, one perof make-up, it's clear she put some
ludicrous, and is seen more on freson at a time. TIley are casting aside
serious effort into dressing casually for their overpriced shirts bearing giant
quently on college campuses (yes,
the day.
even inside our own pinecone curtain)
A&F logos in favor of purChasing clothLet's talk about their catalog for a
has transformed a mere fashion s1yle
ing at finer Goodwill oullets all around
moment now. Besides the fact that it's
into a disturbing mentality. No longer
the country. Yes, Abercrombie enthusiessentially a quarterly porn publication,
can you roll out of bed and shuffle off
asts, other clothing stores do exist.
can someone please explain to me just
to class in come comfy pajamas Oh
And so dear reader, I want to lake this
how a photo of a guy and girl lying
no, you must get out of bed and dress
moment to thank my close friend who
naked in the grass sells clothes when
up to dress down. Not a single walk
helped me kick my dependence on
there aren't any clothes 10 be seen? Oh
across campus to my morning class
Abercrombie.
wait, there were some clothes in the picgoes by that I don't see a girl wearing
With that being said, I need to head
a cute little pajama outfit with big bold ture - I think I saw a T-shirt tossed
over to the mall. I think I heard
amid the bushes and a sock or two
A&F letters sewn on. With her hair
Abercrombie is having a sale.

and not pretend they do not
exist. We should try to be as
objective as we possibly can be,
and when we cannol, we should
Continued from page 13
not try to hide our biases or
downplay them, but we should
we should feel comfortable
openly and readily admit them.
openly disagreeing with our
There are three questions we
professors, no matter what disshould take from this article.
cipline we are in. That shows
First, does our discipline honthat they have done their jobs
estly encourage critical thinkwell by encouraging us to critiing? Secoridly, what produces
callyexaman unsafe
ine materials.
environment
where we
I fear many
the seniors don'! feel
of the seniors- "1 fear many
I know do
I know do not honestly feel free to disnot honestly
agr~e and
comfortable disagreeing challenge
feel comfortwith many of their profes~ others? Third,
able disif we don't
agreeing with
sors, whom they consider feel
that our
many ot: their
to be expert sources. "
discipline
professors,
does encourwhom they
age critical
consider to
thinking,
be expert
what can we
sources.
do 10 change this? We should
We all have biases and we
be examining our disciplines
can never completely .detach
constantly to see that they
them from who we are.
encourage us to think critically
However, professors and stuand to struggle with issues. We
dents alike should be able to
learn more when we do.
admit these biases to each other

CRITICAL:

of

We asked if you felt the United
States should go to war with
Iraq, and while a few said yes,
most of you weren't ready for
the States to go.

OPTION:
Continued from page 13

will become pregnant if they
have intercourse in the most fertile part of their cycle. Thus, a
substantial percentage of the
pill's claimed effectiveness
proves erroneous because the
woman was naturally infertile
anyway.
Some of the short-term side
effects from the pills can include
nausea from the high hormone
dosage, breast tenderness,
headaches, irregular uterine
bleeding and a higher risk for
becoming pregnant the next time.
No one really knows ECP's
long-term effects because. we
lack sufficient data about longterm outcomes from taking high
doses of hormones as pregnancy
prevention.
Considering this lack of
information, I am surprised that
a society so concerned about
the use of hormones for athletics, the presence o(growth hormones in milk and the mounting evidence linking health
risks for women to long-term
ingestion of low-dose hormones, can be so eager to jump
on the ECP bandwagon. We
don't-even know the long-term
effects of taking high doses of
these same hormones once or a
few times.
Moreover, several studies have
shown that women who take an
ECP once are more likely to take
it again. Thus, some women will
be taking high-dose hormones
regularly, possibly increasing
their risk for the health problems
already linked to variations in
estrogen levels, such as breast
cancer and infertility.

These health concerns are rea- claim they promote promiscuity.
son enough for me to be wary of I don't know Whether they do or
not; it can never be proven. Yet,
wholeheartedly embracing the
it seems to me that when we are
ECP, but I also have concerns
given a safely net, or know a secabout whether or not we should
ond chance iicl> w;'iliin a few little
even consider it contraception at
all, rather than a possible abortipills, we are given that much
morc freedom to make unwise
facient.
If one believes life begins at
choices or act irresponsibly.
conception, as I do, then ECPs
Still, mistakes occur, and
can potentially act as early
unfortunately so do cases of
rape. Therefore, many colleges
chemical abortions, for they preand universities around the
vent implantation rather than
country now
fertilization,
provide ECPs.
after which
conception has
Whitworth
already
does not.
It No one really knows
the
occurred.
ECP's long-term effects Instead,
Health Center
I realize we
because we lack sufficient staff offers
live in semantically challengdata about long-term out~ infonnation
the
ing times, so
comes from taking high about
one's qualificamorning after
tions for pregpill and refers
doses of hormones as
nancy may difwomen
to
pregnancy prevention. IJ phannacies
fer from someone else's.
that will preSome say pregscribe it.
Considering
nancy begins
our la'.:k of knowledge about
after fertilization, while others
ECP's long-term effects and its
believe it begins after implantaquestionable modes of operation.
tion, I am glad the Health Center
However, anyone who took
provides us with information
health class knows that a zygote
(a single-cell embryo), although
about all options, rather than
handing out high doses of hornot yet implanted in the uterine
wall, contains the genetic bluemones like candy.
Ultimately, the decision
print for every detail of human
development- a child's sex,
whether to use an ECP remains
height, hair and eye color, etc.
the woman's to make.
Physiologically, life has begun,
Nevertheless, with the exception
of rape, the choice whether or
and in my opinion so has the
not to put oneself in the heartpregnancy.
True, no one really knows
rendering position to consider an
whether the ECP acts as an ovuECP also remains the woman's
lation suppressor or abortifacient
to make.
in individual cases, because we
Rather than relying on "PIan
don't know if a fertilized egg
B" to save the day and accepting
was already present. Still, the
its potential risks, perhaps the
margin of doubt is enough to
best option still remains Plan A:
make me pause.
Don't put yourself in the posiSome opponents to ECPs
tion to need another plan.
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Be sure to check again for this week's online poll
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Winning in overtime
Old kung-fu flicks
Thrift stores
The History Channel
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movie ever made
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Thoughtful Stew

Where 'art' thou?
Scott Kolbo
Assistallt Professor ofArt
I've been thinking about art a
lot lately. I live knee-deep in arl.
In our dumpy little buJldmg
there's no escape from it. Art students practically live in our building, and I'm there so much that I
practically live with art students.
We talk about arl, think about arl
and sometimes even manage to
make art. You can get art all over
you if you lean againsl the wrong
wall in my building. Our laughable little gallery overflows with
objecls produced by local artists
and every once in awhile, we arc
all challenged by something
unique, surprising, wonderful and
pleasurable. We are almost an
avant-garde art community over
there behind the libmry. Even the
poor math people who have to
share the space with us get sucked
into the fun of living with aesthetic onjects from time to time.
Howeyer, I have a suspicion
that our run-down, yet charming,
facility isn't a destination spot for
most of the campus community. I
get the feeling that all the obsessing about art that happens where
I work isn't the norm for most
who reside here. If I take a stroll
through our beautiful campus, all
Ihe natural wonders of God's creation arc on display. I see matching buildings, well-maintained
grounds and plenty of Inland
Northwest sunlight slanting
through the trees. We are blessed
with an aesthetically pleasing
environment that takes advantage
of the best things Spokane has to

offer. But, I don't see much of look at that explmd what they
know about life and the world, or
anything that looks like art.
When I say that I don't sec do 1hey merely enjoy looking at
much art, I mean that I don't sec things that tell them what they
many objects made by human already know? I am told that there
beings speCifically for the non- has never been a more visually oriutilitarian purpose of being inter- ented generation of young people,
esting to look al. This is, of so where do they go for aesthetic
course, a bit of a concern for me, challenges? I can remember severconsidering my fancy-pants "arl- al exciting "arts)," experiences
rrofessional" status and tenden- involving music and film 111 my
cies to prefer visual over-stimula- short time here at Whitworth, and
tion in my life. I love being sur- each year Art department graduates
prised by crealJve, origin.tl and take over the cafeteria in the
strange things. J enjoy learning Hixson Union Building and do
about life and trulh through mys- their best to catch the campus comterious mediums Ihat don't always munity'S attention, but we appear
communicate in an obvious way, to be missing a sus1ained and conusc the rational1st traditIOn, or sistent system for students to
words at all. I can't think of any- engage themselves in meaningful
thing more Important than having experiences with visual art.
I can't understand why our stumy understanding of the human
"condition" expanded through the dents wouldn't want to be
expressions of people who don'l involved in the kind of conversalook like me, think like I do or tions about art that happen in
believe !he same things ! do. I other colleges arid universities
can't thmk of anything more bor- (with all the annoyances and
ing that living with ar! that just pleasures that go along with letreinforces what I already know or ting young people figure things
makes me feel good about myself. out on their own). It would be
When J visit other colleges or grea1 if some of them decided to
universities, I usually see at least a run some sort of an art space in
few abstract metal sculptures or a their most public space - the
gallery in the student umon build- HUB. It would allow them to
ing. There is a confusing, some- really understalld what it takes to
times offenSive, diversity of visu- administrale a set of revolving art
al stimuli to bump into and the exhibitions (It'd look pretty
people who live and work there decent on a resume) and the pubspend time publicly discoursing lic conversation ahout the work
about it all. Our most public that would follow. Art faculty
spaces are extremely well-main- might even be willing to encourtained and classy, but it would be age, support or serve as advisors
nice to have more to look at. I to a group like that. It might
would really enjoy seeing sludents eventually make the arts a more
engaging, thinking intelligently important part of the campus diaand arguing over challenging art- logue. Someday it may even lead
works of the highcst quality.
to more interesting objects (made
So, I guess that what I've really just [0 look at) in this already
been thinking about is students and wonderful natural environment.
art. Do Whitworth. students care
about visual art? Are they interest"Thoughtful Stew" is a r~f1e"ioll q(
ed in challenging or perhaps even
provocative art experiences on this Jam/D' aJ/d sttif/ l'oifeJ fro", (1O·oss the
campus? Do 1hey seck out things to
iFhitworth College camplls.

Pirates dig competition

Homecoming hoopla

Volleyball sweeps both matches;
comes from behind to win Friday.

"A Night at the Oscars;"
students strut their stuff on the red carpet.
.... Scene, pages 8-9

.... Sports, page 10
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Cable In dorms rejected
Anthony Rodin
Staff writer
For the seventh year in a row,
the ASWC has rejected the idea
of funtling cable televisIOn In
dorm lounges
ASWC turned down the proposal mainly because the majority of the students m constituency
reporl& disapproved of it.

..... Also·see Opinlon's' article
on ~ble by Emily·~randler, .. -:-.
page 15'" '.. r . ''' ... ' ~
. ;
.'
',' ',: "-''-.:.:,:~ ..,:
'

Fre!>hman Brittany Chambers
sUJd having cable TV in the dorms
would hurt the dorm communities.
"Instead of going down to the
lounge to hang oul, Ihey'll go down
to watch TV," Chambers said.

cahle televi5ion's overall impact
is negative and goes against the
school's creed of an "education
of the mllld and heart"
Examples he gave included
that as the hours of television
watching goes up, the viewer's
GPA, self-respect and growth in
all areas of personal developments go down. Also, with more
television. cigarette smoking
and alcoholism go up, while

Students in Schumacher and
The Village would also be left
out, since they do not have the
required 50 students for cable.
Associate Dean of Students
Dick Mandeville said he is
against !he installation of cable in
the lounges, using surveys and
reports to support his opinion.
He said, according to a collection
of reports titled What Mailers ill
College, by Alexander Astm,

Faith in the Future
campaign ends
with celebration

interpersonal relationships and
leadership skills decline.
"We shouldn'! do anything in
the halls that we can't say is a net
add," Mandeville said.
Mandeville also brought up the
pOSitives, such as the information
that the news networks provide,
which could educate the students
See

CABLE .. page 2

Everybody dance now
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Stuff IVlllcr
Whitworth celebrated the
Campaign
Sllcce!>s of the two-year
Faith in the Future camforges new
paign Friday and Saturday
record for
The campaign concluded
June 30 and raised more
contributions
than $60 milhon In the
largest
campaign
in
Whitworth's history to
date
The Faith in the Future campaIgn was
designed to raise money for various programs
and projects that nceded j unds above and
beyond what the !'chool rccel\'es on a normal
ba~ls
Donors made gift!> and pledges totalmg
$60,381,846, more than $ 10 million over the
$50-million goal.
"Whitworth's ability to carry out its distinctive mission is stronger than ever thanks to the
generous ~upporters of the Faith in the Future
campaign," President Bill Robinson saId in a
Whitworth press release. "Contributors to the
campaign have secured a WhItworth education
jor future generations, who, like their predecessors, will make a po!>itlve dIfference In the
world."
111 celebration or the succes!', Whitworth
hosted a banquet for major dOllors Fnday night
at the Davenport Hotel in Spokane. A luncheon
was also held Saturday in the Hixson Union
Building that wa~ open to the community The
movie-theme lunjleon was comblllcd with the
Homecoming activitIes, as Saturday also
marked Whitworth's Homecoming.
Guests
partook in a variety of toods and activllles. At
intervals during the luncheon, a film entitled
Fa/th Realized was shown, descnbing
Whitworth during the last seven year~
"I thought it was really interesting to sec how
much support we (Whitworth) receIved from
people m the cOlllmunity," freshman Ben Jones
sHid. "[t's also neat that we exceeded our goal
by so much"
The annual donations during the campaign
have helped sust<lin eight years of high enrollment
retention
and
graduation
rates.
Whitworth I!> a Iso currently Tanked fi nh In the
2003 U.S. News & World Report college guide
for small COlleges.
See

inside:

FAITH.". page 2

~News Find cheap
plane tickets,
page 4
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Sophomore Jasmine Wilson and senior Alyssa Neel act as back-up dancers in the Schumacher. McMillan. Ballard and Beyond
dorm royatty performance at the Homecoming football game hatftlme show.

Whitworth students
test political waters
Jordan Karnes
Staff writer
Two new clubs arc forming at
Whitworth In an attempt to make students more politically aware.

..... Also see Kevin Eddy and- Andy
Garretson's poJltJ<:al Opinions
cles t page 1.4

ani-

Junior Kevin Eddy IS organizing the
Young Democrat!> Club and hopes the
club will bring politicians to campus to
speak.
More than 20 people have
expressed interest in joining the club,

Eddy saId.
The
purpose of the
Young
Democrats Club is to expose students
to new ideas and let them make their
own deCIsions, Eddy said.
"It's not meant to create problems
on campul>," Eddy said. "It's not to set
up two different camps, Democrats
and RepUblicans, but to create conversation."
Eddy
said
he
hopes
both
Republicans and Democrats WIll
explore the Young Democrats Club.

~Scene Ught helps
cure winter blues,
page 5

~Opinions Depression:
medicine vs. God,
page 13

The College Republicans Club and
the Young Democrats Club, the only
political parties represented, arc
recruiting members. Both clubs must
have a club constitution, an advisor
and ASWC approval in order to be
chartered.

p..Publication of Whitworth College, 300 W. Hawthorne Rd. Spokane, WA 99251

"I would like the democractlc perspective to be talked about, but al the
same time it's meanl to create conversatIOn," Eddy said.
J-I eaded by co-chai rs fresh man
Becky Diana and sophomore Dani
Dunn, the College Republican~ arc
still awaiting a charter for official
establishment.
Last weekend, Iwo Whitworth students went before the board al the
Central Statewide Conference in
request to be chartered
Diana and Dunn said they plan to
host public speeches and debates with
the Young College Democrats.
See TEST~ page 2
~Sporls Lutes lord over
Homecoming game,
page 10

~Comments:
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Continued from page 1

1

on current events.
However since these services arc provided in the
Hixson Union Building, cable is not worth spending
more student money.
ASWC President EmmyLou Taylor said the offcampus students do nol want to spend their money
on something they will never usc.
"It's not really that necessary because if people
wanted to watch cable, they can go to the HUB," freshman Ryan Hackenbracht said. .
.
Dorm leaders and representatives agreed as a maJority with the vote, feeling the bene~its arc not. enough.
"I think people waste a lot of time watchmg cable,
but it would be good to get CNN," Warren Resident
Director Ann Snuttjer said. "Even for dorms who
don't get regular television, it would be nice to get
the news."
Though ASWC voted not to fund cable, this does not
mean cable is forbidden at Whitworth.
Taylor said individual dorms could possibly mc~ease
the price of dorm dues to pay for dorm cable ~~nneclJOns.
"Cable in the lounges would be benefiCial to students because it would allow majors in communications and political science to beller understand their
chosen disciplmes," senior Justin Tkach said.

Sophomore
Bill Kallio
watches a

baseball
game on
Fox in his
room In
McMillian
Hall.

FAITH:

Much has been accomplished during this campaign to
strengthen Whitworth's mission and to ensure an even
brighter future. "

If

Continued from page 1
Research funding has also
increased in recent years and
two major grants are aiding programs to help students make
connections regarding their
worldview and future life decisions.
Contributions for endowed
scholarships lolal $14 million.
Chairs in Music, Religion and
facuIty development received
almost $600,000.
The Weyerhaeuser Center for
Christian Faith and Learning
receIved $4 million as part of
the campaign. The center promotes the incorporatlon of faith
In learning through a variety of
different research, scholarship
and training programs. The center was named for the late C.
Davis Weyerhaeuser, a longtime
trustee.
The campaign funds will also
support campus improvements.
Technology has improved with
nearly $500,000 raised for networked teaching stations in
most major classrooms around
campus. The Eric Johnston
Science Center and the Cowles

Charles L. Boppel!,

Chairman, Board tif T t1/Jlm

Memorial Auditorium have
been completely renovated and
the final phase of construction
on the Hixson Union Building,
as well as Boppell Hall and the
Scotford Fitness Center were
completed.
A new· building for classrooms, Weyerhaeuser Hal!, has
also been approved due to contributions of $5.7 million. The
building will be located on the
northeast end of campus on the
edge of The Loop. Site construction is already underway,
although another $1.4 million is
needed to finish the project
Contributors to the campaign
included all 40 of Whitworth's
trustees and 50 percent of the
13,000 alumni available. Cochairs and Whitworth alumni

leaders Harvey Bollon and John
P. Scotford headed the campaign.
Bolton is the former
owner and president of Spokane
Surgical Supply and Scot ford is
an Ohio bUSiness leader
The campaign's theme, Faith
Realized, represents the vision
and dedication of Whitworth's
leaders and supporters, said
Charles L. Boppell, Whitowrth
alumnus,
chalfman
of
Whitworth's board of trustees
and a major campaign contributor.
"Much has been accomplished during this campaign to
strengthen Whitworth's mission
and to ensure an even brighter
future," Boppell said in a
Whitworth press release.
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TEST:
Continued from page 1
Diana and Dunn said they arc
confident their club will benefit
the entire Whitworth campus in
a non-exclusive manner.
"It's Important that all p~ople
are informed of the issues,
whether they agree or disagree,
as long as they know the rea:
son," Diana said
Dunn said it is important to
have an active political group
on campus.

thegrapevine ~
Children's books that didn't make the cuI ...

..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
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You are Different and That's Bad
Why Can't Mr. Fork and Mrs. Electncal Outlet be Friends?
The Kids' Guide /0 Hitchhiking
All Cats go to Hell
The Little Sissy Who Snitched
Some Kittells Can Fly
The Pop-Up Book of Human Anatomy
You Were an Accident
Pop! Goes the Hamster, alld Other Great Microwave Games
Curious George alld the High-Voltage Fence

"The Grapevine" is a weekly column in The Whitworthian featuring btls of campus comedy, unusual stones alld light humor. To
contribute your slory or /0 aflSwer the. questioll of the week, call
ext. 3248 or e-mail editor@whitworth.edu.

Hope A "derJOII
AlIIm Goodwin
AJ!gu NtlteraJ

Chris Collins
~an Aloedt
A-lafthew Cole
Roberl Hflggms
Elfy MaD.:

1)ler K1II/Jakura
Naomi Slu/ety
Casry Pelfllf
jilll MfP1Jel"Soll

STAFF WRITERS
I.....lIIm Ada",s, lvfallnla Bil'kltmd, Emil;' Bnmd/eJ; lHeghtlll Callagbtlll, AlliJoli Cml; 13m COIl.b,
13m DiBiase, Allrfy Gamlsoll, Nea/ GllIlfilJg, lVlleliu Hodge, Samb L Lalllb, Dar/a LellJir,
Julia iVlrvo/ls, AIlD' RobliiSOU, AlllbOiD' Rodlll, KnIll SJnlzel, Mike TlllOglIl0l1ol1, Bl7all T,d,vel!, Greg Tomlill,
RossulIJ, SIfph 1I~t!kel, Jim/D' 1/;';'lIs
PHOTOGRAPHERS
Jasllu Duba, Ktli""1II1l FlfklfOkfl, Almko Htllllauflktl, TrJ/lshll Pmlr"f, Jill!)' F.ippec, NI/OIIIJ SllIk9', JHf]'IIki TmJtliJe,
K(/Iie Vo(J;1
BJie

"It's
important because
we're a democratic society and
we all hold the power to elect
people of influentual political
decisions," Dunn said. "It's
important for us to
be
informed."
They plan to promote an
increased attendance for the
upcoming November elections
by cr~!lting awareness on the
current events and important
issues as they arise.
"['m excited that both sides
are being represented," Dunn
said.
Aimee Goodwin contributed /0 tillS story.
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The Whllworthiau is the officiail'uhlication of Ihe Associated Students of Whitworth College (ASWC) ami is puhhshed
weekly, e"cept during Jdlluary and student Vdcollions. 0l,inions e"pressed in editori ...1 .ind advertising content do not nee·
ess.mly reneet the v,ews nf ASWC, the college, its adminislrdtion, faculty or staff. Whitworth College provides equal
opportunity in education and employment in accordance with Title VI of the Civil Rights Aet of 1964, Title IX of the
Educ ... tion Amendments and Sections 799A and 845 of Ihe Puhlic He.lllh Services Act.
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Dance minor has been added .
Cable in dorms - motion not to requisition funds from
unallocated passed.
Fall Break University of Puget Sound bus trip up by end of today.

$10, sign

KWRS used-CD sale -

today from 11 a.m to 4 p.m.

ASWC annual survey -

tomorrow

Anti-War Demonstration -

Oct. 24

Dating is Dumb? Or Dating is Super Cool? Cohen, 8 p.m. Oct. 29
Mac Haunted HOllse Gender panel -

Oct. 31

Nov. 19, input welcome

Harlan
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Panelists discuss pros, cons
of being women in ministry

newsbriefs
Students to rally for peace

Sarah Beth Scott

have to my country, what can I give to my Savior?"
Later she found answers to her questions in the
book, Gexl's Word (0 Womell, which laid out the bibliA panel of six women came together last Tuesday cal case for women in ministry. After raising a famito share their stories about serving in the ministry, and ly, she returned to school, learned Greek and wrote a
book on that issue titlcd, I Suffer No( a Womal/.
challenge students to think about their own calling.
~roeger briefly explained her interpretation of the
The women shared how they became involved in
professional ministry and discussed the roles of 1 TIIl'l:0thy passage. Sh~ said 1 Timothy, 2 Timothy
women !n the church. They also addressed how they and Titus are pastoral epistles that were written to the
dealt With confusing passages in the Bible about Christian churches when false teaching was rampant.
Gnosticism, a distortion of Christian teaching, was
women in ministry.
.
The panel members included Assistant Chaplain warping the beliefs of many people.
The Gnostics misinterpreted and changed biblical
Andrea Saccoccio; assistant professor of Religion
and Philosophy J~annine Graham; Cathie Kroeger, passages, and many women were involved in this
author and associate professor at Gordon-Conwell heresy. Kroeger said Paul is telling the church how to
Theological Seminary; Deborah Seuss, interim deal with the erroneous doctrines of women teachers.
While thcrc are other interpretations of the passage,
minister at Spokane Friends Church; Sister Cathy
this was the predominately held
Beckley from Sisters of the Holy
view by members of this panel.
Name; and Beth Jarrett, pastor at
Graham points oul that to
St. Mark's Lutheran Church.
understand the passage we also
The Women's Studie~ Program,
ttWhy is itOK [as a
need to look at other passages
the Weyerhaeuser Center for
where Paul mentions women.
Christian Faith and Learning and
woman] to do things out~ Paul
commends Priscilla for hcr
Speakers and Artists sponsored the
event that attracted about 40 stu- side the walls of the church, work for the Lonl in Acts 18: 18,
26, and in Romans 16:3. Paul
but not inside? "
dents and other community memalso refers to a half-dozen other
bers.
Andrea Saccoccio,
women who "worked very hard in
Assistant Professor of Modem
Assis/£1I1f Chaplaill
the Lord" (NIV). Paul docs not
Languages Carol Smucker organappear to be anti-women in these
ized the event, which was meant to
passages.
bring women together to share
The panelists both male. and female mentors
their stories about the joys and challenges of ministry.
Graham said her calling to ministry was revealed encouraged them in their ministry journeys.
"Some of my best mentors have been men"
to her through her passion for studying and theolo'
gy. She chaiicngcd herseif 10 fmd answers to what Beckley said.
Many of these women are ordained or wish to be .
her faith was all about
"I want to live my life under the authority of When asked why they fell ordination of women is
necessary, Jarrell answered that it affects their
Scripture," Graham said.
access to situations they may not otherwise be invit,However~ she ,w?ndered how her ministry fit in
With confusmg Blbhcal passages like 1 Timothy 2: 11- ed to.
J.unior Miranda Zapor, who is seeking a religion
12: "A woman should learn in quietness and full submission. I do not permit a woman to teach or to have ~aJor a~d hopes to one day be ordained, said the
lIlformalion she learned about the I Timothy pasauthority over a man; she must be silent" (NIV).
The entire panel agreed that such biblical pas- sage was the most helpful to her.
Because her denof\linaHon supports orliinfltioJ) of
sages arc ~onf~s!ng. and th.ese pass~ges greatly
affected their m lnlstncs. SaccoccIO said she strug- women, Zapor said she has not run across much disgled with these controversial passages while work- couragement in her plan to seek ordination.
ing with Young Life and Intervarsity.
"Friends have disagreed but not discouraged"
'
"Why is it OK [as a womanJ to do things out:.ide Zapor said.
the walls of the church, but not inside?" Saccoccio
ASWC President EmmyLou Taylor said in refersaid.
ence to the panelists' positions that she "appreciatWhile serving in the Red Cross in WWII
ed that these women had been reformers for their
time."
Kroeger said she thought, "If I must give the best

A peace rall~, sup~rted by ASWC, Gonzaga University and the
Peace and Jusltce Action League of Spokane, will lake place at 8
p.m. Thursday in the Whilworth Cafe.
ASW,C. Preside~t ~m',l1YLou Taylor said the idea for the peace
rally ongmated With JUnior Angela Little.
!he ~ally will include student and faculty opinions about Ihe situatIon m Iraq. Speakers will explain their vision of peace as the
next step in the Middle East, Taylor said.
ASWC, however, has a neutral position on the war in Iraq.

Guest writer

Columnist talks about dating
Harlan Cohen, the author of the nationally syndicated advice
column Help Me, Harlan! will present "College in the Nude" at 8
p.m. Oct. 29 in the Cafe.
The event will focus on dating and relationships and include a
lecture, audience participation, original music, poetry and dance.
C:ohen aulhor~d the book Campus Life Exposed: Advice from the
Insede and contnbuted 10 Chicken for tire Teenage Sou/II/'

Working for religious unity
The Spokane College Women's Association is holding a luncheon
and lecture al noon tomorrow at the West Coast River Inn. The cost is
$~2 per person. Rabbi Daniel Lapin will lecture about "Ideas: The
~Ires thai Bum in our M!nds and .Change the World," focusing on the
Ideas and values Ihat unite Amencan Jews and Christians.
L~~in is.a radio host and an author He helped establish the
PaCIfiC JeWIsh Center, an Orthodox synagogue in Venice, Calif.

Musician to play with Ensemble
.Internationall~ accl?imed jazz tenor saxophonist Jimmy Heath
Will be ,Performlllg With ~he Wh.itworth Jazz Ensemble at 8 p.m.
Nov. 9 III Cowles Memonal Auditorium.
Heath played with jazz legends such as Miles Davis, Charlie
Parker and Dizzy Gillespie in the 1950s.
The concert will be sponsored by ASWC. Students may purchase tickets for $5.
For more information, call Dan Kcberle, Music department chair
and director of Jazz Studies, at ext. 4582.

Don't-get' cau"'ght by the fl~
Flu shots arc available for students, staff and faculty members at
the Health Center from 9:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Mondays, Tuesdays
Wednesdays and Fridays and from II :30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Thursdays:
Flu shots are $10. Students may pay upon service or charge the
amount to their student accounts. Staff and faculty must pay at the
time of service. No appointment is necessary.

i

Futurists coming to Whitworth

Story Ideas?

The Murdock Charitable Trust is hosting a free lunch discussion
on "College ~t~d~,nts. in Tod~y's World: Challenges, Obligations
and OpportunitIes With futunsts Tom and Christine Sine at noon
Oct. 31 i.n the Hixon Union Building catering rooms.
The SlIles ar~ co-auth~rs ?f Living 011 Purpose: Findillg God's
Best for Your Lffe: Tom SlOe IS a futures research and planning consultant for Chnstlan and secular organizations. Christine Sine is
a physician who developed and led the heallh care ministry
for YWAM's Mercy Ships.
Christine Sine will lecture on "Medical Ethics in the Year 2002"
at 4 p.m. Oct. 31 in the Chapel.

Call the editor in chief

atx3248

-Compiled by A lIisoll Carr alldAimee Goodwill
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Cheap airfare available,
but start searching early
Sarah l. lamb
Staff writer
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Students looking
for a close, quiet
newly-remodeled

duplex

l

"Spokane-San Francisco:
$233 (return Nov. 30)
$395 (return Dec. 1)

}

c
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Thanksgiving
is
quickly
approaching and many students
have made or arc in the midst of
making plans to go home.
Students who want the best
deals on airfare need to make
arrangements well in advance,
said lennifer** from Global
Travel in Spokane.
Jennifer said the company has
worked with people looking for
Thanksgiving fares for two
months. The fares as of Oct. 17
were as follows, based on availability and assuming the student
would leave Nov. 27 for
Thanksgiving:

Washer and Dryer
Dishwasher,
Parking
*lVater Paid*

"Spokane-Los Angeles:
$312 (return Nov. 30)
$41:11:1 (I durn Dec. 1)

4 Bedrooms, 3 bath, study $1,500/ month
625 W. Hawthorne Rd.
Call (208) 666-0389
or (208) 755-4348

Jennifer said the reason fares
were so high is because it is get. ting close to Thanksgiving.
Edwards Lalone Travel in
Spokane quoted somewhat similar
fares for a student traveling home
Thanhgiving,
leaving
for
Spokane on Nov. 27.

"Spokane-San Francisco:
$225 (eeturn Nov. 30)
"Spokane-Portland:
$149.50 (return Dec. I)

Freshman Lara Arbutina said
she ordered her tickets a month
ago. She used Orbitz.com to find
a flight home.
"Prices were good, so I wanted
to buy them then," she said.
Sophomore Alyssa Burch'said
she bought an airplane ticket a
month ago, but had to search hard
to find inexpensive airfare.
"The prices tend to go up as it
gets closer [to the departure
date ]," she said. "I wanted to
buy a ticket before they got too
high."
Burch used Travelocity.com to
book her flight.
The following fares were
found on Expedia.com (depart
Nov. 27, return Dec. 1):

Some students are staying on
campus for Thanksgiving because
flying home is 100 expensive.
Freshman Mark
Mesdag,
whose home is in Alaska, is not
going home for this reason. But,
he said he plans to fly home for
Christmas.
Calhy Nystrom of Edwards
Lalone Travel said students should
start planning now for Christmas
travel plans. She said students
need to give themselves time,
especially for holiday flights.
Nystrom said although there
was a definite decrease in the
industry after Sept. 11, 2001,
business has returned.
Nystrom said that the best time
to travel depends on the departure
cities. In most cases, however,
Tuesday, Wednesday and Saturday
are usually the less crowded days
to fly, she said.
Students should arrive at the
airport an hour to an hour-and-ahalf before their flights depart
when flying from the Spokane
airport, Nystrom said.

.. Spokane-Seattle: $125
"SpOkane-Los Angeles: $283

**Source would flot provide
her last flame.

"Spokane-Los Angeles:
$500 (return Dec. 1)
$218 (rcturn Nov. 30)
.. Spokane-Den vcr:
$575 (rcturn Dec. 1)
$500 (one slop each way in Reno)
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"Spokane-Miami: $599
"Spokane-Denver: $392
"Spokane-San Francisco: $256
"SpOkane-Honolulu: $930
"Spokane-Portland: $124
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Feeling a little down with winter just around the corner?

Into the

•••

Julia Nicholls
Staff writer

"

;'."

his fall's green grass, red trees
and blue skies make it easy to

f \

forget that the whites and grays

of winter arc around the corner.
Wmter brings good things: skiing, hot
cocoa, wool sweaters and Christmas, but
the shorter, darker days can lead to winter
depression, part of a sickness known as
Seasonal Affective Disorder (SAD).
"During winter, there is a decrease in
seratonin which leads to depression,"
Director of the Health Center Jan Murray
said.
SAD is characterized by depression
during winter months caused by lack of
sunlight. Symptoms of SAD usually
begin in October or November and subside in March or April.
According to the National Mental
Health Association (NMHA), 30 percent
of the population suffers from SAD. Most
of those who suffer are women and young
adults.
Lack of sunlight keeps the brain from
producing enough seratonin, a mood regulator. The depletion of seratonm leads to
depressive symptoms including energy
loss, increa~ed desire to sleep, depression,
increased sugar and starch cravings and
weight gain.
Shorter and darker days cause the brain
to produce more melatonin, a sleep-related hormone. This makes the body desire
sleep more and adds to the depressive
state.
Fortunately, several ways can effectively treat SAD.
"Light therapy is considered an optimal
way to go," Murray said.
Light therapy con!.ists of receiving
bright, fluorescent light through the eyes,

Freshmen Holly Bentley and Katie Van Kleeck console their fall·time depression with chocolates.

30 to 45 minutes a day.
"The light puts out specific rays that
imitate sunlight, which has an effect on
the brain and causes an increase in seratonin," Murray said.
Common indoor lights or the UV rays
used in tanning beds do not have the
same effect on the brain.
The Health Center's light box WilS
destroyed in the fire, but a new one
should amve about the time the Health

Center moves into the Jenkins basement.
Exercise, especially outdoors, is also an
effective way to reduce the effects of
SAD. Walking for an hour in winter sunlight is as effective as spending two and a
half hours under bright artificial light,
according to NMHA.
If you suffer from SAD, try to spend as
much time outdoors as possible this winter. Extreme winter temperatures can
make this difficult, however. Bundle-up

and try walking to class instead of driving
or do homework in a room with lots of
sunlight.
Counseling and antidepressants also
help fight depression. The Health Center
offers six free counseling sessions a year.

Bookstore crosses 'border' into Spokane
Stephanie Welker
Staff writer
The smell of new construction pierces
your senses as you enter through the first
set of double doors at Borders. Located at
9980 N. Newport Highway (for those of
you who are "directionally challenged,"
it's between Northpointe's Safeway and
Best Buy), the store is open from 9 a.m. to'
lD p.m. Sunday through Thursday and
from 9 a.m. to 11 p.m. Friday and
Saturday.
As you continue through the second set
of double doors, you'll find people milling
about looking at the large selection of
hooks, DVDs and music. You'll sec a busy,
friendly staff walking briskly to and from
areas of the store, helping customers find
what they're looking for and you'll notice
'liIIIJJNJ }J,ilf(r/U~/JlIG'OlthM"
it's easy to maneuver your way around, Sophomore J~ Boersma browses the literature selection at Borders. which has been open for two weeks,
thanks to the large section names placed
visibly above each area.
For example, the top 20 hardcover wrapping paper, as well," Meeusen said.
The store has been open for two weeks. books arc 30 percent off when they first
Tille Sleuth machines arc a special fea"This is the flagship store," said come out.
tu[e found around the store, where anyone
Mathew Meeusen, customer service repreBorders will even have offers on books can type in an author's name or subject and
sentative. "We eventually plan on opening for students, from time to time. Meeusen a list of matching book titles arc given. If a
five other stores in Spokane."
pointed oul the selection of Cliff's Notes someone comes in looking for a book for a
The strategic location of Borders in and then pointed out the "nice rei igion sec- project, but docsn't feci comfortable asking
northern Spokane was decided upon so the tion."
a staff member, he or she can go to the Title
"We have free gift-wrapping, so if stu- Sleuth and receive information without ever
store could work with nearby campuses.
"We have lots of deals here for people," dents purchase a gift, they can get it talking to anyone, Meeuscn said.
wrapped for free instead of having to huy
For professors, Borders is having an
Mecusen said.

Educator Appreciation Weekend where 25
percent off is given on almost everything,
including personal and classroom purchases Oct. 25 to 27. This deal is open to current and retired educators.
Complimentary refreshments will be
offered from noon to 6 p.m. Oct. 26.
Also, Borders is linked with the
National Network for out-of-print books.
The store's cafe comfortably scats 48
people.
"We have a lot of ~tudents coming here
to study," Meeusen said.
Soups, sandwiches, desserts, drinks,
water, coffee and bakery goods arc available to sustain the weary studier. The bakery makes its own biscolli and has its own
brand of coffee.
The store may also become an exhibition hall for aspiring artists.
If anyone would like to display his or
her artwork in the cafe or if a band would
like to perform, contact Meeusen for more
information.
"If there is a student who would like to
read poetry, r will hook up the PA system,"
Meeusen said. "Also, we will advertise
any community service events for you if
you bring us quality posters and if the
event is something Borders would be able
to advertise."
Feel free to contact Meeusen at 4662231 or e-mail him at mpmeeuse@bordersstores.com.
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Y',K,W~S' is spOns~ring a

Empty pockets is the excuse
used more times than ever could
be counled.
Whenever we are short on cal.h
or ju~t don't feel like spending our
hard-earned money, we recycle
the "poor college student" excuse.
With
Halloween
quickly
approaching, many of us are on
the look out for cheap, fun costumes. Don't fear. While you
should l.till be scouting out the
local Goodwill, keep these ideas
In mind for your trick-or-treating
pleasure.

rock· bottom prices of 50
cenls to $2.
", For more information) call

4575;

Have a frightful Halloween
,: _Take_part in a lo'ng..ime
Whitworth' tradition on
, Ba,lloweeri
night"
with
McMillan' Hall's ' annual
"Haunted House.
.

,,

clothing. To add to the costume,
hair spray your hair standing
straight up.

Maurita Birkland
Slaffwriler

, uSed-CD sale from 11 a.m. to
'4 :p.!ll. today in the Hixson
Union BuiJdjng.
The station is clearing out
albums n'o longer aired for,

,-

Ghastly fashions for boys and 'ghouls'

Sho'p for cheap 'music

'e~t.

::;, Tic,ke~ cos,t $2:f~r pre~sale
at the dOOr. ,,' " :;.' '
!t~lUIJIIl.UYt': :,the' ,))'i'a~,
i!",au!llt~a:
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American tourist
You can probably find the supplies to be a tourist in your own
closet. Dig out the loud Hawaiianstyle shirts for guys and maybe a
dress for the girls. Add a straw hat
and bag filled with brochures and
maps to the ensemble. Don't forgel to tote your camera and snap
plenty of picture~.
...

1960s hippie
You may be able to find the
neccssities for this costume at the
local Goodwill. Find some tie-dye
shifts, fringed vests, bell-bolloms,
headbands, sandals, beads, anything vintage-looking and piece it
together for a costume your parents would love.

...

Basket of laundry
This costume is cheap, simple
and comical. Simply buy a plastic
laundry basket and cut a hole in
the bottom. Put the basket over
your head and let It rest on your
hips. Then fill the basket up with
laundry. Finally, as a finishing
touch, safety pin a few dryer
sheets 10 your shirt.

Pumpkin
Possibly one of Ihe cheapesl,
!!asiest costumes you will find.
Simply buy a jack-a' -lantern
garbage bag.
If you can only find them 10
packages, put your money together with friends and form a pumpkin patch. Cut two holes in the
bottom of the bag for your legs
and a hole in each side of the bag
for your anns. Then fill the bag

with
crumpled
newspaper.
Loosely tape the open end of the
bag around your neck, leaving
plenly of breathing room. Finally,
add a green or orange hat with
paper leaves attached 10 it.
...

Updated ghost
For those of you who are just
going to cut some eyeholes in a
sheel, add some creativity 10 your
costume. Instead, find an old sheet
and cut two eyeholes and a slit for
the mouth. Then add some eye-

Sports Teams - Clubs - Student Groups
Earn $1,000-$2,000 this semester with the easy Campusfundralser com three
hour fundraising event Our programs make fundralsing easy with no
risks. Fundraismg dates are filling qUickly, so get With the program! Contact
at
(888)
923-3238,
or
visit
Campusfundraiser com
www.campusfundraiser.com

Unlimited Internet Access
Just $12.50 per month!

...

...

Static Cling
This costume could accompany
the laundry basket. Wear one
color, preferably black. Then safety pin items, such as socks, underwear, dryer sheets, etc. to your

lashes with a permanent marker
and color in some eye shadow.
Don't forget 10 add color to the
cheeks and maybe some lipstick.
For guy ghosts, add a mouslache
or beard and a pair of glasses.
Women, add some jewelry to your
ghost for a finishing touch.
Plenty of costume ideas are
available on the Internel. Have fun
creating that perfect costume and
thinking of somethi ng to buy with
the money you jusl saved.

Easy-Set Up - 2-Email Accounts - Nationwide Access
206-339-6374

J}; www.Mondava.com
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In Army ROTC, ~ou'll·get to do some pretty challenging stuff. Stuff th~t bl,lilds'
character and

discjplin~,

n<it to mention'muscles. In ,this class,

y~U;I{.I~-inn

"failure's not an option!' You'll also learn how to think on your feet
leader and decision maker. Talk
get ready to sweat a little.

that'

and'-:be;; gp~~

to y~ur'Army'ROTC advjs;~ to find o~t mo(e-".~~d-<
,

,'r

ARM Y ROTe Unli~e any other college COurse you can take.
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The Ring delivers intense plot
Thrills and chills just
in time for Halloween

The Ring
Director; Gore Verbinski '
Starring: Naomi Watts and Martin Henderson
Rated: PO-I3
Runtime: 1 hour, 54 minutes
Approval:

0

Keith Spitzer
Slaff writer
The Ring isn't scary as much as it is intense.
Naomi Watts plays a reporter for The Seattle PostIntelligencer who begins investigating a disturbing
tape after the death of her niece,
caused by extreme fright. The tape
i!> a strange short film that shows a
ring and many other disturbing
images.
"It is like somebody's nightmare," the niece said.
Rachel, played by Watts,
searches for the origi n of Ihis
strange tape. She returns to the
cabin in the woods where her
niece first saw the film. Rachel
watches the tape and receives the
phone call immediately after, saying she will die in seven days.
SPITZER'S
Using the images on the screen
SPOTLIGHT
and her reporting skills, Rachel
tracks down a woman in the film
to discover that she died and many of the images in the
film are of her life. The disturbing life that she lived

....

and her untimely end arc captured on the tape. We
learn she had a daughter who was committed to an asylum. She never slept. A clip from a film interview with
the daughter is shown and she says she didn't mean to
hurt her mother; she just docs it.
The movie chronicles seven days after Rachel sees
the tape. She shows it to her ex-husband and her son
accidentally sees a copy of the tape. She then begins a
frantic hunlto find a way to keep a horrible death from
reaching her and her son.
Seemingly just as losl as Rachel, every Iwist and
turn of the plol makes you wonder.
A part in the film reveals that just before you die,
you see the ring. After that, there is the briefest of
flashes in which that audience is shown a burning ring.
Thai isn't scary, but more creepy. The whole movie
seems to lead to a creep-out response. The Ring comes
off the screen and lives in our realily. That quality
frightens the viewer more and more as the movie progresses, especially after the video is shown in length as
Rachel watches it, like now we have seen iI and should
be afraid.
The acting is high-quality. Neither Walls, nor her co-

star Martin llenderson have many credits to their
name.
Watts' most acclaimed work was Mullhollam/ Dril'e
and lIenderson was in Wille/talkel s.
For the mo!>t part, until recently, they have both
played minor roles slich as "Joe's Girlfriend" or
"Additional Voice." This docs lIot mean that they can't
act. Both turn out performances Ihat are riveting and
entertaining.
Watts, in particular, docs an incredible job of making
the audience feel hoth fearful of her pending doom and
encouraged that she, of all people, will figure a way
out of this horrible trap. The emotion in her facial
expressions
and
her mannerisms is elecSpitzer Film Rating
trifying.
System
The Rillg should he
seen in the theater after
dark when it can fully
Worthy of Oscar nomitake effect. This movie
nation.
has just enough heebie
jeebies to make it a
Worth seeing in the
great Halloween treat.
theater.
For those who would
rather r~nt and stay at
Wait fDr the DVO to
home, The Rillg is
come
out.
based on a Japanese
film, Rillgu that was
released limitedly in
Where the movie truly
the United States in
belongs.
1998.

t

chatterbox~------------------~
Aimee Goodwin

News editor
Junior Heather Jutila crossed the
finish line and reached her yearlong
goal of finishing the Portland
Marathon Oct. 5.
Jutila, who ran a'i a part ()f the
Leukeml3 and Lymphoma Society's
Team in Training program, ran and
walked the 26.2 mIle
course in 5 hours, 8
minutes.
Finishing the race
was an emotional
and overwhelming
experience,
and
crossing the finish
line was worth the pain of the training
and the marathon itself, Jutila said.
"It went really well," Jutila said.
"Basically, my main goal was to finish, and I dill."
Jutila had never run regularly until
she began training last September for
the marathon. She said she was
inspired by alumnus Micah Holmes,
who has also run a marathon.
"I've always thought it would be
neat to run for a really long time and to
run a really long distance," Jutila said.
"I finally decided that it was something 1 could do and wanted to do and

it would be something 1 would be really proud of if I did do it. It was almost
to prove it to myself that I could do it.
To go from not running ever to running a mamlhon - that's something
I'm really proud of now."
Together, Jutila and her 400 teammates raised more than $1 million in
donatiOlls --for ,- ihe Leukemfa and
Lymphoma Society. Seventy-five percent of the donations
will be used for
leukemia and lymphoma research.
Each Team in
Trailling
member
was partnered with
an honored patient
who was dealing with a form of blood
cancer or leukemia or had dealt with it
III trp- past. The runners could wear
medical bracelets with their honored
patient's naI!1e on them during the
race.
Jutila said looking at Ihe bracelet
during the painful marathon reminded
the runner, "This person has gone
through much more pain than I have."
The night before the race, Jutila mel
her honored patient, a 40-year-old
woman who has had two successful
bone marrow tmnsplants.
"It fclt really good to meet my

patient," JUlila said. "When we were
training, we reminded ourselves that
we're not the only ones in pain or
struggling to get through something
physically demanding. That helped
you get through that last mile."
Due to a leg injury last summer,
Jutila had run only 11 consecutive
miles before the marathon. She ran
about 23 miles in the marathon and
walked at water stations and When she
needed 10 calch her breath.
"Duflng the race, there's a fair
amount of adrenaline thaI keep!> you
going, so that's kind of what I was
counting on to keep me going," Jutila
said.
Allhough the training was long and
hard, Jutiia said she is thinking of
doing another marathon sometime.
Jutila recommends this marathon to
anyone who wants to run a marathon
becau!>e it is a scenic course and has
only one major hill, at mile 17.
"If you ever have any desire to do
something like that, you should just go
for It," she said. "Literally, if I can do
it, anybody can do it. You have to
have some dedication and it's really
helpful to have something that's pushing you along. It's a fun and pretty
amazing experience to be a part of
something with so many people
involved."

The place to be seen...

Staff Development Day. i~
Chatterbox- ,!Ii£,
to Fall Break and an editors'IDIW
worthy?' ,.': _D~e_
conference, The Whitworlhian will be on a
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AdJ unct Professor
Brad McKenhan
and KeVin Benson.
assistant director
of annual giVing
and church relations. eat a bowl of
dirt and worms ...
gummy worms and
crushed Oreos In
Schumacher Hall
for the Judging of
the annual dorm
decorating contest.

j
;

Decorating
hinges on
dorm creativitu
Meghan Callaghan
Staff writer

Homecoming competitions
brinu campus closer
Katelin Hodge
Slaff Wrtler

UllllY

uurUlcreanvnu

Katelin Hodge
Slaff Wl'ller

Meghan Callaghan
Staff writer
he .annual dor~ decorat Ing contest IS a
chance for halls to
compete against each other
to see who can out-do who
wIth decoratIOn and spirit.
The winning dorm this year was
Warren. followed closely by
Schumacher and The VIllage.
For dorm senators. th is evcnt can
be overwhelming.
"Il"s stressful. wIth Parents'
Weekend. midterms and
Homecoming all in a row; it's
rough:' sophomore Courtney Daly,
senator of Arend said.
The resIdents of Arend all agreed
that it takes a lot of effort to show
their school Sptrlt In the midst of
preparing for midterms.
On the other hand. senators of Ballard
and Warren were both surprIsed when
reSIdents of their dorms jumped into decorating the dorms.
"It has been so easy. Everyone has been
working together It has been really good
for the community of Warren:' said sophomore Serena lindqUISt. senator of Warren.
Building community was the main goal
of thIS annual event and the women of
Ballard arc proof of that.
"The girl:, in Ballard took the initiative
and went for it. really creating a tight
bond In Ballard:' said junior Carla
Dc PrIest. senator of Ballard.
Stewart Senator and sophomorc
Sara Harris saId it was difficult
for dorms that \\oere mostly
freshmen and had to attend a justice cluster for freshman seminar.
''The hardest thing IS trYing to
get people to participate and only
working with one other person:'
Harris said.
Despite this setback.
Baldwin-Jenkins
Representative and freshman
Jackson William had a posiri\ e view on the event.
"It was an awesome way to
build community and show
school spIrit:' Jackson said.
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Ab:lve. Sophomores Ben Bethea and Courtney Daly represent Arend dUring h.:1lf·
time at the Pine Bowl. Below. Sophomore David Wilson representing Beyond
men. He IS danCing. not Just stretching

Crowning Holluwood's
Iroual couple'
Meghan Callaghan
Staff \\-'riler
orm royalty wmners. another annual HomecomIng staple, took many by surprIse when announccd at the
Homecoming game.
The competition resulted in a tie between SchMac B&.B
performing a Britney Spears Pepsi number and off campus
involving the crowd With a Pirate-booty chant.
Other dorms. however. were also crowd-plc3sers.
Arend's Saturday Night Live makeover of the Spartan
Cheerleaders had the crowd laughing and with even more
laughter following sophomore Ben Bethea. \'vhen he
showed everyone his Speedo. The Village's dance to
Michael Jackson's "Bad" [faced the crowd With their
while gloves. Baldwin-Jen·kms· golden Academy Awards
bodies were a nIce touch. Boppell's dance number to
DITty Da/lclng, Mouluz Rouge and Grease had the crowd
going. Stewart's couple-fight scene was original. The
toaster coming out of freshman Phil Grahlts' pants. however. was unexpected. Lastly. Wam:n's movie scenes and
matchIng outfits dazzled the Homecoming crowd.

D

H

omecoming Weekend 2002 was chock-full of actiVities and evenb flll
both alumm and students alike. Many traditional Whitworth
Homecoming happenings continued this year. along with the addition
of new activities that made Homecoming a success.
The dorm decorating contest took place Thursday night. Students from
all dorms competed to make theIr dorm the most attractive on campus.
The winners were announced Saturday at the football game during the
halftime show. Warren took first place. followed by The Village in second
place and SchMac B&B in thIrd.
On Friday night, ASWC sponsored a rally at Pirates' Cove to get students pumped up for the football game Saturday against the tough competition of Pacific Lutheran UniverSity.
Despite a huge fan turnout and strong crowd support at the game. the
Pirates took a loss against the Lutes With a final score of 21-7.
The Red Dawgs and the Black Plague battled it out during the traditional Powder Puff football game following the game on Saturday afternoon.
All the girls played to win, but the Black Plague overpowered With a final
score of 23-6.
The weekend culminated With the Homecoming dance. themed "A
Night at the Oscars."
"The dance was really enjoyable. There was a good turnout. the decorations looked great and it just had a really fun feeling:' said Haley Dove.
ASWC special events coordinator.
Dress-up days were also a new addition to Homecoming Week thiS year.
"Some people went all out and that was cool;' Dove said. "It wa<; just
an idea that someone came up With so we thought we'd give it a try."
Each day had a different theme from class color day. when each class
wore a specified color to "you look hot today" day when student, were
decked out in tuxedos and formal dresses.
"Overall. I think that Homecoming was a success this year:' Dove ~aid

arts

THE PLAGUE SPREADS
The Black Plague
ousts the Red Dawgs,
"'PAGE 12
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l6-match streak sets record
Laura Adams
Staff writer
With only six matches remaining in the season, the Pirate's 181 record may lcad Whitworth to
another Northwest Conference
championship this year.
Ranked eighth in the nation,
the Bucs defeated Whitman
College
and
Willamclle
University last week to extend
their winning streak to 16 matches - an all-time school record.
Not since 1980, when Whitworth
went 37-13 and was ranked sixth
in the nation, have the Pirates had
such a successful season.
The Bucs swept Whitman 3022,33-31,30-19 last Wednesday
and Willamelte 30-21,30-27,3129 Friday.
In Wednesday's first game, the
two teams exchanged leads until
the Pirates assembled a 9-1 scoring streak after a 21-21 tie.
Sophomore Katy Schrader planted the game-winning kill to give
the Pirates a 30-22 victory.
Whitman jumped out to a 11-4
lead the !>econd game, but the
Bucs pulled to within one and
went on to win 33-31 after
Whitman committed a crucIal
error ncar the end of the game.
in game three, Whitworth
trounced on the Missionaries 3019, helped by !>enior outside hilter Julie Weatherred, who taBlCd
20 ki-lIs, ~Ind senior seiter Nicole
Weedman, who offered 51
assIsts. Seniors Jill Vaughan and
Lindf>cy Wagstaff each added 11
kills, whilc Schradcr finished thc
match with to kills.
On rriday, 715 fans witnessed
a stunning come-from-behind
finale against Willamette.
In game one, the Bearcats
grabbed an early 3-0 lead, but
Whitworth quickly retaliated to
win the game 30-21.
The Pirates jumped out to an
early 7-1 lead in game two,
helped by two strong Weatherred

kills and an ace by Schrader.
Willamette would not die quickly, however, and the Bearcats
nearly caught the Bucs 23-22.
But senior outside hiller Karen
Robnett slammed a kill over the
net to finish the game 30-27.
Game three started with the two
teams exchanging qUIck points,
but the Bucs gradually fell behind
after thc Bearcats altered their
offensive sy~tem. With Whitworth
behind 24-17. Head o>ach Steve
Rupe called a time out.
"(Willamelle) was changing
their game to 'slop' (tiPS and
dinks)," Rupe explained. "I told
(my players) to be mindful and
watch their defense."
The Bucs gained some ground
after the time out, but at 26-29,
the Beareats threatened 10 force a
game four. Fortunately, a kill by
Schrader, followed by two
Weatherred kills tied the two
teams at 29-29 and staved off a
Willamelte victory.
Then an ace by Robnett and a
Bearcat error gave the Pirates a
unexpected 31-29 victory.
"We- never gave up," Rupe
said. "This was one of the best
blocking matches we have ever
had."
Rupe's words were examplified by Vaughan and Schrader,
who earned five blocks apiece,
am! by Wagstaff, who added fO,ur
'blocks' -! in ' . game
three.
Offensively, Weatherred led With
11 kills and 16 digs while
Wagstaff chipped in eight kills.
"(The match) was a lot of fun
the entire team pulled
through," Weatherred said.
Whitworth (18-1, 10-0) will
try and improve on lheir 16match winning streak this Friday
at Pacific Lutheran University
and Saturday at the University of
Puget Sound. The Pirates next
home game is the following
Friday against Lewis and Clark
State College.

NaoTnI JIHhy/IFhil'~lfh/{lII

(left to right) Seniors Julie Weatherred, lindsey Wagstaff and Karen Robnett hold off on a Willamette serve which
landed out of bounds 11\ the Pirates sweep of the Bearcats Friday. The Bues stress team communication.

NCAA establishes new rules for
volleyball, confuses some fans
Laura Adams
Sla//writer
If you have recently attended a Whitworth
volleyball game, you may have been surprised
by how different the game looks from previous
years.
Such ~usplcions are correct: Several new rule
changes were implemented by the NCAA for
Division III volleyball this season.
To help you better understand the matches,
here are the main rule changes:
... Matches are won by whoever win!> three out
of hve game~ by "rally scoring." Rally !>coring
means a point is scored on every play, regardless
of who is serving.

...
Games arc won by whoever'reaches 30
points fir!>t and holds a two-point lead, except for
the fIfth game, which is won with 15 points.
All games still have to be won by two points.
... A serve that hIts the net on its way over is
still in play. This IS called a "let serve."
... Have you noticed a player on each team wearing a different colored jersey? This is a new POSItion called a "libero," On Whitworth's learn, the
hbero is normally played by senior Annie Buck.
A Iibero is a strictly defensive player. They
arc not allowed to ~erve, Jump or set in front of
the lO-fool line. Liberos are allowed to come in
for any player without going through the normal substitutions.

Record-setting TD pass fails to stop rival Lutes
Thomas Gearhart
Staff writer

ball saga.
But the Pirates, renowned for
their second-half comebacks,
Chris Collins
failed to score after the first quarSports editor ter against rival Pacific Lutheran
l .
University in last Saturday's
The chance for sweet revenge Homecoming game, and fell 21was thefl~ for the taking. Jt was'" 7, extinguishing any hopes for
the perfect setup, the perfect foot- retribution.

The Lutes had cut short
Whitworth's playoff hopes last
season when they defeated the
Bucs 27-26 in overtime. Earlier
that season, the Pirates had beat
PLU 27-26 for the first time in 32
sell,sons. And last Saturday, 'in
front of a record 3,100 fans, the
Lules strangled the Pirate offense-
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The price to pay - senior wide receIVer K. C, Kameron

IS

in the second half after a 7-7 halftime tie.
PLU held senior q .. arterback
Scott Biglin to only 32 yards passing and allowed just three yards
on the ground in the second half.
In the end, the Pirates accumulated their lowest of(ensi~e output
since 199!) ~nd their lowest point
total since the 2000 season opener.
"If you can't compete against
PLU, they'll kick your bull,"
Biglin said.
Overall, the Bucs were held to
just 3 J yards rushing and 168
yards in the air.

"You have to give (PLU) credit," Head Coach john Tully said.
"They arc the best l,Iefensive
team in the league, and we really
had our backs to the wall."
Senior wide receiver Dwayne
Tawney had three receptions for
112 yards, including a recordbreaking 95-yard
reception
which put Whitworth on the
board first, with 2:56 to go in the
first quarter.
Previously, the record for the
longest Pirate touchdown pass
was 92 yards, set in 1974.
"II was a great play; J was able
to get inside my man and get up
field and score," Tawney said.
The senior had gained two steps
on the PLU pass defender and
!>natched the ball at the Pirate 20yard line. lie then spnnted down
the Sideline to give the Pirales
their only touchdown of the game.
The single play accounted for
nearly half of the Pirate's total
offense.
Despite fiis initial Sl1cccs!>,
Tawney struggled during the rest
of the game.
"Their coverage was really

l/o{~llr~ 7IiID'Oftb/~1f1

violently tackled after receiving the ball in Saturday's match.

See
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Senior Ben Robinson (middle) and freshman Phil Grahlfs (right) compete in Saturday's Big Foot Invite.

Runners prepare for conference
Chris Collins
Sports editor
Junior Leslie Nelson flew past
the finish line nine seconds
ahead of the pack to win her
fourth race of the season at lasl
Saturday's Big Foot Invite.
Nelson completed the 5K
course in 18:59.7 to propel her
team to second in the ] O-team
meet.
Meanwhile, the men claimed
third, led by junior Jesse
Stevick's finish of 26:51.6 in the
8K course.
The meet, held at Spokane
Falls Community College, was
the seventh invite Whitworth has
attended this season. Nelson has
finished first in four of them.
"(Nelson) is running wild,"
Head Coach Toby Schwarz said.
The women faced 97 runners
from 10 schools and placed second with 43 points - trailing
only Lewis and Clark State
College by five points.
The men competed against
nine teams and 86 runners. They
earned 91 points, but fell to the
combined Spokane Communily
Colleges squad and to Ihe
University of Idaho, who tallied
35 and 45 points, respectively.
But Schwarz was nol disappointed.
"Third place is awesome,"
Schwarz said. "There were a lot
of really good programs competing out there."
Nelson, who has been named
NWC Runner of the Week four
times this season, said she has
improved dramatically during
the second half of this season.
"Now that ['m in shape, the
races have felt good," Nelson
said.
Despite finishing more than
70-yards ahead of competing
runners in Saturday'S meet,
Nelson said there was a point she
felt her lead was compromised.
"The first two-and-half miles
were good," Nelson said. "But in
the lasl mile I struggled and lost
a lillie ground on the last hill."
In the end, Nelson had little
trouble maintaining an edge.
But the hill would also prove
challenging for Stevick, who
climbed it twice.
"The second time going up,
you know the hill is coming, and
you kind of dread it." Stevick
said.
But Stevick pulled through.
And with 30 yards to run before
the finish line, he turned on his
back burners to sprint by Lewis
and Clark runner Calvin Sphuler.
"I have a decent kick, so I sort

of put my trust in that," Stevick
said.
TraIling Stevick by five seconds, freshman Doug Blackburn
beat out senior teammate Ben
Robinson for 19th place.
Robinson, who finished in 20th
at 27:06.5, had no hard feelings.
Also scoring for the Pirates,
sophomore Aaron Coe and
freshman Phil Grahlfs claimed
33rd and 34th place with times
of 27:49.8 and 27:52.1, respectively.
"We did pretty good," Stevick
said. "(Blackburn and Robinson)
went out fast, so we just chased
them."
Placing II th for the women,
senior Jessica Austin finished in
19:24.6. Senior Elizabeth Abbey,
freshman Kristi Dickey and
sophomore Elaine Heinemann
also contributed, finishing 14th,
t 7th and 22nd, respectively.
The Pirates will advance to
the NWC Championships, hosted by UPS at the PLU course,
Nov. 2.
The women, who are ranked
25th nationally and second in the
region, could be one of the two

teams to advance to regional
competition.
Schwarz said he has high
hopes for the upcomlllg meet
and that the women deserve a
higher national ranking.
His runners remain optimistic,
as well.
"A lot of the players arc running together as a team," Nelson
said.
Meanwhile, the men, ranked
fifth regionally, hope to secure
one of the three national bids.
"We're focusing our energy
on the conference meet," said
Robinson, who also believes this
year's men's team could be the.
best in the past] 5 to 20 years.
Saturday's meet was the last
time the Pirates brought their
entire squad to the course. For
the conference championship
meet, only to runners will be
selected to represent Whitworth.
But the coach said he will wait
10 days before finalizing his
decisions.
"[('s too c1u!>e 10 call,"
Schwarz said.

good," he said.
Going into the second half with
a 7-7 tie, the Lute!> drove 42 yards
down the field and converted for
their first touchdown of the game.
After that, it was all PLU.
In the third quarter, the Lutes
marched 35 yards to position themselves for a 34-yard touchdown pass
and claim the lead 14-7.
Whitworth went only one for six
on third-down conversions in the
second half, eliminating their
chances for successful drives.
With 12:28 remaining in the
fourth quarter, the Lutes assembled a
69-yard drive and converted for a
touchdown to extended their lead
21-7. The drive ate nearly six minutes off the clock and forced the
Pirates to hurry on their next two
possessions.
The Hues lost nine yards on their
next possession and were forced to
punt. After regaining possession,
Biglin failed to connect on four passes and Whitworth turned the ball
over on downs, with 2:29 remaining.
From there, PLU ran out the
clock and handed the Pirates their
first conference loss.
"It was definitely frustrating having to stand on the sidelines and
watch our defense pour it all out,
down after down," Tawney said.
The Pirate's defense allowed
233 yards rushing and 154 yards
passing, but held the Lutes to 7.6
points below their average scoring
total. The Pirate's average startmg
field position was from their own
15, while PLU started from their
own 41. '
"The biggest factor was field
position," Tully said. "They had
phenomenal field position and our
backs were against the wall."
Biglin completed eight of his 25
passes and was sacked three times
for a loss of 15 yards. But, he had
few complaints.
"The (offensive) line did a good
job," he said. "I give credit to PLU
- they're a good team."
Next week, Whitworth will face
University of Puget Sound in
hopes of improving their 1-1 conference record.
"Anything can happen at this
point," Tully said.
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Black Plague strikes Soccer teams struggle
again to secure title
Brvan Tidwell

Staff writer

Neal Glutting
Staff writer

"
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'
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The Black Plague defeated the Red Dawgs
23-6 Saturday in the annual Powder Puff game
held in the Pine Bowl.
The Red Dawgs dominated the first quarter,
but slipped during the following three quarters,
allowing the Black Plague to take over.
Freshman Joe Day Rider, coach of the Black
Plague, explained his team's secret.
"The girb have a lot of heart," he said.
Both teams' defenses held off the opposing
offensive units for the first quarter. But, four
minutes into the second quarter, freshman
Jaime Fay of the Black Plague scored the first
touchdown.
With I :50 left in the first half, the Red
Dawgs regained momentum off an interception
hy senior Allison Duncan. But, the Dawgs
failed to convert before halftime.
In the third quarter, The Plague'!> defense
dominated the Dawgs' offense and Fay converted for another touchdown.
After the touchdown, the Plague !>cored a
two-point conversion to rise above the Dawgs,
15-0.
In the third quarter, the Plague'!> primary
quarterback, freshman Tiffany Buissink, suf-

The women Pirates split two
games last weekend, defeating PLU
1-0 Saturday, but losing 0-4 Sunday
to UPS. Meanwhile, the men struggled, falling to PLU 3-4 Saturday
and UPS 0-5 Sunday.
The women displayed physical
prowess Saturday in a game with a
combined 39 fouls. And though the
scoreboard rcvealed a quiet game,
the Bucs controlled most of the
action and outshot PLU 19-9. The
Pirates also took nine corner kicks
while the Lutes had only one.
In the 77th minute, the Pirates
scored the only goal of the game
when junior forward Heather Sale
headed the ball into the net off an
assist by freshman midfieldcr Ashley
Troxel. Sale and PLU keeper Kim
Bosley both fushed for the ball, but
Sale managed to head it into Ihe net
just before they collided.
Pirate junior defender Erika
McGraw played keeper for most of
the match and tallied three saves to
help hold the Lutes scoreless.
Following the women's match, the
Pirates struggled against the Lutes in
a physical !1ldtch which tagged Pirate
junior kc\;per Jon Bosh with a rl d

fered a knee injury and was replaced by Fay.
The Dawgs had trouble in the fourth quarter
when a few lO-yard and IS-yard penalties contributed to good field position for the Black
Plague. The Plague took advantage of the
Dawgs' penalties and scored another touchdown midway through the fourth quarter. The
Plague tried for two again, extending their lead
to 23-0.
The remainder of the game stayed deadlocked as both defenses stood fIrm.
But, hope sprouted in the fourth quarter for
the Dawgs when senior quarterback Annie
Vander Pol connected with senior Wide receiver Deanna Baldwin on a touchdown pa1>s. But
the two-pOint conversion failed and Ihe Dawgs
trailed 23-6.
Following the Dawgs' only touchdown, the
clock dWindled down and Whitworth's Powder
Puff 2002 came to a close.
"These last three years, we've really built up
our learn," said senior Loretta Serbell of the
Black Plague. "This year, there were lots of
returning ::'eniors, jUnIors and sophomores, as
well as new freshmen. We all enjoyed learning
from each other and gaining new friendships.
That's really what the game is all about."
For senior Corey Baldwin, coach of the Red
Dawgs, the loss wa!> still a sucess.
"It was a beautiful Puff game," Baldwin said .
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card for rushing out of the net. It was
the second red card the Bucs have
received this season.
The men came out strong in the
first half, thanks to freshman forward Jonathan Carlson's header off a
free-kick in the 13th minute.
Later, senior
forward
Eric
Johnson's 25-yard sinking shot put
the Pirates up 2-0 at 16:10.
But the Lutes came back in a frenzy,
scoring at 31 :28 followed by a barrage
of three goals in the second half that
came within a six-minute period.
The Pirales fought back, however,
outshooting the Lutes 13-5 in the
second half, despite playing with 10
men due to the red card.
Junior defender Rawley Doggett
scored in the 68th minute, tallying his
fifth of the season. But, the minor
comeback failed to give the Pirate!> the
final edge, as they fell to the Lutes 3-4.
Bolh the men and women struggled with the Loggers on Sunday.
The UPS men dominated the Bucs,
splitting five goals among five different players.
The Pirates were outs hot for only
the third time thiS season, as UPS
released shots ]2 times, while
Whitworth shot only six times.
The Pirate women fared just as
poorly, losing 0-4 as UPS outs hal the
Bues 18-5, with 12 shots on goal.
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Call Today:
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Sophomore Anne Langley of the Black Plague breaks loose In Powder Puff.
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POLInCALL Y CHARGED
Whitworth's new political clubs
bring debate to campus.
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wou tis even the faithful
wonder that more students do not take
advantage of them. If the majority of depression cases are treatable through a few counseling sessions, combined with possible
medicinallherapy, why are students not
requesting help? What could possibly be
holding them back from the freedom and
enjoyment of life that they deserve?

Matthew Kaemingk
Guest writer
hat is wrong with you? You look a
little tired, bud. Why are you stuck
in your room so much lately? You
never hang out with us anymore. Something
you need to talk about? Come on, spit it out
- there has to be an explanation for all this;
what is it? The quicker we talk about this,
the quicker we can fix it. What do you mean
you can't explain? I thought we were
friends! When I am sad I listen to praise
music - have you tried that? Are you losing
your faith?
.
Depression sucks. No question about it, it
just sucks. To an outsider, it is often misread
as a simple pile of problems that must be
sifted through, I>crutinized, picked apart and
solved. We often look for a quick-fix to pull
our friend out of the dumps and back into
"the land of the living." Unfortunately,
despite our well-intentJo,ned and villi~nt
efforts, it quickly becomes apparent it is not
so I>imple.
To the depressed, it is a dbease that
ruthlessly infects the entirety of the mind
while eating away at a person's relationships, physical health and spiritual life.
Every difficulty they experience becomes
more demoralizing than the last. The normal process of evaluatmg problems and
working to solve them is disrupted to its
very core.
"One of the hardest things about depression is that I know something is wrong but I
can't figure out what it is," senior Stacie
Wilson said. "I keep thinking that if only I
could put my finger on that onc thing that is
makmg me sad, then 1 would be able to
make it better. I'm a fixer, I want to fix it,
but 1 find I just can't."
Clinical depression can plague and engulf
its victim for weeks, months and even years,
with unexplainable feelings of guilt and sadness.
I asked several psychology and counseling
experts on campus: Director of Counseling
Janelle Thayer, Associate Dean of Students
Dick Mandeville and Vice President of
Student Life Kathy Storm, and they outlined
for me four main causes of depression. Their
lists included an innate biochemical deficiency in the brain, the painful remembrance of
childhood abuse, abandonment or rape, the
experience of a tragic event, or the failure to
process a past difficult situation in a healthy
manner.
Mandeville explained to me that depression is quite treatable. He said some people
simply need a fey.' counseling sessions to
work through difficult issues, while others
require a longer and more involved road to
recovery by means of the prolonged use of
counseling and antidepressant medication.
Mandeville also explained that
Whitworth's strategy for aiding struggling
students with the challenges of depression.
Resident assistants are tmined to spot students who have depression-like symptoms,
empathize with them and direct them to
helpful resources. One of these resources is
the college's six free counseling sessions and
Health Center information about antidepressant medication.
With so many resources for help, it is a

W

he problem is painfully simple: there
is an insidious stigma, combined with
a subconscious shame here on campus
about consulting with "shrinks" or taking
psychotropic medication.
The first order of business is to dispel the
myth that drugs like Prozac, Zoloft and Paxil
are simply "happy drugs." They are not
addictive, nor do they make people artificially
giddy about life. Their purpose is to aid the
person in bringing their issues and daily ,
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problems mto perspective. Medications like
Prozac can provide a person with the confidence necessary in tackling the issues that
ensnare them.
Sadly, the second and most destructivc
myth is coming from none other than a faction within the Christian community. Their
claim is that depression is simply a reflection of a person's personal sin, weak character or poor relationship with God.
"I'm always very concerned when I hear
people equating depression with some sort
of spiritual failure,"Storm said. "Throughout
Scripture, people whose faith was real and
profound struggled with depths of sadness
- the Psalms are full of lament. I don't
think faith ever provides us a Teflon coal
against the deep sadness of the world; spiritual sensitivity may even heighten our
anguish for injustice and pain."
Brad McKerihan, an adjunct faculty member
who has experience in counseling, also
weighed in on these myths about depression
saying, "I hate the fact that some church
groups think that antidepressant medication is
anti-God; it has helped so many people. I don't
think these certain churches should shame people into believing that because their faith isn't
strong enough. ltjust makes me mad."
These childish views that those who suffer
from depression arc simply sinners who arc
failing to trust in God's strength and need to
"suck it up" arc coming from a small, but

outspoken, legalistic faction within the
Christian Church. This misguided faction of
the church often refers to depression as nothing more than a simple denial of the sufficiency of God's power.
POkane's Failh Bible Church (FBe)
offers us a local example of this destructive thought-process. Tho years ago, the
church gave a sennon series and published a
position paper on mental diseases and the use
of psychotropic drugs. Unfortunately, the
church argued that the Bible clearly labels
Attention Deficit Disorder (ADD) as a sin,
and depression as a result of "failing to trust
in God." In another section the elders wrote,
"The use of a psychoactive substance to overcome a spiritual problem is wrong ... it is a
denial of the means of grace that God has sufficiently explained in his word."
During his sennon, FBC's pastor John
Smith asked his congregation, "Why would
you go anywhere else than God's word?
Christian, you have all the resources you need
for life and godliness through God's word and
the resources he outlines in his word."
Several Whitworth students who were
struggling with depression attended these
church services and as a resull, stopped taking their medication because they feared
they were not trusting in God and the
church's help.
Whitworth Chaplain Terry McGonigal...
remembers the incident quite vividly.
"The students had serious problems and
they were told il was simply a spirilUal problem," McGonigal said. "They were told
they were sinning by laking their medication
and they needed to rely on Christ. The students came to me questioning their own salvation and faith, feeling horrible."
Criticizing FBC is nol the aim of Ihis piece;
whether they still hold these outrageous positions I cannot say. I can only hope they have
seen their error and changed. The important
thing IS that we move beyond this childish
and naive theology and bring those suffering
among us to the help that is available and
proven to be effective.
Chances are many of uS will go through
difficult times in our lives. It is the fUllction
of the body of Christ to lift these people up,
bring them to help and do whatever necessary to help them.
"We arc not questioning God's sufficiency, bUI how his sufficiency is provided to
us," McGonigal said. "God works through
the whole world to bring good through both
Chri1>tians and non-Christians. I find it interesting that it was a cOnlmitted Christian who
invented Prozac to ease people's suffering."
Senior religion major Andrew Wakefield
exhibits an example of a devoted Christian
man who struggled with depression, got the
appropriate help he needed, and as a resull,
has since healed.
"I was not accepting God's grace for my
mistakes. J was meeting with a counselor
and she noticed some symptoms or depression. J was not feeling like myself, and I
could not get excited about things that I used
to enjoy. I dealt with my depression with a
combination of counseling and medication
for a period of eight months. I gradually felt
like I had more energy, didn't have to sleep
all the time and ate more regularly. I just
became more myself. It gave me the strength
to work through my problems and behaviors
and now I can function without the medication."
Mid-terms are here and many of us may
be breaking under the pres~ure, or dealing
with problems from home. Watch out for
each other. Real men and women of God
will seek the help they need to live a healthy
life of service to their Creator.
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Political parties form on campus
Democratic club seeks
to overcome apathy

Kevin Eddy
Guest writer
"

hy the Young Democrats? I
would love to tell you why I
believe in the "glorious"
W
Democrats, and then continue on by
attacking the "evil" Republicans (by the
way, I'm so kidding). That's politics,
right? Yeah, but not my politics. Sure,
I'm a Democrat- big deal. Too bad
I've only voted for one Democrat, and it
was not AI Gore.
So why the Young Democrats? The
idea behind the founding of this organization simply is to inform the student
body, fight apathy and to foster personal
growth. Lofty goals, but I believe very
attainable goals. Here's the plan:
Too often, I have had a conversation
with someone about politics or any
issue in which they have no clue what
they are talking about. It is embarrassing and frustrating. And it has happened to people who call themselves
Democrats and Republicans ... heck,
it's happened to me. Too often we as
students don't take the time or have the
time to seriously consider serious issues
in the world today. This club would
serve as an outlet of information,
attempting to correct misconceptions,
challenging students to grow personally
and to simply discuss issues that are
important in the world today. Ultimately,
it's up to the individual to make his or
her own decision, but hopefully this can
be a resource for sorting it all out.

GOP students campaign
for national candidates

Apathy. It's one of those buzz words
on campus now - what do we do about
apathy? A key component of the
Democratic platform is fighting apathy,
both socially and politically. Beyond
merely informing students, this club
will attempt to build relationships with
club members at other schools and
politicians throughout the city and state,
inspiring individuals to take Ihe initiaAndy Garretson
tive to do something. An example of
Staff writer
this could be as simple as using less
paper or driving less to help the enviWinston Churchill perhaps said it
ronment, but could be as large as helping with a political campaign, or joining
best: "A man younger than 30
the larger stale or nationwide network
who's not a liberal has no heart
of Young Democrats. This club is,
an~ a man older than 30 who's not a conmerely an option and a tool; it's what
servative has no brain."
the students who become active
With the lack of political action at
in it choose to make it.
..................... Whitworth and the prevalent state
Since
of poverty In Spokane, the
this
Whitworth College
campus
Republicans are springing
generalinto action.
Iy leans
Sudents must
toward the
ask themconserselves if they
vative
are selfish or
side, why
self-serving.
not have a
The vision
of the
lillie dissonance?
Issues facing
Whitworth
College
Spokane, such as
poverty, environ menRepublicans
talism and acceptance of
is to prodifferent races, genders and
mote political
sexual orientations need to be
activism, political discussion and
explored as much as possible before a
debate.
More specifically, the College
decision is made. I spent a year at
."ultra-liberal" Seattle University, and it
Republican club will focus on actively
changed my life. I have never been as
supporting political candidates through
personally challenged as much as I was
literature distribution, doorbelling a.ld
that year. I had so many conflicting
any other campaign activities that candiviewpoints bombarding me every day,
dates may need help with. The WCRC
and I had to figure it out for myself.
wants to be a resource to political candidates and begin to build up each member's knowledge and vigor in regard to
the political process. Self-serving it may
See APATHY~ page 15

be, but selfish it is not.
Without the WCRC, political action can
still occur, but there would be no organization or direction to thaI activism. Most
political action on campus happens with
an individual drive behind it. Forming a
club will give a corporate drive to a widely held belief system on campus. With the
WCRC forming, a majority student opinion will begin to take form and have a
mode for organization and subsequent
action.
Another advantage of the WeRC is
that we will have numerous opportunities to build personal networks in order
to further our own self-interests. An
important part of politics is networking
and getting to know those that one will
be working with and serving for.
Campaigns-are not simply shaking
hands and kissing babies - campaigning builds a personal connection with
people rather than focusing on polls and
numbers.
The WCRC will give each participating student an opportunity to explore the
possibilities of political involvement at
many levels. Political internships and
future Job opportunities in the legislative
branch of government are among the
most immediate options for college students.
Mark Twain said, "I have never let
my schooling interfere with my education." Do not Jet the rigors and schedules of school get in the way of your
personal education that Whitworth was
created in order to cultivate. That is
what an education of the mind and heart
is all about.
When chartered, the WCRC will have a
core group of six students working as a
leadership team. This is our student foundation. Six planks in a platform is stronger
than our counterparts in the prospective
See

GOP.,. page 15

- - - - LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Consequences are
only result of sin
Dear Editor,
I am writing in response to
the article "Regret in the morning" - an article that presented
information
regarding
the
"morning after" pill and how
students can obtain it. Some
would deem this article helpful,
but in my opinion, the only way
it is helpful is in showing students how to prevent the consequences of sin.
When we engage in sinful
behavior, we should expect consequences. When
women
choose to use the morning after
pill to prevent pregnancy following sex outside the boundaries of marriage, they become
guilty of even greater sin: murder.
Abortion, for many, is a way
auf, yet in no circumstances is it
justifiable. Even for women

who have been violated by rape
have no right to abort their
unborn child. Should an innocent baby be punished for the
sins of someone else? No matter what the circumstances, it is
not up to us to decide that a
human being no longer has the
right to live.
We are all tempted. We all
make mistakes. We all sin. But
if we choose to disobey God,
we must be willing to take
responsibility for our actions
and accept the consequences.
Sarah Lusk
sophomore
Religion

Religion dept.
thinks critically
Dear Editor,

r have sincerely enjoyed my
time at Whitworth primarily
because of my experiences with

the Religion departmen,. I have
been challenged to ask hard questions, and have in-~urn, been able'
to critically evaluate the claims
of Christ, as well as doctrine and
theology.
My experience seems to be the
exact opposite as Stacey's experience. Why is this? It could be .
that I am male, or that I am really smart, thus able to defend'
myself, or of the reformed theology. Sadly enough, three of these
four are false.
I have been able to discuss and
think critically in the classroom
because the Religion department,
inhibits and encourages ctitical:
thinking. As I sat and read
Stacey's article, I was frustrated,
bewildered and saddene~. I didn't understand how my experience (and so many others) could
be so different than Stacey's.
I don't want to dismiss her
claims, but I feel her article dangerously generalized a great
Religion department.
Stacey explained that the reli-

gion major is a "difficult di~ci
pline to be in if you do not define
yourself as 'reformed' Christian
or theologian." I don't define
myself as "reformed," and I have
not found this a "difficulty."
Stacey gave an example about
a class where the professor
"silenced" the discussion, thus
disagreeing and devaluing
Stacey's comments. I was in that
same class and I didn't view the
same situation in a sil.lilar manner. The professor was silent,
thus approving none of the comments, keeping silent only to
allow for more discussion on the
topic. Bitterness seemed to take
control of Stacey's article rather
than logic or anything concrete.
I want to offer a different view
of the Religion department.
Articles like Stacey's and mine
are important. Many of us are in
the process of choosing our
majors. A student'S word or testimony about a class or major can
be instrumental in someone else's
future decisions.

I believe that Stacey misrepresented these professors.
They
want their students to think for
themselves and they go out of
their way to share different
views, opinions and theories.
These professors play an instrumental role in the lives of students inside and outside of the
classroom. I am thankful that the
Religion department has challenged me to think critically
about theology and doctrine.
My hope is that we continue to
ask the hard questions and seek
the truth. As for Stacey, I wish
that she was still a part of the
Religion department, adding to
the diversity of thought that can
only help others to think critically themselves.
Andrew Wakefield
senior
Sociology
Devin Vaughn
senior
Religion and Communications
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Christian history of
Halloween should
not be forgotten
earth. The holiday's scriptural
basis lies in Hebrews 12,
where it talks about a cloud of
witnesses as the church as a
whole.
Professor of Religion and
Philosophy James Edwards
describes All Saint's Day as
remembering the church that
Amy Robinson
"extends beyond borders, lanStaff writer
guage and even time and
space." Often, the names of
alloween, the holiday those who have died in a speof spooks and goblins, cific congregation over that
cavities and sugar year are read, and their part in
overload, will arrive very the community is remembered.
soon, and with it will come While mainly a Roman
Whitworth traditions such as Catholic tradition, All Saint's
the McMillan Haunted House Day services are also held in
Lutheran
and
or Trick-or-Treat for UNICEF. many
However, as we celebrate this Episcopalian churches.
The All Soul's Day, on Nov.
secular holiday, we need to
remember its roots, and its 2, is All Saint's Day's more
personal counterpart.
It
original function.
specifically
commemorates
Halloween began as the
Celtic celebration of the end of those who have been close to
summer
and
the
year. us that are no longer with us,
Throughout what is now the and often includes decoration
United Kingdom, the Celts of grave sites. It also is a
observed their New Year's Eve reminder that these lives we
as a celebration of the harvest live are to be dedicated to holiand as a memorial of ends in ness and righteousness, so we
themselves. They believed that can be reunited with our
the spirits of those who had brethren in Christ when we
departed earlier, either through reach heaven.
Chaplain Terry McGonigal
death or "elfin kidnapping"
says
the
would return
combination
to and comof these two
municate
holidays
with
their
,"Reminds
us
Ii
it
is
a
day
of
darkness,
loved ones.
of our future
However,
intended to be in anticipa- hope,"
a
around the
that
year
800, tion for that great light and hope
extends
Christian ity
rejoicing we have as afull beyond
was brought
Christian community. JJ wishing into
to the Celts,
a full knowlwhich they
edge of our
quickly
ultimate saladopted. As
It is
vation.
an effort to
make holy that which was a celebration of that full comfamiliar, Halloween, or All munity we will see one day in
Hallow's Eve, became the heaven.
And so, Halloween has been
vigil before the Christian celebrations of their beloved named by the churph as the day
brethren who had passed, All in waiting for that great celebraSaint's (or Hallow's) Day and tion of the universal church, It
is a day of darkness, intended to
All Soul's Day.
All Saint's Day, Nov. 1, is a be in anticipation for that great
celebration of the entire com- light and rejoicing we have as a
munity of Christians, including full Christian community. And
those who have already passed so, if we celebrate Halloween,
on. Rather than specifically as we choose to do on this camhonoring those who have been pus, we should celebrate it as it
canonized by the Roman is meant to be celebrated. We
Catholic Church, as it might should treat as that day of waitseem, All Saint's Day com- ing, and also celebrate All
memorates our universal Saint's and All Soul's Day, for
brotherhood with all who have these two days give the real sigaccepted Christ here on this nificance to Halloween.

H
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Cable TV for dorms
doesn't fit the bill
Emily Brandler
Staff writer
ometimes in life, more
isn't beller; it just comes at
a higher price. Such is the
case with installing cable TV in
dorm lounges.
Although more channels may
sound like a great idea, the conditions involved make on-campus
cable TV pointless for even the
most die-hard of couch potatoes.
The promise of endless channel-surfmg bliss may entice students fed up with their dorm TVs'
few measly major network channels and one static-free, but very
boring public broadcasting station.
However, when something
sounds too good to be true, it
usually is. Whitworth-style
cable TV proves no exception.
Getting cable requires money
and lots of it. Through unallocated funds, ASWC is the only
or~anization even in the position
to fund the project, which would
cost $5,000 the first year to
install cable and $3,000 each
subsequent year to maintain it.
Where will ASWC get the
money for such a daunting task?
Each member of the student body
pays-ASWC dues at the beginning of each year., Thus, the offcampus members, which constitute more than half the tOlal student body, would be paying for
something they wouldn't use.
Off-campus students aren't the
only ones excluded from the boon
of cable TV. Due to technical
issues, only dorms with 50 resi-

S

>

APATHY:
CO,ntlnued from page 14

Thai's the mindset behind this
club; new ideas should be welcomed, discussed and explored,
not necessarily accepted, but not
dismissed without examination.
Granted, Spokane is not Seattle,
and by no means will this club
"bombard" students with liberal
propaganda. But, so many challenges and different opinions
confront people today - why
not give -students a way to
explore as many alternatives as

GOP:
Continued from page 14

Young Democrats club.
Whitworth was home to a
Republican National Delegate in
the past, and this exposure was
a catalyst for political action on
campus.
The WCRC and the Young
Democrat!. arc coincidentally
beginning to seek charter at
about the same time, but the
prospective WeRC has a much
stronger foundation to build
upon because the National
College Republicans
Committee is the oldest student
republican organization in the
counlry.

consider, such as its impact on
dents or more would get cable.
our grades and our social life.
Therefore, students from The
Cable will inevitably provide
Village, Schumacher and Beyond
one more distraction we don't
would have to commute if they
need. Many of us probably have
want to enjoy the quality TV proa hard enough time concentrating
gramming they helped pay for.
on homework without the added
In addition, we have no guartemptation of watching Savell By
antee that the cable reception
the Bell re-runs on TBS.
will be any better than it is now.
Moreover, it is highly doubtWe will only find out for sure
ful that mosl of us would expand
after we have already spent the
our educational horizons by
$5,000 to install the cable.
That's a lot of money to risk on
watching The History or The
Learning Channel.
the hope we will finally be able
As for the effects of cable TV
to watch shows without banging
on the TV several times first.
on the social atmosphere in our
dorms, contact with fellow resiIn addition to the significant
costs involved with getting cable dents could diminish.
True, watchin select dorms
and the risk
ing a favorite
show with a
associated with
it, we have still
group can be
II Competing with cable TV
enjoyable.
another factor
More people
to consider.
would probably make their congregate
in
Cable TV
jobs harder - declining Ballard's
most likely
would be
Prime Time attendance is lounge on
'Thursday
restricted from
already an issue
nights than at
8 to 11 p.m.
without it. "
every night, so
any other time.
that TV land's
However, most
relationships
prime time will
are forged
not interfere
with Whitworth's Prime Time.
through activities other than
watching TV.
The main hours when most peoGetting decent grades and
ple want to watch TV will be offmaintaining social ties may not
limits. As Hamlet said, "Aye,
be high priorities on everyone's
there's the rub."
list here, but they constitute a
Although I may feci tempted to
protest such a seemingly arbitrary
significant portion of the "college experience." We can
regulation, I can understand why
watch TV anytime, but most of
student leaders might want to
enact such a rule. Resident assisus only have four years at
tants give up three hours of Iheir
Whitworth.
Until someone comes up with
night to put on programs for their
residents. Competing with cable
a cable plan that benefits more
TV would probably make their
than half the student body and
jobs harder - declining Prime
doesn't detract from other
Time attendance is already an
aspects of college life, we can
all probably find other ways to
issue without it.
Aside from the logistic kinks in enrich our lives without adding a
few more sitcoms to our TV
.
the cable TV proposition, we also
diets.
have a few other larger issues to
possible rather than a few
options that could do more harm
than good? By simply allowing
ourselves to hear opinions that
are different from our own, we
are being challenged to grow.
This growth is a crucial part of
the college experience and is a
lifelong adventure. Hopefully,
people will recognize this club
for encouraging growth and
exploration, rather than focusing
on the politics that can accompany a political organization.
So, my message is this: forget
what comes to your mind when
you first hear the word
'Democrat' or 'liberal.' This is

about ideas, getting involved and
personal growth, something that
any person, regardless of age,
race, gender or political affiliation can identify with. Yes, the
ideas that this club wiIJ tackle
will most likely come from a
more liberal standpoint, but that's
the beauty of it-listen, be
aware and wrestle with it rather
than simply dismissing it as "liberal talk." You may be changed,
you may feel inspired or maybe
your views are reinforced; the
point is, you've opened yourself
up to something different, and
that's the goal of the Young
Democrats.

Professor or staff member most likely
to be abducted by aliens?
47.8%

21.7%
17.4%
13%
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and I went 10 see a tight movie, Seoul. South Korea Olympics, I
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a horril;lle I;m~. The Transporter, spl~h when he dove headlong
,star,ri~g Jason ,Statham (Turkish into his water--escape hatch.
from' $nqtch), is eusHy the worst
Speaking' of athletes and bad
movie I've seenj" a while. And I movies, another technique-Jaden
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Kristin Pederson
Visitlllg Illstructor of
Modem Languages
Any person at Whitworth who
has ever spoken with me at all
probably
knows
I am a
Montanan. People have told me
we Montanans are a "spccial
brecd," that wc stIck together
proudly and always remcmbcr
our roots, Thc truth may bc that
wc are actually a bit xcnophoblc,
bclicving that thc rest of the
world cannot possibly offcr thc
pcrfection of Montana.
Whcn I first moved to
Spokane, having torturollsly left
my homc state, I would lament
my decision hOllrly, usually in
long-distance calls to family or
friends back home. During one
of thesc fretful convcrsations,
my sister, who still livcs in
Bozeman, Mon!., said to me,
"It's simplc. Bozcman is likc a
trcchousc; it's a fantasy world
full of bcautlful, young, wealthy
pcople. You'rc just back in the
real world." I rcalizcd I was
going to have to stretch mysclf in
order to find my community

SO

beautiful

Within thiS real, hugc, nonMontana city.
A ycar later, J stop to considcr
who my community includes:
A schizophrcnic woman from
the Women's Drop~ln Center
who works bravely cvery day to
livc indepcndently. Shc explains
to mc how she has to make her
bed, do her dishcs, take out hcr
trash with thc utmost concentration, creatlllg ordcr to quiet the
dangerous voiccs she Ilcars constantly. Shc and I laugh until we
cry about inside jokcs that no-one
elsc seems to understand. (Did
you hear thc one about the Willtcr
OlympICS with only onc cvcnt?
The bob~lcdders go off thc aerial
jump, do somegrcat flips and gct
shot by the tTl-athlete. Shc and I
crackcd ourselves up with that
onc for wecks last wintcr.)
A I3·year-old boy I met
recently whilc on the Spokanc
Alliancc Ncighborhood Walk.
Wc wcrc gathcring a list of pcopic's conccrns about thcir nClgh·
borhood; hc loudly assurcd mc
that hc had one. Hc showcd mc
his junior high, two blocks down
the strcct, but explaincd how hc
had to walk cighl extra blocks to
get Ihe re. Cars on Creslli ne
would not stop for him in front of
his housc, and he had to walk to
Ihe light. I-Ic saw a nccd for a
crosswalk Ihcre for him and his
schoolmatcs. Hc told me hc
would walk two miles at night to
a ncighborhood mceting to voicc
his concern.

A prcgnant tecnagcr who sat
down ncxt to mc al thc Spokane
Tmnslt Plaza onc night. As wc
waited for our buscs, shc
cxplained 10 me her own childhood - hcr parenls' emotional
and physical neglect. Shc talked
about looking around at hcr
friends who werc loved and carcd
for and knowing that ~he was
"mi1>Slllg oul." She described her
moral stancc against abortion, her
worries about pUlling her baby up
for adoption, ncvcr knowing thc
cnd of thc story and hcr fcar that
shc would also become a parent
who did not carc for her child
adcquately.
A low-incomc woman who
participated in a Womcn's Justicc
Circlc with me last fall, flIIding
grass TOot ways to address thc
issuc of homclessness. In thc
excitemcnt of crcating a pamphlet on housing for homclcss
womcn, she gcntly and logically
reminded us collcgc-cducatcd
womcn Ihat a list of phonc numbcrs for pcoplc on the strcct had
beller includc inFormation on
whcrc to access a Free phonc on
thc street.
Today, I look around my realworld community and rcalizc that
while Spokanc is ncithcr a trechousc nor a fantasy world, thc
pcoplc herc are oh, so bcautiful.
"Thoughtful Slew" is a reJIelflOli 0/
famIlY arid stciff VOltU fro", Olross the
l17hifworth College ,'anI/JIIs,
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Agony of defeat

Fresh as a daisy

Football loses 35-0 to Linfield;
post-season hopes dashed

Paying for clean clothes;
learning the art of laundry.
IIJ.. Scene, pages 8-9

IIJ..Sports, page 10
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Leadership
questions
resolution
Allison Carr
Staff writer

-1,

1
1

ASWC passed the Hate Ethos Resolution, also called Preventing a
Culture of Hate, Oct. 16, despite the objections of Off-Campus
Representative senior Zach Wasser and Boppell Senator junior Jen
Scales.
"I thought it would promote the kind of tolerance that views all religions as equal," Scales said.
Taylor wrote a letter to accompany the resoluhon, which explained that was not the case.
Scales changed her mind III light of the letter and
said she is prepared to support the resolution.
"The mission of the resolution is designed to
publicly state that Whitworth students could only
benefit from the presence of dissonance on our
campus," ASWC President EmmyLou Taylor said.
Taylor
She said the resolution seeks to encourage students to understand,
"not polarize or divide." She said the school had lost something sigmficant when the amount of speakers from different backrounds and
belief systems began to decline and the Hate Ethos Resolution is an
attempt to regain sQme of that lost exposure to other ideas.
The Hate Ethos Resolution was developed in the 2001-02
President's Committee, but was not finished in time for presentation
during that academic year.
Freshman Brendan O'Melveny said he doubts the resolution's ability to make a real difference.
"Honestly, 1 think it has good intentions, but it doesn't seem like it's
going to be effective and may even minimize future actions of ASWC
on the subject of hate," O'Melveny said.
The resolution was tabled after Taylor presented it to ASWC on
Oct. 9, due to some grammatical disagreements and the desire to
spend more time studying the resolution.
That week, the resolution was amended and presented again at the
ASWC Oct. 16 meeting. The resolution was taken off the table and,
after some discussion, passed 16-2-0.
"The desire behind the resolution is to (a) acknowledge that hate
speech is just as hateful as crimes against person and (b) that education and experience are the best tools to prevent hate," Taylor said.
The Hate Ethos Resolution is a statement that ASWC will not condone hate at Whitworth, Wasser said.
"I completely agree with the underlying idea that Whitworth
College does not in any way support hate crimes or actions, but I disagree with the implications that are attached to the rest of the resolution."
Wasser said the resolution went far beyond its apparent purpose,
and "[gives] ASWC power to define what hate is and, whenever nec-
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U.S. Rep. George Nethercutt presents a lecture about economics and the war on terrorism In the entrepre-

neurship and advanced appllca.tions graduate class Oct. 22 in the MUSIC Recital Hall.

'

'j

Nethercutt visits grad class
The initiative has brought more
than $100 million mto the economy since Cuba began to buy
" I believe the
goods from the United States,
U.S. Rep. George Nethercutt visitmore money you Nethercutt said.
ed the School of Global Commerce
have in your
The current CEO fraud situaand Managment's entrepreneurship
tion
will stimulate a new breed of
and advanced applications class Oct. pocket, the more
"self-sacrificing
CEOs,"
22 and discussed a variety of topics,
freedom
you
Nethercutt
said.
including the current economic situaThese people will be leaders
have. "
tion and the war on terrorism.
who take pay cuts in order to meet
Nethercutt's visit was "a unique
employee needs, which will create
opportunity for our students to disRep. George
loyalty, wealth, innovative ideas
cuss the complexities of global busiNethercuft
and company pride, Nethercutt
COIlJ,ressman, 6th
ness with someone who wields
said.
Dumet
tremendous influence over regional,
"I believe that the more money
national and international trade," said
you have in your pocket, the more
Dean of the School of Global
freedom you have," Nethercutt
Commerce and Management Kyle
said.
Usrey, in a Whitworth press release.
As a member of Congress' defense subcomNethercutt, who held onto his congressional
position in last Tuesday's election, also mittee, Nethercutt said he has seen the evidence
described the process that Congress went against Iraq. and is not against the possibility of
through to pass his initiative on a reducing the
embargo against Cuba.
See NETHERCUTTIt- page 4

Anthony Rodin
Staff writer
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See

RESOLUTIONIt- page 2

Street Kids program serves city's homeless youth
Stephanie Grace
Guest writer
The Poverty Street Kids program has returned this semester
and is running smoothly, according to its coordinators and leaders.
In its sophomore year at
WhItworth, the program is growing in numbers and influence,
while remaining roo led in service. Many students are using Ih,l;

inside:

program as an opportunity 10 provide relationships for needy children and adults and gain academic credit.
In conjunction with downtown
Spokane's poverty organizations,
Cup of Cool Water and City Gate,
Whitworth's Poverty Street Kids
program started last year as a way
for students to become more
involved with the less fortunate
and give back to the community.
"Several
students
had

.",News Driving in a
winter wonderland,
page 3

expressed an interest in creating
mme of a presence downtown.
We provide food and relationships for the kids," said program
supervisor, Julia Stronks, professor of History, Political and
International Studies. "There are
500 to 1,000 kids living on the
streets here in Spokane. This is
because we are the biggest city
between Minneapolis and Seattle.
It's a very large, rural region."
Cup of Cool Water was formed

.... Scene All that jazz
with Jimmy Heath,
page 5

by Whitworth alumnus Mark
Terrell in 1995. The organization
was housed by City Gate for a
few years and recently moved its
headquarters to an upstairs section of the building, located at
170 S. Madison.
City Gate helps the homeless
and needy of all ages in Spokane,
while the Street Kids project aids
only those under the age of 22.
"City Gate is terrific in partnership
with
Whitworth's

.... Opinions Questioning
marijuana legalization,
page 13

"Publication of Whitworth College, 300 W. Hawthorne Rd. Spokane, WA 99251

Poverty Street Kid's program,"
Stronks said. "The kids are interested in the students and the students find the program very
enriching. It supplements the
classroom."
Students who are enrolled in
the class sign up to volunteer on
Sunday evenings. They participate in "Drop-In Time," which
See

YOUTHIt- page 2

.... sports Volleyball
wins conference,
page 10

.... Comments: editor@whltworth.edu
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Let ~ give 'em something to talk about ...

$5 or $10 out of their monthly
paycheck," Sironks said. "Every
$5 donation can feed a kid for a
month."
Rohner sees Ihe program as a
way to empower the youth of
Spokane 10 "exil street life and
lead them to Christ." She also
sees the program as a benefit to
the students at Whitworth, even
if the impact is not seen directly.
"One student told me, 'I see
the face of Jesus in the street
Stronks
said.
kids, '"
"Sometimes, these kids are not
particularly nice, so to see Christ
there? That's a powerful impact."
Freshman
Molly
I·loran
believes that students can gain a
clearer perception about the
world from lhe program's training and experiences.
"For some students it was a
shock to see that kids actually do
drugs and are involved in such
destructive behavior," Horan said.
"I think that program will realJy
help people gain a better understanding of the world we live in.
lt's a really positive experience."
The program begins every
semest~r and training is required
of aU new participants, The program is listed as Poverty-Street
'Kids, GE-196-N, in the spring
class schedule. Two organizational meetings will be held in
February. Meanwhile, students
who would like' to volunteer for
other outreach programs can con,
tact Cup of Cool Water.
~tronks, along with other prograql participants, believes being
involved with a service project
like Street Kids is essential.
"No matter what our profession,
we ar(( aU called ,to be responsive
to the children of the world, 'This
program helps us do that," St~onks
said.
, ,

YOUTH:
Continued from page 1

Seniors Ben Bunflll and Josh Mikelson and President Bill Robinson discuss ways to handle controversial Issues
including war, politics and religion during the living room discussion at the Robmsons' house last Tuesday night.

RES 0 LUI
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of this statement suggests ASWC would choose'
which issues to address and present only the sides
that challenge these misconceptions.
Taylor said a person can feel just as hated through
Continued from page 1
nonviolent means as violent ones. She said because
of the increasing amount of recognition of hate
essary, lake any possible action to prevent it." He speech as the predecessor of hate crime, many groups
said the resolution gives ASWC the power to filter are acting to prevent and discourage actions of hate.
what is brought onto the Whitworth campus, and he
Christians go against their worldview when they
believes there arc times when it is appropriate and act in hateful ways, Taylor said.
The Hate Ethos Resolution was designed to curb
educational to hear other perspectives,
The Hate Ethos Resolution has been presented as the ignorance and hate that can lead to violent
just a hate Issue, but it means much more, Wasser action, she said.
said,
,
Freshman Erin Duffy said the,resplution seems
"It is an issue of obtainmg the discretion to filter " like a good idea,
' "
,.
,
which ideas come to Whitworth and which do not,"
"If people arc going to be together in a close
Wa!>ser said about his disagreement.
community, they have to be able to trust each
Wasser said he disapproves of statements in the other," Duffy said.
resolution that he considers vague and overbroad,
such as "in any way possible" and "commonly held
assumption~."
.
Freshman Allison Oyster said she is reluctant to
judge the resolution.
"It all depends on the phrasing, what it really
says," Oyster said. "lllat makes a big difference. I
haven't read It [the resolution], and I'd need to do
that before making a judgement."
Wasser also rlisagrees with the section of the resolution that !>tates students will challenge "commonly held assumptions," lie said the vague nature
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entails eating and talking with the
kids, Later in the evening, the
students and kids move upstairs
and play cards or games,
Students are required to work a
minimum of 40 hours throughout
the semester to receive one academic credit.
Students who arc new to the
program arc required to undertake a two-day training session
thai familiarizes them with street
culture.
"Through the training, students begin to understand their
motive and purpose of being
downtown," said senior Charissa
Rohner, one of the project's student coordinators. "They begin to
realize the real reason they are
there."
Rohner lias worked with Cup
of Cool Water several times since
her freshman year. She said the
program has helped her to obtain
a more accepting worldview and
has aided her in realizing w~at
really mailers in life.
The Poverty Street Kids coordinators and student participants
said they anticipate a productive
year. Last year, the project lasted
six weeks with 40 participflnts.
This year, the number is up, with
50 students involved; and the
program will be run all year.
The members of W.hitworth'~
Poverty Theme House help the
program by providing two Of
the program's four meals each
month ..
The Whitworth faculty is also
supporting the project.
"A number Qf faculty members
help out ·the program by giving
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Things we learned from Disiiey World ...
..

There arc a lot more beasts than there arc beauties.

..

When it comes to Legos: "Boys are boys and so are men."

."

When the clock strikes 12: "All girls are still princesses."

..

Note to sl"lves: Don't wear white shirts on Splash Mountain.

..

Mickey's body guard ruins the magic.
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Gut/ill Clapp
Copy Editor
News Editor
Scene Editor
Sports Editor
Opinions Editor
Layout Editor
Photo Editor
Assistant Copy Editor
Advertising Manager
Circulation Coordinator
Web Editor
Advisor

/-lope Alldersoll
Aimee Goodww
Allgie Noleras
Chlis Col/ws
Ryall Moede
Mal/heu' Cole
Robert Hl(gg1t1S
EII},MaIX
Tyler 10lnJaklirtt '
Naomi SIt/key
Cas£)' Pellill

.. Children's Halloween cost\lm~s cost more than our college
education,
"The Grapevine" IS a weekly column in Tire WhitwortJllan fea: turing bits of campus come(ly, unusual stories and light humor. To
colltribute your story or to answer the question of the week, call
ext. 3248 or e-mml editor@whitworthedu,

d~ ASWCminutes
November 6
:.~.

..

ReqUisition #10 - passed: $400 to help four members of
Phi Beta Lambda attend a conference,

..

Requisition #11 - failed: Water Polo Club asked for $1,000
to purchase shot clocks.

..

Requisition #12 - passed: $600 for SeDlOT Night at the
Garland Theater.

..

Upcoming events:
- "The Role of Women" panel - Nov, 19
- "Evening in December" - Dec. 5

..

Global Nomads Club:
- people who have lived in Or have been significantly
affected by another culture
- faculty meeting Nov. 22 in George's Place

..

Rendership Program:
- Options: increase one paper over other, gel rid of
one paper or other, keep as is
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newsbriefs
Students give up daily comforts
The Leadership 350 dass will host Survivor Sudan, Nov. 19 to
21 in the Fieldhouse 10 support Sudanese women.
Participants will fast for six meals ill order to beller understand
the needs of the less fortunate. The program will include games and
activities about the country of Sudan to motivate the participants.

Ada Redmond reader announced
This year's Ada Redmond Reader, novelist Gus Lee, will present
a business ethics lecture, "My Hair is on Fire! Is This Business as
Usual?" al 7 p.m. Thursday in the Music Recital Hall. He will read
from his works at 7 p.m. Friday in the Hixson Union Building
Cafe. A booksigning will follow the reading.
The two events are free and open to the public. Call ext. 3253 for
more information.
Lee has authored the novels China Boy, Honor atld Duty, Tiger's
Tail and No Physical Evidence. He also wrote an upcoming memoir, Chasing Hepbum: A Memoir of Shang/II, Hollywood and a

Chinese Family's Fight for Freedom.

Freshman Garrett Flowers prepares for winter driving by mounting studded tires on his car In the parking tot.

Whitworth Professor Emeritus Howard Redmond established
the Ada Redmond Readings in 1988 in remembrance of his mother, who loved poetry and literature.

Learning about software
The Inland Northwest chapter of ACM (Association for
Computing Machinery) will continue its monthly meetings for this
school year. Nov. 14, Curtis Cooley, eXtreme Programming
Developer/Coach of RADsoft in Coeur d'Alene will explain "TestFirst Design .with Java" at the _Inland Northwest Chapter
Assocation for Computing Machinery (INACM). Colin Bennet,
Software Engineer at RADsoft, will explain "Java Concurrency
Basics" Dec. 10.
The meetings will be held at SIRTI, 665 N. Riverpoint Blvd.,
roof!! 432. They begin at 4:30 p.m. and are open to tbe public and
free of charge.

Free college courses offered
The Spokane Neighborhood Action League (SNAP) is cooniinating and hosting the Bard College Clemente Course in
Humanities in Spokane.
The Clemente Cours'e is free college-level humanities class for
low-income people. The course will meet from 6 108 p.m. twice a
week from mid-October through mid-May al the YWCA. Classes
are limited to 25 students.
Topics of study include literature, art history, United States history, moral philosophy and critical thinking, and writing skills.
"The Clemente Course is based on the idea that anyone can
acquire the knowledge and skills necessary to enrich and transform
his or her life, and that great works in philosophy, art, literature and
history should be available to everyone wishing to study them,"
according to a SNAP brochure.
Applicants must be at least 17 years old, able to read an English
newspaper, belong to a low-income household and be willing to do
assignments and complete the course.
Students who are accepted will receive the course tuition, books
and child care free of charge.
Contact SNAP at 456-7111 for more information.

a

- Compiled by Jordan Karnes and Aimee Goodwin
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Car preparation necessary
for snowy, icy winter driving
Sarah L. Lamb
Staff writer
New Spokane drivers beware:
The snow is coming. Now is the
time. to· prepare cars and tires for
winter driving.
. In this area, all-season tires do
not work well in the snow, said
Joe Hoffman of the Discount Tire
Company. The rubber on snow
tires is more flexible and grabs
the ice better.
Studded tires are best for
mountain driving and work better
in compact snow and ice,
Hoffman said.
Greg Harper of Alton's Tires
said he recently installed studded
tires on the car belonging to his
MIn, who is a new driver.
"They [studded tires] are the
safest," Harper said. "[It's] the difference between stopping and not
stopping."
Stud less tires are also available.
They are specially made with a
more sticky compound and arc
heavily sipped.
Sipped refers to when a tire has
cuts in the tread, giving the tire
more traction and flexibility.
Most studless tires cannot be
studded, although some are made
so that studs can be installed
later, if desired. Harper said drivers tend to buy studless tires if

PSYCHOLOGY

And after gradtzation?

they are concerned about damaging the roads or do not like the
noise of studded tires.
Snow tires of all types are
available at several places along
Division, including Les Schwab,
Allon's Tires and the Discount
Tire Company. Snow tires cost
from $25 per tire to $100 per tire.
Regular tires can be sipped for
$9 or $10 per tire to increase traction, Harper said.
Chains and cables, which are
put around the tires, should be
used only in extreme snow and
ice driving conditions. Chains
are made for slower driving.
Cables, which are form-fitting, are
made for performance caTS and
allow for faster snow driving.
Sophomore Jon Pickett had
never driven in the snow before
living in Spokane.
"It was kind of nerve-wracking
when J had to drive to work early
in the morning," Pickett said.
"They do a preUy good job keeping the roads salted and plowed."
The Jest of the car also needs
to be prepared for winter driving.
Before cold weather conditions
hit, car brakes should be checked to
make sure the pressure is correct,
according to a pamphlet from the
AAA Traffic Safety Department.
"Have your air pressure
checked every couple of weeks
with the colder weather,"Hoffman said.
Drivers should also check that
the tires on the car arc in good
condition and have deep treads.
Drivers should check the

exhaust system for leaks to prevent carbon monoxide poisoning,
according to AAA.
Check the radiator and hoses
for leaks and cracks. Add
antifreeze to keep the engine at
the right temperature.
Create the most visibility po!.Sible by checking to make sure
windshield wipers and washer arc
working
correctly.
Replace
burned-out headlights and make
sure all lights are operating correctly.
If necessary, recharge or
replace the car baUery. Check the
ignition system in the car to prevent the car from not starting on
cold mornings.
Driving with caution is an
important aspect of safe winter
driving.
"The most important thing is to
reduce your speed," Harper said.
"You might have to leave a few
minutes earlier."
To prevent sliding accidents,
drivers should double the following distance to increase braking
time, Harper said.
Cars with anti-lock brake systems work best when constant pressure is applied. In cars without anlilock brakes, the driver must pump
the brake pedals to prevent the
brakes from locking and the car
from skidding, Harper said.
Students who are driving over
the mountain passes should call
ahead and make sure the passes
are safe, especially between
Spokane and Seattle, Hoffman
said.

HOW ABOUT A
CAREER IN CLINICAL
PSYCHOLOGY?
Check us out:
• Nationally accredited doctoral program
• Known for integrating Christian faith and psychology
• Exceptional mentoring by qualified, caring faculty

. Mountain pass informatiolu
... www.wsdot.wa.gov
... www.lesschwab.com

• Doctor of psychology (Psy.D.)
• Great location

...

Col/Today:
503-554-2260 or 800-631-0921
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•
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NETHERCUTT:
Continued from page 1
war.
Nethercutt said that it is better
to take action against Iraq now
than to let it grow strong enough
to take out many lives.
"It is all the more important
that America, the most tolerant
nation on earth, get a coalition ...
to try and stem this tide,"
Nethercutt said about the war on
terrorism. "I believe this is a pivotal moment in our time."
The increasing globalization is
a threat because other nations
have extensive knowledge of the
United States, including its
weaknesses, Nethercutt said.
However, he told the audience to
"have faith. We will overcome
everything"
Nethercutt ended the evening

by answering questions from the
audience, most of which related
to the Iraq situation.
Nethercutt, a Christian, said
that he has seen an increase in
Christianity in politics since the
events of September 11th.
He said giving school vouchers
to the poor would hurt the public
school system, which he believes
can be fixed.
Nethercutt said he enjoyed his
time at Whitworth.
"I love this school and I love
this class," Nethercutt said. "I
would love to be a professor here
someday."
Nethercutt, a Spokane native,
was elected to Congress in 1994
after practicll1g law.
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Domestic violence programs
stimulate student discussion
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Students looking
for a close, quiet
newly-remodeled

duplex
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Washer and Dryer
Dishwasher,
Parking'
*Water Paid*

4 Bedrooms, 3 bath, study $1,500/ month
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by Kill;, ['j"gl/Il 'hllu'orIV!411

625 W. Hawthorne Rd.
Call (208) 666-0389
or (208)755-4348

Prime TIme was more educational than fun Nov.
7 and 11 as students learned about· and dIscussed
domestic violence issues in the Warren and Arend
lounges.
Thursday night, students watched the recently
released movie Enouglr, which features Jennifer
Lopez playing the part of an abused wife who
decides 'to fake her daughter and run, ultimately
fighting back against her violent husband.
"We wanted to watch something that !>tudents
would actually want to watch," said sophomore
Bnttney Peterson, who organized the Pnme Time
events. "It deals upfront with domestic violence,
problems it causes and one possible solution."
After the movie, !>tudents disc;ussed the theme of
the evening, including various forms of domestic
violence, options for vic.tims and the ethical implications of the movie.
"Naturally, we like entertainment and then we

watched it (Enough) and internalized it," freshman
Katie Sandvik said. "You remember things from the
movie you can discuss later."
The discus~ion included the topic of legal and
humane recourse for victims, as seen in the movie.
"I think it was a good idea," said freshman
Adrianna Greendyke. "It was kind of intense.
Rotating the program through the dorms would be a
good idea. Something people normally do is watch
movies together."
Monday night, students watched different awareness videos and studied statistics from the Spokane
area. Students discussed different forms of manipulation and violence within relationship!> and how to
handle it.
"It's naive to think that it doesn't happen,"
Peterson said. "It's a problem most people are very
aware of. Even if students aren't strugglmg with it
immediately, they always know someone or WIll in
the future."
The idea for having these Prime Time events
started with Peterson's involvement in the Bonner
Leaders Found:ltion. This program gives money to
college students who have to work to afford college
and, as a result, do not have time for community
service. The students are paid federal work study
for the community service they complete. The program is brand-new at Whitworth this year and Keith
Kelley is heading the program as the service learning coordinator.
Students have two years to parlIclpate in 900
hOlirs of community service before receiving an
education award from AmeriCorps.
Peterson and Bonner Leader friends and sophomores Katie Linder and Courtney Daly all work
through profit and nonprofit organizations and are
currently working with Spokane City Domestic
Violence.
The group, at the request of the Bonner Leader,
created an awareness campaign at Whitworth that
included flyers in bathrooms and a table in the
Hixson Union Building with information about
domestic violence.
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POUNDING THE PAVEMENT
Richard Miller prays for
Whitworth on a daily basis.
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z legend shares talent
Story by Katelin Hodge
Photos by Atsuko Hamanaka

T

he fascinating presence and performance of jazz world legend
Jimmy Heath enchanted the
Whitworth Jazz Ensemble's
Saturday night concert.
"If you want to know about Charlie
Parker, Jimmy Heath was there. [f you
want to know about John Coltrane,
Jimmy Heath was there. If you wanl to
know about Dizzy Gillespie, Jimmy
Heath was there," said Dan Keberle,
Whitworth Jazz Ensemble director and
Music department chair.
A tenor saxopholllst and composer,
Heath's accomplishments span more
than 50 years and in~lude performances
with jazz greats Gillespie and Miles
Davis.
Gillespie once said, in regard to
Heath's influential role in the development of bebop, "If you know Jimmy
Heath, you know bop."
Heath has also performed and recorded extensively with his brothers, bassist
Percy Heath and drummer Albert
"Tootie" Heath.
The 76-year-old Philadelphia native
rocked the stage while performing and
proved that age ain't nothin' but a numlessly from 5 '2" Heath, who commandber. '-,
' ~
-.
ed the stage through"It was really fun
out the concert.
to watch him ~ancing
"It was very exciton stage," said junior
ing to h;lVe this
II It is great to see people car/
Charles Nelson, a
opportunity to play
trombonist in the
rying on the tradition ofjazz along with someone
Ensemble.
of (Heath's) age who
There are a lot ofyoung peo/ still
Heath performed
has so much
pIe here with talent. }}
seven songs along
enthusiasm," said junJimmy Heath
with the Jazz
ior Lars Olson, a
Ensemble, JIlcluding a
trumpet player.
After half a decade
portion of his most
of performing, Heath
famous composition,
has achieved numerous accolades
"Gingerbread Boy." The meticulous
to make him one of jazz's all-time great
chains of notes seemed to come effort-

Above: Jimmy Heath and
Whitworth Jazz Professor Brent
Edstrom play during Friday
night's music clinic. Heath led
the jazz clinic for around 50
Spokane-area students.

Left: 76-year-old Heath performs "Yardbirdblrd SUite" with
the Whitworth Jazz Ensemble
as his final encore at the concert Saturday night. Heath is a
veteran in the jazz world, performing with JaZl greats such
as Miles Davis and DIZZY
Gillepsie.

est. He has performed on more than
100 record albums, including 10 as lead
musician.
He has written more than 125 compositions over the course of his career,
some of which have been recorded by
renowned jazz artists such as Chet
Baker and Davis. Among Heath's
career highlights are several Grammy
nominations and a plethora of awards
and honors.
"Jimmy Heath is just a wonderful
guy. He is a brilliant man who knows
something about everything," Keberle
said. "It is a true privilege to have him
here at Whitworth."

Along with his concert performance,
Heath conducted a saxophone workshop
Friday night for approximately 50 students from the Spokane area.
"It is great to see people carrying on
the tradition of jazz," Heath said.
"There are a lot of young people here
wilh lalent."
Heath has had a full and prosperous
life in the music industry to reach where
he is now.
"People ask me how I've lived to be
76," Heath said. "All I can say is that
I've been very lucky to live to my age
and stilI have the ability to play and do
what I love."

Theatre, I<inesiology decide to dance once again
Darla Lewis
Staff writer

Theatre
department
brings back
dance minor

With Jubilation, ballroom dance
and even a ballroom dance club,
Whitworth is no stranger to the field.
Whitworth used to have a very
intense ballet program as part of a
cooperation with Gonzaga University.
Students even participated in study
tours with the New York Ballet, The
program eventually phased out with a
decline in college enrollment.
Now Whitworth is responding to
the already-existing passion for dance
by resurrecting dance as a course of
study with a minor option.
Although effective immediately,
the dance minor will not officially
appear in the cilta]og until next year.
Theatre Professor Rick Hornor and
Associate Theatre Professor Diana
Trotter are primarily responsible for
the implementation of the minor.
They realized the 18 credits necessary
for the minor were already offered at
Whitworth.
"We presented a proposal of the
courses to the Department Chairs

Committee Who approved it effective
immediately;" Horner said. "The proposal included an argument for the
minor based primarily on student
enthusiasm and Ihe presence of such a
minor at most colleges and universities. The high quality of courses and
teaching already happening at
Whitworth was certainly persuasive."
Currently, 11 courses are offered
with the new minor.
Some creative juggling of courses
is a possibility in the future in order to
add other options, but Whitworth simply lacks the budget to add new classes right now, said Judy Mandeville,
adjunct professor of Kinesiology.
Mandeville plans to be very
involved in leaching the dance courses.
"I've been really excited to see
Whitworth becoming a dancing college in lots of venues," Mandeville
said. "Any legitimate emphasis in the
arts we can offer enriches one's education, and that's what a liberal arts
college should do."
Although anyone is welcome to
participate in a dance minor, the
minor was primarily designed to go

Dance Instructor Janene McAliistar's begmnlng ballet class warms up Friday. Dance
courses will be Included as an off[cial minor course of study beginning next fall.

along with a theatre major.
"The Theatre department is
extremely excited to be able to finally
offer the courses in a sequence that
will enhance the quality of training

and education of students genuinely
interested in dance," Ilorner said.
"The college's endorsement of this
minor is strong indication of their
support for the fine arls."
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Smokers create nightly pastime
Freshman
Skylar
Gronholz
enJoys a
cigar outside
hiS dorm
room.
Smoking as
a recreational activltiy
has gained
popularity
recently. but
has been a
campus pastime for
decades.

Cigar and pipe
smoking becoming
popular ritual
Emily Leeson
Guest writer
Finding diversions at Whitworth on quiet
evenings can be a drag. Smoking, however,
seems to be piping up in popularity.
"Pipe smoking at Whitworth has been
prominent for years," sophomore Phil
Hickok said.
Phil knows of a Whitworth alumnae from
the '70s who smoked as a regular lale-night
activity.
A consistent group of students on campus
smoke regularly outside their dorms in nearby parking lots.
"Pipe tobacco is my favorite," sophomore
Janae Heidenreich said. "You can get really
good flavors."
Heidenreich also smokes cloves and
cigars. Like many other late-night smokers,
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Heidenreich rarely smokes cigare·ttes.
According to students, smoking pipes and
cigars seem to be a heallhier alternative to
cigarettes, and taste and image playa role,
as well.
Hickok also enjoys late-night smoking.
He said two types of students smoke

on campus.
"It varies between people who just
smoke, and artistic people that smoke, like
musicians and poets," Hickok said. "It's like

See

SMOKERS ..
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Eminem's music makes 8 Mile rrlove
Keith Spitzer
Staff writer
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Eminem plays a young man
struggling on the streets of
Detroit - such a stretch from his
real life. While this story has
many similarities to the life story
told
so
many times'
on
MTV,
this is not a
biographical movie.
That poses
a
very
interesting
question: If
it is fiction,
why is it so
closely tied
to the real
life of its
SPITZER'S
star?
SPOTLIGHT
[n
the
m 0 vic,

...

Jim m y

Smith Jr. (Eminem) recently
broke up with his girlfriend and
moved back into his mother's
trailer in a rough Detroit neighborhood.
His mother, pldyed by Kim
Basinger, is an out-of-work bingo
addict who is dating a man only a
few years older than her son.
Smith spends his days working
on an assembly line. After work,

though, he lays out rhymes with
his friends.
On Friday nights, there is a
freestyle battIe between local
rapping groups.
These ballies are the proving
grounds for anyone who wants to
rap. Rabbit, as Smith's. friends
call him, enters the contest at the
beginning of the film and chokes.
He can't get a single word oul,
let alone a rhyme. This puts a
rival crew into the champion slot.
Rabbit struggles with love,
friendship and simply surviving
as he goes from "living up here
and starts living down here." This
all leads to the final showdown
and rematch with Papa Doc, the
rival.
The movie seems to lack any
rca! substance. Yes, the plight of
a buy growing up in poverty and
racial differences is compelling.
Rabbit struggles with the hard
working conditions and the solitude of being the only white kid
around, but the story drags on in
a very predictable fashion.
The best part of this movie is
the soundtrack. Not the one on
sale at the record shop, but the
actual songs used
in the film.
More than 60
songs arc used
for beats or background
music
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throughout the film. Mix that
with the underrated poetic ability
of Eminem and the sound of the
film is something that stands out
from the boring and mundane
films that Hollywood usually
turns out.
The lyrical ability of the star
shines through in the way the
story is told.
Smith always has scraps of
paper on which he scribbles
rhymes. These lines are used in
the freestyle battles lhat Eminem
is credited for writing.
While many rap stars use a
word to rhyme with itself.
Eminem changes standard word
order and emphasizes syllables to
create the interesting and intense
lyrical content of both the soundtrack and the film.

The downside to this film is
that the theme song "Lose
Yourself," which is played every
45 seconds on the airwaves, lays
out the story for the audience.
The words "vomit on his
sweater already, mom's spaghetti" will be the first words that pop
into the mind after the film starts.
The film parallels the song's
plot, creating a very interesting
stale of mind for the audit<nce.
You watch the film knowing the
story, but still wondering what
will happen.
.
,<
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Spitzer Film Rating
System
Worthy of Oscar nomination.

*

Worth seeing in the theater.

Waitfor the OVD to come out
Where the movie truly
belongs.

The place to be seen...
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Campus neighbor spends time near
campus walking dogs, praying for students
Julia Nicholls
Staff writer

with Jesus."
Miller and his wife, Beth,
moved from Arizona to
Spokane a couple of years ago
to escape the summer heat.
"One day God dropped the
name Spokane into my mind,"
Miller said.
At the time, Miller did not
even know that Spokane was in
Washington.
He researched and later
moved up here when a job
printing newspapers opened up
at The Spokesman-Review.
Now Richard works at
Dakotah Direct, filling out
mortgage applications.
While Miller is most widely
known for walking past campus
several times a day, there< is no
elaborate t<xplanation behind
the frequent walks with his
dogs, Goldie, a dachshund-poodle mix and Dusty, who is a
mix of just about everything.
The dogs need exerc~se and a
bathroom break and the Millers
do not-~have a backyard.
Miller always carrIes a blue

T

he time is 7 p.m. and
you're driving down
Hawthorne Road to go
to a study session.
Next to the lighted
Whitworth sign, you notice a
bearded man in a cowboy hat,
who many students refer to as
"the dog walker."
Five hours later, you are trying to stay awake as you drive
back to campus and you see
him again.
While you may wonder if he
ever sleeps, or if he makes a
living walking dogs, few students are aware of their personal connection with Richard
Miller.
"I'm norjust a guy with a
cowboy hat and a duster,"
Miller said. "I spend my walking time in prayer and talking
with the Lord. I often tend to
pray for revival at the college
and that the students, faculty
and staff would fall in love

SMOKERS:
their artistic vent."
Students describe venting, relaxing and socializing as the most motivating reasons to smoke.
"It relaxes me," freshman Chris Gilliam said.
Like Hickok and Heidenreich, Gillam also
smokes tobacco two to three times a week.
Normally they smoke in groups of three or four
and use the time to discuss light and heavy
issues.
"It can get deep," Heidenreich said. "I've had
some of the best conversations over pipes."
Non-smoker junior Aimee St. Hilaire said
other small group activities have similar qualities that can be a healthier alternative to smoking anything. For St. Hilaire, going to coffee
can relieve stress and provide time for conversation.

Meghan Callaghan
Staff writer

bag to clean up after the dogs.
He believes not carrying one
would be just plain rude and
irresponsible.
Miller walks his dogs three
or four times a day, and each
time he prays for Whitworth
'and other colleges.
"I may never get to Africa or
go out on the mission field,"
Miller said. "But, even if I
can't get there on my two feet I
can get there on my knees."
Miller has been greatly influenced by Charles Finney and
Rees Howells. Finney was a
19th century evangelist and is
considered the father of modern
revivalism.
Howells was a 20th century
missionary who founded the
Bible College of Wales and is
mostly known through his biography, Rees Howells
Intercessor, by Norman Grubb.
Both men have inspired
Miller to live a life seeking
Jesus and accomplishing great
things through prayer. Miller
has a great desireto see people

"If we get stressed. out and need to relax, we
just go to Starbucks and get our venti, non-fat,
caramel macchiato," St. Hilaire said.
.. . C9fflf~. j;al) be. significantly') more expel1(iive
than tobacco. Pipe tobacco costs about $3 for I
ounce, whereas one cup of coffee can cost up to
$5. Three ounces of tobacco can last up to a
month; Hickok said.
.
Smokers on campus agree that smoking is not
physically heallhy.
"I know it's not healthy, but I don" view it as
detrimental to my health," Hickok said.
But smoking may have other benefits that outweigh physical consequences.
"I think it's i)ealthy psychologically,"
Heidenreich snid.
Usually after midnight, groups of people can
be seen smoking behind dorms, in parking lots or
in Pirate's Cove. They enjoy the flavor, the conversation and the buzz.
"If people have the chance, they should try it
and not be c1~sed-minded," Heidenreich said.

nature for him to help.
Coming from a long line of firefighters, Anderson knew that he
Adam Anderson, the lead emer- would become involved in a rescuegency
medical
technician
at help occupation.
Anderson received his EMT cerWhitworth, has gained a reputation
for always seeming to come across tificate in January and 'was a first
respondent before that.
accidents.
"You get to play with more toys as
"I just happened to always be like
three seconds away from accidents," an EMT," Anderson said.
As the lead EMT, Anderson IS
Anderson, a senior, said.
responsible for all the
He said he never
sees exactly what t~~~~~ft.tA:;";';'(;<' }'~'~"::;.;'fi~;: medics and his fellow
~~~~"~~n~""
~ci EMTs on campus,
~'.f;'
happens involving :'~'~:t
making sure they arc
the accidents, but IS "-.v'.l;"
d_"
.. ear.'~nt
~
· one --'·~-,..-',
well-equipped, trained
I f Irst
usua II y tie
..; / .,J'-</~. Ie';';',
'i,
. ,~
to help. For confi- F,:l\\.~J:~~U$lQ(!' ?"'J>~.,::>, and self-confident.
"I really just have
dentiality reasons,
he was unable to give details of the more experience," Anderson said,
explaining how he received the posiaccidents.
Anderson was, however, the first tion.
While there is no current EMT acaperson to arrive at the scene of former
Whitworth student Cameron Gray's demic program at Whitworth,
Anderson said there may be a course
accident last spring.
"That accident was hard to deal offered on campus next year.") have a
high slandard that the EMT team
with," Anderson said.
At first, his line of work would lives by," Anderson said.
The team's standards arc almost
instill nervousness and fear, but now
it has become more like second comparable to the standards for fire<

-,~

,
-,

Richard Miller. who typically walks his dogs Dusty and Goldy four or five times
a day, always passes the Whitworth campus on Hawthorne Road.

fall in love' with Jesus Christ.
Miller would love for students to feel free 10 stop him
and pray with him on one of his

-I%ZG

fighters.
The team meets once a week and
trains for two hours, going over routInes and medical concerns. They all
hear emergency calls and go to help
when nearby.
"I think the bigge!>t struggle is that
people don't know that the EMT.., in
their dorm can be used for any kind
of health question or if you just want
some Advil or an icc packet,"
Anderson said.
At least one EMT is in every dorm
on campus.
Anderson, who is a religion major,
believes he is being called to be a
chaplain in the field of firefighting.
"There is a huge ministry within
the world of firefighting," Anderson
said.
The chaplains work with the firefighters and also the families
involved with the accident and firefighters. Overall, Anderson loves
being an EMT.
"It ili never the same, always
changing and it feels rewarding,"
Anderson said.

ipelin

walks or to give him prayer
requests.
"We have to hold each other
up as Christians," Miller said.
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laundry lessons

Joel Templin
pHlIOT

IIWJten I am washing nice shirts, I
have learned to
take tltem out of
tlte dryer as fast as
I can and hang
them right away, so
I never have to
.
"
Iron.

HI haven't done a
lot of laundry. I
take it home

Donnie
LaPlante

(Bellingham,
Wash.). I think I
did it filtle ti}nes last
year in the dorm,
whicll isn't much.
It's kinda gross."

]lmlOT

"What's laundry? I
just have 31 paIrs
of clean sachs and
underwear. "

Teranne
McComas
/res/unan

College students
learn how to find
their laundry niche
Stephanie Walker
Staff writer
y thIS time of the year, everyone on campus has faced the challenges
of doing laundry. The thought, "Where is my mother when I need
her?" abo has probably run through everyone'l. mind.

B

A true story
Mike Garb, an entering freshman, sat next [0 hIS mother in the car as she
drove 111m to his new home. His thoughts were on girll., sports and fun to
be had at Big Bend Community College. HIS mother's thoughts were on
more p:actical matters like grades, money, housekeepmg and laundry.
When they reached the house and began unpacking his things, she reminded
him of a few last minute detaib.
"Whatever you do, don't mix your colors!" she siud in regards to laundry.
A few weeks later, Garb/called his mother at work to talk about college
life. During the conversation Garb said, "Mom, 1 don't know how you ever
got the laundry done at home. All I do is ~tlldy and do laundry."
G:lrb's mother disregarded the l.tatement and 1.00n ended the conversation.
utter that night, Garb called again and his mother asked him what he was
up to.
"I am l.till doing laundry," he said.
!-lis mother looked at the clock - four hOllrs had passed.
"How can you still be doing laundry?" she said.
"Well, I've finished alllhe white colors and blue colors, and now I am
starting on all my clothes that arc red," Garb said.
Garb's mother pushed for more information.
"Well, you said nol to mix my colors, so r do all my pure blue color
clothing together and then my reds, whites, greens and blacks. f1's really
hard when there arc two colors on one piece of clothing because 1 have to
do that item totally separate, as well."
After his mother explained the "mixing colors," Garb found he has a lot
more free time and money.

Home washing

"Downy turinkle
remover is my best

dl"
fr len.
o

Sophomore Ian Godfrey hal> the luxury of going home whenever his
laundry load gets heavy. Godfrey, whose home is roughly four blocks
away from campus, finds that going home is a win-Will situation. He
gets to sec his mother and cal named Kitten, plus hiS laundry is done for
him.
"My mom takes care of me," Godfrey said.
He assured he docs not demand this from her, bUI is blessed with a moth-

er who volunteers to do this act of kindnel.s.
Godfrey said he has more free time and saves a little b
going home for laundry day.
"Why should 1 pay money when 1 can do It at home?"
Docs he know how 10 do laundry? Yes, he has accomf
sorting, washing, drying and folding.
"I was laught not to wash reds with whitCl>," Godfrey s
If by chance he could not go home, he would make it c
dry room by himself. The only trouble he has is washing.
fuzz balls, which always end up everywhere.

Bulldogs wash for free
Megan Marson, a junior at Gonzaga University, docs m
about laundry cards or quarters.
In fact, she doesn't have to pay for her laundry each tin
load.
She just takes her clothes to the laundry room and docs
said. Though she was not sure if the school had calculated
laundry expenses into her fees, she really doesn't care.
"I hate laundry," Marson said. "I would rather not do it
To control the laundry madness, each student is allotted
during the week to do laundry.
So far she has had no major problems with her schedulil
and then when her "once a week" turn comes she doesn't I
importance to wash, yet later in the week will find an item
washed right away.

Jenna
Williams
freshman

Don't put too
much laundry soal)
in, because then
your clothes are
soal)Y 'tvhen yon
take them ant."
II

Yori Okada
.,
• >
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Liquid Detargent - Liquid detergent is a popular item in the
Laundromat. liquid detergent is easy to use and often includes
chemicals to pre-treat and remove stains on clothing. Liquid
detergents also come in a wide variety of fragrances such as
"breeze" and "mountain spring." When using liquid detergent,
simply measure out the detergent with the container's lid and add
it to the washer. Wisk is a good pick for liquid detergent, because
it will keep your clothes clean and your colors bright.

Powder Detergent - When shopping for a powder detergent, It,
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is important to find one that dissolves in both hot and cold water. ~, """"
Some powder detergents will only dissolve in hot water, making
1 \Iia' ,~
their cleaning power less effective, A wise choice for a powder
~.'.""_N -detergent is Tide Quick Dissolving detergent. Tide's powder detergent includes stain-removing agents and additives to keep materials from aging .
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stain guard
How to keep clotlles
looking spotless
Maurita Birkland
Siaff writer
You have five minutes before your 8 a.m.
class begins and, as usual, you are running
late. In a rush to gulp down a glass of orange
juice before sprinting across campus, you spill
the juice down your new white shirl.
What do you do? For starters, change your
shirt and head to class, but be prepared for
scrubbing when you return home.
Always treat stains as soon as possible so
the fabric won't be damaged. Stains that
remain in fabric for long amounts of time
become increasingly difficult and sometimes
impossible to remove.
If you arc unsure of what caused the slain or
how to treat it, take it to a local dry cleaner.
Treating a stain improperly will often do more
harm than good. Before treating a stain with
any method olher than using water, test the
chemical on a hidden place on the garment,
such as a hemline, to ensure the chemical will
not further damage the material.
Some stain~ can be removed wilh only a few
supplies. The followlllg arc some suggeslions
10 get your clothes looking good again:

i -

... Coffee - As SOOI1 as possible, soak lhe
material in cold water. If the stain persists, try
rubbing the stain with a sillall amount of lalll1dry detergent or glycerin.

Ii,

,).

ne~s.

[fld saves a little bit of money by
n do It at home?" he said.
'es, he has accomplished the feat of
fhite~,"

Godfrey said.
e would make it down in the launIe has is washing sweaters due to the
here.

Above: Senior Caspian
Garner (left) cooks dinner while sophomore
Tahlla Ganser does a
load of laundry at the
Poverty Awareness
theme house.

Left: Putting off a normal laundry schedule
can lead to astonishing consequences,
and possible roommate tension.

Jnivcrsity, docs not have to worry
r laundry cach time she throws In a
ry room and docs her wash, MarMln
had calculated a perccnt for
I doesn't carc.
d rather not do it at all."
student is allotted a scheduled time

jrlIOJl lJUlh~
lFhtld10rlbum
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"Ink - Spray the stain with alcohol-haseu
hair spray anu blot it with a clean rag. You can
also try 70 percent rubbing alcohol.
"Blood - If the stain is fresh, first try
removing it by rinsing it under cold water. If
this fails, blot with ammonia. If the stain is
still there, try vinegar. Lastly, usc hydrogen
peroxide. Be aware that using chemicals may
weaken the material.
"Fruit juice- Blot the stain with cold
water. If the stain remains, plot it wilh white
vinegar.

"

"lipstick -Apply a dry cleaning solvent to
the stain, then rinse with hot water.

"

~

,
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with her scheduling, but every now
she doesn't have anything of
. will find an item needing to be
>n1CS

"Chocolate - Scrape any chocolate you
can off the malerial and blot the stain with
club soda. If the stain persists, try scrubbing it
wilh liquid hand soap. If the stain still remains,
try treating it with ammonia.
"Grass - Sponge the stain with warm
water and then blot it wilh rubbing alcohol.
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Detergent with bleach - This alternative is useful if you wash a
lot of white clothing. Although many detergents claim to include
color-safe bleach in their products, use caution when washing
your favorite red shirt.

Fabric Softener - Adding fabric softener to a load of laundry
keeps the materials soft and comfortable. Downy Liquid is a
popular fabric softener and is available in four different scents
as well as a scentless alternative.

Stain Removal Products - For that difficult stain that won't
come out, try stain removal products. Many stain removal products, such as Shout Gel, simply require you to brush the gel onto
the stain a nd then wash. It doesn't get a ny simpler then this.

Dryer Sheets - Similar to fabric softener, but more convenient, dryer sheets keep clothes soft and comforta ble, while
keeping static cling to a minimum. Simply add one sheet to a
dryer full of clothes for instant results. Downy dryer sheets are
a good choice to take to the Laundromat.
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SOCCER SEASONS END
No playoffs, but
strong finishes,
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Swimmers
start season
with a splash
returners, like senior Leiana
Moser-Reyes and sophomore
Staff WI iter
Emily Brandler, as well as freshThe Whitworth Pirate swim- men Jillian Harbuz and Laurel
mers return to the pool this year Tanza, hope to build on last
with several new faces and a year's success and improve the
fresh outlook. Head Coach Tom program.
In two dual meets against
Dodd - hopes to build the
Whitworth program into one of Linfield and Lewis and Clark, the
the most preeminent in the Pirate women swept their opponents for an early lead in the connation.
In his 16 years as head coach ference. The men's team manof the Pirates, Dodd has earned gled the two schools, tripling and
eight Northwest Conference octupling their scores, respecCoach of the Year awards while tively.
The men hope to maintain
10 Pirates have been named AllAmerican or Honorable Mention their initial dominance during the
.
sWimmers in the last four years remainder of the season.
The considerable success in
under his guidance.
Last year, Whitworth produced previous years has been due in
NCAA champion Kevin Wang part to 2002 Whitworth alumnus
(400 individual medley). The Brent Rice.
But junior swimmer Kevin
men's program is on the border
of becoming a dynasty in Eddy said Rice's absence will not
Division III and may compete for negatively affect the team.
"We're definitely not hurting
the national championship iater
for guys to step up and fill the
this season.
,
This year, the men's team void," Eddy said.
Captained by seniors Ryan
hopes to place at least fifth in thl<
Freeman and Josh Andrew, the
nation.
> '
,II
The women's team, while not men's team has a full squad of 18
experiencing the same level o~ men this year, pending some
success in conference playas the swimmers' returns from injuries.
men, still look to capitalize on Also, strong recruits and a signiflast year's second-place finish in icant coaching influence has crethe NWC and 24th national fin- ated a positive outlook for the
Pirates.
ish.
Senior
captains
Megan
"Our team is so self-motivatLambuth and Kristin Satterfield ed," Andrew said, adding that the
lead a young squad which lost six high level of talent on the team
swimmers last year, but features leads to some healthy internal
All-American Serena Fadel (200 competition.
breaststroke) who made waves as
a freshman last year. Several
See SPLASH .. page 12

Ben Couch

N""ml Sllihy/UVh,lworthian

Senior Jeff Riddell, sophomore Matt Krueger and sophomore Damel Jones converge on linfield Wildcat senior DaVid
Russell, who accumulated 234 yards in last Saturday's game. The Pirates regularly encourage group efforts.

.'.

Linfield spoils
Pirate season
extend their lead 21-0.
Another interception in the third quarter set up a
lengthy Linfield drive. In the red zone, Whitworth's
defense finally stepped up to end the drive and
forced a botched field goal from 21 yards out.
On the Buc's next possession, the Wildcats
stopped Whitworth in their own territory, allowing
Bryan Tidwell
Linfield to score again and extend their lead 28-0.
Staff writer
A fumble by Biglin on the next possession led to
a Linfield touchdown in the last two minutes of the
The Pirates' dreams to repeat last year's playoff
game to seal the win 35-0.
appearance ended Saturday when Linfield crushed
Harsh weather contributed to Biglin's three fumWhitworth 35-0.
bles and two interceptions, including heavy wind
The 101>S extended the Wildcats' winning streak
and rain in the first half.
over Whitworth, which dales back to 1983.
"I don'l know if it was the weather or what, but
Linfield's win was their third conference shut out of
we jusl made them look better than they were,"
the season.
Tawney said. "We never got a chance to establish
Whitworth held the ball for only 11 :43, while. an offensive drive - 12 minutes of possession is
Linfield dominated possession for 48:16. With lit- unheard of."
tle time to showcase their offensive prowess,
Prior to the Linfield loss, the Pirates had ousted
Whitworth's few possessions brought only three Puget Sound 38-14 Oct. 26 for their second conferfirst downs while Linfield accumulated 27 first ence win. The following Saturday, Whitworth
downs. The Pirates neUed a season-low 58 offen- trounced Eastern Oregon 28-3 in the Pirates' final
sive yards while Linfield totaled 415 yards.
home game for a non-conference victory.
"Going in, we thought we were a better team than
Whitworth goes on this Saturday to play Lewis
them," junior wide receiver Dwayne Tawney said. and Clark (1-3, 3-5) in hopes of breaking their even
"But we had an offensive breakdown."
conference record. The Pioneers lost 14-21 to
The Wildcats were led by senior running back Willamette (3-1, 6-3) who will challenge the undeDavid Russell, who scored four of his team's five feated Wildcats at their home field Saturday.
touchdowns and ran for a 1>chool record of 234
Willamette is an overlooked team mainly
yards.
because they aren't one of the big three (Linfield,
Early in the game, Linfield scored on their first Whitworth and Pacific Lutheran) that dominated
two possessions. Despite stiff Whitworth defense, \;[st year's conference. [f WilIamette defeats
the Wildcat's running game couldn't be stopped, and Linfield, it will disrupt Linfield's playoff berth.
late in the second quarter, things began to fall apart.
The Wildcats have dominated this season, howOn second-and-l3, senior quarterback Scott ever, with an 8-0 overall record. In conference
Biglin's pass was intercepted at Whitworth's own play, Linfield has defeated PLU 35-21, Puget
39. The advantageous field position allowed Sound 57-0, Lewis and Clark 49-0 and Whitworth
Linfield to easily convert for a touchdown and 35-0.

Bucs fail to drag down
undefeated Wildcats in 35-0
loss, playoff hopes die

The women's volleyball team will head
to the NCAA Division 1lI volleyball championships for the second year in a row after
clinching the Northwest Conference title
Nov. 2. The Ducs ;Ire currently ranked
ninth in the nation after finishing their reg-
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Volleyball takes conference title backed by 23-2 record
ular season with a 15-1 conference record,
and a 23-2 record overall.
The Bucs suffered their first conference
loss of the season Oct. 26 to the University
of Puget Sound, who finished second in
the NWC. Dut Whitworth returned to beat
Lewis and Clark Sta!e College, who finished ninth in the NWC, on Nov. I in front
of a home crowd of 634.
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Kristin Satterfield swims in 400-yard medley last Friday.

Laura Adams
Staff writer

s

Senior middle blocker Michelle Etter
and freshman outside hiller Julie Marsh
both tallied eight kills in the 30-18, 3015, 30-21 win over Lewis and Clark
State. As a team, the Dues finished the
mat,<::h with a season-high .420 hilling
percentage.
The next day, the Pirates faced George
Fox University, then ranked second in the

NWC, for a chance to clinch the conference title. In front of 1,107 fans,
Whitworth pulled off an amazing comefrom-behind victory to win the match in
five games, 26-30, 30-27, 19-30, 30-27,
15-11.
Senior outside Julie Weatherred planted
See RECORD .. page 12
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Bues finish third in NWC
Thomas Gearhart
Staff writer
The men's soccer team finished third in the Northwest
Conference this season after winning its final game last Saturday
4-2 over Whitman. The victory
gave Whitworth a 6-5-1 record in
the NWC and 10-7-1 overall.
The Puget Sound Loggers
placed first in the NWC and will
be the only team in the conference advancing to playoffs.
"We played together this year,
and we all had a lot of fun," junior forward Kurt Kagawa said.
The Pirates dominated the visiting WiIlamette Bearcats with a
5-0 shut out Oct. 26. The
Bearcats, who finished fourth in
the NWC, allowed four goals in
the first 21 minutes of play.
Freshman forward Jonathan
Carlson scored twice. Also, junior forwards Kagawa and Brad
Suhm each scored once to give
Whitworth the early 4-0 lead,
which Willamette never recovered from.
Junior forward Bobby LaBelle
added another goal in the second
half to extend the lead to 5-0 and
clinch the victory for the Pirates.
The next day, the-Pirates tied a
strong Linfield team 1-1. The
Wildcats, who finished with a 151-2 overall record, slipped to second place in the NWC after the
lie.
Linfield took a quick 1-0 lead
at 4:05 in the first half and
stemmed off the Pirate offense
until senior forward Scott
Kerwien ~onverted for a goal
during a scramble in front of the
Wildcat net at 58:42, evening the
l>,?ore atJ,~1.
,_
."J. I
In overtime, both Linfield and
Whitworth kept the ball out of the
net. Linfield threatened, however, when a Wildcat released a shot
on goal. But junior defender Jon
Bosh made a diving save to keep
the score tied.
The Bucs battled the visiting
Pacific University Boxers Nov. 2.
The game was scoreless in the

:,

"

IWwtI

Freshman Jonathan Carlson (left) slips the ball by Willamette keeper for his second goal of the game.

first half, despite a combined 26
shots from both teams. It wasn't
until a breakaway goal by freshman forward Todd Sabrowski,
with less than seven minutes to
play, that the Pirates claimed the
lead and sealed the 1-0 win.
In Whitworth's final home
game, the Bucs hosted the
George Fox University Bruins
Nov. 3. Kerwien scored 9:32 into
the game to give Whitworth the
early lead. The Bruins retaliated
18 minutes later and tied the
score 1-1.
Shortly
before
halftime,
Sabrowski scored off an assist
from Carlson to reclaim the lead
for the Pirates.
", ,"','.
Senior forward Eric Johnson
put together another goal for the
Pirates at 51:06, and Carlson later
scored off a rebounded shot by
Kerwien to boost the Bucs to a 41 victory.
In last Saturday's victory over
Whitman, Whitworth got on the
board first with a goal by

Carlson. But the Missionaries
quickly tied the game when junior Brian 'Logan passed to junior
Jeff Waggoner, who scored on an
open net.
Waggoner struck again in the
second half when he headed the
ball into the net for his second
goal to give the Missionaries a 21 lead.
But from there, the Bucs controlled the game. Johnson evened
the score when he scored off a
cross by Carlson for his seventh
goal of the season. Then
Sabrowski pushed the Pirates
ahead with a goal late in the half,
and secured the lead with another
goal in -the 87th minute fof the 42 win.
"We wanted to finish the season on a positive note," Carlson
said. "We were able to move the
ball up and down the field well
and take good shots."
Kagawa, whose season was cut
short by a broken collarbone sustained during the Nov. 2 George

Fox game, was recenlly named to
the Verizon Academic AJIDistrict 8 Men's Team. The honor
is given to those who maintain
high grades while competing
strongly in a school sport.
"We fought hard this !>eason,"
Kagawa said. "Injuries hurt us a
lot, but we fought hard."
The Pirates are looking to
reclaim the NWC title next year
after slipping to third this season.
In 2001, the Pirates dominated
the NWC with a 14-5-2 record.
With a roster stocked with 10
freshmen this season, the Pirates
are banking on the experience the
lower classmen gained this season to' help propel ihem to a conference title next year.
"The freshmen really had to
step it up this year," Carlson said.
Due to the numerous injuries
this season, the freshmen were
given many opportunities to play.
"The experience that the freshmen gained this season will definitely ~elp us," Kagawa said.

WOl11en's soccer finish fourth in conference
Mike Throgmorton
Staff writer
In the final month of the women's soccer
season, the Pirates startled the WiIlamette
Bearcats (12-1-1, 16-2-1), ranked eighth in
the nation, with a 1-1 tie Oct. 26 but, in contrast, also handed a weak George Fox team
its only win of the season Nov. 3.
The GFU Bruins snapped a 25-game losing streak with the victory over Whitworth.
The rollercoaster finale_placed the Bucs
fourth in the eight-team conference with a
final 5-8-1 conference record and a 6-111 overall record.
"We really had a very productive year,"
Head Coach Sean Bushey said.
Also in the final weeks, Whitworth fell
to Linfield 0-3 Oct. 27, but defeated
Pacific University 2-0 Nov. 2.
The season ended last Saturday with a
1-3 loss to the Whitman Missionaries.
After trailing 0-2 at halftime, junior forward Heather Sale scored at 72:01 off a
cross from senior defender Dalyce Young
to cut Whitman's lead to 2-1. But, with
four minutes remaining, the Missionaries
scored again to seal the win.
Despite the season-ending loss, Bushey
is hopeful for next year.
"We feel that we have the potential to
compete for a conference title next year,"
he said. "We have all the elements; we just
need a little more consistency."
Looking back, Bushey was thankful for
a competitive pre-season in which the
Pirates went 1-3.
"In the end, I think it helped in the
course of the year," he said.
When asked what he envisions for next

season, Bushey said: "We feel very much while allowing 38 goals this season. The
that we have the potential to compete for a women took 252 shots, averaging 14.82
conference title next year - we have all shots per game, and committed 197 fouls,
the elements, we just need a little more including seven yellow cards.
Bushey says improvements can be
consistency. "
The Pirates dragged the Nov. 3 game made, but is determined to face next year
against GFU into double overtime and with resolve.
nearly scored a golden goal when a shot
"Could we have stopped a few more of
strayed only a few feet from the goal. But the opposition's goals? Sure. Could we
in 103 minutes of play, the Bucs failed to have scored a few more of our own? Of
score against the Bruins, ranked last in the course. We're going to go out there next
NWC, and felI 0-1 when GFU scored on a season and do just that," Bushey said.
penalty kick.
In the surprising Willamette
tie, the Pirates struck first when
freshman defender Rachel
Leavitt scored early in the game.
It was the first goal the Bucs had
scored against Willamette in
more than a year.
Newer Duplex, 4 Br., 2 Ba.,
At 68:16, the Bearcats evened
the score off a header assist. The
Bues managed to cage the exploClose to Campus
sive Bearcat offense (which
scored 42 goals this season) dur(Near Fred Meyer)
ing two overtimes to secure the tie.
Bushey noted that junior midfielder Ashli Anderson was key to
$945/mo.
the Pirate midfield and defense
Available December 1
this year. He also praised the five
freshmen which consistently
464-1394
started in games this season.
Sale led the Pirates offensively this season with seven goals
and two assists. Freshman midSports Teams - Clubs - Student Groups
fielder Marissa Williams tallied Earn $1,000-$2,000 this semester with the easy
three assists, as did sophomore Campusfundraiser.com three hour fundralsing event. Our
defender Rachel Leavitt, who programa make fundralalng ... y with no rlaka.
also scored three goals.
Fundraising dales are filling quickly, 80 gat with the program!
The Pirates scored 23 times, Contact Campusfundraiser.com al (888) 923-3238, or visit

I
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Runners end strong at SPLASH:
championship meet
Continued from page 10

Neal Glutting
Staff writer
The men's and women's cross country teams finished well althe Northwest
Conference Championship in Tacoma,
Wash., Nov. 2. The men placed third in
the nine-team NWC meet, earning their
best finish in 10 years
WilJamette University, ranked second
in the nation, claimed first with 22
points and boasted five runners in the
top eight spots.
The women's learn narrowly missed
eclipsing Willamette by three points,
scoring 61 points in the nine-team meet.
"It was 1I lJiueri>weet second place,"
Head Coach Toby Schwarz said.
Schwarz said the men ran well.
Freshman Doug Blackburn placed 12th
in 26'33.6 in the 8K course - a personal rccord.
Senior Ben Robinson also ran well,
finishing 14th in 26:50.2. Both
Robinson and Blackburn were named
All Conference Runners.
SchwlllZ said Junior Leslie Nelson had

a great race, as well. Nelson was outleaned at the finish line, finishing in
23:46.2 in the 6K race - 1.2 seconds
behind the first-place Willamette runner.
The two teams now advance to the
Regional Championship in Chino,
Calif.,. Each coach is allowed to bring
seven men and seven women to the
meet.
This year's men's regional team consists of freshmen Doug Blackburn, Phil
Grahlf and John Ilarper, sophomore
Aaron Coe, junior Jesse Stevick and
seniors Jonathan Houk and Ben
Robinson.
The women's regional tcam IS freshmen Kristi Dickey, Heather Thomsen
and Becky Jamieson, juniors Leslie
Nelson and Amanda Baker and seniors
Elizabeth Abbey and Jessica Austin.
From there, the top two womens'
teams and the top six individuals not on
the top Iwo teams will advance to the
national champIOnship in Minnesota.
For the men, the top three teams and the
next five individuals will advance.

"We had a good group of freshmen come in that really added to a solid group of returners," Eddy said.
One key returner is sophomore Cory Bergman, who
placed 11th nationally in the 2oo-meter breaststroke.
Bergman's outlook reflects the confidence and ability of
the entire Whitworth program.
"I'd have to say we're one of the fastest (Division HI)
teams on the west coast," Bergman said.
The Pirates are learning from Assistant Coach Estauvo
DeAvila, who swam for the Division III dynasty Kenyon
College. Kenyon hilS won the national championship 23
years in a row.
Besides striving 10 be consistent wilh the mi!.sion of
Whitworth College, Bergman says the Pirates are focusing on becoming "smarter" swimmers.
A holistic approach to swimming has been touted by
Dodd.
"Swimming is a lifestyle, not even just a sport," said
Bergman, paraphrasing Dodd's instruction.
The comprehensive approach to swimming, which
includes early wake-ups, additional workouts, adjusted
nutrition, protracted schedules and extended commitments, is what makes champion!. out of normal swimmers, Pirate swimmers say.
"That kind of winning attitude and strong work ethic
is very contagiou!o," Eddy said. "We have the depth. We
have the individual speed. We are going to win conference. That's just a statement of fact."
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RECORD:
Continued from page 10

18 kills while Etter slammed 16.
Senior Lindsey Wagstaff aced
George Fox three times while
Weatherred also led defensively
wilh 30 digs in five games.
Senior setter Nicole Weedman
set up 61 assists for her teammates.
Weedman was also named
Northwest Conference Player of
the Week after finishing the
weekend with 89 assists (12.7
per game), 33 digs and four aces.
The Bucs traveled to Oregon
Oct. 8 to play Linfield College
(14-17,
8-7).
Although
Whitworth had the conference
championship wrapped up,
Linfield kept the Bucs awake,
forcing the match into five
games. But the Pirates persisted
to win 28-30, 26-30, 30-16, 3018. 15-10.
Etter dominated the match,
finishing with 25 kills and a surprising .465 kill percentage.
Wagstaff followed close behind
with 22 kills and a .407 kill percentage. Weedman fimshed with
68 assists, while Weatherred
contributed defensively with 30
digs.
The team finished its regular
season with a swift victory over
Pacific University (2-14, 2-22)
in three games: 30-20, 30-20,
30-28. Wagstaff finished the
match with a team-high 10 kills.
Whitworth will advance to the
NCAA West Regional championships Nov. 14-16.
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DIRTY POLITICS
With elections finished.
one can only hope the
trash talking Is over, too.
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Amy Robinson
Staff writer
f we are to have a consistent drug policy,
we need to either legalize marijuana or
prohibit tobacco.
The government has created an international police force in the Drug Enforcement
Administration, which aim~ to close down
the trade and development of illegal drugs.
However, at the hame time, they have been
providing substantial economic support for
those who own and operate expansive tobacco plantations. While tobacco is less harmful than most illicit drugs, its effects are similar and at times, more extensive than those
of marijuana.
For decades, our government has had a
two-faced drug policy. If we truly have a
right to privacy, a right to govern the decision we make about our own lifestyle, we
need to make at least marijuana and tobacco
legal.
However, the legalization of marijuana is
not likely to pass in the near future, because

I

ii~
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of myths surrounding its potency, especially
when coupled with the tobacco lobby.
The movement to legalize marijuana has
become a pet cause of hippies, cancer
patients and children
who want to shock
their parents. In the
decades since its
prohibition in 1937,
multiple studies
have concluded that
the physical, psychological and social
effects of marijuana
usage do not justify
strict fines and
imprbonmenl.
Instead of promoting
violent crime and
aggression, unlike
other drugs, marijuana produces lethargy
;md inactivity, which
lessens the potential
for violence while
under the influence.
Our legal policies need to reflect this reality.
One classic argument against marijuana
legalization is that it decreases academic
ability, and in general negatively affects the
user's ability to function. However, in 1999,
researchers at John Hopkins fOLlnd "no significant difference in cognitive decline
between heavy u~ers, light users and nonusers."
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Another study did find a decrease in total
IQ score that was linked to marijuana usage,
but only in those who currently smoked five
or more joints per week. There also seemed
to be no lasting effect on
IQ for those
who had been
heavy users in
the past, but
had reduced
or quit the
habit.
When
researching
the comparative effects of
marijuana and
tobacco in
1997, Donald
P. Taskin,
M.D. (of the
UCLA school
of medicine)
found that the
carcinogen
and tar content found in the smoke of both
tobacco and marijuana are equivalent,
although marijuana contains chemicals not
found in tobacco, and tobacco contains nicotine, tobacco's primary addictive agent.
Additionally, while hoth damage lung tissue,

.'
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See SMOKE ... page 15

Microchips for
You gotta lose
yourself: the lyrics humans raise
of Eminem's life long~term fears

Andy Garretson
Staff writer
aw talent and superior
artistic quality, minus
the offensive nature that
keeps most of Whitworth from
listening to his music, come to
mind when someone mentions
Eminem today.
Emincm. The name alone
brings up emotion and controversy Emotion is the raw content of his newest album The
Emmem Show; controversy
simply
follows
Marshall
Mathers everywhere he goes.
The name Eminem is elusive
but recognized worldwide.
Many hate the lyrics of
Eminem, but the artistic quality
of his new album cannot be
criticized - it must be respected and heard.
The emotion in the title track
from 8 Mile speaks of Marshall
Mathers' personal story. The
idea of taking advantage of the
one opportunity ("shot") that
may change your life perme-

R

ales the song. How can a listener not be motivated and
inspired by a song as powerfUl
as this?
Honestly, I have been a' critiC- of Eminem until I realized
two things about him as an
artist.
First, I saw a song perfonned
on the MTV Video Music
called
"White
Awards
America," where Eminem visually represented the fact that
most of the prominent politicians in our legal system and
legislative branch of government are white. The song itself
is very critical of the institutionalized racism that favors
whites in America. At the end
of the song, Eminem meekly
states that he's just "playin'"
and continues to say that
America knows he loves the
country.
The second instance where I
thought Emincm may be
worth listening to included a
conversation with a friend
about Ihe passion in the lyrics
of his songs. When I was listening to the title track from 8
MIle where he speaks of realizing a lifelong dream of
being ~uccessful in the music
industry, I was emotionally
touched. Eminem, unlike any
See EMINEM ... page 15

Emily Brandler
Staff writer
hanks to a recent FDA
decision, Americans can
now join the ranks of animals and consumer products
alike by implanting human bar
codes in their bodies. While
hailed as the ultimate security
deviCe, ID chips open a technological Pandora's Box with their
ethical ramifications.
VeriChip, the device's official
name, may help curb identity
theft and increase security for
government and private-sector
buildings. However, the
untapped potential for branding
humans with an JD number contains great ri~ks, both heallhand privacy-related.
The idea of such an endeavor is
not new, but the technology is
cutting edge. VeriChip is a
miniaturized, implantable radio
frequency identification device
(RHO) Ihat cannot be removed
once it is implanted. Such
devices have been uscd in pels
and livestock for years, but nol
humans because of the potential

T

infection problems and autoimmune rejections.
Earlier this year, the Jacobs
family of Boca Raton, Fla., took
the risk and became the first
family in the world to be
implanted. Jeffrey Jacobs, who
is disabled, wanted the
microchip for medical reasons.
Leslie wanted it for security reasons. Their son, Derek, wanted
it because he dreams of merging
humans and machines.
, The Jacobs family not only
represents three more guinea
pigs in this experiment, but their
motives for doing so embody
interesting public opinion.
In case of a medical emergency, hospital workers could
scan a patient's body to obtain
health records. Also, the
microchip has a variety of security applications, including the
reduction of financial fraud and
more efficient travel security.
In addition, if Applied Digital
Solutions (ADS), the company
that manufactures VeriChips,
succeeds in its current endeavor
to include GPS with the chip, it
could prevent kidnappings and
keep parolees in constant check.
Thus, the Veri Chip has a variety of positive uses. However,
the VeriChip also has potential
to do great harm.
,
Although the FDA ruled that
t'·~
'~-<

See CHIPS~ page 15
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- - - - LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Depression article
debunks myths
Dear Editor,
am wriling to thank
Matthew Kaemingk for his powerful article about depression.
Reading the article was like taking a page from the last four
years of my life. For two years,
r suffered in silence, hiding my
illness from family, friends and
professors. When my defenses
were down and people could tell
something was wrong, I was
often told "to buck up" and
"pray about it." r was "reassured" that "it was just a test"
and "God will not give you
more than you can handle."
Didn't they know I didn't want
to be this way? That r would do
anything to be "normal" again?
Didn't they realize that I cried
out to God hourly, minutely and
yes, every second, to help, to
make me strong, to survive this
"test?" I know this advice had
good intentions, but it served
only to make me feel worse was I doing something wrong?
How much more did I· need to
pray? I worked harder to hide
my feelings from others, putting
on the "happy Christian" mask
for the world. By the time r
reached out, it was too little, too
late.
By the grace of God, the miracle of modern medicine and the
love of family and friends, I am
here to write this leller. 1 concur
with Kaemingk's assessment
that antidepressent medications
are not "happy drugs." My medicine does not make me "super
happy;" it frees me from the
oppressive cloud that prevented
me from being myself, from
seeing the world around me and
from seeing God clearly.
I was saddened, but not surprised, about the destructive
stance that Faith Bible has taken
on depression and medication.
The stigma does not reside just
at Faith Bible; sadly, it - consciously or not - is a stigma
widespread among Christians
and society at large. As the
Body of Christ, we need to recognize the harmful and deadly
ramifications about upholding
the MYTH that Christians, since
we are sustained by God's love,
should never be sad. Just as with
the mourning process, the best
thing you can do for someone is
going through depression is to
listen, love and if you think the
situation is worsening, seek professional help.
Thank you so much, Matt, for
your educational and loving·
article.
Elysia Hanna
senior
English

Article fails to
show heart of FBC
.. \

Dear Editor,

On Oct. 22, The Whitworthian
published an article which significantly misrepresented the views
and heart of Faith Bible Church
(FBC). The inflammatory and
pejorative nature of the article
warrants a response that clarifies
the issue. Thus, this article is
written, not necessarily in
response 10 the specific issue of
depression and the use of psychotropic drugs, but rather the
manner in which the original article was written. The following
are specific ways the anicle was
inappropriate.
1. The statements made in the
article misrepresented FBC.
Examples of these statements
include:
"Their claim is thaI depression
is simply a reflection of a person's personal sin, weak character or poor relationship with
God."
"These childish views that
those who suffer from depression
are simply sinners who are failing to trust in God's strength and
need to 'suck it up' are coming
from a small, but outspoken,
legalistic faction within the
Christian Church."
Regarding the first statement,
FBC does itot claim, nor does
the Bible -support, that all
depression is a sin. Though
clearly a sinful Hfestyle can lead
to feelings of depression (see
David in Psalm 32:1-7), this is
not always· the case. The
church's position paper on this
issue clearly states Ihat, "It may
be God's will for you to be sick,
physically, or for you to be
downcast, spiritually, and for
you to rely on him in this time
of trial ... Some [situations]
(like being downcast or experiencing stress) are God-designed
emotional responses that serve a
purpose in the life of man." The
Bible teaches that there are
times when God sovereignly
allows Christians to go through
times of deep struggle and being
downcast so that we will cling
to him all the more. As David
writes in Psalm 43:5, "Why are
you in despair, 0 my soul? And
why are you disturbed within
me? Hope in God, for I shall
again praise Him, the help of my
countenance, and my God."
Contrary to what was asserted in
the article, FBC does not teach
that all depression is sin.
Furthermore, the position of
FBC is not primarily one that
opposes the use of psychotropic
drugs, but rather one that promotes a believer's sufficiency in
Jesus Christ and His Word.
When it comes to dealing with
spiritual- is!.ues, 2 Peter 1;3 and
2 Timothy 3: 16-17 both indicate
that God has given every believer the necessary resources in
Christ and the Scriptures to handle them.
The second statement referenced above inappropriately
states that FBC is an "outspoken
faction." It assumes that the
church actively corrects everyone outside its body who does
not agree with its position.
While FBC fully recognizes that
there are Christian brothers and
sisters who hold a different posi-

tion on Ihis issue, it does not
believe it would be appropriate
to correct those who do not
agree with its position. Rather,
the church's position on this
issue is solely used as a guideline for graciously ministering to
those who attend FBe. Thus, 10
take something that is intended
to guide the shepherding of its
own people and say that FBC is
"outspoken" aboutlhe issue constitutes a false representation of
its position.
2. The words and tone of the
article were "unwholesome."
The following statements exemplify this tone:
"These childish views thilt
those who suffer from depression
are simply sinners who are failing to trust in God's strength and
need to 'suck it up' are coming
from a small, but outspoken,
legalistic faction within the
Christian Church."
"The important thing is that we
move beyond this childish and
naIve theologj and bring those
suffering among us to the help
that i., available and proven to be
effective."
.
"Real men and women of God
will seek" the help they need to
live a healthy life of service to
their Creator."
Although FBe affirms "the
desire to wrestle with these
issues openly and· honestly, the
pejorative and harsh words used
in the article clearly violate
Ephesians 4:29. This verse says,
"Let no unwholesome word proceed from your mouth, but only
such a word as is good for edification ... " Clearly, the Scriptures
call all believers to be very careful with their words. The terms
used to label FBC, such as
"childish," "naive," and "legalistic," are highly inflammatory and
do not just question its position,
but rather seriously cast aspersion against its character and
integrity.
3. The article was divisive
rather than unifying. The following statements demonstrate this:
"Spokane's Faith Bible Church
(FBC) offers us a local example
of this destructive thoughtprocess."
"This misguided faction of the
church often refers to depression
as nothing more than a simple
denial of the sufficiency of God's
power."
God's Word calls believers to
speak the truth in love as a way to
grow together' in unity with one
another and with Christ. As
Ephesians 4: 15 says, "... speaking the truth in love, we are to
grow up in all aspects-into Him,
who is the head, even Christ.·'
Recently, Faith Bible Church has
sincerely been trying to do whatever it can to prevent an antagonistic relationship toward one
another. This kind of relationship
does not glorify the Lord.
However, because the article was
no! written in a loving, gracious
manner, i! significantly contributes to disunity betVleen FBC
and Whitworth.
'
,.
In short, the article failed to
accurately communicate the
heart of FBC, which is to interpret the Word of God correctly
and minister to people faithfully

letter is not to rage, not to be
'judgmental' and definitely not
to talk badly about Malt, who r
feel is an extremely talented
writer. I just feel that, here at
Whitworth, we .can handle our
differences, both real and perceived, with a large amount of
grace. There is simply no way
Serving the King,
thai everyone on this campus
The Elders of Faith Bible· will hold the same doctrinal and
theological views. In my opinChurch
ion, that's part of what makes
Whitworth so great. We will
encounter viewpoints we disagree with, some strongly. How
will you choose to handle those
differences?
With
heated
words? Will you lash out and
attack others? Or will you
embrace respect, understanding
Dear Editor,
and grace; regardless of agreeHello all.
ment? In this way we can either
I come before you as a hum- profit from one another or
ble student who enjoys reading destroy one another. It is your
your paper. Indeed, I respect all choice.
the work you do, knowing how
much time and effort you put Colin Hesse
into it. This is simply a response senior
to how taken aback I was by Communication Studies
your article on depression by
Matt Kaemingk in the last issue.
r attend Faith Bible Church,
and have ever since my freshman
year, when this issue first came
up. I was appalled to find it
referred to in the article as having
"childish views," it is an "outspoken, legalistic faction~" it is ,"mis- . Dear Editor,
guided," it has a "destructive
thought process," irhold~ "outra-.
r would like to take this opporgeous positions," and it believes
in "childish and n~ive theology." tunity to address people on our
campus who play the game
Wow.
"Mafia." Whitworth, do you
Urn, I like my church, and know what you are involving
have been stretched and helped yourself in? Please be . cautious
tremendously during m'yfour
about what you fill you mind and
years here in Spokane.· However,
time with. "Mafia" is not a game
this article won't be, about: docthat a Christian community
trine. Instead, here are a ie~
should be participating in. This
observations.
-.
game is founded on nothing but
First, if you are going to rip· deception, lying, murder and
into a specific church that harsh- accusations. How is this edifyly, don't you think that you ing in any way? The fact is, it's
would want to interview some- not, and we neet to be more careone who holds that position, at ful in what we spend our time
least for clarification's sake? doing.
Several peopJe.were interviewed,
OK, OK, I hope you realized
but none with either church leadnow that this letter is a comby
ers or even 1>tudents who attt\pd
plete
jOke. I happen to love
FBe.
"Mafia" and find nothing wrong
Secondly, the study of what with it in any way. This argucauses depression
is
an ment, however, is exactly the
extremely complicated" some kind of letter or article [ find in
might say, multi-faceted issue. The Whitworth ian every week.
There are several external, The paper is filled with trivial
internal and physical causes, and unimportant arguments that
You can talk to Dr. Galbreath, shouldn't be printed in the first
Whitworth's expert in biochem- place. Listen, I'm real sorry if
istry, about that. Yet, the article the guys on the third floor of
seemed to say that anyone who Warren are really loud and
believed that depression could inconsiderate, but does the
ever have a spiritual aspect Was whole campus need to read
an idiot.
about it? And if girls were realAnd, finally, don't call me ly discriminated against on
naive. A few of my closest Whitworth's campus, would we
friends have taken medication have so many girls here in the
for depression. Both have done first place? I think the ratio
this more than once. I know would be a lot different if this
what it is, and it has hit close to were the case.
home. I don't even know if I
Whitworth, let's focus on real
fully agree with my church's
problems.
Put your complaints in
position on this topic. However,
to have the paper completely perspective and hopefully you'll
slam my church about it is inex- realize that you don't have too
cusable. I simply expect better much to say after all.
with the love of Christ. The
desire of Faith Bible Church is
not to wrangle about theological
differences, but rather to glorify
God by loving Him, loving others and making disciples of Jesus
Chris!.

Allow all to choose
their theology
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Whitworth should
focus on real issues

journalism, and most of the lime
receive
it
from
The
Whitworthian.
My purpose in writing this

Jonathan Goeschl
junior.
English

we want to read
your thoughts
Send us your thoughts. Write letters to the Editor.
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EM INEM

other musicians in pop
music, created that emotional connection that all
art is supposed to trigger.
Continued from page 13
The movie itself is reminiscent of Mathers' own personal story of rising from
me~ger beginnings to national and international stardom. A tripleplatillum album debut, a recent album of seemingly unending
quality and a movie with 'an inspired personal story has transfor~ed this hip/hop consumer into a connoisseur of hip/hop, rap
quahty.
The shock factor that Eminem seems to rely on ~o heavily is not
as effective as it initially was in his debut album. He still uses
slander and negativity as if they were going out of style next
week, and he has to get it all on one album before slamming his
mother and father become too repetitive in his lyrics.
Eminem has no respect for his parents. This stance may be
Justified by the fact that his father left him and his mother lied
to him about being sick his entire life when he was healthy, but
the dIsrespect for authority and parental guidance leaks into all
areas of Mathers' life, not just in relation to his mother and
father.
In one rhyme in The Eminem Show, Mathers attacks VicePre~ident Cheney's heart problem by addressing his wife. Mrs.
Cheney has publicly responded, saying Eminem's lyrics personally affected her life, but that only adds fuel to the Eminem bonfire
that is raging all over the country.
,
After last weekend's turnout for the new 8 Mile movie, Eminem
has officially hit super-stardom. With a hit movie, Eminem has
now come to our senses in the three major forms of media distraction in America: television, radio and cinema.
Without Eminem in hip/hop, there'would be n'o credible white
voice speaking about racism to the kids in the timer city. Without
Eminem, and as he proclaims in his own lyrics, life simply .would
not be the same. With Eminem, the ,country is challenged intellectually and artistically.

marijuana smoke does not see'm '
to be a factor in 'pfoducing .', ,_
emphys,ema, t(n~*e to~acco, and
Continued from page 13
is only, addictive if us~d heavily.
When confronted with these'
statistics, which- are backed b'y ,
studies over the decades by the
governments of the United States, Canada, Austr~lia, England aiJ'd
the Netherlands, the prohibition of pot 'while' subs'idi~ing tobacco -'
f!laY seem to he an archaic policy. It :demon~trates a, possible' mis- '
underst,anding of marijuana. However, legislation that would
reflect these governmental-studies has'linIe"le'garfutun.l'ih .. 'h'-. ~.,
Washington, D.C., in part because of myths, and in part because
of the influence of the tobacco lobby.
In economic terms, marijuana and tobacco ar~ essentially substitution products. That means than an increase in use- of one
product tends to reduce use of the other, because they are used
in a similar manner, often-for similar reaSons. If'marijuana
were to become legal, and usage were to go up, then cigarette
sales would likely go down, which would decrease the profits of
many campaign contribution giants, including Philip Morris,
who was the top contributor for the 1995-96 campaign, and the
three other tobacco companies in the top 100 contributors.
Naturally, the corporate giants will use their political clout to
stop legislation they see as a, !:letriment to -their economic health.
In most industries, ther~ wO\lld be heavily funded corporate .
lobbies defending business interests on each issue of legalization. '
However, because oCthe prohibition on pot, most people who
raise cannabis domestically have small-scale industries, which are'
often run out of a converted guest room or green house, They
lack the extensive economic resources of Philip Morris or Brown
and Williamson, and so can't pay millions each year toward campaign funds for their own political benefit. Because the tobacco
companies own expansive plantations, they can donate more of
their time and money to influence legislation,on their behalf. In
this manner, those who are within the marijuana industry are at a
disadvantage when issues of advocacy arise.
And so, even though marijuana should be legalized at the federal level, these reforms in ~ur ,drug policy will not occur
because of the influence of myths and the'tobacco lobby on our
legislature.
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Political ads get ugly
politicians from both sides of the
aisles dredged the gutter for the
worst garbage they could sling
at their opponent.
In Georgia'S election, Sen.
Max Cleland's (D-Ga.) picture
was placed alongside Osama bin
Laden's mug to suggest that Sen.
Cleland is soft on defense.
Never mind the fact that he
voted for nearly all of the
defense appropriations bills and
for deployment in Iraq. Ohio's
race for the seat in the 17th
District even has Democrat Tim
Ryan's GOP opponent running
ads accusing him for barroom
brawls from his college days.
Evan Tracey, president of
Campaign Media Analysis
Group, which monitors political
advert~sing, is no less shocked

than voters at just how ugly the
campaigns were.
"This year has produced some
of the meanest, mIstiest campaign ads we've ever seen,"
Tracey said.
Sure, politics have always been
nasty, but when all ad only trashes olle candidate and hardly even
mentions the name of the politican who ran the ad, it's clear politics have reached a new low.
Why so much more trash?
Politicians are so entrenched in
prefabricated "talk" about the
issues that any meaningful
debllte or discussion is impossible. The only option left is bulleIs from a slanderous gun.
One can hope the new
Congress will call cease-lire and
cooperate across the aisle.

Leslie Jacobs, member of the
implanted family, said the world
would be a safer pl,!ce if authorities had a tamper-proof way of
identifying people. _But, perhaps
the more important question is: '
Who would track the authorithe device didn't need to be reg, :
ties?
ulated.if used for security, finanVeri Chips <;ould be viewed as
cial and personal identification
a tamper~proof form of identifiapplications, other devices such
<;atioq, as one more way in
as cosmetic implants undergo
FDA examination to, determine , which.humans have co~quered
nature. Or they could be viewed
their effects.on'human bodies
as a.form of electronic leashes,
even though they have no medjust another way for one group,
ical function.
be it privat~ companies. or the
Yet, the -FDA did not conduct
federal government, tq control _
an investigation into the _effects
another group.
of the VeriChip on human bodADS has already launched a
ies, -despite the fact that one of
national campaign to promote
the pnmary reasons people want
the device,
the device
"
anticipating a
revolves. around '
medicfll issues., ~eman9 that ,
will create
So far, the
Jacobs family'
" Unle;~ my convictions millions of
cyborgs jn ttie
has had no
adverse effects, :chauge ab9ut inserting an ,next (ew
electronic dog tag into my years,
from the chips,
Derek
but they have
bodYl I will not be injecting Jacobs'may
only been
, my identity away in
dream of
implanted for
less than six
exchange for afalse sense merging
machines and
mpnths. The
of security, a potential
hllmans, but,
long-term
,health ris~ and a pOSSible becoming a
health effects
remain
forerunner to the mark of closer relative
to the modern
unknown.
, the beast. "
kitchen appliAnother ethiance constical concern
tutes nightrevolves around
mares, not
the issue of pridreams.
vacy. GPS is already used to
track one portion of the popula-,
Another concern about ,
tion: parolees. ADS CEO -,
implanting an ID device in the
Richard Sullivan suggested
body revolves around ,biblical
microchips also be used to track prophecies about the "mark of
foreigners visiting the United
the beast." Revelation 13;16-17
States. The-company now
says that a beast "shall make all
downplays his comments, but
... to have a character in their
who knows what other memright hand or on their fore~
bers of society may be tracked
heads: And that no man might
or forcibly chipped in the
buy or sell, but that hath the
future?
character, or the name of the

beast, or the number of his
name."
Right now the Veri Chip is
typically injected into the aqn,
not the hand or forehead. Yet,
efforts are already being made
toward making an even smaller
chip, Which will then allow user!>
to inject the chip into their
hands.
I'm not an apocalyptical
expert, nor will I go so far as to
S!lY that the VeriChip is the mark
of the beast or that its promoters
are,devils disguised in threepiece suits,
However, it gives me cause
for concern when a device,
hailed as a human bar code and
offered to anyone willing to
undergo the injection, can permanently brand one with an ID
numbor, in their hand no less.
The similarities are striking, the
implications sobering.
So far, seven health care
facilities in various states have
signed up to distribute the chip
and a $50 discount will be
given to the first 100,000 people who register to be embedded. ADS has also mobilized a
large bus to be a mobile "chipping station)" and customers
can register 'online,
Whether Americans will
show up in droves to buy the
"peace of mind" marketed by
AOS remains to be seen, And
whether Whitworth students of
the future will register for
classes by swiping their arm
under a scanner also remains a
mystery.
Unless my convictions change
about inserting an electronic dog
tag into my body, I will not be
injecting my identity away in
exchange for a false sense of
security, a potential health risk
and a possible forerunner to the
mark of the beast.

Ryan Moede
Opillions editor
he elections are finally
, over. Even in Florida,
And this is a good thing,
because I don't think I could
stomach another campaign ad
with one purpose in mind trashing the opponent.
Of the estimated $1 billion
spent this year on politi~al ads,
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Disney World
Republicans
Belle, from Beautv & the
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Spanish soap operas
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JOhn Lee Malvo is just 17 years old.
But not just any kid -

last week he

claimed to have pulled the trigger in

Chinese restaurants
without fortune cookies
Democrats

some of the kill,irigs that he and John Allen
Muhammad committed. Under investigation for

Juwanna Mann

involvement in a possible 13 murders, should

Losing the remote
control
Apple juice on airplanes

Malvo receive the death penalty despite being only
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Thoughtful Stew
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Got Culture?
Esther Louie
Assistant Dean for
Programming and Diversity
I love the theme for the
International Banquet this year
- "got culture?" It seems a simple question, but it's not. We all
have culture and a cultural heritage, but do we know what that
means? Sometimes it's these simple questions that keep me up at
night. Here's what happened to
me recently.
During Fall Break, approximately 120 Spokane high school
students, members of the Future
Teachers of Color and the
Teachers Academy were at
Whitworth for their fourth annual
conference. This is a great partnership between our Education
department and Spokane School
District 81. The idea was to have
them experience a professional
conference and attend sessions on
topics important to future teachers.
I was originally asked to·present a session on mentoring, which
I agreed to do. At the last moment
because of a cancellation, I was
asked if I could fill in and present
an additional session on student
achievement and working with
Asian Americans. I said sure.
I usually agree [0 do this type of
presentation because I've found
that this always motivates me to
stay current. But, as I started 10
compile and organize the infonnation, r forgot what a challenge this
presents to me. Although I'm
Asian American, r don't ever
know enough aboul Asian
Americans.
I mean, what topic/issues/concerns do r cover in 45 minutes? As
future teachers in our classrooms,

what do they need to know to help the "orientals"? Why this label is
them be more effective teachers?
difficult for us, and it's not about
Should I talk about ethnic being politically correct, but
identity assimilation and about respect?
acculturation? How the generaShould I go with all the positive
tion in the United States affects contributions of Asian Americans?
the individual - whether they There's so little in our curriculum.
are first, second or third genera- Will these future teachers know to
tion in the United States? How search for more infonnation? Do I
the identity of the immigrant, the try to highlight the contributions of
refugee and those born in the Asian Americans or do I try to
United States may differ?
bring awareness of the difficulties
Should I go with how and why of oppression for Asian Americans
there are Asians in the United in the United States?
States? What brought them? The
What about the important char"waves" of immigration and the acteristics of understanding any
different reasons people immi- culture whether
culture
grated? What about the population tends toward the individualistic
numbers, socia-economics and or collectivistic, communication
the politics of Asian Americans? styles, learning styles, what valDo they need to know this?
ues are emphasized, how authoriWhat about the history of Asia? ty is approached, what role the
We can always gain an under- family plays in education and
standing of a people by knowing how is education viewed? Do
some of their history and their his- any of these cultural characteristory in the United States. Is there tics affect the student in the classtime? I also wanted to distinguish room, and if so, how?
and make clear that Asians in Asia
Language mayor may not
differ from Asian Americans affect a student's academic perwe're not exactly the same.
fonnance. Some students may
r wanted to clarify who Asian grow up bilingual, and English
Americans are. That we are not a may not be their first language.
homogenous grouping of people, VVhat does a teacher need to
but that we are distinctly different know about language and I<\nin many, many ways. The largest guage acquisition? Is this imporpopulation groupings arc the tant? What assumptions do we
Chmese, Japanese, Koreans, make about students when
Filipinos and Vietnamese, but let's English is their second language?
not forget the Cambodians,
I wish I could say I effectively
Laotians, Hmong, Mien, Asian covered all of the above topics in
Indians, Taiwanese and Thais. Do 45 minutes. For those of you who
I have time to talk about the Native know me, I can speak pretty fast,
Hawaiians and the Polynesians, but not fast enough. Some of you
Guamanians,
Chamorros, might be thinking: Gel a grip,
Samoans and the Micronesians?
Esther. Sort this infonnation and
How about "debunking the prioritize by "need to know." But
myth of the model minority" that's what so hard. I sec all of
deconstructing the stereotypes of these topics as "need to know."
Asian Americans? What arc the What's most important? What
dangers of making as!.umptions part is less important when trying
about a student based on their to learn about another's culture?
ethnicity? Do we tend to over- The simple question "got culture?"
look some students because of just cannot be simply answered.
their ethnicity? Can I cover this
"Thoughtful Stew" is a rifleclioll rf
topic in the time allowed?
faclII!}
aNd st4J t'Oices/rom across the
Or about how we became
"Asian American" and no longer
l17hilworth College complls.
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International Banquet

Volleyball ends season

Culture flavors dinner;
entertainment around the world.

No. 1 team In nation blocks Bucs
from regional title.

"Scene, pages 8-9

"Sports, page 10
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Students fast for Sudanese
Allison Carr
Slaff writer

Sodexho
donates
money to
hungry

The dining hall will be a little less
crowded today through Thursday.
Whitworth students in the leadership 350 class are holding a a six-lIl\!ul
fast and campout in the Fieldhouse to
help the women of Sudan.
Students on campus are asked to
sign up for the fast from Sodexho,
starting with dinner tonight and continuing through lunch Thursday.
The money Sodexho saves on food
will be donated to a program called

Women's Self-Help, a division of
Partners International, a non-profit
organization in Spokane.
Women's
Self-Help
allows
Sudanese women to start their own
small businesses.
The class is planning for at lea!>t
300 fasters and about 100 campers.
This would raise the class goal of
$3,150, class member and junior
Joshua Case said.
As of last Friday, 200 people had
signed up to fast, translating into
$2,100, Case said.
During the fast, students can also

participate in a campout in the
Fieldhouse. The LS-350 class is sponsoring "Survivor: Sudan," a program
designed to give students some idea of
what it is like to experience hunger in
Sudan.
Several students are participating in
the fast but not the campou!. All campout participants are fasting, Case said.
Freshman Naomi Hokyo has signed
up to participate in the fast. She plans
on avoiding dinner Tuesday, fasting
and praying all day Wednesday and
skipping breakfast
and
lunch
Thursday.

"It's a really good cause and something small I can do to help with
world hunger," Hoyoko said. "It's
always good to keep those who are
hungry in mind."
Hokyo said she was looking forward to experiencing something of
Sudan in the campout program in the
Fieldhouse. Students can participate
in competitions with other fasters,
worship and attend a presentation and
concert by Kent McDonald, professor

.
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See FAST .. page 2

Author honors mother
in recent publication

A day of remembrance ...

Ada Redmond Reading becomes a
family affair for Whitworth student,
helps dis/over cultural heritage
Sarah l. lamb
Staff writer

Tnil}' RJppu/IFhr""orlhran

Members of the Angus Scott Pipe Band play patriotic songs at the 11th annual Veteran's Day
Program outside Cowles Memorial Auditorium in Centennial Plaza Nov. 11. The program included
Whitworth students Singing the National Anthem and America and a speech by Lt. Col. William Onet.

Gus Lee, this year's Ada Redmond reader and father of Junior Jena
Lee, gave Whitworth a sneak preview Friday night of his soon-to-bereleased book, Chasmg Hepbum.
The book begins with Ihe story of Gus Lee's family in imperialistic
China at the beginning fo the 20th century. His grandfather, Ba-ba,
saves his mother, Da-tslen, from the traditional feet binding, causing
the family to be exiled from ancient Chinese tradition.
Gus Lee said the hardest thing about writlllg Chasing Hepburn was
the "fear that I could not capture the heart and soul of my mother."
Da-tsien loves her father in a society in which affection for one's
father is unusual. Chinese children at this tIme are supposed to obey
and honor their father, not have affection for him. Through her father
saving her from the traditional feet binding ntual, Da-t!>ien grows
closer to her father, but she and her mother grew apart.
Later in the story, Gus Lee's father moves the family to the United
States III search of film star Katharine Hepburn.
Because Gus Lee was only five years old when his mother died, he
knew very little about her.
"When I was younger, I asked about my grandmother and he [her
father] researched it for me," Jena Lee said.
When his father was 91 years old, Gus Lee finally heard the story of
his mother and was able to see who she was. Gus Lee wrote the story
of his mother as a family journal and later turned it into a book.
Gus Lee wrote his fust novel, Chillo Boy, in 1991. He has written
three more books since: HOllar alld DUly, Tiger s Tail and No Physical
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Speakers describe effects of war on refugees
Brie Van Rossum
Slaff WI iler
The citizens of Iraq have hope for a
democratic society with Islamic values,
Bruce and Anne Huntworks said Nov. II
in a dIscussion III the Boppell Hall lounge.
Bruce and Anne l-Iuntworks, a surgeon

and social worker, have spent years in Iraq
helping Iraqi and Afghani refugees.
In due time, people in office will make
these governmental changes, Anne
Huntworks said.
"It's important for us to realize Ihat all
Iranians are not thinklllg, 'Let's attack the
West!'" Anne Huntworks said. "It's more,
'The West is polluting our culture with

thelf values.' This is not to say that there
aren't any problems in Iran, but there arc a
lot of abuses in Islam, just like with any
other religion."
Although the Huntworks lived in Iraq
and have extensive knowledge of relations
between Iraq and the United Slates, they
arc uncertain of the underlying reasons for
the war.

"We really don't know," Anne
Huntworks said. "It was best described on
a bumper sticker I just saw: 'If Kuwait's
main export was broccoli, we wouldn't be
going to war. '"
Anne Huntworks questioned the treatSee WAR .. page 3
t
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Sophomores
Makana Milotta and
J.J. Vancil prepare
for "Su rVlvor:
Sudan: which
starts today and
ends Thursday.

FAMILY:
Continued from page I

complete strangers and his passion for the Lord and writing."
In light of Gus Lee's speaking
to ~ix classes and seven profes-

Evidence. All three arc mainly
autobiographical.
ChlOa Boy, which is based on
Gus Lee'~ childhood, is Jena
Lee's favorite of her dad's books
so far.
"II reminds me of how grace
seeped intg the life of my dad.
It's powerful," she said. "I have
a feeling that the new one will be
my favorite."
Gm. Lee said he hoped the listeners would gain "an appreciation of the stories that God has
given us and placed within us,
and the moral purpose in telling
them to others."
, After the reading, 'Jen'a Lee'
said '<I'm proud of'him - his
honesty and willingness with

He's given me a physical
family history and that's
the greatest gift· ever, }}
if

Jena Lee,
jll1l10r

sors individually this week,
Professor of English Doug
Sugano said Gus Lee is the "most
'active reader.we'ye eveF brought
to a reading."
-.' . - - Sugano also -'said Gus has

Story Ideas?
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"brought a much-needed voice to
Asian-American literature,"
Gus Lee's story has more
meaning than to just its readers.
"He's given me a physical
family history, and that's the
greatest gift ever," Jena Lee said.
The story continues with Datsien's granddaughter.
Jena Lee is not planning to be
a writer like her falher, but she
said her father's work is important to her.
"He's shown me the importance of writing your own story
- gaining a greater sense of self
and the importance for each individual to understand _who they
are and how t!iey came to be that
way," Jena Lee said.
Whitworth Professor Emeritus
Howard Redmond started the
'Ada' Redmond readiJ;tgs in 19~8
to hOlior hiS mpther'sJlove cif literature and poetry.
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You can't answer the phone because it is lost in his/her
belongings.

..

You talk to your roommate's parents more than he/she does.

...

The room resembles a walk-in closet.

.. _ You accidentally did your roommate's homework because
his/her work was all over your desk.
..

He/she spends more time on Instant Messenger than any
other activity, including sleeping.
'. '

"The Grapevine" is a weekly column if! The Whitworthian featuring bits of campus comedy, unusual stories lInd fight humor. To
contribute your stoty or to answer the questwlI of the week, ca'!
ext. 3248 or e-mail edltor@whitworth.edu.
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Continued from page I
of practical theology and youth
ministry.
McDonald is an Inland
Northwest Regional trainer for
Young Life and spent six years in
Africa_
A chl~s assignment prompted
the design of the fast and campout.
'nuee different groups of students
propo~ed Ideas for projects on the
fight for world hunger and presented their ideas to a panel, which
chose "Survivor: Sudan" program,
coupled with the fa~t.
Case said the goal of the fasl is
(0 raise money to make Sudanese
women self-sufficient.
"The women we're going to be
helping are those responsible for
getting. money for their families,"
Case said. "The women we help
will start their own buslOesses,
which Will allow them to have a
steady source of income."
Junior Kevin Swisher, another
LS-350 student, said the project
alms to help people who cannot

support themselves.
The fast benefits Sudanese
women, but the campout- in the
Fieldhouse is more for the benefit
of the student participants, Case
said.
"The campout will give sludents an idea of what it's like to
be hungry and in Sudan," Case
said. "Hunger, civil war and
competition for food arc all
tremendous problems in Sudan
and our campout will try to recrethose
Situations
for
ate
Whitworth students."
The campout will be an
attempt to educate students on
the magnitude and seriousness of
world hunger, Swisher said
The campout is meant to teach
students how they can help others
and to encourage them to get
involved, Swisher said.
"We're hoping the campout
will transform the campers and
make them more aware of just
how big of a problem world
hunger really is," Case said.

PHOTOGRAPHERS
1\(/"'/(/lla Fl(kIlO/c(/, A/srrko F/ml/rIIltlka, Tal/sba P,iJlcr, Tmq Ripper, Naollll S/lIke)" Mlj'Hki T(II/(Ibe,
Kelbe Vo{g/

The Whitworthian is Ihe offiCial public,lIion of the ASSOCiated Sluucnts of Whitworth College (ASWC) and is published
weekly, except during January and student \';lcatitlns. Opmions expressed 111 editonal and ad\'crtising content do not necessa"ly reflect the views of ASWC, the college, ils adnunislralion, faculty or staff. Whilworlh College provides equal
opporlunity in educalion and cmploYnlent in accordance wtlh Title VI of the C1\';1 Righls Act of 1964, Title IX of the
Educalion Anlcndnlenis and Scctions 799A and 845 of the Public Health Scrvices Act.

..
Most people polled knew what ASWC does and who their
senators and representatives were. -Most also could name one
ASWC executive.
..
Most activities have been well-received, but students want
more: differing perspectives, coffeehouses, off-campus actiVities,
paintball trips, Greenbluff trips, spirit events, discounts, cheap
tickets (especially hockey), community service, competitive
Frisbee and non-SAGA food activities.
.. Students apprecmte having the readership program with The
New York Times and USA Today.
.. _What you would change about Whitworth?
-Big Three rules are too extreme
-Lessen the emphasis on the "Little Three," too much
pressure is placed on marriage
-More parking/lower flOes for parking tickets
-Congestion in the HUB
-More racial diversity
-More ethnic diversity in the Religion department
-Get rid of the religious hierarchy that exists here
-Allow Christian unity without feeling beliefs have
been compromised
-Make Whitworth more connected
-More thinning of the pinecone curtain/more "openminded" events
-Change guys' attitudes on dating at Whitworth
-Have a 24-hour study lounge/col fee bar
-Bookstore and Calc should be open longer, lower prices
-Fitness Center open on Sundays
-Invest in a better heating system
-More inter-dorm mingling
--Get rid of Core ... don't revise ... scrap it
-More nexibility in allowing people to live off campus
--Get rid of voice mail system
-Stop dominating The Loop with Frisbee
-Add intramural wrestling

.. News
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newsbriefs
Speaker discusses consensus
The Spokane Women's Association is hosting a luncheon at noon
tomorrow at the West Coast River Inn.
John Loeffler, western bureau chief ot Information Radio
Network, will speak about "Consensus is Killing Us."
For more information, contact Barbara Green at 255-6808.

Club says 'aloha' to Kanlkaplla
The Whitworth Hawaiian Club is hosting Kanikapila, a time of
Hawaiian food and entertainment, 5:30 to 8:30 p.m. Friday in the
Cafe.
Tickets arc $5 each and can be purchased from 11 :30 a.m. to 1
p.m. and 5 to 6:30 p.m. in the HUB every day this week until Friday.

College receives teaching grant
Whitworth recently received a $100,000 grant from The CocaCola Foundation to start the Future Teachers of Color program to
increase the diversity in the college's undergraduate and graduate
teacher-education programs.
The goal of the program is to "recruit, retain and graduate more
teachers from underrepresented ethnic groups who can go on to be
role models and mentors for students of all backgrounds and who
can add diverse cultural perspectives to the educational communicties they serve," according to a Whitworth press release.
The Coca-Cola Foundation grant will fund four to five scholarships
of up to $5,000 for Whitworth students with unmet financial need.
"The support of The Coca-Cola Foundation enables us to
remove a significant financial barrier that has prevented many students of color from pursuing their education at Whitworth or from
even considering a career in teaChing," said Dennis Sterner, dean of
the School of Education, in a Whitworth press release. "We're
confident that this program will-enhance our ongoing efforts to
train a diverse cadre of dedicated and well-educated teachers. This
is a vital endeavor if we hope to truly meet the needs of all students
in our region."

Student continues in Jeopardy
Freshman Katie Orphan won her round of the College Jeopardy
competition Nov. 11 and will advance to the second round.
The show will air tomorrow night at 7 p.m. on NBC, channel 6.

Off campus gains directory
/i

Off-campus students can access the online student phone directory by checkjng out and installing the CD available at the library
check-out desk.
The CD contains: new Norton Antivirus program, the new version of the VPN software, and version 5.5 of Internet Explorer, as
well as some readme files with installation instructions.

- Compiled by A imee Goodwin
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Ministry helps imprisoned parents
stay connected with their children
Jordan Karnes
Staff writer
Story time and teddy bears: the
Women of War's newest weapon
for fighting hopelessness.
Founded ill 1994 by Stephy
Beans, Whitworth coordinator of
Ministry
and
Multicultural
Affairs, WOW ministries is a
non-profit outreach organization
focused on "bringing together
women of all colors and denominations and inviting them into
joint fellowship with Christ."
WOW is currently involved in
two outreach ministries: Story
Time Telling and "JustA Hug For
You" Teddy Bear Program.
The Story Time Telling program, part of WOW's alreadyexisting prison ministry, is an
outreach that brings books and
tape recorders into prisons,
allowing imprisoned parents to
read stories to their children via
audio recording.
"It is really an easy, .simple
idea," Beans said. "They [the
children] play the tape over and
over and each time they hear
their mom or dad read the story.
Just imagine them hear, 'I love
you, I'd like to tell you a story.'
It never gets old. It's the next best
thing to having loved ones right
there with them."
In recent years, the United
States has shown the highest
incarceration rate of any domestic country of its kind. The percentage increase in women incarcerated is significantly higher
than that of men.
The program began in May
2000 an~, acCording to WOW,
has brought hope to prison
inmates.
"We know that they love their
children, though they may face
adversity, we want them to stay
connected to their children, also,"
Beans said.
WOW has been involved with
the Pine Lodge Pre-Release volunteer program for nearly five
years. The Story Time Telling
program has not only proven
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Continued from page 1
ment of foreigners and told the
story of an Iranian woman who
had to reserve a park for three
hours ill the morning so women
could exercise without restraint.
She also sct up a program to
teach Iranian youth computer
technology. Although she had
been to the Uniled SLates many
tImes before with no problems,
after Sept. 11 she was fingerprinted and her photo was
laken.
"She was so humIliated. She
had been 10 this country so
many times with no problems
and now 10 be treated like a
criminal," Anne Huntworks
said.
The I1untworks slarted their
overseas experience in the
Middle East in the 1960s and
1970s, working and raising four
children in Iran. The family
moved to Portland, Ore., in
1973, but after Iraq invaded
Kuwait in 1990, the Huntworks
returned to the Middle East.
"We went begging around the
country for people to send us
there," Bruce Huntworks said.
In 1991, the Mennonite

Whitworth Coordinator of Ministry and Multicultural Affairs Stephy Beans cuddles with the teddy bears students donated to Women of War ministries.

beneficial to the children of
inmates, but to the inmates
themselves. The program has
shown improvement with the
adult literacy programs offered
at Pine Lodge.
Currently, WOW is in geed of
new books, tapes or financial
donations to continue their ministry. They are asking for
Christian, multicultural and
urban reading material for ages
three to 17.
The Story Telling Program is
only active locally at the Pine
Lodge Pre-Release center, but
WOW would like to expand its
ministry to the Airway Heights

Facility and the local jail.
This program also is successfully running in Chicago and Las
Vegas.
WOW's other outreach ministry, Howard Gage's "JustA Hug
For You" program focuses on the
n~eds of the elderly.
Named
after
the
late
Whitworth professor Howard
Gage, its mission is to impart
love for the men and women in
nursing homes through hugs and
teddy bears.
Both ministries are a part of
WOW's mission statement, striving to bring hope and restoration
to those in need, Beans said.

Central Committee (MCC), the
service arm of the Mennonite
church, agreed to send the couple
to Iran, where they spent three
months aiding Iraqi refugees.
Eleven years later, the two
returned to Iran, this time 10
assist internally displaced citi-

amount of time in the refugee
camps with the internally displaced refugees, helping them
medically and psychologically.

She was so humiliated.
She had been to this COUt!#
try so many times with no
problems and now to be
treated liI~e a criminal. "
U

Anne Huntworks,
rOCTli1 Jl'Orhr IIl1d .!',II(JI rf!tahr

zens in Afghanistan. From early
January to July of this year, the
Huntworks, once again with
MCe, spent their time facilitating and overlooking a large shipment of lentils to be sent through
[ran to
the refugees in
Afghanistan.
As part of the trip, the couple
planned to spend a significant

"We wanted to stay in the
refugee camps as long as we
could and then the Iranians
decided they didn't want us to
stay in camps, because it was too
much of a risk," Bruce
Huntworks said.
After the Huntworks arrived
in Iran, the country suffered from
an earthquake, two planes
crashed in Afghanistan lind
Jordan endured flooding.
Anne lIuntworks found herself
doing the work of a nUTl;e, as well
as a social worker with families
and people dying around them.
"They [MCC] looked for us to
do work nnd get jobs done, but
also to be careful to do a lot of
listening and be attentive to what
was
happening,"
Anne
Iluntworks said. "We also had to
give a lot of allention to pencemaking. People had strong feelings of resentment and we had to
do a lot of rebuilding of relationships."
The couple would be glad to
return to Iraq after their affnirs
arc in order and if they arc
healthy, Bruce Huntworkli said.
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Whitworth thanks our corporate donors
A+ FranchisingiDartmoor Learning
Alaska Airlines
Alpha Omega Charters
Alpine Family Chiropractic Center
Alton's 'Tires
AM Irngation & Landscape
Arhy's
A vista Utilities
Awards By A. 'Nard
Bank of America
Battelle Pacific Northwest National
Laboratory
Bearing Supply & Parts Company
Ben Bridge Jewelers
Boh I-less Photography
Breymeyer' Orchards
Central Chiropractic
Central Pre-Mix Concrete Comp,my
Chevron Products
Coca-Cola BoUling Company
Columhia Lighting
Columhia Paint & Coatings,
CountIy Homes Building Supply
Coyote Creek Cabinets, IIle.
DAA Northwest
Dieter Construction
Dodson's Jewelers
Eagle Helicopter
Espresso Dcligllts
Everhart Painting
Fastbreak Pizza
Foothills Lincoln, Mercury, Mazda
Golden Corral Buffet
Group Health Northwest
Hahn Enhrineering
Hollister-Stie'r
Hoover & Associates
Horizon Airlines

,
"

..,"

Hotel Lusso
Huppin's
ICM Asset Management, Inc.
Inland Automobile Association
Interface Computer School
Itron, Inc.
.lames N. Sledge, DDS
James O'Connell and Associates, Inc.
Jasper Enterprises, Inc.
JGM Soflware, Inc.
Kimmel Athletic Supply
Lawton Printing Comp·any
LA-z:.Boy Furniture Galleries
Leone & Keeble, Inc.
Lukins & Annis, PS
l\IIakin' Dough Ornaments
Marsh Adv,mtage
McDonald's
McVay Brothers
Metwest Mortgage
Micron Government Computer Systems
Moloney, O'Neill, Corkery &Jones, Inc.
National Furniture Stores Inc.
Nike Northwest Team Division
Northwest Architectural Company, PS
Northwest Basketball Camps, Inc.
Northwest Equity Buiiders Inc.
N orthweslern Mutual Life Insurance
P.''''.I. Holdings, Inc.
Paine, Hamblen. CoHin, Brooke & Miler
LLP
Pemco Mutual Insurance Co
Pepsi-Cola Company
Pizza Pipeline
Premier Development, Inc.
Hamey COllstruction Company
Principal Fillancial Group Foundation,
Inc.

Quality Inn Oakwood
Quality Inn Valley Suites
Rainier Investment Management
Safway Supply, Ine.
Schweit.zer Mountain Resort
Seattle Mariners Baseball
Silk & Associates
Simpson Ellhrineers
Sodcxho
Solar Systems & Peripheral, Inc.
Sonderen Packaging _
Sonit.rol of Spokane, Inc.
Southwest Airlines
Spokane Athletic Supply
Spokane Chamber of Commerce
Spokane Occupational and Hand Therapy
Spokane Teachers Credit Union
Spokesman Review
Sterling Savings Bank
Stoneridge Golf
'The Guardian Life Insurance Co.
The Onion
The Princess Comp;my, Ltd.
'Thrifty Car Rental
'T'omato Street
Tomlinson Black North, Inc.
Travel Consultants, Inc
US Bank
Vandervert Construction
'Valker Construction
\Vashington Mutual Foundation
\Vashington 'Trust Bank
vVendle Ford, Nissan, Isuzu
',Vhile SW'U1 Car 'Vash
vVurts & Associates
'Vyvern Cellars
XO Communications, Inc.
Ziegler Lumber Company
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... for supporting our future workforce.
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Scene

AN INTERNATIONAL AFFAIR
Diversity week concludes
with annual banquet.
~PAGES
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Assistant Proressor of
Communication Mike
Tidwell teaches his
Introduction to Public
Speaking class. Tidwell,
In his first semester at
Whitworth, is the first
African American full·
time professor in the
Communications depart·
ment.

WhitwQrth strengthens diversity efforts
New programs
create cultural
awareness
Darla Lewis
Staff writer
Only 12 to 13 percent of the students at
Whitworth are of an ethnic heritage, said
Assistant Director of Admissions Carrie
Streepy.
This leaves the remaming 88 percent of
students comprised mostly of white, middle class young Americans, giving
Whitworth the nickname "Whiteworth."
Although Whitworth is known for its
lack of ethnic diversity in students and faculty,
recent efforts arc currently in
progress to change the ethnic purity, at
Whitworth.
"Diversity is not talked about as much
as it could be," junior Kari Haugen said. "I
think this could be because we don't have

much religion diversity, which usually
comes with ethnic diversity. The campus
would be more well-rounded if ethnic
diversity was more picvalent, but I'm not
sure how we can achieve that."
Junior Tabby Tolentino said lack of student interest also contributes to the apparent lack of diversity on campus.
"All the stuff (to achieve ethnic and cultural education) is there, but people have
to go out and get them," Toletino said.
Tolentino, a student from Hawaii, said
cu.1tural and ethnic diversity was a plus
when deciding on colleges but wasn't a
main concern.
The faculty, staff and students of
Whitworth are becoming Jncreasingly
aware of Ihe under-representation of cultural and elhnic diversity on campus and
arc working to make Whitworth a multicultural environment.
Whitworth offers several venues for studeni~ to learn and share cultural and ethnic
diversity.
Clubs such as Unity in Action, the
International Club, the Hawaiian Club and

the Black Student Union arc open to anyone, regardless of ethnic or culture background.
Study tours, whether for a few weeks or
months, arc a great way to be immersed in
another culture and to be exposed 10 inter,act,ions with people of various cfhnicities.
Cultural diversity advocates (CDAs) arc
student leaders whose responsibiJilies
include working with international students as they experience an'd learn about
U.S. culture. The CDAs also sponsor programs and activities to educate the campus
on cultural differences, such as the recent
Diversity Week.
Diversity advocates, or ambassadors,
arc student!' who desire to see Whitworth
become a place with more culture ami
color.
in conjunction with the Admissions
Office and Multicultural department, these
students, usually of a diverse cultural or
ethnic background themselves, help promote Whitworth to prospective freshmen
of ethnic heritage.
Recently, 13 full-ride scholarships were
awarded to ethnic students from the

Tacoma, Wash., area. The 11 students who
accepted the M:holarships will be joining
this cause next fall, as well as establishing
relationships with current students to help
educate and expose the campus to multiculturalism.
Iris Quimby, one of the sc~olarshjp
recipients who turned the offer down, said
that it wasn't the lack of represenlation of
diversity in the Whitworth .communjty, but
rather the lack of diversity representation
in Whitworlh academia.
"I might slill come to Whitworth, but
the other college I'm looking at, (Seattle
University) is one of the most diverse colleges in the state. It alsa offers a more
intensive Japanese program," Quimby
said. "Whitworth is a close-knit community and I like that, but I want to sec more art
(displayed on campus). It's a liberal arts
school, I want to see what the students arc
doing with thaL"

Find global gifts without leaving town
Displayed is
merchandise
from Spokane
shop Global
Folk Art.
The store carries giftware
and trinkets
from around the
world.
TnI;Y Ivpta!
fI""lJlln(Jrl/mJII

Maurita Blrl<land
Siaff writer

U

nless you buy Christmas gifts in July, you're probably
beginning to consider what to put under the tree for your
parents, sibl ings, friends and that special someone. You
want to find something unique, something with meaning. But
,
where do you look?
Don't give up and buy that generic gift certificate, yet. In order
to find a unique gift, you have to go to a unique store, and Global
Folk Art may be the store you've been trying to find.
Located at 35 W. Main, Global Folk Art carries a wide variety
of items from around the world as a fair trade gift and import
store.
The wide selection of merchandise includes jewelry, clothing,
coffees, chocolates, baskets, musical instruments, toys, textiles,
collectables and more. The selection comes from more than 30
countries, many of them developing regions.
By shopping at Global Folk Art, not only might you find a suitable, reasonably priced gift, but you will also help someone in
return.
As a fair trade slore, Global Folk Art prides itself Oil promoting
fair systems of production and trade in poverty-stricken areas of
the world. Instead of purchasing products from sweatshops, where
workers arc underpaid and work in extreme conditions, fair trades
stores, such as Global Folk Art, buy products directly from the
See GLOBAL,. page 6
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Jan Term. offers
GLOBAL:
Mexican study
.
opportun1ty
Continued from page 5

Dana Dobler
Gllest writer

,,,
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Whitworth's upcoming Jan Term trip to
Guanajuato, Mexico provides incredible opportunities for students to improve their Spanish and learn
more about Mexican (Ulture.
The trip to Guanajuato can count IDr Intensive oral
Spani!>h credit or nluliticultural credit.
Lulu Page, coordinator of
Interna[ional Student Affairs
and the director of the study Trip to
tour, leads a group of 10 to 15
Guanajuato
students to Guanajuato every
fulfills a
January.
Studcnt~ live in Mexican
general ed
culture for three wech and
requirement
stay with host families.
Senior
Pally
Gerig
described her 2002 experience as "purely and traditionally Mexico."
Students allend classes at the Universidad de
Guanajuato three days a week, learnmg conver!>ational Spanish and Mexic,1Il history.
"It was inlere!>llI1g [0 receive a different perspective on history," Gerig said.
Students also attend traditional Mexican dance
classes.
"There was a good balance of time spent between
the ho~t families and students," said ~ophomore
Bianca Prins, who also went 10 GuanajualO in 2002.
On weekends, students journey through MexIco,
visiting Mexico City, San Miguel, Leon and Puerto
Vallarta for a well-deserved three-day break.
Guanajuato is located in southwestern Mexico.
Students have free lime 10 enjoy a cup of cappuccino
in "el Jardin," a central location of the town, or sit
under the beautiful sun of Mexico and read a book.
"It was really neat to have the freedom to explore
the city," Pnns said.
The trip reqUires that students he full-time at
Whitworth and have ba~ic Spanish comprehen~ion
and speaking skills.
Any intere~ted students can contact Page in the
Inlernational Onice In Alder Hall.
The trip costs $] ,70fJ.

artl~ans and !>mall-scale farmers, allowing them to
receive increa~ed wages. These profits help artisan~ in
other countries afford living expenses and send their children to school.
"When you buy ~omething here you arc not only buying !>omething pretty, you arc al~o helping someone from
a different culture," said Mynor Veliz, manager of Global
Folk Art.
Global Folk Art introduces shoppers to other cultures.
Many Items in the shop retlect traditions from different
culture!> and promote knowledge of Liiversity in Spokane.
"It's a really fun place to work," Veliz said. "You can
learn a lot about different cultures."
necau~e Global Folk Art is a non-profit organization,
volunteers are alway!> needed to help With sales, Web
design, window displays, community networking,
newsletter distribution, special events and other jobs.
The store only employs two workers, so volunteers do
rno!>t of the work, Veliz said.
If you or someone you know i!> interested in volunteermg, contact the store for more information.
-

Global Folk Art also hosts events, such as the upcoming Festival of Fair Trade held over Thanksgiving weekend.
Thi!> holiday show will feature merchandise from
Global Folk Art Gifts and Imports, as well as merchandi!>c from Ganesh Himal Trading Hnndcrafts from Nepal,
which specializes in hand-knit \"001 swenter~, socks,
hats, gloves and coats, as well as other gin items; and
Mata Ortiz Onginals Mexican Iiandcrafts, specializing in
Pueblo-style Mata Ortiz pottery, Huichol Indian beadwork, Tarahumara Indian baskets, Chilean silver jewelry,
as well as other crafts.
The Festival of Fair Trade will be held from 10 a.m. 10
6 p.m Nov. 29 through Dec. 1 at The Community
Building and Global Folk Art.
For more information on volunteering or event~, call

838-0664.

KNOW & GO

....What: FeStival of Fair Trade:
.... When: iO a.m. to 6 p.m. Nov. 2;:l to Dec.-l
,-

.. Where: 35 W. Main
~Information: call 83&0664 -

Take )lour education to the next (eve(-

_yraduate Studies a~ ~astern
Eastern Washington UniverSity offers several master's
degrees, graduate certificates and a Doctor of Physical
Therapy - affordably and accessibly. Full- and part-time
programs are available both on the main campus In Cheney and in
downtown Spokane.
Recognized nationally as a top-10 public university In the western
region, Eastern offers graduate students outstanding faculty and
facilities, and access to research, artistic and service opportunities in
the Inland Northwest.
--

EASTERN
-------WASHINGTON
UNIVERSITY

From the health sciences to education, creative
writing to business, Eastern is your university for
profeSSional and academic programs.

"THERE IS SO MUCH COMPASSION EXPRESSED YOU MIGHT WISH YOU HAD
The Detroit News

.....
..

J

DECEMBER 19-22

9POK~NE OPER~

HOUSE

325~9E~T i\~~'.tloketawest.oo•
GROUPS OF

20 OR MORE: 777-6253

•

WESTCOAST ENTERTAINMENT

...Scene
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Sports Teams - Clubs - Student Groups
Earn $1,000-$2,000 this semester With the easy Campusfundralser.com three
hour fundraising event. Our programs make fundralslng easy with no
risks. Fundraising dates are filling quickly, so get with the program I Contact
(88B)
923-3238,
or
VISit
Campusfundraiser.com
at
www campusfu ndraiser com

IIPlEI FOIIEIT
Newer Duplex, 4 Br., 2 Ba.,

Close to Campus
(Near Fred Meyer)

$945/mo.
Available December 1
464-1394

1JW)' Htpfrt/ U "n/IJ OItll/lU/

Dropping temperatures and dry air make skin care essential in the winter.

Harsh weather conditions
require extra skin attention
Katelin Hodge
Staffwnter

Wintcr sports enthm,iasts arc espccially prone to
sun damage sincc snow can rcflect up 10 80 percent
of harmful ultraviolet light, wluch nearly doubles
Everyone seems preoccupied with getting snow normal cxposure.
tires put on cars, unpacking boxes of sweaters and
High mountain altltudcs arc less effcctive In
getting snowt>ollrds and skis ready to hit the slopes. blocking the sun's rays due to thinner air.
But how man] arc concerned about the condition of
"I have never used sunscreen when skIIng, but
our skin this winter?
there's definitely the risk of getThe winter months can be surting burned," senior Chris Crane
prisingly ,damagIng to the skin.
said.
Along with the dry, cold air
U
I can say is, 'Praise
Several indoor factors affect
comes hard blowing wlllds, lower
God for thc invcntor of skin health, as well.
temperatures and the loss of the
When showering, it is best to
skin's mOIsture.
Chapstick'"
usc
tepid water and a lathcring gel
The lips, hands, elbows, knees
Jen Pozayt,
as opposed Jo hot water and soap,
-and heels arc particularly prqne
Jet/tol
which <lre too harsh for the skin
to scaling, flaking and cracking
and
can causc flaking.
during the wmler seawn, which
Apply
moisturizing lotion
cou Id feasibly persist for several
immcdiatcly
aftcr
showering
to lock III moisture
months.
''I'm planning on llsing the same products that I and kcep skin feeling gre,lt all day long.
Chapped lips arc another annoying result of winalways usc year-round," jumor Tara Eaton smd. "I
ter
weather.
usc a Neutrogena moistuflzer for my face and
To have healthy lips, it is wisc to avoid licking
Avon's Moisture Therapy lotion, which really helps
them, and remembcl to usc a lip balm on a regular
cracked skin."
Proper mOIsturizing is essential to maintaining basis.
"All I can say is, 'Praise God for the inventor of
healthy skin. When looking for a moisturizer, make
Chapstick,'"
senior Jen Pozayt said. "I usually arm
sure that it contains sunscreen. Even though it is
nowhere ncar a scorching 98 degrees outside, ultra- myself with three different brands of it at anyone
violet light contains UVA rays that are equally as time."
If you arc planning to step under any mistletoe
intense during the winter as during the summer and
this
holiday season, it is an especially good idea to
can cause just as much damage to the skin.
"I prefer using Nivca Skin Silky Sheer lotion," begin pampering those lips.
"In my case, large lips require large amounts of
junior Stephanie Van Dam said. "It's kind of pricey,
but it gets the job done and it has SPF 15 sunscreen Chapstick," jUlllor Jake McCoy said. "I can never
usc too much of it."
in it, too."

All

Race-- Sessions

Through Thanh_"lvlng

__w-'--

1224 E.' Front Ave.

around t h s corner #Town 6_Ll. SpokanE! • 5fiB-'DfiS

Students looking
for a close, quiet
newly-remodeled
dupl~x
Washer alld Dryer
Dishwasher,
Parking
*Water Paid*

4 Bedrooms, 3 bath, study $1,500/ month
625 W. Hawthorne Rd.
Call (208) 666-0389
or (208)755-4348

chatterbox~------------------~
Meanwhile, ~'Zolotarova
WilS
accepted to the National Lvov
Poly technical University in Lvov,
As an only child, Anna Zolotarova where she would have received a
hved with her mother, Galina, and management degree, but decided to
father, Oleg, in Lovov, Ukraine until attend Whitworth instead.
"I don't regret making this choice,"
her voyage to the United States.
Now, Zolotarova, a freshman at age Zolotarova said.
The fIrst time Zololarova will trav17, is a 10ilg way from home.
el
back to Lvov to sec family and
Zolotarova heard about Whitworth
College from some relatives who friends is June of 2003. Though she
moved to the United States \0 years misses her family, she is happy to be
here.
ago.
To prepare to come to the United
"My relatives arc
State"
Zolotarova
from
Moscow,"
studied
Bntish
Zolotarova
said.
English.
"Their
daughter
"What I learned is
graduated
from
a little different than
Freshman
"J;"'"",
"",,-i-"'"
Whilworth College , ~l'ear:
what
is
spoken
:'
_
",
~ ,
", ~' ~,
six years ago with a . M,.\ior: Busi~~s ,; :~'A~i:::: ' here,"
Zolotarova
communications
said.
She also said
degree."
They told Zolotarova about learning American slang was the most
dirficult language barrier she ha,
Whitworth and told her to apply.
"They helped me with applications, encountered so far.
Another eye-opener for Zolotarova
and they found me sponsors,"
has been the lenient dres'; code on
Zolotarova said.

Stephanie Walker
Slafjwl'ller

~'1i):~·~~r.;:vac;

campus.
"When I saw people in their pajamas in the HUB, I was really astonished," Zolotarova said. "In Ukraine,
it is very common for students to wear
their best clothing to be fashionable
and look good."
A hobby of Zolotarova 's is dancing.
At age six, Zolotarova's grandmother
took her to a dancing club.
"She wanted me to do something. I
had tried piano for a year and couldn't
sit there for three or four hours a day,"
Zolotarovil said. "I just loved it."
She performed for a total of 10
years with a dancing group - six
years with the National Ukraine
dancers group and four with the
Jewish National dancers group.
Zolotarova traveled to Germany,
Poland, Rus!>ia, as well as around the
Ukraine.
While !>tanding in line mthe dining
hall, you mIght sec Zolotilrova behind
the counter serving food.
"I work in Saga! I am the best server of tortellini," Zolotarova said.
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Discussioll questions studen ts '
tendency toward raciSln
Julia Nicholls
Staffll'rtlel

<;"t;'?"-4 reshman Tony Vo~ "nO\"s what It feels
~i

,like to he the target 01 raci1>m.
"I was the only A1>ian in my ele~j
Jl1entary school," V01> said
In third grade, students' lunches
hegan disappeming a~ the result of a
mysteriou1> lunch thief. V01> automatically was pinpoJJlted and punished.
"The teacher would snicker to the TA, and you
"new they were talkJJlg ,lhout you," Vos said.
One day Vos was sent out to the hall for being
"di1>ruptive."
He sat ollt~ide the door with all of the lunche~
IJJled up against the wall and watched a~ a group
of high 5chool students 1>tole the Illnchc~.
"I didn't ~ay anything hecause I knew I would
get yelled at," he 1>aid.
This story 11> appalling but not unusual. It's a
story that makes it clear how Illany white
Americans don't understand what minorities have
to face on a daily basis, as much as white!> a!>SUIlle
they can relate.
In an effort to increase their understanding,
more than 30 students came to the discussion "Me,
Racist?" 10 the Stewart lounge Wednesday.
Students talked about racism, ate Krispy Kreme
donuts and watched the video, Bille Eyed, based
on educator Jane Elliot's "hlue-eyed, brown-eyed"
experiment, a behavioral exercise that exposes
white people to prejudice and discrimination.
Elliot developed her behaVIOral exerei1>e in 1968
to explain the death of Martin Luther King to her

~#"''''''><fJ

all-white, fourth grade class in Riceville, Iowa.
The "blue-eyed" participant1> arc forced to wear a
collar, 1>it on the floor, respond to derogatory
names and are treated a1> inferior to "brown-eyed."
The Video raises qucstions about the prevalence
and awarene~1> of racism III our ~oclety and on
campu.!>
"It's Important for white people to understand
that they don't understand," sophomore Andrew
Gebelln 1>aid.
Elliot believes that all American .. have been
rmsed With the myth of white superionty and that
whites are oblivious to what it mean1> to be a
minority in America.
"This stull IS in our precIOus Whitworth community, too:' senior Mark Finney said.
Junior Elizabeth Smel~er agreed.
"You ~ee it here in our cafeteria. All the internatIOnal people eat together," she said.
One of the greatest prohlems at Whitworth may
not he outward racism but apathy.
"That 'do-nothing' I1lJnd~et is dOlllg something,"
Stewart Resident Director Harry Neff said.
Many students agreed that there IS unspoken
racism at Whitworth, but it IS unclear how the
problem can be tackled.
"Me RaCist?" was a part of International
Education Week, which ended with Saturday'S
International Banquet.
The college holds International Education Week
in an effort to increase diversity and awareness on
campus.
"The whole topic just really teaches me to
search my soul," Finney said.

1
J
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Left: Japanese students perform a traditIOnal Japanese dance
to the "Sakura" song at the InternatIOnal Banquet Saturday
night.
Left bottom: Freshmen Asaml Kondo and Janejlfa Young per·
form a dance from Thailand called "The Fingernail Dance."
Below: Sophomore Satoko Tokura serves the main dish of SUShi,
nce With lentils, potato soup and beef with nee to lunlor Heather
Stout.
RIght bottom: Members of the HawaIIan Club (fight to left) soph·
omores Ra11le Arndt, I\athr}'n Gasllos and l\aleokala1ll Segovia
share a PolyneSian dance at the International Banquet.

,

Diversity week
prol110tes Cdl11PLZS
clzitLzrdi d~drel1ess
Meghan Callaghan
Staff writer

D

iversity Week promoted cultural awareProgram
ne~s by allowing Whitworth student~ a
culminates
chance to experience cultures firsthand.
By attending the Arab Awareness
in annual
seminar held Tuesday evening students became
International more educated on the different cultures in the
Banquet Middle East. The di~cussion combined food and
education.
"My mom and I spent all of last weekend
preparing food for fhe meetmg," said sophomore
Margie Jones, who coordinated the event.
They served humus, saphia (tomato and parsley wrapped in dough), grape leaves and pi!>tachio cookies.
Professor of Sociology Raja Tanas and senior
I!>sa el IIayek spoke about the differences among
Middle Eastern cultures, what a day in the life of
an Arab is like and had a lillie fun with belly
dancing.

"I think so many people have such wrong generalizatIOns about Arab people, so hopefully
through the meeting we were able to learn something new ahout the Arabs," Jones said.
The Japanese dinner hosted by Japanese students Thursday night allowed students to tastc
and experience Japanese cuisine.
I fo~tesses were seated at every table so diner!>
could ask questions about Japan.
"All the foods arc so sweet here. It took awhile
to get adjusted to all the different spices
Americans put on their food," Yurie Fukagawa
!>aid.
On the other hand, many American !>tudents
agreed wllh freshman Emily Benson in her initial
reaction to Japanese cUI!.ine.
"I have a long way 10 go when It comes to
Japanese food, but I like the rice," Benson said.
While !>tudents waited for dinner, the hostes!>es demon!>trated how to make origami figure!.,
play Japanese rock-paper-scissors and wrote out
their guests' names in Japanese.
"The experience was edifYing and tantalized

my taste huds, a great way to spend my birthday," freshman Cecilia Laverty !>aid.
Daily events were held to promote Diversity
Week, culminaling with the InternallOnal Banquet
where hoth !.tudents and members of the community could "taste, sec and experience culture fir!>t
hand, conveying the club's goal of promoting cultural awareness," International Club President and
senior Jennifer Patey said.
The hanquet concluded the week"" events by
hrlnging all the represented cultures on campu!.
together.
"We tried to center around the different diver!>ity
represented on campu!.," Patey said.
The cntertainment was open to whatever talent!.,
both international anu domestic, student!> wanted 10
present.
Entertainment con!.l!.ted of traditional songs,
!>kits and dances from around the world to rromole
cultural awarenes!..
"We hope in the future to try and get the community of Spokane more involved," Patey said.
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Pirates finish with finesse
X-Country claims West
Regional Championship
Neal Glutting
.)'((1// wIlier
Chris Collins
5/JOrts c{litor
The women's team slipped past Claremont
Mudd-Scripps by one point la~t Saturday to
win the West Regional Championship for the
lir~t tllne in 1>chool history. In their most competeltve race yet, the Pirates placed four runners in the top 13 spots to spearhead a fir1>tplace flllish
"Having four women place in the top 13 is
prelly dang incredIble," Head Coach Toby
Schwarz said.
For the Pirates, wil1l11ng the regional champioll1>hip was close enough to winning the
Super Bowl So the next day, the sevell-member team headed off to Disney Land.
"We were walkll1g around Din~ey Land ju~t
amazed that we actually won," said junior
Leslie Nelson, who finished second in the
meet. "It's what we really hoped for, but we
couldn't beheve it really happened."
Nudging Claremont 66-67 and bealing out
Wtllamelle by four points, Ihe Pirates claimed
the NCAA We~t RegIOnal title and will
advance to the NCAA Champtollships tillS
Saturday held in Northfield, Minn.
The men's team made hi~tory, as well, placing sixlh al the meet - the best regional fll1ish ever.
"I thought the team did really well," said
freshman Doug Blackburn, who led the
Pirates with a 24th place tinish and ran the BK
COllfse in 27'03.30. "We. did what we wanted
to do."
Schwarz was excited about Blackburn's finish
"As a freshman placing in the top 25, he did
incredible," Schwarz said.
The meet, held in Chino, Calif., featured the
top 15 women'~ learns and the top 13 men's
teams of the West Region's conferences.
Included were seven Northwe~t Conference
women's teams and six NWC men's teams
In the ~urprise victory, the women narrowly
escaped Willamelte's 70 points. Two weeks

earlier, the Bean:ats had ollsted the Pirates 5861 in the NWC Champlonslllp meet. But last
Saturday, the tables were turned.
"It was really amazing to think that any little mistake would have dropped us to second,
or even thtrd," Nebon said.
Nelson, who competed in nationals last year
as an individual, finished the 6K course
Saturday in 22:28.00. She will be one of the
seven Pirates who will advance to nationals as
a team this year.
The Ptrates WIll face 24 team~ and 47 qualIfying mdividuals - a total of 215 runners.
"It's going to be really tough competition,"
Nelson said. "But we're very excited about
It."
The jUlllor runner had more than top regIOnal fllnner~ to overcome last Saturday. The
weekend before, Nebon had rolled her ankle
- only one week before the big race. She Iced
the ankle last Friday and taped it up Saturday,
hOplllg lor the best. Schwarz said It was very
swollen.
But Nelson finished strong, ecli1>ped only
by Angela Jazquez of Claremont (21'53.00).
"Second at regional IS a bIg deal," Schwarz
said. "With a hurt ankle, it's awesome."
Freshman Kristi Dickey finished 10th at
23:11, while senIors Elizabeth Abbey and
Jessica AU1>tin filllshed 12th and 13th at
23.12.00
and
23:15.00,
respectively.
Followlllg up ill 33rd place was freshman
Rebecca Jamieson, who flllished In 24:20.00.
All fIve earned All-West Region honors for
placing in the lop 35.
"The race was really hard on all of us,"
Nelson said. "It was really boggy and we were
all tIred at the end."
The women's team will consi~t of seniors
Austin and Abbey, jUlllors Nelson and
Amanda Baker and freshmen Dickey,
Jamieson and Heather Thomsen.
Following Blackburn, the men were led by
junior Je~se Stevick, who finished 38th III
37:36.90 and senior Ben Robinson, who
placed 40th in 27:41.00.
Schwarz said that senior Jon Houk, who
finished ill 49th at 28:08.00, h,ld the best race
of his career.
Also, sophomore Aaron Coe finished in
52nd at 28:20.00.

Football finishes
second in NWC
with 35· 7 victory
Bryon Tidwell
Staff wnter
Coming off a humbling 35-0 loss to a dominating Linfield team, the Pirates ended their
season by oll~ting Lewis and Clark 35-7 last
Satmday to lift Whitworth's season record to
7-3.
The seven-win finish retlected la~1 year's 72 record and gave the Pirate~ their first backto-back seven-win season since 1961.
Saturday's match was capped by an exciting
fir~t quarter in which Pioneer Todd Dor,ll11
~nuck by charging Pirates and da~hed 91 yards
down the field to score off the initial
Whitworth kickoff.
Later that same quarter, Whitworth took
control of the game on their second posscs-

sion. On fourth-and-nine, the Pirates faked a
field goal from the Pioneer II and senior quarterback Scott Biglin passed to junior tight end
Brian Moser for the early touchdown
The rest of the game was all Whitworth
Before the quarter's end, the Piratcs managed to force a turnover and score again, with
four minult:s remallling, thanks to a 36-yard
punt return by sophomore defensivc back
Kyle Sncll and a 6-yard pass to 1>cnior wide
receiver K.C. Dameron.
Sophomore linebacker Aaron Sedler lit up
the third quarter with an interception at the
Pioncer 32, returning the ball to the end zone
and raising the Pmlles 28-7 over the Pioneers.
The Pirates finished up in the final quarter
See FOOTBALL~ page 12

Rising to the challenge ...

Rohut 1IuggmJ/IFfllhJ'fIrt111fJlJ

Senior Lindsey Wagstaff rises above the net to spike senior Nicole Weedman's set In
game one against Cal State Hayward Saturday.

Pirates end strong season
against top-ranked teatn
Laura Adams
Staff writer
It seemed nothing could stop the
PIrates.
Not the toughest conferencc in the
nation. Not an injury to key senior
middle blocker Michelle Etter. And
not even eight matches this season
which were forced into a game five all of which Whitworth won handily.
Nothing, that is, except the No 1
team in the nation.
And for the Pirates, who pulled off
the best volleyball season Whitworth
has seen 111 20 yeats, last Saturday's
three-game loss to Cal State Hayward
ended more than a 24-3 season, it
ended a rallying effect whieh has
drawn hundreds of fans together in
the last month.
A record 1,243 fans packed the
Fieldhouse Saturday. And when
Pioneer middle blocker Angela
Ilerrara's 6-foot-1 frame rose above
the net to block Eller's shot and win
the match for Cal State, the crowd
barely mi1>sed a beat before wildly
cheering for Wlutworth's 19-\Voman
~qllad.

It was hard to tell who had really
won.
"It was a grcat seaSOIl, more than
any of us could havc a~"ed for," said

senior outside hiller Karen Robnett.
The season was packed WIth
lIlcredible highlights, lIlduding a 17match streak and a vacillating national ranking whIch ranged from seventh
to 10th in the nation.
The Pirates opened the West
Regional Tournament last Friday
night against the University of La
Verne (22-6), the defending 2001
National Champions. The 1,137 fans
were not disappOlllted as they chanted "This is our house!" and watched
the Pirates end La Verne's season in a
four-game victory.
But, the win didn't come eaSIly.
La Verne struck first in gamc one,
showcasing theIr play-off experience
with a 30-25 victory. The Bucs
assembled a seven-point scoring
streak late in the match after trailing
by I fl, but couldn't maintain momentUIll.
The second game appeared even,
until the Bucs pulled to a 26-17 lead
and finished the game 30-19 thank~ to
a combined block by Etter and senior
outside hitler Julie Weatherred.
Whitworth never trailed in game
three, which ended with 30-24, and
shifted the pres~urc to the Leopards,
who had their bach again1>t the wall
See PIRATES .. page 11
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A Friday night at the Fieldhouse ...

Continued from page 10

LaVerne responded with an early 7-5
lead in the game four, but Whitworth
quickly closed the gap 10-8 and never
looked back. The Pirales wenl on 10 win
the game 30-22 when a kill by senior
right-!>ide hitler Jill Vaughan scaled the
match victory.
"The win against La Verne \Va~ !>o
awe!>ome," Vaughan said. "To beat the
national champions was one of our
goals"
This year'~ West Regional semi-flllab
match-up was an exact mirror of last
year's, in which the Leopards ended
Whitworth's season with a three-game
victory over the Pirates.
Before the match, Weatherred had predicted revenge.
"We know they're a solid team, but
we'l! get a lillie redemption, hopefully,"
she said.
Etter led the Bucs offensively in the La
Verne match with] 7 kills and a .368 hitting percentage while Vaughan added 15
kills. Senior setter Nicole Weedman set
up an effective offense with 50 assists
while senior libero Annie Buck led the
team defensively with 22 digs.
The win advanced Whitworth to the
West Regional Championship where they
faced Cal State Hayward (32-1)
Saturday.
But, the Bucs could not qUite fmd their
footing as the Pioneers swept the Pirates
30-20,30-23,30-24.
Cal State, who had barely e~caped a
UPS sweep the night before, displayed
con~btent
offensive and defensive
prowess, capitalizing on every Pirate
error.
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Seniors Billy Condon and Jeff Riddell
named to Verlzon Academic team
. , Senior fUlUling ~ack Billy Condon and senior free safety Jeff Riddell were named' 011
Thursday to the Verizon Academic All.D,istrict
8 College Division Team, .
. CQndon led the Pirates on the ground with
753 fotal yards this season and 12 touchdowns, averaging 3.7 yards per carry and 75.3
yards per game: Also, the Seattle-natiye_
Caught 12 passes for'l09 yards. Condon was
named to the 'second -team All-Conference
team last year. '
-',
Cond~n is majoring In business and holds a
3.~

A group of frenzied fans raise their hands, each one waving five fingers In the air to Signify the
five POints the Pirates needed to defeat La Verne in Friday's semi·flnals match-up. The
Whitworth Fieldhouse has become a breeding ground for avid Pirate fans, who have turned
out In droves and set record attendance In the NWC. This season, volleyball matches have
attracted an average of more than 500 fans per game, with peak attendance late in the season. About 1,140 fans crammed into the Fieldhouse Friday, while more than 1,240 fans
forced extra bleechers to be pulled out for Saturday's match.

"It's hard to go from such a high on
Friday to such a low on Saturday,"
Vaughan said.
Despite the loss, the packed
Fieldhollse witnessed quality volleyball
as senior middle blocker Lindsey
Wagstaff finished the night with 10 kIlls
while Vaughan, Weatherred and sophomore middle blocker Katy Schrader contributed seven kills. Weedman set up 33
a~sists during her last night as a Pirate.
Weatherred played strong defense, tallying 20 digs, while Buck added 14.

After the game, all that was 011 the
players' minds was the magical season.
"It was neat to sec how the girls that I
started out with four years ago shine at
the end," Vaughan ~aid.
Robnett agreed.
"The saddest thing will be to not see
those girls every day and play volleyball
with them," Robnett said. "We went
through many unique experiences and
had many great memories. I'm thankful
I got to share it with them."
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Ridde1rtaJlied 60 tackles thl/) season, 2$ of
them solo, ,and ted t~e-P-ir.@~es with sev~ passes broken up and two interceptions:
Ridd~ll in maj-;>ring in communications and
boastS'a 3.7 OPA.
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WeatherrecL"re'ceives three, awards,
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:,:\< Senior -ou~ide, hitter -Julie Weatherred was
,DamJd ·NWC; Play~r of the:Yeai' fot: _second

'time;' jrj. a- ro\y.)md 'it:tadO tb~ 2002 :FirstrTell;tll
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Seniors Nicole Weedman (left) and Karen Robnett (right) dive to save a failing Cal State Hayward tiP In Saturday's loss.

Swimmers cruise to early'leads
Thomas Gearhart
Slu[fwnlcr
The men's swimming team is u!>ed to
winning.
In fact, the Pmltc~ haven'tlo!>( a single
one of the 43 NWC events they have
competed in this season - a head-turning statistic any way you look at it.
La~t weekend; Whitworth rolled over
Division-II Central Washington ] 47-58
Fnday and defeated Whitman 152-34
Saturday.
After only four Northwest Conference
meets - with II events per meet - the
Pirates have established theml>clves as
the dominant force in the conference.
Also, the women's team has jumped
out to a 3-1 start after losing to Central
62-129 Friday and defeating Whitman
117-84 Saturday.
"We swam well (on Friday), but we
just couldn't get things to fall in place
when the time came," sophomore Serena
Fadel said.
Saturday'S meet qualified three men
swimmers for nation;.lls, inc1udingjunior
Kevin Wang (one mile), sophomore Cory
Bergman (20D-meter brea~t ~troke) and

senior Ryan Freeman (200-meter butterfly).
Wang, who holds the NWC record for
the 1,650-meter freestyle (16:02.69),
won the 400-meter individual medlcy in
the NCAA nationals last year and hopes
to return to nationals thi!> year.
"It's still early in the season, but it
feels good to at least be in contention for
nationals right now," Wang !>aid.
Now in his 16th year as head coach,
Tom Dodd is pushing his swimmers to
the edge.
"We swam really well," frc!>hman
Chris I lollnes ~aid of last weekend's
mcets. "We've been tmilllng hard all year
and have been really tired lately, but we
put llP fast times and won."
Holmes, who competes in the free!>tylc
and butterny events, was able to drop
two l>econds on his time in the 200-meter
free!>tyle Friday.
"I was extremely happy to Cllt a cOllple
seconds from my time - anytime you
that YOll sec the benefits of hard work is
always satisfying," he ~aid.
Facing a Division-II team I'riday,
Dodd asked that his swimmers simply
give their best effort.
"It'!. not about winning in these meet!l,
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J;;;·J~!6;'ii~rw~·:l.a~tbei.:SaJ~·,,"'aS' thecoruy
it's about com pet ing in good races," !laid ri,rii~~in~ed ,~to'('th~~ 2002..:}"irSt~T~m, AU~'
Dodd, who has been named Coach of the Nbt:thwest COnf~re~~ Women·s Soccer Team.
Year eIght times III his career. "You can't ~aJ~ -sC<,lred ~elven 'goals and tallied two' R;-t;sists
alway!> expect to win in a meet WIth a O- .whUe a~lfluJatiflg _ft ,.108 shqotJng perccnt~
age " ,:', .. '.,;,
'. ,
,",
Il ~chool."
But Whitworth, a Dlvision-lII squad, ,'. , l~nio;" defende~'As6li Anderson and fresh~
easily !>ecured the victory 147-58.
man mid~ielder Meghan Hudson both had two
After the big win in Ellensburg, Wa!>h., goals this season and were both awnrdcd a
the mcn traveled hack to Spokane to re!>t ~2002 NW~ Honorable Mentjon. _ '

up before competing in Walla Walla,
, .
Wasl1., the next day again!>t the Whitman Kerwien,
and Kagawa earn
Mis~ionaries, where they improved their
NWC·
men's
seocer
-awards '
undefeated record to 4-0.
/, ' ,
'
"
The women, who had already won a , 'Seniors' luidflelder Scott 'Kerwien, and
come-from-behind victory Nov. 8 again!>t
defender R~wley'-Doggelt were named to the
Linfield, nearly fell to Whitman la~t 2002' First ',Telll'ri All-Northwest Conference
Saturday. But, a late rally helped the Team: 'Kerwien . led ,the conference in total
Bucs defeat the Missionaries 117-84 and offense "with seven :goals and, 13 assists.
place them at the top of the NWC.
Doggett. was one Of the conference's top
"Doth (men's and women'!» teams arc defenders and scored five goals.
.
swimming great right now," Dodd l>aid.
~,Also~ junior midfielder Kurt Kagawa was
"And the freshmen on the team are get.awaTd~_ p.si ,2C)02 .~~q ~onorable M,e~tio.n
ting some great experience."
f~r;, ~c9riitg:,,~~ree .. goals - llnd: tallying. t\1(<;1
The Bucs will be traveling to the
IIusky Invitational on Dec. 6 ;Illd 7 at the
University of Washington.
"(The Univer!>ity of Washington's) ':;,,,.' .': ,;. ~ "'/" :;,-(!' .;, Compiled by,Chris Collins
pool is probably the best pool west of the ~~:'~~'):'7" (;/;~",y.: ".' ' , . '
,
Mississippi," Dodd said. "It will be a
great time to get !lome good race!> in."
, ..
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FOOTBALL:
Continued from page 10

with a JO-play, 74-Yllfd drive to
score their fimll seven.
The scorebook failed to reflect
a fairly balanced match-up
between the lwo teams. Though
the Pirates rushed for 170 yards
and Lewis and Clark ran for only
80, both sides struggled for control of the game throughout the
match.
Senior running back Billy
Condon led the Bucs with 98
yards and scored one touchdown.
Biglin showed style, as usual,
rushing 30 yards and throwing
227 yards. The senior !>ucces1>fully connected on 17 of his 25
passes.
Junior wide receiver Dwayne
'nlwney caught II balls for 153
yards, while three touchdown
passes went to Dameron, Moser
and sophomore wide receiver
Tyler Shook.
With the exception of the
Pioneer's game opening touchdown, Lewis and Clark's only
highlight Saturday was Chris
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Want excitement?

Stokes' two sacks on Biglin for a
combined eight-yard loss. Stokes
tallied 13 tacklcs in the gal1,lc,
five of them solo.
Also key for the Pioneers was
backup
quarterback
Todd
Shaffer, who went five for 15 and
generated 94 offensive yards.
Shaffer came in for starter Trent
Thompson, who was removed in
the first half due 10 a concussion.
Saturday finished what has
bcen a strong season for the
Pirates, despite struggling against
PLU and Linfield al)d slipping to
University of Montanta-Western
in a non-conference loss. The
Bucs finished with 3,523 total
yards this season, an improvcment over last year's 2,954 yards.
Whitworth also tallied a record
2,155 passing yards.
Leading the Pirates in pass
receptions was Tawney, with 83
catches and 1,226 yard<;. Tawney
dominated
the
Northwest
Conference, with only PLU's
Kyle Brown coming close (49
receptions).
Though rushing plays were not

predominant this season, Condon
accumulated 753 yards this season for a career total 2,249 yards
in his three years at Whitworth.
Defensively, the Bucs were led
by junior linebacker Jonathan
Hook, who had 79 tackles, and
junior defensive end Matt
Meyerson, with 76 tackles. Hook
also led the NWC in interception
yards with 112 on three catches,
highlighted by 'his huge 77-yard
return
Oct.
12
against
Willamette.

Write sports for The Whitworth ian ...
- It's great fun.

Saturday'S match-ups finished
as expected: PLU crushed UPS
46-0 and Linfield struggled
against Willa mette, but finished
their season undefeated with a
32-20 win.

- You'll aquire campus-wide fame.
- Grab a fat one (earn one credit).
- Looks great on your resume.

Linfield will receive a bye in
the first round of the playoffs and
will play the winner of the Lake
Forest (9-1, of Illinois) and
Wartburg (9-1, of Iowa) game.
Whitworth shares 1>econd place
with WillameHe and PLU,
despite holding a superior overall
record.

Call x3248

Basketball teams look dangerous

.

i

Ben Oi Biase

,

Staff writer
Fans are gearing up for hoops with
the Whitworth ba1>ketball season opener next Friday.
The men will host the Davenport
Hotel Whitworth College Tip-Off
Classic on Nov. 22 and 23. As with all
home games, the game will take place
in the Fieldhouse.
The women's team will travel to
Helena, Mon!., 10 begin the season
with the Carroll College Tournament.
With an exceptional season last year,
both teams are returning wilh high
expectations for the upcoming season.
In the Northwe1>l Conference pre-season coaches' poll, the Pirate men and
women both ranked No-. 1. The poll
uses votes from the nine schools in the
conference.
Strong veteran leadership, new talent and solid coaching are the ingredi- .
ents for the recipe of success.
Two weeks ago, ASWC and
Whitworth basketball ~ponsored "Start
the Madness," which featured a dunk
contest, women versus professors basketball scrimmage, pnzes and a '70s
dance.
The rally helped promote school
support and spirit for t'pe new season.
Students are encouraged to continue
to uphold their reputation as the best
student and fan support in the conferjil' piiolo U} Rob'rl H,,~~msJ IVbi"",rlhl<ln
ence.
Then-junior Eric Avery swmgs by a LeWIS and Clark defender In a game last February.
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WRITING THE CELL PHONE ETIQUETTE
Laying some ground rules
for chatting on the phone.
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Chamber of Secrets may not
be for the undiscerning
(

f·

Amy Robinson
Staff writer
repare for the onslaught. This weekend, Harry Potter and the Chamber of
Secrets opened in movie theaters, and
with it came a flood of merchandising, gimmicks and other commercial bric-a-brac that
will become fodder for next summer's
garage sale season.
The Harry Potter craze has become so
prevalent that it took more than 9,000 Fed
Ex trucks to deliver the 255,000 pre-sale
copies of Harry Potter and the Goblet of
Fire on time. As we become surrounded
and immersed once again in this children's
entertainment phenomenon, we need to
carefully assess the messages behind what
we watch and read, and examine whether or
not 1.K. Rowling's fantasy world has inherent value for those of us on the Christian

P

w'3ik': _.
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Many among the Christian right feel the
world of Harry Potter is detrimental to the
Christian faith. They point to the prominence of sorcery, spells, sundry other mag'ical elements and the actual curriculum at
Hogwarts (Polter's school) as endorsing

and uplifting the dark forces that can erode
the faith. They see the regular defiance in
Potter's actions, such as sneaking out of
his dormitory after hours and using forbidden secret passageways, as teaching children to disobey. They see a rejection of
societal norms in the depiction of muggles,
those who have not been blessed with
magical powers Because the muggles are
the mainstream society of England, by
romanticizing the wizards and witches,
1.K. Rowlings is making the counlercullural fringe more acceptable and appealing to
a young and easily impressionable audience.
In many cases, the heroes of Harry Potter
do toe the !tne of acceptability. For example, Potter's godfather, Sirius Black, is an
escaped convict. He was convicted of a
crime he did not commit and became the
first prisoner to sneak out of Azkaban, the
Alcatraz of the wizard world. While in
school, he and Polter's father regularly
flaunted school authority. The most blatant
example came when we discover Black is
an unregistered Animagus, a wizard who
can turn himself into an animal at will.
Because this ability can create problems
with identification, all Animagi are required
to be registered to avoid criminal rampages.
However, Black along with many other of
his ,!Q!11ir(ld, but now decyased, pe~rsjlle
gaUy'developed this power, which aids and
abets him in his flight from the law. The
moral ramificatio'ns of Black's actions are
never discussed; in this situation and
throughout the novels, it is an implicit
assumption that the law is only to be considered lightly. The one student in Potter's

We wish you an
early Christmas
wait at leas! until the day after
Thanksgiving to start promoting their Christmas products.
Yet in recent years, no sooner
has the Halloween candy di~
appeared from stores than
Christmas decorations appear.
Presumably, getting a jumpstart on the biggest holiday of
the year will reduce our stress
levels later on. However, I
Emily Brandler
Staff writer
think it's safe to say that most
retailers care about more than
eady or not, 'tis the sea- just our emotional well-being
son to have anxiety, for
during this time of year; they
the Christmas season
have our pocketbooks in mind,
has come in all Its commercialas well.
ized glory.
By startThe ~igns
ing the
are everyChristmasIi Yet in recent years, no
where: ads.
marketing
telling conflurry a little
sooner
has
the
Halloween
scientious
bit earlier
candy disappeared from
consumers to
every year,
start shopstores than Christmas dec~ retailers can
ping early,
stretch the
orations appear. "
polled poinChristmas
settias lining
dollar that
florist shop
much farwmdows and
ther. After
a plethora of
all, their livelihoods usually
candy canes and cheap cards
depend on it, since Christmas
on drug store shelves.
sales often constitute over 50
Is it jus! me, or does the
percent of their annual profits.
Christmas season seem to
come earlier every year? Once
See EARLY ... page 14
upon a time, retailers would
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class who mo~t closely follows the rules,
Neville, is mocked at times for his model
behavior. For example, Neville is turned
into stone by one of Potter's closest friends
after he tries to ~top them frolll sneaking \
out after hours.
Additionally, the view of supernatural
power seen in these novels can be detrimental to the Christian faith. We are taught
See SECRETS~ page 15

Diversity must
be more than
skin-deep

Matthew Kaemingk
Guest writer
ur thinking about diversity needs, well, a little
diversity. Rather than
working for diversity that is
only skin-deep, Whitworth
College should work for an
intellectual diversity, as well one founded distinctly upon students and facuIty sharing their
thoughts and ideas, instead of
simply celebrating a different
dress, dance or a new fun way to
say "hello."
In recent years, Whitworth has
spent a lot of time, money and
energy working to improve the
racial diversity on campus. We
have done this in hopes of helping our students understand,
interact and coexist with people

O

of different racial and ethnic
backgrounds outside of our own.
I understand our intentions and
applaud them, yet I am concerned that the intended effects
arc not taking place for a number
of reasons.
Understanding and tolerance
come from the daily positive
interaction of opposing and conflicting ideas and backgrounds
on campus, not the simple presence of different colors of skin
of which we so often we boast
in our brochures. If we lack this
vital exchange, all of the racial
recruiting and scholarships have
been a waste and a mere lip
service to the diversity cause.
DUflng my time here at
Whitworth, J have been highly
disapointed with the relative
silence that has come from our
racial minorities on campus. We
bring them here partly to make
See DIVERSITY", page 14
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Loving a million miles away

;

.

,,

Editor in chief

f you are seriously chasing
that ring by spring, the
Whitworth dating scene just
won't cut it. The only option,
despite remaining celibate, is the
dreaded, Titanic-doomed relationship: the long-distance
match-up,
Speaking from experience and
phone bills that rival our college
education expenses, long-distance relationships actually can
work. However, keeping the fire
lit can pose quite the challenge,
as if relationships weren't complicated enough all on their
own.

The rules of the long-dh.tance
game are equivalent to that of
bridge, and really, who understands bridge? But, here is our
attempt at an abridged list of the
"rules of engagement":
Commandment One: Thou
shall not forget to call. And if
you do happen to forget, at least
entertain us wilh some excuse "Oh, um, The Godfather Saga
was on, and Freda just got
whacked, and ... I was too emotional to call. Honey?" Dial
tone. It's no night at the movies,
but it's all we've got. A tip from
the wise: a generous long-dis-

DIVERSITY:

frustrated
with the white our moral majority, but only rather go to a Christian college
Protestants on campus, myself when a valid and piercing chal- with a diverse population of outincluded.. for our relative social lenges arises that questions our spoken liberals and conservasegregation from these students. own worldview will our true col- tives, Protestants and Catholics,
If our minorities are not ~peaking ors,
however
rich and poor,
out because of fear or social strat- ugly, show their
Marxists and
ification, the guilt is none but our blindingly honcapitalists.
est face.
own.
Can you imagIt If our minorities are not
Ail too often we pat ourselves
My
final
ine how many
on the back and call ourselves question is this,
speaking out becaues of interesting
racially tolerant for giving our if Whitworth is
fear or social stratifica~ conversations
daily smile and hello to any inter- an intellectual
would emerge
tio", the guilt is none but from that?
national student we see in The institution, why
Loop. [ wonder how loving and do we focus so
I want to
our own. "
tolerant we would feel if one day much
on
challenge the
our minorities actually stood up recruiting a sturacial minoriand told us what they thought of dent body ,of
ties on campus
us. Now, that would be a learning different colors
to teach us
experience.
rather than a student body with a more than your ideologically
It is easy to be kind when ' lot of different ideas and social comfortable dances, dress and
everyone bows in submission to backgrounds? J would much , food but also the more challeng- '

some waves and teach us about a
world outside of our own. They
do a wonderful job with their
International Banquets and all,
but if they don't speak out in
class, ASWC or in the newspaper, we simply assume they are
content and feel right at home.
Tolerance is not a silent acceptance of all beliefs, but the civil
and open exchange of different
ideas.
Understanding comes through
learning, but we gain nothing
when we are silent. I am also

E/\.RLY:
Continued from page 13

Perhaps a premature Christmas season isn't such
a bad thing for consumers either. After all, it gives
us more time to get our shopping done early so we
can spend the rest of the season focusing on
friends and family and the real meaning of
Christmas. Yeah, right.
I find it interesting that despite all the extra time
an early holiday season supposedly allows us, we
somehow still manage to need more time, either to
buy additional presents or to send Christmas cards
to every known relative on the family tree.
Some people may like the frantic nature of the
holidays and enjoy the press of flesh in overcrowded malls where half-crazed consumers frantically search for a Tickle Me Elmo doll or
Playstation 2, Then, after hours of fruitless
searching, these once brave souls wave the white
flag of surrender and head home, only to end up
ill gridlock traffic.
Believe me, I've been there and have the police
report of my car accident to prove it. To this day,
I shudder when I drive by a mall anywhere near
the day of Dec. 25.
Increased stress and higher blood pressure might
fill a few hearts with the Christmas spirit, but it

,.,
:'

~

ing aspects and outlooks your
groups bring to the table. Many
of you emerge from backgrounds with significant scars
that came as a result of silence;
let's not let these things happen
again.
To our intellectual minorities,
such as the liberals, socialists,
homosexuals, Catholics and
atheists speak up and join the
conversation! Lord knows I do
not agree with you, but I am
learning more and more the rich
-experience' which you bring to
the table that I must hear. And
finally to, those of us in the
majority, take advantage of the
people you have around you;
you might be suprised what you
can learn. I have.

Caitlin Clapp

Continued from page 13
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zine or chatting with your roommate!) While we love 10 know
that you're working hard on
your paper, if we hear too much
typing on the keyboard, you
might hear something along the
lines of ... dial tone.
Commandment Eight: Thou
shall not envy other happy
(close-to-home) couples. Not
even when they walk by holding
hands or have lunch in the Cafe
together. No, we will not be
envious, despite the fact that
their cutesy displays make
everyone sick. "Oh, he took you
to the symphony last night,
that's so sweet." Slap.
Commandment Nine: Plenty
of affirmation. We are competing with every girl who you
actually see on a daily basis,
including that hottie from your
chern lab. Show me the love.
Commandment Ten: OK, so
we're no Dr. Ruth, (thank goodness - she's old and wrinkled),
but keep these commandments
in mind when earning a rock
over the phone. It is possible.

Copy editor

, ,

;'1

That's right, copious amounts of
flowers can make up for the
distance. U's something like one
dozen roses for every two hundred miles separating us. It's a
real formula - you can look it
up. And we realize that dozens
of roses get a little pricey, so as
a backup, the box of chocolates
is always a winner. Just a
thought.
Commandment Five: Thou
shall buck up (this one's for us).
Remember, it's not the end of
the world. We could be dating
that Mac Man we sil next to in
math class ...
Commandment Six; Thou shall
gaze at the photo of your significant other many times throughout
the day. (How else are you going
to remember what they look like?
You have to recognize them at
the airport, after all.)
Commandment Seven: Thou
shall focus on the conversation
at hand. Nothing is more frustrating than divided attention.
(Yes, we do know when you are
paging through that ski maga-

Hope Anderson

I

,

tance plan is not a bad idea and
cell phones are ideal. Also, don't
crawl into bed while still on the
phone - snoring doesn't help
the romantic ambience.
Commandment Two: Thou
shall not participate in activities
that evoke jealous emotions.
(Haven't you seen Road Trip?)
For instance, never begin a conversation with the line, "So what
would you say if my chem'lab
partner was that girl I met last
year in Cabo? Sweetie?" Dial
tone.
Commandment Three: Things
that sound better in person: kissing noises, music recitals (ii's
true - Derek and his hour-long
rendition of who-knows-what on
the harmonica) and sweet nothings in your ear. On the phone,
it's just weird. And harmonicas
are just weird anyway.
Commandment Four: Thou
shall send lots and lots of presents in the mail. When all else
fails, remember these three little
letters - they're about as surefire as sure-fire can get: FTD.

just doesn't feel to me like "peace on earth, goodwill toward men" when [ hear people mutter to an
already overworked salesclerk, "['II deck your
halls" if they c:In't find the right-sized sweater, or
scream obscenities out their car window in the
mall parking lot.
Thus, starting the Christmas season earlier every
year seems to only prolong the frenzied aspect of
the holidays, and day by day wear people down to
the point of holiday exhaustion.
In the end, we don't really benefit from buying
presents a few months earlier or from watching
Christmas ads on TV for three months instead of
one.
Instead, we enter a half-dazed post-holiday
depression. After we've gorged ourselves on candy
and fruitcake and material possessions, we look at
our Waistlines and checkbooks and realize that the
long Christmas season has truly become the gift
that keeps on giving.
True, the way our society has turned Christmas
into a three-month-Iong marketing free-for-all may
not point to any serious cultural defect or moral
degradation. However, in my opinion, it does
detract from the original purpose, which is to celebrate the birth of the holiday's namesake.
Yet, maybe next year will be different. Maybe
retailers will keep the advent of the festiVities at
late October, rather than reaching further and' further back into the calendar. RighI, and maybe
Sanla and his reindeer really do fly.
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Don't try and
fight itChristmas is
already back.
Are you ready?

Send us your thoughts. Write letters to the Editor.
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CTeTIJ.u I a r dis ress.
Wr1ttng. the cell p one ettquette
Ryan Moede
Opimolls editor
et me give you a quick hint
- if you want to get in
ouch with me, don't call me
at home. Well, at least don't call
the phone number at my house. I
won't answer the phone. Neither
will most of the six guys I live
with. U's true - the phone will
ring, and even though there are
three of us within an arm's reach
of the phone, we just let it ring.
Why, you ask? Because five of
the seven guys living in my house
own cell phones. And as far as
we're concerned, anyone that really needs to talk to us, will know
the way to reach out and touch us
is to call our cell phones.
Arguably the most definitive
and revolutionary tool of our generation, for sheer numbers, the cell
phone has done more than make
communication easier, it has completely altered our lifestyles.
Now, thi~ is more than a mere

L

Clleck ,at tbe

, ,.",

homage to what we once awkwardly referred to as the 'mobile
telephone,' it is a call for laying
down some ground rules when it
come~ to using your cell phone.
Some cell phone etiquette, if you
will.
Consider the popularity of cell
phones - as if you needed someone to tell you that, "Hey, cell
phones are the new thing!" By
some Federal Communications
Commission estimates, up to 61
percent of 18 to 24 year aids have
cellular phones.
Me'a'nwhile,
about five percent of wireless subscribers have dropped their "Iandline" phones entirely. Even colleges are getting in on the gig.
Drexel University in Philadelphia
introduced a mobile Web portal
service that allows students to
receive campus news and grades
via their cell phones.
I tried to resist at first. Call me
old fashioned or what have you,
but I refused to own a cell phone
for the longest time. I didn't have
anything against the phone itself,
but it was the attitude and style
that went with it that I hated. You
know what I'm talking about the yuppie kid wearing all
Abercrombie & Fitch (please see
the Oct. 15 issue of The
Whitworthian, page 14) who
walks around talking on the cell
with the expressed purpose of

doing just that - letting everyone within earshot know he or
she had a cell phone.
The other day I was chatting
with some fifth graders. Nice
kids, and I was really having a
kick
with
.
them,
until
one of them,
stopped talking to
answer
his
cell phone.
Are you kidding me? He
proceeded to
talk with a
friend who,
assumedly.
had made the
call from his
cell phone,
too. The kid
could barely
tie his own
shoes, yet his
"cellie," as he
called it, was
blowin' up.
Since when
did cell phones come as standard
toys in a Happy Meal?
I held off as long as I could, but
regrettably or fortunately, I too
came to learn that owning a cell
phone was just simply necessary.
An inteniship in Washington,
D.C., this summer t~ught me Ihat

Survey
Results
page 2
(ASWC Minutes
Box)

We asked if John Lee Malvo -

part-

ner to John Allen Muhammad in the
should receive

the death penalty despite being 17
i~

for what is good and perfect.
Th~refore, Rowlipgs' novels
are"
should be read,'but read critically
philosophical dangers within this
and carefully. They should not be
esteemed work of children's literread by the very young, or those
ature, 1.K. Rowling's work does
who are young in faith, because
there is a tempting and inherent
have some redemptive value.
For example, at the end of Harry
danger in the worldview presentPotier and the Sorcerer's Stone,
ed. However, with all discernNeville is praised by the muchment and guidance, they can be
admired adminuplifting and
istration of
entertaining.
Th~y should
Hogwarts fur
not be tom
standing up to
II However, with all dis~
apart, like the
his friends
recent
when they were
cernment and gUidance,
about to disapproach
they can be uplifting and pastor in of a
obey school
entertaining. n
regulations.
Maine.
Also, Poller
However, neither should
and his comrades never
church liturgy
shirk from or
be adapted to a
complain about their punishments I-larry Potter- theme service, as
when they arc caught breaking
was done by All Saint's Anglican
the rules. Finally, while they
Church, in Guildford, Surrey,
don't always make the best deciEngland. And so, as we become
sions, Rowling's heroes continusurrounded by the merchandizing
ally fight for what they know to
of the Potter man ill, we must keep
be right, showing that even chilcareful watch over the messages
dren can discern and endeavor
these movies bring.

.ou~~~rl~6ugh' t~~~c

~~'WCFQ.l1

years old. This

shul off your cell in a stale of panic
is equivalent to the party foul. And
dOli',
even
mention
those
moments when the cell phone goes
off while the pastor is praying in
church. It should be written in the
Ten Commandments - perhaps
somewhere after "thou shall not
steal."
Third, when driving and talking on the cell phone, I cannot
overestimate the importance of
the earbud. You know the lillie
piece that fits in your ear so you
can talk on the phone without
actually needing to hold it. And
don't ever let anyone tell you that
the earbud isn't cool- it is.
Finally, and one of the most
important, is if you arc in a public setting, be wary of your own
volume. I appreciate that you
have a cell phone so that you can
stay in touch with friends no matter where you arc.
Bul just
because you what to chat on the
phone with a friend while you're
in Starbucks doesn't mean I want
to be a part of your conversation,
too. Seinfeld gave us the "Close
Talker," cell phones have given
us the "Loud, Obnoxious Talker."
So remember these few, but
important, rules to proper cell
phone etiquette. It's for your own
good and for those around you.
Now, if you'll excuse me, I have to
go pay my cell phone bill.

those who see nO absolutes in

III

sniper shootings -

cell phones are far superior to calling cards when it comes to long
distance charges, and shoot;
they're ju~t 100 convenient.
Having heard the clear sound of
"Ringer No.2" call my name, I
now feel free
to share some
ideas
about
establishing
some
cell
phone ground
rules as one in
the know.
First ... for
the love, people, pick a
good ring tone.
There is nothmore
ing
annoying than
a
pleasant
atmosphere
filled
with
enjoyable
ambient noise
being shaltered
by the piercing
notes Nokia's
version of the
"1812 Overture."
Second, and related to the first
rule of Ryan's Cell Phone
Etiquette, is when you are in class,
always, let me repeat, always,
leave the phone on vibrate. Or better yet, just tum it off.
Rummaging through your bag to

what you said ...

45.8%

Continued from page 13

by thest: books that there is an
inherent power within each
individual to mllnipulate their
reality, while there is no authority outside the world to judge
its use and misuse. We are
given a dark vision of the evil
world that would await if
Voldemort, a strong and powerhungry wizard who was stopped
by Poller in an earlier attempt
to take over the world, were to
succeed in his efforts.
However, Voldemart's corruption and rebellion arc not a
crime against a universal code
of right and wrong butllgainst
humanity'S love for one another, seen as the greatest good.
And so, the idea of God is
taken out of a universe filled
with supernatural powers, making the witches and wizards
themselves the highest authority
in Potter's world, a vision of
reality that is often enticing to

gravc~'"

41.7%)

Winners

&c;
... Jason Mraz
... Diversity
... Clubbing hard "formal"
... Pirate volleyball

Yes

No

Undecided

Be sure to check again for this week's question @
www.whitworth.edu/whilwortfllan.

IISlrs
... Smell in The Loop

winter

... X-Country team
... Whitworth making it on
ESPN.com

... PC catch-phrases
... Daredevils on the Ice rink
... Cover charges
... Getting dissed by
ESPN,com

, ...., '
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Urgent: Please Read!
Garrett Riddle
Web Managel
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Ever si nce I was asked to
write a "Thoughtful Stew" coluilln tor The Whitworthian, I've
been under great duress to come
up with a topic worthy of discus~ion at such an esteemed institution. Fortunately, the perfect
subject presented itsel f through
an e-mai [ mes~rlge I Just
received.
Apparently an enterprismg
entrepreneur was scouring the
Internet and found my addre~s.
I've been offered a rare opportunity and have been risked to reply
immedlate[y, so bear With me as
I rush to share the details with
you.
To: griddle
Sub,ject: URGENT
DEAR SIR, STRICfLY CONFIDENTIAL ...
Oops! I thmk I blew it already.
Oh well, this is a Christian college and we're all friends here,
right? Let's plan on keeplllg this
just between us.
WE ARE MEMBERS OF A
SPECIAL COMMITTEE FOR
BUDGET AND PLANN[NG OF
THE NIGERIAN NATIONAL
PETROLEUM
CORPORATION. WE HAVE SUCCESSFULLY SECURED FOR OURSELVES
THE SUM
OF
$31,500,000. WE BELIEVE
YOU ARE IN A POSITION TO
IIELP US TRANSFER TmS
FUND. YOU WI LL BE COM-

PENSATED WITH 30 PERCENT OF THE REMI1TED
FUNDS.
Ho[y mackerel! I only graduated from a state univerSity so my
math skills aren't very strong, but
ifl'm reading thiS right j'm in for
a big payday. I'd better get
Whitworth's
Instilullonal
Advancement Office on the horn
and see If il"s too late to make a
massive
contribution
to
Weyerhaeu~er Hall. [ hear the
nalll1l1g rights for the teach1l1g
theater are taken, but I may be
able to get in on ... wait a second,
~omething new just arrived in my
inbox.
To: griddle
Subject: Turbo boost your
love life
Yikes! Sorry about that - you
never know what's going to nash
acro~s your screen. I'll forward
this one to the trash bin and get
back to' business. After all, I can't
think of a beller enhancement for
my love life than a little cold hard
cash. Hold on .. , something else
just came in.
To: griddle
SuhJect: PLEASE READ! It
wa~ on the news!
Dear Friends, Please do not
take this for a junk letter. Bill
Gates is sharing his fortune.
When you forward this e-mail,
Mlerosoft will track it for a twoweek period, For every person
that you forward this e-mail to,
Microsoft will pay you $240. For
every person you sent it to who
forwards it on, Microsoft will pay
you $240, and for every third person who receives it, you will be
paid $241.
Crikey! If this keeps up I'll be
able to payoff all of my school
loans. Wait here's another
message.
To: griddle

Subject:
PLEASE
FORWARD
My daughter & I had ju~t flllished a salad at Neiman-Marcus
Cafe & decided to have dessert.
Because we are such cookIe
lovers, we decided to try the
"Neiman-Marcus Cookie." It was
so excellent that I asked to buy
the recipe. Thirty daY~l later, I
received my VISA statement
from Neiman-Marcus and it was
$285. So here's the recipe! Please
pass it on to everyone YOll can
think of. I don't want NeimanMarclIs to *ever* get another
penny otf this recipe.
Outstandlllg! Not only do I get
to rake in milllOlls from Bill
Gates and my new friends in
Nigcria, but I get to stick it to
corporate America and be the hit
of the office Chri<;tma<; party
when [ whip lip ~ome of the~e
chocolaty cookie sensations,
It really is amazing howe-mail
has revolutIOnized our world.
According to a study conducted by Jupiter Communications,
during the next few years U.S.
consumers will see a 40-fold
increase in e-mail volume, with
the average number of <Innual
commercial e-mai Is received
increasing from 40 in 1999 to
more than 1,600 in 2005.
At times all of these message~
may seem a little overwhelmlllg,
but ju<;t remember the upside:
With this great wealth of new
opportunities to get ahead in life,
succe~s and ful fillment are literally at the fingertips of discerning
Internet uscrs.
Now go forward a copy of thiS
article to 10 of your best friends
and have a great day ;-).
"Thoughtful Stew" is a rifled/Oil of
jam/(y aJld S{(if[ poia:s frO"' (#roSJ Ihe
Jl"'llIfu1orlh College campus.
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Fastest women in the West

The holidays are here

Cross country team runs at nationals;
fans travel to Minnesota to cheer.

Inexpensive Christmas gifts,
recipes for yummy treats.

"'Sports, page 10

"'Scene, pages 8-9
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Internet frustrates students
Sarah L. Lamb
StaJ!wnter
More than 900 students faced slow
Internet access and some could not use
their Instant Messenger services two
weeks ago.
The problem began Nov. 21 and continlied through the weekend until Information
Systems was able to respond.
Sophomore Mike Larkin 5aid he was
"definitely frustrated. I didn't know why it
was going on."

Larkin experienced problems checking
his Hotmail account.
"That is one of the main ways that I stay
m contact with family and friends," Larkin
said.
One rea!>on the Internet was slow was
because a new version of Kazaa made
itself look like normal Web pages instead
of downloads when students were downloading.
This made it difficult for
Information Systems to fmd the problem.
"Once we determined what was going
on, we sent an e-mail to the students,"

Project: IMPACT
combats poverty

said Jackie Miller,
director
of
Information Systems.
To correct the server
problem, several plans
were put into place.
The first was to let students know what was
going on, and 10 urge
Miller
them to not download
so much.
"Every student can't download Harry
Potter - that simply can't happen,"

Miller said.
The second plan was to order- a caching
nwchine, which stores the Internet traffle
on a disk so that when more people try to
access information, the bandwidth doesn't
have to be used over and over to retneve
this mformation. Miller said this is faster
for the students, cheaper for the school.
The third plan was to double the bandWidth. This was put into effect Thursday,
See FRUSTRATES~ page 2

B lind man s bluff ...

1

Heather Thomsen
Guest writer

have set lip a "Wishing well" ill
the Hixson Union Building
where people call toss spare
Millions of starving people change
"Your change can change a
wouh.l die - literally - for a
serving of the noodles-and- life," sophomore LllJra Thaut
cheese COllcoctJon at which sllld.
The group is hostlllg an
Whitworth student~ turn lip
their noses. According to World awareness presentation at 7 p.m
Vlslun, 29,000 children die Dec. 5 in the CafC featurlng Cup
every day from hunger and of Cool Water fOllllde alumnus
Mark TerreH.
hunger-related diseases.
About lOO,OOO American
"We are very pa~siol1ate
youth sleep on the streets each about the prevalent i~sue of
llIght, according to st,ltIStic~ from poverty in our world and espeCup of Cool Water, a Christian cially ill Spokane," fre!>hman
orgamzation that reaches out to Katie Stephens said. "As
Spokane'S street kids.
Christians, It is our duty to comIn Spokane
bat
this
alone
there
injustice.
are anywhere
HopefullY,
from 300 to
U As Christians, it is our
our presenta2,000 hometion will put a
duty to combat this
less teens.
desire in othinjustice. "
er!> to impact
To combat
the communilocal poverty
Katie Stephens,
ty and will
and
raise
fiU""'illJ
also
show
awareness of
them
how
the worldwide
they
can
i~Mle, students
make a difin Professor of
Ili~tory,
Political
and ference."
international
Studies
Julia
The IS-student group cites
Stronk's Faith and Politlc~ cla~s the biblical command to care
il1lliated a mission called for the poor as one of its incen"Project IMPAC1~"
tives for tackling poverty.
The three parts or the group\
Baptist preacher and scholar
foeu~ arc to increase campus
Tony Campolo said in a
awarene~s of the injuSIJCc of
Spokane lecture la!>t week that
poverty, raise money for local there arc more than 2,000 bibstreet children and ho~t a lical references to God's comChristmas party for Cup of Cool mand t[) love and care fDr poor
Water kid".
people, Stronks said.
"For the Faith and Politics
"Campolo said, 'you can't
~tudents, Project: IMPACT IS an
have 11 relationship with Christ
opportunity to put our faith into if you do not care for the weak
action," junior Patrick Orr ~aid. and the hungry,'" Strollk!> snid.
"por Whitworth, we hope the "Every Christian, no mnlter
fundrai~lIlg and presentation
what his or her major or Job, is
will II1crea~e awarenes~ about cnlled to cnre ahout the havethe Injustice of poverty."
nots in this world; this i~ how
The main fundrai~ing !>ource Clmst will recognize us as hb
WdS a change drive. They abo
own."
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.... News Christ Kitchen
offers gift ideas,
page 3
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Students playa blindfold relay game during the "Survivor: Sudan" campout and fast last week Allaast 200 students
fasted for six meals and about 100 students camped in the Fieldhouse Tuesday through Thursday.

Class devises budget
for Spokane Transit
Brie Van Rossum
SlaJ!wl'lter
Students of Professor Ron Turner'~ Intm to
Computer Info Sy~tems classes had the opportunity
to share their predictions and actual diagnosis for
financial conditions with three representatives from
Spokane Transit Authoflty (STA) Nov. 19.
Jim Plaster, (hrector of finance and administration
at STA; Gordon Howell, director of planning and
grants; and Susan Maybill, a~sistant to the executive
director of STA Visited the clas~es to li~ten to and
take notes on research students did regarding the lack
of funding provided for pubhc transportation in
Spokane.

.... Scene 'ris the season
of giving to others,
pageS

At the end of the presenlatlOn~, the Visitors spoke
briefly 011 their results and how using computer programs such as Microsoft Excel helped them organize
all the data they received.
The ~tate legislature recently rejected Referendum
51, which would have granted STA $23 million to
help with declining revenue. The result is that STA
will have 10 continue to cut back expenses to remain
completely Ollt of debt.
"We've had qUIte a few setbacks III the last few
years, problem!> with Illvestments, detouflng ill the
roads, etc, which have depleted our re~erves,"
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sports without stress,
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FRUSTRATES:
Continued from page)

Jim Plaster. director
of flna nce and
administration at
STA. presents current Spokane Transit
Authority figures to
studeots while viSiting the BU-318 marketing class fast
Tuesday_

TRANSIT:
Continued from page]
Plaster sald_
The students' assignment was
to develop and present spreadsheets to both report on the distribution and financial impact on
STA of the referendum, and to
show how the funding would
contribute to the survival of STA
Both outcomes, that the referendum would fail to pass or that it
would pass, were considered in
the research_
. "I( was a way for the classes to
get a real life perspective and use
techniques for a realistic and
effective survey," freshman
Stephanie Grace said.
TIle idea for the project, whIch
students had been working on
since Fall Break, originally came
from Turner's disgust with the
media hype surrounding the
up.:omtng vote on Referendum 5L
"I demand for myself and for
my students to go 10 the primary

sources of information, the State
Legislature's published text of
Referendum 51 in th is case,"
Turner said. "In that long document, the actual dollars and actual transportation for Eastern
Washington were listed in
detaiL"
As students started forming
their diagnosis and presenting
their rough drafts, it became clear
the students \'tere informed and
involved, Turner said_ He proceeded to contact the Whitworth business office to report the project
and the result was Tuesday's activHies.
"It was clear they (the students) might benefIt from live
dialogue with officials from the
STA, espeCially the financial
types," Turner said. "When I
called, they jumped at the chance
to join us."
Presenters' suggestions included buying cheaper bu;;es, reorganizing routes and raising bus
fares. Students had researched
the STA financial plan and legislative documents and displayed

the informatIon on spreadsheets
and graphs.
One group said convenience
would lead to more riders, \"'hile
anuther said cuordinaiing \viih
other public assistance providers
would reduce costs, Turner said.
"I think they were listening,"
Turner saJd.
.
While hesitant at first to
become involved and animated
toward the project due to its
extended research and exploration, Turner said students generally benefited . from the experience, learning both about computer-related topics and taking a
general interest in Ihe community.
"The moment they saw hve
people - disadvantaged people
behind the numbers, the
'Whitworth' turned on in them,"
Turner said. "ThiS campus is
baSIcally a caring community,
and that sparked a new concern
for the subject."
Turner
Spokane
Transit
Aulhoflly will probably contact
Whitworth regarding any future
cutback decisions.
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although it was more expen!>ive.
For every additional megabyte
added to the bandwidth, the
school is charged morc than
$350 per month.
Originally, the bandwidth was
set at 2 MB for the dorms only,
but now it holds 4 ME. This
means the school is paying an
addItional $700 per month for
the dorms to usc the Internet.
If the problem arises :lgain,
Larkin hopes he is notified of
what is happening earlier.
"It took them three d<lYs for
them to get it worked out,"
Larkin said. "I understand it's a
tough job to keep up the Internet,
but maybe Ihey CGuid have let us
know wh<lt was going on a little
earlier."
The other part of the problem
was caused by excessive downloading by about 18 students over
the weekend
Using Kazaa to download
music and downloading the new
Harry Potter movie, these students alone managed to usc about
50 percent of the available bandWIdth.
"I think that's prelly selfish,"
Larkin said. "They have to
understand that that's going to
take up a lot of bandwidth."
Freshman Bryan Dormaler,
who often uses the Internet for
homework, surfing the Internet

thegrapevine ~
Thanksgiving blunders ...
~Dinner

The Whilwonhian is the official publJcation of the Msociatcd Students of Whitworth College (ASWC) and is published
weekly, except during January and student vacations. Opinions expressed in editorial and advertising content do not necessarily renect the views of ASWC, the college, 118 administration, faculty or staff. W1utworth College prO\,des equal
opportunity in educ~tion and employment in accordance ..ith Tnle VI of th~ CIVil Rights Act of 1964, Tale IX of the
Education Amendm<:nts and Sections 799A and 845 of the Public Health Services Act.

conversation starters: Did you know the back scats of
police cars are actually quite roomy? Oh, and
Stateline doesn't check IDs ... how about that?

~ Asking

your mom to scan your JD card before you enter the
dining room.

~ Requestmg

money for that Big Three violation fine you
acqulfed.

.. When your parents ask about your significant olher, you have
to run down Ihe list of names: Pat? Jordilll') Sydney?
Sam?
.. Wear your fllp-nop~ into the shower, explaining you don't
know where everyone's feet have been .
.. Yell "Flush!" whenever someone flushes the tOIlet.
"The Grapevine" i~ a weekly colli mil ill 71,e WlrilwOl Iiliall Jeaturillg bils oJ campus comedy, IlII!l~ual slories alld lightllllm01: To
cOlllribllte your Slm)' or 10 answer lire questioll oJ the week, call
e.·a. 3248 or C-Wl/i/ edil01@lI'lIitll'01th.ed/{.

c§) ASWCrninutes
••.. "

~

November 20 .

Resolution #3.02 pas<;ed - Asks admimstration to present a
plan of action to fIX the parking problem

~

"Evening in December" -

..

Jubilation:
25 children attended recent Kid's Clinic
Winter PerfoTlllllOce - 7 p.m. Dec. 9, admission $2.
No classes during Jan Term, classes resUl1le in spring

~

Hawaiian Club:
Goal- to support students from Hawaii, get people
more involved in the Hawaiian culture

~

Association for Computing Machinery:
Opening club to anyone interested in computer science
events: paintball, MatchMe Server for Valentine's Day

Jilll McPherson

STAFF WRITERS
Laura Adaflls, ,\lall1i/a Blrklal1d, Efllify Brcmdler, ,\lighall Callaghml, Alhsol1 Carr, Bm Couco, Bm DIBItlJf,
AJ/{!J GarrtfIolI, Neal Gllilfillg, Kale/ill Hodge, Jordall Kames, Samb L Lamb, Dartl LeJl7I, Ju/itl j'{lcholls,
A"D' RobillIOII, Aillhol!] Rodm, Keilb Spitzer, ,'lih Throgmorton, Brian TidU'ell, Greg Tomllll,
Brit Vall Rosrllllf, S/eph WalleRr, Jm,,!] IVtllI
PHOTOGRAPHERS
Jarofl Dlfba, Min/alltl Fllkl/okn, AlIIIko Haflltllltlka, Tat/sha Pril/ce, Tra~)' llippee, l\T,romi Sfukfj'. ,U!)'I,ki Tal/abe,
Kalil VO!g1

and In~tant Me)'senger, felt the
same way.
"A couple people taking up
all the bandwidth isn't cool,"
Dormaier
said.
"Everyone
should be able [0 have fast
Interne!."
Fre~hman Erica Vonk agreed
thai the students who abu-;ed the
server should be more con~ider
ate.
"Have a respect for the server
and everyone else that needs or
wants to use it," Vonk said. "It's
affecting other people."
After Miller's e-mail on
Tuesday, Ihe number of students
monopolizing the bandwidth was
down to only three as of
Thursday.
"Students seem to have taken
the e-mail to heart," Miller said.
Miller said the Internet, in
general, has been slow lately,
and the problem IS not the
Whitworth server.
Students can check the status of
the Internet by going to the
Whitworth Web site, clicking on
"Site Directory" and then clicking
on "Help Desk."
If the bullon at the bollom of
the page is red, students can
sec why they are having problems and ho~ long it might
take for the problem to be
fixed,

Dec. 4

... '''The Daily Jolt":
Student-run central Web site program l11eant 10 keep
campus informed, tested during Jan Term
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Professor releases new book
Arlin Migliazzo, professor of History, Political and International
Studies, recently published a new book, Teachillg as all Act of Faith
(Fordham University Press, 2(02).
The book consists of essays by scholars who have taught at a variety of church-related colleges and universities.
Whitworth Professor of Physics Lois Kieffaber, Professor of
Sociology Robert Clark, Associate Professor of Biology Lee Anne
Chaney and Associate Professor of Communication Studies
Michael Ingram contributed essays to the book.
Social sciences, natural sciences, fine arts and humanities are the
book's four sections.
"The reason the tille includes the phrase 'Theory and Practice' is
bCCuLlSC I uskcd the essayists to outline their assumptions and backgrounds, and lhen share how they incorporate Christian faith perspectives legitimately in the classroom through specific assignments
and student projects," Migliazzo said in a Whitworth press release.
Teaching as all Act of Faith is available at major bookstores.

Students collect winter coats
Students in the BU-3J8 markehng class will collect winter coats
Dec. 2 to 4. Collection boxes will be in the Hixson Union Building
and Alder Hall.
The coats will be donated to the Spokane YMCA to distribute to
those in need.

jdJOW /)Nb.,/ U'·hl","""',

(From left to right) Junior Jena Lee and sophomore Brlttney Pederson tell freshmen Mike Ogdon and Joel Stenberg about
Christ Kitchen while helping at the Christ Kitchen merchandise table In the Hixson Union BUilding.

Ministry cooks up success
Jordan Karnes
Staff writer

Shoppers who want to help others during the holiday season need
look no further than Christ
Kitchen, a local women's ministry.
First-year students who are interested in justice, ethics, service or
Christ Kitchen provides work,
citizenship are invited to apply to join the second Murdock Lives
job training, discipleship, support
of Commitment cohort.
and fellowship for poverty-strickTo apply, students can write a leiter expressing their interest in
en women in Spokane. Directed
the program and summarize their reactions to justice questions
by Jan Martinez, Christ Kitchen
asked in thelf freshman seminar classes. Students also may
has served the women of Spokane
describe service projects 10 which they have been involved.
for five years through group supApplications are due Dec. 7 in the office of Julia Stronks, proport and fellowship.
fessor of History, Political and International Studies.
"We believe people want to
feel better and to be more selfsufficient, yearning ultimately for
Christ himself," Martinez said.
Rather than seeking jobs for
Students who are staying at Whitworth for Thanksgiving break
women, Christ Kitchen creates
can eat Thanksgiving dinner at 4 p.m. Thursday at the Calvin
direct employment in. the means
Theme House. The house IS located at 115 West Hawthorne.
of gift basket production. The gift
baskets include a variety of products, from "Chariots of Chile"
and
"Testament Tea" to "Corn
Since Nov. 1, studded tires are legal in Washington. Near the
Bread
of Life" and "Victorious
Whitworth campus, Perfection Tire sells Cooper, Pirelli and
Vegetable
Soup."
Bridgestone tires that provide drivers with the traction they will
The
women
of Christ Kitchen
need when winter blows into Spokane.
create
and
package
the baskets
Perfection Tire also provides rotations, mounting and flat repairs.
themselves.
All
profits
go dir'!ctVisit www.perfecliontire.com for more information.
Iy back to Christ Kitchen, 20 per- Compiled by Aimee Goodwill
cent for materials and 80 percent
,;;;;;:;;;;--__;;;;;;;;;iiiNi. .;;;_;;;iMi;,;;;~. .Hi;;;;;;;~.. for the women's salaries.

Murdock cohort invites freshmen

Theme house serves turkey

Winter arrives, studs allowed

They are paid minimum wage,
allowing women to come on a
day-to-day basis. A typical day of
work consists of assembling
packages, eating lunch and
engaging in fellowship.
Christ Kitchen sells these baskets locally in Spokane anrl at
Whitworth. They arc sold yearround in the community, but are
emphasized predominately in the
holiday seasons.
Sales at Whitworth are headed
by students involved in Christ
Kitchen's ministries. Junior Jena
Lee and sophomore Cynthia
Wright are among the participating students.
"We sell most of our packages
10 facully and are most supported
during the Christmas season,"
Wright said.
Wright and Lee want 10 extend
sales to students year-round by
making orders and deliveries
more convenient.
Taking classes from Professor
of History,
Political
and
International
Studies
Julia
Stronks introduced Wright and
Lee to Christ Kitchell.
"Knowing the faces and the
stories of the women making
these ;1askets makes it very real

to me," Lee said. "I want to be
able to bring awareness of their
situation so we can help them."
Working at Christ Kitchen is a
way to sec poverty up close,
Wright said.
"I think it's a good ministry; it is
helping women get out of their bad
situations," Wright said. "11\, not
these far-off people we're helping.
Some of these women even have
college degrees - they just have
lost their way. It is a real way to
help people jWit like ourselves."
Currently, Christ Kitchen is in
need of a variety of supplies and
assistance.. They are seeking old
baskets, fabric and containers. In
the future, they would like to
upgrade their working space with
a larger storage space and commercial kitchen equipment. They
also are looking for more locations
to vend, such as churches, businesses, special events or community opportunjtie~.
Christ Kitchen always is accepting volunteers and welcomes any
wOlllen seeking iL'>Sistancc, true to
their mission statement,7 "we seck
to enable women trapped in poverty
to improve, renew, heal and maintain spiritual, emotional and physical health."

Panel urges Christians to unite
v<trious Christian perspectives presented on the panel,
Most of the panelists agreed that unity is often misunderstood. Fairbanks said he feels unity is a matter
The Interdenominational Discussion Panel last of the heart, but Starbuck said the lack of unity in the
Thursday night sought to raise awareness about Christian church probably docs not make sense to the
Christian unity and the many dimensions of reli- unchurched.
Many of the panelists stressed that physical unity,
gious diversity, said senior Nick Dawson, one of the
gelling every Christian in the same room, is not as
panel's organizers.
"We have so many images connected to diversi- important as unity in heart and truth. Starbuck said the
ty, but I think we oftell forget about diversity with- important question is: "Do they (non-Christians]
in the Christian faith and our lack of understanding know that we disagree and still love each other?"
Caswell said dialogue needs to be a focus of intereach other has led to hurtful behavior on both a
denominational relations, to achieve undelstanding
small and a large scale both at
and friendship.
Whitworth and around the
The panelists also
world," Dawson said.
spoke about the imporThe panel consisted of Robert
(lOur natural inclinations are tance of diversity within
Fairbanks of New Community
Church, Todd Dyrkstra of Faith not necessarily of God. Diversity congregations. Caswell
Bible Church, Fr. Tom Caswell, a is a taste of the kingdom of God." said Christians often want
to worship with people of
Roman Catholic priest, Pamela
their own ethnic backStarbuck, a Presbyterian, and Rev.
Pamela Starbuck,
Pmi!Jlffifln PtJlle/l!/
ground, and segregation
Jane Nelson-Low, an Episcopalian.
of congregations, espeDawson and junior Deborah
cially when it comes to
Bennet organized the even!. They
black and white, is a sad
are cultural diversity advocates
reality and he docs not know the solution.
for McMillan, Ballard, Schumacher and Beyond.
"[The program was] intended not to disarm
Dyrkstra said while believers are often separated
denominations, but to understand them in relation by language and culture, they remain members of
to the larger church and their role in their commu- the·universal church.
nity," Bennet said.
Fairbanks said diversity helps churches grow and
She explained she and Dawson hoped "to respect homogenous unity blatantly contradicts the message
and learn from expressions of faith other than our of the Gospel.
own."
"Our natural inclinations arc not necessarily of
Dawson served as a mediator, fielding questions God," Starbuck said. "Diversity is a taste of the
and attempting to ensure a safe environment for the kingdom of God."

Allison Carr

.UNLYAT

,--______

PERFECTION TIRE
NORTII DIVISION
9602 N. DIVISION
509-465-0ffO
~~~~~~~~~~===::::::=~~~~

WANTED: ~lf
Students looking
for a close, quiet
newly-remodeled

duplex
Washer and Dryer
Dishwasher,
Parking
*Water Paid*

4 Bedrooms, 3 bath, study $1,000 I month
625 W. Hawthorne Rd.
Call (208) 666-0389
or (208)755-4348
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Chaplain awarded
'Dove of Peace'
Aimee Goodwin
News editor

-',

communities with the potential to
be divided by debate over the
proposed Colorado constitutional
amendment about homm,exual
right!>.

Chaplain Terry McGonigal
recently received the Dove of
Peace Award from the Center
"Ten years ago we entered into
for Christian-lewish Dialogue a covenant of mutual re!>pect,"
in Colomdo Springs, Colo.
McGonigal said at the banquet
"When Terry lived here in where he received his award.
Colorado Springs, he
,---------, "When you think about
W3!> very widely known
the spectrum of peras a bridge-builder
spectives represented by
between the Jewish and
that
group,
this
the Chrbtlan communicovenant stands as an
ties,"
said
Rabbi
important
statement
Howard Abel Hirsch,
about how we view ourfounding pre!>ident of
selves in this communithe
Center
for
ty - religiously, politiChristian-Jewish
cally and sociologically.
McGonigal
Dialogue
in
a
The forces at work 10
Whitworth
press
years ago were turning
release. "Through his effort, a us into enemies, and by God's
lot of very serious dialogue has grace we were able to find that,
taken place between the two in spite of our differences over a
faith communities. We could - particular politiCal issue, we realthink of no one who better ly are neighbors."
exemplified the ideals of the
As chaplain, McGonigal is in
center than Terry."
charge of Whitworth's worship
Civic and relIgious leaders programs and leads the campus
formed The Center for Christian- ministry
coordinators.
He
Jewish Dialogue 10 years ago by belongs to the president's cabinet
civIc and religIOUS leaders who and the presidential planning
sought to bring healing to faith committee.

Check out

WHITWORTHIAN ONLINE
THE

w\V\y.whit:worth.edu/whitworthian

1/2 Price Appetizers
r?aily, 9pm-Close
Selected J'tppeti:zers at

Professor of History, Political and International Studies Michaet LeRoy and Assistant Chaplain Andrea Saccoclo discuss
gender issues last Tuesday night in the Chapel.

Providing insight into gender
Allison Carr
Staff writer
The Gender Panel, a presentation and discussion last Tuesday,
was the accumulation of people
from various types of theological
and professional backgrounds.
The panel came together to dIscuss the issues of gender raised by
certain scriptural passages, ~uch as
1 Timothy 2:9-12 and Genesis 3.
"The gender panel was a first
step in the right dIrection,"
ASWC Pre!>ident EmmyLoll
Taylor said.
,Discussion on the role of gender
-ranged from society to churdl'to
home, and from general to specifIC topics, from the equality of men
and women to the certain role&

women can or cannot occupy.
Taylor !>aid she appreciated
how the panel provided insight
about issues that churches have
dealt with for centuries.
"If r had 10 pick one message
that I think was most applicable
to students, it would be the me!>sage the male panelists put
forth," Taylor ~aid. "Their reflections about how their views on
gender changed after getting
married ~nd having daughters
were challenging and insightful."
The shift of many panelists
from the more conservative views
they had .1Il.colJege_ t9 the persp~c:
tives they now have with wives
and daughters, made her wonder
whether the Whitworth students'
opinions about gender WIll change

after they have some of these
same experiences, Taylor said
A greater variety of opinions
would have improved the quality of
the panel discussion, however,
Taylor said.
Junior Julie Kurtz agreed that
more variety of opinions within
the panelists would have allowed
for more productive discussion.
On the subject of gender, she
said society tends to place too
much confidence in ils own
righteousness.
"I think Paul talks about the
role of women enough that it
means som"lpi!lg,': Kl}rtz :-ajd_,
"I think there'!> a tendency to
disregard different roles, and
those different roles can be
really beautifuL"

---""""'''

The holidays always leave \Vally feeling a
little down in the mouth.

1/2 Price:
Mozzarella Sticks

also wall! womell to
modestly, With
decency and propriety.
not With braided hair
or gold or pearls or
expensive dothc~, but
wllh good dced~,
appropriatc for women
who profess to wOlship
God. A woman should
learn in qUietnes.~ and
full submission. I do
nol pemllt a woman (0
tcach or to ha ve
authority over a mall;
she must be silcn!."
dres~

It gelS messy.

BUffalo Chicken Win9s

Veggie Patch Pizza
Spinach & ArtichOke Dip Platter

Please volunteer at
the Spokane
Humane Society
and cheer him Lip.

Nachos Nuc;>vos

Quesadilla Grande
F~ APPEIf2£i?.

Onion Peels

Bnng Illil (AId 10 Applc~'l and enjV( a
APPETIZER' wllh anv lood pui'Lhar,,-
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-u~ . . ,F> to thc eye, and
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Winter Coat Collection Drive

WHEN: December 2, 3 & 4
WHERE: HUB and Alder Hall (collection boxes will be at each location)
BY:
The students in the BU 318 Marketing class

Coats will be distributed to those in need by the Spokane YWCA
Look in your closet and see if you have any gently used winter coats that won't
be needed.
If so, consider donating them to someone who badly needs a coat
this winter.
HERE'S AN IDEA: Contact the people you will have Thanksgiving dinner with and
see if they have any spare coats. If so, ask them to bring the coats to
Thanksgiving so you can pick them up and include them in this coat drive.

J,

TLC Health & Education S,rvlces
• ~ HooII>'~ lI1aCIviIIIM Errko_

Lori li~or, ARNP

OWner & Family Nurst Praetiliol1!lr (FNp)
.lndep8flCf~nt ~p Practice
• Generat Family Heallh Car.

• MenDpllUS8l}Woman'. /1oalth Care
• Asthma Care and EdooaliOn

• Weight Management
CALL. tor FR EE Glt Acqlllinled VI_Il ...
509-;487·1739
N. 10015 DivIsion, SOite 101 - Spokana
Walking Dislance from Whrtworth on DivIsIon
IlCIOh from Rltlors Nursery.
(Most InSl.!fances Aecepled)

SHOPPING AT THE FLOUR MILL
Art professor's work available
to purchase for holiday season.
"'PAGE 6
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Students add to the season of giving)
donating time and mon~ to the community
Maurita Birkland
Staff writer
ith the holiday season comes
overindulging in
just about everything from overeating, overspending
and sitting in front of the TV.
But instead of spending all of
your free time watching The
Grine/I, consider looking for
ways to give back to your community.
Thanksgiving and Christmas
are a good time for people to
volunteer, because it's convenient and there are many different opportunities to help out in
the community, said Mary
Mapes, director of volunteer
services at United Way of
Spokane County.
United Way Volunteer
Services has a Day of Caring
Program for occasional volunteers. This program connects
volunteers with a non-profit
organization when they want to
volunteer. Because the
Volunteer Center understands
people's busy schedules, they
also encourage Family Days of
Caring where families are invited to volunteer together.
"People don't always have a
check to write, but they always
have time," Mapes said.
With volunteering reportedly
on a down, President Bush
recently encouraged people to
serve their commumties, countries and the world by asking
individuals to dedicate two
years - an equivalent of 4,000
hours - to community service,
Mapes said.
Mapes is excIted about the
president's public service campmgn and hopes it will encourage people to get involved in

W

0

o

their communities.
Currently, 87 volunteer
opportunities are listed on the
United Way Web site and the
goal is to have several hundred
by the end of the year, Mapes
said. This database allows volunteers to learn about the hislory of the organization before
they volunteer.
Circle K, Whitworth's community service club, also will
help out this holiday season.
Club president, sophomore
Tai Bainter, said the club will
offer several opportunities for
students to give back to the
community..
This year, Circle K will be
sponsoring Operation Christmas
Child. This annual charity
allows students to fill a box
with gifts for children around
the world.
"It's just a nice way to give
to a child, and it's pretty inexpensive," Bainter said.
Circle K also wiII provide
different volunteers for dinners
and other events in the community.
The Salvation Army also is
seeking volunteers for holiday
fund raising events. Rich Silva,
a Salvation Army employee,
said there will be four volunteering opportunities this holiday season.
The Salvation Army will be
conducting a Thanksgiving food
basket distribution Nov. 26.
This event, expected to feed
more than 10,000 individuals,
requires 150 to 200 volunteers.
The Salvation Army Red
Kettlc Drive will be held from
Nov. 22 to Dec. 25. The kettles
arc one of the Salvation Army's
greatest fundraising events and
help fund the Homeless Family
Sheller and Social Services programs
0

lI/!)II.I:I T"w"bi/U/''''.;''''~''ln

Senior Andie Grant helps fill a basket with toys at Starbucks. She is participating in Holiday Angels Toy Drive, which IS
sponsored by the Starlight Children's Foundation. The toys are given to hospitalized children In communities throughout
North America.

"Our volunteers love standing
at the kettles and it's the most
fun when we have two people
or a small group standing at the
shift together," Silva said.
Silva said volunteers for the
Kettle Drive are always needed.
The Salvation Army will also
be hosting the Clothe-A-Child
event Dec. 15. Needy children
will be selected bv various
Spokane school district teachers
to go shopping with volunteers
for clothing such as a \'. inter
coat, boots or warm clothing.
The Salvation Army also will
conduct nursing home visitations through the month of
December.
Toys for Tots is seeking help
for area children. Toy for Tots,
sponsored by the Marine Corps

Reserves, collects new toys for
babies up to children age 12.
In the last few years, the program has helped more than
4,000 families and 12,000 children, said Staff Sgt. Stailey, representative for Spokane Toys for

.,.0'::0 ::; 0;0
"
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Tots. To donate to Toys for Tots,
bring toys to any city fire department.
"We need toys, <Ie; well as
cash donations, to help make
this year a success," Stailey
said.
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,... Circle K: Tai Bainter, 321-1963 '.
'
... ' 'Clothe-.t\·C"ild: Major JoAnn ~arkham, 329-~i29
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Low attendance clubs non-formal
Julia Nicholls
Staff writer

Club-themed Around 70 Whitworth students clubbed hard at Fat Tuesday's Friday for a
different kind of winter formal.
dance draws Usually Whitworth holds a winter formal, but ASWC Special Events
less than Coordinator Haley Dove decided to mix it up this year since Whitworth has
three dances, and this year two arc formals.
100 students "I thought I would caler to the other people's opinions," Dove, a junior,
said. "Everyone went to formal dances ill high school. I wanted to take it
away from the high school aspect of it. Bringing that to Whitworth is stupid."
Dove said her position provided the power to make the decision about how
the dance would be themed, and the tradition of having a formal winter dance
was not an official tradition.
"The winter formal does not have to be done every year," Dove said. "I
wanted to make it something more group-oriented."
She expected a turnout of about 150 students and less than half of what wa'>
expected came.
"I knew it was a new thing, so I didn't expect a lot of people, but I expected more than what came," Dove said. "It was a waste for people not to go,
because it was so good. If I could change anything about the dance, f would
have advertised more."
The dance had a club feel with fast-paced music and disco lights. People
came dressed in everything from formal dresses to track suits to afro-wigs.
One of the largest factors in low turnout was the switch from formal to casual.

"I didn't really care, but I think less people went because of the fact that it
wasn't a formal," junior Kaylin Jones said.
Junior Kflstin Pederson agreed.
"I probably would have been more inclined to attend had it been a formal,"
she said.
Dove's intent was to hold a dance that would appeal to different sectors of
the Whitworth community.
"I got a lot of complaints from people saying that I didn't ask the student
body, but I wouldn't send out an e-mail asking the student body because I
would only get three back," Dove said.
Dove said she believed a lot of students did not understand the concept of
the nightclub-style dance, and stereotyped the "club" idea.
"People thought is was all about getting up on each other llJld the bad
aspects of clubs," Dove said. "They shouldn't have any connotations about
the language used to describe it."
Most of the students that came to the dance found it a refreShing alternative
to the club atmosphere.
"I thought it would be something fun to do and at the same time it supports the school instead of going to a club where there arc nasty guys," Jones
said.
Those who attended found it a fun Friday night activity.
"I had a good time because I got to hang out with my friends and dance in
a big group of girls," junior Laura Dilgard said.

•

-Angie Nateras contributed to this report.
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Spokane Flour Mill features local artwork
Darla Lewis
Staff writer

local craftspeople, the Pottery
Place Plus is the pcrfect place 10
do your holiday shopping, and
with the large varicly of art
offered, it can bc your one-!.topshopping for the holidays.
Whitworth Ceramics
Professor Jeff Harris has his
work on display and for sale
there.
Glhcr displays include weavmg, woodwork, calligraphy,
fu!.cd glass, aromatherapy and
handcrafted candles, Priccs can
range from a couple of dollars to
$500.
"II's a co-op, so the prices are
pretty reasonablc comparcd 10
others, so you'd bettcr do all
your Christmas shopping there,
cspecially if you're a collcge
student," Harris said with a
smile.
Harris has worked WIth clay
for more than 20 years. He ~pe
cializes in stoneware, porcelain

f you are tired of giving horing, run-of-the mill presents,
look closer to home for a
place to shop. The Spokane
Flour Mill beckons you to discover the romance of old
Spokane.
Located at W. 621 Mallon, the
Flour Mill has overlooked the
Spokane River for more than
100 years.
The entire ambience of thc
Flour MJlI i!. historical yet modern, welcoming shoppers to
enjoy a relaxing aftcrnoon
browsing specialty shops and
sampling various foods from thc
eateries.
Since the World's Fair in
1974, thc Flour Mill and all of
its ~hops have been locally
owncd and operated.
Displaying the work of 20

I

Whitworth
Ceramics
Professor Jeff
Hams shapes
a clay sculpture.
He sells hts
artwork at the
Spokane Flour
Mill, which
features local
artwork.

and Raku pottery.
"Working with clay has
always been a fascination of
mine," Harris said, who teaches
beginning and advanced ceramics Ihroughout the year. "The
facl that iI's been a craft carried
on generation to generation for
thousands of years is important
to me."
He finds working wilh clay a
way he can express himself.
"Ceramics has done a full circle, going from sculptured
pieces to utilitarian pieces, and
now it's back to being a sculpture and fine art medium,"
Barns SUld.
After Ihe Thanksgiving holiday, The Flour Mill will be
extending its business hours to
Monday through Friday, 10 a.m.
to 9 p.m., Saturday, 10 a.m:to 6
p.m. and Sunday from noon to 5
p.m.
For more information, go to
the Flour Mill's Web site at
www.!>pokaneflourmill.com.
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sure, you can quit.
or stick around and
[learn] how not to.
Take an Army ROTC course and you'll learn a lot about yourself. Stay with Army ROTC
and you'll develop skills you can use throughout your life and career. Stuff like thi nklng
on your feet, making smart decisions, taking charge, Of course, you can always qUit.
But we're pretty sure, once you see how much you learn, you won't want to, Come talk

to

liS

at the Army ROTC department. We'll stick around for you.

AR MY ROTC Unlike any other college course you can take.
:Learn more about Whitworth Army ROTC by calling 323-6517.
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Holidays feature re-makes
Keith Spitzer
Staff writer
With the holiday ~eason upon U!., it i~ time for the
barrage of movies to hit.
This year started a litlle earlier than mosl. H(II'I Y
Po((er, a~ with most children, couldn't sit still long
enough to walt for the
Thanksgiving mas!. openings.
Plenty of great movies are
still coming to a theater ncar
you that are sure to please.
Two movies come out the day
before the big turkey day: 8
Crazy Nights and Disney's
Treawre Pla1let.
S Crazy Nights is the latest
to come from Adam Sandler,
but this time he is animated in
a no-holds-barred musical
comedy. Sandler I!. the voice
of Davey Stone, who is in
SPITZER'S
trouble with the law - and not
for the first time.
SPOTLIGHT
A Judge, feeling lenient due
to the holiday season, sentence!. Stone to be an assistant referee in youth basketball. Stone meets up with Whitey Duvall, who
looks to be about 300 years old and three-foof-four
This will be a return to the Sandler tradition after
his controversial breakout role JIl PUllcll-Dlllllk

...

Lo!'e.

Treasllre Planet IS the late,,( flp-ofT to come from
Disney, but this one actually looks like it could be
well done. Rather than taking a classic story and
addi ng !.ongs and child-friendly characters. Like
most Disney movies, this prcsents a very interesting
twist to the Robert Louis Stevenson novel.

7

last Whitworth Ian of 2002
We'll be back in February.

In the meantIme, send comments and story Ideas to
edltor@whltwOrlh.edu.

Revamping the talc of Jim searching for treasure
on the high seas, thi!. story sends our hero into
space. lie still fights pirates but now they are
cyborgs and strange-looking aliens. The crew also
has to face black holes, supernovas ant! a space
storm. This could be the best non-coll1puter-animateo !.tory to come from Disney in years.
December will be a month of !.ellucls.
On Dec. 6, look for Bilty Cry~tal and Robert de
Niro to return as Dr. Ben Sobel and Paul Villi in

r
II

II

AJlalyze Th(l/.

II
II
II
II

Dc Niro returns from prison and seeks out his former analyst. This time it is Crystal who needs the
counseling. lie has taken over the family practice
and with it comcs seriolls stress.
Look for this one to flop. The plot is thin. This
means the same old jokes will return from Analyze
This. Look for off-beat, violent hllmor.
Although the previews don't show it, withollt
fail, there will be a return of the "hlt-a-pillow joke."
This time in!.tead of de Niro pulling out a gun and
putting a hit on the pillow, It will be Crystal who
vcnfs his frustration by some bizarre means.
The sequel that has everyone waitlllg comes out
Dec. 18. I'm sure if you look hard enough, YOII will
find the preview on al least 10 computcrs sharcd on
the network, if you haven't downloaded it yOllr~elr.
The dark forces of Sauron grow and threaten all
of middle earth in the second LOId of tlie Rings
Trilogy. Frodo and Sam travel deeper and deeper
inlo hostile territory, attcmpting to throw the ring
into the tires of Mordor.
The fellowship of the ring, now di!.solved, Illllst
defend their own Cities while planning an aHack of
their own. Oh, did I mention that Gandalf the GrEy
is back? The war for middle earth has begull.
GOlilg to the movies this holiday SllllUld prove to
be a dazzling display of fun re-make!..

II

ti!i~---l
Martial an ~~r.«it_ or competifun?

Join usillilt*'rofAiidollhePath of_VI
a"menul! ~ !he ./apalw tradition. We accept
studenIs 13 years old and up, ~ aI any
_",""'etol!avevisitcnlD.~'pa
lS.iI.a~. We lWuld be happy!o IISW::::. ,
8ftJ~.
-:.:: :.

SOS:258-7353 .
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www.aikispokane.comll
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rake yo ur echlcatioll
to the Hcxt tevc(-

§raduate Studies
at :Eastern
Eastern Washington University offers several
master's degrees, graduate certificates and a
Doctor of Physical Therapy - affordably and
accessibly. Full- and part-time programs are
available beth on the main campus in Cheney
and in downtown Spokane.

o Hula Night ...

'c

,

~,

Recognized nationally as a top-10 public
university.i0. the western region, Eastern offers
graduate sfu'dents outstanding faculty arid facilities, and access to research, artistic and
servIce opportunities in the Inland Northwest.
From the health sciences to education, creative
writing to business, Eastern is your university
for professional and academic programs.
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Junior Shanda Lasconla and sophomore Kaleo Segovia have a dance·off at KanlkapJla Saturday night In
the Cafe. Students who attended were able to enJoy Hawaiian food and entertainment.

chatter box--

competJtlvene,s ofvolleybalitcams.1
wanted to enjoy the game again, its
low-key ness. "
Kallio didn't stop playing volleyIn high school, sophomore Bill
ball. Instead, he became the volunteer
Kallio fell in love.
He fell in love with the smack of a assistant coach for the Whitworth
flying white ball. With the la~t-nlinute women's team. He also announced
jump to block an opponcnt's !.pike. the Whitworth games this past sealo.on.
"I came on with the women'!. team
With ~ending a powerful serve into
the other court. I-lis new love was vol- alld worked with them, focusing on
hitting, swing technique and defenleyball.
Kallio had been playing basketball !>ive drills," he said. "It's a way for me
when a coach suggested he try volley- 10 stay III the game and !.tay in shape,
too."
ball. And he hasn't
Kallio started hi!.
s~opped
playing
own intramural volslllce.
Name: Bill Kallio
leyball
team,
Now, six yeal S
Age; 20
"Rocket Sallce."
later, Kallio is a
Year: Sophomore
"We're undefeatcomputer
science
~fajor. Computer Science
ed, I 2-0," he !>aid.
major at Whitworth.
MillON Info. Technology
"Our next game IS
When he chose to
after Thanbglving,
come here, he made
the decision to attend a college with- and we're excited."
lie also co-voluntee'rs a~ a coach
out a men's volleyball tcam. Kallio
turned down volleyball ~cholarships for an uIH.lcr-15 girls volleyball club
from Iwo other colleges to come to team.
"[Volleyball] could definitely he
Whitworth.
"I liked Whitworth so lIluch," he 1I0mething I do after I graduate hut
said. "I was also tired of the ultra- probably not full-time," Kallio !.aid.

Elly Marx
As\'islallt copy editor

--------~-----

Kall io was recently challenged
when the radin lo.talioll, KWRS, called
him and asked if he would announce
the NCAA regIonal tournament playby-play on the radiO. lie said yes.
"It wa!. fun, but hard, especially
becau!.e I was ullf<Jmiliar with both of
the te;lms," he said. "After a while, I
caught on."
Besides volleyball, Kallio has two
othcr loves: old car!. and flying. lie'.,;
been re-buildlllg cars since before he
could drive. lIis cherry 1965 MOB is
waiting for him al nome, and he is
also working on a 1976 Porsche 914.
But his dream I!' to one day fly for
a commercial airline.
"After I graduate, I want to become
a pilot and get my flying licen~e,"
Kallio said. "That's what my dream
hilS always been. I hope 10 get a job III
the compuler field that will support
me through night lo.chool."
Por now, Kallio is going to keep lip
with his volleyball skills. lie'!. ready
for next !.easnn.
"I loved helping out with the girls'
team," he said. "I definitely felt a part
of the team and ['m proud of them all.
I'll be hack next sei!!.on."

\.
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Ward off the eold
with holiday treat:;
Meghan Callaghen
.\·/afT Hn/er

he holiday ... ea ...on hrll1g:-. dcliclou ... de"':-'lTt~, ranging Iwm
homemade ludge and sugar eool-.ies to peanut hrillle, pumpki n pIC and f ru it cal-.e
Out 01 a wrvey 0171 Wlutworth ~tudellh, 23 ... ald the), prefer
fudge a:-. their top Chri:-.tll1a:-. treaL Almond mca and frn ... ted ... ngar
cookie:-. tied wJlh 22 vote ... each. Three ... tutlents :-.aid they liked
peanut brittle the 1110:-'1. Only one per ... on picked frillt cake.
Des ... erb can he the perfect gift to give during Chn"tmas. Srnce
cooklllg can be cosily at tlllle:-., keep an eye open lor eoupon~. Another
co ... t-eflectlve tip is tn make de:-.serts with your Iriend~.
The recipes below arc from www.gingerhousehreau.com.Cllp
some out to save lor a day when you need ~orne extra holiday cheer.

T

.

----------------------------------------------------- --~

P('llIlIIf

BuH .. r BriUl('

:

I 1/2 CllP~ sugar
1/4 cup water
I 1/2 cup ... light corn ... yrup
2 table ... poon . . hutlel
2 eup:-. peanut:-., til y-roa ... ted un:-.alted
I leaspoo n van ilIa
I tea"'pO()Il h.lklng :-.ml,1 - di:-. ... olved in
2 tca:-.poon~ water
2 cup:-. creamy peanut hUller
Place peanut butler in double hoiler to walIll whlle :-.yrup
cooks In a saucepan. cook sugar, ~yrup and water to 275 degrees
bolt hall :-.tage) l~eIllove thermometer. Lilwel heat to medluIll.
Add huttcr. :-.Irr until dis~olved Add peanut:-.. Stlr:'i minute,; over
mediulll heat Replace thelIllollleter III candy and cool-. until
candy ~tart:-. turning brown CHIO degrees). Remove Irom heat.
Add :-.oda and water Illlxhrrc and vanilla. rold in peanut butlel a~
lightly as po~ ... iblc (peanut hullel ... I](luld be warm by Ilw. tlIne).
Pour OIl well-greased slah or cookie ... ht:cI~. Candy ~houJd he
~rre.ld a ... thin ,1:- pos:-.ihle 10 make it flaky. U"e greased ~patula to
"'IHead. NOTE: Be as .lccur,lle a ... po:-.sillIc WIth the temperatures
ror a quality ploduct. II ... hould be golden blown ami fJaJ..y.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ • _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ • • 4I

r----------------------------------------------------- --~
I

Almond Ihwll

PI<lce ~aItlJlc cracker:-. over ~lIflace 01 roil-lined!) x IJ pan.
[n saucepan combine ami boil 3 IllIllule~.
[ cup real buttel
I cup hrown sugar
Pour over Clackers. Bal-.e at 4(J() degrees 1m about 5 Illlllllte ...
until crackers Iloat Melt (1 oz. chocolate ehip:-. and spre.ld Oil
clackels SprlllkIc With chopped almond:-., Ir de:-.ired.

cup ... :-.ugar
2 cubes real butler
2 call~ evapor,lted nlIlk

(i

Bring to a hoil and :-.tarl liming tor :'i mlllllte~, ';tirring con:-.lantIy. '[:lke 011 the :-.tllve and llsing an clectlic mixer lin meLilllfll
... pecd. Add. 2 t:-.p.vanilla, H 10 12 :-.quare~ or Bakel 'i hltler~\\ eet
chocolate, 4 cup~ chocolate chip ... , 2 cube:-. 01 ulls,liteti huller.
Keep miXing until all i~ melted, then pOUf oul lfllt) a lalge cool-.ie
~heet 11 XlHx 1/2 lined With 1011. Cool down, then cuI

r------------------------------------------------------SII.141r-('ookh' t.,hHlI:;

I
I
I
I
I
I

l)botos by
Traey IUp]lCC

I/J cup:-. margarine or butler
1/.1 eup:-. :-.i1orIL:Il1ng
2 cup:-. .lil-puI]1o ... e 110m
I egg
3/4 cup:-. :-.ugar
1 lahlespoons milk
1 teaspoon bal-.lIlg powder
I teaspoon vandl,l
1\ dash :-',IIt
I'mnil'n',1 Sulil1r l~itl.1!,

I cup Sifted powdered
1/-1 tea~po!ln vanll].1
l'l'lilk or orange lUICC

~ugal

Yield:-. J6 tll ·IH cool-.le .... Plcheat o\'en to 375 degree';. To prepdre the cookie ... : Ik,lt Illalg.nine and :-.hOItelllllg with an eleclnc
Illixer OIl mediulll tll high speed for 30 seconds. Add ahmll II.:! of
the flour, the egg, ~ugar, milk, h.lkill,!', powdel. v.mill.1 and ~.dt.
He,ll ulltilihorilughiv eombilled. Beat in reill.1I 11 III I.', flour. DiVide
dougll III half. ('ove;, chill for 3 hOUI:-'_ On ,I JrghtIY-rIoun:d SUI(,ICC, roll hall 01 the dough at a IIIlle liS inch Ihick Cut Illto
de ... iled slwpes with a cookie culler. Place OIl <tn ullgrea~ed cool-.le
:-.ileet. Bake 1m 7 10 H minutes or until edges arc fIfln and hottOIll:-' lightly bnl\vlled. Cool eookle~ OIl a rack. Frost with powdered ~ugar icing, thell :-,pflllkle With decorative candies, cololed
:-.ugar or chopped nUb.

lamily holiday
traditions stiek
with stUdent:;
Lindsay Anderson
(;1I1'~/ WI lie/,

. :-.

aholl! that time again time to prep your
dppetlle';. hurn a hole Ihrough your wallets and
rellllnl~le ahoul day ... or old Thc holid.lY~ arc also
a time 01 tradition, which mal-.e~ every holid,IY worth
reIlle m be ri ng.
.ru~t a ... k Saunur,l Richart.!:, all I H-year-old fre~hIllan
I rolll Kellle F'lll:-., Vl/ash., what :-.he remembers mosl
about holiday g'ltherrng~ Irke Thanbgivlng and
Christmas
"Grandma makes Ihe be~t JOII~," Rlchartz said
"They're sweet, huttery, crunchy and soft all at the
same ti me "
The de:-.tlIlatlon oj Thanksgiving and Chrl:-.tmas also
eontrrbutes to hel family's tradilion!>. ThanksgivIllg
ror the Rieharlz f.lfllily t,lkes pl.lce in a doublewide
hailer, and Chn:-.tIlla~ fnorning~ occur on a _:H)-acre
r,lrIll.
While de~linati(}n I~ key in ';Ollle tradition:-., other!>
me reliant upon cOIl:-'I ... tcncy .
.Jelf Scotl, a JunHH tlan~fer rrom rvlis~lon Viejo,
Calif., is u ... cd to simple and COIlsl"tent holiday trddllIon~. Bec,lIlse his extended ralllrly live ... III
Connecticut, It'~ usually only him. hJ~ parents and his
olLiel brothel celebrating.
"It':-. IlICe 10 know thaI even though extended lamily
I... n't there, Ihele\ slabllIty," Scoll :-.aid.
"[Thanb.givlng and Chrl:-.lllla:-.] arc probably the III ,II n
days Ihal we ~pelld Illlle together."
Ilowever, II' neither de ... IJIlation !lor ellnsi~tencv arc
llpllllllS, turnll]g to a friendly neighbor can be yo-ur
be ... t bet
This IS the ca~e for Kara ['akata,.1 :21-ye.lr old :-.el]III I rrom Iiollolulu. She doe ... n't have the priVilege
gOing home over Thank"'givlng [n:-.tead, during the
pa~t three year:-. ... he ha~ ~pellt TlwIlI-.~givlllg with Ihree
dilfelent friends and their fafllilie ....
"To expeficIlce their traditions h.l ... made lip Ill[ not
going home:' '/.II-..Ita :-.ald
Ilo\\'e\'er. T.II-.ala doe ... lllal-.e the trip hllllle to celehrate CllIl ... tma:- wilh her Llllldy
"Chrr ... lllla ... j.., more Icstlve a;ld the foud is alw.!y:-.
yUfl1my bec.llise my IllOfll make:-. II." T .. I-.ata "',lId.
No matter wllat the circufll ... tdl]L'C .... Ir,ldiIIOIl" tUII]
hlllld.ly~ inl,) unforgettable IllClllllflC:-'
"11.1\'ing thl'~.e tladltlon ... realf\' rn,ll-.e, ")llleplaee
h(lIll~." T,II-.ata :-.:rid

I

or
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Winning gjft:; don't
have to break the bank
Kotelin Hodge
WI ito

Stajj

T

he Chrislllw'> ~ca<;(ln Icnds 10 he a very e:>..pen~lve IlIlle IIf ycar, l''>pcClally lor full-limc collegc ~111denl<; In~lcad 01 spending cvcry "I~I dime (lJl gIfts for the enlire family, II)' Ihe~e eCOnOIllIc.tI glftgiving Ideas Ihat arc IlIllfC personal and will ~ave sOllle dough, 100:

"Hot Ch()coiak Jan
Buy plain gl,Iss Jars and I ill
Ihcm will all of Ihc fixings for
hot choculatc: the r11l:>", l11ar~h
rnallow~ and lor a mocha IWISt,
add Sllmc Inslant coffee. Makc
your own label with dircctrons
for making a yummy Clip 01 hoi
chocolalc and lic il 10 thc jar.
YOll can abo fill jar~ with baking lIlixc ... for brow nics, cookies
01 scones .
.. DeeOlI page
Takc pll;ture~ or colllr-copicd
picturc'> of you and your friend,>
and turn any box, Jllllrnal covcr
or picture hame lIIto a per'>llllali7Cd, colorful nJa'>lerpiece Mod
Podge, avail .. ble at rIlO~t clan
slore~, i<; an all-purpose glue anti
scaler that honds plelure,> or just
about anything with \V[lotl, fabric and paper You can buy Mod
Podge III three finishes: matte
for a morc muted look, glo~s for
a hlgh-glo% shinc and ~palklc to
add a gli~tcning touch This grit
idea IS lIot only cheap, but also a
lun crall rllr tho~e wlto arc Into
creative gilt-giving.
If all else falls, stay on campus for all of your holiday
shopping needs_
PI ra te clothmg, office supplies and glftware are available and guaranteed to
please every member of the
family.
To make the deal a sweeter,
the Bookstore will hold a 20
percent-off sale Dec 9 to

13
Also, remember to hit up the
Info Desk In the HUB to
order Whitworth emblazoned scrubs and Nalgene
bottles

.. Self-made girt cel"tilicalc~
This gIlt I~ frec drld I~ pcdecl
liJr anyonc_ Make up your own
gift cerlllIcate~ lor thi ngs !'-ouch
as free backruhs or "good lor
vacuuming you r room orlce." Be
creativc and tailor your certifIcate to t he per~()n recclving yOlJl
gIft.
"Piclllrc~

with a lwbl
Flild about three picturc~ 01
you and youl '>Iblings that ICpIC~elll ~pecial l11ellloric~ nr arc Ju~l
plain cllle, and take them to
Kinkos or ,my where Ihat doc~
colol COpIC~. Ilavc Ihe plcturcs
blown up to XxlO ,lIld turncd
into black ami wh ite. Frame the
three piclLlres and hang them in
a row Oil thc wall Thi,> Illea IS
~ure to be ,I hil wilh parellts and
grandparellts.

"Pe .. ~nllalil.cd CDl1
Take all or your friends', '>Ibllf parcni'>' favorllc ,>ong'>
and hlJI n thcJll onlo a bl.rnk CD,
personaiIlcd Ju~t lor them
Evcry time they listen 10 their
CD, thcy will think of you .
lillg~'

.. Fleecc ~carvel1
You CIlI sometlJllc'> fll1d flecce labnc ror around $7 on the clearance rack. Cut the lalHlc ttl the appropriatc Icngth ,llId then nit the l"!cecc al the end,> of the: !>Larvc,> I'm Ilin ta'>'>ch. You L,ln get abtlllt IOUI
scarvcs (lut 01 thai y,lrd 01 fleece matcnaL
.. Pinecollc wreath
Thl'> could be a be<llliliul dOllf decor,ltion llr wall hangillg. 1\11 YoIU need IS a wire coat h,lIlgcr hellt
Into Ihe '>hape of a wrcilth, plneCOrles, ,>ol1\e ~tring and gllttcr.l\tlach the pincconc'> 10 thc wire wleath by
clther ~p(;aring the pJllcCilne tlHough Ihe middle llf tYlllg thelll OIL wilh '>tflllg CtlnllnllC until thc wire i~
complctely covcred With pinecollc'> ,tlld add gllttcr lor the Iinal loudl.
.. lIit the Whitworth hrHlk~tcll1.·
lor Ihu!>c who '>till don't W,tllt tu ,>hlne your ,Irl,>y Side, you will lind joy 111 klluwlng the WhltWlJlth
BllOh'>toll Will he hdvillg a ,>,tle Dec l) 10 13.
''Thi~ wlJlIld ile a grcat time lor you to buy your p.rrcnt'> those Whllworth MlJm alld Dad ,>\vcatel'> they
h,lve becn cOlllmcnting about lately," ~ald Nancy I.ooml'>, hooh,>llJrC lIl,mager

-

S(ep/ralllt' Walk!.'r (Ollllllm(!.'t/ (() Ihi\
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Bucs stand ground in
opening b-ball victory
Ben Oi Biase
Siaff writer

16:15 remaining in the second half.
The teams exchanged leads during
the next 12 minutes until Carroll
gained a 67-62 lead with 4:35 remaining. But, Whitworth quickly tied th.e
game at 67, then allowed Carroll their
last lead at 69-67 with 2:31 on the
clock.
Despite missing five con1>ecutive
free throws in the final minutes, a
three-pointer by senior guard Chase
Williams and five successful free
throws in the final seconds set the
Pirates off on an 8-2 run which led to a
75-7] Whitworth victory.
"We stalled a bit late in the second
half," Williams said "We settled for
outside shots when we could have gone
inside. But our defen1>e i1> what won it
in the end."
Hayford describes Saturday'S game
as an important victory,' especially
since Carroll is a-NAIA Division I program.
"We started the year with a quality
win," Hayford said. "Expectations are
high."

The men's basketball team won their
2002 season opener last Saturday
against defending Frontier Conference
champs Carroll College. In the fmal
minutes, the Pirates pulled ahead with
key free throws and a clutch threepointer for the 75-71 victory.
The win concluded the Davenport
Hotel Whitworth College Tip-Off
Classic, which featured stiff competition from three visitlllg schools.
Friday night, Carroll College
outscored Azusa Pacific University 8073 for the opening game of the Classic.
Azusa went on to defeat Lewis-Clark
The cross country team displays Pirate pnde after takmg first at regionals in Chino, Calif. From left to
State College Saturday night,70-59.
right: freshman Heather Thomsen. senior Jessica Austin and jUniors Leslie Nelson and Amanda Baker.
Prior to the Carroll victory,
senior Beth Abbey and freshmen Becky Jalmeson and Knsti Dickey
Whitworth fans were treated to the
annual alumni game Friday night.
Seven Whitworth basketball alums,
includmg Gunner Olsen, Jeff Arkils
and Kelson Ramey, returned to play the
current team for a little pride and fun.
The alumni persisted throughout the
match
despite
their
seven-man ro1>ter. Also,
Gunner offered the fans
an alumni highlight with
First national meet in school point~ behind the 20th-place finisher and just a sPllming dunk follow48 pomts away from Itnishing in 17th, which
ing a breakaway. The
history, junior Leslie Nelson was their original ranking heading into the youth
prevailed in the end
86-72, however, sinking
improves from last year's finish meet.
"Fifty points is not very many points in
15 three-pointers across a'
this competition," Schwarz said.
1>pread
of eight players.
Bryan Tidwell
Nelson finished in 85th at 23:09.3, an
The game provided one
Siaff writer
improvement over last year's finish at
final tune-up and an
natlOnab, where she competed as an IIldlvidopportunity
for the newer
The women's cross country team made
ual and finished in 120th place.
members of the team to
school history last Saturday after finishing
"I felt that I had a better race than last
have some court experi21st in the country at the NCAA Division III
year," Nelson said. "But per1>onally, I wasn't
ence, said Pirate Head
National Championship Meet.
very happy with the race - I didn't fUn like
Coach Jim Hayford.
But before their wild season - and before I wanted to strategy-wise."
Hayford
said
that
winnlllg regionals and competing in nallonNelson, who had been nur1>ing a hurt ankle
among
his
team's
als - the Plfates held a goal-setting meeting.
the last two weeks, said the injury did not' strengths arc teamwork,
They gathered to set their focus. They affect her too much.
defense and gODd 1>hootwanted it all.
"If anything, it was mental," she said.
ing.
"H was our goal to go to nationals frolll the "The ankle feit fine at the race."
"We're a good shootbeginning," junior Leslie Nebon said. "We
Senior Jessica Austin ran what Schwarz
ing team," Hayford sai,L
even posted our goals up on the fridge."
called "her best fl!lish all year" Austin
"If you give us good
Nine meets later, the Pirates got their wish. crossed the 11lIe in 97th place at 23.21.4 and
looks and screen, we'll
"It's alwaY1> a surprise when you actually passed multiple runners during the final leg
get the shot."
do something that you had planned, instead of the race.
Last year, Whitworth
of Just talk about it," Nelson said. "I was
"Austin had an awesome race," Nelson
led the conference in
pleasantly surprised."
said.
shooting percentages for
But the championship meet had more in
Freshman Kristl Dickey finished strong in
flcld goals, three-pointers
store than just the top 215 Division-III run144th place at 23:51.9. DIckey was the 21 st
and foul shots, and are
ners in the nation. The chilly weather in
freshman to finish.
projected to take first in
Northfield, Minn., threatened snow, but cleaf
"It was really intense," Dickey said. "But I
Nonhwe~
the
skies greeted the racers.
was excited to be at natIOnals. I've set a new
CO~l rerence th is yea r.
Nevertheless, Head Coach Toby Schwarz standard for myself after that race."
Whitworth
jumped
said the weather was very cold. Wmd speeds
Following Dickey was senior Elizabeth
ahead
early
again1>t
peaked at ,lfound 15 mph and dropped the Abbey, who placed in 147th at 23:54.2.
Carroll Saturday, earning
temperature to below freezing.
Freshman Rebecca Jamieson finished in
a lO-point lead 6:30 into
Despite the chill, all seven runners per186th at 24:33.1 and freshman Heather
the first half. The lead
fonned strongly, with just less than a minute Thom1>en finished in 200lh at 25:01.0. Also,
diminished to 37-32 at
and a half ~pread between the fin;t and hl1>t
halftime and Carroll Freshman Todd Burgers shools on the Inside dUring Fnday's
Whitworth finishers.
quickly evened the score alumni game. The Bucs went on to defeat the alumni 86-72.
The Pirates finished with 452 point1>, 32
See X-COUNTRY., page 11
42-41 after a 9-3 run with The Pirates beat Carroll College Saturday.

X-Country places
21st at nationals

Intramural seasons come to climactic end
Thom~lS

Gearhart

Siaff II'riler

"

.

The fall semester is almo~t over and so is the first 1>eason of intramural sports at Whitworth College. Students
chose from a widc range of intramurals to participate in,
including Ultimate Frisbee, volleyball, indoor soccer and
basketball.
Flag football will begin in the 1>pring. along with the
return of other fall intramural sports.
A total of 17 teams - 12 in the challenge league and
five in the power league - cOll1pri!-.ed the Ultimate
Frisbee competition this fall. The reguhu season, which

started Sept. 22 and lastcd through Nov. 4, was followed
by a hotly contested post-season tournament.
In the power league, the final game was held between
"Dexter Judy" and "Rookcn" Nov. 10. The match COllcluded in a 14 to 14 tie and both teams were awarded the
elusive Intramural Champs Frisbee.
The challengc league championship game will not lake
place until after Thanksgiving break, but the semi-finals
were held Nov. 17 when "MLI3" defeated the "Ninja
Turtles" and the "Decapitated Pedestrians" ollsted "Pop
Jack."
"We all played hard and had a lot fun this season," senior Dave Clark of the "Ninja Turtles" said. "It was proba-

bly the clo~est game for both teams all season."
A new stipuilllion for Ultimate Frisbee this year mandates that any team whIch forfeits more than four games
during the regular season is dIsqualified for the tournament.
. "It's actually not a new rule, just something that I
Implemellted," Intramural Coordinator and junior Josh
Smart Said. "I didn't think that it would be a problem, but
last semester we had a couple of challenge league teams
that weren't showing lip for games."
Perll<lps the second most popular intramural l>port at

See INTRAMURAL,.. page 11
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junior Amanda Baker finished in
206th at 25:16.0.
Schwarz stressed the team
effort required to make it to the
national competition. He admitted that the goals set at the
beginning of the season were
achievable, but difficult.
"I'm really proud of the whole
girls team," Schwarz said. "All
26 (runners) contributed to the
women going to nationals."
Many of the Pirate runners felt
the same.
In fact, the seven competing
runners received a surprise visit
by a dozen of their teammates
who secretly piled into a van last
Thursday and drove 22 hours to
the meet in Minnesota. The
teammates crafted the plan

•

Women open
1·1 in b·ball
tournament
Neal Glutting
Staff writer
The women's basketball tcam
split a pair of games to start their
new season 1-1 last weekend.
The Pirates competed in a
tournament held in Helena,
Mont., and fell 66-72 to
Dickenson State College Friday
66-72 and won 74-56 over Menlo
College Saturday.
Head Coach Helen Higgs said
despite the loss, the women
played well and never quit
Friday.
Dickenson State, which was
playing its sixth game of the season, held an advantage over the
Puates, who were competing in
their first match.
"They were really good, and
you could tell it was our first
game," senior forward Chrissy
Oneal said. "But if we played
them again, I think we could
have beaten them."
Higgs said Oneal, who scored
15 points in each game, had an
outstanding weekend.
- "She's a good leader," Higgs
~aid.

College.
Higgs said the Bucs had good
inside and outside scoring
against Menlo, which led to their
win.
"We cui off their penetration,"
Oneal said. "We played our game
instead of allowing them to play
their game."
Freshman
guard
Micki
DesMarais scored 11 points.
"(Micki) had good energy and
she's very competitive," Higgs
said.
Higgs said that the weekend's
split was a good start to the season, though she would rather
have won both games.
Though the team consists of
only olle senior this year, Oneal
said the Pirates are performing
well as a team so far and hold
great potential in the future.
"There are so many people
here from last year," Oneal said.
"And with the young players,
you know we'll be good for a
while."
According to the latest coaches' poll, the Pirates arc expected
to finish first in the conference
this season.

On Saturday, the Pirates
evened their record with a 18point victory over Menlo

before the national meet and sent
a misleading e-mail to the whole
team to throw off any suspicion.
"All the Whitworth people
showing up was a real shocker,"
Nelson said.
Lasl Saturday was the first
time in school history Whitworth
was represented al nationals.
The Pirate team was comprised of four freshmen, a junior
and two seniors (Though senior
Jessica Austin may compete nexl
season with another year of eligibility.).
"We're going to keep working
hard," Nelson said.

'.

- Chris Collins contributed
to this report.

INTRAMURAL:
Continued from page 10

Whitworth is indoor soccer,
which is held in Graves Gym.
Fourteen teams made up the
league this fall.
The undefeated TMS (11-0)
holds first place in the league,
but is shadowed by Mix Plate (91). Arsenal rounds off the top
three with a record of 8-2.
The tournament is scheduled
to begin some time after
Thanksgiving break.
"I like intramural soccer- it's
nice to have the opportunity to
play sports and stay in shape
without the serious commitment
of intercollegiate sports," junior
Forrest Ewens of Commotion
said. "But I also think that there
are some people who take it too
seriously, which takes the fun
part out of it."
Intramur3I basketball consists

of 12 teams this fall, with "New
Era" (10-1) leading and "Class
Act" (8-1) holding second. Also,
the third-place "Nelsbcrgs" (7-4)
look to be a competi1ive team in
post-season play. Due to a lack of
student sign-ups, there was no
women's league for basketball this
semester.
The basketball tournament is
scheduled to begin Dec. 3.
Finally, 11 volleyball teams
competed this semester, with
first-place Rocket Sauce (I 0-0)
and the second-place Defending
Champs (9-1) facing off in the
championship match sometime
after Thanksgiving break.
"Trying to get all the games
organized on time and making
sure that the schedules get finished before the breaks makes
things tough," Smart said.

-Chris Collm~ contributed
to tlus report.

Senior Todd Goselin of "Nate's Team" reaches for the ball in an intramural soc·
cer game last Sunday night. Intramural soccer regularly attracts late'nlght fans to
Graves Gym. Jeering and shouting are common expressions of team spirit.
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Want excitement?

6PO~b..·6

COfFIT JJOU6b.

- Award-winning student newspaper
- You'll acquire campus-wide fame
- Grab a fat one (earn one credit)
- Looks great on your resume

ME CURY
CAFE

Coffee. rrusic. desserts. and fill. meru

706 N. MONROb..

Call x3248
(OK to leave a message)

~29-9222
Sports Teams - Clubs - Student Groups

l.1otrs·
Iv\onday - Thr5day: llam - la-n

Friday: llam - 2an
6ah.rday: 6pm - Zan
6unday. 6pm - Ian

Write sports for The Whitworthian ".

The non-alcohol.ic alternative

Earn $1,000-$2,000 this semester with the easy
Campusfundraiser.com three hour lundraising event. Our
programs make fundralslng easy with no risks.
Fundralsing dates are filling qUIckly, so get With the programl
Contact Campusrundralser.com al (888} 923·3238, or visit
www.campus(uodralser.com
\
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- Tbreej'ftlr slarln' al qlltJIitrVack
2001 NWC OffiJlJil'f Plqyer qf tl)(
)e(/r. "FlIlI 10 coad) (/Ild led Pirates 10 semllasl/Jill/lite wIl/e·jiom·behmd II'I/IS dl/mlg hIS mun: "
.
- John Tully,
-

football coach

ors

scottblglln
(~\lade big p"!ys as a hl'O)'ffll
slarler til I<!CfJl'er. Nez'er complailJer/,
jllJl mille reatfy to pl(!y evet]' dr!)'. "
- John Tully,

Seniors lead Whitworth's foIl sports teallls this seasoll- here's lJJhat coaches had to SC!} about thelll:

football coach

Football

oth e rsen 10 rs:

The Pirates completed their second seven-win season in a row this
year, giving Whitworth a 20-8 record for the last three years. Led by
2001 Northwest Conference Offensive Player of the Year and 2002
First Team AIJ-NWC Player Scott Biglin, the Bucs finished second in
the conference, along with Willamette and PLU, thanks to a 7-3 overall
record and a 4-2 conference finish.
The Bucs finished with 3,523
total yards this 1.eason and
tallied a record 2,155 passing yards.
Though rushing plays
were not predominant
this season, senior running back Billy
Condon accumulated 753
yards this season for a
career total 2,249 yards in
his three years at
Whitworth. Condon now ha!> 29
touchdowns, setting a new
school record.
Free safety Jeff Riddell, who was one of the four players named to
the 2002 Fir~t Team AlI-NWC Team, fiOlshed with 60 tackles and
seven pass breakups, despite missing three games this season due 10 a
thumb injury.
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- Chris Collins

.;-

KCdameron

Jesse Hinrichs - "Great team player, fun to have on our team, his positive attitude made a difference in our
program."
Tim Van Valin ...:::. "Started two years
in the secondary. Very physical player,
good work ethic,"
Matt Beal - "Team player all the
way. Voted Most Inspirational Player
by his teammates."
Darr:ell Quarles - "The fastest
defensive lineman on the team. Great
hitter and a difference-maker on special
teams."
Paul Alejo - "Simply the best
punter in the conference over the past
three years. Paul is a pleasure to have
on the team,"
Walter Young - "Was a solid contributor as an offensive lineman
throughout his career at Whitworth."
Kurt Reese - "If it wasn't for playing behind Scott at quarterback, Kurt
would have been an all-league quarterback for the Pirates,"
-John Tully,
head football coaclr

2002 Firsl TMIlJ all-NIVC Plqyer (free S(ifety)
- 2002 Verizoll Academic All-Dis/riel 8 Team
"Leads f?y example, grMtteafl' plq)'er, i1lS/illclive, a
tmb gifted plq)'er. "
-John Tully,

-

football coach

jeffrlddell
-

volleyball coach

julieweatherred
- FOllrj'ear slarlfl'
- 2002 Second Telll" all-Nl17C P/'I)'rr
H01Jorable 111mtloll frOf!l fbe 1I7est Region Tealll
"Had (/ jdmlolls sfllior seas01J, "
- Steve Rupe,

-

volleyball coach

jillvaughan
- POJlr-:J'ear slOlter (If seller
- 2002 Firs/ Team ail-N1FC P/'I)'er
- Seleeled jor tbe IFest fugioll Team,
"H/(IJ floor gmeral jor Iml jo"r),mrs, 11
- Steve Rupe,

-~
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othersenlors:

f
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Lizzy Bailey - Varsity letter four years, 2000 - 2002 Conference All-Academic
Joanna Graham - Varsity letter one years, 2002 Conference All-Academic
Diana Huey - Varsity letter four years, 2000 - 2002 Conference All-Academic
Tara Milliken - Varsity letter four years, 2000 - 2002 Conference All-Academic
Kelly Roberts - Varsity leiter four year!>, 2000 - 2002 Conference All-Academic
Kristin Satterfield - Varsity letter two years, 2001 - 2002 Conference Ail-Academic
James Fischl - Varsity letter three years
Todd Goselin - Varsity letter four years, 2000 - 2002 Conference All-Academic
Adam Hoesly - Varsity letter two years
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volleyball coach

nicoleweedman
-

2002 Secolld Team all·NIFC Plqyer
- Selectedjor the IF/esl lligiO/l Tea",
"Spmloll!;' olleJear wltb liS, but was Illl impact
plq)'cr /0 fbe leatll."
- Steve Rupe,

"I could comment on each of the 13 seniors individually but I would probably say the same thing for each of
them. They are all, without exception: talented, hard working, committed, sacrificing, competitive and loving
individuals, I am a better person for knowing each of them. They all have individual strengths but too many to
list. The men's and women's cross country programs have improved dramatically over the past four years since
the time these individuals were freshmen. It is due to their hard work and commitment that the men's team has
had their hest finish at the conference and regional levels in the past 15 year and that the women have had the
most successful season in the history of the college, with a second place finish at the Conference Champiom.hips
and a first place finish at the Regional Championship meet that resulted in an invitation to nationals, To single
out each individual would also go against what has made them special - they are truly teammates."
- Toby Schwarz, head cross country coach
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21!~t I!tvball

michelleetter- 2002 Fu'Sl Team AII-NIWC Plq)'cr
'The ud-beaded wonder. Tbe iradillgpolll/
geller III !be co/ljermce Illld one oj the ')Jost
talenled p/'!yers ill Ibe ((IIljerence. "
- Sean Bushey,
soccer coach
~cottkerwlen

-

othersenlors:

2002 First -TfIlIJI AII-NfI7C P!eyer
'The red-headed elllglJ/a. The besl
difelJdcl ill fbe Irll.~l/e bill lJolle:"
- Sean Bushey,

24-3 record, the Pirates fell
.
Jamie Rydbom - "Injured
!Joccer coach
short of claiming the West
) ,
most of the season, but a great
/
leader and a big part of our sucRegional Championship
rawleydoggett
cess this year." when they 101.t to the No 1
Division-III team in the nation,
Annie Buck - "Voted best
- 2002 Ifllm caPltl/IJ, Fh'Sf I'M'" AII-NIFC (7lb
defenSive phlyer by her teamDespite, the loss, the Bucs ralplace); All /{egioll (12Ih); AcademIC All AtllfliralJ
mates."
lied for an amazing season,
- 2001 IMIII rtlpltlill, JecolJd TflllII /1/I-NIf7C (f 31h
dominating the Northwest
Lindsey Wagstaff - "Lindsey
plnce); All Rr;gmll (15Ih); /Jc,ldr'lIl1c /1/1 All/maw
Conference and finishing with
_
was the heart of the team's 1.uc- Toby Schwarz,
Ihe school's be;..! record since
"J";,,"J.1.'..-~\ ces~. She has helped make
e/o,\s COllI/II}' coach
Whitworth volleyball a great pro1981.
Led by two-time NWC Player of the Year Julie
gram."
elizabeth abbey
- Weatherred and two-time NWC Coach of the Year Steve Rupe, the Bucs
Karen Robnett - "Hard work
- 2002 Sccolld Tl'ilIll AI/-NIWC (11 Ih place);
OIl the off-season moved Karen
compiled a spectacular season and drew hundreds of fans to each match.
All Rr;gIO/1 (13Ih),- Aradelllic All Alllflical/,
"It was a great season, more than any of U8 could have asked for," said
from a defensive player to a force
200 J S fCOlld Teall/ AII-NJI7C (6th place);
ill the front row."
senior outside hitter Karen Robnett.
All Regioll (II/h); Aradfllllc All At/micall,
The season included a 17-match winning iltreak in which the Pirates dom- Steve Rupe, head volleyball
- Toby Schwarz,
inatcd the NWC for nearly two months and pulled off five matches forced
coach
crO!Js country coach
inlo game five.
- Chris Colfills
jessicaaustln
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Dalyce Young and Carly Sullivan "Truly excellent and responsible people.
They have set the trend for our continued improvement by their hard work
and dedication to the program,"
Eric Johnson - "Our own Joe Dirt.
Played his best soccer as we finished
the season undefeated in our last five
games."
Zach Walker - "Gene Emmans,
and the rest of us, will miss him and his
cleats-up tackles,"
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-Sean Bushey, head soccer coach
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Cross
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volleyball coach

1

l

TWO-fllllC NII7C P/'!yer oj tbe ) far
- Two-lIme [F'esl Region TftlJII
- 200 1 l~rjt TealJl AII-AlJltriCtI1l
'Teml/ caplaill a1Jd leadfl."
- Steve Rupe,

.-,

Soccer

The men's soccer team flllished third in the Northwest Conference
with a 12-7- J overall record and an 8-5-1 conference finish. The
women took fourth in the conference after struggling cady in the season. The Pirates finished 5-8-1 in conference play and 6-11-1 overall.
The men's team was hampered by serious injuries throughout the
year, but ncvertheless won four of their last five games and tied for
fifth, Led by seniors Scott Kerwien and Rawley Doggett, the Pirates
were ranked 16th in the nation early in the season, but struggled midway before their strong finish.
The women's team struggled to find their footing carly in the season, but displayed their potential in a 1-1 tie against top-ranked
Willamette in one of their final malchups,

-

Chris Collills

-

Varsity lellrrjollr)'Cars
- 2002 c([plain
- Toby Schwarz,
ClOSS

cOllI/try coach

jonhouk
-

- Vl/rSl!)' feller jollr)'MIS
2002 Second TMf!I AII-Nll7C (14th plnce);
- 2001,2002 caplaill
- Toby Schwarz,
cross COUll try coach

benroblnson
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REWARDING COMMITMENT
Students should push
beyond academia.

InlOnS
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our obligatory tithe, we believe we are free
to enjoy our blessings. The rest of the spoils
are ours.
However, according to the Bible, these
blessings are not for
personal indulgence but
a heavy reminder of our
responsibility to others.
Forgetting this simple
point has birthed a
Matthew Kaemingk
Chri!>tian culture that
Guest writer
screams excess. One
blaring example of our
personal indulgence in
"Ihave three things to say today. First,
this very day, thousands of people on
our blessings (that are
this earth will die of starvation.
not our own) is our
Second, most of you will not give a shit.
mere possession of status-building vehicles
And third, most of you are more upset with
the fact that I said, 'shit' Ihan that thousands
like the BMW or the
of people will die today."
gigantic gas-guzzling
With one swift and rather unexpected
SUv. Such a waste of
kick to the head, the Rev. Tony Campolo
money on excessive
rudely awakened affluent Christians during
personal comfort or
a chapel servIce to their grossly misplaced
speed has prompted
many Christians to ask
moral priorities. In our eyes, a "good"
Christian life is one of perpetual personal
the disturbing question,
abstinence rather than action. We have 110
"What would Jesus
dnve?"
responsibility to others - we merely keep
As you can see, the
ourselves pure. We define ourselves as
people who don'l do things. We would
discussion has gone
from vague and comnever sleep around, lie, cheat, steal and
. fortable to specific and piercing. It is at this
most certainly wouldn't swear. Campolo
turns that whole idea of a negative religion
point when discussion becomes all too real
on its head. We are Christians because of
that Christians begin to get uneasy. We
were more than happy to let Jesus be the
what we believe and,what w.e.do, not
be~ause we ilide in a corner 'from the world Lord of our tongues and perhaps our dirty
minds, but please don't invite him into our
of temptations.
One example of this gospel of "thou shalt
wallet.
The always quotable and often embar110ts" is what we do with our money. After

Tassing Rev. Pal Robertson recently took
great exception to such an idea, saying all a
radio show, "I think the concept of linking
Jesus to an allli-SUV campaign borders on
blasphemy, and I regard
it as a joke." But if we
are no! willing to ask
such real life questions,
what difference does
Christianity make?
And so the untouchable kryptonite of all
theological questions is
raised. Would Jesus
drive a $60,000
Mercedes, nothing more
than a status symbol?
For years, I have wrestled with this question
of wealth and with all
of my heroic attempts
of justification. I continually fail and find
myself left with the
answer I never intended
to find: no. No matter
how much we kick and
scream, there can be no
other reply than r 110.'
Before anyone
decides to write an
angry response to this article, let them ask
this l>imple question. If Jesus were here
today, in view of all the suffering in the
wortd"unde,r whftt circumstances would he
choose to ~pend $40,000 on a car for himSee DRIVE ... page 15

Ten COll1mandments
Give students
a section to go create foundation
crazy at games

Ryan Moede
Opimolls editor
onzaga University has
one. My high school
had one. Shoot, most
any prominent school in this
country with any respectable
sports program has one. Why
doesn '( Whitworth?
What I am asking for, and I
think any red-blooded sports
fan will agree with me, is a
school-sponsored student section in the Fieldhouse. We
want, rather, we need, an official section in the stands for
Whitworth students to simply
let loose and support our
sports teams like never
before.
Why has it never happened
before? Because most every

G

altempt to get the crowd standll1g and rowdy is met with
yells from the back to sit
down.
Now, before I go :ll1y further, let me explain that I completely understand that not
everyone attends a volleyball
or basketbal! game with the
intent of painting their face,
standing until they turn the
gym lights out and screaming
until every vocal cord is !>hredded beyond repair. And that's
perfectly fine. In fact, those
folks who want to sit down
and enoy the game support the
teams just as much as the students do. And by creating a
student section, the 'sitters'
will benefit just as much as
those who want to rock out.
Ask any athlete a!ld they will
tell you just how important the
crowd is. It's no wonder that
when a crowd is loud and
going crazy that it will be the
sixth man. Not only does a
decibel-crushing crowd get the
home team psyched up, it can
psych out the other team. If I
See SECTION .. page 15

Emily Brandler
Sla[fwnlcr
federal judge recently
issued a state Supreme
Court justice, known as
the "Tell Commandments
judge," a commandment of his
own: "Thou shall not" keep thy
monument.
In a case that embodies the
ongoing battle between church
and state, the Alabama Supreme
Court justice has been ordered to
remove the monument fcaturing
the Ten Commandments he
placed at the state courthouse
last year.
Thus, the Ten Commandments
have no place Oil the walls of
American schools, in American
courtrooms and now, the
Alabama state judiciary building.
While the judge, Chief Justice
Roy Moore, did employ unethical tactics in his crusade for
inserting religion back into the
public square, and while the

A

First Amendment does prohibit
the government from respecting
a certain establishment of religion, the presence of a widely
recognized moral standard in an
environment where moral standards are used to judge those
who violate them is not only
acceptable, but bencficial.
The monument in question is
a 2.5-ton granite structure,
referred to as "Roy's rock" that
features two tablets bearing the
Ten Commandments on top,
with quotes from historical figures, such as Thomas Jefferson,
and historical documents, such
as the Declaration of Independence, etched around the bottom.
JustIce Moore said he
installed the monument to show
the moral foundations of
American law. This position also
is held by the U.S. Supreme
Court's Chief Justice William
Rehnquist, who claims monuments bearing the Ten
Commandments, such as the one
outside the nation's own
Supreme Court building, merely
reflect the Commandment's role
in the development of the
Western legal tradition.
However, rather than consult-

See TEN .. page 14
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DARPA pries too close to home
Amy Robinson
Staff writer
laims of government manipulation
and conspiracy are as old as the
establishment of government
itself. Usually they are dIsmissed by our
society's faith in the government, but
sometimes, the government puts too
much faith in our goodwill.
Recent developments in the federal
government reflect the fears conspiracy
theorists have been expressing for ages.
On Nov. 9, The New York Times published an article casting ilght on Total
Information Awareness, which is a new
project by the Defense Advance
Research Projects Agency (DARPA), a
military agency that works in research
and development.
A!> part of Bush's Homeland Security
legislation, which attempts to prevent

C

future terrorist attacks, DARPA is financdroughts in specific communities were
orchestrated by the government because
ing grants to those who would create a
national database of personal informaof their refusal to fluoridate, leading to
tion. In this database would be every
devastation of those who slood up againsl
credit card transaction, copies of e-mail
tyranny.
correspondence, annotations on travel
These claims of governmental manipulation exemplify a category of popular
patterns and copies of health records. By
myth known as constoring and combining
spiracy theories.
all this information,
they would look for
Within this category of
suspicious patterns that
urban legends, small
II Each citizcn would have
groups such as Jews,
predict terronst action
all electronic dossier
Masons or extraterresand behavior. Each citizen would have an
documcnting all of their trials are secretly conelectronic dossier docutrolling the events of
actions ... "
the world, as an omnismenting all of our
actions and transaccient, omnipotent
tions, making known
force. They have been
'our most private
popularized by movies
doings.
like Oliver Stone's JFK, which talk!>
Many decades ago, when cities first
about possible alternative answers to
who really assassinated President
started putting fluoride in their public
water supplies, there were many who
Kennedy. While most of their theories
claimed that fluoridation was a manner of are a blending of fantasy and reality,
destroying the populace - it would creDARPA eerily fits the mold of the~e
theories.
ate dependency upon the chemical, and
eventually destroy our natural bone strucMany would question whether or not
ture. What was supposedly a campaign
an agency like this is constitutional.
for national health, was really a conspiraUnfortunately, the right to privacy the
cy on a grand scale to take out the United
majority of the population holdf> as an
States' citizenry. Supposedly, recent
overarching banner of protection for

their private lives does not exis!.
Some see within the First Amendment
rights an inherent endorsement of the
right to choose how one lives and not be
prosecuted for it as long as it does not
infringe upon others' rights. However,
this right to privacy does not actually
exis!. No legislation can keep the federal
government, or any of its departments,
including intelligence or the military,
from documenting our entire lives as an
attempt to prevent crime and terror.
And so, this possible program is part
of a scary vision of the future for the
United States. ft shows the possible
depths of surveillance and mistrust of
the people that can and may become part
of our very system. Total Information
Awareness could easily be misused and
become a tool of tyranny.
Should we stop drinking tap water
because of fluoridation fears? No Is
the Masonic Order secretly deciding who
will be elected in 2004? No. However,
I do see the danger in putting too much
information in one place. I, along with
the majority of the U.S. population, am
not a terrorist, and 1 oppose any in-depth
surveillance and profiling that treats me
and each of my fellow citizens as a
threat to national security.
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But, what is the point of having laws if there aren't
moral absolutes, or at least values upheld by society as a whole?
Alexis de TocquevilJe, author of Democracy in
Continued from page 13
America, wrote that religion informs the morality,
ing his colleagues before installing the monument, which guides the laws, which secures the people's
Moore, widely known as the "Ten Commandments liberty in a democracy.
Without going into a political dissertation about
judge" for his refusal to remove a homemade
plaque from his courtroom's wllll after being the role of religion in our legal system, I think we
ordered to do so, moved the monument into the can see de TocqueviIle's point on a very practical
courthouse's rotunda during a summer night lifter level.
everyone had gone home.
Judges don't tell criminals, "Yes, you killed
Certain evangelical groups have praised Moore's someone, but I can't really tell you what to do, so
actions. D. James Kennedy, head of the F1oflda- go ahead and do what you thlllk is nght." No, they
based Coral Ridges Ministries, sold videotapes of rely on the moral codes inherent in our laws to keep
the nighttime installlltion for $19 each to raise society in order and punish the individuals who fall
out of line.
money for Moore's defense.
Moore, who considers the Ten Commandments a
II can't hurt to remind people of these morals in
reflection of "the sovereignty of God over the a courthouse selling, whether they're present
lIffairs of men," has made it his goal to in~ert God because they arc enforcing our ethical standards or
bllck into the public forum.
because they have broken them.
Righteous motives aside, installing the monuEven Judge Thompson, who ordered Moore to
the
monument,
said
the
Ten
ment in secret without consulting his colleagues remove
and then selling tapes to rai~e money is ethically Commandments <Ire an important source of
questionable at bes!. Moreover,
American law, and that, "if the
ignoring court directives because
Ten Commandments are true
he considers himself a crusader
commandments, a lot of people
for God is a little presumptuous.
arc not complying."
it .•• I'd igioll i nJonns the
However, those who criticize
I couldn't have said it better
Moore's actions as a violation of
myself. A lot of people are not
morality,
whicltguides
the
their interpretation of separation
complying with the commandlaws, which secures the
between church and state could
ments, or the laws in which those
trace the state's legal tradition
people'S liberty in a
commandments arc manifestcd,
back to its partially religious
and that is why they end up in
democracy. "
roots.
court.
In
addition,
although
Nonetheless, I can understand
Christians do uphold the Ten
how Thompson could be conCommandments as central to
cerned that the monument went
their belief system, those who
beyond mere legal heritage to
fear that by displaying them, the state will favor actual promotion of one religion.
Christianity over other beliefs must consider some
Yet, unless people actually bow down to the
of the universal values, shared by Judaism and monument, or engage in activities best left to a reliIslam to name a few, embodied in the Ten gious house of worship, r don't think the monuCommandments.
ment, which also features quotes from other historYet, despite the country's rcligious background ical figures and documents, must be considered
and the trans-religious nature of the Ten anything but a remmder of religion'S role in our
Commandments, some may still have concerns nation's legal history.
about displaying the Ten Commandments in a
In fact,. whether or not Moore gets to keep his
courthouse setting. To those 1 ask the question: rock, a reminder of how religiolls/moral codes such
"What harm can it really do?"
as the Ten Commandments have been and continue
It's true, the Ten Commandments tell people that to be intrinsically intertwined with American law,
some attitudes and actions really arc wrong and oth- can be a valuable contribution to the ongoing disers arc really right. Yes, this may offend some. cussion about the separation of church and state.
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR - - - - - - -

Volleyball team's success makes '92
Whitworth alum proud

adn
star
mel
we
lioll
WOl

Dear Editor,
. I'm a class of '92 alum who just read of the Lady Pirates'
Illcrcdlble volleyball season that culminated with the championshIp being held at the Fieldhouse before capacity crowds
chanting, "This is our house."
r am beaming with pride for the team, for the student body
and dear old Whitworth in general.
Jordan Cleland
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada

we want to read
your thoughts
Send us your thoughts. Write letters to the Editor.
The viewpoints expressed In the Opinions section do not necessarIly reflect those of The Whltworthlan or Individual staff members.
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Finding balance is difficult
Andy Garretson
Staff IVII tel'
"lance i~ extremely hard
to attain in life, especially in relation to the two
biggest issues commented on by
students: time and money.
Balancing l\ sch,edule and one's
commitments arc hard, as well.
Time and money are the two
most overused excuses on campus. Not only are they overused,
I would even be bold enough to

B

say that they arc misused as a
reflexive response to any request
that seems to require more than
4.8 seconds to respond.
Sure, it's great to focus on
~tudies, but not when it gets in
the way of a person's growth
spiritually <lnd socially.
A few Whitworth students
will e<lrn the President's Cup,
but there arc yearf> when no one
docs, and those arc the years
that I respect the graduating
class the most, as a whole.
Both time and money <Ire
words related to overcommitment. Overcommitment is a fairly broad generalization, so to
specify for clarity, I'll discuss
first the common phrase of "I
don't have any time," then the
dangers of being overcommitted
and the many benefits.
Time, as well as money,

relate to ovcrcommitment. I try
not to usc them whenever possible, but occasionally I hear
these same overused words
echoing in a familiar tone.
Being overcommitted can be
a serious problem. At
Whitworth especially, students
can get so involved in community activities that they neglect
their studies ami their relationships. It often starts out freshman year with students getting
involved in a couple of things
that they are mo~t passionate
abou!.
Associate Professor of
Communication Studies Ron
Pyle spoke in Arend a couple
years ago about how he and his
wife both have to limit their
commitments to maintain their
healthy relationship. This is an
important thing to conSider

hyper-scheduling; many may be
equating busyness with Sllccess.
This is not true. Being busy is
not the same as being successful.
Overcomitting can limit
effectiveness and has the capability of taxing a person's body,
mind and spirit to the point of
complete exhaustion. Is that
succes!>? Feeling good at the
end of the day and ieeling as if
something has been accomplished is good, but not for an
extended period of time. Over
time, being too busy just leads
to burnout.
Our years in college arc
frighteningly short. It's important to be ambitious and experience as much of it as we Clm.
But don't sacrifice enjoying life
for the sake of filling your day
planner.

arc simply the spoils of a life
wclllived - there is no moral
responsibility attached \0
them.
Continued from page 13
One might respond with:
"God gave me this money
self?
because he loves me, is
Now, there arc a number of
pleased with my work and
possible objections that I can
wants me to be happy and
feel rising III readers' 111 inds
comfortable.
and regretWhat is so
fully, I only
wrong with
have space
enjoying the
to address
II Our money, possessions
blessings he
the most
and accomplishments lwve has given
common
replies and
hecome our own reward me?" What's
wrong is that
mu~t leave
for our own wor1~s. We
we have lost
any asinine
the idea that
equate our wealth with
ideas, such
our blessings
as "God
spiritual
success."
have a
doesn't care
weight to
about my
them, an
money," for
imperative
a writer
responsibility, or better put "to
more accomplished and sensimuch is given, much is expecttive than myself. After all,
ed."
Christ wrote more about
The phrase "justified by
money than marriage, heaven,
faith alone" has been translathell, swearing or homosexualed into the idea thai works
ity for that matter.
have nOlhing to do with salMost, I assume, arc in comvation. But they have everyplete agreement with the statement that Christian~ have a
thing to do with salvation.
responsibilily to help the poor
Without w0fks, there can be
and be active with their faith.
no faith. In olle of his la~1
But what ~eeps you from a
public sermons, JCSt'"
complete agreement centers
relllind~ people how they will
around a misunderstanding of
be separated on the Day of
the terms 'blessings' alld
Judgment. It is with one sim'works.'
ple question: When I was
The word 'blessing' has
hungry, did you give me
something to cat; when I was
become synonymous with the
term 'reward.' Our money,
thirsty, did you give me
possessions and accomplishsomething to drink; and when
ments have become our own
I was a stranger, did you
reward for our own worh. We invite me in?
equate our wealth with spiritllThere goes that r;ldical Jesus
al success. The things we have getting all specific again.

DRIVE:

SECTION:
Continued from page 13

went to another school, I wouldn't want to have to play in the
FICldhouse when Whitworth students are pumped. I've been
down JJ1 the front rows for a volleyball game when Sport~
Coordinator and junior Kevin
Eddy and junior Ben Couch were
raisJJ1g all kinds of ruckus - it's
a beautiful thing.
The volleyball team had an
arnazmg season and basketball
looks to do just as well. The
Fieldhouse gets more,packed with ,'every game, so I say we honor that
pnde by granting students our own
section to build on the momentum.
Students want to get crazy.
Not all the parents do although, it's pretty sweet to see
the old man hollerin' with the
best of them. And therein lIes
our dilemma, dear reader. The
most recent connict came during
regionals for volleyball. With the
women Oil the verge of advancing to the next round, the students slood, for nearly the entire
game. That is, until several trom
the back row voiced then, shall
we say, displeasure, with the students standing and cheering for
the volleyball team.
Athletic
Director
Scott
McQuilkin handled the situntion
admirably, trying to keep both the
standing ~tudents and our aforementioned 'sitlers' happy. But, if
we had an officiai student section, thiS whole conflict never
would have happened.
The potentinl for this section is
unlimited. We're talking about a

when thinking about relationships. How much time arc YOli
willing to commit to ,mother
person? How much will you
commit in other ways? Do your
current commitments get in the
way of you having a meaningful
relationship with someone?
There are Illany benefits to
being extremely busy and committed to ~tudcnt activities and
organizations. One is that you
meet many new people every
single day. No matter what,
there is almost always someone
new to meet.
Vice President of Student
Life Kathy Storm wrote,
"there's evidence that many
people come into college having already lived ambitious and
heavily scheduled lives."
Ambition is an important
a~pect within the issue of

Let us have our student section and go crazy,

moment in school history in
which student~ have the opportunity to begin a new tradition nt
Whitworth.
And the section wouldn't be
complete without a name.
ASWC could hold a contest for
~tudents to name the gloried row~
of bleachers designated for wild
Whitworthians
And the prize for naming the
section? Front row scats in the

too

bmnd new student section for the
inaugural game.
The question 'stands,' can
those who would rather sit and
watch a game coexist in harmony
with those who wallt to get up on
their feet and make some noise?
I ~ay they can. But 11 can only
come with the birth of a section
JUS! for the proud Whitworthians
who wish to mnke their presence
known.

Winners

&d losers
Sunday Sundaes
Cigars from Hawaii
Arizona Wildcats

Friday After Next

Thanksgiving break
Cars under $10,000
Deep-fried ice cream

r e Whltworthian Will return after
Jan Term -

just in time for basket-

ball season. And with that will come fans going

Michael Jackson's parenting

crazy in the Fieldhouse. Should the school set up

Blockbuster late fees

an official student section in the gym, just for stu-

Cars more than
$10,000

dents who want to stand and get rowdy? Let us
know by visiting us online and voting at:

.... WSU Cougars
www.whitworth.edu/whitworthian
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inovie t and we'll raise our kids
on it. The frame for the X~ray of
, Freshman Mike Lathrop clubs' the. Grinch's /teart actually
hard, That's aU there, is to it. All ' breaks due to the burgeoning
18 of us who were at the dance volume of his newfound
Christmas spirit, a feature that
Friday know it.
" You know what I love? Is how ,Jim Carey'syersion sadly lacks.
it's 8 a.m. on' Saturday: and Oh, I should make an ex post
there's n6 food to be had on facto qualification. You should
campus. The Cougs just coughed obv,iousJy walch the cartoon one
up "an i~dustriaJ-strength hair- for the aforementioned reason
'ball, effectively eliminating alone.'
,
themselves from thc list of teams
A Christmas Story has to be in
that, are
actually, good. anybody's top-five list for
Mea:nwhilet :I'm 'starving bul Chrislmas flicks. Even if J didn't
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refining our categories
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r.n~q t:i~r bfe,h~d el)ough, !U!y-',' In ,on 'stagc~ So,to found Qut the
way,:Ma'n, .I should call Ihis the" Christriuls': moyie' collection'
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':, OK;~.cr~ged,obyJOu&ly tsthe . Jesus ,ChrISt: Superstar. "When'
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.,P,~lef.Venkman (I:m pretty upset , '~ey iol1q;; ~em~mber the coat
v.:lth:mys~If th,a!, I slarted to .call: ,driv.c" ,~ 'g9ing:' ~m~" "after,
h!f1:I Ray., but 11 s'pre,tty ObVIOUS, ,ThaoIq;giying hreak_'Bring some
why)' in it; nnd, thc chick f;o,m,' gcar you ~on't use anymore back
Ratders .of !he Losi Ark. It s a, " froln the closet at home so, more
grciltScfl?Oge take-off, but with people in Spokane can have a
Bobc~t Goldlhwail ane! a .. sack-' warmer' winter.
'
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lapping ghost of Christmas pres-" •
ent., Inherently watchablc. I get, . 'The U~ly Stick, l.>ystt!IJ Imltr
'angry at how gOod this movie is, Bill C()1lrh, is q stfldelll's Pl'fspMiw.
:" Obvio~s'y, Dr.. Seuss' How Its (01111111 dolS liD! ne.-esSt1Ti/y .reflf"
the Grinch Stole Christmas is a "he oj,jlfir)fl of The 11'l"hillvoI1hiall.
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Richard V. "Doc" Evans
Professor of Music
When people think of a college
music teacher like me, they probably think I only like classical
musIc. Wrong! I was a teenager
when rock and roll came on the
scene and I also lIke early jazz,
blue grass and Appalachian folk
mUSIC, the forerunner of country
musIc. I may think thaI students
do not like classical mllSlC,
However, when we move from
the category 10 a partIcular,
encountering an indiVIdual piece
of music that we like (even if it's
classicill, sllch as the Williilm Tell
Overture the Lone Ranger
Theme - comes to mind) Clnd if
we arc honest, we will admit [hilt
our former prejudices and biClS
stemming from an overarching
concept have to break down. It
isn't that we "know what we
like." Rather, it is that "we lIke
what we know."
In the process of educatIon, we
usc categories, genemlizalions
and constructs to organize concepts and idea~ so that they may
be communicated more easily.
We lise concepts in the arts.
Terms like claSSIcal, contempo-

rary, popular and folk are used to
c1as~ify what we see or listen to.
In pohtic~, we usc terms like
communism, socialism, fascism,
repUblican and democratic to discuss the organIzation of governments. We all know that there arc
more parhculars to these words,
so we refine our genefClIizations
and .:ategones into smaller units
for better understanding. One
might even say that education is
the continual refinement of concepts and Ideas that started out
being one-dimensional in our
thinking. That is why we call it a
liberal arts education - the liberating arts that free us from ignomnce and bias.
It is especIally important that
we continually refine our thinking whcn wc use categories and
generalization~ in talking about
human beings. It is really easy to
hClve unfJallering thoughts about
people whcn wc group them
together into a category. Lately
we have heard words like
Mu~lims, Jews, homosexual and
Arabs In general. It is easy to
think of them 11S one-dimensional, perhaps our enemies or perhaps much too differcnt for our
liking. However, when we begin
to refine our understanding, it
just may be that our thoughts and
attitudes will have to change.
About 20 years ago, a
Whitworth alum was thc first
homosexual to "come out" to my
wife and myself. Up to that time,
It was easy to think less-thancharitClble thoughts about "thn~e

',.

gays." But when "John Doe," a
worker in our church's children's
program, carne out, our altitudes
had to change. Her~ was a very
devout pcrson who wanted to
serve the church and eventually
wcnl to scminary. His sexual
identity had nothing to do with
what we thought of him before
his identity became known. Why
should il change things now?
You see, we liked him because
we knew him.
Throughout history many reprehensible Clct ions have bcen
taken against people who were
in the wrong category, e~pecial
Iy during the time of international conflict. Sometimes it hClS
been religious. Sometimes it is
ethnic. It is always wrong.
Jesus givcs us a wonderful
model. lie talked to women,
particularly
a
Samaritan
woman. In his lime, it was culturally forbidden to do thaI. He
told us the story of the Good
Samaritan. Perhaps today it
would be the Good Iraqi.
In this time of terrorism and
fear, it is VItally important that
Christians exercise grcat caution
in defining their enemies. Even if
a per~on is definitely an enemy,
we can always follow LlIlcoln's
advice: "If you want to destroy
your enemy, make them your
friend." messed arc the peacemakers!
:;'
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Jan Term jet setters

Pirate hoopsters falter

Trips expose new cultures;
students learn where hIstory was made.
.."Scene, pages 8-9

Men's team loses 56-66 to Willamette;
two games left until playoffs.

.." Sports, page 10
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Tuition increases again
Megan Haley
Staff writer
Two words college students dread are 'tuition' and
'increase,' and they are even worse when they appear side
by side. The increase in the cost of tuition for next year is
6.8 percent, which is more than double the increase last
year.
"It's gone up every year," junior Mike Anderson said.
"I'm starting to get used to it."
Next year, a full-time undergraduate student living in a
double room on campus with a meal plan will exceed

$26,000.

The tUition increase is due primarily to an increase in
salary expenses, Vice President for Academic Affairs Tom
Johnson said. Whitworth employs 325 to 340 full-tIme
employees, and additional full-time faculty will be hired
in the fall to enhance the students' experience at
Whitworth, Johnson said.
Unlike last year, the tuition increase will not bring
about an increase in the academic scholarships awarded
by the college. The scholarships are adjusted periodically, and an increase in tuition does not bring an automatic
increase in scholarship money, Olson said.
"Usually the grants and scholarships stay the same for
students," Olson said.
However, the amount of money a student can borrow on

Pitts stops at
Whitworth

a Stafford loan increases as a student continues with their
education, and this money can help students finance their
education.
Tuition is not increased with the thought of increased
loan money in mind, Olson said. Yet, if more money is
needed, taking more money out on loan is an option, she
said.
Another possibility when looking for additional money
is the Financial Aid Web site. Students are encouraged to
go online to look up scholarships and grants, she said.
"When we get information about scholarships, we put it
See

AGAIN ... page 4

o beautiful, for spacious skies

Pulitzer Prize finalist discusses
ethics, culture in communication
Sarah L. Lamb
Slaffwriter
Nationally syndicated columnist Leonard Pitts Jr. shared his
trademark commentary on socialjustice issues, "Choosing SIdes,"
with the Whitworth community
last night.
Pitts, a 1992 Pulitzer PrIze finalist, regularly writes about pop culture, families, race and terrorism in
his twice-weekly upinion column
in The Miami Herald.
His work has also appeared in
magazines, including Musrcilill,
Spill, TV GlIlde, Reader's DlgeM
and Parelltlllg.
Esther Louie, assistant dean for
Programming and Diversity,
expected the auditorium to be
packed.
"There's gOlllg to be a lot of
interest," she said. "I get a few
calls every day."
Louis said community members and The Spokesman-Review
have called her to make sure that
they could attend the lecture.
"His message may be something that we don't encounter on
a regular basis," LouIe said.
Several professors required or
offered extra credit for their
clas~es to attend the lecture.
Sophomore Brian Laird, who
was required to attend the lecture
for his publiC speaking class, said
he had "been antiCIpating a
demonslratlon of good speaking."
Before the public lecture, Pills
visited wilh students and faculty
from the Commulllcations and
Politics and History deparlments.
His visit to Whitworth meludes
lectures ill several communicahons and ethics classes.
In addition to writing for the
print media, Pitts wrote the 1988

.,
1

inside:

~News

radio documentary about the history of black America, "Who We
Are."
Pitts has also written a book,
Becoming Dad. Black Men ami
the Journey to Fatherhood, available in the Whitworth Bookstore
during his vi!>it.
He has received awards for his
writing from the NaiIonal Society
of Newspaper Columnists, the
American Society of Newspaper
Editors and Ihe American
Association of Sunday and
Feature Editors.
"In a real sense, he is a modern-day Jeremiah, calling us to
examme our actions in light of
our deepest values and aspira!Jons," Professor of Politic!> and
History Arlin Migliazzo SaId in a
Whitworth press release. "He
challenges us to be more than we
are even as he exposes our selfinterested behavior and shortsighted decision making. His
message touches us all."

-Allllee Goodwill contributed
to this report.

Students react
to possibility of war,
page 2

~Publication

The flag outside
Cowles Memorial
Auditorium hangs
at half-mast In
remembrance of
the Feb 1
Columbia space
sh uttle tragedy.
SIX astronauts
died as the shuttle burned III the
sky 16 minutes
before Its scheduled landing at
Cape Canaveral In
Flonda. One of
the astronauts
aboard was
Michael Anderson,
of Spokane.

New regulations speed up
campus Internet service
Brie Van Rossum
Staff WI tier
The decreased student population on campus during Jan Term
did nol alleviale the inconveniences of the problem-prone Internet.
During Jan Term break, the
school upgraded the system and
also cleaned the network by
clearing the deleted items folders.
During the operalion, the

~Scene Theatre closs
looks in the mirror,
page 6

Whilworth home page and
Inlernel were inaccessable.
On Feb. 2, an Internet virus
was detected nationwide which
did not affect the WhItworth network, but prevented students and
staff from getting to any other
Web site, Network Manager
Walter Seidel said.
"It look the entire weekend to
fix, and then on the seventh [of
February] the ISP got hit with it

~Sports

Bucs swim to
victory at Conference,
page 70

of Whitworth College, 300 W. Hawthorne Rd. Spokane, WA 99251

again," Seidel s3ld.
During Jan Term, students in
the KeDla building of The VIllage
could not even connect to the
Internet.
Technical
Service
Manager Terry Norton discovered a problem with the equipment In the bUIlding, not a problem wilh the aclual connection.

See SERVICE .. page 3

~ Opinions

Riding the
rails across the USA,
page 13

"'Comments: editor@whitworth.edu
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Whitworth' Speaks Out
With the imminent threat of war, President Bush has been both praised and criticized for
his actions in this conflict. What does the Whitworth campus think about the current situation with Iraq?

U[

"1 think it's a Uttle too soon to'
o to 'war." , " ", .
, "
, ~ Chris Mo~ sophomore

"I don't reaily agree'with war. I
don't think it's a gOQd sOlution, .
but they obviously don't think.
there is much else to do."
... Heather Jutila, junior

think that President Bush is

making Wise choices.'"

,. DiaDa Draper, freshman

<'

"I thin,k o'ur int~iv~ntion, is. wro~g :'
because it seems more of It consumer issue with oil.: Bush'Sc;eIDS
he wants ,to start jl war for the
economy.~
,'
,
.. Jonlim'Petersoll, sophomore

thegrapevine ~
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Earn Cash Today
And Help Save Lives!
Donate your life-saving
blood plasma & receive

$25 TODAY
(for approx. 2 houlli)
Call or stop by:

ZLB Plasma Services
Formerly Nabi Biomedical Center

9621 E. Sprague
926-1881
rcc~

and donation time may vary,

www.ilb.com
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Things to ponder ...
... Convocation lackdown security: Whitworth College goes into
"Code Orange,"
.. Who decided the HUB urmals should communicate with their users
through random shnll noises? STOP BEEPING AT MATI COLE!
... The Life: Coming soon to Hobjob. Call MTV, Harry, WhItworth
is getting its own Real World,
.. Enforcing the excessive celebrdtion pendlty to mclude crowd nudity, e.g. the crazy Speedo guy at basketball games.
.. What's the dIfference between garbage and Whitworth women?
The garbage gets taken out once a wee!.,
... Government urges D.C residents to use duct tdpe and plastic wrap
to make homes bio-terror proof. A $38 bIllion budget and that's all they
can come up with?
,. ConvocatIOn, A time for professors to reinact that childhood game
called dress-up.

"The Grapevine" is a weekly column ill The Whitworth ian featuring bits of campus comedy, unusual stories and light humor. To
contribute your story or to answer the question of the week, call
ext. 3248 or e-mail editor@wltitworth.edu.
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Requisition #23 passed $300 to help pay for Hulkamamacs' trip
to Colorado and Arizona.

...

Natsihi - Dorm photos probably Feb. 24-28.

..

Basketball facililIes - People can call security to get in,

..

Theme dorm proposed - The Life, a Christ ian community in
Hobjob. Applications available m Student Life,

Februll)' 5 weeUPg
... Requisition #22 passed - Newspaper readership program budget
$1,500 for The Spokesman-Review, USA Today and The New
York Times.
..

Senior Coffeehouse - April 25

..

Spring Formal - May 3, locahon TBD

...News
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President backs off
campus with surgery

newsbriefs
Community dorm idea proposed
The Life, a Christian community in a Village dorm, will start
next fall. Spearheaded by Harry Neff, current resident director in
Stewart and T~e Village, The Life offers an opportunity for 19 slude?~s to expene~ce a communal life in which they will be stretched
spmtually, relatJOnally and intellectually. Commitments include
weekly group dinners, volunteer work at Westminster Presbyterian
Church and a one-credit class.
"T~e long-ter~ value is for!'ling ideas as to how important it is
to build commumty, and learnIng how much intentionality it takes
10 build it," Neff said. "Another benefit is the self-discovery thaI
comes when you are challenged by living in a community because
you are faced with your own strengths and weaknesses."
An informational meeting will be held at 9:45 p.m. tomorrow in
the H~xson Union Building conference rooms. Applications for
The Life are due March 1 in Student Life.

Anthony Rodin
Staffwriler
President Bill Robinson had a successful back
surgery last Thursday.
The operation was Robinson's second in three
months, as an earlier surgery in December failed to
alleviate his pain. The pain was being caused by a
herniated disc lodged against the sciatic nerve in the
spine, resulling in lower back and leg pain.
. R?binso~ was n~t worried about the surgery, saymg II was like "gOIng to Ihe dentist."
His history of back pain started 20 years ago, when
a lifelime of intensive sports such as racquetball, basketball and tennis caught up with him. Five years ago
he was diagnosed with degenerative disc disease.
Since then, he has had problems with his back.
However, he believes this surgery will help him
stay active for years to come.
"I'm hoping this surgery will make me a beller
~~hlete," he said, adding that he hoped it would
Improve the accuracy of my jUllJP shot and make me
smarter. I have a lot of hope in this surgery."
The surgery itself is new and less traumatic than
previous procedures. In Robinson's surgery, the
doctor removed the herniated disk from the nerve.
There is more culling and sewing and it also
employs television monitors for the doctors to see

Theme house applications ready
Applications for next year's theme houses are now available at
the S~ud~nt Life desk and must b~ turned in by 5 p.m. March 5.
ApphcatIons for next year are available at the Student Life desk.
Nicole Boymook, assistant director of Student Life said 13 houses will be available.
'
"The theme house program offers students a great oplion for a
number of reasons," Boymook said. "Students can still be involved
with campus 'yet not live in a residence hall. They are nice houses
that the PhYSical Plant does a wonderful job of caring for."
She said all of the houses are close to campus. Upperclassmen
are preferred.
-

SERVICE:

Leadership positions available
The campus Leadership Fair will be held in the HUB next
Wednesday from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. and pick up an application for
the 2003-04 leadership positions. Current student leaders will be
available at the fair to answer questions about the leadership positions. Cultural Diversity Advocate (CDAs), ASWC, HUB/Info
Desk Manager, Medic, Resident Assistant (RA), Small Group
Leader and Summer Conference Assistant positions will be represented at the fair.

Continued from page 1
"I am just dissatisfied because
we are paying for full Internet
service, and on any given week
we will only have it for maybe
six days," freshman Carissa
Greenberg said.
Downloading from the Internet
hlis also presented problems lately. The network was saturated
with the downloads of music
Feb. 9-10. This has been a reccurring problem in the past
because it slows down the network for other students. The reason the school limits the bandwidth is because the student population needs to access downloads for research purposes, and
downloads of music calise the
process to take longer.
"We didn't catch it until
Monday Iwening and then updated our software Tuesday morning," Seidel said.
The
program,
called
Bearshare, was said to look like
a Web page so they did not put a

Senior selected as finalist
Senior Kel~ey Rice is one of five students chosen from colleges
across the naUon for the Jackson-Davies Scholarship, which offers
two years of gradu.a!e work at <;ambridge University in England.
She should be notified of the fmal scholarship selection in midMarch.
"Academically, the experience would stretch me and make me a
beller analytical thinker, and would further me in my academic
work," Rice said.

- Compiled by Heather Thomsen

with precise detail. The surgery
also is less dangerous and so
non-threatening thai the surgery was more inconvenient
than risky.
"It's not [going to be] too
painful, compared to the current pain in my back,"
Robinson said before the sur.
gery.
RobInson
Dr. Jeff Larson performed
Robinson's surgery Thursday at
Sacred Heart Medical Center.
The surgery was "more extensive than originally
thought," said Sylvia Hedrick, assistant to the
President.
After the surgery, Robinson was said to be feeling "pretty good," Hedrick said. He will spend this
week mostly al home doing desk work, although
both Hedrick and Robinson are hoping he will be
able to come to the office occasionally.
Robinson expects to return to the office next
week wilh a somewhat lighter schedule. As for his
athletics, !t will be six weeks until he can play
sports agaIn.
Robinson was thankful to Dr. Larson, who made
space, because his surgery wasn't "emergency surgery, but he's helping the schedule."

limit on the amount of data that
could pass through it, qe said.
Student, staff and faculty email has also been causing problems. During the Jan Term break
maintenance period, network
managers and specialists at

There are students who
have been here four years
who have never checked
their c,mail. n
It

Walt Seidel,
Nel1J'fJrk manager

Whitworth cleaned out 34 GB of
space by clearing the deleted
items folders.
"Students are not keeping their
e-mail cleaned out. There are slUdents who have been here four
years who have never checked
their e-mail," Seidel said.
Even when the e-mail is deleted, it goes into other folders and

is not erased from the system,
Network Specialist Darin Pebles
said. The deleted e-mail builds up
and still occupies space. To avoid
this, students can press shiftdelete or click on the trash icon on
the Whitworth e-mail page. This
completely erases the e-mail and
leaves the e-mail unrecoverable.
"The staff and faculty have the
same problem," Seidel said. "We
don't want the students to think
it's just them."
.
Blackboard has also frustrated
users recently. The names in the
personal information section
have been changed, which
makes it difficult to impossible
for others to recognize their
name and send them information. An e-mail was sent oul last
week urging students to retain
their
original
name
on
Blackboard.
Other than that, Pebles said
he is satisfied and currently is
busy monitoring the settings
regarding the Internet ai
Whitworth.
"We are going to clean up during each break from now on,
too," Pebles said.

Summer Camp Jobs

Redefine your world!
Peace Corps of~ers you an unparalleled opportunity to
put your education, Skills, and experience to work in one
of 70 countries around the world. Volunteers work in
environmental, education, business, agriculture and
health programs. Learn more at one of these events.

Wednesday, February 19
Information Table
9:00 am - 3:00 pm
Whitworth College, HUB
Infonnation Meeting & Slide Show
5:30 - 7:30 pm
Spokane - Shadle Library
2111 West Wellesley
Spokane
Peace Corps will be interViewing applicants in the
Spokane area on Monday, March 3. Call the toll-free
number below for details or to schedule an interview.

Work With kids ages 6-17 at Camp
Sealth on Vashon Island. Positions
Include counselors, lifeguards,
horseback riding staff, trip leaders,
cooks and morel

•

Interview. at Spokane

,.,-

Falls C. C. March 6

."

To receive an applicallon or sign
up for an Inteview call Spokane Falls C C.
Career Center at 533 3540. Or contacl Seaijh
at 206 463 3174, campstaff@campfire usa org
'"

'

Your blood plasma
Can help save lives.
Earn
$25 TODAY
& Be a Hero!
Your blood plilsma donations
arc urgently nceded by
hemophiliacs, burn victims,
surgcry paticnts & many more!
Call or Slop by:

ZLB Plasma Services
Formerly N'lbi Biomedical Center

104 W. 3 rd Ave.
624-1252

www.peacecorps.gov

Fees and donation time may vary.

(800) 424-8580, Option 1

www.zlh.com
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on the Web so students can get to
it," Olson said.
Both Whitworth Endowed
Scholarships and other outside
scholarships are available on the
Web site. TIle outside scholarships
are harder to search through
because the deadline of each varies,
bul the Financial Aid Office is
working to make the system more
user-friendly, Olson said.
The Whitworth Endowed
Scholarships require only one
application 10 apply for up to 12
scholarships. The student must
sort through a lifot of scholarships
in their major field of study, and
Olson cautions that once Ihe
application has been submitted,
the student cannot change it.
Many Whitworth students
were upset by Ihe increase, such
as freshman Jules Karber.
"I can't even afford 10 buy my
books this semester; how am I
suppose to pay my tuition nexl
year?" Karber said.
Sophomore Kenna KJempel
said summer jobs will only pay for
so much. She will try to get additional scholarships and loans to
pay for school next year, she said.
About 90 percent of th" 001-

Career Week 2003
II

February 17~ 21

10

11

11

II

17 "Finding Jobs in a Tough Market"
Speaker: Jennifer Seyler
Senior HR Manager

Washington Mutual - Seattle

Featuring lye Cutter's Gale and Scarlet Parkway
$1 coffee drinks fromct'Jp"eJ~ ,JJeli.IJ/ttJ

Career Connections Networking Dinner

RSVP: Career Services Office 777-3272

Partnership In Employment
Career Fair 2003

26

21

15

4:30-5:30 PM

HUB Cafe

7 PM-9 PM

Reception &Formal Dinner
Network with 8 Spokane Business Representatives

20

Il

George's Place

18 "The Experience" - Coffeehouse Concert

19

12

George's Place
HUB Catering
Rooms
5:30-7:30PM

~
PA

fC IP

Whitworth joins Gonzaga, EWU, and WSU E~P x ~ ~NT
in exploring career opportunities from over 60 employers.

West Coast
Grand Hotel
3PM-7PM

Hourly shuttle service will be provided from the HUB
For employer information: www.partnershipfair.com

21 The Importance of Experience
Whitworth students share their successful internship experiences.

HUB
Lied Square
11:30AM-l PM

lege's budget comes from student
tuition and room and board,
Johnson said. The largest budget
items for the college are salaries
for faculty and staff, benefits for
the staff and insurance for the
campus and staff, he said.
The
total price of a
Whitworth education includes
both billable and non-billable
Billable costs are
costs.
charged directly to the college,
while non-billable costs include
expenses not directly charged
by the Student Accounts Office,
said Wendy Olson, director of
Financial Aid.
Tuition, fees and room and
board for on-campus students are
billable items. Johnson determines the costs of these items by
researching other comparative
colleges.
"We've established a group of
about 30 comparative schools
across the country that are similar
in size and type," Johnson said.
These schools include Pacific
Lutheran University, Seattle
Pacific University, Whitman
College, Calvin College and
Hope College. A national association collects the data and then
compares Wh)tworth to the other
colleges, Johnson said.
Non-billable items include the
room and board for off-campus
students, books, transportation,
personal expenses and loan fees.
Survey information about the
cost of living in Washington is
used to determine these costs,
Olson said.
"I think this information IS generous to our students because we
live on the eastern side of
Washington where the cost of living is generally less," Olson said.
Parents and students were
informed of the tuition increase
at the beginning of January
through a letter sent by Johnson.
In the letter, Johnson explains the
reasons for the higher costs.
"We are committed to maintam
a low student-to-faculty rallo of
about 16 to one," he said.
With the increase in the number of students, the faculty numbers must also increase to maintain the ratio. Also, when comparing the salary of Whitworth's
full-time tenure faculty to the
average of the 30 other schools,
Whitworth faculty are making
five to seven percent less than the
average, Johnson said.
"It is a fairly aggressive tuition
increase at over six percent, and
we will be very aggressive at
improving salaries," Johnson said.
The salary level has always
been an uphill battle because
Whitworth is historically below
the average, Johnson said.
In addition to salaries, insurance premiums increased this
year. Premiums for property and
liability insurance increased 30
percent, while the premium for
medical benefits increased about
15 percent, Johnson said. All the
campus buildings and staff
require insurance paid for by the
college, Johnson said.
"To keep our quality in line with
other schools, we have to keep the
tuition in line," Johnson said.
However, when comparing the
2002-03 tuition and fees of
Whitworth compared to 13 other
northwest private schools, such
as University of Puget Sound or
Gonzaga University, the cost of
attending Whitworth is the (hird
lowes!. That means 10 other
schools cost thousands of dollars
more per year to attend.
When comparing Whitworth
10 other less expensive college,
Ekerholm said our campus is
more visually attractive.
"I think the increase in tuition
is worth the appearance of our
campus," junior Sarah Ekerholm
said.
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DAREDEVIL DISAPPOINTS
Comic book hero joins crowd of
shameful Marvel adaptations.
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JUnior Laura
Turcott studies In
the sunshme on a
blanket In front of
The Village last
Thursday. Despite
what the calendar
says, winter
weather has been
a nonexistent part
of thiS winter.
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1 0
makes the sun shine
Nicole Bowman
Staff writer
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SPOkane:'~kiJ1!~~'utsile and shivering in the brisk cold, you hurry 10 class and button up
forecast X~u,
qbat. Shoes slosh as you verge off th.c cement walkways onto the
~c qcJJpaths that cut through the grass. The lips of your ears turn red from
.
looks wmtery the cold as the temperature peaks around 32 degrees. It's cold enough to snow.
despite Snow? Where is the snow?
.,
Despite the winter temperatures, the grass is green, the skies arc blue, the sun
spnngllke is shining and you probably forgot Ihat spring does nol even start until March
weather 21. Spokane has been experiencing an unusually dry winler season, affecting
winter snow sports, spring athletics and the average walk to class,
Charles Ross, hydrologist and meteorologist for Spokane National Weather
Service' Forecast Office, atlributes this season's mild weather to EI Nino.
"EI Nino is a pooling of warm water in the equatorial PacifiC," Ross said.
He explained that as slorms come from the South Pacific, air currents heat
up as they pass over EI Nino and bring dry weather to the Northwest:

-'"

"EI Nino is weakening," Ross said. "We should expect more typical weather next winter."
But Ross warns Spokane drivers not to take snow tires off yet.
"We should be getting more precipitation in the mountains in the next few
weeks and possibly in north Spokane.
Skiers and snow boarders can expect to encounter better conditions starling
after Valentine's Day weekend.
Freshman skier Mark McGarry can't wait for the new dump of snow.
"I want it to snow so bad," McGarry said. "I'm from Alaska and f ski in
Valdez, where we have World Ski Championships. I came to Whitworth
because it still had a winter. So far, f haven'l seen it."
Sophomore Kenna Klempel has a completely different attitude.
"I prayed thai this would be the first year that Spokane would not have snow
on the ground," Klempel said. "People told me that Spokane always has snow.
That's all I have to say about that, because God answers prayers!"
Whether praying for the snow to Slay av.'ay, or complaining to ski resorts, gel
ready to say goodbye to "EI Nino" and welcome "La Nieva" (the snow).

New club brings island party to town

"'[b'LI Nullll"hrf..ffhulN

One of many unique features to Banana Joe's are the dualing baby grand
pianos showcased nightly,

stephanie Walker
Siallwriter
Banana Joe's has been publicized on all the major radio stations in
Spokane and advertised in all the papers ... bul the question still
stands: What the heck is it supposed to be?
Banana Joe's has been labeled as everything: a restaurant, bar and
grill, island party, dance club and piano bar, No matter what the label,
Joe's, located al 321 W. Sprague, has caused quite the stir in Spokane.
The new type dance clue wraps fun, food, music, dancing and sports
entertainment into a single building. You must be 21 years of age to enter
and enjoy being packed like sardines. (Actually, iI's not that bad, it just
seems like it when you get stuck between two people flailing their arms
and calling it dancing).
The music, provided nightly by local radio stations, is lOUd and Ihe
atmosphere is fun and carefree. The first thing past the entrance is the bar.

Seating is semi-limited but available for those trying to gel a drink
or watch the many television sports monitors.
The dance floor is located on the cast side of the building, and the
DJ mixes his tunes from inside a boat. Raised dancing plalforms surround the DJ for 1hose who like to show off their moves, Anyone is
free to jump Up and boogie down.
Two raised "islands," located on the main floor, arc decoraled with
palm trees sprouting out of boxes.
The grill and lounge can be found on the wesl side of the building
down a hallway separated from the noise where you can sit and enjoy
a meal, Prices arc a [ittle on the high side but arc said to be worth if.
Parker, a DJ for KZZU FM, defined Banana Joe's as, "definitely a[1
about the party."
If you like to dance, it's a good place to go with an array of mixed
music that pleases the diverse group of people found inside.
Here is what 1 learned from a Saturday night at Banana Joe's:
.. You will wait at least 45 minutes to get into the club. If iI's raining, try not to stand midway under the yellow awnings because you
will get drenched!
.. The cover charge is $5 per person, unless you're willing to pay a
little bit more and you know a slaff member, If this is the case, you can
get in the back door in less then two minutes.
.. Age range represented is between 21 and 45.
.. All types of clothing arc acceptable, but I would suggest shorts, a
tank top and long hair pulled up.
.. Oon'l expect 10 hold a conversation with anyone while you're
there or to leave without ringing cars.
.. A negative aspect: You will find an excessive amount of broken
glass on the dance floor, so watch out!
.. The ventilation system is decent, which keeps the room fairly
smoke-free and there arc a large number of bouncers to make sure
things slay under control.
.. If you like 10 people watch, as I do, this is a great place for it.
. ..You make your visit what you want, you can meet a lot of nice
friendly people and will learn a lot about the Spokane life.
For more informalion, visit their Web site: www.bananajoes.com.

Emeritus
displays art
in I<oehler
Sarah Dilworth
Siall writer
Heritage Week at Whitworth
began with a large turnout for the
reception and lecture of Art
Professor Emeritus Pauline Haas.
Haas' continuous influence
and well-earned respect at
Whitworth and in the community
was confirmed by the overwhelming number orpeople who
came to See the 80-year-old
artisl's latest work.
Every scat in the Science
Auditorium was filled and people were even standing in Ihe
aisles.
Unfortunately, due to the large
crowd, many people were
deterred from entering Ihe building and did nol get a chance to
honor the artist. Of the people
who attended, included were past
students of Haas, even some who
had come from out of slale.
"The Whitworth community
was a very important part of my
life," Haas said.

See ARb page 6
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Who's the fairest of them all?
The original Mirror, Mirror show was developed in

Monica Eschenbacher

Whitworth's
own Mirror,
Mirror takes
a look at
body issues

Staff wIlIel

1997.

"Look at that huge nose, those love handles, that
spare tire, chicken legs, nonexistent chest and that
huge butt."
No doubt everyone looks in the mirror with some
harsh critiques on their body image and no doubt
those thoughts are strictly internalized.
How many people could stand on 5tage and enthusiastically tell a crowded auditorium their least physical favorite attribute? Probably not many could do it
comfortably, much less with a smile and cheerful
voice. But that is exactly how the cast introduced
themselves at Mirror, Mirror, The Body Image Show.
From that point on, the show offers noihing less
than a candid and insightful look at body image and
the internal and external effects of personal body
image.

The first production included interviews, personal
experiences and society's effects on how people judge
them~elves and others, said alumna Brooke Kiener, one
of the original creators of the show and this year's assistant director.
The cast created a production based on improvisalion, stol)' theater, sketches and interpretive movement.
The show received many po~itive responses, which led
to the tour of the show in 1999, with a new cast and
script.
The stol)' line for the show changes each year it is
perfonned, in order to work in the unique input of each
cast member. The show is a vel)' diverse and personal
look at body image, requiring each cast member to
open up and share their own insecurities and perspeclives on body image.
The brief mtroduction in the show program told how
the rise in eating disorders and dieting reaching

younger age groups than ever, down to B-year-old girls,
as well as plastic surgeI)' rates on the rise among males
and females, all contributing to this year's edition.
This year's cast included alumna Nikki Kealalio,
who first performed in the show in 1999 and returned
al director Associate Profesor of Theatre Diana
Trotter's request. Seniors Sydney Baird and Becca
Hannon; juniors Adam Critchlow, Ariane Mondragon
and Nick Preuninger; sophomores Chelsea Globe and
Matt Hecht; and freshman Molly McKeown rounded
out the cast, each bringing thelT personal insight to
their own and societies' thoughts on their body image.
Having both genders represented in the cast helped
lend validity to the knowledge that not only females
struggle with their image.
As Baird, "the world's lankiest woman," said,
"Having guys in the cast made a huge difference. We
assume that only women are bombarded with impos-

ART:
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Are'gou Willing to he Usedhlj Gocl toClumge l.ives lor Christ?
If so, visit us at www.mup.orglluke10.htm
Enter to win our monthly contest
and qualify for the grand prize.
-~,

Email us a,t mupin{o@mup.orgfordetails about the Luke 10 Challenge

Continued from page 5
Haas taught art at Whitworth for 20 years
before she retired in 1986.
Haas' art exhibit, entitled "The Big and
the Small of It" can be seen in Koehler
Gallery in the Fine
Arts
buildIng
through Feb. 28.
The work includes
a variety of mediums of art, including
graphite
sketches,
pastel
landscapes, oil on
canvas landscapes
and small wax art.
H] was really
impressed that she
displayed so much
talent in so many
different
mediums," art minor
and freshman Allison Carr said after viewing Haas"exhibit. '
The wide range in sizes of the art is the
reason behind the exhibit's name. Haas
explains in a letter posted in the gallery that
the art is "expressions of her responses 10

•

See FAIREST... page 7
the death of her husband and recent personal development and growth she has experienced."
The Koehler Gallery is rarely honored
with an artist of Haas' stature. Due to the
limited finances in the Art department,
showcased artists in Koehler must cover all
their own expenses, put up with the limited
space and bat tIe with bad lighting, Assistant
Art Professor Scott
Ko]bo said.
Kolbo, Koehler
Gallery's director,
is frustrated with
the limitations of
the small gallery.
Ideally, he wants to
be able to bring in
more great and
notorious artists
for the benefit of
the students, such
as the bigger un iKa/mana FlikNo/eojWhlflPorlhion
versities are capab]e.
This year, the
presented artists in the Koehler Gallery have
been primarily Spokane ]ocals.
Something to look forward to in the
Koehler Gallery this spring is the Senior Art
Exhibit, in which all the graduating art
majors will participate.
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THOSE WHO WANT TO
WOJ:ZK IN THE MOVIES ...
The National Production Assistant Seminar

April 5 & 6 2003 • The Washington Production Team
www.waproductionteam.com
(206) 546-4376
info@waproductionteam.com
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sible ideals. II was refreshing to realize that is not true, and
to share our feelings and insecurities among both sexes."
She also pointed out the difference in male and female
ways of dealing with these issues.
"Gender boundaries teU women that they need to look a
certain way to get a man, and that gelling a man is an important piece of life," Baird said. "Men arc told that they cannot
share their insecurities, especially not insecurities about
body image -that's sissy ~tuff. And so the sexes divided
themselves on an issue they. both experience and suffer it
alone."
The group rehearsed through Jan Term, and traveled
through Washington and Portland, Ore., to perform the last
week of January. They performed the final show of the tour
on campus at Cowles Memorial Auditorium on Feb. 8. The
performance was followed with a que~tion and answer session with the cast, and then individual dorm discussions.
Each member was cast for what they could bring to the
table with regards to individual body style. They wrote a
personal monologue detailing their intimate stmggles and
Issues with body image and each performance offered an
opportunity for a few different members to present their
monologues.
Performing Ihese monologues to peers, especially on
campus, was a very daunting lask.

.

Brace yourselves for the torture of the comic book
movie frenzy. Just as there was a lorrent of natural
disaster movies right after Twister, here come the stupid follow-ups to the superhero genre.
Things got started with the release of X-Mel!. This
movie was great and did justice to the comic many of
us males grew up watching and reading.
Next it was Spider-Mail, good, but nothing that
would make It great. And here we are at the latest of
the super movies. The 'super' in this super hero movie
means super waste of time, money and brain cells.
Daredevil tak~s the genre to new and unexciting
lows. Some would think the best part was the end, but
I argue against that. The end was the worst part. Yes,
the torture was over, but it was then I realized I had
wasted $5 and an hour and a half of my Saturday
night.
Kevin Smith, an avid comic book fan and the
writer-director of Clerks, Mal/rats' find Dogma, developed the original plotline of the movie.
The theme Smith developed in the comic book
form was an exploration of the idea that Daredevil
was the man without fear. Smith introduced the idea
that a man without fear is a man without faith. The
movie writers took this and changed it to "a man without fear is a man without hope." Something that got
lost in the translation from good story and philosophic idea to pop-culture flop of the century.
Ben Affleck stunk. Jennifer Garner's acting is
worse than some elementary school plays. Neither
was helped by the writers, who came up with incredible lines like, "I'll be a guardian devil." John
Favreau, of Swingers fame, was the only good actor
in the movie, but he only had two good scenes.
The action sequences were flashy and obviously
modeled after T he Matrix. There were lots of fla&hing lights and sounds to try to distract you from noticIng that they were fighting slower than slugs.
Garner, from ABC's Alias, you would think would
have some stage combat techniques, but looks like an
ungraceful third-grader trying to do ballet in a tulu

7

"It is much more difficult to do a show, especially of this lation," Butcher said. "Second, why people feel the necesmagnitude when you know the day after you are going to get sity 10 comment on olhers' appearances."
comments about it in class,"
Mirror, Mirror provoked people to gain Ihe same awareHecht said. Hecht's monologue circled around weight ness as Butcher did, realizing how often commenls or even
issues, with several references to being "the fat guy."
unconscious mental judgment causes damage.
Monologues were
"Mirror, Mirror has
only part of the show,
opened my eyes and
which also consisted
helped me realize Ihe
of humorous sketches
power and weight of
" Bodies arc beautiful because they are all differellt, not
such as a mock beauty
words, both positive
pageant where the
negnlive,"
because they have been forced illto similar, ullnatural and
ladies of the cast were
Kealalio said. "When
body types."
introduced in a depreit comes down to it we
cating manner. Each
are 'all creations of
Chelsea Globe,
one walked the stage
God, made in His
JOphOlllOIe
while the emcee critiimage."
cized every aspect of
The performance
their physical appearfrom beginning 10 end
ance.
begs the audience to
That scene, combmed with several other sketches and look closely both at personal insecurities, and to feel the disacts, provided what many saw as the most effective and comfort of retlecting on the influence our opinions bear to
even uncomfortable aspect of the body image show; the others.
judgments and criticisms that we pass on others both vocal"Now I realize that the standard society sets for us is
ized and in our minds.
impossible to achieve," Glohe Said. "There is no reason why
Sophomore Scali Butcher, who attended the performance, we should all obsess about rcaching an impossible, meanfelt the most impact came through the monologues.
ingress standard. Bodies arc beautiful because they arc all
"I was forced to contemplate two things. I was forced to different, not because they have all been forced into similar,
think about comments I had in the past flippanUy made, not unnatural body types. So along with accepting myself as I
necessarily in a derogatory sense, but merely out of specu- am, I can also more easily accept other people as they arc."

all

Marvel heroes take to screen
Keith Spifzer
Staff writer

thewhltworthlan

that is three
sizes too small.
Actually
her
outfits did look
a little small so thaI could
explain it.
Then there is
the whole part
of Daredevil, a
blind man who
fights with his
cane, which he,
of course, doesn't need when
he dons the red
leather suit. If he
is so good that
he doesn't need
his cane for
/,},.Io (""rl'~' of T ..nti,th C,plNty r'tr.:
walking when Ben Affleck stars as blind superhero
fighting crime, DaredeVil, just one comIc book charwhy does he use acter brought to the big screen.
it just walking
around? Will it
blow his cover of being a dumb lawyer by day and
dork by night?
So, what docs this mean to the superhero films yet
to come? There will soon be a shortage of fertilizer
because all the manure in the world is being packaged
as blockbusters.
There was the preview for Hulk before Daredevil.
It looks like a guy wilh a marker drew on the film to
add the Hulk. Come 10 think of ii, Shrck looked more
realistic than the Hulk, and we even knew it was supposed to be a cartoon.
X-Men 2 looks to be dark and a lot of fighting with
lillie story. Spider-Mali 2 should pick up where the
first one left off, right in the middle of boredom. And
there is talk of another Superman movie hilling the
screen sometime next year. If it follows the trend of
other movies it will drive the nail of kryptonite into
the coffin of good superhero movies.

Take _1jour education
to the next feve{-

graduate Studies
at Pastern
Eastern Washington University offers several
master's degrees, graduate certificates and a
Doctor of Physical Therapy - affordably and
accessibly. Full- and part-time programs are
available both on the main campus in Cheney
and in downtown Spokane.
Recognized nationally as a top-10 public
university in the western region, Eastern offers
graduate students outstanding faculty and
facilities, and access to research, artistic and
service opportunities in the Inland Northwest.
From the health sciences to education, creative
writing to business, Eastern is your university
for professional and ?cademic programs.

For more information, please visit our Web site at
grad.ewu.edu.
Or contact us at (509) 359-6197
gradprograms@mail.ewu.edu

EWU Graduate Studies
206 Showalter Hall
Cheney, WA 99004-1444
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EASTERN
WASH I,"GTON
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Julio Nicholls
Staff writer
Be her guest.
Senior Katie Brenner spent last
year at the Walt Disney World
College Program in Florida, which
delayed her graduation until this year.
She was in Florida from January
2002 until January 2003 and now is
back in classes at Whitworth.
"It wasn't a big deal to put off
school for a year,
hecause I knew I
was going to gradu[ltc," Brenner said.
She also found
that being a part of
the program was
valuable to her professionally.
"You have lots of opportunities to
meet people and network," Brenner
said.
This included meeting many top
executives 111 the corporation. She
met Vice President of Epcot Brad
Rex and other Disney executives.

As part of the program, Brenner
portrayed DIsney celebritIes, ~uch as
Belle, Rafiki, Buzz Light year, Friar
Tuck and others, and got to meet
some celebrities as well.
"I met Tim McGraw and Faith
Hill and took pictures with their
kids," Brenner said.
Brenner and her friends joke that
one day they will be watching
Country Music Television and see
pictures of the country stars' kids
with Belle at Disney
World.
As Belle and other
Disney characters,
Brenner got to sec
firsthand how kids
get swept up in the
magic of Disney
World.
"I had a kid that would not leave
me," Brenner said.
She met a 4-year-old girl named
Annie, who followed her around for
an entire day, hugging and holding
her.
"OK, go sec your mama," she

would say. The girl would run off and
return minutes later.
Brenner met other students from all
over the world in the program. She
also got independent study course
credits from Whitworth for the c1a'ises she took which coupled academic
theory with Disney management
expertise.
She is now a campus representative at Whitworth for lhe program.
For students who arc interested in the
program, there will be four presentations and one character audition in
the Spokane area: Feb. 24 at
Gonzaga, March 4 at Washington
State University, March 6 at Spokane
Community College and March 7 at
Eastern Wa'ihington University. There
will be a character audition at WSU
March 5.
Brenner is interested in continuing
to work with Disney after graduation.
She plans to go to California in
March to audilion for the Disney
Cruise Line and Tokyo Disney.
"I really recommend it to a lot of
people," she said.
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A view of the
Matterhorn peak
during a ski day at
Zermott,
Switzerland.
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Above: Soren Baird
and JUnior Landon
Crecelius lend a helpIng hand to the
Leaning Tower of Pisa
while touring Italy.
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Right: One of many
children who gathered
to meet students on a
mission tnp In
Honduras.
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While ~isiting the Colisseum in Rome, junior Bethany Howell and senior
Stephanie Mason had the chance to meet Roman soldiers.
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Jan term sends students packing
Megan Blank
Staff writer
his past January, students from
Whitworth traveled to a number
of different cities and countries
worldwide. Inside the United
States, groups traveled to Chicago to
work with the Chicago Urban Life
Center, Hawaii for Core 350 and across
the country to learn about prejudice in
America.
Europe was a popular international
destination, with students taking part in
the German Reformation Study Tour, the
Domain of the Arts Tour or Core 250.
Whitworth travellers also visited
Africa, spending the month studying art
and learning about culture in Kenya.
Mexico and
Honduras provided
chances for students to
visit Latin American
countnes, both to study
and do mission work.
For the past three
years, a group of students from Whitworth
has gone to Honduras
on a mission trip.
Living in a vacant hospital wing, students
helped lead worship
services and Vacation
Bible School.
Helping to complete
an existing school was
another part of the work
and students finished a
second level, and completed a concrete floor
JJ
on the first level. In
their spare time, students visited Mayan
Liz Strauch, junior
ruins, took a 12-mile
hike in the rainforest
and spent some time on the coast.
Students faced obstacles such as difficulty gelling water, no electricity, sicknel>S, trouble with transportation and CODstant rain.
Junior Steve Badke, one of the trip'l>
student leaders, enjoyed the challenges
and felt that the trip gave him a beller
perspective on missions.
Badke, who hopes someday to be a
medical missionary, conllnues to be
excited at the prospect of serving in a
Third World country.
On the Domain of the Arts Tour, time

T

((Once you go,
your interest is
peaked even more.
There are places I
didn't see that I
want to go back
and tisit. There
are also a number
of places I'd like
to visit once
again. Embrace
the things thry do,
and h've if.

was split between Germany and Italy. The
group stayed in youth hostels and hotels in
Rome, Florence, Naples, Pompeii and
Zurich.
Junior Liz Strauch 'loved the food.
"To have the authentic versions of
what Americans try to duplicate was
quite the enjoyable experience," Strauch
said.
Along with authentic foods, Strauch
and friends also got hooked on German
chips called "American Cream," which
resembled sour cream and cheddar chips
here in the United States. They appreciated all aspects of the culture, from the
ancient attractions to modern mopeds,
and Strauch hopes someday to be able to
return to Europe to soak in the culture
again.
Further south, nine students traveled
across Kenya, studying art and absorbing
African culture.
Visiting the home of former Whitworth
Professor Nicholas Sironka in Kiseriam,
an hour outside of Nairobi, the students
received a sample of the life of a Masai
tribe. A three-day home-stay experience
left students more appreciative of food
and family values. At meal times the
entire extended family all ate together at
the home of the parents.
Sophomore Amy Glover was
impressed by the sense of family.
"They respect each other for who they
are. And they don't expect each other to
change," she said.
While students were traveling internationaIly, a group of six students worked
with the Chicago Urban Life Center, an
organization that exposes students to
diversity in Chicago and provides internships to get them connected with the
.community.
Students lived in apartments and commuted to the locatIon of their placements.
Senior psychology major Joanna
Graham worked with the Beller Boys
Foundation (BBF), a social service
organization in a low-income neighborhood. Graham spent time shadowing
social workers, learning how they were
called to act in crisis when children ran
away or were intentionally locked out of
their homes.
"There's a lot of poverty and sad situations," Graham saId.
Students also heard Jesse Jackson
speak, saw Harry Belafonte and were
encouraged to become more politically
aware.

Left: Student on the
CORE 250 tour to
Europe studied classic
Greek sculpture from
the Golden Age of
Helenism.
l'hoiO (Wiff,!)' of FolTtjt B.linJ

Below: Senior Jena lee
marches In a peace
demonstratIOn III
Birmingham on Martin
luther King Jr. Day. The
march followed the
same path King took In
the 1963.

FOR
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Dog tags of Amerrcan soldiers killed in combat dUring the Vietnam
War hand from the ceiling of the Vietnam War Museum in
Washington, D.C., as seen on the Prejudice Across America trip.

Jan-trippers explore the states, head abroad
Stephanie Getman
Staff w,riter

Prejudice Across America
For 16 days, 20 Whitworth students and one Whitworth professor traversed the country as part of the 2003 Prejudice Across America tour.
Accompanied by course designer and Psychology Professor James Waller, the 17
women and three men came from a variety of backgrounds to take a closer look at racial
prejudices in the United States. The course has previously been offered during the Jan
Terms of 1996, 1998 and 200l.
The group flew to Chicago and then traveled by Amtrak trains to Memphis, New
Orleans, Birmingham, Atlanta and Washington, D.C. They returned by plane to Spokane
Jan. 27.
The participants lived out of their backpacks and stayed in hostels and hotels.
Sophomore Alan Waite felt like they were in "a different city every other night." For sophomore Bethany Dearborn, "the first week felt like a month."
The students prepared for the tour by taking a social psychology class last semester and
an on-campus class the first week of Jan Term. This allowed the tOUf to progress at full
steam. Whether it was dining at an authentic pizzeria in Chicago or marching in the
Martin Luther King Jr. parade commemorating his assassination, the group immersed
themselves in examining the nation.
For most of the participants the value was simply in being there.
"There's only so much you can learn in a classroom, so the intent was to get us out of
the classroom where these issues are really apparent," sophomore Erin Hays said. "Being
in a place where history occurred and is occurring has a different effect than reading a
book."
Whereas an on-campus Jan Term course provides students just three hours of classroom
instruction, a study tour allows students to be fully involved with what they are learning.
"You're more vulnerable to soaking everything in," sophomore Rob Lang said.

The group returned with "not just head knowledge," according 10 junior Anna
Shakarian. The tour's content was emotionally trying, and the students found little time
to debrief while en route. Coming back not to the real world but from the real world was
the hardest part of the Prejudice tour.

German Reformation
During Jan Term, 22 students participated in the Reformation and German Church
Struggle study tour, led by Religion Profcswr Jim Edwards and Chaplain Terry McGonigal.
The group flew from Seattle to Berlin Jan. 6. They. travele.d by rail to Erfurt, Germany;
Augsburg, Germany; Braunwald, SWItzerland and Zunch, SWItzerland. Known more commonly as the Reformation Tour, the course's conlent covered the 16th century Reformation
under Martin Luther as well as the Christian church under Hiller's rule.
Prepared by a weekly course last fall that involved reading a selection of books, each student ~rote a research paper and presented it at the appropriate location during the course of
the Iflp.
Senior Pam. Luke presented on Philip Melanchthon's "Au~'iburg Confession," the first
clear explanatIOn of Lutheran doctrine, al the site of the case s original presentation to its
supporters.
.
."There's such a difference between reading it and entering it in a physical way," Luke
smd.
One incident that was import~nt fOF many of the students was the opJ.X>rtunity to talk with
pastors of persecuted congre~altons 10 the former East Germany. SeOior Clanssa Keinath
who presented on the church s response to communism, said these interviews gave her "a~
expanded view of Christianity."
The group met 91-year-old Albrecht Schonherr, the only living person to have personally known Dietrich Bonhocffer.
The student~ .saw major sites throughout Germany, including Dachau Concentration
Camp. They VISited castles, cathedrals and monasteries of religious and academic significance.ln Erfurt they stayed at Luther's pre-conversion monastery.
~nother accomm~alion d~emed worthy by .the ~oup was the resort at Braunwald,
SWItzerland. Nestled In the SWISS Alps, everyone In thiS town used sleds as their main mode
of transportation. A day of skiing here proved to be a highlight for many.
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WOMEN'S B-BALL
Lady Pirates tie
for first with PLU.
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Pirates go airborne

The

UC

Bryan Tidwell
Staff writer
An energized 12-game winning streak is useful at any
point in the season. For the men's basketball team, it just
happened to be during their first dozen games.
And that set the pace for the whole season.
Since then, the Pirates have amassed an 11-3 Northwest
Conference record and are 20-3 overall. Finishing four
games this season with more than 100 points and domiJ1(lting conference stats, the men's team is assured a topthree finish in the conference, which offers the Pirates a
chance to advance to the NCAA playoffs.
Whitworth split two games last weekend during their
toughest road trip of the season. The Bucs shattered
Linfield's hopes in a 104-100 overtime victory last Friday
and handed Willamette a 66-56 win Saturday after botching the second half.
The Pirates dominated from long range in the Friday
shootout, going 16 for 30 with junior forward Bryan
Depew hitting a surprise 4 for 5 from beyond the arc,
despite being matched against 6-foot-ll-inch Wildcat
Nick Fusare. Depew finished with 24 points on the game,
while freshman guard Paul Hafford led with a season- ,
high 5-for-11 from three-point range and totaled 34
pOints.
Hafford started the game, replacing senior point guard
and key player Eric Avery, who is injured and may be out
for the remainder of the season.
Linfield kept the game competitive, thanks to Wildcat
guard O.J. Gulley's 30 points. Fusare had a chance to put
Linfield up one with 24 seconds left, but missed a free
throw and forced the game into overtime.
Whitworth benefited greatly from inside hustle, outrebounding the Wildcats 36-26. Seniors Chase Williams
and Kyle Jensen and sophomore Mike Larkin led the
Pirates with seven boards apiece.
Saturday'S victory seemed certain at halftime, with the
Pirates up 13. But the Bucs iost steam in the second half,' freshman guard Paul Hafford rises above a UPS defender in the 73-71
where they hit only 5 of 25 after going 14 for 22 in the victory over the Loggers feb. 8.
first half. Willamelte took advantage of the 1>truggling
long range (third in the conference).
Pirate squad and secured the win with less than five minutes
Another starter, junior guard Scott Bierlink, leads the conremaining.
ference with 63 percent from field goal range and has the
Williams led Whitworth with 23 points, 17 of them coming
most steals (46) in the conference. Jensen leads the team in
in the first half.
rebounds (139) and is one of the top-five NWC defensive
Even with Saturday's loss, the Pirates have experienced rebounders. Avery, though recently injured, leads the Pirates
more ups than downs.
in assists (67), including a game~winning pass to Depew in
Ranked 13th in the nation before this weekend, Whitworth the unforgettable final seconds of the victory against UPS
leads the conference in many categories, including scoring Feb. 8.
margin (+15.5), field goal percentage (49,5 percent), assists
The Pirates enter the last week of the regular season half a
per game (16) and turnover margin (+2.6).
game above Willamette in what will likely be a tight race to
Depew has led a highlight-filkd season and ranks first in the the finish. If Whitworth finishes the season with two victories,
conference in points (492) and points per game (21.4). On Jan. they will remain in first place and play against the winner of
2, Depew broke the 1,000-career points mark against Cal Tech, the No. 2-versus-No. 3 runoff March 1.
making him only the 14th Pirate to do so,
The Bucs play eighth-place Whitman (4-10, 7-16) tonight,
Williams is also set to hit the 1,000 points mark in his career. but will have to battle the defending conference champions,
He has 349 points this season and enters tonight's game at Lewis and Clark, this Friday at home, The Pioneers (10-4,
Whitman 12 points short of the mark, Williams has hit 56 three- 15-8) defeated the Pirates 78-76 in Portland earlier this seapointers this season while Hafford is shooting 46.9 percent from son.
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Mary Adolfson
Staff WI iter
The men's swim team blasted the
UPS Loggers out of the water last weekend in the Northwest Conference championship meet, dominating the seventeam meet with 876 points.
Puget Sound, who defeated every
team except Whitworth ill the regular
season, followed with 635 points.
"Th is year's men's swim program
may be the most talented (Pirate) team
of all time," Athletic Director SCOII
McQuilkin said.
After cruising through the regular sea-

son this winter, the Pirates (6-0, 7-2)
have qualified six swimmers for nationals, including freshman Chris Holmes,
who qualified provisionally in the weekend mee!. The women will send two
swimmers and their 200 medley relay
squad to nationals
The Pirate men gained their second conference title last weekend and the women
finished in third with 516 points, trailing
Linfield and seven-time champs UPS.
Seniors Ryan Freeman and Kevin
Wang, who have both qualified for
nationals, were named the Swimmers of
the Year while senior Kristen Satterfield
of the women's team was named one of
the two Swimmers of the Year.
Satterfield was also crowned the conference champion in the 100,200, and 500
freestyle events, Sixteenth-year Head
Coach Tom Dodd was named the men's
Coach of the Year in the conference.
While the men's team entered the

A weekly sports column
Chris Col1lns
Sports editor
Gonzaga has its basketball team and
Washington Stale University has its. football
team (sort of). But what does Whitworth have?
What sport stands out here?
Well, pretty much all of them.
Five Pirate teams have been featured in the
top-25 national rankings at one point or another
this season, and the others boast strong finishes.
What more can you ask for?
"This may be one of the most successful years
we've ever had," Athletic Director Scott
McQuilkin said.

Nearing
Pirate Utopia

If you've never been a sports fan before in
your life, catch the Pirate fever while you can
because this year hasn't quite been a "rollercoaster season" for most Whitworth athletes It's been more like a swashbuckling, full-speedahead Buc Bulldozer kind of season. I mean,
where do we start?
Only the No.1 Division-III team in the nation
could stop the Pirate volleyball team from their
rampage last fall. The Bucs amassed a 17-match
streak during the season and fought past defending champions laVerne in the NCAA West
Regional tournament. Some even say that if
Whitworth had slid by CSU-Hayward, they
might have taken it all.
The football team climbed as high as 22nd in
the nation thanks to their early 3-0 start and
ended the season second in the conference at 73. But no one will be forgetting the wild highlights of the season, including the record-setting
95-yard completion against PLU during
Homecoming,
The cross country women and men both raised
the bar and carved new paths for future Pirates
last fall when the men claimed a best-ever sixthplace finish in the NCAA West Region
Championships and the women dominated with
a best-ever first-place finish (they then went on
to finish 21st in the nation).
For the men's soccer team, maybe they did
have a rollercoaster season. But that doesn't
mute the fact that they boasted a 16th national
ranking early in the season and finished a strong
12-5-1 overall.
Even if the swimmers can't be ranked nationally, they're still pulling off a wild season, sending
at least five men and three women to nationals.
And here's the really scary thing:
"This year's men's swim program may be the
meet with expectations to come out on most talented (Pirate) team of all time,"
top, the women, who finished second in McQuilkin said. The only possible contender?
the conference during the regular sea- The 1960 football team which was flush with
son,. hoped to topple the defending All-Americans.
And finally - what's all that commotion over
champion Loggers, but fell short against
at the Fieldhouse in recent weekends? Oh, right
the seven-time champs,
"We're in a major fine-tuning process The basketball Bucs.
Now ranked 13th in the nation, it's no surprise
to gain peak performance," Dodd said.
"It's probably the time when the team is shirtless college kids and 70-year-old women
most insecure about their performance," cram into the Fieldhouse to witness stomping
Whitworth's men showed they meant after stomping (and maybe even a few heartbusiness by starting the weekend off pounding clinchers, a la UPS) of helpless visiting
with 251 points, placing them in an early squads, And let's not forget the women's team.
lead. Freeman claimed the 200 individ- After all, they are lied for first in the conference.
"Bring your B-game, 'cuz you'll have 10 save
ual medley and then led the 400 medley
relay with a meet record time of 3:28.11. your A-game for when you actually have a
Wang added to the winnings with his chance," should be the sign that welcomes visiting sports teams.
performance in the 500 freestyle.
Seriously, has Pirate Pride ever been better?
On Saturday, the Pirates placed first
in all seven of the day's events. WaJ)g set And geez, we've still got baseball, tennis, track
_
_ _ _ _ _meet
____
_ _ _ _ in
_ _the
___
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1 and field and softball to go, Will this madness
another
record
preliminaries
ever slop?
Nope.
See SUCCESS~ page

Swimmers make waves
in conference meet
Men's swim program
may be most talented
team in Pirate history,
says athletic director
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Women's basketball ties for first in conference
Laura Adams

the regular season with matches
against Whitman tonight and
against lewis and Clark this
Friday.
Despite the rough loss to
linfield, the Bucs have established themselves as a strong
force in the NWC. They proved
that earlier this month by knocking down the PlU lutes Feb. 7,
who were ranked first in the conference at the time, and holding
off UPS, ranked third in the conference, 63-56 the next day. The
top spot in the conference
remains a tangle of the three
competing teams, with the UPS
Loggers only one game behind
the Pirates and Lutes.
"It was obviously great to get
those wins and jump into the
lead," Higgs said.
The Bucs were predicted in the
pre-season NWC poll to win the

Staff WI iter
The women's basketball team
bounced back from a 1-2 conference start with a record-tying,
nine-game winning streak, propelling the Pirates into first place
in the Northwest Conference last
week.
Bul the streak was snapped last
Friday when the Bucs fell to
Linfield (8-5, 14-8) 66-43. The
women rebounded the next qay
and
defeated
last-place
Willamette 68-58 and now share
the top spol with PLU, whom
they handily defeated 52-39 Feb.

7.
"We have to play every game.
We can't take anything for granted," Head Coach Helen Higgs
said.
With a strong season behind
them, the Pirates (11-3, 17-6)
will plow into the last week of

See TIES .. page 12

Freshman guard Micki DesMarais looks to pass during the Feb. 8 UPS game.

Track Pirates break records early
Mike Larkin

As well as providing exira time
to prepare, the indoor season can
be a good indicator of how the
team is ~haping up for the spring.
Schwartz said that this was the
best indoor season since the
beginning of the program seven
years ago.
"We've kepi indoor records
over the years I've been here, and
several of those records were
broken this year," Schwartz said.
Freshman Edralyn Harmon,
who competed in the pole vault
during the indoor season, cleared
the 1O-foot mark in one of her
'meets.
"It's a good start. I'm at the
height I want to be at right now,"

Staff Wrtter
The Pirate indoor track season,
which ended last Saturday, may
be a promising preview to the
upcoming outdoor spring season
for the Pirate track and field team.
Though only 3Q members of
the team competed in the four
indoor meets, all 93 have been
gt<aring up for the season since
Jan. 6.
"It's a good way to get ready
for the spring season," He~~
Coach Toby Schwartz said.
"Any extra practice time is an
advantage."

Harmon said.
Junior sprinter Kristen Shields
also had a strong indoor season.
She appeared in two of the meets,
competing in the 55-, 60- and
200- meter sprints.
"It's nice because there's no
pressure - you're going out there
for fun," Shields said. She only
missed qualifying for the nationals in the 200 by a mere one-hundredth of a second.
"I've got nothing to complain
about after the last meet.
Everything just seemed to click,"
Shields said.
Though the indoor season provides preparation for the spring
season, it is different than out-

door track with a roof overhead.
"Indoor is a lot tougher,"
Schwartz said. "The track is
smaller and the turns arc tighter."
In addition to the smaller track,
some events are offered during
the indoor season that are not
included in the spring, such as the
6O-meter sprint.
Shields appreciates the change
of pace that the indoor season
provides.
"It's fun to do a [60-meler
sprint), and it's nice to be warm."
The track team will have to get
used to braying the elements,
however, as the first outdoor contest, a practice meet with
Gonzaga, is this Saturday.
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NCAA rules on swimmer's ineligibility TIES:
Chris Collins
Sports editor

least 12 credits up to Dec. 6, so the NCAA revoked Birky's ineligibility for every meet with the exception of the Husky Invitational.
But because Birky dropped to only nine credits on the day of the invitational, the NCAA forfeited his times in the meet and declared him
ineligible for the Jan. 31 meet against Seattle University as a punishment.
The news that he would only be disqualified for two meets instead
of the whole season came as a relief.
"I was definitely excited," Birky said. "It was a huge weight off my
shoulders."
Before the reversal was made, news of the NCAA's original decision caused Birky to "snap."
"He was in tears," Dodd said. "He couldn't believe the NCAA took
out the past six meets and [disqualified him for] the next six meets.
He could live with the six forfeits, but it was tough to find out that he
would miss six more meets."
When Dodd informed the team of the NCAA's first decision in
early January, he didn't name anyone, but word got around that Birky
had been academically ineligible.
"I didn't know how Ihey would react," Birky said. "But I was kinda
surprised that they were so forgiving about it. II's a good feeling to
know that my team was there to support me."

Continued from page 11

conference championship over
the defending champions PLU.
If the Pirates remain in the top
three in the conference after this
week's games, they will head
into playoffs.
Despite shooting only 37.6
percent from field goal range,
the Pirates are outscoring their
opponents 62.5 to 58.2 points
per game and are ranked second
in scoring, right behind UPS.
The key to their victories? A
73.3 percent free-throw shooting
average and a positive 3.1
turnover margin.
"Basketball needs to be a key
balance of intensity and rest and
our team definitely needs to
work on staying more consistent
offensively," Higgs said .
The Pirates are not without
and gained another record time in the 200 own record set last year. The Bucs gained
some key players,
The 5-fooHO-inch sophomore
backstroke with a 1:51.91 finish. Wang also three more wins that evening with the help of
forward Tiffany Speer has been
added to the winnings with another meet Satterfield and the times in the 200 medley
named NWC player of the week
record in the 1,650-yard freestyle at 15:47.19. relay and the 800 freestyle relay. This pulled
Continued from page 10
Sophomore Serena Fadel set the pace for the Bues up to 355 points - only two shy of
five times. She averages a conferof the 400 individual medley with a 3:59.19 the women on Friday by setting a meet record Linfield's 357.
ence-high 15 points per game.
finish, eclipsing his meet record from last time. of. 2.:09:99 during preli"?inaries for the
Satterfield gained a win for the women on
The lone senior on the team,
5-foot-1O-inch post Chrissy
year. Whitworth also set the meet record fof-- 200 mdlvldu~1 medley. Satte~leld also helped Sunday with her perfonnance in the l00-yard
the men's 200 Medley Relay with a time of to push the PIrates forward wlth her perfonn- freestyle. The women also earned a title with
Oneal, has consistently scored in
1'35 63
ance in the 500 Freestyle. But the women lost the 4OO-yard free relay.
~ouble figures. She is currently
. . .
ground and fell to third place because of a
For Dodd, the women's performance this
ranked fifth in the NWC in scorThe Pirates concluded the day'with a score minor technical disqualification during the year has been admirable.
ing with 11.8 points per game.
of 593, increasing the distance between sec- medley relay.
"The women could have easily given up
Also, sophomore Sarah Shogren
ond-place UPS, who accumulated 406
However, the Pirates redeemed themselves since they were down in numbers and superis second in- the conference in
stars," Dodd said. "But it's amazing how
rebounding with 7.5 a game.
points.
the next evening.
Sunday brought no threat to the men.
Fadel broke another record in the 400 indi- many people came through and worked
The team's two guards, junior
Freeman won three more titles for the team vidual medley with a time of 4:34.15 over her hard."
Kara Marusa and freshman
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Micki DesMarais have "sucThe men's swim team took a major blow to their perfect 4-0 record
last December when the NCAA forced the Pirates to forfeit their season's wins due to an ineligible player. Since that time, however, the
NCAA has reversed its decision and restored Whitworth's opening
four victories.
The controversy surrounded the academic ineligibility of freshman
Rhys Birky who dropped below the required 12 credits on Dec. 6 the day the Pirates competed in the Husky Invitational. To compete as
a Pirale, every athlete must take a full load of at least 12 credits at
Whitworth.
Birky's ineligibility initially prompted the NCAA to change the
Pirates' record to 0-4, though the individual records remained unaltered. This decision did not critically affect the learn since playoff
competition and eligibility is based on individual times, but it dealt a
major blow to Birky, who would not be able to compete in the season's remaining meets or qualify for nationals.
"I felt terrible," Birky said. "I felt like I had botched the season."
Pirate Head Coach Tom Dodd called the news "devastating."
Later, Whitworth discovered that Birky had been enrolled in at
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a long way from home•••
and a little scared.
Maybe you'd like to help.
The Spokane Humane Society
has all kinds of volunteer
opportunities. Please call or
visit our website for information
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ceeded in controlling things,"
Higgs said. "They are great
defenders."
.
"Micki (DesMarais) is our
lone freshman starter who
stepped into the starting position
halfway through the season. She
has completely shut down the
opposition's offense," Higgs
said.
With a successfu.1 regular season coming to a close and playoffs looming, Higgs has few
doubts the Pirates will finish
strong.
"They play really hard and
give everything to the game,"
Higgs said. "They have heart
and a desire to succeed."
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THE GOOD. THE BAD AND THE UGLY
Sitting through the arguments
tor a war with Iraq.
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Find the joy in the journey
through the wilderness of the
country but also to the almostforgotten paths of your heart.

Ryan Moede
Opimons editor

O

ver mountains, across
seas, who knows what
will be waiting for me 1
-Pink Floyd

The joy of riding the train is
not in the destination but in getting there. Taking the train is
about how you arrive - experiencing the land between your
home and where you are headed.
I spent the month of January
riding the North American rails
of Amtrak with a good friend,
meticulously tracing our way
from city to city across the
United States and Canada.
Trains in America are slow,
often late and by no means the
most efficient way to get, well,
anywhere. But efficiency, speed
or even just "getting there" are
not why you choose Amtrak. By
all means, if you have a deadline, don't take the train. But, if
you're-looking'for something d more, something real, then
entrusting your journey to the
polished steel engines of a train
will take you on a trek not just

get home.
Looking back on a month
filled with adventures, surprises
and trials, I can't help but see a
There is a joy ill the journey,
perfect picture of life detailed
perfectly in traveling by train.
There's a light we call love all
the way,
Our lives arc filled with even
more challenges and greater
There is a 1V0nder and
heartache than pushing your way
wildness to life,
And freedom ...
across the plains at midnight. A
-Michael Card
mere glance at our world is
proof enough that we live in
There is something both eerily
uncertain times. A war with Iraq
wonderful and terrifying about
looms just over the horizon. An
economy struggling to rebound
being a wanderer. A season of
from recession. We've lost
life spent traveling from one city
heroes to terrorists and to the
to the next is a great adventure,
and like all adventures, it does not dangers of exploring space with
the Columbia space shuttle
come with a guarantee of success.
Indeed, there are many strugtragedy. Our lives are not unlike
gles along the way - the task of a train, traveling through precarious and rocky
traveling withmountain passout stopping
es. There is
takes it toll.
much to fear,
Continually'
(( 'Life is difficult. God is but even more
moving, conto find joy and
tinually travelmerciful. Heaven is sure.'" beauty
in.
ing through the
The author
night and
Philip Yancey
straight on 'til
describes a letmorning. And
ter he received from his dad, in
sometimes, disaster strikes. The
which his father wrote, "Life is
last leg of our trip was from
difficult. God is merciful.
Portland, Ore., to Seattle - an
Heaven is sure." Though there
easy run after a month of travel
are long, lonely nights in our
that had taken us as far east as
travel, there are also moments of
Toronto. But the skies had
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A new kind of
environmentalist

Julie Striker
Staff writer
he word "environmentalist" brings up images
of people-hating Ireehuggers from the pot-saturated
'60s and '70s who want to end
logging, fishing, agriculture
and manufacturing so that
everyone can hold hands and
sing 'Born Free' while starving to death. While those type
of people certainly exist, not
everyone with a concern for
the environment necessarily
has waist-length hair and bell
bottoms (although that might
be a good indication). In fact,
I want to argue that every
Christian, bell bottoms or not,
needs to take an interest in
preserving the environment.
More specifically, we need an
organization here at
Whitworth to tackle these
issues.
Every day I hear people on
campus (including myself)

T

give moving testimonies about
how God's creation brings us
closer to Jesus. How is it,
then, that we spend so much
of our time using His creation
like our own personal
Kleenex? We have a good
understanding of what stewardship requires in respect to
time and money - but how
about in respect to the environment? There some important reasons why all people,
particularly those of us who
profess to be Christians, need
to take interest in saving the
earth.
First, we need to protect the
environment out of gratitude
for God's generosity and out
of love for our neighbor and
future generations. Even if we
don't have time to do much
good, we at least need to make
an effort to do no harm. We
are just one generation in a
long march of humanity, as
well as a small community in
a world full of people - it's
incredibly selfish to think we
don't have to worry about
making a mess. We learned
better than that in kindergarten.
Secondly, we need to
make an effort to protect the
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and the world was quietly awaking to a new day. Our train
steadily traced its way along the
snowy banks of a creek swiftly
keeping pace with the stretch of
six cars pulled by two engines up
front. From the forest just on the
other side of the creek, I watched
as a herd of elk 30 strong,
crashed through the woods and
waded through the cold, clear
mountain stream. True, the night
had been cold and long, but the
moming had brought with it a
morning of beauty and strength
I'd never before seen. To see
such beauty was to experience
God's love in an entirely new
way.
We know very little about
what this afternoon may bring,
and even less about what lies in
wait for us tomorrow. But we
~an take comfort that our journey has already been mapped
out for us.
Later that day, as our train
descended the final pass through
the snowy mountains, we
entered endless miles of grassy
plains. I felt the conductor open
up the throttle to the engines and
at just the perfect pace, I saw the
countryside pass by on my trek
east. I thought of the night
before, as we clung to the mountainside and gingerly traipsed
along canyon walls, and now,
we'd'maae-iCthrou-gh the night
and set our course along the
plains.
_
And now, as The Boss put it:

Baby, we were bom

/0

rull.

Arctic drilling
should come
as last resort

Michael Achterman
Staff writer
ncreased dependency upon
foreign oil has generated
ideas to explore and drill for
more oil domestically, potentially destroying, scarring and damaging the environment and
America's future energy needs.
In his State of the Union
address, President Bush insisted
that lawmakers pass legislation
endorsing his proposed national
energy plan. Included in Bush's
campaign for "energy independence" would be the drilling of
oil in the Arctic National
Wildlife Refuge (ANWR), 19million acres of Alaska's northeast comer.
Last year, the House of
Representatives passed energy
legislation that would have
opened ANWR to drilling, yet
recent opposition from both

I

Democrat and Republican senators has stopped the potential of
tapping into the refuge. It is
estimated that between three and
13 billion barrels of crude oil lie
within the refuge.
Bush's campaign for "energy
independence" has sparked some
controversy among not only
environmental groups, but all>o
the Senate. Vice President Dick
Cheney, Bush's energy task force
leader said, "on our present
course, America 20 years from
now will import nearly two of
every three barrels of oil - a
condition of increased dependency on foreign powers that do not
always have America's interests
at heart,"
Opening up the refuge would
definitely boost domestic oil
production; it would lower gas
prices, it would create jobs,
improve the economy, everyone
would be happy, right? Maybe,
but oil companies would be
drilling in a wildlife refuge,
dotting the landscape with oil
refineries, factories and drilling
facilities. Recent technological
advancements have the potential to revolutionize America's

See ARCTIC .. page 14
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Rallying for a unified voice
Amy Robinson
Staff writer
0rty years ago, we began to fight a
war in a land we did not know or
understand. We went inlo Vielnam
under pretexts of promoting international
security and democracy against a dictatorship. In doing so, we violated that people's right to self-determination. The
United States' public spoke out against this
unjust, undeclared war in a wave of
demonstrations and protests around the
nation. Dissenters from sea to shining sea
unified into a cohesive movement that still
is remembered as a testament to the power
of free speech, a legacy for those who
carryon its tradition today.
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Many of the Vietnam protests were
organized, publicized and popularized by
the student population. They were a generation of idealists and dreamers who longed

NEW:
Continued from page 13
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environment as a ministry to
people, particularly poor people. The poorest percentage of
the population has 10 live in
dirty and dangerous environments. In England, 66 percent
-of all cancer-causing chemicals
emitted into the air come from
factories in the most deprived
10 percent of communities. In
fishing communities, the misuse of the ocean's resources
jeopardizes the livelihood of
the locals. We dump chemicals
that kill fish, and when the fish
die - so do the families who
depend on them. That's two out
of millions of problems, and
though they affect everyone,
they really take a toll on our
poorest populations.
The point of this article, however, isn't to list all of our

for a truly just society. One of the more for a powerful political movement is there,
influential associations was Students for a at times the excess ofprotesls can be counDemocratic Society (SDS). SOS connect- terproductive. They are drawing on the
ed and influenced the passionate outrage same pool of participants, whose energy
of our students against policies of our and willingness to speak out against the
politicians. The Society grew from a war could easily be exhausted when yet
dozen members in 1960, to 100,000 at its another demonstration is planned by yet
height in 1968. SDS was able to harness another set of leadership. They have a lack
their member's energy, and bring iI of focus, a lack of unifying leadership to
together into a unified and connected maximize the impact of their political
protest movement.
statement.
For example, Ellen Picken, a senior at
Today, we face the prospect of a similar
war, in a land we
Eastern
Washington
choose, not to underUniversity, has been
stand, but rather to
organizing an intercoldemonize. In a similar It They have a lack ojfocus, legiate peace rally,
manner, many members
a lack ofunifying leader? which will be held at
of our student populaGonzaga Feb. 22. She
ship to maximize the
tion here in Spokane are
was first approached
impact of their political about this event
choosing
organized
group speech, such as
because of her backstatement. "
protests and demonstraground in environmentions, to bring attention
tal activism. When she
to the injustice within
wrote to three of her
our current foreign policontacts
on
other
cy. Spokane campuses will have three such Spokane-area campuses, they recruited
events within 15 days this month. The and organized 20 students to create a
city's students are rising up in the tradition planning team for this regional demonof their parents, and speaking out against a stration. While things seem to be coming
war they know to be a violation of other together well for the 22nd, Picken has
people's natural rights.
had to learn how to put together this
However, while the desire and passion gathering simply by observation. While

eco-sins, but to encourage all of
us to take another look at our
habits. It's strange that
Whitworth, a very socially active
campus, doesn't have an organization to deal with environmental
issues. Some problems are huge
global crises but others are smaller manageable ones right here on
campus.
Is anyone concerned about
what kind of containers Sodexho
uses for take-out meals in the
Cafe? How much of the superfluous paper we use communicates
information that could just as
easily be posted on the Internet?
Do we really need 14 plastic bags
every time we go to Target? And
is it that hard to make a package
of pudding mix rather then buying a six pack of the pre-made
snack-size stuff that generates
four times the waste? Bet you
never thought about it, right?
That's where an environmental
club comes in. We need a group
to inform the student body, to

create eeo-friendly systems on
campus and to be the voice for
God's creation.
Now the question is - who
wants in? If you've got a passion for people and an appreciation for God's creation, and
you're interested in environmental issues, you should consider
joining an organization at
Whitworth to tackle them. If you
don't have time to join a club I urge you to think carefully
about the choices you make.
Donate some lime once a month
for cleaning up highways or
organizing recycling systems.
Sign up for a newsletter to keep
yourself informed. Think seriously about what your conscience dictates in response to
God's generous gifts and how
that needs to affect your daily
habits. Actively think about how
much waste you produce. And,
hey, if you feel like singing a
round of Kum Ba Yah, I won't
stand in your way.

- - LETTER TO THE EDITOR - - - - - - - - - - . . . . . ; . . ._ _ __

Understanding
works both ways
Dear Editor,
In response to Matthew
Kaemingk's article concerning
diversity on campus, I would
like to poim out that th.is challenge to step forward goes both
ways.
Some of us minorities are trying to be heard, but have been
met with indifference on the part
of those who might otherwise
wish to engage in conversation
with us.
I know there arc many people
out there who would like to sit
down and discuss such topics as
confession to a priest or the real

presence of Chrbt in the
Eucharist as explained in
Catholic dogma. Maybe one of
your parents or close friends has
recently made the decision to
join the Catholic church and you
don't understand why. Or maybe
you were raised Catholic and are
questioning the importance of
some of the practices. If you really want to talk about these things,
you have to meet us half way.
The Catholic Fellowship club
was created for this very reason,
"to provide the opportunity for
Catholics and non-Catholics
alike to fellowship together and
learn more about the Catholic
faith," as our mission statement
explains. This is why we have
mass on campus every month.
This is why we hold weekly

meetings 011 Sunday nights from
8:30 to 9:30 p.m. in George's
Place. We want to talk about
Catholici!>m, and we want you to
join us. But know that we don't
have nIl the answers. We are trying to understand ourselves.
Know also that one hour of conversation will not be sufficient.
Learning requires a large investment of time and patience. We
are willing. Are you?
For more information about
Catholic Fellowship, contact
Tara Milliken at 467-1583, or by
e-mail
at tmilljken@whitworth.edu.
Tara Milliken
French major
senior

she has attended and supported other
peace rallies in the area, she has no connections to their organizers, and has no
experienced support network to explain
to her what works and what doesn't when
planning a protest. While she hopes that
those who have come together on this
project could form a student peace network, she currently has no system at her
disposal to help communicate and implement an ongoing commitment to the
peace effort.
And so, the current student protest
movement needs organization. Protesters
need to unify, and· work together as a
whole to speak out to be effective. The
key very well may be an organization like
Students for a Democratic Society, an
intra-campus movement that brings students from across the city, state and
nation together to speak as one voice,
with one loud outcry, instead of numerous, smaller, quieter plaintive voices. I
challenge my brothers and sisters here at
Whitworth and across the city who do
support the peace movement to unify.
Work together. Plan together. Strengthen
each other. Then, we will be heard, and
we will carryon the legacy our parents
have left us, a tradition of powerful
speech against what we know to be
unjust.

Fossil fuels remain the
United States' preferred and
most widely used energy
source. So, what can the govContinued from page 13
ernment do to change this?
They
can encourage
energy needs, but the government refuses to increase fund- Americans that alternative
forms of energy are needed, in
ing for alternative energy
fact, they must be used or the
options.
government, economy and
Hybrid and electric cars
general public will be facing
have become more available
some harsh. consequences in
for consumers, yet Americans
the future.
keep purchasing gas-guzzling
The United States runs on
SUVs and super-duty trucks.
oil,
and it will for many years
Why? Consumers are
to come. It will take a long
obsessed with the power of
time before alternative eneroil; bigger is better, more is
gies are widely implemented
better. Attitudes have to
and used.
change.
The
Bush
Americans
administramust undertion needs to
stand that oil
it ... alternative forms of
consider the
is a natural
energy are needed, in fact, environmenresourceit will eventhey must be used or the tal consequences of
tually run
government,
economy
and
drilling in
out! Drilling
general public will be fac- the Arctic.
for oil in the
The
Arctic might
ing some harsh consePresident
solve the
quences in the future. " wants to
United
increase the
State's enerdevelopment
gy problems
temporarily,
of new
domestic oil
but as years
sources, induding ANWR.
pass the government will have
to face the same question:
"Because we produce 39
How do we fulfill our energy
percent less oil today than we
needs now?
did in 1970, industry leaders
In the past, if the United
say, the United States is cerStales had focused more on
tain to become ever more
conservation and alternative
reliant on foreign suppliers,"
forms of energy, such as fuel
Bush said. Bush is right, we
cells, wind, hydro and solar
will eventually need to gain
power, it potentially could
"energy independence" if we
have been withdrawing itself
are to keep growing, but isn't
from its dependence on crude
Ihis also a call toward alteroil. The government has
nalive forms of energy?
praised the advantages of alter- Instead of exploring the
native energies; it's cost effiArctic, the Bush administracient, cleaner and doesn't rely
tion needs to explore differon foreign markets to operate,
ent alternatives to fossil
but this is mostly just talk.
fuels.
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In light of these circumstances
I want to present a number of
the popular arguments and
examine their validity. Some are
well thought out and calmly
expressed; others are oversimplified and dumbed down into
pithy meaningless slogans and
chants, while others are just
plain ugly, asinine and hatefilled. Such statements quickly
betray their source and reveal
the true heart of the debaterempty, lazy and bitler. Wading
through the mire of questionable
motives and politically loaded
terminology can often prove a
daunting task. Tread carefully.

forced to pay?
Good Argument 112 "It is
clear, a moment of truth is coming for the Security Council,"
Secretary of State Colin Powell
said.
The United Nations is currently risking complete irrelevance if
it does not follow through and
enforce its resolutions. The
United Nations is quickly losing
ability to be a venue for productive global consensus-building
and decisive action. The organization has become lost among
mountains of toothless resolutions, pointless summits and a
spiraling digression of heated
political rhetoric between
France, Germany and the United
Matthew Kaemingk
States. Furthering speculation
Staffwrlter
that the United Nations is a comGood Argument #1 The
plete joke, the body recently
Bush administration's relentless
elected Libya (a human rights
idst the current din of
push for war is greatly straining . nightmare) as the chair of the
intenninable cable news,
Human Rights Commission that
mbittered liberal celebri- vital political ties and alliances
around the world; we should
reads like a most-wanted list
ties, and red-faced political punstop trying to strong-ann the rest including notorious violators like
dits, Americans are beginning to
of the world.
China, Cuba, Algeria, Syria,
show signs of political fatigue.
Republican or Democrat, one
Pakistan and Vietnam.
The ever-thickening and demorcannot deny that the United
Pirouetting on the precipice of
alizing issue of a war in Iraq has
Nations has never before
irrelevance, the organization is
become more troublesome than
encountered such strife and septesting fate once more by calling
it is worth and has worn the
aration. To forfeit such an instifor yet another superfluous resomajority of Americans terribly
tution for a war with Iraq would
lution.
thin.
be a high price indeed for the
Despite their claim to the conworld community. The United
trary, American news corporaStates
needs all the friends it can
lions have made the discernment
mus)er. in this ~nternilti91).al war
process even worse. They have
on terror and as of late, Bush
Bad Argument #1 A war will
failed to serve the American
and his friends have not been
quickly bring about a liberated
people with civilized, compreplaying well with others.
Iraq that will joyfully accept
hensive and researched news.
Without the cooperation of
American democracy with wavInstead, primetime news has
France, Germany and Russia the
ing stars and stripes and spread
become a haven for hot heads to
of
the
war
and
reconstruccost
our
pluralistic views throughout
spout off their newest opinions
tion could be too difficult for the the Arab world.
and political backbiting. The
United States and Britain to bear.
These people have fallen prey
American people are being
Bush may be right about the
to over simplicity and blind optiserved with a full plate of sensamism. Democracies do not simnecessity for action and the
tionalized sound-bite-driven
impossibility of containment, but ply appear when the dictator is
refuse which is creating more
killed and a congressional buildis it worth the price we will be
than its fair share of indigestion.
ing is constructed. A functional
Iraqi democracy, with its racial
tensions, hierarchical culture and
powerful religious influences
will create significant challenges
to democracy. Democracies
require a stable economy, an
educated population, stable race
With basketball playoffs just around
relations and a true desire for
the corner, we asked if you thought
complete equality under the rule
of law. Each of these vital comthe school should create an official
ponents are found lacking in Iraq
student section at the Fieldhouse.
and each will require significant
investments in time, money and
This is what you said ...
undoubtedly American lives in
fhe keeping of the peace. Some
estimate that sustainable peace
will require 75,000 American

The Good

M

The Bad

\

troups in the region - more
opinion about the Bush adminislikely it will be 75,000 convetration and the war.
niently located terrorist targets.
Do with them what you wish
Planting democracy within Iraq
- I can hardly &tomach them.
will be one of the most generous
1. "I'm against this whole,
and yet arrogant things the
'Let's bomb a new country
United Stales has ever done.
because things aren't going our
Bad argument #2 "No blood
way,'" Tim Robbins said,
for om" read a six-year-old girl's
hypothesizing about the real polsign in downtown Spokane. This
ifics behind the war with Iraq.
2. "I believe it's a very evil
is a popular, catchy way to sell
your cause, not to mention it con- and wicked religion," Rev.
tains small, easy-to-spell words
Franklin Graham said on the
that fit conveniently 011 a prcitest
Islamic faith. Unfortunately, he
sign. It is right up there with the
is telling people that he is a
classic, "Bush is dumb, so don't
Christian.
agree with him." Unfortunately
3. "Colin Powell is committhe "it's all
ted to come
about oil" arguinto the house
ment is overl y
of the master,"
UThe ever~thickening and Harry
simplistic,
depressingly
Bellafonte
demoralizing issue of a war said,
cynical and
insinuatin Iraq has become more ing that the
wholly uniformed. The
secretary of
troublesome that it is
truth is Saddam
state is "selling
worth, and has worn the oul" the black
would love to
majority
of Americans ter~ man and blindsell more of his
oil to the
ly serving "the
ribly thi n. JJ
United States.
master"
Make no mis(Bush).
4. "I think
take, if he
he'd like to
could buy his
hand his father Saddam Hussein's
way out of a war he undoubtedly
would. If all we desired was oil,
head and win his approval,"
why didn't we take it in 1991,
Martin Sheen said, offering his
and why have we limited
well thought-out analysis.
5. "We should invade their
Saddam's oil exports with sanccountries, kill their leaders and
tions? Even Jimmy Carter
rebutted the accusation by saying, convert them to Christianity. We
"I know my country, I know my
weren't punctilious about locating
people, and I can assure you
and punishing only Hitler and his
that's not the policy of my govtop officers. We carpet-bombed
ernment." Just as Kuwait did in
Germ;lfl cities; we killed civilians.
1991, a newly liberated Iraq
That's war. And Ihis is war," Ann
would undoubtedly elect to
Coulter, conservative pundit, said.
remain a member of OPEC and
6. "What I'm condemning is
that one power with a president
sell its oil at high prices. The libwho has no foresight, who cannot
eration and rebuildmg of Iraqi oil
fields will never repay America
think properly, is now wanting to
directly for lives lost or the bilplunge the world into a holocaust," Nelson Mamlela said.
lions of dollars needed to invest
7. "Earlier today [he
in a decade of rebuilding. A war
for Iraq's oil makes absolutely no
Department of Homeland
financial sense - it could never
Security raised the security level
pay for such a devastating price.
from yellow to orange or as they
explained it to President Bush,
they changed the colors from Bert
to Ernie," Conan O'Brien said.

The Ug!y

And, yes, unfortunately it
does get worse. There are some
comments and arguments that
have entered the media and simply cannot be honored with a
reply. The following is a list of
seven of the most absurd slatements made. Unfortunately,
these too, are influencing public

In Conclusion
Examine your biases, think
about what influences you,
attempt to fully side and experience both perspectives and whatever you do, don't look to
Crossfire for the right answers.
Best of luck.

Winner

&:;
7.3%

Yes

No

Don't care

Be sure to check again for this week's question @
www.whltworth.edu/whltworthian.

...
...
...
......

Simpson's 300th
Annlversary Special
Jason Mraz
Refro jerseys
Singles fun on V-Day
Care packages from
the parents

losars
...
...
...
...
......

Daredevil
H2 Hummer
Duct tape and plastic wrap
France and Germany
Unappreciative dot
Not being lel'd at th
Honolulu airport
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I~ Thoughtful Stew I

Academic road wrecks

Gordon Jackson
Associate Dean for Academic
Affairs
One of the saddest parts of my
job as associate dean for
Academic Affairs is working
with facuIty when they've caught
students cheating. It's like being
called to the scene of an academic road accident: you see a student's academic career taking a
serious hit, a result of mindlessly
poor judgment. And you see faculty who are hurt and disappointed over a betrayal concerning the
core value of a college education:
open and honest inquiry.
The consequences of cheating
for a student can be severe. Try
explaining to your parents why
you're going to be taking an extra
semester at Whitworth because
you got an F for cheating in a
required course that's offered
again only next fall.
Based on what I'm seeing, I
suspect cheating on our campus
is getting worse. That cheating
happens on a campus where the
great majority of students live
deeply committed Christian lives
doesn't surprise me. Given my
theology of sin, I expect cheating
by students who have a Christian
commitment and by those who
don't. But why it's getting worse
(if I'm right), is something of a
myslery. Why is this happening
now, when we've got the brightest and best-qualified students
I've seen in my 20 years at
Whitworth?
Three factors help me understand what's going on. The first
two are cultural. Our students are
increasingly products of a society
that pushes individual success al
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almost all costs. Perhaps the
most common justification for
cheating is ends-related: "I need
to get good grades to keep my
scholarship, to get into grad
school, to get a good job."
Somehow, the fact that students
face a competitive environment
makes it okay to toss out core
values of honesty. Wrapped into
this is the illogical but !.eductive
argument that given the high cost
of tuition, I'm entitled to get
good grades. Some students, in
other words, believe cheating is a
necessary evil. An even worse
take on this is the idea that cheating is"'t even an evil in the first
place. "Everyone sees honesty
differently," goes this argument.
"My definition of cheating and
what's acceptable is at odds with
the college's peculiarly old-fashioned ideas, so I have to work
within a system and simply be
careful not to get caught."
And that relates to the second
set of cultural pressures: Your
generation has grown up defining
cheating differently.
Perhaps
most of you, as members of the
Napster generation, don't even
pause to ask if there are moral
issues associated with downloading and distributing the intellectual property of others. You honestly struggle to see why faculty
fret and fuss over cutting and
pasting chunks of text from a
Web site into a term paper. The
Internet has brought a universe of
Information and knowledge to
your fingertips, and you're mystified why, when you bring your
cut and pasted offerings to your
professors, they cry, "Plagiarism,
plagiarism." One problem is the
poor guidance you may have had
in high school on what constitutes research and what is plagiarism. (If you have any doubts
about how the college defines
this laffer concept, read page 16
of Whitworth's catalog.) Another
problem is that teachers in high
school and college ten you to
work in groups and praise you for

collaborative efforts - and then
get upset when you work WIth a
classmate on a take-home exam.
So, whether it's understanding
the exact nature of plagiarism or
what is unacceptable collaboration on assignments, at least part
of the problem is definitional.
That leads to the third clue: our
faculty and academic administrators could do better in persuading
our students to transcend the cultural pressures they face. We
need to define carlyon in your
time at Whitworth what is and
what is not academic dishonesty.
Then we mu!>t keep reminding
you of that definition. Cheating,
in any form, is abhorrent in an
academic community. That's a
message we're not getting across
as plainly as we should. The catalog seems clear to me, but faculty need to keep explaining in
their syllabi and at the beginning
of a course how they define
cheating in their disciplines.
Facully also need to keep inviting
students who've bought into a
"me-first" culture to find ways to
transcend that mindset.
For each of our students, two
questions demand attention.
First, do I know what cheatil1g is,
as defined by the academic community of which I am now a
member? Second, and even more
important, "Am I willing to
accept these' rules of the road'?"
If you're not, you could be one of
those students who'll look back
in 20 years and say, "All I took
from Whitworth was As and Bs,
some honestly earned, others not.
But what I really needed was an
education." Some will then realize they cheated themselves out
of the life-long education they
now claim to seck at Whitworth.
And that will evoke in me an
even greater sadness than the
academ ic road wrecks I'll see
this coming semester.
"Thoughtful Stc:w" is (I 'if/ecllOll if
filClI/!] fllld skiff mices fr0ll' (Icross Inc
l17hl/worth Collrge camplls.
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Pumping iron

Bucs dominate conference

Students tone their bodiesj
make use of Fitness Center.
~Scene,

Both basketball teams win;
cheering fans pack Fieldhouse.
~Sports,
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Consultants study
campus gender issues
.j

Community members explore
gender experiences at Whitworth

1

Megan Haley
Staff writer
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(From left to right) Juniors ElIzabeth Smelser, Heath Katsma and Nichlas Fox talk to Leonard Pitts Jr. (center)
Monday nIght in the Hixson Union Building.
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Provocative
Pitts offers
perspective
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Chris Collins
Sports editor
It could have been a rally - or a political
campaign speech. And maybe it WHf>.
One Spokane resident asked syndicated
columnist Leonard PIItS Jr. if he would run for
mayor of Spokane. The award-winning Miami
Herald writer respectfully declined.
"Spokane must be in a lot of trouble if you
want me to be mayor," PiUs joked.
But for two days last week, author and culture
crilic Pitts engaged the Whitworth community,
conversing with students at a pizza dinner last
Monday, presenting his lecture on "Choosing
Sides" laler that evening and speaking to communications, business and political studies classes Tuesday morning.

"He was our most notable speaker thus far for
the year," said Esther Lnuie, assistant dean for
Programming and Diven,ity.
Freshman Nicole Remy, who attended the lecture in Cowles Memorial Auditorium, said Pius
presented a new perspective on life.
"I didn't know what to expect - I had never
read his columns before," Remy said. "But I
thought his point of view was interesting. He
made you look at issues in a different way."
In a phone interview, Pius expressed his
appreciation for speaking with college students.
"With students you get more interesting questions," he said. "There'S a certain level of enthusiasm."
On the subject of race, Pitts said race will
See

Whitworth has hired two gender consultants from the University of
Washington to stu~y gender issues on campus.
"The driving question is whether all members of the Whitworth
community, both male and female, are treated justly and fairly," said
Joyce Raveling, the principal investigator for the study.
Raveling and her research partner, Angela Ginorio, professor of
women studies and psychology, are running the study. Both have previous experience researching gender issues in higher education.
"The study will try to understand how we all feel about gender in
our work environment," said Julia Stronks, professor of Politics and
History. Along with President BiII Robinson and Professor of
Education Gordon Watanabe, Stronks is part of the three-member
committee at Whitworth presently working on the study. Facully, students and staff are all being consulled.
"Admittedly, there is differential treatment based on gender that is
presumptuous and unfair,". Robinson said. "Usually this limits opportunities for women, and its perpetration isn't necessarily restricted to
men."
Robinson said he recently talked with two women, both of whom had
very different- gender-related experiences. One woman fell smothered by
the pres~ure of the "ring by spring" mentality on campus, while the other
said she was not comfortable admitting her desire 10 be a housewife
because she feared the disapproval of other women.
In addition, both Stronks and Robinson discussed that the gender
issues could be related to theology.
"Some of the challenges that face a Christian institution have to do
with whether God called men and women to do work in the same way,"
Stronks said.
Slronks added that people also identify gender problems differently,
and this can lead to differing opinions about the subject.
"The first and vitally important queslion is whether the people at
Whitworth - students, facully and staff - think or have experiences
that they believe :lre related to g~nder," Raveling said.
These experiences can be either positive or negative. When an
experience has been idenlified as a gender-related issue, questions
arise about the actual experience, the context of the experience and
why a person believes the experience is about gender, she said.
The study will also attempt to determine if the perceived gender
issues aid or harm members of both sexes regarding a person's ability to learn and grow, Raveling said. A final question will analyze
whether gender issues are built into Whitworth's culture, she said.
For the study, Raveling is using Standpoint Theory. This research
method involves personal interviews with students, staff and faculty to
obtain data.
"What is meaningful is determined and defined by the people in the
situation, not the researcher," she said.
Standpoint Theory requires the researcher to try to understand how
a person perceives the situation or experience investigated, Raveling
said. She previously worked at a college very similar 10 Whitworth,
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Campus security report shows theft rising
Anthoy Rodin
Staff writer

i

Whitworth
still safer
than other
area schools

inside:

The 2002 Campus Security
Report shows theft continuing as
the main problem on campus.
Theft of bicycles and other
property has shot up since 2000.
For example, in 2000 there were

",,"News Students learn
through service,
page 4

~Publicatlon

only three bicycle thefts, while
there were nine in 2001 and 15 in
2002.
The 2001 number is mainly
from a rash of bike thefts where
eight or nine bikes were taken in
the span of two weeks, probably
by an off-campus group, Security
Supervisor LeRoy Fantasia said.

"""Scene The idiot's
guide to a night out,
page 6

Another problem is the "car
clouts," where car windows are
smashed and valuables are stolen.
Fantasia said this coincides with a
city-wide trend of theft to fund
drug use, especially methamphetamines.
The best deterrent to thieves is
to keep possession'> locked in safe

"""Sports Teams spring
into new-season,
page 7 7

of Whitworth College, 300 W, Hawthorne Rd, Spokane, WA 99251

places, Fantasia said. The residence halls are especially prone to
theft, as 11 of the 15 bicycle thefts
occurred outside dorms.
Liquor law violations are also a
problem, although this trend is
See THER ... page 4

""" Opinions Title IX
meets quota onlv,
page 73
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PITTS:

Continued from page 1

Continued from page I

however, that docs not allow her to understand exacUy what it feels
like to be a member of Whitworth's community, she said.
Along with personal interviews, paper-and-pencil surveys are
used to collect data. Raveling met with students, faculty and staff
during two previous campus visits and conducted personal interviews. She currently is preparing three versions of a survey, one for
faculty, one for students and one for staff members.
Statistical software will be used to evaluate the results from the
surveys.
"However, the harder part is figuring out what those differences
mean, and that's why the qualitative data analysis is so important,"
she said.
The information she and Ginorio learn from the personal interviews WIll help provide a basi~ for interpreting the statistical
results.
She will return to campus March 13 and 14 to conduct more
interviews and will focus on talking with students.
The ~tudy began this past fall and will run approximately one
year. The time frame mcludes the analysis of the. data an.d writing the final report Stronks, Watanabe and RobInson wIll then
discuss the results and decide how to present them to the community, Robinson said.

probably be as important an issue
for the younger generation as it
has been in the past.
"We need to manage diversity
and need enlightened self-interests," Pitts said. "All of us should
get out of our comfort zones and
deal with things that we're not as
familiar with. We can be a service to a broader segment of society."
Reflecting that message, PiUs
spoke to a packed audience
Monday night and asked the
audience to choose sides carefully.
"Choose sides that force you
out of your comfort zones - that
give you another perspective," he
said.
Pius coupled this message
with a call for unity.
"Change will only come when
we can look at each other and
recognize that we are members of
the same team," he said.
Pius addressed the Sept. 11
atrocity, reflecting on how the
American people came together,
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defining
themselves
as
Americans bul slowly drifted
aparl afterwards.
"Coming together is not the
hard part - being together i~,"
he said. "We arc cursed WIth
shorl memories. Bonds formed in
the face of a threat erode as Ihe
threat fades."
Pitts said forming an identity
based on oppression is an unreliable approach.
"We came together on what we
fear - it would have been better
if we came together on what we
loved," he said.
After his speech,
Pitts
answered audience questions and
addressed the possible war with
Iraq.
"If we are attacked, then we
should expend all our energies to
go get them," Pitts said. "Bul
Saddam dIdn't attack us Osama bin Laden did."
Pitts also addressed the controversial issue of racial preferences, stating that he sees affirmative action as a "necessary
evil," . but fears it gives young
minorities the impression they
need extra help.
Louie said Pitts' visit was a
success.
"His message was something

we needed to hear," she said. "It
felt like we were all being invited
to think and discuss different
issues."
Earlier in the evening, Pitts
spoke to a group of approximately 15 students in the Hixson
Union Building, where they
mulled over issues of war, civil
liberties, race, today's youth and
!>ports.
Pitts spoke at the Seeley Mudd
Chapel Tue!>day. Junior Lindsay
Anderson said the lecture was
thought-provoking.
"He talked about how if you
have something to say, then say
it," Anderson said. "It was big for
me, because oftentimes I have
personal convictions that I want
to make publIc."
Arlin Migliazzo, professor of
Politics and History, told the
audience Monday night that he
had been planning for Pitts' visit
for the last two years. Later,
Migliazzo said Pitts, whom he
has labeled a "modern-day
Jeremiah," gave the community
just what it needed.
"[ was very pleased with how
he speaks to so many different
people and addresses many of lhe
tough issues that we deal with as
Americans," Migliazzo said.
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"Smoking kills. If you're killed, you've lost a very important
part of your life."
- Brooke Shields, in an interview for a federal
anti-smoking campaign

~

"So, you've been brothers your whole life?"
- Pat Sajack, Wheel of Fortune

~

"USA Today has come out with a new survey. Apparently
three out of four people make up 75 percent of the
popul at Ion. "
- David Letterman, The Late Show

~

"We're going to turn this team around 360 degrees."
- Jason Kidd upon hIS drafting to the Dallas
Mavericks.

~

"And I'm sorry to you. You're all pissed off. But it's better
than being pis!>ed on, am 1 right?"
-Tom Green

~

Question: If you could live forever, would you and why?
Answer: "I would not live forever, becau!>e we should not
live for ever, because, if we were supposed to live for
ever, then we would live forever, but we cannot live for
ever, which is why I would not live forever."
- Miss Alabama in the 1994 Miss USA Contest

No raffles. Just success!
Fundrrusing dates are fJlling
quickly. Get with the
programs that work!

Yo-&.tr Trusud Soltrce./lJr CrJll~g~ FllItdrawng

888-923-3238
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Advertising Manager
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~

Whitworth ian - Newspaper Town Hall meeting 6 p.m.
Thursday in the Cafe

Jffll AJePhersoJI

~

ASWC Spring Retreat -

~

Singer and songwriter Shane Bernard performing in the Cafe
March 1

~

Alcohol abuse on campus - Stewart and The Village leadership seeking mandatory alcohol awareness program

~

Spring elections and coordinator positions now available, due March 14
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ASWCtninutes
February 19

4 to 8 p.m. Friday

Applications

~ Honors Program -

will include ~4 freshmen each year,
honors advisor and genera.l education classes

~

Student sections for baske'tbal! games - have started with
Mac Men sitting behind opponents' bench

~

Undergraduate Research Conference - based on research
done now, talk to advisors if interested
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. newsbriefs
Housing launches new Web site
Whitworth Housing has created a new Web site to better inform
both prospective and current students.
The site, www.whitworth.edu/housing, will help answer returning students' questions about meal plans, room and board cosls, lottery information, how to change rooms or check out, how to apply
for a theme house and how to deal with roommate conflicts,
Assistant Director of Student Housing Kathy Davis said in an email.
The Web site, which has been running for one month, has
reduced the amount of phone calls to the Student Housing Office.
Created by Web Manager Garrell Riddle and the Web design
learn, the site was the result of an idea by Davis, Associate Dean of
Students Dick Mandeville, Assistant Director of Residence Life
Nicole Boymook and Studenl Life Program Assistant Jane Nielsen.

Jubilation dances into. semester
Jubilation, Whitworth's student-led dance troupe that worships
God through a variety of dance styles, began last week, but it is not
100 late to join.
On Sundays arc the symbolic movement, gospel hula and swing
classes, as well as an outreach team that meet to discuss ways to
minister to the community through dance. Tuesday classes are
modern and ballet dancmg. Thursdays arc devoted to lap, jazz and
hip-hop. On Fridays the Hulkamaniacs give break dancing lessons.
Each class will participate in a performance at the end of the
semester 10 show the community what they have learned.
Jubilation President and senior Erin Mee said the classes are
open to students of all skill levels.
"The unly thing that we require of our members is to have a heart
to dance," Mee said.

College hosts poverty lectu res
The lecture, "Alleviating Poverty, Building Assets for WorldClass Cities," the third in Bethel A.M.E. Church and Whitworth
College's "Alleviated Poverty and Building Assets for the
Development of World-Class Communities: Partnership and
Collaboration"lecture series will be held at 6 p.m. March 13 in the
Seeley (l Mudd Chapel.
This lecture will be given by Melvin L. Oliver, vice president of
the Ford Foundation's Asset Building and Community
Development P~ogra.m. Students who attend this lecture and the
7:30 p.m. Great Decisions lecture can attend a free pizza party. Call
Barbara Broderick, assistant program assistant for the Politics and
History departments, at ext. 3270 to reserve a spot at Ihe party.
The three-lecture series began on Friday with "Creating
Sustainable Communities in an Era of Fiscal Austerity," presented
by James H. Johnson.
The final lecture of the series is at 7 p.m. April 4. "Community
and Educational Partnerships: Advancing Opportunity to become a
World-Class Community" will be presented by Hector Garza,
President of the National Council for Community and Education
Partnerships.
All lectures are free. A de:'lsert reception in the Hixson Union
Building will follow each lecture.
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Students, faculty benefit
from Lilly Vocation Grant
Sarah L. Lamb
SlafilVriler
Finding the perfect career can
be a lifelong quest.
Whitworth students are discovering the connections between
prayer, choosing a career and
mentoring through their involvement with the $2 million Lilly
Vocalion Grant.
Professor of Politics and
History Dale Soden and Chaplain
Terry McGonigal direct the programs that benefit from this fiveyear grant.
The Lilly Vocation Grant was
received
from
the
Lilly
Foundation. The foundation
asked Whitworth and similar colleges to apply for the grant.
Students benefit from this
grant through belonging to mentoring groups with facully. The
grant also will benefit the communal dorm proposed for next
year, The Life.
Internships, the Certification
through
Ministry Program,
Young Life student staff and mmistry coordinators also benefit
from this grant.
Through this grant, senior
James Fischl has had the opportunity to serve as an intern at
Emmanuel Presbyterian Church
in downtown Spokane.
According to the Lilly
Vocation Web site, "Students are
trained in oral history and sociological analysis, and work with
church archival material in the
Whitworth College Library."
Fischl's tasks last summer
were gathering historical materials from members of a church
congregation, sorting through
these for relevance and creating a
project that gives a glimpse of the
history of the church and how the
church operated in the past.
0

Fischl said he was able to give
back to the congregation, while
seeing how the church operated
in the past and how it operates
now.
"It has been valuable to me in
seeing if I want to fiJI those
[ordained ministry] positions,"
he said.
Fischl said his internship has
taught him about himself and his
work habits. He said anybody
can get something out of this
kind of opportunity.
"[You get] a better understanding of how the church operates or
has operated, regardless of vocation," he said. "[It's an] opportunity to learn about yourself and
your own work habits."
Faculty and staff like Soden
have opportunities to work
alongside students like Fischl to
help them develop career skills
through spiritual and community
involvement. 1Wenty-six faculty
members lead four to 12 students
in spiritual mentoring groups.
The purpose of these groups is to
assist students in discovering theological reflection with the
understanding of a student's
vocation.
The faculty gathers with students for meals, discussion
groups and sometimes for offcampus events to foster relationships with students and to further
understand how vocation and
faith can interact.
The upcoming facully development day on March 7 will help
faculty and staff focus with mentoring students by listening to
speakers .and participating in
workshops. Staff members also
participate in retreats and reading
groups to review their work and
learn how to improve their mentaring skills.
. The
Faith
and
Work

Conference April 9-10 will
explore such things, and will lake
place on Whitworth's campus,
with Gonzaga University cosponsoring the event, and is open
10 the public.
The college hircd three new
faculty members under the
grant,
including Associate
Chaplain Andrea Saccoccio,
Whitworth alumni Ben Brody,
who will teach classes in the
Church Music Certification
Program and help lead chapel,
and Dr. Karin Heller, who wiJl
teach in the Religion department.
Soden said the grant will "help
change our faculty and career
counseling in a way that has a
long-term effecl."
The Lilly Grant makes possible additional research programs,
judividUil1 lectures and internships within each department.
The grant also has assisted
Associate
Professor
of
Communications
Studies
Virginia
Whitehouse
and
Professor of Politics and Ilistory
Michael LeRoy write books
related to vocation. The programs
developed from the grant will be
evaluated to determine their
effects on Whitworth and the
community.
The 20 students in the new
Being Called Program gain leadership skills through attending
retreats, conducting service
learning projects and participating in peer-faculty groups. They
write journals about their experiences and go through annual
interviews.
The Lilly Grant also includes
Service Learning projecls 10 help
students experience the community through work and vocational
opportunities.
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Service learning
integrates class
with real issues

Making his point ...

Heather Thomsen
Siaff writer
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In conjunction with lasl
week's
Student
Civic
Engagemen_t Week, seve.ral
Whitworth students are tacklmg
the issue of society'S outcasts.
Through service learning projects, including Cup of Cool
Water En Christo, Urban Plunge
and the Street Kids Project, students are actively combating
social injustice, such as poverty
and oppression.
.
Members of the Street Kids
Project, currently in its second
year, are learning to interact
with homeless and runaway
youth living on the streets of
downtown Spokane.
Two training sessions held
Feb. l5 and 22 addressed ways
of dealing with challenges su~h
as drugs, prostitution, domeslJc
violence and sexual abuse
among the homeless youth.
Though these training sessions coincide with the kick-off
of Student Civic Engagement
Week Professor of Politics and
Histo;y Julia Stronks, director
of the Street Kids Project,
Manouchehr Ganji, a human rights activist from Iran, speaks to John Yoder's international relainsists that Whilworth's fight
tions class last Thursday. GanJI IS the founder and secretary general of the Flag of Freedom
for social justice reaches far
Organization (FFO) of Iran, a democratic opposition to Iran's clerical regime. He has devoted the
beyond this one week of servpast 23 years to working for the FFO to help the people of Iran regain their human rights.
ice.
"[Whitworth's] emphasis on
increasing
civic engagement
change to help keep students up-to-date.
really began about two years
"I appreciate that the security really looks after
ago." Stronks said. "The Street
the student body," freshman Lisa Fox said.
Kids Project, for example, is a
Continued from page 1
Faatasia is on a board of security services from , product of the civic work that
diffe~enf cOileges and universities in the- area,
has been done in the past."
holding steady at about IB per year. Vandalism also including Gonzaga University. He said the statisSophomore
Elaine
is holding steady at about five reports per year.
tics show that Whitworth compares "very favorHeinemann, student co-coordiThe security report is available to the campus ably" to those other campuses. He credits the locanator of the Street Kids Project,
community every October to inform students of the tion and size of Whitworth, along with his staff, for
said reflecting Christ's love
most prevalent crimes on campus so they can act the safe campus.
through service and building
accordingly.
"We're really in a good location and the problems
relationships are the program's
The Security Office is required to report homi- we have are minimal to other campuses," Fantasia
goals.
cides, sex crimes, burglary,
said.
"It is really important to
arson, motor vehicle theft and
spread Christ's love to those
One of the problems the securidrug, alcohol and gun violawhom society would rather forty staff is trying to reduce is malitions. The rest of the report,
get about," Heinemann said.
cious activity, which is an act that
It
We're
really
in
agood
such as thefts, vandalism and
"The 'forgollens' are exactly
has the potential to be disruptive
malicious intent is given vol- location and the problems we or cause problems. The 2002 secuwhat thesr kids are. They have
untarily by the Security Office.
been rejected by everyone: socirity report includes three reports
have
arc
minimal
to
other
Whitworth's security team
of such acts, although many others
ety, their families, sometimes
campuses. "
consists of seven full-time
even by churches."
were written off as pranks,
guards, along with one or two
Fantasia said.
The project hit the streets last
student aides. The team works
LeRoy Fanfasla,
night. Several Whitworth stu"The
word
'prank'
is
overused
.l'ecllrity .l'lIperrisor
every hour of every day of
dents served meals to the kids
on campus," he said.
every week.
downtown
and initiated friendThe difference between pranks
"Security seems really
ships they hope 10 build
is
lasting
and
malicious
activity
accessible if you need them,"
throughout the semester.
damage. If an act requires hours
freshman Alison Cardinal said.
Ironically, many affirm that
to clean up and possible long-term damage, lhen it
Since they arc not bogged down with crime on is no longer a prank but malicious activity. The
this project, which is intended to
campus, Security officers are available to ~erve t.he security team is focusing on differentiating the t....'O
serve the destitute kids of downstudent body in other ways, such as helpmg wIth terms and punishing Ihose responsible accordingly.
town Spokane, actually benefits
lockouts and car problems.
the servers more. Sironks
However, the fact that the security team has time
described
a Whitworth student
"Our role is one of service," Fantasia said.
to focus on pranks and malicious activities shows
who said his experience with the
The Security Office is responsible for compiling thai Whitworth is a relatively safe campus. There
street kids transformed his life:
the reports, as well as investigating !hem further and have been no homicides, aggravated assault or sex
'''They have given me so much,
bringing in higher levels of the law If necessary. The offenses committed on campus in al least the pasl
and we have gIVen them so litreports, which used to be grouped by school year but four years. No arrests have been made for drug,
tle.'''
now are grouped by calendar year, ar.e n?t du~ to the gun or alcohol violations in at least the last four
Like Ihose working with
board until October. However, thIS IS gOIng to years.
homeless youth downtown, others who participated in the Urban
Plunge Feb. 21-23 tried to see
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Jesus in the eyes of the people
they served.
Participants in the Urban
Plunge, organized by senior
Amy Robinson, dedicated an
entire weekend to serving the
people in the west-central area,
the poorest district in Spokane.
The nine-member group spent
Friday and Saturday night at the
Westminster House, in conjuncWestminster
tion
with
Presbyterian Church. For many
of the 'Plungers,' this was their
first experience living in a destitute neighborhood.
"This experience has really
opened my eyes to the reality of
living in poverty," Urban Plunge
member freshman Stephanie
Ridgway said. "It was difficult to
realize how much I take things
for granted. I worry about how
I'm going 10 pay for school, but
-the people there worry about
whether they will get to eat
tomorrow."
On Saturday they volunteered
at Our Place, a Catholic socialservice center, and observed a
panel discussion of Christian
services including Christ Clinic,
Youth for Christ and Christ
Kitchen.
"The panel convinced us all to
join one or more of the organizations and offer our time and
help," Ridgway said. "I perso.nally 11m joining Youth for Chnst
and will be working with them to
help get their new youth center
up and running."
Those involved with the serv~ _
ice learning projects that integrate academic instruction with
community service emphasize
how they have affected the
Spokane community.
"There is no question that
many of our local community
agencies would not be functioning at the same level they are
now without [Whitworth] students' help," said Keilh Kelley,
Service Learning coordinator.
"Currently, we have students
volunteering all throughout the
city of Spokane. Now more than
ever, the need for students to
extend themselves to serve their
city is greater than ever."
Stronks insists that this outreach to the poor is not just a
faith-based pursuit, though she
does sec deeper implications for
Christians.
"All people in a representative democracy are called to
think about their obligations to
not just their
one another rights, but their obligations to
the community," Stronks said.
"That calling is even stronger
more
specific
for
and
Christians. From the book of
Matthew, we know that Christ
will recognize us by the work
we have done to the poor, the
weak, the homeless, those who
need our help."

Check out
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TRIBUTE ALBUM REVIEW
Artists collaborate to pay respects
to punk-rockers Ramones .
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NeW" groups
address body
unage issues

Could have danced all night ...

•

•

Sessions designed to
overcome disorders
Sarah Dilworth

Junior Heather
Stout gets dipped
by sophomore
Brian laird at the
ballroom dance in
the Hixson Union
BUilding Friday
night. The dance
was hosted by the
Ballroom Dance
Club, of which
both Stout and
Laird are members.

Staff writer
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The idiot's guide to
a night on the town
Stephanie Getman
Staff writer
It's Friday nigh! at Whitworth.
Peering through the dorm room windows, one would find !>tudents engaged in the typical weekend aclivities: watching DVDs
on tiny computer screens, playing Smash Brothers on the N64,
eating Tricky Stix from Pizza Pipeline and talking with friends in
lounges.
In downtown Spokane a myriad of cultural activities await your
discovery. Do not let thelf "highbrow" nature daunt you, however.
Furthermore, do not assume that the only way to enjoy an
evenmg out is with a significant other. You can have JU&t as much
fun - if not more - with a group of friends.
With a willingness to try new things and a dose of proper etiquette, you will find yourself enjoying classically defined high
culture.
In preparation for Friday, you must take care of three essential
things: communicahon with your party, reservations and tickets.
Be clear when speaking with your party about the night's
details, induding times, meeting places and transportation. Try to
have reservations made as soon as plans are established. This will
pre"ent unnecessary and inconvenient waits upon arrival at the
restaurant. Obtain tickets prior to the event, if at all possible, via
phone, the Internet or a personal visit to the box office.
Also, consider your options for dressing up. By no means are
you required to bring out your prom dress or tux.
Remember that Spokane is the heart of the Inland Empire, the
hub of casual attire. No one will give a second look if you choose
to wear jeans, but you may be respected as more than a naive college student if you dress better than you do after rolling out of bed
10 minutes before class.
Professor of English Leonard Oakland's advice is to "dress so
that you feel comfortable,' so that you feel like it's an event you
can enjoy."
A typical evening on the town entails eating a meal and attending an event.
The order of these two components is not set; rather, you can
determine what would work best for your party, taking into consideration the time frame of the event.
Supposing you want to ea~ earlier, you should make r~rva
tions for a couple of hours pnor to the event. To be conslderat~,
do everything possible to ensure that you are not late. Factor In
travel time from the restaurant to the venue, and allow ample
room for ordering, eating ana then paying the bill. No one wants
to rush through a proper meal.
Once at the restaurant, peruse the menu, and do not be afraid to
ask questions about spices, vegetables and cookin~ terms th~t are
foreign to you. You may also want to ask the walter or waitress
what his or her favorite Hem is. This is a great way to try new
items that you might otherwise leave untasted.
When the food arrives, remember to place your napkin on your
lap. If multiple forks rest in front of you, work from the outside
in. Eat carefully, avoiding the clinking of silverware, sloshing of
soup or crunching of croutons. Bring the food to your mouth, not
your mouth to the food.
Once you have finished the meal, rest your silverware on the

edge of the plate and place all used paper goods (Le. napkins or
straw wrappers) to the left of your plate. Your waiter or waitress
will clear your plates and, in due time, bring you the check.
Always tip; the standard amount for satisfactory service is 15
percent of the pretax total. If you choose to leave a cash tip, as
opposed to including it in your credit card payment, do not leave
pennies.
The following are a few classy downtownl'esnlurants you may
want to try:
.. Fugazzi, near The Met
"Quinn's, also near The Met and especially good for postevent dessert and coffee
.. Luigi's, across from the Spokane Opera House
.. The Palm Court at the newly renovated Davenport Hotel
.. Clinkerdagger's, in the Flour Mill overlooking the Spokane
River
.. Luna, located on the South Hill
If time or money are constraints on the evening, you may opt
to drink a cappuccino or some tea at a downtown coffeehouse.
Although Starbucks is dependable, other shops are worth
checking out. Try one of the Rocket Bakeries, Tryst's or the
Rockwood Bakery by Manito Park on the South Hill.
Once some food is in your stomach, you are prepared for a cultural event.
One of Spokane's best regular events is the Spokane
Symphony's classical music series, Oakland said.
Of the 10 season performances, four remain. They include the
following programs: Enter the World of Don Quixote Feb. 28,
Barber, Bartok and Brahms March 21, Tchailwvsky's Piano
Concerto April 18 and The Damnation of Faust May 9.
Each show starts at 8 p.m., and discounted student tickets are
available the night of every concert for $5 from 6to 6:30 p.m. and
$9 from 6:30 to 8 p.m. Be prepared to present a student ID and
pay in cash. The Spokane Symphony is not only highly cultural
but inexpensive, as well.

See GUIDE .. page 7

How many people can look at themselves
in the mirror and be completely happy with
what they see and who they are? The truth is,
not many.
Sunday was the start of Eating Disorder
Awareness Week.
Across the country the goal of many is to
get the word out about all the help available to
those suffering from a disorder.
"We all have something that we obsess
about with our bod~es," said Diane
Cunningham, the new health counselor on
campus who facilitates the Body Image
Support Group.
The Body Image Support Group started just
two weeks ago and already is in high.demand.
The group is open to anyone who has struggled with body image and who wants to
improve his or her negative mindset.
The support group is not a therapy session
and not a lesson on how to lose weight. The
sessions arc times for learning about how to
have a healthy body image and a comfortable
setting where peers can support each other.
"Most women, whether they are thin 01' fat,
tall or short, have trouble accepting themselves for who they are," Cunningham said.
For some, it is not just a weight issue, it is
an appearance issue. They don't like something about their bodies and it affects their
mental health. Accepting yourself and loving
yoursC/f, just as you are, is the ultimate goal
for the group, Cunningham said.
Society is constantly telling both men and
women how they should look to be acceptable
and deemed "beautiful."
Cunningham's support group will look at
how distorted society's standards arc and they
will learn to be realistic with [heir bodies.
The first thing the group diu was make a list
of 10 things they like about themselves and 10
things they disliked. The group then gave
each other feedback and they were able to see
that often the way we perceive ourselves is
not what other people see.
The group will also read from Geneen
Roth's books, When Food is Love and When

You Eat at the Refrigerator, Pull up a Chair.
Though the BDdy Image Support Group is
full, Cunningham docs have openings for oneon-one counseling sessions at the Health
Center on Tuesdays and Thursdays.
Another support group on campus is available that is not full and is specifically for
those suffering from eating disorders.
This group meets every Wednesday from 7
to 8 p.m. upstairs in the Hixson Union
Building. The group is student led by seniors
Becky Trefts and Julia Schmidt.
Food can become a prison for many
women.
"There is a way out. You don't have to be
trapped by food," Trefts said: There is a freedom to be found and hopefully this group can
help people find that freedom."
The purpose of the group is to share with
each other and learn from each other. The
focus is accountability with the ultimate goal
of recovery.
As you enter Eating Disorder Awareness
Week, remember that eating disorders afflict
millions of people, thousands of which will
die from them every year.
If you know someone who suffers from an
eating disorder, talk to them about it and
encourage them to get some help.
"It's really important that we learn to love
our bodies today, just they way they are and
then be accepting of the changes that will
undoubtedly occur," Cunningham said.
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Whitworth Speaks Out
What do you think about the recent Michael Jackson hype?

"He looks like he has
some issues. His music

was really good in the
'80s, the beat anyway, I
didn't listen to the words."
Carl Jacques,
senior-

"I danced with him, and
he seemed quite normal
then. He lacked so much in
his childhood and now that
he has the time and money,
he's being a kid. The media
is just jumping all over it
and giving it a lot of bad
press."

"It shouldn't be a sur-

prise that he has issues
because of his upbringing.
He was a musician as a
child and didn't have room
to be a kid, but it's not an
excuse for his actions."

"He's the king of pop.
His music is yet unparalleled, but he's kind of a
freak."
Blake Wallick
!mhmon

Hailey Nordmarken,
sopho!1lor-e

Sheburra Moore,
sophomor-t

Ramones tribute album
reverent to band's spirit
Angie Pappas
Scene editor
The Ramones are perhaps the
kings of punk rock. Not so much
the underground dirty Pllnk rock
usually associated with the genre
and bands like the Dead
Kennedys, The Misfits and
Minor Threat - but a band who
had rockin' songs just catchy and
mean enough to make the disco
rats of the '70s rip off their polyester and platforms and get some
blue jeans and Chuck Taylors.
Joey, Johnny, Dee Dee, Marky
and Tommy Ramone (all of
whom eventually ended up with
the surname) dominated the '70s,
'80s and into the '90s with many
powerful albums and hit songs,
including "I Wanna Be Sedated"
and "The KKK Took My Baby
Away," contributing to parental
nervous breakdoWll'> and acute
deafness in their precious punkchildren.
Rocking out with their threechord (some would argue that a
few have four chords) anthems,
the Ramones were foundation

builders of modern-day punk
rock, stilI listed as a major influence over a wide variety of musicians since then, earning them a
label of being a "band's band."
Following l the deaths of lead
singer Joey in 2001 and bassist
Dee Dee last year, the Ramones
have reemerged for an entirely
new generation of pop-punkers
adherent to the likes of Avril
Lavigne and Blink 182 - and
they are now as big as ever.
So, finally after decades of
sweaty, beefy, hit songs a tribute
album has been made to pay reverence to the band that was never
particularly reverent toward anything.
While tribute albums might
typically combine, a bunch of
pseudo-popular bands to demolish the original artists' songs, that
is not necessarily be the case with

We're A Happy Family - a
Tribute to Ramolles, released
Feb.ll.
The album includes 16 of their
most famous hits, each tweaked
to the covering artist's style.
Considering the album boasts

covers by everyone from U2 h
Metallica to Pete Yom, the compilation ends up being a very
strange mix - but it works.
Author Stephen King praises
the mix in his liner notes address.
"This is the kind of record that
you treasure," King said. "This is
the kind of record you play until
you're sick of it and then put it
away and find it five years later
in the trunk of your car or under a
pile of crusty skivvies and wipe
off the dried beer-scum and buff
it up and stick it in your player
and it sounds just as good as it
did the first time."
The opening track "Havana
Affair" covered by the Red Hot
Chili Peppers sets an interesting
tone for the album. The band
slowed the tempo down, giving
the upbeat song a Chili Peppers
head swaying, slow-dance feel.
Rob Zombie, Marilyn Manson
and Kiss turned the three-chord
Ramones classics, "Blizterieg
Bop," "The KKK Took My Baby
Away" and "Do You Remember
Rock 'n' Roll Radio" into monster metal symphonies which will

make your teeth grind.
The most Ramones-ish cover
included was the Offspring's
reproduction of "I Wanna Be
Sedated." They stuck with the
true Ramones form, calling in the
chugging guitars and garageyEast Coast feel.
Ramones fans everywhere
should pick up a copy of the tribute, even if the idea of a tribute
album seems discouraging to
you. Add this to your Ramones
repertoire simply out of respect
for the first rock band to make
'punk' a household word.
If you're lacking in the
Ramones experience departmenl,
however, tryout Ramones Mallia
(1988) for a 3D-song ride on the
Ramones roller coaster.

- UrgentBlood plasma donalions are
needed 10 help save bum,
lrauma, and shock victims.
dona Ie today and receive
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Students looking
for a close, quiet

._---------------------------.
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No! valid wWh 8IIY oIhef 04fer. Eltpires 5131103

ZLB Plasma Services
Formerty Nabi Biomedical Center

newly-remodeled

9621 E. Sprague
926-1881

duplexes

Fees and donation lIme may vary.

Washer and Dryer
Dishwasher,
Parking
*Water Paid*

4 Bedrooms, 3 bath, study $1,500/ month &
3 Bedrooms, 2 Baths $900 / month

I
I
I

(for approx. 2 hours).
Call or stop by:

625 and 627
W. Hawthorne Rd.
Call (208) 666-0389

www.zlh.com

Summer Camp Jobs
Work with kids ages 6-17 at Camp
Seallh on Vashon Island Positions
Include counselors, lifeguards,
horseback riding staff, tnp leaders.
' cooks and more!

~
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Interviews at Spoken.
Falls C.C. Mllrch 6

To ret:eiYe an appicaUOII or sign
L4l for an inleview call Spokane falls e.c.
CaleeI' Centet al 513 3540 ex contad Seaah
aI 206 463 3174, C3fIllSta/l@campfire·usa.OIg
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Jones sweeps
Grammy awards
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Continued from page 5

Source: www.grammy.aol.com
Sunday night marked the 45th
annual Grammy Awards, celebrating the music recording
industry's shining moments in
2002.
Pop singer Norah Jones took
home six awards, sweeping the
"Record of the Year," "Album of
the Year" and "Best New Artist"
categories.
The awards moved hack to the
East Coast, airing live from
Madison Square Garden In New
York City.
Other
awards
presented
included:

.. Best Rock Performance by a
Duo or Group with Vocal
. "In My Place"
Coldplay
.. Best Hard Rock Performance
"All My Life"
Foo Fighters

Other musical events worth noting are Aliegro's Baroque and
Beyond, as well as the Spokane
String Quartet.
If a play would beller suit your
fancy, look into InterPlayers,
Spokane'S only professional theater company, and the Spokane
Civic Theatre, both of which have
two shows remaining this season.
Watching a play at InterPlayers
is a more costly affair, tickets ranging from $]6 to $20. Tickets for

.. Best Metal Performance
""ere To Stay"
Korn
.. Best Rock Song
"The Rising"
Bruce Springsteen, songwriter

the Spokane Civic Theatre, however, are regularly only $10, but
there is a two-for-one student special
available through their Web sile,
www.spokanecivicthealre.com.
As far as etiquelle is concerned,
Ihe mosl basic rule 10 follow during Illlendance al an event like the
symphony or a play is to be courteous. Refmin from uttering even
the slighlest whisper during Ihe
performance, lurn off cell phones
and hold your applause until Ihe
end of a piece .
Sophomore Catherine Sill~er, a
music major, said il is important to
clap al the end of a piece but not

7

after each movement in a piece.
Refer 10 YOUT progmm notes if you
are confused about how many
movements are within a piece.
Give a standing ovation if you
feel it necessary.
"Spokane gives a standing ovation fl)r everylhing," Oakland said.
The value in experiencing It
night of highbrow culture varies
from person to person. Stretch
yourself to discover a new favorite
food, musical piece or playwright.
"It's important to be well rounded and experienced, and that
includes going to the symphony,
an opera or a play," Sillser said.

Tif!Y delivers big laughs

•••

.. Best Rock Album
The RISII/g
Bruce Springsteen

~Record of the Year
DOll 'I KilOII' Why

Norah Jones

.. Best Alternative Music Album
A Rush Of Blood To The Head
Coldplay

~Album of the Year
COllie AlI'ay Wilh Me

NOfllh Jones
~Song

of the Year
"Don't Know Why"
Jesse Harris, songwriter
Performed by Norah Jones

~Best

New Artist
Norah Jones

~Best
Female Pop
Performance
"Don't Know Why"
Norah Jones

Vocal

~Best

Male
Pop
Vocal
Performance
"Your Body Is A Wonderland"
John Mayer
~Best

Pop Performance by a
Duo or Group with Vocal
"Hey Baby"
No Doubt

.. Best R&B Album
Voyage To II/dia
India.Arie
.. Best Contemporary
Album
AS/Willi
Ashanti

R&B

.. Best Rap Album
l1le Emil/em Show
Eminem

Above: Comedian
TillY Glover performs

~Best Female Country Vocal
Performance
"Cry"
Faith Hill

Saturday night In
the Hixson Union
BUilding Cafe More
than 60 students
were In attendance
for the performance.
The event was held
III celebration of
Black History
Month,

~Best Male Country Vocal
Performance
"Give my Love to Rose"
Johnny Cash

.. Best Country Performance by
. a Duo or Group with Vocal
"Long Time Gone"
Dixie Chicks

~Best Pop Vocal Album
Coille AlVay Wilh Me

Norah Jones
~Best Female Rock Vocal
Performance
"Steve McQueen"
Sheryl Crow

~Best Country Instrumental
Performance
"Lil' Jack Slade"
Dixie Chicks

~Best
Male Rock
Performance
"The Rising"
Bruce Springsteen

.. Best Country Album
Home
Dixie Chicks

left; Spoken word
artist, Marc Bamuthl
shares anecdotes
from hiS life with
the crOWd, Bamuthi
read his poems
about the war in
Iraq and other current world Issues,
as well as shOWing
off a few of his tap
danCing moves,

Vocal

IWolOJ ~'Y AJJIIt
'/.%flrml.1/ If "IJI'tn o,fllMII

chatterbox~------------------~
i ng :IS a career.
"Broadcasling has always been a
interesl 10 me," he ~aid. "I feel as
The world of ~ports i~ lfitroduced though God blessed me with a
'sports brain' Instead of being 6' 7"
to mllny boys at a young age.
For senior Mall Shupper, color and the ability to throw a 95-mph
commentary announcer for men's fastball."
H is job as an announcer at KSBN
Pirate basketball, it was no differ1230 AM, only started in January,
ent.
Growing up In a suburb of Los but its roots go back to football seaAngeles, he had the chance to lislen son.
Basketball Coach James Hayward
to some of sports broadcasting's
introduced Shupper to Bob Castlc,
legends.
One of Shupper's role models, the voice of Pirate sports.
A
Jan
Term
Chick "The Golden
internship was soon
Throat" I-learn, was " N:ftDlC: ',Malt Sh~pPe; ','
set up,
the only play-by. J\gc: 21,,"
"';"
On the fir1>t day
play
man
the
, lcar; Senior ,.'
.
of the internship,
Lakers
ever
offered
employed until his , '~"aUc:-r: <;::ommunicalions . Castle
death in 2002. He "Minor: Leadership Studies' Shupper the chance
to announce a game
wove color comon a trial basis, then
menlary into his play-by-play with
asked him 10 stay on for the rest of
ease.
Vin Scully, Shupper's favoflte season, Shupper said.
The job gave Shupper the chance
announcer, announced for the
Dodgers since Ihey were in to announce what he called his
"dream game."
BrOOKlyn.
"When we beat Linfield, in overHeroes like these
inspired
Shupper 10 look at sport broadcast- lime two weeks ago al Linfield,

Keith Spitzer
Staff writer

104-100, ! have never been more
emotionally involved in <J game," he
said,
As part of the job, Shupper
spends time with Coach Hayford
and the players on the team, his
favorite part of thc game,
As color commentary, his job i~ to
give backllround and spice to the
broadcast. Gelling to know the team
allows him to give ghmpse~ into the
personal aspect of the game that listener~ can't get.
The experience gave the senior a
chance to work and learn with a talented on-air personality, Castle's
"Voice of the Pirates" is perfect for
radio, Shupper ~aid.
"I'm amazed by his ability to
make the game come to lifc for the
li1>teners, lie makes my job easy,"
Shupper said.
However, sports broadcasting is
only one career Ihat Shupper is
looking inlo, Becoming a sports
agent or even coaching are options,
as well, he said. But as common
with seniors, he just hopes that one
of Ihem will payoff.
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Lifl. Crunch. Squeeze. Lower. Repeal. Repeat for eight more mlnute~ and join the
Scollord Fllne~s Center :08 lIIill. Ab.\ video craze.
Students rent out the video more than 20 times per day.
The Fitness Center had to purcha~e a new copy of the tape for tlus semester beci\U~e
the previous tape had worn out during the fait.
Senior Jes~e Ilinnch~ regularly !:.taffs the ritne~s Center and definitely notices the
high demand for the Video.
"It's a pretty good tape. It gives the students ~omething to follow and gives a good
.
.
burn if you do It right," Hinrichs said.
Typically the tape attracts group~ of females who enJoy the a~pect of workmg along~ide friends who can encourage one another.
lbdd Sandberg, dlfector of the Scot ford Fitne~~ Center, called the video craze a
"~ocial phenomena."
"Everyone knows how to do a basic crunch or full sit-up. [Students enJoy] an easy
and ~traightforward video where you can go at your own
pace. If you're 'With your friends, YOIl find ways to modify
complete
[the
Video]
together,"
and
Sandberg said.
Due to the popularity of the video, Sandberg purchased
the rest of the '08 Mill. Workout set for students.
Sophomore ('rances Lawson went and bought her own
collection.
"Becau~e I did the ab~ video at the fitness center ~o
much, I went out and bought the DVD with all four videos
of the :08 MlJI. workout series' :OS Mill. Ab.\~ Arms, Leg!>
1I11d BUlls," she ~aid.
Sandberg hopes [0 make a custom abdollllnal workout
Video lor students.
"My hope i" to create a video that has possibly three
eight-mlilute session~ for beglllners am] higher intensity Elght·mlnute workouts are
workout~ for intermediates," Sandberg said
the current fitness craze on
Sandberg will likely create the tilm by ca~ting his cur- campus. The tWQ·DVD set IS
rent ~tudent stafr.
available at Target for
Sandberg Silld winter is the bU~lest ~cason lor the facili- $9.99.
ty, because no one want~ to exerCI1>e olll~lde
During the month 01 January, faculty utilized the facdlty 453 tllnc~, guests 89 tl1nc~ dnd ~tudent~ 2,9071J111CS. The number of facuIty users has
dropped III half slIlce JamlalY, but currently a ~teady stream of ~Iudent~ ilIld gUl~tS contl1lue to lI~e Ihe faCility
So far in ('ebruary, there have already been 2,685 student Vi~lt~, excluding the 'ill1e~
when ~tudent~ dOli" check in With theIr Identification carth.
The most popular time of day is genel ally between 2:30 and 5 p.m. If you work out
during these fillle~, expect to compete for maclune availability.
"[Po]lulanty] I~ split between treadmills and the EIllptical~," Sandberg said
Law~on ha~ frequcntly visited the Fltnc~~ Center In the alternoon and found all the
canJlllva~cular machinc~ occupied.
"My rriends and I have had to lilt weights until a machllle is available. It'~ not a big
deal, wc've ju~t had to ~witch around what we do lIr~t," she said.
Students gcncrally work out for time lengths varying between half an hour and two
hours.
"Our hope would he that an hour would be the max," Sandbelg said. "When this
1;lcility wa ... created before I wa~ Imed here, the hope wa~ that students would do 30
l1lillute~ c,udiovascular and 3D I1llllutes lifting. That's what your body needs."
Bottom line: Be rcady and l1exlble to share time, space and equipment With othe~.
And if you're waiting around for an available machllle, why not fill up the next eight
minutes with a quahty abdollllllal work<lut video routllle?
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This is the all-protein diet that has become
quite popular in the last few years.
YOII can cat all the meat, cheese, eggs and fat you
I ike, j list el iminate all OIher foods that have carbohydrates.
Tins is more than just
breads and starches but
also includes all fruits
and many vegetables.
Statisllcally, the diet
does lead to significant
weight loss and improves
cholesterol levels, but
only after six months of
suffering through
the
diet. Most people have
trouble staYlllg on it that
long.

The drawback:

You lose
needed nutrients, sllch as
dietary fibers and selected vitamins and minerals.

This weight-loss program encourages healthy
food choice~, an active
hfe!>tyle and emotiollnl
balance.
Accordlllg to Craig, all
three of these components
lead to a healthier, 511111Iller body.
I_,-r: , •• ,
The program teaches
how to have moderation
with food.
Or you can Just buy thcir
expensive menus, or evell
have them deliver meals to
your door.
They also will plan an
exercise or recreation activities calendar for you.
Jenny Craig nlso offers books and videos on problem ami self-care strategies, relaxation and stress
management.
~.

The drawback: This

is a very expensive program
if you are not willing to do a lot of the work yourself.

Diet

, This is the typical on-campus Whitworth student's
daily food choices. For a breakfast of champions, students choose the Cafe's "Early Riser" with a cup of
coffee on the side. For lunch, they grab a sub sandwich
with the works at the Cafe as they book it for class.
For dlJ1ner, they probably hit up Sodexho food, since
their parents did pay for that expensive meal plan. By
I] p.m., hard-studying stlldenst are hungry again and
have no other option but to call lip Pizza Pipeline.
They have the number memorized (of course) and
they never forget to order Tricky Stix on the side.

The drawback:

Eating four meals a day may lead 10
the dreaded freshman j 5 ... or 30 .. , or 45.
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Opposite: Senior football player Austin Neale
performs preacher
cu rls In the Graves
Gym wei gilt room

>
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Left: Sophomore Shane
Gronholz and freshman
Sara Chamberlain utilize the treadmills In
the Scotfleld Fitness
Center for their cardiOvascular exercise.
Below. (left to right)
Sophomore Chelsea
Fisher and freshmen
Melissa Binford and
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The Subway Challenge
www.~ubway.com

\ \_' ..___..J) People on this diet are referred to as "F'
·nen dso f
Jarod."
Jarod is, of course, the man who became the
spokesperson for this diet aft.er his miraculous
weight loss of 235 pounds III one year
by eating Subway
wiches.
The diet is basically that
each day, you only eat two
sandwiches
6-inch
Subway has to offer that
have under six grams of
fat, making sure to nix the
cheese and mayo.
Despite being low in
fat, the sandwiches arc
very good and quite popular.

The drawback: Subway's ploy at turning their

anoth~r

chain store into a diet option is simply
•
advertising scheme. They arc bribing you :"'Ith
the promise of low calories to purchase their food.

\VNJ ~~~~g~:,~~~~:~om ;Zl~;~~!!~,.Po\~t

1l1is diet is all about the Point~ system.
All foods arc as~igned points ba~ed on the
fat, calories and fiber they contain, The idea is
that If you stay within your point range, you
will lose weight.
The plan almost becomes a game though, in
that you lose significant points fur ealing
candy bars, bllt they award you extra points if
you exercise.
Participnnts pny a fec to weigh-in weekly
and earn awards at various weight-loss stages.
They also attend motivatIOnal meetings and
share succcsse~ and failures,

The purpo~e of
thi:-. diet is to have a
lifelong hormonal
conlrol strategy,
This is accompli:-.hcd by keeping
the hormone insuli n
in a tight zone: nol
too high, not too
low. The creators of
Ihe Zone Die! want
people
10
think
about food hormollally and not obsess
over counting caloThe drawback: This diet can become unbal- rie<;. The more carbohydrales you eat,
anced.
If you eat a piecc of chcc~ecakc, you proba- thc morc in~uliJl you
produce. The more in~uhn you produce, Ihe fatbly just used up all your point~ for the day and ler you become. The bottom line: stay away from
IlOW you can'! eat agam until tomorrow.
carbs.

(("\veightWatchers.com

The drawback: You have to slay on a strict eating schedule, which is hard for people to do if
they are working or on the go all the time.
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Bucs grab Conference titles

I

Men beat Pioneers, Women edge by UPS and PLU
Bearcats fall short

SI

KI

Laura Adams

Slaff writer

Bryan Tidwell
Staff writer

Senior guard Eric Avery, de~pite
a recent injury, was able to contribute to thc Pirates' victory with
Whitworth
clinched
the two offclIl>ive rcbound~.
Northwe~t Conference title allli
Earlier last week, Whitworth
secured a home-court advantage rolled over the Missionarie~ (4for this Saturday's NWC playoff 12, 7-18) in a 82-58 vicotry
filial after routing Lewi~ and Clark Tuesday night. Though Ihe
60-49 la~t Friday and defeating Pioneers won thcir Saturday
match and [he Willamette
Whitman 82-58 last Tuesday.
Many in the crowd of 1,603 Bearcats swept the weekend
stood lor every second of the games, the Friday win for the
Pir<lte victory againl>t defending Pirates put Whitworth two games
conference champions Lewi~ and above Lewis and Clark and a
Clark. The Pioneers (11-5, 16-9) gamc ahead of the Bearcats
failed to flild the basket in Ihe
The Bucs will now wait for the
final minute of the game, con- results of Thursday's division
tributing to their demise.
playoff game, which will deCide
"It's <I great feelmg," junior thcir opponcnt for Saturday's
lorwilrd Bryan Depew said. "I've contest.
been after this for three years, but
Thursday's game will be held
we've always seemed to come up at Willamette (12-4, 18-6). The
short."
Pioncers have yet to defeat the
In the final eight minutes, Bearcats thiS season. They fell
Whitworth went on a 16-6 run 77-70 in overtime at home and
and took advantage of the 79-65 at Willamette.
Pioneers' late-game slump to
Whitworth has split games
chum its biggel>t lead of the game. against both teams, losing away
At halftime, the PJr<ltes were and winning at home both times.
up by five, but the Pioneers Saturday's home-court advangrabbed a six-poml lea<,1 early in tage may prove vital for the
the second half.
Pirates, who have yct- to lose in
But the Bucs quickly tied the the Ficldhouse this season.
score at 39 points apiece and the
"I'm looking forward to playPioneers never ~aw the sunny side ing at home," Depew said. "We're
of the scoreboard again.
prepared for whoever. At this
The Pirates were relentless for point in the season, we know how
the remainder of the game and all the teams arc going to play."
went on to extend their lead on a
The Ducs arc vylllg for a val16-6 fUn for a 60-49 viclory.
ued prize this Saturday: an autoFour Pirate.<; hit double digits, matic bid to the NCAA Division
includlllg senior forward Kyle III playoffs. It is something
Jensen, who earned a double- Whitworth has not been this
double on the evening with 11 close to since their last playoff
boards and 1I pOliltS.
expcricnce in the 1997-98 scason
Depew led the Bucs with 16 where they won their first two
POlilts while senior guard Chase games in the NAIA Division-II
Williams totalled 14 and junior tournament after finishing secguard Scott Bierllllk scored 13. ond in the conference.

The women's ba~ketball team
claimed the Northwest Conference
title last Friday,· defeating Lewis
and Clark 70-57 at home and
pulling a full game ahead of Puget
Sound and Pacific Lutheran.
The women will host the
Conference tournament at home
and will face the winner of the
PLU-UPS game, which will take
place this Thursday.
The Bucs fillished their regular
season 13-3 in conference play and
19-6 overall. This is the first time
the Bucs have won the Conference
title since 1995.
Sophomore forward Tiffany
Speer pulled off the game of her
life, scoring a career-high 38
points, only one point shy of the
single-game record for Whitworth
women basketball. Senior forward
Chrissy Oneal followed with 12
points.
Sophomore
forward
Sarah
Shogren chipped in six points,
along with nine rebounds during
the game.
Since the Friday victory was the
last regular season home game for
the Pirates, Oneal was honored as
the team's lone senior. The 5-foot10 forward went on to playa major
role in the Pirate win, going four
for seven from field goal range and
K"hf I"'gIIIV!"",,,,,,!,,,,.
gr~,~i~g fiv~ rfboun~s. d" 0 I Sophomore forward Tiffany Speer alms for a Jump shot in the 70-57 Lewis
. : re rea y .exclte,
nea and Clark victory.
Said. 'We've waited all year to
(win the title). Our new goal is to win on Saturday." sophomore guard Dani Bielec both scored six
Head Coach Helen Higgs was thrilled with the points apiece.
win.
The Pirates now look forward to this Saturday
"We won - so it's exciting," Higgs said. "I for a shot at securing a berth for the National
think we played pretty well. We didn't play our Championships.
best game of the year, but we played well. U's a
The Bucs have defeated both PLU and UPS
win."
twice during the regular season. UPS lost by two to
As a team, the Bucs sunk 18.2 percent of their PLU Jan. 24, but defeated the Lutes 60-53 last
three-point shots and 64.5 percen~ of their free Saturday.
throws. Adding to points accumula[Cd by Speer.
"Hopefully it will be our day and we can stay
Oneal and Shogren, junior guard Kara Marusa and focused and ready to play," Higgs said.

Golf program returns to
Wh_itworth athletics

I

I

I

Kevin Eddy
Staff writer

... ,
Kllht

Senior guard Chase Williams backs down a PIOneer defender
win over LeWIS and Clark last Saturday.
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After a 22-year hiatus, golf will return to
Whitworth College nexl fall. And in a big way.
Led by former Pirate basketball Coach Warren
Friedrichs, a four-lime Northwe~t Conference
Coach of the Year and the 1996 National Coach of
the Year, the men's and women's golf teams look to
vie for this year's NWC title.
"Just like the other sports at Wilitworth College,
we want to do a good job," said Friednchs, who
has m.ore than 18 years of expcrience in golf,
lIlcIlIdlllg two years of varsity golf at Concordia
College. "We're looking to be competitive as soon
as possible. I'm very excited for the opportunity to
build thi~ program."
Golf was eliminated from Wililworth in 1981
due to budget concerns, but thanks to a wave of
philanthropy, the program is being revived.
According to Friedrichs, Whitworth is taking a
"first-c1a?s approach" to the reinstatement of golf
as a varsity sport.
Local businessman Vern Ziegler was instrumental in helping the college restart the program,
Friedrichs said. Ziegler made generous donations
which allowed Whitworth to have access to the

Spokane Country Club. The Spokane Golf Dome
also has gl\'ell the college access to its indoor facilities during Jan Term and on rainy days. In ilddition, the versatility of the FlCldhouse will allow the
team to practice during bad weather.
Pirate alumnus and current golf professional
Bruce L?wls also has contributed to the program
by worklllg out a deal that makes Tltlelst the official ball supplier for the Pirates.
Through the support of Ziegler, Lewis and other
memberl> of the Whitworth and Spokane communities, Friedrichs has been given the tools he needs to
recruit quality golfers to the college and build a
strong program.
. "Having such tremendous 1>lIpport has made sellIIlg the program (to recruits) so much easier"
Fnedrichs ~aid.
'
Next year's schedule has not yet been dctermined, but it should includc approximately four
fall and four spring. tournaments, capped off by the
NW<? C1~amplo.nslllp Tournament in April 2004.
~TledTiehs saId the golf program will begin this
sprmg as a dub sport. He hopes to fill all eight
men's spots and all eight women's spots by next

See GOLF" page 12
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Sneak peek into the spring
A Pirate sports preview
Baseball Pirates
seem to have it all

Softball team
looks to improve
on last season

Kevin Eddy
Staff writer
One game. Half a game. That has been the difference
between a Northwest Conference championship and sitting
at home at the end of May. But this year, the pieces seem to
have come together for the Pirates' baseball team.
With strong upperclassmen leading one of the deepest
Pirate teams in recent history, the Pirates look to improve on
their back-to-back second-place conference finishes and
pack their bags for a trip to the NCAA Division-III World
Series this May.
"The pieces are definitely there," said returning senior
shortstop Chris Hughbanks, a First-Team AII-NWC selection last year and one of this year's team captains. "It's just
a matter of doing it."
"Our team unity and depth is solid," reiterated senior
Marques Molett, a Seco'ld:Team AII-NWC selection last
season and team captain. tExpectations are high from the 1
coaching staff and the players. We have the team to win it.::~
And the starters won't be the only ones to lead the Pirates.
Whitworth enjoyed a solid recruiting season last year and
picked up some outstanding junior college transfers and talented freshmen.
"We have guys on our team that are not playing but would
start on other teams in our conference," Hughbanks said.
"That's how solid our depth is this year."
Last year, the Bucs led the conference with a .335-team
batting average, and enjoyed a solid .506 slugging percentage and .397 on-base percentage. Whitworth also was second in the conference in runs scored (335) and hits (475).
Hughbanks and fellow senior Jake Krummel hit .367 and
.361, respectively, and sophomore Daniel Gebbers returns
after hitting .346 as a freshman. Molett was a team leader
in RBIs (32) and home runs (7). Molett boasted .373 batting
average.
This year, Hughbanks says, the Bucs will look to all areas
of the lineup to provide the offensive spark.
"Every guy - one through nine - can hit," Hughbanks
said.
Defensively, the Bucs will need to avoid last year's 7.07team ERA and 84 team errors if they hope to dominate in
the conference.
The pitching staff, led by First Team AII-NWC senior
Kurt Reese and senior Josh Mills, will also look to sophomore Dan Lundeberg and newcomer Cole Young to lead the
starters. Senior Kent Hibbard, junior Jason Myers and a talented group of sophomores (Ben McCracken, Nick
Newberry, Tom O'Brien and Kevin Reese) should provide
some depth out of the bullpen.
"Our pitching staff is what could make the difference this
year," Molett said.
Behind the plale, junior Jeremy McMillan and sophomore Jason Martin will battle out for the catcher's position
this season.
The Bucs will look to Hughbanks and second baseman
Krummel, both third-year starters, to lead the infield. With
Gebbers returning at third base and junior college transfer
Josh Taylor at first, the infield looks to shut down opposing
hitters.
Gonzaga transfer John Gebbers (brother of Daniel) leads
a deep outfield, with Molett, sophomores Josh Rodland,
Kyle Henderson and Aaron Sedler battling for the other two
starting spots. Even if some unforeseen injury pops up, the
Pirates have a backup plan.
"Everyone knows their rolr;,," Hughbanks said. "So
many guys will be battling for a few spots all year long. It'll
be exciting."
'
In this year's NWC, look for defending champ George
Fox to pose a serious threat.
"They're very similar to us this year," Molett said. "It will
be a good matchup."
This season got off to rain-soaked start last weekend in
the Arizona Desert Classic. After a two-day delay, the Bucs
initiated their season with a 6-2 win over NWC-rival Pacific
University.
Krummel went 3-4 and Taylor had 3 RBI's. Senior pitcher Kurt Reese got the win, while McCracken pitched a perfect 7th inning for the win. Following a 5-5 tic with Menlo,
the Bucs fell to a tough team from Mary-Hardin Baylor,
Texas, by a score of 10-3.
Following the exhausting triple header, the Pirates lit up
fellow-NWC foe UPS with 11 hits to knock the Loggers off
9-1. Mills and Newberry split a solid pitching performance,
while John Gebbers, Molett, McMillan, and Hughbanks all
had two hits.
The Pirates will travel to NAIA power Albertson College
this Friday in hopes of improving on the young season.
"It should be an exciting season," Molett said.
Adds Hughbanks: "Personally, I'd love to miss graduation because that means we'll still playing."
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Mike Throgmorton
Slaffwriter

Women's tennis team
off to strong start
Mike Throgmorton
Staff writer
The women's tennis team is
in full swing, defeating
Whitman 6-3 for the first time
in six years and gearing up for
a competitive season.
Whitman finished second in
the Northwest Conference last
year while the Pirates placed
third in the conference.
Head Coach Jo Wagstaff is
optimistic and believes the
team will be a powerhouse in
the league. Anchored by four
seilsoned p~ayers, seniors Jill
Vaughan, Jill Huibregste,
Hope Anderson and Kelly
Roberts, will combine their
efforts with a strong support-

ing cast of underclassmen.
According to Wagstaff, the
off season has been important
to the start of this season, since
most of the Pirates' rival teams
have lost many of their key
players this year.
The team has spent considerable time in preparation for
tough opponents by practicing
shot placement and playing
challenge matches. "Fine tuning our skills," as Wagstaff
calls it.
Having spent so much time
preparing, the Pirates are ready
to face the court.
"We're eager to compete,"
Wagstaff said. "I feel we
should definitely finish in the
top three again."
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The women's softball team will feature a cast
of strong players this year, despite a disappointing season last year and a poor showing in a
recent pre·season poll, Head Coach Teresa
Hansen said.
"According to the poll, we don't stack up. But
that is a coaches' poll. I believe my team can
compete with anyone in this conference,"
Hansen said.
Last year, the Pirates finished last in the eightteam conference with a 5-29 record overall and
a 4-16 conference record.
The fourth-year coach is expecting great
things out of all 15 of her players. Recently, she
has been working on the mental aspect of the
game, particularly in the area of "concentration,
confidence, communication, cohesion and composure," Hansen said.
Both mental and physical components will
have to be working together at all times on the
field if the team expects to improve upon last
season in a tough Northwest Conference.
"The ladies have put in countless hours developing their strength in the weight room and have
been diligent to excel all the more in their practices," Hansen said. "All teams practice, bul we
are practicing to win."
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Indoor season
starts for Bues
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Mike larkin
Staff writer
The Whitworth track team turned in a solid
pre-season performance last Saturday at the Pine
Bowl in a practice meet against Gonzaga.
Never mind that they didn't really look the
part.
"We had to compete against ourselves, so we
couldn't really all be in uniform," explained senior sprinter Ben Rorem.
much better than when I startThough the meet was officially with Gonzaga,
ed coaching. This was a good the Bulldogs had only 15 distance runners comweekend, even though I didn't pete, so Pirates made up nearly all of the comlike the results."
petitors in most of the events. This meant that
Returning this year are five some of the Bucs had to get a little creative with
of last year's singles' players. their aUire.
Sophomore Chad Dierickx,
Uniforms for the day included windbreakers
who held the No.1 spot for the and men dressing up as women.
Pirates last year, wiII lead his
"It was fun dressing up in different clothes,"
team, though Shanks said Rorem said. "I was wearing a sport jacket most of
Dierickx is "a little rusty right the time."
now."
But there was no joking around when it came
Shanks also predicts junior to the performances. Rorem finished strong in the
Stephen Hannaman, who! 100- and ZOO-meter sprints, as did junior Kristen
played No.3 last year, but No. Shields. Freshman Edralyn Harmon cleared ] J
Z this year, "wiII win a lot of feet on the pole vauU, blowing away the previolls
matches" this season.
Whitworth women's record of nine feet.
Sin~e it was JUSI a p~actice mee~, ~he mark
Also,last year's No. Zjunior
Tyler Van 1·lorn - who will d?esn t count t?ward natlon~ls, but It IS a good
play No. 3 this year - will sign for the. rapidly approaching season.
All of thiS IS gD?d news. to Head ~oach Toby
help spearhead the Pirate's
efforts to improve on last sea- Schwartz, who IS feeling confIdent after
son's poor finish.
Sa!,urday's pcrforma~ce.
Shanks believes the Pirates
T,~e marks we~e J~~t so much better than last
are an unrecognized threat in yea~, S.chw~rt~ sa!~. We are so far ahead of any
,
the conference, especially season In. the past.
since many of the conference
OnlY,elght of the 93 m~mbers of the men sand
teams have lost their valuable women s track teams. did not compete at t~e
seniors.
meet. Schwartz explalOed that usually at thIS
point in the season anyone with even a minor
"We're just going to get bet- injury will sit oul the practice meet. Showing up
ter and better and better,"
Shanks said.
with 85 players means that the teams arc heaUhy
and in shape, Schwartz said.
The Pirates will face
This Saturday, Whitworth will send 62 players
Linfield and Willametle this (31 women and 31 men) to Linfield fm the iceFriday and Saturday.
breaker meet - which is more athletes than any
"The secret's going to gel of the other 15 schools competing in the meet.
out this next weekend," The meet will be the first official competition for
Shanks said.
the Pirates.
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Men's tennis team has
covert strategey
Chris Collins
Sports editor
Head Coach Mike Shanks
wants to keep a secret.
"We want everyone to think
that we're going to be the same
as last year," Shanks said. "We
want to sneak up on people."
Last year, the Pirates finished seventh in the Northwest
Conference tournament with a
6-9 overall record and 3-5 conference finish.
But this year is different,
Shanks says.
"Everyone's
optimistic
about this year - the players
arc really pumped," the fourthyear coach said. "We expect to
finish in the top half of the
conference."
Last Friday, the Pirates fell
to Whitman 5-2 and were
swept by NAIA powerhouse
Lewis and Clark State College
7-0 the next day. The
Missionaries finished third in
the conference last year.
Despite the losses, Shanks is
looking on the bright side.
"In my three years of coaching, we've never won against
Whitman," Shanks said. "But
we went down there really
thinking we could win. We
usually get out bulls kicked,
but this time we performed
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Pirates send
12 swimmers
to nationals
Mary Adolfson
Staff writer
With a dozen swimmers going
to the NCAA Division III
Nationals, the swim season is far
from over for the men and
women Pirates.
Seniors Ryan Freeman, Josh
Andrew, Kristin Satterfield and
Megan Lambuth, junior Kevin
Wang,
sophomores
Cory
Bergman and Serena Fadel, and
freshmen Brandon Johnson,
Chris Holmes, Rhys Birky, Loren
Killgore and lillian Harbuz have
all qualified for nationals. Each
swimmer has qualified with individual times, except for Birky
and Salterfield, who will be part
of the relay teams.
The swimmers had their Last
Chance Meet last Saturday for a
final attempt to gain either an
automatic or provisional qualifying time.
Harbuz improved her lime in
the women's 1 DO-yard backstroke, finishil'\g in 59.47 seconds, 'after missing automatic
qualification at the Northwest
Conference meet last weekend
by 0.2 seconds. Both the men's
and women's 2oo-yard medley
relay's gained national qualifying
times with times of 1 :34.01 and
1 :49.85, respectively. Also,
Holmes secured a spot in nationals with his 51.25 finish in the
1DO-yard butterfly.
Head Coach Tom Dodd Said
the meet was "awesome."
Athletic
Director
Scott
McQuilkin recently said he
believes this year's men's swim
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Continued from page 10
fall. Tryouts will be held soon,
once the weather improves.
Friedrichs has also been "very
. aggressive" in his preparations
for next season. He is on sabbatical this semester studying the
technical aspects of the game
(ranging from practice ideas to
developing a weight program for
the team), working on recruiting
and fine-tuning his own coaching

skills and techniques. He will
attend an intense four-day clinic
in Las Vegas this summer, and
has been studying Golf Digest
"with renewed interest"
Athletic
Director
Scott
McQuilkin believes that the program will be a huge success.
"Golf completes our athletics
program," McQuilkin said. "And
thanks to generous support, it's
cost-effective and will strengthen
the athletic community of the
college."
With Friedrichs at the helm
and strong support from the

program may be the most talented Pirate team in Whitworth's
history.
Dodd noted that his men's
team lacks serious competition
when swimming in Northwest
Conference meets.
"Some of our people are so
dominant in the conference that.
we have to swim against
Division II schools for competition," Dodd said. "Our swimmers
need these tough meets and they
need to be beat."
Dodd said his teams' success
has been due mainly by the
swimmers' dedication -but has
been helped by some "new
A weekly sports column
ideas" which have stemmed from
his own research.
Mary Adolfson
"It's taken me 16 years to fig- . Staff writer
ure it out, but the light went on
this year," said Dodd, who is in
It's Saturday night, Feb. 8, and where am I?
his 16th year as Whitworth's
At the UPS basketball game, of course!
swim coach. "It's pretty secret.
Standing on the bleacher screaming and jumping
The (swimmers) know about it,
up and down, I can feel my heart racing as I grab
but the other teams haven't fighold of the hand of a friend beside me, praying for
ured it out yet - it's a big thing
just one more basket. With only 45 seconds left to
for me."
go and a tied game we squeeze our hands tighter.
In the last remaining minute, senior guard Eric
Th9ugh Dodd would not go
Avery sends the ball to junior forward Brian
into the details of his research, he
Depew, who then puts it up nice and easy to pull us
said the teams have been doing a
two points ahead with two seconds left on the
lot of tempo-training.
clock.
For the women, Nationals will
The crowd is instantly on their feet. Embraces
take place March 13-15. The men
meet all around. A slow chant builds from the Mac
will compete March 20-22. Both
Men across the court.
meets will be held at Emory
"This is .. , our hou!.e! This is ." our house!"
University in Atlanta, Ga.
After the clock ticks down to the double zeroes,
"The swimmers a.re up at 5:30
the first four rows rush the court and engulf the
each morning to star~ practicmg,"
" players.
".
Dodd noted. "H's'like poker - if
Wow, that's a basketball game.
you've got so much riding on
So my question is, where is the love for the
this, you're interested in the outwomen's team?
come. It gives me the butterI musl admit I was not a regular attendee of the
flies. "

The
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Breakdown

Spokane and Whitworth communities, McQuilkin hopes that the
golf team will fill in the final gap
to Whitworth's athletic program
and give the college a shot at the
NWC All-Sports Trophy, which
he says can only be realistically
achieved if a golf program is
implemented.
"This is a great opportunity to
strengthen .our relationship with
the Spokane Country Club and
the
Spokane
community,"
McQuilkin said. "It's a very
exciting to begin the program
with such a solid foundation."

-•
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women's games last year-so don't get me wrong
- I am as much at fault here as anyone.
But this year I decided 10 change that. I started
going to the women's games at 6 p.m. What I
found was nol the Whitworth pride I see so evidently at the men's games each week. No, I found
a measly group of people who didn't even outnumber the other team's crowd of parents.
I was upset when I realized that the woman
behind me was not cheering for her beloved daughter from our school, but for the entire opposing
team. And the worst part was she was louder than
our fans!

Cheer for the
women, too

1
be
wi
co
in

I don't know what needs to happen to slart motivating fans to come to the women's games, but I
think it needs to be said that our girls work really
hard and they are kicking butt this year.

sp;

In all honesty they deserve to have just as many
people - screaming or not, shirtless or clothed,
faculty or students - as the men's games attract.

op
im
is ~

So, Ihe next time you are free Friday or Saturday
night, don't just dismiss the idea of going to the
women's game. Grab some friends and support the
ladies.
And don't cop out and come to just the last five
minutes in order to gel a good scat for the guys'
game. Check oul the whole game. I hope to see you
there.
'
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SEEKING A NEW VOICE
Could a liberal radio
network succeed?
.... PAGE
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Title IX merely fills quota
A few changes to the
controversial law could help
fulfill the purpose of an
equalizerfor college athletes

Emilv Brandler
Staff writer
o girls allowed. Up until 30 years ago,
this response, although still occasionally posted outside tree houses and
bedroom doors, also was given to any female
who wanted to participate in high school or
collegiate sports. Boys played, while girls sat
in the stands or cheered on the sidelines.
Then in 1972, Congress passed Title IX of
the Education Amendments, a law that
sparked a revolution in the athletic arena by
requiring schools 10 treat the sexes equally.
While Title IX opened countless doors of
opportunity for female athletes, the law's
implementation in colleges and universities
is detrimental to certain men's teams.
The solution to this problem lies in the renovation of Title IX, not its eradication, as
some opponents suggest.
Efforts toward revising the law are in
progress. The Commission on Opportunity in
Athletics, appointed in June by Education
Secretary Rod Paige, recently approved proposals to modify how schools judge their

N

compliance with Title IX.
Whether or not Paige will even heed the
commission's advice remains to be seen.
Either way, the Department of Education
needs to either change certain aspects of the
law, or schools need to be more creative in
.
their budget planning.
This can be accomplished in a variety of
ways.
As the law states, "No per&on in the United
States shall, on the basis of sex, be excluded
from participation
in, be denied the
benefits of, or be
subjected to discrimination under
any
education
program or activity receiving federal
financial
assistance. "
Title IX never
guaranteed that
an equal amount
of males and
would
females
participate in the
same sports, but
that they would have an equal opportunity to
do so.
Those in favor of revamping the law use
this clause to point out faults in the current
practice of using proportionality to implement the law.
The most common way schools currently
comply with the law is by meeting a proportionality standard that follows enrollment
numbers. On average, women make up 56
percent of students in higher education. In
theory, they would then receive 56 percent of
the school's athletic budget.
This might sound logical, but in reality, the
numbers don't quite add up. While there may
be more women in college than men, interest

Trust sometimes
comes at a cost

their powel. This aggressive tactic would result in tragic and
unnecessary fatalities - both
Amencan and foreign.
n times of war, a certain
There are those who accuse
amount of trust must be given the Bush administration of being
to the government. It's that "too secretive" and question why
simple.
POWs held in Guantanamo Bay,
Of course, this suggestion Cuba, aren't given public trials.
seems frightening at first. These are important questions to
Trusting the government implies ask and touch on issues which
that a small
should not be
ignored. But
group of powknee-jerk
erful individuopposition to
als has acceSs
II ... a healthy amount of
any increase in
to information
that the avermilitary secrecy will save military secrecy is just as
age American
. ...
lves
blind as simply
does not. But
accepting the
to state the
government's
obvious, if we
word
that
refuse to give
the military and intelligence everything is OK.
In reality, a healthy amount of
branches of the government some
privacy, we interfere with their military secrecy will save lives in
ability to gather information and the end, because it allows the
arrest suspected terrorists. And government to function without
without knowing where, when basing their action on sporadic
and what terrorists are doing, our
military and police forces are
See TRUSn. page 15
only good for blindly wielding

in sports still is higher among men - women
make up about 42 percent of college athletes.
Whereas some men's sports teams are cut
because they upset the balance, coaches of
women's teams are left hunting for women to
meet the quota.
Rather than merely filling quotas, schools
should focus budgets on the sports in which
students express interest through surveys or
other assessments. There is no point in offering numerous scholarships for a women's
volleyball team
when only a
of
handful
women express
interest,
and
then cutting a
men's gymnastics program
consisting of
40 men.
The
Department of
Education
could
adjust
law
to
the
allow schools
to count slots
available as efforts toward equal opportunity,
whether or not they are always filled. If
women show up to participate, let them do
so. If they don't, give the men the leftover
resources.
To illustrate, let's use Whitworth, a member of the NCAA and therefore subject to
TItle IX regulation, as an example.
As a member of the women's swim team, I
appreciate that Whitworth offers an equal
amount of sports programs for both men and
women. When golf ~tarts next' fall,
Whitworth will offer two teams, one for men

,

"

TITLE IX.,

page 15

Even Bush must
have the right to
share his opinion

ChriS Collins
Sports editor

I

See

,\

Julie Striker
Staff writer
, , T h e same Creator
who names the stars
also knows the
names of the seven souls we
mourn today. The crew of the
shuttle Columbia did not
return safely to Earth; yet we
can pray that all are safely
home," President Bush said
after reading a quote from the
book of Isaiah in his speech
after the Columbia shuttle
tragedy.
Many Americans are
becoming uncomfortable with
the amount of religious rhetoric found in President Bush's
speeches. Some claim he is
alienating a large percentage
of the American people, namely those who aren't evangelical Christians. Others claim

that his actions infringe on the
separation between church and
state. But on the flip side,
some have pointed out that the
First Amendment applies just
as much to the President as to
any American citizen, and if
nothing else, the man ought to
be able to speak his mind.
This leaves us with an
important question: Does Bush
have the right to say what he
believes as an evangelical
Christian when he speaks to
the American people?
Or should he say what he
thinks is most representative
of the nation as a whole? Does
he get an opinion or do the
whiners who say, "No fair!"
have a point?
A person can't leave religion by the wayside like a
spare change of clothes.
Religious beliefs and underlying ethics - various as
they've been - of American
leaders have made this country great in the past. Whether
in government or social work
(more frequently the latter),
people have always been driv-

See BUSH~ page 15
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Airwaves in need of Increase in
tuition
tough
a moderate voice
on everyone
Michael Achterman
Staff writer
n answer to conservative
voices, such as
Rush
Limbaugh and Bill O'Reilly.
weallhy
Democrats
from
Chicago have endeavored to
implement a "liberal voice" to
political talk radio. Led by philanthropists Sheldon and Anita
Drobny, the group of investors
has consistently supported
Democratic candidates.
In
efforts to start the network by
this fall, they have initially
invested $10 million, but there
are challenges that this eager
group of liberals must face in
making their voices heard. One
of the reasons that conservative
voices like Limbaugh have been.
much more successfui is not
because of his strong conservative views, but that he's much
more entertaining than liberal
talk show hosts.
The fact is, Limbaugh's
strong opinions, left-wing bashing and overall personality are
much more enjoyable to listen
to; it's simple, basic and clear
radio. Many liberals listen to the
show as well, not because they
agree with what is being said,
but because it's being presented
with conviction, with a strong
opinionated voice. The left has
been silenced when Bush
was elected President the liberal
voice was lost, overshadowed
by conservative politics and
conservative reporting.
The term 'conservative' is
easy to define. Although there is
room for interpretation, in general, Americans are more prone
to listen to a conservative talk
show because its motivation and
key beliefs are much more concrete and detinable. Listeners
can agree or disagree with
what's being presented. The
problem isn't that the liberal

I

voice isn't being heard, it's that to find an entertaining and intelconservative radio is far more ligent voice for the left-wing.
established; it's more entertainAnita Dobny (the party's top
financial investor) disagrees,
ing to listen to.
In the past, liberal voices saying, "I feel like there's a
have attempted to make their monologue out there. I just had
voices heard, but one of the rea- this tremendous feeling with
sons they've failed is that they great passion that we had to
complicate the issues, making it make sure we're heard and
hard for listeners to understand make sure we're having a diaand develop decisions about logue in this country of ours."
what's being presented (even
Although there is a dominant
for liberals). So, could there be conservative voice in the media,
a Democratic or progressive liberals need to challenge these
Limbaugh on the 'radio? Even voices in the established conthough many (including myself) slructs of conservative radio.
would want to say yes, liberals Challenge the hosts, challenge
will struggle to find a voice. their viewpoints. A dialogue
Since the term' liberal' incorpo- will hardly be created if a separates a variety of different view- rate network is produced. It
points, a talk show would have merely will separate the issues,
to present a range of
7,,creating
further
different opinions. ( . . .
-bashing and mis.,.
understan ding
Not only would the
Democratic voice
.l ,,:) )
between liberals
need
to
be
:> ....
and
conservaexpressed, but the
~ ..J
tives.
The
Green and inde""""-.; ........6t
answer may be
,
~
a
moderate
d t
ld
h:~e et~ bewr~~_ (
,
radio network,
resented,
as
,~ground where
well. A liberal
both
liberals
talk radio show
and conservawould be diffitives
can
cult to underexpress their opintake.
The
ions. This may be a
would-be
radio
lot to ask, but isn't it
executive Jon Sinton,
about time we start blaming
disagrees
expressing
each other, pointing fingers,
and accusing each other of
that, "the new venture
would seek to disprove
unsound politics? Dobny is
not only those wh9 doubt
right, a dialogue does need
liberal hosts ca'n
to exist, but how will
rnak' ;t ;n ,,<1;0,
.oil :::: ~~ this dialogue be
but also those
'='~
?reated if we don't
who believe that
~ ~
Incorporate both
success in r a d i o '
liberal and conserdepends on an
vatlve views into
alliance with one of the
one arena?
handful of major distributors or
Investors believe that past
attempts at liberal radio failed
station groups."
Liberal
politicians
and because they were not properly
activists are worried that the executed. Maybe so, but radio
Fox News Network (the most personalities like Limbaugh
conservative in its reporting) is won't just walk up and leave,
increasing
in
popularity. concede and create dialogue
Democrats are realizing they between competing liberal and
have to fight for control of the conservative networks, People
radio. They are recognizing the will still listen to Limbaugh.
growth and success of such The American public will still
media giants as the Fox News seek an entertaining and contraNetwork. The only way they versial voice over one which
think they can break through conveys ideas and opinions with
these conservative networks is complication and objectivity.

game called "paying for
school."
My first tip goes out to my
younger brothers and sisters
who are just beginning to see
that dreadful mountain of
debt grow and tower over
them. You can escape it in a
way I could not. Scrutinize
the Free Application for
Amy Robinson
Federal Student Aid
Staff writer
(FAFSA). Each year, a student's financial aid package
his January, approxiis based on their parents'
mately 1,750 students
income until the student
opened their mailboxes
reaches 25, has a child, joins
to find a letter in that one
the military or gets married.
Whitworth College envelope
What refuge can we find
they've learned to recognize
there?
like their own handwriting.
Why, my innocent
With dread and excitement
brethren, have you ever
they unsealed it, knowing
heard of a "marrIage of conthat their fate lay inside.
venience?" Get yourself
Had they
hitched, and
been awardsuddenly
ed a surprise
your aid is
scholarship?
based on
it ... higher education will
Was their
your annual
become a way of widening income of
dorm being
evacuated?
the divide between the eco/ $3,000 from
Anything
nomic elite and the lower working
was possipart time at
ble.
Ross Dress
c1asses ... "
What was
for Less
truly
instead of
enclosed in
your
that ominous letter was the
fathers' salary as the CEO of
news that, once again,
Fairfield's largest furniture
Whitworth tuition was
rental company. I'm not
increasing, this time by 6.8
referring to a true marriage,
percent, more than double the
one where you commit yourprevious Increase. They felt
selves for life before the God
their hopes for a good, solid
you revere. This is only
faith-based education slipping
legal, without the spiritual,
away into the dark crevasses
emotional or other investof loans, credit and sundry
ments you put into an actual
other traps awaiting the curmarriage. As soon as you
rent college student. Once
graduate, you can get a
again, they felt betrayed by
divorce or an annulment.
administration because of risThis way, both you and your
ing costs of education, which
business partner in matrimobecome more and more dauntny get a discounted educaing as each student draws
tion. However, start this
closer and closer to receiving
strategy early to receive the
their bachelor's degree.
full effect.
I am writing to you, my
Now, you older folk have a
fellow Whitworth students, to different problem. You're
tell you how to fight back
already $42,563 in debt after
and earn the advantage in
two years at Smith Valley
this battle for education. I
Community College and
have some tips the Financial
Aid office won't give you,
tips to help you play the
See TUITION..- page 15
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- - - - LETTER TO THE EDITOR

Our generation is
blind to war
Dear Editor,
In Michael Achterman's article
on Arctic drilling there are a few
misconceptions that need to be
clarified. First, of the 19.6 million acres in the ANWAR preserve, only 2,000 total were part
of the Bush plan. Further, these
new drilling installations would
utilize new technologies. In order

to tap a larger area, a stationary
rig would use directional drilling.
This process allows a small
impact area to drill in a massive
region. An example of this is that
current oil installations of 100
acres are capable of directional
drilling under 40,000 acres.
Second, Achterman talks about
factories and refineries in
ANWAR. Drilling and refining
are not the same nor is there been
serious reference to building
refineries. The crude oil would
be shipped via the existing pipe
line to existing refineries. These
refineries could simply transition

from process international oil to
domestic oil.
Third, Achterman argues for
more spending on alternative
sources of energy. This is a noble
goal, but it fails to address immediate security concerns. By combining limited drilling in
ANWAR with research, we can
protect America's security now
and in the future.
Finally, Achterman is concerned about the environment,
which is laudable. However, he
confuses the ANWAR preserve
with the majority of Alaska, The
preserve is a flat plain that resem-

bles a bog in the summer and can
reach minus 120 degrees windchill during its five months of
solid darkness. Also, Achterman
presumes that drilling in the preserve will inherently involve
environmental degradation. New
techniques such as construction
of roadways out of ice allow the
human impact in ANWAR to be
minimal.
Achterman's environmental
argument is understandable but
misguided. When we consider
whether or not to develop a
resource the environment can not
be a sole determinate. If eco-

nomics and security can be
improved with minimal damage
to the environment, as in
ANWAR, then failure to proceed
is both foolish and shortsighted.
Numbers drawn from Jonah
Goldberg's
article
"Ugh
Wilderness" in National Review
on Aug. 6, 2001, pg. 27-31.

Justin Tkach
Political Studies and History
Senior
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BUSH:
Continued from page 13

en to seek the good of their fellow man through the inspiration
of their religions, which for the
United States, has been predominately Christian. Bush certainly
can't be asked to ignore his
faith or to censor what he
believes to be the truth - that
would be un-American in the
truest sense of the word. In the
United States, people are
allowed to' say what they want
10 say without censorship. It's
an argument that's worked for
Eminem, why can't it work for
Bush?
It seems like the majority of
the religious nitpicking is a
result of agenda-driven groups
eager to p.oint fingers at Bush
while the going's good and his
popularity is unsteady because
of his controversial decisions
regarding Iraq. It's almost as if
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someone shouted, "Dogpile on
you can raise questions about
Bush!" and everyone let loose.
the vocabulary he uses that
Strangely though, many of the
isn't found in any dictionary,
people who are up in arms
and you can refuse to vote for
about Bush's religious speech,
him next term, but let's not
claiming that it goes against
give him a hard time for a
separation of church and state,
heartfelt bit of comfort, reliare the same
gious or not,
organizations
in a time of
who are also
crisis.
rabidly defenToo often
sive about
f( ... the majority of the rdk
we're unhappy
First
gious nitpid~ing is a result with the lack
Amendment
of honesty
of agellda~driven groups among politirights. While
separation of
eager to pOint fingers ... II cians,
church and
(Americans are
state is a very
constantly
important and
whining about
difficult issue,
politicians not
it would be wrong to sacrifice
saying what they mean or meanFirst Amendment rights for the
ing what they say) so we can
good of a solid rather than more hardly complain if we dislike
flexible barrier between the
honesty when we get it. I hate to
two.
say it, America, but you can't
have your cake and eat it, too.
When it comes right down to
it, you can raise questions
Free speech means that someabout Bush's policies and protimes you won't like what you
cedures (and I certainly do!),
hear.

.TRUST:

way into states harboring terror- instructors became suspicious of
ists without knowing what to the amateur's desire to fly
bomb. We can't blindly wipeout jumbo jets. Since 1999, the
every suspected military out- French native had been on
Continued from page 13
post. And we can't take out the France's list of suspected
information.
bad guys without knowing who Islamic terrorists and had been
That's why the Patriot Act, the bad guys are. In the end, the in contact with a Yemeni who
which expanded FBI and police military secrecy that some self- had wired money to one of the
investigalJve tools, was passed proclaimed civil rights activists 19 hijackers. But because D.C.
16 months ago. Without neces- dread, will inevitably allow the officials thought Minnesota FBI
sary
information,
terrorist military to carry out justice and agents might not have the right
attacks would escalate - putting secure peace without killing or Zacharias Moussaoui, agents
the country in a panic - and the harming innocent victims.
were not granted a warrant to
(t's true that the 324-page search Moussaoui's laptop or
lack of military intelligence
would force the United States to Patriot Act was passed without belongings. If the Patriot Act
unleash destruction on uncertain undergoing the tradiiional and had been implemented a few
targets and detain innocent sus- extensive Congressional review months earlier, a search warrant
normally granted legislation would likely have been granted.
pects.
(such as hearAfter Sept. 11 (and after
Think about
ing lengthy tes- agents were finally allowed to
it. We could
timonies from . search Moussaoui's laptop), mil- forbid
U.S.
"experts"), but lennium bomber Ahmed Ressam
Intelligence
"The anti-terrorism bill is the bipartisan told agents he recognized
agencies
to
keep secrets,
an essential step in defeat~ effort included Moussaoui. They had both gone
five weeks of to the same terrorist camp.
and
thereby
ing terrorism, wh ile pro- Congressional
At least one FBI agent who
eliminate neartecting the constitutional scrutiny and was involved in the Moussaoui
ly all incentive
to investigate
rights of all Americans. JJ was one vote and Ressam cases wonders if the
shy of passing terror of Sept. 11 might have been
dome!>tic
or
unanimously. averted if the FBI had access to
George W. Bush,
foreign terrorpmidCl//o/ the UlIlted Slates
The result was vital information held by
ist
threats.
legislation Moussaoui's laptop and belongSince all inforequipping law ings.
mation learned
enforcement
President Bush is fully aware
would
be
shared with the public and tip off officials with the necessary tools of the delicate balance between
any suspects, we would have to acquire and act on critkal national security and civil
In
short,
it rights. In fact, the day he signed
useless agencic.> performing information.
paperwork and fieldwork to little increased the amount of secrecy the Patriot Act, he said: "The
U.S. Intelligence agencies could anti-terrorism bill is an essential
avaiL
step in defeating terrorism,
It is important to remember operate with.
Just imagine if the Patriot Act while protecting the constituthat the entire Arab population
does not wish us harm. For had been passed four weeks tional rights of all Americans."
If we can't trust our own govexample, recent polls show that before Sept. 11,2001. Could the
just under half of Iranians Sept 11 plot have been uncov- ernment, we eliminate the
opportunity to defeat terrorism
believe that the United Slates' ered?
For
example,
Zacharias in its infancy. And when - not
foreign policy toward Iran is "to
some extent correct." Not every- Moussaoui, the suspected "20th if - diplomacy with fanatics
one in oil-rich countries is our hijacker," was arrested in fails, the terrorism will only be
August, 2001, on immigration stronger and more difficult to
enemy.
We can't simply bomb our violations after f1ight-~chool contain.

TITLE IX:
Continued from page 13
and one for women.
Even if not enough men or
women show up to participate in
golf, Whitworth should
be
allowed to count these slots as
efforts toward equality of opportunity. This way, the school
complies with Title IX wilhout
being penalized if more men
than women happen to participate.
Does this mean Whitworth
school officials shouldn't actively recruit both male and female
athletes, because the slots count
whether or not they get filled?
No. Should Whitworth fans support women's sports and show
they value the opportunities
given and efforts made? Yes,
most definitely.
Yet if school officials still
want to stick with the proportionality rule, then they could
use some of the football program's budget to help out the
most commonly cut men's
learns. These teams often
include gymnastics, wrestling
and swimming.

TUITION:
Continued from page 14

three semesters here. You
need debt relief, a way to
take care of those burdensome payments looming on
the horizon when you graduate. A financial aid advisor
in the administration will tell
you to join the Peace Corps,
teach .in the inner city or do
something meaningful with
your life, and get your loans
forgiven by the gracious federal government. However, I
have a more dramatic and
much more enjoyable escape
mechanism. You can fake
your death. If the government thinks you're no longer
around, they can't collect on
the payments. You can take
your diploma and play at saving the world in some
obscure Third World republic
withuut worrying about interest that's accruing faster than
you're earning money.
Finally, the third option of
counterfeiting is open to all.
Make sure your $100 bills
aren't sequential (they look for
that), and keep your personal
mint well hidden. However,
with a cooperative effort, this
investment could payoff for
you and many of your closest
friends. If people start asking
why you have access to
$24,778 in cash every

15

Football programs consume
far more money, resources and
support personnel than any
other sports team in the NCAA.
True, football brings in substantially more revenue than any
other sport and often helps oliter
programs by bringing more
money into the overall athletic
department.
However, given the astronomical budgets of most football teams, blaming Title IX for
all the budget woes in the men's
athletic programs is neither
accurate nor fair.
The law should allow schools
to either leave football out of the
equation when they look at the
proportionality between men's
and women's teams, or schools
could reduce even a small
amount of the football budget to
save 01her men's teams.
Title IX has provided me and 3
million of my fellow female athletes the opportunity to compete
both on the high school and collegiate level. Yet allowing
women into the athletic arena
does not have to mean unfairly
shoving the men out. It just
means a few kinks need to be
worked out, both in the law and
in its implementation.

September, lie and tell them
you won the "Lucky for Life"
lollery. It's got to happen to
someone, right?
In all seriousness, the
nation's college students are
getting more desperate each
year. Tuition across the
United States is increasing at
a rate approximately double
the national inflation rate.
While we hope that federal
aid would increase in
response to these concerns,
instead, the proposed budget
for fiscal year 2004 fhal Bush
sent to Congress on Feb. 3
lists no increase in maximum
aid per student, has decreased
funding for Perkins Loans
and has eliminated funding
for the state and federal partnership program, "Leveraging
Education Assistance
Partnerships" (LEAP). If this
pattern continues, higher education will become a way of
widening the divide between
the economic elite and the
lower classes, and our society
will stratify even more,
because people simply can't
afford school. However, the
blldget for fiscal year 2004
has yet to be officially
approved. I urge you to call
your congress member, and
let them know that student
aid needs to be increased.
This self-advocacy for your
financial benefit could keep
you from resorting to the desperate measures I outlined
above.

Winner
keeps getting delayed, and as
time goes on, popular opinion of the war
keeps changing. Some were convinced by
Powell's U.N. speech, but the anti-war movement
keeps growing. Where do you stand on the war
with Iraq? Should the United States invade Iraq
and remove Saddam Hussein from power?
Visit us online now and vote at:
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War: Will it really help the
"

,,
/,

women of other countries?

.

,
,

Virginia Whitehouse
Associme Professor of
Communications Studies
From summer school until
spring semester ended my sabbatical, I thought mostly about
media coverage of ethnic
minorities, how to help my
students understand what their
vocations and careers have to
do with living an authentic life
and how to be a good mother
to my daughter.
Somewhere along the way,
I talked wilh American Indian
women about whaling in the
Northwest, ate dinner as often
as I could with my friends the
Tridenline Catholic nuns and
my Roman Catholic soup circle friends - but not at the
same time - bought cleaning
suppl ies for an Afghani
refugee mother and her sons
as they settled into a new
house, helped coordinate a
Chinese New Year dinner for
more than 100 families with

'~~~A~;$F~~~¥~~~~~~~"~~~~~~' ~
f ...

children adopted from China
and took care of one of those
children, my daughter.
I thought of cultural power,
reaching new understandings
between the powerful and the
power challenged, empowering students to make a difference on the planet and how to
get my daughter to play nicely
with her friends. Very rarely if
ever in those seven months,
did I think of war. And now as
my jaw clenches, it is a sublext
of my headaches and dreams.
Maybe this upcoming war
might be easier for me to
understand if it were fought
for all the women I know.
But, it is not being fought so
that my friends the refugees
could have thrown off their
burquas while they were still
in Afghanistan rather than
now after they have fled. Nor
so that my friends the nuns
could wear full habits and my
friends the nuns could choose
not to wear them. Nor so that
the Makah could whale or
that environmentalists could
have the right to oppose
them. Nor is it fought so that
no lillie girls anywhere in the
world would live in orphanages because they arc girls.
My students, who hold
many positions on this question of conflict, have asked

about the futility of taking a
stand on a war that seems so
inevitable.
If the debate itself is futile,
then it does no harm to ask
the question: What will this
war do to and for women?
Will it give them the right to
go to school or travel to new
places for learning? Will it
give them a safe place to
sleep and soup for their table?
Will it stop rape and genocide?
Our reality is simple:
Neither war nor peace is being
waged all behalf of women
right now in international public debate. Surely somewhere
between outraged ethnocentrism and blind cultural relativism lies a path of action that
can work to better at least half
the planet's population.
In search for that answer, I
will visit with both strangers
and friends, try to write ~tories
that matter, help refugees
resettle and advise my students
to make plans for authentic
lives and most of all, take care
of my daughter.

"Thoughtful Stew" IS a IIfterlioll
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Cell phone etiquette

Basketball hosts conference

Take it everywhere, but don't talk everywhere;
convenience with courtesy.
~ Scene, pages 8-9

Men win 77-64, women lose 58-68;
Men earn trip to nationals.
~Sports, page 10
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Weyerhaeuser lacks funds
College may need to borrow
money to build academic facility
Sarah l. Lamb
Staff WI ifer
The construction noise can be heard all over campus,
but the school may not be able to start building the future
Weyerhaeuser Hall until full funding for the $7.1 million
building is acquired.
VIce PresIdent for Busines1> Affairs Tom Johnson said
the ~chool has raised a little more than $5.8 million for the
building. This leaves more than $1 mJlllOn to be raised
before the upcoming Board of Trustee!> meetlOg April 24
to 25. If the college raises the full amount by this date,
construction of the building will begin III July.
The decision and authority of whether to borrow for the
con1>tructlon of Weyerhaeuser lie 10 the hands of the
Board of Trustees in April, depending on whether the
school has raised the remainder of funds needed.
The Board of Trustees' policy is to have full funding for
a project before ground is broken, John3On said.
"If we haven't raised [the amount] by the meeting, the
hoard would have to authoflze borrowing," Johnson saId.
Thi~ b only one option, however, he said. The project
could also be put off until the remallling money is raised.
With eIght weeks left before the board meetmg, Johnson
said the InstitutIOnal Advancement staff IS working to
acquIre dOllors and gifts.
Weyerhaeuser Iiall will contain cla!>sroom!>, IJlcluding a
lecture hall with 240 scats. The building also will hold the
School l~f Global Commerce and Management, the
Politics and History department and the SOCiology department.
"The size, quality and design of the buildIng Will tell us
and our frieJld~ that we take academics seriously," ~ajd
John Yoder, professor of Politics and Hi~tory.
JIm lIunt, professor of Polilics and Hi&tory, said he has
~upporled the idea of Weyerhaeuser Hall.
"When I wa!> on Core 250, we recognized that nell her
the Music ReCItal lIall nor the Chapel were appropflate
venue!> for Ihis class," Hunt smd. "The Core leams over
the years have been parlicularly energetic about tillS propo.,aL"
Yoder said in his opJllion Ihe choice to borrow money
ill the past to update dOrIns and infrastruclUre was "one of
the be!>t deCISIons the college ever made."
While Yoder HlInks that borrowmg might be a good
idea, he Said, "the college is in excellent financial shape

Despite lack of funding. prehmlllary construction work on the site of the future Weyerhaeuser Hall continues.

today because the Board has been very cautious about
assuming debt, even when pres~ured to do ~o by important
CUffent need~."
Freshman Scott Otis said he hopes the college can raise
the money lIeeded and not have to borrow It.
"I defmllely tlunk we need Weyerhac\.Jser because it
would be wonderful to be in Core and have something to
write on," Oti!' !>aid.
In the meantime, faculty members are looking forward
to the beneflls of the building to !.tudents aud faculty
"The configuration of the offices and the lounge will
make the faculty of the Sociology, Political Science and
l-iJstory department!> interact and collaborate more frequently," said Raja Tanas, professor of Sociology.
Yoder said not only faculty and !'tudents wil! benefit
from the building.

"Because the Weyerhaeuser Center for Faith and
Learning and the Poverty Center will be featured prominently ill the building, the larger commulllty will benefIt,"
Yoder said "I'm hoping [it] will strengthen our sense of
community."
I lunt Said the prop()~ed buildmg will ellcoJlrnge the
integration of academIC deparlments.
"We will have the opportunity to nelwork with Global
Commerce people and olher departmenls - especially in
the development of inlernatlOnal educalion," Ilunt s'lJd.
Tanas said he docs not agree with the concept of borrowmg money to conslruct the building
"I am slil! hopeful that Whitworth WII! come up with
the needed funds," he said. "There are many people who
believe In Whilworth and in our mission"

--~------.-----.---
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I(WRS reCeiVeS new eqUipment
courtesy of Gates grant funds
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I,WRS DJs use the
new sound board
to momtor
volume levelS.
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Heather Thomsen
Staff Wilier
In addition to thousands of dollars, Rill Gates
may have handed Whitworth's radIO !>tation KWRS
a ticket to success.
The college received a $750,000 grant last
~pring from Ihe Bill & Melinda Gales FOllndation.
The money b intended 10 enhance technological
in!>lructiolJ on campus.
Under the ViSlO1I nnd directioll of Ken Pecka,
Whitworth director of Inslfllctional Resources,
and Stacey Smith, as<;ociate vice pre!>ident of
InstItutional Advancement, $25,000 of that money
was allolled to Whitworth radio.

KWRS u~ed J!~ share of Ihe grant to purch'l~e a
new and higher quality ilound board, microphones
and mixing eqllJpment, among other thing!>.
KWRS General Manager and selllor Keilh
Spilzer ilaid he hopes these up-to-date additions will
improve the overall quality of the station.
''The new equipment will enable us to be more
hke a professional ~tatlOn," Spitzer saId. "We'l] be
able 10 produce our own commercials and people
can come in to make their own demo tapes 10 send
out to radio statlon~."
Spitzer estimates the old cquipment wa<; ahout 20

See GRANT .. page 2

"Scene Plants prepare

"Sports ESPNMotion:

you for a relationship.
page 5

bringing sports to life,
page 12

of Whifworth College, 300 W. Hawthorne Rd. Spokane, WA 99251

~ Opinions

Should we
alter the Pledge?
page 13
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One of the Gates grant benefits
is directed at the radio DJs. Spitzer
and DeVries said it is important
for the OJs to know how to operContinued from page I
ate the advanced equipment that is
years old, which, jls KWRS Music now standard in most professional
Director and senior Kristel DeVries radio stations.
KWRS' new system will afford
said, is older than some of
the DJs. In fact, the equipment is so its approximately 60 DJs the opporwell-used that it is practically held tunity to work with equipment that
together by bubble gum and duct is more professional.
"Our OJ s will be on same foot
tape, Spitzer said.
technologically [as professionals] at
The new system is more relistations
like
able than the old
The
Peak,"
system, Spitzer
Spitzer said.
said.
Though
"We
don't
UWe don't have a big
working with
have to worry
the new equipabout the trans- radius, which is fine. But
ment will give
mitter freaking
we're getting money to
staff a boost in
out and starting to
improve our station, I
the
radio
smoke - which
think that will make stu- industry, the
has happened,"
greatest beneSpitzer said.
dents change their view- factor
of the
Spitzer and
point of [the
of
generous sum
DeVries said they
of money may
hope the grant
our impact. "
not be KWRS
and the upgrade
Kristal DeVries,
but
the
in quality will
KU7RS MJlfic Director
Whitworth
resull in changed
community,
impressions
Spitzer said.
about the radio
"KWRS is
station.
Unknown to most studenls not just a bunch of people goofing
here, KWRS has some loyal lis- off like it used to be," DeVries said.
teners on Spokane's South Hill, "Now it's actually learning what it'!.
like to be a DJ - in 2003, not
Spitzer said.
"KWRS gets a lot of flack for 1986."
being 'just the Whitworth radio
The station offers a wide array of
station,'" DeVries said. "We
musical genres. The lineup feature~
don't have a big radius, which is
classical, jazz, hip-hop, Top 40 and
fine. But if we're gelling money
rock shows.
to improve our station, I think
"Wc're rebuilding as a stathat will make students change
their viewpoint of [the size] of lion," Spitzer said. "The staff the
our impact. We really can have a last three years has really turned
KWRS around. This grant is just
big impact."
Spitzer said KWRS' stereotype that one more step that says 'this
as a low-grade station does not isn't just a bunch of students
hold weight when Gates gives screwing around.' This is a seri$25,000 to make it more profes- ous aspect of a Communications
department."
sional.

College hosts first-ever
GRANT:
undergraduate conference
Anthony Rodin
Staff writer

1
l

Whitworth students will be
able to present their research to
the community and student
body in the college's first undergraduate research con ference
from 9 a.m. to noon on April 12.
The location has not yet been
determined.
The conference will be "a
festival of students' research
Jackson
accomplishments," said Gordon Jackson, associate dean of Faculty.
To participate in the conference, students had to
fill out an application, which was due March 3. A
faculty sponsor and proposal abstract also were
required.
For those who arc interested in the conference but
did not submit an application, this opportunity will
be offered again next year.
"The plan is to make this a yearly thing," Jackson
said.
Since most of the conference's participants are
juniors and seniors, freshmen and sophomores
should plan ahead to participate in the future.
Participation in th~ conference has many bene-

fits, such as being a resume booster for graduate
school, experience in presenting to a large group
and di!.cussing findings with peers in ali fields,
Jackson said.
The idea of the conference has been around for
a couple of years, as there has been a focus on
research for undergraduates in all fields. Jackson
gives credit to Tammy Reid, vice president for
Academic Affairs, for turning the idea into reality.
"Now we're seeking to give students from all
areas an arena where they can demonstrate their
research accomplishments," Jackson said.
If more students apply than presentation positions available, those whose projects break new
ground or incorporate original research will be
given priority to present at the conference.
Presentations will be grouped according to a
common theme, called "panels." These panels will
run concurrently in many locations during the day.
However, posters and visual aids will be shown in
one place and presenters will have the opportunity
to respond to questions about their work.
Jackson said the main purpose of holding the
conference on a Saturday is so students can come
and observe the work of their peers.
"Hopefully, students will get their friends to
come along," Jackson said.
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T)/er Kunlakllra
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Casq Lee Pellill

~

"Friends let friends drive naked" -

~ -"Pyle ... in" -

Oayna Coleman

Ron Pyle

~

"Eudaimoma is liVing your entelechy" -

..,

"Trust me, I'm a doctor" -

~

"Go ahcad and take it, I'd rather have the insurance money
anyway" - Jim McPherson

~

"I really do care about the poor" - Socially conscious
professors who drive luxury vehicles

Forrest Baird

Toby Schwarz

"The Grapevine" is a weekly column ill The Wlzitworthiall featuring blls of campus comedy, unusual stories and light hllmor. To
contribute your story or to anslVer lire questioJl of lhe week, call
ext. 3248 or e-mail editor@whitworth.edll.

~ ASWCrninutes

~-

Feb. 26

~

Reguisition #27 pas~ed: Psi Chi received $1,300 10 help with
research conference fees

~

ReQuisition #30 failed: $500 scholarship to honor studentinvolved in campus ASWC leader!.hip

~

Reguisition #32 passed: $1,200 for Habitat for Humanity
spring break SERVE trip

~

Art Clu.b charte~ passed - Club hopes to get help from local
ar!lsts to bnng art from community to Whitworth, work
With Spokane Arts Commission to get Whitworth art
into Spokane galleries, volunteer once a semester with
local group to share art with olhers

~

Natsihi - Dorm photos today and tomorrow. Photo times
listed on fliers in dorms

~

Mac Hall in Concert -

jlin McPhersol/
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newsbriefs
College to host diversity lecture
Dr. V. Robert Hayles will give a presentation and lead a discussion on "Current Issues of Diversity in Business" at 3:30 p.m.
Thursday in the Science Auditorium.
Hayles, co-author of The Diversity Directive: Why Some
Initiatives Fail and What To Do About It, plans to speak about
diversity and current practices in the business world, said Elsa
Distelhorsl, director of Corporate Foundation and Community
Relations.
"These insights will help us as we interact with local, regional
and national busilless p;:"ple," she said.

Civil rights activist to lecture
The Rev. Samuel McKinney, former pastor of Seattle's Mount
Zion Baptist Church and 1960s civil rights activist, will present
"The Struggle for Civil Rights in Seattle: The Role of the Black
Church," at 7:30 p.m. tomorrow in the Seeley Mudd Chapel.
"Rev. McKinney is considered to be the most influential Mrican
American pastors in Seattle's history in the area of civil rights," said
Dale Soden, professor of Politics and History, in a Whitworth press
release.
Whitworth's Weyerhaeuser Center for Christian Faith and
Learning and a Stewardship Foundation grant are sponsoring
McKinney's visit.

Small group leaders wanted
Applications for leading small groups next year will be available
at two informational meetings next week at 7 p.m. on Monday and
at 4 p.m. on Tuesday in the Chapel lounge.
S-group leaders will receive leadership materials and weekly
training and support. They will be part of a group of student leaders, attend a leadership retreat before fall semester begins and
attend The Weekend at Camp Reed free of charge.
For more information, contact Assistant Chaplain Andrea
Saccoccio at ext. 4341 or asaccoccio@Whitworth.edu.

Founder's Day awards given
Sophomore Christina DesVaux and senior Sharon Young each
received a $1,000 Founder's Day scholarship at the Founder's Day
Convocation.
The scholarship is awarded to students with high academic
achievement who have proposed realistic ways to improve
Whitworth and build on its heritage.
DesVaux suggested using art to improve the look of the campus
and creating extensions of the art exhibition hall in other buildings
on campus.
Young proposed that Whitworth students who do not take their
multicultural credit abroad earn their credit by working with a
diverse community in Spokane.
"Both winning essays captured exactly the kind of imaginative
thinking we wanted to see," said Gordon Jackson, associate dean of
FacuIty, in a Whitworth press release.
All members of the dean's honor roll for fall 5emester were invitcd to apply for the award.

Story time program needs books
The Story Time Telling Program needs books, tapes and financial
donations for its March 19 program.
Led by Coordinator for Ministry and Multicultural Affairs Stephy
Beans, the Story Time Telling Program works with WOW
Ministries, an organization that enables parents in prison to record
themselves on tape reading stories to their children. This allows the
parents to stay in touch with their children.
"This is an awesome program, and as we move forward to serve
more of God's people we are seeing the fruits of our labor through
those who are giving their lives to Christ," Beans said in a campus
e-mail.
Contact Beans at ext. 4568 to donate supplies or to get more
information about the program.

Information Systems wants input
In response to students' complaints about slow Internet speed,
Information Systems asked students in an e-mail if they should
exert more control over network usage in the dorms and dial-up
access.
"The upside is that there would be more consistent service and
the downside is that the systems would be more intrusive," said
Jackie Miller, director of Information Systems, in a campus e-mail.
The recent Internet congestion was caused by students using new
peer-to-peer file sharing software. This uses a great deal of bandwidth, leaving little bandwidth for other students to use.
Information Systems temporarily solved the problem by turning
off network ports that used too much bandwidth.
Miller encouraged students to gain more knowledge on the subject by reading a Feb. 20 article by John Borland of CNET
News,com, found at http://zdnel.com.com/2100-1105-985027.html.

- Compiled by Aimee Goodwin and Heather Thomsen
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cars overflow mto the Back 40 parking Jot by the Fieldhouse, evidence of the parking crunch.

Parking situation
frustrates drivers
Weyerhaeuser construction eliminates
parking lot, sends drivers searching
Sarah L. Lamb
Staff writer
Students and faculty all over
campus are having a hard time
finding parking spots.
Assistant
Director
for
Operations Bill Roberts recognizes the factors that have contributed 10 the decreased number
of parking spots: increased enrollment and losing parking spaces
with the construction of the future
Weyerhaeuser Hall.
The number of parking stalls
decreased by 35 from'last fall to
this spring due to the loss of
parking near Schumacher Hall
and the Lindaman Center.
According to a facilities survey, the number of parking passes
issued for the entire school year
was 1,443, while the total number
of parking stalls available for the
spring is 1,413. However, more
than the 30 cars shown on paper
are WIthout spaces. These numbers do not take into account visitor and guest parking. Also, not
all students or faculty members
purchase parking passes at the
beginning of the year. This makes
it difficult for the school to know
how many spots are needed,
which results in frustrated drivers.
Senior Mark Finney, who lives
in Stewart Hall, said this year he
has experienced more difficulty
in finding a parking spot that he
did in the past.
"There's been times when
there's only one spot to park, and
I got it," Finney said.
Last year there were not nearly
as many vehicles in the parking
lot by Boppell, Stewart and The
Village as there are this year, he
said.
Roberts said there are several
safety issues related to this parking
and congestion problem. Often
vehicles are illegally parked along
emergency fire lanes, which cause
an access problem should emergency vehicles need to get to a
building.
"Since we are a pedestrian-oriented community, increased vehicle traffic creates more opportunity for vehicle versus pedestrian
accidents,"
Roberts
said.
"Frustrated drivers are sometimes
in a hurry, {and] this increases the

potential for an accident."
Junior Jamie Shara said she
thinks the parking permit price,
$20, is reasonable in comparison
to other schools.
Off-campus students who do
not have parking permits have no
right to complain about the lack
of parking, ASWC President
Emmylou Taylor said.
"I have heard several off-campus students complain that they
cannot find parking, but they
haven't purchased a parking permit," she said.
The problem with not buying a
pass is that the school does not
have the accurate numerical evidence for the parking problem.
Vice President of Business
Affairs Johnson reports that students who have not purchased
parking permits are receiving
citations.

{{There's been times when
there's only one spot to
park, and I got it. "
Mark Finney,
J(nior

The fines range from $20 to
$60 and Security can even have
the car impounded. Campus
Security keeps records of all
vehicle citations and reports them
to Student Life.
Shara said she actually
received a ticket for parking in
front of the Physical Plant.
"I thought that 'parking was
open to us in Schumacher, too,"
she said.
A new plan proposed by a
Parking Task Force composed of
Student Life members, faculty,
ASWC members, the business
office and Facilities Services
may solve this problem in the
near future.
The plan, which includes a car
park south and west of the
Fieldhouse, and additional parking created with the demolishing
of Beyond Hall and Lincoln Hall
was developed last year. This
would create hundreds of new
parking spots around campus for

students, facuIty and the public.
The Pinewood area behind and
near the Fieldhouse, would "certainly help in athletic events or
other public events," Director of
Facilities Management Steve
Thompson said. However, he
said, the school hal! to acquire a
few parcels of land before this new
parking area can be created.
Thompson sees the potential
problem of losing dorm rooms by
demolishing Beyond.
"We would like to have a plan
for a new dorm before taking out
Beyond," he said. "That's the
challenge."
He said the school currently
does not have an answer to this
problem. The parking for
Weycrhaeuscr will have the saOle
general format as parking for the
Hixson Union Building - ·.vilh
general campus parking across
the street and handicapped parking closer to the building.
If thcse two new areas are
developed into parking lots, this
would probably happen in the
next few years, 1l1Ompson said.
The Parking Task Force also is
considering options of parking by
taking out Whitworth Drive,
although this option would
require measures to change the
college entrance, working with
Spokane County on safety i::.!,ues
and retaining a street for
Whitworth Presbyterian Church.
The other option is across from
the Music Building on Hawthorne
by the Auld House. However, the
college cannot build there because
it does not own one of the houses
in the proposed area. Although the
school owns part of the property,
this could create a safety issue for
people crossing the busy street.
In the meantime, Taylor and
Roberts have suggestions for
drivers.
.
Taylor said student,> should not
drive their cars from class to class
because they have to spend time
searching for parking spots each
time they move their cars.
Roberts said students should
focus more on parking legally.
"If parking is not available in
close proximity, student should
legally park their vehicles in one
of the other designated campus
parking lots," Roberts said.
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Whitworth named 'Best Christian Workplace'
Aimee Goodwin

profiles with said. "What it doesn't mean is
those of the that Whitworth is perfect or that
o t h e r our efforts to improve our workit One of the reasons this is a good place to work is
Christian place will wane."
Whitworth
College was
because
we tahe our mission a lot more seriously than we
organizations
Robinson said the honor does
recently named the "Best
that entered
take ourselves. The people of Whitworth do agreat job of
not mean Whitworth's faculty
Christian Workplace" among
the competiand
staff
will
relax
their
efforts
to
keeping their egos Jrom getting in the way of serving the
large colleges, universities and
tion.
improve the quality of the colseminaries at the Christian
Whitworth
students. So, while we celebrate the recognition, we hold
lege.
Management Association confercompeted in
no illusiolls that everything is just fine. There is plenty
ence in Colorado Springs, Colo.,
Robinson the "large" cat"One of the reasons this is a
Feb. 24.
more we can do to make Whitworth an even better place
egory, which good place to work is because we
lot
more
seritake
our
mission
a
included
colleges,
universities
to
work, and this kind of recognition motivates us to keep
"The two best things that·
could be said about Whitworth and seminaries with more than ously than we take ourselves,"
·
after improving our workplace."
Robinson said a Whitworth press
ColIege are that it's a great place 250 employees.
More
than
239
Whitworth
"The
people
of
release.
to go to school and that it's a
BiII Robinson,
great place to go to work," employees participated in the Whitworth do a great job of keepPrwriml
of
particisurvey.
This
high
level
ing
their
egos
from
getting
in
the
President Bill Robinson said in a
contributed
to way of serving the students. So,
Whitworth press release. "Our pation
students and our employees give Whitworth's receiving the "Best while we celebrate the recognius the most important grades we Christian Workplace" award, said hon, we hold no illusions that Management, said accepting the "Whitworth isn't perfect by any
Orwig,
director of everything is just fine. There is award on behalf of the college means, but it strives hard through
get. So, this recognition is just Greg
Communications.
plenty more we can do to make was a humbling experience. He its people to reflect the calling
flat thrilling."
"This is a wonderful affirma- Whitworth an even betler place to said he is proud to be a part of that God has given it - to eduThe award, which is new this tion of the fact that Whitworth work, and this kind of recogni- Whitworth.
cate students and everyone with
year, was based on comparing the has strong organizational man- tion motivates us to keep after
"In many respect~, the recogni- whom it comes into contact of the
results of Whitworth's employee agement practices and that our improving our workplace."
tion is not needed to validate power of the mind and spirit in
scores, employee survey partici- employees generally think this is
Kyle Usrey, dean of the School what we know in our hearts to be service to Christ, God and
pation rates and human resource a great place to work," Orwig of Global Commerce and the
case,"
Usrey
said. humankind."
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Diversity efforts
avoid employees
College faculty and staff required to make
proclamations of Christian faith before hire
Megen Blank
Siaff writer

descriplion of the applicant's personal
Christian experience and link faith to their
discipline. Faculty members arc expected
ith the push for student diver- to take interest in creating lies between
their faith and their job.
sity increasing, Whitworth
For staff members, from office workers
professors are left out of the
to physical plant employees, a one-page
mix.
essay is required to show personal comWhitworth requires facully and staff
mitment to the Christian faith. Essays of
nol only to uphold the Christian faith but
this type often include people, events and
to have a commitment to their faith as
experiences, which help illustrate a
well, proven by writing a faith statement.
Christian commitment.
Due to its Christian identity as a
Unlike regular faculty and staff, adjunct
Presbyterian school, Whitworth docs not
professors do not need 10 have a Christian
seek to have religious diversity among its
commitment.
faculty and staff.
"Adjuct professors arc not required to
Although this may seem discriminatory,
submit a statement of commitment to the
Whitworth is able to ask for a faith comChristian faith because they are not part
mitment because it is it is an independent
college.
of the full-time faculty, and they often
"Federal law permits private colleges to teach only one or two courses a semeschoose to hire people based on religions," ter," lackson said.
Also, many adjunct classes arc taught
said Gordon Jackson, aS50ciate dean of
by people who have Christian commilFaculty.
ments previously known to the college.
This rule applies to schools of all types
While adjunct professors are not required
of religious backgrounds, not solely
to submit such a stateChristian schools.
ment, they are expect"Our Christian hered to uphold the misitage is one of the
sion of the college,
things that makes us
Jackson said.
different from other
"Just because they're all from
,jl know of virtually
colleges and universities," said loAnn Fox,
the same religiOUS background no instances where
adjuncts have gone
employment specialdoesn't mean there's not diver~ against
the mission of
ist. "We're unique,
and it sets us apart. I
sity - there's different cul~ the college. On the
contrary, our adjuncts
think it's something
tures, experiencs, life back~
arc for the most part
that allracts people to
grounds. "
strongly supportive of
us. Personally, I'm
the mission, or at the
proud of that."
Jason Stuert,
very least, comfortWhitworth's missopholJJore
able teaching at
sion is to "provide its
Whitworth knowing
diverse student body
our Christian misan education of the
sion," Jackson said.
mind and heart,
Jackson only
equipping its gradurecalled one incident in the past where the
ates to honor God, follow Christ and
mission of the school was not upheld by
serve humanity. This mission is carried
an adjunct professor. The problem did not
out by a community of Christian scholars
deal directly with religion, and the person
committed to excellent teaching and the
y.ras willing to listen to suggestions and
integration of faith and learning."
make the necessary changes. Should an
Sophomore Jason Stuart does not
employee refuse to change his or her
believe Whitworth should seek more relibehavior, they would be asked to stop
gious diversity in the professors.
teaching at Whitworth, Jackson said.
"lust because they're all from the same
Whitworth currently is in the process of
religious background doesn't mean there's
clarifying the description of its Christian
not diversity -there's different cultures,
heritage to help prospective staff memexperiences, life backgrounds," Stuart
bers understand what the institution is
said. "They're all coming from different
looking for in its employees, Fox said.
places. To focus on one aspect of diversiOften applicants are uncertain as 10
ty [religious diversity] is neglecting all
whether or not they would at fit in at
the other factors which make up diversity."
Whitworth because of their faith. Creation
of a new statement of heritage would both
The drive to make Whitworth a more
"help prospective employees determine
diverse place to learn, by seeking a more
religiously diverse student body, docs not
how they would fit into the Whitworth
seem to stretch beyond the confines of the community" as well as "articulate how
students.
our Christian heritage should influence
our decisions on hiring and integration of
"I would not be in favor of requiring a
faith and learning in the classroom,"
Christian commitment on the part of the
students. I like very much that students of Director of Communications Greg Orwig
said.
other faiths or no particular faith can
come to Whitworth," said Ron Pyle, assoWhitworth accepts faculty and staff
ciate professor of Communications
from a wide variety of Christian denomiStudies. "I am in favor of requiring a
nations and disciplines, including
Christian commitment for the faculty. I
Protestant, Catholic and Orthodox traditions. Due to the requirement for staff to
think the historical identity and ethos of
have a Christian commitment,
Whitworth is Christian and I think we're
Whitworth's identity as a Christian school
responsible to maintain that focus."
When people apply to work at
will go beyond just the Presbyterian title,
remaining consistent with its mission to
Whitworth either as a full-time professor
educate both mind and heart.
or staff member, (excluding adjunct professors) part of the application process is
"Since Whitworth is committed to
an essay on failh.
Christian values, it would make sense that
professors align themselves to Christian
For professors, the application requires
an "essay addressing the relationship
faith and have a commiltment to pass thai
between your Christian faith and teachon to the students," junior Ariane
ing." The purpose of the essay is to give a Mondragon said.

W

Bandmember Shane Everett (left) and singer Shane Barnard perform In the after-basketball
game concert March 1. Around 250 people attended the concert in the dining hall.

Celebrate Mardi Gras,
Bourbon Street style
Megen Blenk
Staff writer
It's that time again when you may be
handed a string of ga\ldy green, purple or
gold plastic beads upon entering the dining
hall. The holiday of Mardi Gras is upon us.
Time to grab your mask and head to a
parade. Certainly don't forget to enjoy yourself today before you begin fasting for Lent.
Also known as "Fat Tuesday," Mardi
Gras is a holiday which originated in
France but today is more commonly associated with New Orleans.
In Christian and Catholic traditions,
Mardi Gras is the day before Ash
Wednesday, the beginning of a 40-day
Lenten fast.
Traditionally in France, all of the milk,
eggs and butter in the house wuuld be
eaten on the Tuesday before the fast, giving the day its naine.
Today, Mardi Gras is an opportunity to
party and indulge in your favorite food or
activity before you begin fasting. The fast
ends on Easter day.
New Orleans is the place to be to party.
All-day-iong parades are held in the
French Quarter, showing off floats, jazz
bands and many bright and colorful costumes.

Sophomore Tyler Assmus is going to
see Mardi Gras firsthand. Over spring
break he will visit his friend at Louisiana
Tech and plans to get a taste of Mardi Gras
during the two days he is there.
"My friend went last year and he had
one of the best times ever and he was like,
'You gotta experience this,'" Assmus said.
Some things IS expects to sec are
parades and !.treet performers who spit fire
and swallow swords. There are also nightclubs for dancing, and "overall craziness,"
Assmus said.
Krewes, or people on the floats, throw
doubloons, beads and other objects to
parade-goers. Some people bring ladders
to the parades to get a better view.
"I'm excited to experience something
new. I've never been to a Mardi Gras
party. I'll just take in the experience and
see what all the hype is all about," Assmus
said.
If you can't make it to Louisiana this
year, you can watch parades broadcast
online al www.mardigrasday.com.
Still not satisfied? Try dressing in purple, gold or green, the colors of Mardi
Gras. Paint your face or get a mask to
show your spirit. And don't forget to wear
your beads.

Faculty art goes on display
Monice Eschenbecher
Staff writer
The opening of the annual Faculty Art Exhibit gives Whitworth Art professors a
chance to display the work they manage to squeeze into their spare time.
The artists featured in this year's faculty art exhibit will include Assistant Professor
of Art Scott Kolbo, Associate Professor of Art Gordon Wilson, Associate Professor of
Art Barbara Filo, and Adjunct Professors of Art Jeff Harris and Carl Stejer.
The show opened in Koehler Gallery on March 3.
The pieces exhibited include Wilson and Kolbo's "Danny and the City" and "Gifts
and Stolen Things" by Kolbo. Both of these pieces are mixed-media pieces.
Filo will be showing her Homemade Artist's Books; Harris will show a ceramic vessel; and Stejer will show a fused glass piece, among others.
The show will run through April 17, Monday through Friday from 8 a.m. to noon
and from I to 4 p.m.
An artist's reception will be held tonight from 5 to 7 p.m. The artisls will discuss
their work at 6 p.m. The show is open to the public and free for everyone.
The show is a great chance to see what's going on in the staff's personal artwork.
"It [the faculty exhibit] is an ideal time for people to see the strengths of the department, and 10 discover new instructors and media they might not have known they could
learn in our department," Kolbo said. "This exhibit is always a mixed bag of ideas and
interesls; it is a great celebration of all the talent and diversity the Whitworth department exemplifies."
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And the Oscar goes to
If I were in the shoes of an Oscar judge, this is how
I would tally my votes for 2003.

",BestActor

.

'i,"
i

J

The best actor category is a tough call. There are
several talented actors and a few
bad ones. lbe problems is that the
movies with good actors I have
not seen and the movies with bad
actors I wish I hadn't seen. But I
will take a stab in the dark at this
one.
Jack Nicholson was nominated
for his work inAbout Schmidt and
could be a strong contender. His
greate!\t competition will come
from
Nicholas
Cage
in
y
Adaptation.
SPITZER'S
Resurrecting the prejudices I
have previously shunned, I hope
SPOTLIGHT
Cage gets shot down big time!
I am actually rooting for
Adrien Brody, star of The Pianist, to walk away with
the prize. His role was just critically acclaimed
enough to be compelling, but since the movie left
theaters so subtly, he stands a good chance of being
the surprise.

•••

radio as much. None gave the extra marketing push.
While U2 won the Golden Globe in this category, the
voting members of the Academy of Motion Picture
Arts and Sciences will, I think, see both the lyrical
value and the shear importance to the movie's story
and success.

"'Best Director
In keeping with the tradition of last year's Oscar
judges picking people based on the fact that they
should have won in the past, Martin Scorsese will
win this year's award.
Of the five nominations no one stands out as the
blaring winner, so the voters will go with the fact that
Scorsese should have won and didn't in the past, just
as they did with Denzel Washington last year.

... Best Picture of the Year

Nicole Kidman is a shoo-in for this award.
While Renee Zellweger brought life to the old
stage musical in Chicago, Kidman in The Hours
played a role that was far from her natural self. Just
looking at the movie posters, 1 found myself search·
ing to find her face.
Granted, this was just makeup she wore as part of
the role, but it takes a truly talented actress to make
the audience forget that she isn't a real person telling
the story. That is the mark by which Best Actress
should be judged.

This is a category that has been influenced by
audience perspective and pocketbook for a long time.
It is hard for me to pick one of the highest grossing films as best picture, but I will, and I will give a
dam good justification too.
. Lord of The Rings: The Two Towers is Ihe best
movie of the year, bar none!
Peter Jackson, who should have been nominated
for best director, made a film that took every aspect
of filmaking and created an artwork that casts shadows on everything else.
The blend of acting, special effects and cinematography brought the book to life. Many say that
it is not a good movie, to which I say, "Have you read
the books?"
The story telling and imagery that Tolken put into
every word is captured vibrantly and profoundly in
the film. If this film, or the next in the series, The
Return of the King, does not win a Best Film award
it will be a big thumbs down on the Oscars in the
future.

.... Best Original Song

... BestTextbook in a Movie

IIJoBestActress

March 4> 2003
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Philosophic Classics: From Plato to Derrida Vol.
While I will more thiiii likeiy catch a beating from
my female friends, Chicagp's "I Move On" is near 2, by Professor of Religion and Philosphy Forrest
Baird is by far the best textbook to be seen in a movie
the bottom of the list in this category.
There is one that would make my best pick - Paul this year. If the 1,232 pages seemed too much for you
Simon's "Father and Daughter" from The Wild' in Core 250, then seeing it 30 feet tall in The Life of
Thornberrys Movie - but the best song comes in a David Gale will scare the snot out of you.
In a scene in Ihe office of Dr. Gale, a philosophy
genre that is not associated with movies much, let
professor at the University of Austin, Baird's book
alone their subject.
"Lose Yourself," from 8 Mile is by far the most can be Clearly seen for more than 20 seconds above
the shoulder of a colleague. While the movie was a
compelling song in the running.
The rap and hip-hop world is starting to flex its little sub-par, their choice of props was impeccable ..
muscles, and this song worked the radio audiences as
well as the moviegoers.
"Spitzer's Spothght," I!J staff writer }(elt); Spil:?!r, is a biNone of the other nominations were heard on the weeklY nlJlew of newlY releasedfilms.
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Senior April

Szuch pots a
lipstick plant
in her room
in The
Village. The
lipstick plant
is named for
Its vivid red
blossoms.
ioyll ..mnn/
II: hll.'()f/hian
I

Green thumbs work wonders in life
Stephanie Getman
Staff writer

PI ts Plants have more to offer than meets
an the eye.
.
offer Granted, a leafy green plant with
blossoming flowers looks lovely in a
real-world dorm room. The vibrant green hues
know-how provide a nice contrast with the dullness of the, cream walls.
Bringing a bit of the outdoors in,
plants literally give a breath of fresh
air to the room. Biologically speaking,
they absorb carbon dioxide and produce oxygen in their metabolic
processes, supporting a balanced environment that is conducive to studying.
Ae!,lhelic and health reasons aside,
houseplants fulfill the primal need in
every person to care for something.
Why not let a small, low-maintenance
plant be your dorm pet? It is true that
a plant is not nearly as affectionate as
a cuddly kitten or a loyal Labrador. In
fact, a plant offers no affection in
return for your care. However, you do

receive a certain, albeit minute,
amount of joy in ensuring its health
and safety.
Some propose you should learn to
take care of a plant before you enter a
romantic relationship. After all, if you
can't adequately tend to your plant'S
basic needs, how are you ever going to
be able 10 satisfy your boyfriend's or
girlfriend's emotional needs? For
some, the first stop on the journey to
romance is the garden store.
Some local nurseries worth checking
out
are
Mel's
(www.shopmels.com) and Ritter's
(wwwAritter.com).
Soon, when the planting season is in
full bloom, large chain stores like
ShapKo and Fred Meyer will set up
garden centers in their parking lots.
When selecting a houseplant, do not
be afraid to ask questions of the
employees, who are generally welltrained in botany and horticulture ...
Avoid plants that have spots or
insects on the tops and bottoms of

leaves or in the soil, as well as those
whose leaves are brown, crunchy or
wilted. Also avoid purchasing plants
that look heavily pruned; chances are
that the employees have been discarding the damaged. parts.
Healthy plants, on the other hand,
have all green leaves and budding
flowers. Their roots should be white to
light tan in color.
Keep your plant in direct sunlight,
and water it every morning with lukewarm water. Some plants require occasional maintenance beyond the daily
watering. Like everything else in a
dorm room, plants get dusty. Use a
small makeup brush or paintbrush to
meticulously dust each leaf from the
base to the tip. Periodically snap off
dead blooms and leaves to let the plant
continue its healthy growth.
For your the aesthetic pleasure in
your dorm room, for your own health
and for .your significant other - find a
green pet, awaiting your tender care.

chaUerbox-·------------------~
Nikki Bowman
Staff writer
"What do you do all day, play
with Play-Doh and sing with guitars?"
Senior McCayla Hudson's friends
commonly ask her such questions.
Hudson serves as a student
teacher for first graders at
Meadowridge Elementary in the
Mead School District, and has found
that few understand or appreciate
what being a student teacher truly
entails.
Hudson's day
typically
begins
with the alarm
buzzing at 6 a.m.
She has to be at
school around 7:30
a.m. to plan for the
day. Class starts a! 9 a.m. The children arrive, read and have a snack.
Then they break into smail groups to
sing and have lunch.
Hudson's school day ends at 3: 15
p.m., but she typically spends an
exIra hour after school grading and
getting ready for the next day.
Education is simply in Hudson's
blood.
"Being a teacher is just part of
who I am," Hudson said. "I've
always loved kids. When I was in
kindergarten, I remember getting all
my stuffed animals together and
giving them 'lessons."
Hudson feels that education is the
easiest way to fulfill God's commission to love people.

Though she puts in plenty of
hours and energy, she feels equally
blessed by her kids.
"The biggest reward is making
such a little person feel special,"
Hudson said.
Spreading God's love means not
choosing favorites. Hudson reaches
out and builds relationships with all
her students.
"I want each of my kids to feel
like he or she is my favorite,"
Hudson said. "If somebody outside
the classroom came in and asked
who Ihe teacher's
pet was, I would
want each ,,,tuden!
to feel [ike he or
she was. I want
them all to feel like
I love them to
death."
Hudson feels that God has
equipped her with a special gift of
humor that she can share in the
classroom.
"The kids really respond to my
fun-lovingness," she said. "I think
God created me to be relaxed, love
[kids] and have fun. God's [given]
me a big, sensitive heart."
The toughest part of being a student teacher is balancing your abilities to please everyone, she said.
"There arc a lot of things to think
about," Hudson said. "II is hard trying to plea'iC the parents, the school
and eveiybody else."
Hudson's favorite part of student
teaching is when a student first
understands a concept Hudson has

been trying to teach.
"When you know they have
caught on, it's like a little lightbulb
goes off," Hudson said.
This past Jan Term, Hudson went
to San Francisco and worked with
innercity children.
''The kids were easy to love and
needed me so much," Hudson said.
Hudson has enjoyed Whitworth's
educational program. She has
served in a variety of classrooms,
and currently is in her third semester
at Meadowridge.
"One of the key parts of preparation for student teaching is just
being in the classroom," she said.
"I've gollen to know the tcachers
and school culture really well."
After graduation, Hudson hopes
to return to First Prcsbyterian
Church in Yakima, Wash.,' where
she planned youth activities for the
past two summers as an intern.
Starting in April, however,
Hudson will begin to look for
employment in Washington school
districts for the upcoming fa[1.
When Hudson first admitted to
the nickname "TP," one might have
supposed it had something to do
with bathrooms.
Often accused of being a brownnoser, Hudson holds the nickname
for a different reac;on.
''Teachers have a huge influence
on me," she said. "I have a nickname
of 'TP,' which stands for teacher's
pet, because I just love teachers and
respect their job so much. Being a
teacher is such an admirable job."
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Bottom: Freshrr
leaves the dlnlf
versallon.

Above: Sophomore
Katy O'Leary tries double dipping, driving and
cell phone conversing,
on her way off campus
for lunch.

Rlght Freshman
Michael Chow enters
the Hixson Umon
Building while having a
chat.

ear me nc
Sarah Dilworth
Staff writer

Y]

0u arc silting 111 class, Irying hard 10 lislen 10 Ihe lecture,
but Ihe slow movements of the clock prove more fascinating. As you doze off mto a daydream YOll arc suddenly
brought hack to reality and not by the teacher randomly calling
on you. No, the culprit is the insensitive cell phone, ringing With
the tasteless and degrading imitation of Beethoven's "FUr Elise."
The worst part of it, the cell phone's owner actually
answers the phone and then walks out of class, continuing 10 talk.
Cell phones going off in claSl> have become a
common occurance this past year, serving as more
proof of the dominance of cell phones and the
growing dependence on them.
According to CNN_com, 120.1 million cell
phones arc in lise in the United States today, and by
2005 there will be 1.26 billion cell phones used
around the world_
So, what is it about cell phones that causes seven out of 10
Whitworth students to own one? A poll taken of randomly selected shldents brought to light some very valid reasons.
For ~tudents living on campus, "keeping in contact with family and friends back home" was the No.1 reason for having a cell
phone.
Most cell phone servers offer free long distance. All the popular plans also offer unlimited minutes for nights and weekends.

Cel! phones take Oller

lives) lvooillg Jvith
ellticiJlgperks like
free long distaJlce

This allows students to talk as long as they want and stay close
with people that may be living as far away as New York.
Keeping in contact with her friends in Portland, Ore. is the reason why Freshman Keija Lee loves her cell phone. She has hers
turned 011 at all limes but not while in class. Except there was
that one time when it did go off in Core.
"You can be reached at all times; it doesn't maHer where you
arc or what you arc doing," Lee said. "Also, il is completely
yours. YOLI don't have to share a line with fIve other people."
For students IIv1l1g off campus, many choose to have a cell
phone all to themselves, rather than share a landline with thClr
roommates.
Not all student!. choose to have their phone on all tile time,
though.
JUT1!or Katie A~nhold said she never has hers on and rarely
takes It around WIth her. She docs check her voicemail though,
so if people want to get a hold of her, they leave her a message.
Arnhold finds it annoY1l1g to he at the beck and call of an
Insignificant, electronic device. When a phone rings, one feels
obligated 10 answer it.
"Therefore, leave the cell phone at horne or in your car and
you will be a freer person," Arnhold said.
Then there arc the free souls, those who have yet to join the
21st Century. Yes, Ihere arc people who have not sold themselves
to a cell phone contract.
"I don't want to conform to technology. I pride myself on
being old school - reflecting the ideals of my parents' generation," senior Greg VanFleet said.
VanFleet said seeing the way his friends arc so attached to their
cell phones has only reconfirmed his decision to never buy one.

Wherever you go, there is alwa~
someone loudly talking on ~heirs, •
radius hears their conver<;allOn. B
phones also can be a danger.
According to www.!>ludents.wm
Ihat drivers speakmg on a cell pho
10 be involved in an aCCident. Als{
related crashes, the cell phone-usil
vehicle.
CNN.com reported a half milli~
al any give lime dUrln~ the ~ay. FI
wireless phones in thelf velllcles a
There is obviously an advantag(
If you blowout a tire or run out 01
in a second.
I-laving a phone in th~ car .d<?esr
talking on it though WillIe driVing.
reaction time slows down drastlcal
phone.
In December of 2001, a law in 1
put a ban on using hanJ·held cellu
Violators can now face fines of up
states arc now considenng similar
Besides being a hazard !? your (
another addiction in your life. If)
you have found it.ruling y,our life,
just 24 hours. ThIS doesn t menn I
your voicemail. Completely free y
Enjoy the silence, enJoy your free(
can get a hold of you. It will be ha
will realize how great freedom car
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Cell companies offer
plans for every caller
Anytime minutes. Roaming. Weekend minutes.
Mobile 10 mobile. Shared plans. Text me~saging.
Many cell phone plans arc oul there to choose
from, each offering a variety of ~ervices and perks.
The promotional bonuses change constantly, but listed below arc some of the basic monthly plans offered
by the 1110st popular wirele!>s-~ervice providers for
the Spokane area:

)\ cingular'
Below: Freshman Peter Jo (left)
shows off his cell phone with his
fellow wireless callers freshmen
Jim Gllr (middle) and Cory Siebe.
Bottom: Freshman Chris Holmes
leaves the dining hall In mid-conversation.

~Cingular
All plans include free voiccmail and long di~tancc,
but there is a 69-cent per-minute roaming fcc. The
lowest-priced plan gIves YOIl 50 minutes for $19.99
and the highest gives you 3,500 minutes for $199.99.
For plans with over 600 minutes (starting at $39.99),
a "rollover" policy takes effect and unused minutes
from one month arc added to the allotted minutes for
the next month.

~Verjzon

Local plans abo Include fl ee long distance and
voicemail, with a 7'J-cent pcr-minute roaming fcc.
When you sign the lwo-year contract there IS no activation ree, bUI if you teflllillate your plan before
those two years arc up, you pay a $175.00 fcc. $49.99
gives you 700 anytime minutes, unlimited nights and
weekends and 1,000 mobile-to-mobile minutes, used
when calling another Verizon cell phone. A $69.99
plan ups the anytime minutes to 1,000. To share these
minutes with a friend or family member, add a second line for $20.

~

- -Mobile- -· - ·

~ T-Mobile (formerly VoiceStream)
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go, there is always a cell phone gomg of,f or
talking on theirs, so that everyone 111 a mile
'conver~ation. Besides being an annoyancc, cell
Je a danger.
vww.hludents.washington.edu, statistics show
(1I1g on a cell phone arc four times more,likely
an accident. Also, in virtually all cell phonehe cell phone-using drivers were in the striking
)rted a half million drivers arc using cell phones
dUTIng the day. Fifty-four percent of drivers have
n their vehicles at all times.
usly an advantage to having a phone in the car.
I tire or run out of gas, you can have AAA there
e in the car doesn't mean that you should be
gh while driving. Studies have proven people's
ws down drastically if they arc talking on a
,f 2001, a law in New York went into effect that

g hano-held cellular phones while driving.
II face fines of up to $100. Two dozen other
,nsidenng similar measures.
a hazard to your driving, cell phones can be
I in your life. If you do own a cell phone and
I ruling your life, try shutting the devicc off for
lis doesn't mean thaI every hour you can check
::'ompletely free yourself from it for one day.
, enjoy your freedom, enjoy the fact that no one
you. It will be hard at first, but after awhile you
great freedom can be.

T-Mobile's regional plan, covering Washington
and Idaho, gives you 3,000 anytime rnlllules and 50
text messages for $49.99, including voicernail. T ..
Mobile national plan~, on the other hand, also offer
free long distance and no roaming charges. The Basic
plan provides 60 anytIme and 500 weekend minutes
for $19.99; the Talk and Text plan give:; 300 anytime
and unlimited weekend minutes, plu~ il allows you to
send up to 500 text messages; the Get More plan
offers 600 anytime and unlimited weekend minutes
for $39.99 and the Family Plan allows you to share
800 anytime and unlimited weekend and mobile-tomobile minutes across five lines for $69.99.

~

~AT.T
~AT&T

Local plans give you 45 mlllutes for $19.99,350
anytime plus unlimited nights and weekends for
$29.99 or 1,100 anyti me plus unlimited nights and
weekends for $74.99. Nationwide long distance is
included, but roaming fees may apply. They reqUIre
you to sign a one- or two .. year contract; the fcc ror
early cancellatIOn i~ $175.

cricket'
~Cricket
Cricket is unique in that it offers unlimiled local
calls for $32.99. For $39.99 you receive an additiona1500 long distance minutes. Voicemail is not included in these plans, however. But voicemail can be
added for a $3 monthly fee. Some people choose this
as an alternative to a groundline.

- Compiled by Stephanie Gelman
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Glory in the Fieldhouse
Red-hot Pirates tame
Bearcats and make
history with conference
championship
Bryan Tidwell
Staff writer

Chris Collins
Sports editor
You could see it in the eyes of senior Eric Avery as he
openly embraced relatives and friends with a smile plastered on his face,
"It's unreal," Avery said.
You could hear it in Head
quickhits
Coach Jim Hayford's tone of
voice as he tried to describe the
.. For the first time in
game to reporters. Finally, he
history Whitworth will
couldn'l contain himself anymore: "These guys are the greatcompete in NCAA
est - they really deserved it,"
Division-III national
Hayford exclaimed.
tournament,
You could even feel it though
maybe just barely - in
.. The Pirates will not
junior Bryan Depew's upbeat
play of home in the
attitude.
first round of the
"It feels great - it's just one
tournament.
more game I get to play with
these guys," Depew said.
And, of course, you could
.. Depew scored 29
smel1
it in the surging energy
points while Jensen
'and
aura
of communal sweat
held Bearcots' inside
that comes from 1,655 fans
powerhouse
watching nearly four hours of
Marques Johnson to
championship basketball games.
only nine points,
The packed crowd chanted in
unison, "This is .. , our house.
This is ... our house."
You could even taste it - the taste of victory.
The Pirates had made history.
For the first time ever, Whitworth (23-3, 14-3) will
advance to the NCAA. Division III national tournament
thanks to a 77-64 victory over Willamette (19-7,12-5) last
Saturday.
But there's just one catch: The Pirates will face 21-6
Gustavus Adolphus of Minnesota this Thursday - at
Gustavus.
And for the Pirates - who have gone undefeated at the

r
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Senior guard Chase Williams rises above Bearcat defenders' outstretched arms as he drives to the hoop in the first half otthe game.

Fieldhouse this season - there will be no homecourt
advantage.
Hayford was somewhat upset.
"I'm a little bit surprised," Hayford said. "We're ranked
higher than Gustavus in the national poll and the regional
poll and we won a [conference title] - Gustavus didn't.
We earned a homecourt advantage and didn't get it. And
that's disappointing."
The Pirates are ranked 13th in the nation while'
Gustavus is not ranked in the top 25. Also, the Pi,ates
won the conference title with a 13-3 finish and claimed
the conference championship while Gustavus boasts only
the Minnesota Intercollegiate Athletic Conference cham-

pionship but not the title.
To compete in the national championship, the pjj·ates
must win their next four games.
"The. exciting part is that we're in the NCAA tournament," Hayford said.
Despite the disappointment, last Saturday's victory is
still fresh in the Pirate's minds, And for the Bearcats, who
struggled early on and were unable to answer Whitworth's
9-0 opening run, the sting won't be fading anytime soon.
The jump-start 9-0 lead quickly became a 20-5 advantage last Saturday as the Bucs took full control of the
See GLORY.. page 11

Lutes strike first, Bucs can't recover
laura Adams
Sta//writer
Mary Adolfson
Staff WI iter
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On the heels of a three-game winning streak
and a 9-2 conference season, the Pirates stumbled in the first half of last Saturday's conference championship match against Pacific
Lutheran University and handed the Lutes a 6858 victory.
The loss was Whitworth's last game of the
season and the last-hope at-large bid to the
national tournament was unsuccessful.
A crowd of more than 1,400 was present at
the Fieldhouse as Whitworth struggled to
recover from a 20-point halftime deficit while
the Lutes assembled a massive team effort with
five players scoring in double-digits.
In the final thrce minutes, the Pirates noticeably increased the intensity of playas their
playoff hopes began to fade in face of the double-digit deficit. Both junior guard Kara
Marusa and freshman guard Micki DesMarias
drained clutch three-pointers while the Bucs
implemented an intimidating full-court press in
the final minutes. But the sudden spurt of desperation fell short of a victory as the Lutes
made 11 of their 12 free throw shots in the final
2:20 of the game.

The Bucs started off the contest with two
turnovers followed by a PLU field goal.
DesMarias quickly tied it up at two points
apiece, but the Pirates couldn't stem an early
17-6 run the Lutes put together, led by Shannon
Hayes' three 3s.
PLU continued to wreak damage from longrange when Aundi Kustera hit back-to-back 3s
to pull the Lutes ahead 31-17.
The Lutes would finish the first half shooting
7 J.4 percent (5/7) from beyond the arc and 62.1
percent (18/29) from field goal range.
The Lutes would caHY their lead to a 41-21
halftime advantage over the Bucs.
"PLU got going early," Head Coach Helen
Higgs said. "We didn't defend poorly, but we
didn't defend that well, either. We let them dictate the majority of the game."
Lutes Head Coach Gil Rigel! said his team is
in a "rhythm" after defeating both Puget Sound
and Whitworth last week.
"We played our hearts out," RigelJ said.
"Whitworth is a great team, but they hadn't
played in a week. It took them a while to get
going."
Despite an ll-point run by the Bucs early in
the second half, PLU did not allow the Pirates
to pull within single digits until a basket by
See BUCS~ page 12

RoiHrtIIMs,yWf/Wb"''f)rtNaw

Sophomore forward Sarah Shogren drives 10 the first half of the game.
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Softball struggles at 0-5
Kevin Eddy
Staff writer
Playing against some of the toughest competition in the Northwest, the softball learn had a
strong start to the season at the eighth annual
Central Washington Invitational last weekend.
The Pirates were the only NCAA Division-III
team at the tournament.
"We saw some awesome things this weekend,"
fourth-year Head Coach Teresa Hansen said.
The Pirates got off to a hot start last Friday
against NAIA Albertson College of Idaho. The
Pirates scored twice in the first inning, thanks to
doubles by sophomore Andraya Robertson freshman and Amanda Norwood. But Albertson rallied for three runs in the boltom half of the first
and went on to win 7-4.
Freshman pitcher Jo Son nett went the distance,
striking out seven.
The Bucs ran into a huge wall when they faced
off against Simon Fraser University later that
day. The Clan, who have placed no lower than
third at the NAIA National Championships the
past five years and are currently ranked second in
the nation, held the Pirates to three hits and won
9-0.
Whitworth ended Friday with a heartbreaking
6-5 loss to NCAA Division-II Central

Washington. The Bucs fought back from a 1-0
deficit to take a 4-1 lead, thanks to an RBI double by freshman Taja Nault and two run~ on a
Wildcat error. However, Central scored four runs
in the bollom half of the third, and stopped a late
Pirate rally to win 6-5.
Last Saturday the competition grew tougher as
the Pirates battled NCAA Division-II Montana
State-Billings. Joey Ehnes, a Pac West First Team
All-Conference pitcher, held the Pirates to four
hits and the Yellowjackets won 8-0.
In the nightcap, Eastern Oregon sprinted to a
6-0 lead over Whitworth and never looked back,
handing the Bucs an 11-0 loss. Whitworth was
plagued by five errors and left eight rullners on
base.
Hansen didn't hesitate to compliment her
young pitching staff after opening the season
against some tough competition.
"We threw them all, and we threw them hard,"
Hansen said. "They all did great."
The Pirates (0-5) are looking optimistically
toward this weekend's Northwest Conference
opener at Linfield College.
"[Linfield is] a good team and we're hoping to
catch them off guard this weekend," Hansen said.
Whitworth's home-opener is March 15 against
defending NWC Champions Pacific Lutheran.

Baseball has rough weekend
Kevin Eddy
Staff writer
Playing in sub-freezing Idaho
temperatures, the Pirates were
unable to warm up against
NAIA power Albertson College
and the Coyotes defeated
Whitworth three times last
weekend, 6-2, 14-13,9-7.
To add insult to injury, the
Pirates fell to Northwest
Conference rival Puget Sound
1O~7'last Saturday.
Albertson started strong
Friday afternoon as the Coyotes
took a quick 1-0 lead mthe first
inning. The Pirates tied the
game in the fourth inning
before the Coyotes scored four
in the sixth to secure their 6-2
victory.
In the nightcap, the Coyotes
crawled their way to a 10-5 lead

before the Pirates erupted for
eight runs in the seventh inning.
Ju_nior Brian Moser opened the
floodgates with a two-run single.
After two unearned runs and
a sacrafice fly by sophomore
John Gebber, senior Jake
Krummel doubled down the
left-field line to score - two
more. But the lead was shortlived as Albertson responded
with four runs in the bottom
half to tak~ the hard-fought
game 14-13.
Saturday, the Pirates again
fell behind early as the Coyotes
jumped head 4-0. Whitworth
tied the game in the fifth inning
when sophomore Josh Taylor
belted a two-run double.
Albertson broke the tie with a
three-run seventh inning, added
O'le more in the eighth inning,
and was able to extinguish a
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Breakdown
A weekly sports column
Kevin Eddy
Staff writer
If you haven't been to ESPN's Web site yet,
you're missing the greatest invention since
sliced bread. Wait, this is a way cooler - sliced
bread never gave us sports highlights, commentary and the top-10 plays of the day, let alone
talked to me. In fact, forget sliced bread, I've
got ESPN Motion.
You can also forget the crappy quality of
streaming video, the sometimes unbearable connection time and that tiny screen you have to
watch something on that should only be seen on
a big screen TV. You just go to the site and
someone starts talking to you.
Today, for example, it's Barry Bonds.
Hello Barry, nice to see you, and you're
almost as crystal clear as on TV. What's that,
Barry? Oh, I can actually hear what you're saying now because it's not streaming in at whatever bytes-per-second? My, you're looking good;
have you lost weight?
Like a virtual Tooth Fairy, Motion works by
automatically downloading clips, highlights,
etc. to temporary files located on your computer. When you go to the site, it's like finding a
present under your pillow, replacing that lost

ninth-inning Pirate rally to win
9-7.
The Pi rates looked to reverse
the momentum Saturday afternoon when they faced UPS.
The Bucs broke a 2-2 tie in
the seventh inning on a
Krummel home run and a RBI
single by sophomore Aaron
Sedler. But the Loggers
responded with four runs in the
boltom half to take a 6-5 lead.
In the eighth inning, Moser
highlighted a three-run inning
with a two-run single. But two
walks, an error and two UPS
hits led to another four-run
inning as the Loggers took the
game 10-7.
The Pirates (2-5-1) will look
for !.ome revenge this weekend
as the Loggers come to town for
the first home games of the season.

tooth. College basketball highlights? Yep.
Interviews? Yep, got that too. Hockey fights?
You bet. You're bound to see something here
that will make you feel like you're actually
watching ESPN. Sorry Mac Men, the cable
debale is over. Motion just ended it.
There arc a few drawbacks First of all, if you
have a dial-up, this wouldn't be nearly as cool.
Because Motion downloads information to you,
you have to be connected to the Web at all times.
Hence why this college kid is sold. God bless
campus Internet access, however annoying it is
at times. For all the off-campus population, you
beller start calling someone like AT&T
Broadband who has the lools to connect you to
something amazing.
Second, it is not ESPN. For those of us not

ESPNMotion:
Use it, love it
limited by campus policy, you might as well just
watch ESPN. For those of us on campus, it
makes the debate worse: it has whet the appetite,
and it is good. More, please.
The point is, even if this were on the Home
alid Garden Web site and it was showing me
highlights of pruning, I'd think it's cool.
To quote ESPN, it is "half-TV, half-Internet,"
and that is awesome. Maybe someday, I'll look
back on this and think, "That was really stupid. TV
is now on my computer. Why was I so excited
aoout Ihis?" Well, for now, this is pretty dam cool.
And until then, I'll just be sitting here waiting for
the Tooth Fairy to bring me some more goodies.
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Senior guard EriC Avery dribbles around a Bearcat defender.

Jensen said he wanted to make
up for the tough time he had
against the 6-foot-5 Johnson in
their 66-56 loss to the Lutes two
Continued from page 10
weeks ago. Kyle led both teams
last Saturday with eight rebounds.
game for the first 10 minutes of the
Junior guard Scott Dierlink had
game.
three steals and played aggressive
Finally, at 10:07, Willamettc's defense, including a highlightsenior point guard Ryan Hepp realm play early in the game when
nailed a three-pointer to lead a he reachrd from behind and cleaJlBearcat comeback run which Iy swatted the ball from Hepp's
would eventually cut Whitworth's hands during a breakaway.
lead to 32-28.
Depew scored a team-high 29
But that was as close at points and - despite the margin of
Willamette would get.
the lead - labelled the victory "a
The Bucs pushed hard in the hard win."
closing minutes of the firsl half and
Williams totalled 21 points and
forced three more turnovers to tallied four steals and four
extend their lead once again and rebounds.
entered the locker rooms ahead 38Avery, who had two steals in 23
30.
minutes of play while still recovering
Hepp came out strong after the from a minor knee injury, said his
break, draining two three-pointers team simply played Pirate basketball.
and contributing 17 of Willamette's
"We did nothing different,"
26 points in the second half. But Avery said. "We just put two halves
the Pirates continued to push their together and played with the same
lead despite
intensity. "
Hepp's newIn the midst of
found touch
{{
celebration,
the
from
long it ••• But t his is playo.u time." players all gath~ange.
A
ered around to take
Bryon Depew,
Jumper
by
home 11 piece of
jllfllOr/OflJ'tJrd
freshman
the net from one of
guard
Paul
Whitworth's most
Hafford gave
historic season of
the Bucs their
all time.
biggest margin of the game at 62"How special it is to cut down
48.
the nets in your own gym?"
The Bearcats gained and slowed, Hayford asked as the ladder went
but never came close enough to up and the Pirates climbed to the
challenge the Bucs' lead in the final
top, one by one, with scissors in
five minutes. A pair of three-poinl- hand.
ers by Hafford and a plethora of
After every player had taken a
successful free throws gave the piece, Hayford finished it off and
Pirates more than they needed to threw the bulk of the net to a grinfinish 13 points above Willamette.
ning President Bill Robinson.
"It's tough playing these guys
This Thursday the Pirates will
every time," Depew said. "But this pay a visit to the Gusties, who are
is playoff time."
on a roll with a six-game winning
It was all about turnovers in strcdk and have won 11 of their last
Saturday'S match as Whitworth 12 contests. Gustavus, who finmishandled the ball only five times ished second in the conference,
while Willamette lost control 20 earned a bid to the nationaltournatimes. Hepp, despite his incredible ment after upsetting Saint Thomas
performance, had seven of his own, 62-36 in the conference champiHepp led every player on the onship match.
court otherwise, scoring 30 points
Last season, Gustavus advanced
and hilling 7 of 10 from beyond the through the first two rounds of the
arc. He was the only Bearcat to playoffs to the NCAA sweet 16
score in double figures.
before failing to Carthage.
Senior
forward
Marques
If Whitworth wins, they wiII
Johnson, genuinely regarded as the visit the University of WisconsinBearcats' biggest inside threat, was Stevens Point this Saturday in
held to only nine points on the Wisconsin.
evening.
Hayford's prediction for the
"I tried my best to shut down upcoming games?
Marques," senior forward Kyle
"You're going to play a tough
Jensen said.
team every night," Ilayford said.
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41.7 percent (5/12) from the beyond the
three-point line. They were 13-for-17 at
the free throw line.
"We got them to take the shots we
Continued from page 10
wanted them to, but they still buried
DesMarias pulled the Bucs within nine them," Higgs said. "It's kind of bitterat 60-51 with under a minute to play. sweet to end with this game after such a
From that moment on, it was just a game successful season."
The team's only senior, forward
of chase for Whitworth, who ended the
game with several aggressive fouls Crissy Oneal, played her last game as a
Pirate after a four-year
against the Lutes.
career. Though Oneal
"We played hard
scored only three points
in the last 18 minand shot I-for-6 from
((: ..They didn't give
utes," Higgs said.
field goal range, she
"That's what's fun
never relenled.
about this team Helen Higgs,
"J didn't want to give
HeadCollch
they didn't give
up hope but in the second
up."
half," Oneal said. "We
Northwest
knew
we had to play
Conference Player
tough defense."
of the Year and
Asked about her time as a Pirate,
sophomore forward Tiffany Speer ended
the game with 19 points and went five- Oneal looked on the positive side.
"There's been lots of ups and downs,
for-five at the charity stripe while
DesMarias contributed 15 points and but I made a lot of good friendships,"
ended with a team-high seven rebounds. she said.
The Lutes, who advanced to last seaMarusa and freshman forward Julie
Marsh each contributed five rebounds son's final eight in the Division III tournament, will make their fourth appearand six points apiece.
As a team, the Pirates shot 39.2 per- ance in the tournament since the confercent (20/51) from field goal range and ence joined the NCAA in 2000.
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Sophomore forward Sarah Shogren flips a pass around a PLU defender.

Tennis teams gain momentum
Mike Throgmorton
Staff writer
Chris Collins
Sports editor
A strong perfonnance by the
Whitworth women's tennis Mjuad
swatted Willamette off the court last
weekend in a blowout performance.
The Pimtes were unable to finish
last Friday's match against Linfield
due to a time crunch, but the
women struck back on Saturday,
crushing the Bearcats 9-0.
Facing stiff competition from
conference powerhouse Linfield,
Whitworth performed admirably.
"Linfield is really a quality
team," Head Coach Jo Wagstaff
said. "They're the best in the
league and they're going to be
nationally ranked."
Nonetheless, senior No. 1 Jill
Vaughan defeated Linfield's No.1
to open the day for the women,
who would end up finishing the
day down 3-4 when play was suspended because of time constraiilts.
"It's tough to say whether or

not we could have come out on
top," Wagstaff said. "If we could
have gotten to another tiebreaker,
I think we might have had a shot."
Saturday's game was far less of
a challenge for the women, who
dominated conference opponent
Willamette.
"Everybody was playing great
that day." Vaughan said. "I think it
really built up our confidence."
Led by a strong early performance from senior No. 3 Hope
Anderson, the women dominated
from the opening serve, laking an
early and decisive lead that would
be repeated in grand fashion for
all nine matches.
"I remember Hope starting the
first match, and then I looked over
there and was like, 'Wow, she's
already done?'" Vaughan said.
Such a win could prove to be
key for the women, as they rest up
for a key match-up against conference rival Pacific Lutheran
University this weekend.
"Our first three were our toughest competition for the whole season, and that's a pretty difficult

way to start off the year,"
Wagstaff said. "We were really
happy to get an easier win for
once."
With the victory, the women
improve to a perfect 2-0 record in
conference play and an overall
record of 2-1.

Men swing hard
For the men's team, the season
appears to be looking up for the
Pirates, who bounced back from
three opening losses with a commanding 7-0 victory over
Willamette
last
Sunday.
Previously, the Bucs had been
outscored 18-3 in the three losing
matches.
"The~e guys are really starting to show how they really
are," Head Coach Mike Shanks
said. "They're doing better
every match."
Sophomore Chad Dierickx,
who plays in the No. 1 spot,
predicts his team will end up in
the top four in the conference.
"We're a deeper team this

Track and field excels
Mike Larkin
Staff writer
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The men also performed well. Senior Joel
Werdell placed second in the hammer throw with a
152-foot toss. This is the first year Werdell has
competed in the hammer throw event.
"The hammer throw is one of the most technical
events," Schwarz explained. "It's impressive that
[Werdell] has been able to pick it up so quickly."
Junior Jesse Stevick also had a promising performance in the 1,500- and 800-meter runs.
Stevick is also training for the 5,000-meter run and
the steeplechase.
Sophomore Ben Rorem and senior Spencer
Stiglelts also had noteworthy performances for the·
men.
The Bue's next meet is March 14 and 15 in
Cheney for the Eastern Washington University
Combined Events Invite.

The track and field team posted impressive
marks last Saturday at the Linfield Icebreaker, its
first competition against Northwest Conference
opponents.
At the meet were nearly 20 teams, including
conference powers George Fox, Linfield and
Pacific.
"It was the best first meet we've had since I've
become a coach here," Head Coach Toby Schwarz
said. "We're so far ahead of last year.~'
Though the meet was not scored, the marks did
count toward qualifying in conference. Schwarz
explained that of the 62 Whitworth athletes who
attended, at least half met the qualifying mark.
Senior Jessica Austin led the
women with a record-breaking perTLC Health and Education Services
formance in the 3,OOO-meter steeUsing
a Team Approach to Promote Lifestyle Health & Fitness
plechase, running an impressive
Lori Taylor, ARNP
Diana Walters
11 :20.28. Her time broke the school
Owncr and /:amrly Nllrse I'rrrc/llrmrCT
- Rcgifrered Die/iclOn
record that she had previously set
· Independent FNI' PraLtice
Cindy Bourgoin
and scI a new meet record. The run
· General Family Ilealih Care
ISSA Cemficd Fllnes. Tramer
also met the national provisional
· Mcn0l'ausalfWomen's lIealih Care
Therapist
qualifying mark - a significant
• Asthma Care and EducallOn
• Weight Management
Call to Register for Diet-Free Living
feat this early in the season.
Closs Starling Feb. l(jh!
Junior Kristen Shields also
CALL FOR FREE Get Acquainted Visit .... 509-467-1739
turned in a notable performance,
N. 10015 Division, Suite 101 -Spokane (Most Insurances Accepted)
finishing second in the lOO-meter
race at 12.63.

year," Dierickx said.
As for the last Saturday's
Linfield loss, Dierickx called it a
"good warm-up" for Sunday's
victory.
.
Team captain senior Edwin
Rivera, who plays the No.5 spot,
thought his team would have performed better against Linfield if
given the chance.
"A second time around and we
would have done belter," Rivera
said.
The easy Willametle sweepcame as a surprise to the senior.
"Going in, I thought it would be
the same as last year," Rivera
said. "But everyone did awesome."
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Eam 51,000 - $2,000
for
Student
Group in just ~ hours!
College fundraising made

Simple, Safe and Free.
Multiple fundraising options
available. No carwashes. No
raffles. Just success! Fundralsing

dates are filling qUickly. Get
With the programs that world

eS!!!lPUS888-923-3238
www.campusfundraiser.com

rTake _your education
to the next {eve[-

§raduate Studies
at Xastern
Eastern Washington University offers several
master's degrees, graduate certificates and a
Doctor of Physical Therapy - affordably and
accessibly. Full- and part-time programs are
available both on the main campus in Cheney
and in downtown Spokane.
Recognized nationally as a top-10 public
university in the western region, Eastern offers
graduate students outstanding faculty and
facilities, and access to research, artistic and
service opportunities in the Inland Northwest.
From the health sciences to-education, creative
writing to busi ness, Eastern is your university
for professional and academic programs.
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Take'underGod'out
Remove the words (under God'from the Pledge.
T hry do not serve the interests rf the church) the state
and especiallY not that rf religious freedom.

.......

Matthew Kaemingk
Guest writer

,

like many Christians in the United
States, am deeply concerned about my
country's drift away from God. However,
I will never buy into the manufactured lie
that the way to change a nation's heart and
soul is through man-made laws and pithy
credos. The phrase "under God" in our
Pledge does not aid our Creator, our country
or our congregations.
The 1954 addition of "Under God" into
America's Pledge of Allegiance should be
deleted for a myriad of ethical, patriotic and
very Christian reasons. To demand and legislate that God be included in the Pledge does
a great disservice to the people who died for
our religious freedom, the framers of the
Constitution and to the sustainability of both
the Christian church and the United States of
America.·~ .;, -' ,'Before I launch into my arguments, I
believe it necessary to Jay the groundwork of
such a discussion with a quick history les-

I

for the addition of "under God" during the
Korean War in hopes of distinguishing his
country as "divinely ordained" as opposed
10 the "godless Communists" in Russia"under God" was merely a demonizing tactic that is all too familiar to the political
realm.
So let us dismiss any starry-eyed fairy
son. First of all, our nation was founded
upon the Judea-Christian ethic, and its
tales of past religious piety, a "200-year tradition that must stand!" or any myths confounders believed that divine providence
cerning the theocratic intent of the founders.
was undoubtedly behind its inception.
They never would have written such a
However,
Pledge for public discourse.
despite their
strong belief in
My first reason for dissent to the use
of "under God" in the
God, the
founders were
~::ii;"I1
~ Pledge is based on
~
the ethic of "do
careful never to use his name
in the Constitution. Not
unto olhers as
once.
you would
have them do
They rightly
to you."
recognized the
Consider for
dangers of a
just one
church-state allemomentlhat
giance and
tomorrow you
remembered
woke up and the
vividly the
country you know
faults of
and love had
European syschanged and 90 pertems and the
cent of its citizens
sanctioning of
where committed
slate churches. This
atheists. Your
courageous separation
was one of the most revolutionary and vital elements of the sustainable structure of our country.
. i
,
:
' . ,/ pletely evap.,'
,
. ' ' orated. Now,
As far as the Pledge goes, the 110imagine that in
year-old oath did not become a "public
their secular humanism the atheists decide
prayer" until 1954 with the addition of
to change the Pledge to "One nation under
"under God." Presidents George
Man's most current desire." How happy
Washington, Abraham Lincoln and

;
7
00

Franklm Delano Roosevelt never uttered
this pledge. President Eisenhower called

~yo~a;s~~j~~-

See UNDER GOD ... page 15

Anti-American
Surprising honesty
sentiment spurs
found in Simpsons
sense of pride

Justin Elder
Guest writer
t took a punch in the &tomach
for me to develop a sense of
patriotism. Yes, the world's
anti-American sentiment is real
- as my stomach can attest.
I have been studying in
Seoul, South Korea, for about
six months now. During my
stay here I have learned from
the locals and the other international students (mainly from
Europe) just how the rest of the
world views America and its citizens, To say that people keep
an open mind about seeing the
difference between American
government policy and an individual American citizen would
be a lie.
It seems as if lately, the
world has begun equating
President Bush with the likes
of Darth Vader, Mr. Burns and
even Lucifer himself. The poor
guy has a really bad reputation
the world over, and thaI is not

I

fun for us poor ordinary citizens who have to suffer the
world's wrath. Anti-American
protests used to be fairly prevalent here until the new president asked the people to calm
down. These were not so disconcerting because they were
usually ncar the U.S, Embassy
and I never really went to thHt
area, The truly awful experiences were strangers randomly
approaching me and yelling at
me, as well as friends from
other countries getting very
mad at me personally for my
government's policies. What
keeps running through my
mind when all this happens is,
"It's not my fault!"
When I first came to Korea I
mostly was unaware of what it
meant to be an American. I
had thoroughly rejected the
post-Sept. 11 "United We
Stand" nonsense and even managed to avoid getting an
American flag stuck to my car.
Not one part of me supported
the war of revenge in
Afghanistan nor the Patriot
Acts or the forming of the
Department of Homeland
Security. To make a long Mary
short, in a time of heightened
patriotism, I was the complete

See PRIDE~ page 15

Iy cross the line, I believe The
Simpsons has a degree of

Emily Brandler
Staff writer
or more
than
300
episodes now, America's
favorite animated TV
series, The Simpso",~, has
shocked, amused and even outragt:d some of. its viewers.
In the early 1990s, phrases
such as "Don't have a cow,
man" and "Eat my shorts"
gained instant popularity on
school playgrounds and simultaneously provided. fodder for
political speeches and sermons
alike.
Yet now, 13 years later, The
Simpsofls receives applause for
its satiric barbs at pop culture
and has even gained affirmation among certain Christian
circles,
Should Christians be watching, let alone applauding, a
show that routinely mocks religious morals? Or does The
Simpsofls provide an accurate,
albeit acerbic, portrait of modem-day Christianity?
Although it does occasional-

F

redeeming social value. The
series has dealt with complex
religious issues more than
almost any other show on TV.
And in my opinion, it portrays
modern American Christianity
far more accurately than any of
us would like to admit.
It's true; The Simpsofls
ridicules just about everyone
and everything and usually gets
away with it. Why? The satire
strikes a chord in us. Who
doesn't laugh al Homer, the
poster boy for underachievement, when he shouts "D'oh t"?
Sometimes, though, jokes
seem to push the envelope a little too far and threaten to move
from satire to sacrilege.
For example, in one episode
Bart asked his dad about his
religious beliefs and Homer
replied, "You know, the one
with all the well-meaning rules
that don't work in real life. Uh,
Christianity."
Ouch. The show pokes fun,
especially in tender spots.
Yel, mas! people in America
today, including Christians,
agree that the plot lines and characters in the show provide an
accurate, if not charitable, view
of Christian trends and practices.
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Give the homeless
a hand, not more
laws limiting help

Amy Robinson
Staff writer
he
welcoming
warm
beaches of Santa Monica,
Calif., have become the
breaking point for hostile wave~
crashing over the backs of the
weariest of travelers, those with
no place to call their own.
The city council of Santa
Monica voted on Oct. 22, 2002 to
implement a city ordinance Ihal
restricts the activities of Santa
Monica's
Outdoor
Meal
Distribution Program, which disperses sack lunches among the
human driftwood in Santa
Monica's city parks. While parts
of this ordinance are valid, overall it is a roadblock on the path to
social righteousness and should
be repealed, like all bad legislation.
The food ordinance, whose
enforcement began in January,
requires that all distributors of
food to the street people of
Santa Monica obtain a permit
from the Los Angeles County
Department of Health for each
event, and also requires an event
permit if more than ISO individuals will be fed. While it is well
and good to require humanitarian organizations to abide by the
same health standards for food
as restaurants, anyone organization or individual can receive
only three permits, each valid

T

for 48 hours, within a 90-day
period.
This limits the effectiveness of
organizations like Food Not
Bombs, which feed their disadvantaged brothers and sisters on
a regular basis. If they could
receive a permanent permit,
which would verify their health
standards, then their clients
would be fed on a regular basis
by food they knew to be safe.
However, when Food Not Bombs
can only actively serve the community for one 48-hour span
each month, then it becomes
almost pointless because assistance cannot be given On a regular basis.
Homeless advocates are
clamoring, claiming that Santa
Monica's City Council is trying
to shoo away their large transient population by creating an
unfriendly environment. This
would appear to be true; at the
same meeting where the food
ordinance was passed, the
council decided to make it illegal for anyone to sleep or loiter
in the doorway of a business
that had a sign posted. While
enforcing trespassing laws is
important, Santa Monica currently only has one shelter to
house its visitors, with beds for
150 of their 1,000 homeless
residents. Unless space is created to take care of the leftovers,
their only shelter wiII be the
occasional park bench or a hole
in the sand.
The Santa Monica City
Council states that these ordi~
nances were passed to connect
more of the homeless
population with social service
See

- - - - LEITERS TO THE EDITOR

Title IX does not
support equality
Dear Editor,
ThIS leiter is in response to the
article written by
Emily
Brandler "Title IX merely fills
quota" Feb. 25. I want to thank
Emily for finally writing the
truth about Title IX. It was so
great to finally hear the truth
come out about this ridiculous
law that Congress has passed.
Everythmg that Emily said
about Title IX is true, and I
appreciate the fact that she wrote
this informative article.
The universities are required
to have sports for both men and
women. Cutting men's sports is
the wrong way to "merely fill
the quota" (Emily). Arizona
State University has been
rumored to be slarting a rowing
team. Yes, you read that right,
the university in the middle of
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Finding a mate online
is dating purgatory

Julie Striker
Stat/writer
tatistics from one online
dating site are hardly
encouraging to would-be
online suitors. Match.com said
it had enrolled 5 million members in its six-year history, with
1,100 confirmed marriages (and
45 babies) resulting. That figures out to about one in 2,270
members who have met and
married through the site, or
0.045 percent. .
When it comes to online dating, chance is not on your side.
After all, in the physical world
you can teIl at a glance whether
someone is in the correct age
range and of the correct gender
for romantic overtures. In
cyberspace you get the added
excitement of not knowing
whether you're talking to a 12year-old prepubescent junior
higher or your grandma.
Perhaps the grandiose
amount of time spent trying to
determine the age and gender
of your online buddy would be
better spent chatting about
books or movies. And sadly,
with the state of most
Amencans' spelling and grammar, half the time you can't
even figure out if someone is a
native speaker of English. Your
dream guy or gal might actually
be in a prison in Timbuktu, rendering your potential relationship rather unlikely.
Despite overwhelming

S

skepticism and depressing
odds, I decided to try and find
out how on earth a real relationship might blossom on the
Internet. When "online dating" was typed into the
Google search engine, it
wound up with 138,000 sites
(the mere titles of which
scared the living daylights out
of me).
In an attempt to get some
information on this rapidly
expanding culture that was at
least potentially factual, I logged
onto a site that offered tips on
online dating etiquette. After all,
if you follow the rules, maybe
your less-than-one-percent
chance might increase, right?
What came up was not very
helpful.
In summary, the advice provided could be boiled down to
two main headings: 1) Don't be
a jerk 2) Don't tell anyone anything.
According to the Web site,
you should never tell people
anything personal about yourself because they are likely
not telling you anything personal about them (think
Ru~sian/American Cold War),
and anyone could easily be a
bad person. So the premise of
this, apparently, is to consistently lie to each other until
someone lets an important
piece of information slip (i.e.
"I found this pink bonnet from
when I was a baby" or "Let's
define our relationship" would
likely suggest a female speaker, just as bathroom humor
and "I don', know" repeated
consistently would suggest a
male.)
At this rate, you are likely to
come up with enough authentic
information to make it possible
to identify this person should

you choo~e to set up a meeting.
Usually such a meeting doesn't
happen until one to two years
in the relationship and, accord
ing to the rules of etiquette,
you are not supposed to
divulge any personal information until after you've met the
person in question. (I suppose
it's useless to tell them your
age and gender after they've
already seen you.)
Basically, if dating is heaven, online dating is purgatory.
Online dating (should you follow the etiquette rules) is to
play games with someone's
mind for about 24 months
before you get to the point in
the relationship where you can
see each other, a privilege only
allotted to people with real
potential ... and everyone else
in your town. At this point you
can commence "real" dating,
where you spend the first few
months getting to know the
actual facts about the person
whose creative lies you've been
reading for the last two years.
Online dating clearly doesn't
have a great track record, so
why is it so popular? The existence of 138,000 sites suggests
a whole lot of popularity.
Online dating is just another
manifestation of the human,
and particularly American, need
to have a mind-boggling array
of potential choices for every
decision. If there are more dating opportunities in a city than
in a town, there surely must be
more dating opportunities in the
entire world via the Internet
than in the mere physicallocation to which you are restricted.
And hey, if your motto is,
"Bigger, beUer, faster, more!"
then online dating seems to fit
the bill, even if it just plain
doesn't work.

-------------------------------=--

the dry, hot Arizona desert will
be getting a rowing team. I live
there; there is no water. I ask
you, how do you row a boat
without water?
Equality, doesn't that mean
that everyone is treated fairly?
Or in this .case given equal right
to participate in sports? That is
exactly what it means. Title IX
has made universities have to
cut men's teams just to fill the
quota of women's teams. How
can you be treating people
equally if you are saying no to
one gender just to fill the quota
for the other gender? This presents
my
next
problem.
Universities have been left hunting down women who want to
participate in sports. What is the
point of cutting men's teams
who want to play to create
women's teams who do not want
to play? "There is no point in
offering numerous scholarships
for a women's volleyball team
when only a handful of women
express interest, and cutting a

men's gymnastics program consisting of 40 men" (Emily). In
closing, 1 hope the light has
come on and you now see the
truth behind this sexist law that
has invaded our universitie1>.
Matt Kreamer
Senior
Elementary Education

Couch needed for
The Ugly Stick
Dear Editor,
In regards to the "Ugly Stick"
which was published on Feb. 18
... it was freaking terrible. Here
is where 1 believe the problem
lies: Ben Couch has been mysteriously
replaced with some
author named Casey something
(like I really care). OK, you need
to reinstate Couch immediately.

What the hell am I going to read
to make my week worth living
out? I don't know if everyone up
there in the HUB is fully aware
of this, but Casey is not funny.
Nay - I would go as far as to
say that he is the opposite of
funny, like the kid in grade
school who cracked jokes to fit
in, but they never seemed to
work and only one girl in the
back is laughing, but it turns out
to be a snicker, a cruel, jeering
"I'm laughing AT you" snicker.
The teller of the joke then wets
his pants and runs away or
punches the girl in the shoulder
and she tells on him ... kinda like
that.
Casey tried too hard and quite
frankly, insulted my sense of
comedic decency.
Reincarnated
squirrels?
Mocking the custodians and
wishing to die from Saga food?
That's a bit of a bummer. And did
I pick up a reference to surfing
for porn in the newspaper offices
of the HUB?

If this column were stand-up
comedy, I would be the sale
noisemaker in the small, stale,
smoke-filled club. Two stifled
coughs and maybe the faint din
of crickets calling to each other
from across the room (perhaps
communicating their plans to
leave) would resonate off the
walls like a thunderclap.
In summary, Ben Couch is carrying this newspaper in much of
the same way that Matt Groening
carries the FOX network. (If you
don't know who he is ... ask
Couch.) Even if this is a part time
thing, an internship or the wages
of someone's drunken bet,
please, call it off and return the
pulse of this community to its
rightful beat.
Sincerely,

Ryan Freeman
Senior
Biology
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HONESTY:
Continued from page 13

"Do not go too hard on Homer
Simpson," the Rev. Tony
Campolo wrote in the forward to
Martin I. Pinsky's book, The

Gospel According to the
Simpsons. "More people in our
churches are where he is than any
of us in the mainline denominations want to acknowledge."
Homer regularly flaunts religious ignorance (calling God
"omnivorous" instead of "omnipresent"), sleeps in church and
usually prays out of desperation.
He's pathetic and we may laugh
at him, but most of us can also
identify with the character of
Homer Simpson.
Many Christians also can identify with the show's main religious character, Ned Ftanders.
Flanders raises weIl-behaved
kids, tithes to his church, belongs
10 a Bible study group and serves
his community. He believes in
salvation by grace, abstains from
all major sins and does the good
works of the social gospel.
While he's a pillar of spirituality, Flanders also is caricatured as
the nerdy next door neighbor. His
doorbell chimes "A Mighty
Fortress is our God," his kids'
favorite games are Good
Samantan and Clothe the Leper,
and Homer calls him "Saint
Flanders."
Some may consider this picture of a do-gooder Biblethumper a cheap shot at fundamentalist;>. Perhaps it's a shot,
not at Christianity itself, but at
the idiosyncrasies often associat-

H-ELP:
Continued from page 14

organizations that address more
than just the question of food.
By sending them to places
where they are fed and given
other services, like job training,
then they are given more incentive to get themselves off the
streets. However, if this were

We

ed with modern Christians.
Flanders may be cast as the
nerd, but he's the nerd that makes
Springfield a beller place.
"If everyone here were like Ned
Flanders, there'd be no need for
heaven. We'd already be there,"
Homer once told the First Church
of Springfield's congregation.
Moreover, the Simpsons may
be a less-than-perfect family, but
they attend church every Sunday
and never question God's existence.
Therefore, The Simpsons
affirms, in a backhanded sort of
way, the role of religion in public
and family life in a way most TV
shows do not.
I'm not extolling all aspects of
the show. The Simpsons has
crossed the line more than once
and for that reason, among others, I would not allow my kids to
watch it.
Yet while The Simpsons may
be crude at times and rub a number of Christians the wrong way,
it isn't necessarily heretical.
More often, it criticizes modem
attitudes and practices commonly
associated with Christians not
Christianity itself.
That said, being confronted
with our flaws can be quite helpful. The Simpsons helps us see
ourselves through the eyes of
those watching. And it can
motivate us to wash the dirty
laundry aired in front of the
whole world.
All arguments aside, I think that
if nothing else, we recognize ourselves in the fun house mirror of
The Simpsons. It makes our feet
look big and our faces too small,
but it makes.us laugh. And therein
lays the primary value of the show.
the case, then Santa Monica
would have increased funding
for other humanitarian services
when they started restricting the
Outdoor Meal Distribution
Program.
The city of Santa Monica has
done its citizens a great disservice through these regulations,
which limit the ability to feed the
hungry. Citizens and activists
already are protesting and will
hopefully triumph in their
attempt to repeal this law.

asked if you thought the United

States should invade Iraq and
remove

Saddam

Hussein from

power. Here's what you said ...

thewhltworthlan
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is too young. Korea is thousands of years old
and Sweden's history dates back much longer
than the United States' as well. But they are
wrong.
Regardless of what people may say,
Continued from page 13
America has a very distinct, if young, culture.
The evidence stares almost everyone the world
anti-patriot. I really disliked my governmcnt
over right in the face. I have never heard of
and its policies. Be that as it may. my experianyplace where you cannot purchase Coke.
ence of being outside of the land of the free
McDonalds, Burger King and Starbucks are as
and the home of the Bush has turned me into
something of a chest-thumping, war-mongering common the world over as they are in any
American city. Lines at movie theaters are
patriot. Well, not really, but it is as close as I
always longest for the newest
will ever come.
American
blockbuster.
While in Korea I have been
Eminem and Britney Spears
stared at, yelled at, ridiculed,
are permanent musical fixbroken up with and even ranilWhi!e in Korea 1have tures. Regardless of what you
domly punched in the street
been stared at, yelled at, may think about such things,
for b~ing an American, and
are a big part of your life,
through it all, I have actually
ridiculed, brohen up with they
whether you like it or not.
developed a sense of pride
and even randomly
I may not necessarily like
about being an American. It
most
of what I have just menis nice to come from a country
punched in the street for
tioned as American culture,
where laws protect people
being an American, and but it is still comforting in a
rather than Ihe government.
And it's very comforting to
through it all, I have actu~ way, and you can't beat a Big
for a little taste of home.
have currency as stable as the
ally developed a sense of Mac
I said all this to my friends
dollar. The best part is that
pride about being an
and they just laughed, but I
regardless of what France
could
tell from their faces that
whines or Germany complains
American. }}
they grudgingly agreed.
about. my country still does
not have to listen to them.
In closing, I would ask you
I also have come to appreciall to really appreciate our
ate American culture. Just last night I was
country for its good attributes. Before Bush
talking with a Swedish friend and a Korean
invades Iraq and the whole world faces another
friend about the subject. They both laughed at
war, please enjoy America, if for no other reame and said America had no culture because it
son than it is home.

PRIDE:

mies. Northern Ireland, Sudan, India and the
entire Middle East arc living testaments to the
destruction and injustice that the troubled marriages between church and state can unfortunateContinued from page 13
ly birth.
My third reason is a Christian one. I do not
would you be if your child had to go to school
believe
that the United States as a whole truly
and say such a pledge? Would you really want to
believes the statement "under God." To put it
ask your 6-year-old to be a lone activist in her
bluntly, if we proclaim ourselves' a "godly
classroom over a tense theological issue when
nation"
I am embarrassed to count myself as a
she is just learning how to tie her shoes? I cerChristian. Afler all, this is the same nation that
tainly hope not.
is currently exploiting millions around the
I realize Christians are in the majority in
world, committing mass genocide against milAmerica, but consider this
liQns of unbQrn children,
question. Why should
spreading STDs like the
Christians take joy in asking
plague and piously thanking
other non-theists and their chilJesus Christ for receiving the
II I yearn for America's
dren to admit to a God when
Most Crude Rap Album of the
they are not ready to? What
repentance
and
turn
to
Year.
purpose does this serve?
Jesus Christ, yet I refuse The words of my Savior ring
Certainly not ours. Find me
a deep and stabbing pain to my
one soul who has converted
to trade in the amazing ears
on such pledges when he
because he or she said the
power of the Holy Spirit says, "These people draw ncar
Pledge of Allegiance in school
to Me with their mouth, and
and I will rescind my stance.
to change lives for a
honor Me with thcir lips, but
Dissenters argue that "under
designed
synthetically
their
heart is far from Me. And
God" is too innocuous and
in vain they worship Me, teachcredo. "
vague to have any religious or
ing as doctrines the commandmoral connotations and it
ments of men," (Matthew 15:8should not otfend anyone; here
9).
I believe any honest atheist
I do not believe that God appreciates. nor docs
would no doubt object. Furthermore, on this
he need millions of people devaluing his name
curious note, one must question this rather odd
with
the unconvincing lip service we give him in
defense of "since the phrase 'under God' is
this irreverent Pledge.
vague and meaningless we should leave it in." If
I yearn for America's repentance and turn to
it is vague and meaningless why even fight to
Jesus Christ, yet I refuse to trade in the amazing
have it there in the first place?
power of the Holy Spirit to change lives for a synMy second reason is a patriotic one; I love the
-original ideals of this country and do not want to
thetically designed credo. This is the wrong way
see ow vital liberties lost. The Constitution clear- to prop up a dying church in our country. The reason we are so mad at the 9th District Court for
ly desires a mutually beneficial separation of the
puIling "under God" out of our Pledge is because
church and state. I do not want to give up this
separation simply because some politicians wish
we were forced for one day, for just one day, to
to stamp their agendas with a big red "divinely
take a hard look in the mirror and realize that we
ordained" mark in order to demonize their enedo not live out the fullness of our Pledge.

-

UNDER GOD:

-

Winner

.&:;

26.7%

0.0%
Yes

No

Undecided

Be sure to check again for this week's question @
WtNW.Wllitworth.edu/whitworthian.
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Basketball halftime
tae kwon do ninjas
Synchronized
numchucking
Hurdling 10 other ninjas
to shatter a board
Roundhouse kicks
Oh yeah, Shane Barnard

...
...
..,.
...
...
...

Condiment laws In the Cafe
David Letterman's eye Infection
Passing away of Mr. Rogers
People who sing with their
headphones on
WlIIamette
Shane's opening act
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Thoughtful Stew

Crossing borders for God

Karin Heller
Associate Professor of
Religion
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"What a long way from Paris
to Spokane" ... This was one of
my first impressions when I came
to Whitworth during the last
month of December. The trip to
the United States gave me much
time to recall two events important in my life.
Dne was the call of Jesus to his
disciples: "Follow me, and I will
mllke you fishers of men,"
(Matthew 4:19). The other was a
Christmas more than 25 years
ago when I made the decision to
foJ(ow Christ by a commitment
to single life, including a life of
study, research, liturgy, prayer
and educational service.
At that time I could not guess
that Whitworth would allow me
one day to add another vocation
to this list, which I consider as a
real privilege of God, namely to
be called to live a true ecumenical mission as a Catholic teaching
theology
within
a
Presbyterian college. What a surprising Christmas gift!
A key verse in my life has
been: "And you shall remember
all the way which the Lord your
God
has
led
you
"
(Deuteronomy 8:2). Born in
Austria, I settled in France and
took the French nationality and

lived more than eight years in the
Italian part of Switzerland. I have
studi.:d in Salzburg, Rome, Pari!.
and Munich. I have spent a year
in Ireland as well as an intensive
lecturing time in Spain. And now
I am coming to Washington state.
In spite of what may seem to
you a rather complete European
itinerary, I have not yet achieved
my "40 years in the wilderness."
So at least, if !.omebody asks you
what a theologian is, you may
already reply: "It must be a person who travels a lot."
Having said that, my travels do
not just lead me to cross international borders. Crossing borders
is more than a simple' human
adventure; it remains for me synonymous with penetrating a new
world, meeting new people, discovering new cultures, tast1l1g
new food, speaking a new language.
.
In other words, crossing a border is for me a deeply religious
ellperience, an initiation to a new
life, a life worthwhile to take
some risks.
Therefore, crossing a border
leads me quite often to thmk
about my baptism by which
Christ called me to walk in a
newness of life step by step.
Among these steps, two in particular arc engraved in my heart: the
day in which the sign of the
Cross revealed to me the Holy
Trinity as origin and aim of my
Christian life; and the Good
Friday on which Jesus revealed
to me that he died a lonely death
on the cross and called me to
abide with him,
Passing from one country to
the other has undoubtedly shaped
my way to be a theologian.

Living sometimes for a long time
among so different nations has
led me to develop a theological
research characterized by two
main concerns.
One is the intimate relationship
between the word of God and
social life, and the other is the
relationshIp between man and
woman in view of the reality of
God. These human experiences
revealed to me a humanity
searching for truth in a world that
still struggles with images and
shadows,
Little by little, J discovered
that life increases within a community capable of talking "from
heart to heart," capable of walking together from revelation to
revelation.
These revelations do not fall
from hClIven in the manner of
those meteorites that mankind
fears, calculates and observes
with anxiety in order to keep
them far away from our beautiful
blue planet. God's revelation
does not strike creation and
frighten fragile beings. His revelation occurs in the humble SitUHtions of men and women, in just
everyday life,
Isaiah put it this way: "He
does not cry, lift up his voice or
make it heard in the street,"
(Isaiah 42:2). He simply calls us
to walk humbly with our God, H
God walking as a stranger on the
roads of this world, interpreting
in all the Scriptures the things
concerning himself (Micah 6:6;
Luke 24:15-27).
"Thoughtful Stew" IS (i rifledioJl if
jt1C11I!), t1J1d stq/f voires from t1CrOSS the
W%lworth College Ctlt}I/JIIS.

Pajama party

•

Bittersweet ending

Students start their own business;
seamstresses make custom-fit jammles.
"&..~ne,

Men's basketball loses 55-65,
concludes flrst-ever trip to nationals.

....Sports, page 10

page 5
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A ray of hope ...

Students light
candles to
carry
in Gonzaga
University's
fourth-annual
"Take Back the
Night" march
against sexual
assault and
violence last
Thursday. They
planned to
rna rch by candlelight,
but the wind
blew out the
candles.
Whitworth's
Coord Inator of
Ministry and
Multicultural
Affairs Stephy
Beans was the
keynote
speaker.

expressed interest in the school. Other
cnllcal factors in determining who
receives the application are gender and
For students who receive the contro- geographical region.
"We send the application to more
versial Dean's Priority Application, the
usual stresses of applying to college are males," Pfursich said. "This IS certainly
a generalizahon, but in general, males
reduced.
A relatively new application for aren't as organized as early in the [appliadmission is in its third year of usc at cation process] as females arc."
He also said this new application is an
Whitworth. The Dean's Priority
Application docs not require an applica- attempt by the college to achieve gender
tion fee or an essay, which aJe required balance among students.
The application is sent directly to the
when students apply online to
Whitworth, and affords students priority student with his or her name, address
and phone number already filled out. A
housing and scholarship consideration.
The purpose of the Dean's Priority transcript, counselor recommelldation,
Application IS to nudge students who are and list of achievements and academic
considering atlending Whitworth into honors are the only requirements.
Associate Dean of Academic Affairs
actually filling out an application.
"It gives them some incentive to act Gordon Jackson said his daughter, who
on their desire to attend Whitworth," received the application this past
Fred Pfursich, dean of Enrollment December, filled it out in 20 minutes.
"She had been intending to apply to
Services, s,ud.
Yet tlus application is not available to Whitworth anyway," Jackson said.
just any high school senior. Pfursich said "When she got [the Dean's Priority
it is targeted at students who have not yet _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
applied to Whitworth, but have
See BALANCE. page 3

Sarah L. Lamb
Staff WI iter
PreSident Bu~h announced to
the nallon f-riday night that
diplomatic actions with Iraq arc
in the fimll stages.
"Saddam Hussein IS not disarming," Bush said. "This IS a
fact. It cannot be de nied."
Blish mentioned the Sept. II
allacks as proof of the capability of terrorists and terrorist
states to lise weapon!> of mass
destruction.
"My job is to protect America,
and that's exactly what I'm going
to do," Bl1~h said. "I will not
leave the American people at the

inside:

Application
emphasizes
balance
Heather Thomsen
Staff writer

Bush
clarifies
conflict

See
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Conservation efforts increase
Rising energy prices require
shorter showers, cooler rooms

volume."
Thompson
and
the
newly-renamed
Facilities Services (formerly the Phy~ical
Plant) has offered several suggestions for students to help conserve energy.
Cutting back and cooling down showers IS a
plausible alternative fOl many students.
Turning down the heat in individual residence
hall rooms is another option. Thompson recThompson
ommeods 70 degrees as the maximum temperature for a dorm room.
Closing the windows - which arc invariably cracked open
even when outside temperatures are below freezing - offers
another logical conservation method.
"We like having the windows open because our room is really
hOI," freshman Jacob Grady said. "Of course, mostly the room
stinks, but I would be a fan of turning the heat down. We don't
need heat - it's for pansies."
Though many might object to Grady's perspective, most students
echo his opinion that heat in the dorms should be bumped down a
couple notches.
"It's always really hot in here," sophomore Christina Elliott said
of her room In Arend tlmd wes!. "We roast unless the windows are
open all night."
The thermostat regulating the temperature in all of the rooms on
Elliot's hall is located in freshman Amanda Hunt's room, This
puts Hunt in a challenging position, trying to meet everyone's

Heather Thomsen
Stat/writer
A dream come true for Director of FacilitIes Steve Thompson
might be a five-minute shower.
To decrease Whitworth's energy consumptIOn this semester,
Thompson has been encouraging students to cut back on time
spent sud!>ll1g under the water nozzle.
"If you're taklllg i5-minute showers, try (0 get it done in 10," he
said. "Ten-minute showers try to cui to eight. If you arc only taking
five-minute showers, you arc my hero!"
This emphasis on conservation is the result of a nation-wide
increase in gas prices. According to Thompson, Whitworth uses
about 700,000 therms of gas each winter, with prices per Iherm
averaging around 50 cents.
Recently, the prices have nearly doubled. On any given day in
March, the cost per therm could exceed $1, he said.
Thompson said the school might be subject to penalties from
Its supplier, Br Gas, if it exceeds its pre-purchased allotment of
fuel.
"When you pre-purchase gas, you sign a contract for the volume that you expect to usc," Thompson said. "When supplies
ilre low [and YOll exceed your expected limit], you arc required
to curtail use and ensure you don't run over your 'nominated'

"'News Students join new
mentoring program,
page 3

.... Scene A guide to
Spokane's night life,
pages 8-9
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page 7a
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EFFORTS:
Continued from page 1
temperature preferences.
"The single rooms at the
end of the hall are freezing,
but the doubles at the other
end are too warm," Hunt
said. "A thermostat in everyone's room would be a better
plan."
Though the college is
especially wary of its energy
consumption because of the
increased
gas
prices,
Thompson said wasting
energy is
detrimental
regardless of the circumstances.
"The bottom line IS conservation makes sense no
matter who supplies your gas
and what the price is today,"
Thompson said.
For more information on
energy conservation methods
and tips, visit Avista Utililies
at
their
Web
site:
www.avistautilities.com. For
on-campus energy conservation
concerns,
contact
Facilities Services.

Students are
encouraged to turn
down the heat to herp
conserve energy.
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"The Grapevine" is a weekly column in The Whitworthian featuring bits of campus comedy, unusual stories and light humor. To
contribute your story or to answer the question of the week, ca/l
ext. 3248 or e-mail editor@whitworth.edu.
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Reguisition #36 passed: $500 to help Hulkamaniacs bring
No Masterbacks to Spring Fest

~

Collage artist Sabrina Ward Harrison presenting a slide show
of work from her books at 8 p.m. March 18 in the
Warren Lounge

~

Allison Cleaveland benefit concert help fund mission trip

~

KWRS Web site up and running at KWRS.fm

~

Spring Break trip - Cost: about $150 per person
Activities: spending two days in the Olympic National
Forest and eight days in a log cabin on a Puget Sound
island, rock climbing, Fnsbee golf, hiking and biking

~
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Whitworth Elimi-Date spin-off is coming soon
The Pale, Paradine, No Masterbacks
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newsbriefs
Seniors dance the year away
Seniors who are interested in Jubilation or who have been
involved in the past can now join a Jubilation Senior Class.
"It's so amazing 10 have the opportunity, no matter what dance
background, to dance as a form of worship," Jubilation
Coordinator and senior Erin Mee said.
Seniors will perform their dance at the Jubilation Spring
Concert at 1 p.m. on May 3. Admission is $2.
"It's a tradihon that has been around as long as I can remember that the seniors have the opportunity 10 do one last dance as
a sort of goodbye," Mee said.
The first meeting was March 4, but it is not too late to join.
Seniors who arc interested in joining the class can e-mail Mee at
whitworthjubilation@hotmail.com.

SANE needs student volunteers
The second week of April is Sexual Assault Awareness Week,
so the Sexual Assault Network Educators (SANE) has developed
the Hands Against Violence project.
This project will consist of gathering pledges from the community to prevent various forms of violence. Participants will paint
their hands to leave handprints on paper and sign pledge cards,
symbolizing their dedication to abstaining from acts of violence.
SANE needs students to help by donating time and materials.
For more information or to volunteer, e-mail Stella Kent at
kent@gonzaga.edu or call 323-3998.

New political club starts todayA new Political Activism club will meet at 9 p.m. today in
George's Place in the Hixson Union Buildmg.
This club will host guest speakers, hold regular debates, and
sponsor and attend rallies.
"All too often students become lost when listening to political
issues," Political Activism Coordinator and fres~man Becky
Diana said. "This club will provide the opportumty for those
students to find their political beliefs."
Diana started the club because she thought the college needed
some kind of political action. She said the Republican club did
not work out.
"I discovered it is better to have a club for all political backgrounds," Diana said.
She also said it is important for students to exercise their political freedoms.
"Thanks be to God, this nation grants its citizens the right to
influence government," Diana said. "Don't miss this opportunity to affect this world."

thewhltworthlan

College students connect
with children through
new mentoring program
Anthony Rodin
Sla/fwriter
A new program is giving
Whitworth students the chance
to make a difference in the lives
of Spokane middle school students.
The HUB Hook-Up is an oncampus mentoring program in
which Whitworth students tutor
Glover Middle School students.
The program runs from 4 to 5:30
p.m. on Mondays in the Hixson
Union Building, but volunteers
are expected to do more than participate 'in the weekly tutoring
sessions.
"They [the kids] need outside
relationships for more than just
the hour and a half per week,"
said sophomore Jeff Naslund,
who is leading the program.
The program began when
Naslund and HUB Hook-Up
Coordinator Bree Reynolds from
School District 81 discussed how
Whitworth
could
emulate
Gonzaga University'S successful
Campus Kids program. Naslund
got logether With Service
Learning Coordinator Keith
Kelley and created the HUB
Hook-Up.
The goal of the HUB Hook-Up
is to provide role models for
needy students in School District
81.

"We're giving them hope for
the future and something to strive
for," Naslund said.

Using the Gonzaga program
(which has been highly successful during its 12-year run) as a
model, Naslund and Kelley hope
they have a good foundation for a
club that will operate for years to
come.
"We're just trying to get this
off of the ground," Naslund said.
"There is going to be some trial
and error."

It

I have been so fortunate

to come from a loving
family bac1lgrowld, and I
want to be able to give
some of that back to 1dds
who don't regularly experi/
mce that kind of love. "
Brlttney Peterson,
sophomore

Naslund does not want to
repeat Gonzaga's problem of
having to turn away volunteers
because there were 100 many volunteers and not enough students.
"We want as many Ivolunteers] as we can get," Na.. lund
said. "We're not going to end up
turning away people."
Students can still sign up to
participate in the program, which

Former Whitworth piano teacher Margaret Saunders Ott will
receive the 2003 Music Teacher of the Year Award from the
Music Teachers National Association March 13 at the association's national conference in Salt Lake City, Utah.
"It's an incredible honor and I'm so thrilled that they're doing
it for her now," said Whitworth Voice Instructor Marge
Halvorson, in a Whitworth press release.
Ott, who was born and raised in Spokane, has served on the
boards of the Greater Spokane Music Festival, the Washington
State Music Teachers Association, the Spokane Music Teachers
Association, the Spokane Junior League and the Spokane
Chapter of Phi Beta Kappa.
The students she instructed and mentored at Whitworth and in
the community have studied at excellent music schools in the
United States and some now have successful professional music
careers.
"I've had a lot of gifted students who have been successful
and I've had some kids who weren't so gifted who also are doing
very well," Ott said, in a Whitworth press release. "The fascination is to ask your~elf what you can do to make their lives more
interesting and help them improve themselves through music."
Ott's husband, Frank, served on Whitworth's Board of
Trustees for 27 years.
"All of the pianists in Ihis city consider Margie May our
matron saint," said Whitworth President Bill Robinson, in a
Whitworth College press release. "She is one of the finest
pianists and piano teachers Spokane has ever known. She is simply the best and a beautiful person, inside and out."

-Compiled by Sarah L. Lamb alld Aimee Goodwill
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began yesterday in the HUB.
Students are expected to come
when the middle school and college's schedules allow it, which
is about once every other w£ek.
The program runs until the end of
the Whitworth school year in
May.
"Our goal is roughly 30 students to connect with Glover
Middle School students," Kelley
said.
The beginning session of the
HUB Hook-Up program was
postponed a week because the
teachers at Glover have not
identified the high-need students, yet.
ul am very excited about the
HUB Hook-Up program because
it will give so many at-risk kids a
chance to see what their future
could be like and to have a good
experience with a role model,"
said
sophomore
Britlney
Peterson, who will participate in
the program. "I have been so fortunate to come from a loving
family background, and I want to
be able to give some of that back
to kids who don't regularly experience that kind of love."

If mentoring is too much of a
commitment, there is also the
HUB Club, which meets at 4
p.m. Monday, Wednesday and
Friday at Glover Middle School.
This is a tutoring club, which is
more flexible for busy schedules,
but is nol located on campus.
~
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Piano teacher receives award
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Application] she decided to do it right then. It certainly made it easier for her. But she would haye
applied anyway, so in her case it didn't make a difference in recruiting her to Whitworth."
The college sent out 7,500 Dean's Priority
Applications this year. However, students who
receive this application are not considered better
than other applicants.
"At this point, the students who receive this particular application are not selected based on academic credentials," Pfursich said. "We review them
all the same way in terms of admissions decisions."
Pfursich said the students who applied using the
Dean's Priority Application the past two years had a
higher SAT average than students who applied
using a regular application. '
Though efforts to even out the gender latio and
assist students in the application process may be

,

~

/

applauded, some faculty members see a negative
aspect to the Dean's Priority Application.
"The positive side of the application is that it
does make it much easier for prospective students.
And in targeting male students ... that leaves us in
better shape in trying to get a gender balance on
campus," Jackson said. "The downside of it is that
from an academic point of view, it looks very easy.
Some facully think iI sends a signal of low academic standards."
Even some students agree that the Dean's Priority
Application makes Whitworth appear less academically challenging.
,jAt first I was almost relieved that I didn't have
to pay an application fee or write an essay," said
sophomore Catherine Siltser, who was admitted on
a Dean's Priority Applicalion. "But then I wondered
if this application compromises Whitworth's academic standards. It might give the impression tha\
the college is desperate for students. This school
docsn't need to get down on its knees to attract people to come here. Its academic reputation speaks for
itself. Applications should show to students that the
,
school expects a lot from them."

4
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Profs require
self-authored
books in classes
Sarah L. lamb
Staff writer

1
i

)

!

Reading the books professors
write can be challenging, but
writing them is nol always a PICnic either.
Faculty members, such as
Professor of Religion Jerry
Sillser, Assistant Profe!>sor of
Music Brent Edstrom, Professor
of English Doug Sugano,
Associate Dean of Faculty
Gordon Jackson, Professor of
Pohtics and History Dale Soden
and President Bill Robinson have
their -books displayed in the student bookstore.
Professors often use these
books in their own classes.
Professor of Psychology Jim
Waller requires Face to Face: The
Changing Stale of Racism Across
America and Prejudice Across
America in some of his classes.
"I don't require my own books
to make money off students or
out of some misplaced arrogance," Waller said.
The books he wrote filled a
hole in certam subject areas, he
said.
"It just seems silly not to use
them in courses I teach," Waller
said.
Jim Edwards, professor of

Religion, requires his written
commentaries in his Romans and
Gospel of Mark classes. Using
these texts allows him to spend
time on specific subjects in his
classes and to encourage class discussions about the text, he said.
Freshman Brian Walker said he
understands why teachers would
require their books for class.
"In the books they have the
opportunity to get all of the information out that they might not
have lime for m class," he said.
Professor of Politics and History
Julia Stronks does not require her
books for any of her classes.
"Faculty disagree about this
matter, but I believe that if students have me for the class, they
should have a variety of other
perspectives for their reading,"
Stronks said.
Books written by professors
are completed both while the
instructors are on sabbatical and
during the teaching year.
Professor of Philosophy Forrest
Baird took a very structured
approach to writing his anthOlogy,
Classics ofAsian Thought.
"For a year and a half I came
home from classes and wrote,
stopped for dinner and never
turned off my computer before
midnight - except for my birthday and my anniversary."
Not all professors can write

Sophomore Ryan
Kiely peruses
the display of
professors' books
at the Whitworth
Bookstore.

/It", C",ham/Whi"""rthlUn
while they are teaching classes.
Stronks writes during the summer and over breaks, but not during the school year.
"I wish I could get up at 5 in
the morning and get in a few
hours of writing, but this never
seems to work for me," she said.
Upcoming books by facully

include: So You Want to Be a
Christian Lawyer? by Stronks;
Classics of Asiall Thought by
Baird; Is Jesus the Only Savior?
by Edwards; and additions to
Becoming Evil: How Ordinary
People Commit GenOCide and
Mass Killing by Waller.
Students can look for these
books to be out sometime in the
ne~1 few years.
Books written by professors
affect students in different ways.
"If some of their work gets recognized by members in their same
field, they will stay current with
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Continued from page 1
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the current ideas, Walker said.
"Knowing that his work is professional enough to be a guide for
someone else to follow makes me
feel more confident in the things
[they] teach me," lie said.
Sophomore Heidi Sawatzky
read A Grace Disguised by
Sittser. She said this book helped
her better understand his character and the circumstances' in his
life.
"It heightens my respect for
them," Sawatzky said. "It's good
to know that they're learning and
researching like we are."

mercy of the Iraqi dictator and his weapons."
Britain and the Umted States will call for a vote on an amendment made to Resolution 1441 this week.
The proposed resolution, created by Britain, Spain and the
Umted States, states that Hussein "has failed to comply with, and
cooperate fully in the implementation of, that resolution [1441]."
The resolution also states that Resolution 1441 "afforded Iraq a
final opportunity to comply with its disarmament obligations under
relevant resolutions."
The U.N. Resolution 1441, which the United Nations unanimously approved in November, ~tates that the United Nations recognizes "the threat Iraq's non-compliance with Council resolutions
and proliferation of weapons of mass destruction and long-range
missiles poses to international peace and security." The resolution
gives Hussein one last chance to disarm or face consequences.
The new amendment to the resolution stales that if Iraq ha!> not
cooperated with U.N. Security Council demands by March 17,
Hussein may expect war.
"I hope we don't have to go to war. But if we go to war we will disarm Iraq," Bush said. "That is going to be my last choice: the use of
force."
France, Germany and Russia have all said they will block the passing of thiS amendment.
So far, the United States has deployed about 300,000 soldiers to
prepare for a possible war with Iraq.
"The price of doing nothing exceeds the price of taking action if we
have to," Bush said.
-Illformatioll gathered from foxllews.com
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DISTRACTION IN A BOTTLE
Bars, clubs send students
hopping around town.
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Seniors lindsey Scranton (left) and Alexis Ray model pajama samples from their own self-run small business, Tuesday Pajama Company.

Senior pair uses knowledge of bustnes'S to
create custom pajama-making company
Megan Blank
Siaff writer
rofessor's advIce that business students
would benefit by owning a small business
ncouraged seniors Alexis Ray and
Lindsey Scranton to take mailers into theIr own
hands.
Although students at Whitworth arc not currently reqUIred to start a business, Ray and Scranton
decided to combine their interests and the Tuesday
Pajama Company was born.
They chose the name because Tuesday is often
the day of the week that IS forgotten.
"We arc both business management major!>, and
we both had interest in entrepreneurial ventures,"

~

Ray said. "It had been a dream since I was a senior
in high school to start my own pajama store."
Her dream mixed well with the ambitions of
Scranton.
"I wanted to own a fabric store. r love to sew,"
Scranton said.
Last spring the owners obtained their small business license by applying online, a process which
took only 20 minutes and $20.
At the beginning of the fall semester last year,
the Tuesday Pajama Company opened for business.
Owning a business was hectic when added to the
pressures of school and other jobs, but the entrepreneurs have had no regrets.
Christmas was the main buying season, mostly
due to publicity which came from having a hooth
at the on-campus craft fair.

"It was lot of fun when we sold them at the craft
fair in December," Scranton said. "II was a great
feeling having people buy what we had worked on
for so long."
After the fair, the scrambling began as all the
orders had to be done before Christmas break.
"We were glad to have Christmas break to get a
break from sewing. For a while we were turning
ourselves into sweatshop seamstresses," Ray said.
The company offers many options in pajamas.
Full-length pants, capris or boxers arc the three
choices in styles.
Scranton and Ray sew the pajamas, so they can
be ordered in sizes small, medium, large or measured 10 be custom-fit. Buyers can request a certain
type of fabric de!>ign, such as clouds or flying pigs,
or they can stick with more traditional designs, like
plaid.
Around Chri:.tmas, a few choices in fabrics were
offered to make it easier for quick ma!>s-production.
See PAJAMA~ page 6

Tea tastes of international flavor
stephanie Getman
Staff WI iter

South
American tea
growing in
popularity

ronounced "yur-buh mah-tay"
and made from the crushed _
leaves of the ifex;
paraguaricIIsis, this South
American tea has gained popularity
among Spokanites.
"Yerba Malc actually took me by surprise one day at The Rocket," freshman
Katie Nicholls said. "I decided 10 try it
because it is so heallhy for the body, and
I couldn't resist. This is actually the reason Ihat I became stuck on it. At first it
was just for the healthiness of the beverage, bUl now I truly love the lasle."
Naliva, a top producer of organic
Yerba Mate, lists on ils Web sile
(www.nativayerbamate.com) the following health benefils: increased energy,
improved mood, suppression of appetite,
weight loss, improved menial clarity and
improved sleep patterns. Unlike coffee,
it does not give you "Ihe shakes,"

P

according to avid Verba drinkers.
Yerba Matc contains vitamins A, C,
B I and B2; thi~ minerals calcium, iron,
potassium, magnesium and phosphorus;
and 15 different compound:. of amino
acids.
Additionally, ils antioxidant level is
incredibly high, almost twice as much as
whal is found in a serving of broccoli or
spinach, according to Naliva.
Unlike other green teas, the tasle is
unusually biller when prepared straight.
"It reminds me of a mixture of grass
and dirt, bul only the greenest grass and
earthiest dirt available," Nicholls said.
Senior Gabe Schmidt, a Yerba drinker,
said it tasles like "grass or clay - lake
your pick."
To combal its bitterness, some prefer
the addition of honey, cinnamon or nutmeg,
"How I like it is with almond [syrup1.
A!J"" Null UYJ,,[. ortb",.

See

TEA .. page 6

The Rockel Bakery, which has several locations around Spokane, offers coffee,
lea, sandWiches and bagels, Includmg the trendy health drink, Verba Mate tea.
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Old man winter returns .. ,

PAJAMA:
Continued from page 5

Each pair of pajamas takes
between three days to a week to
complete. The cost of a pair of
pajama pants is $16.22 with tax.
The fi nished product comes
rolled up and tied with a string,
decorated with either a gift card
or a business card.
"Everybody in college - at
least I did - goes to school a
couple days a week in pajamas,"
Ray said. "So, we decided
Whitworth was the perfect market."
Although they have gotten
some outside business, mostly
through acquaintances or friends,
most business has come from the
Whitworth community. Scranton
and Ray take pride in the fact thaI
they are able to make pajamas
available for a variety of people.
"One of aUf main goals was to
make pajamas for people Ihat
would fIt righI," Ray said.
A pair was sold to Helen
Higgs, the women's basketball
head coach, which were made to
accommodate her height.

j
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Winter hit
Spokane
again
Sunday
morning.
covering 1I.i.o......."'~
bikes parked
in front of
Ballard with
fresh snow.
Mal/Moo,./
IVhJ(/J'OTV!IIIIJ

TEA:
Continued from page 5
I Iry 10 sel! Ihat to people who want to sweeten it up," Gwen, a
Rocket Bakery employee, said.
Nicholls recommends drinking Verba with soy milk and sugar.
"Here they train us to make it like an espreshl) or Americana,"
Gwen said. "But in Seattle they trained us to make it like a lalle, a
mate lalle."
Preparing a Verba Mate in the traditional manner is a daunting
task, involving a gourd hollowed into a bowl (or in South America, a
'ma.te') and a bombilla, which is a steel straw to sip the tea while it
is sleeping '!Vithout ingesting the leaves.
Verba Mate also can be prepared in a French press or even a slandard coffecmaker.
The Nativa Web site recommends using no more than 1 ounce of
ground tea leaves for each 6-cup pol.
.
One of the easiest ways of preparing the drink is simply to use
pre-measured tea bags.
Nicholls, for example, has a blend of Chai Verba Mate tea bags III

Higgs had been frustrated with
other companies who made pajamas with legs that were too short,
a problem fixed by Scranton's
development of her own patterns
to fit anyone. A pair has even
been custom-made with footies.
Both Ray and Scranton have
enjoyed their marketing experience, although the Tuesday
Pajama Company will be closing
at the end of this year.
They will be taking orders
through mid-April, and can be
reached by calling Scranton at
489-5263 or Ray at 468-5240.
"It was my dream for awhile,
and I slillthink it would be a neat
thing, but I don't think I'd want
to pursue a pajama store anymore," Ray said. "It's such a difficult thing to be a small retailstore owner when your main
competitors would be Gap BOdy,
Old Navy and other giants of the
business world."
Ray's business partner, however, still aspires to make their
experiment in the world of small
business continue.
"In Jhe future I may own my
own small business," Scranton
said.

her room that she drinks about every other day.
The Rocket, which has been selling Nativa Verba Mate for only a
couple of years, offers Yerbas at a relalively low price, starting at
$1.25 for an 8-ounce cup. This is half the price of a lathS or cappuccino.
Additionally, they sell loose tea for $15 per kilo.
Traditionally, drinking Verba Mate has been a ritualized part of a
person's daily routine in South America. However, recent trends in
Uruguay have rendered Verba Mate a more informal tradition.
Yerba drinkers are found on walks, at sporting events, picnics and
various student activities.
In South American countries, seeing men and women walking
around in shopping malls and on beaches carrying their Mate gourds
and thermoses of hot water is common, according to Nativa.
Many people in Spokane seem to know about Verba Mate, Gwen
said.
"But I wouldn't say it's really popular yet," she said. "Like last
night, I don't think I sold one Verba. But then there are days where
I'll make 10."
Nicholls said she drinks the tea every time she goes out to coffee
where it is available, and Schmidt said he drinks it "not often
enough."

FO~ THOSE WHO WANT TO
WO~K IN THE MOVIES ...
The National Production Assistant Seminar

April 5 & 6 2003 • The Washington Production Team
www.waproductionteam.com
(206) 546-4376
info@waproductionteam,com
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Rollil1s speaks Ollt .•.

Gender blending
pops up off campus
Students mix up
living situations
with co-ed housing

This particular living situation definitely offers
a new chance to develop friendships and to try
something new.
"When friends come to visit my roommates, it
gives me a chance to hang out with people who
wouldn't come directly to visit me, and we can
all just hang out together," Freeman said.
Living in a house with both men and women
Monica Eschenbacher
can give someone different looks at their rei aStaff writer
tjonships with both sexes.
For Lambuth, even romantic interest in another housemate isn't a problem.
orm and housing situations can provide
"We have not had to worry about this," she
some of the most fertile ground for learnsaid. "We are all good friends and that is what
ing, sometimes even more so than the
comes first, foremost and last."
classroom.
Living with someone can make or break the
While single-sex dorm living can lead to lastfriendship. Personalities that may have matched
ing friendships and shared learning experiences,
in the beginning can begin to clash over the
some students are braving the unknown of mixmonths
of school and extracurricular stress, and
ing genders in houses and apartments once movfriendships either survive or they don't.
ing off campus.
"I feel that after living
Senior Megan Lambuth
with certain people for
lives in a co-ed housing situawhile, the friendship either
ation with two of her guy
blossoms
more, or it falls
friends and fellow swimapart,"
Lambuth
said.
II It's good to have the benefit of
mers.
The key is to find the right
"We had a lot of rooms to
the female perspective. JJ
combination of personalities,
fill, and a lot of my closest
and the right living combinafriends are males, so we
Rvan Freeman,
tion that makes for optimum
thought it would be fun to
smlor
interaction and time spent
.live together," Lambuth said.
together.
"Plus all the guys swam with
"We are all swimmers so
me, so it made it nicc to have
that's the common denominator," Freeman said.
similar schedules with peo"We all do our own Independent thing. I cook
ple in my house."
for myself, and I actually cook more than my
This particular living arrangement has ultiother roommates, which is kind ot a reversaL"
mately produced both positive and negative
Whom a person lives with affects them for the
results for all the roommates involved, no matter
whole year; the people they come into contact
what their gender.
with on an intimate
"It's good to have the benefit of a female perbasis changes them.
&pective," &enior Ryan Freeman said. "I see
Eam 51,000 - 52.000
"I have lived with
things one way and they can see it different, so if
for your stucIeat
Just
girls,
and
boys
I need advice It'S right there."
.
and girb, and I feel
Group in just 3 hours!
Women prefer using their male roommates as
that both had the same
relief from feminine overkill.
.
College fundrarsmg made
amount of difficulty. I
"I like living with guys because they balance
have really enjoyed
Simple. Safe and Free.
out the girls for the most part," Lambuth said.
the experience this
"When I need girl time, I can have girl time, and
Multiple fundraising options
year because It dges
when I need· to hang out with the guys, that is
available. No carwashes. No
help me get a better
also available.
raffles. Just success I Fundralsing
understanding of
"Of course guy& and girls communicate in difdates are fitling qUlckty. Get
males in general,"
ferent ways, and we have had our share of comwith the programs that workl
Lambuth Said. '·1 say
mUnication problems."
if you don't mind livLamhuth's mom was not too pleased with the
ing with guys, then it
is something that I
idea, but her father and friends don't mind the
Your TrWI~d SOUrc~fcJT C()t'~8~ 1"wulrQl.Ji~g
recommend."
situation.

D

888-923-3238
www.campusfundraiser com

"College students are intellectually lazy.
Don't you want to 1mow s*!@?
There's so much to know. "
Henry ROllins,
Alilhor/mllslcian!poel/ IIrlor/ spokm.worrlllritsf,
111 hiS firsl Spolealle puformdllrt sil/a he hel,mllollrill!, liS n spoktll'JJ'on{ artist ill
1985. The pllllk flItk Irgelld, !l,jJO 1/rI'"fillished rolltgt, spokt for three hOllrs for
the pnrktd Mtt Ihtaltr Fridtry lIight,

Class· requirements:
- One lead foot
- Hours of "studying"

fS-OO

Off

Any regularly priced race
with student ID

1224 E. Front Ave. I Spokane
(509) 568·1065
On the web at www.nascart.net

chatterbox~------------------~
Keith Spitzer
Staff writer
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People look at senior Jeremy
Groefsema and they sec the guy who
drives a beat-up, old pickUp truck
and wears a cowboy hat and boots.
He looks like the stereotypical farm
boy, but looks can be deceivmg.
"I guess my iinage is a direct
reflection of my
dress," he said. "I
wear what I fcel
comfortable in."
The
boots
Groefsema really
fits into, however,
arc not made for
herding cattle; they
arc made for combat.
Last summer Groefsema packed
his duffle bag and shipped out to
Quantico, Va., to begin 10 weeks of
Officer Candidate School (OeS) for
the U.S. Marine Corps.
As a member of the 180th class
of OCS, Groefsema had many
demands placed on him. All candidates arc graded in three categories:
leadership, physical fitness and academics. Leadership was, however,
the most important, counting for
half the final grade, according to
the OCS Web site.

The other half of the grade was
split between the physical test and
academics.
The physical training was the
most demanding, Groefsema said.
Every morning at 0500 hours, 5
a.m. to civilians, the class would
march to "chow" and then have
physical training, or PT, from 0600
hours until 0800
hours.
"One
of
the
things that we had
to do was run with
this pole, like a
telephone pole," he
said. "We had to
work as a team and
run it three miles
through an obstacle course, and it
was also a race against other units."
PT was followed by another four
hours in the classroom, he said.
Candidates were taught basic tactics, operations and organization,
Marine Corps history and land navigatIOn. Evaluations came in both
written tests and practical applications in the afternoon exercises,
Groefsema said.
One
of
those
exercises
Groefsema enjoyed was Pugil
Sticks, which are sticks with large
foam ends used to hit others. There

would be either one-an-one or
three-on-three actlvitics that would
implement the combat lactics
learned earlier in the day.
The worst part was the combat
course, he said. This consisted of a
one and a half mile course which
simulated a combat environment by
stressing all-around security and
noise discipline while negotiating a
series of obstacles, according to
oes, but Groetsema had a more
descriptive account.
"You had to crawl in this water,"
he said. "It was gross and you heard
stories of people getting sick from
that wa1er. It was plain nusty."
The course had trenches filled
with water, log walls and instructors shooting blanks, all survived
while trying to assault a taf!let, he
said.
The 10-week course concluded
late in the summer and Groefsema
graduated with his class. He then
packed up and shipped out for a
less-demandinlJ environment, his
senior year at Whitworth.
After graduati ng May 18,
Groefsema will be commissioned as
a second lieutenant of the U.S.
Marine Corps.
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Right JUniors Phuntsok
Nepali (left) and Logan
Gage survey the crowd at
Miller's Tavern on a
"Miller's Monday· night.
Mondays, In particular,
draw a large Whitworth
crowd, lookmg for an
escape from books and
tests.

COillpiled by
Caitlin Clapp, Sara}l Dilworth and Keith Spitzer

Right below: Junior Ryan
Lang, Steve Pappas and
senior Jacob Cooney dig
mto their cheap tacos,
beers and margantas at
Azteca's Infamous Taco
Tuesday last week.
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Local bars and clubs offer 1
Whitworthians are findIng more reasons not to
• 1 h
'
stay home at night. Here are five, in particular,
SpeCla stat can t
I

that might keep you out late on a school night:
Azteca's Taco Tuesday
200 W. Spokane Falls Blvd.
456-0350

The Bigfoot Pub a

""Cost

""Cost

A cover charge is fl(
Happy hour is daily fr·
Thursday Ihrough S
always a live band am
school style." Sunday

No cover charge. Pool tables and darts availahle, as well as televiSion.

""Specialties

""Specialties

Miller's Tavern
811 E. Hawthorne Road (across from Safeway
Hnd next 10 Newport Cinemas)
466-9982

"'"Specialties
Beer! $2 for a glass, $4 for a pitcher.

...,Who you'll find there
On Monday night, Whitworth \, over-21 crowd
gathers here for "MIller's Monday," a needed
study break to Tlng 111 the new week.

...,What to wear
This is a very low-key, smoky bar. Just wear
jeans and a T-shirt and you'll fit right in.

...,Also note
If you bring your credit/debit card, be prepared
to spend $10. Miller's won'l usc your card unless
you charge this much.

o
E

9115 N. DiVIsion SI.
467-9683

On Tuesdays for only $4 plus lax, those 21 and
over arc granted access 10 the all-you-can-eat
taco bar. Plates come wllh two tacos, hard or soft,
beans and rice.
The special of this happy hour i!o, not the drink
special per se. While cheap drinks also are available, the real draw IS Ihe lacos.
"I can't even cat this cheap at home," senior
Andrew Seeley said.

"Cost

The Bigfoot is famo
special for only $5.99,

The bar of~ers a wide variety of drinks, but
also has MeXican beers to go along with the food.
Cor?na and Pacifico arc reasonably priced if you
get In before 6:30 p.m. when bappy hour ends.
The tacos go until the bar closes, however.

..Who you'll find th
The Bigfoot attmcls
crowd in their 20s and
old timer who thinks h

...,Who you'll find there
Cheap meals arc always a hot sell to college
students, so expect to sec a crowd of
Whilworthians in the cantina for Tue~day
evening dinners.

.What to wear
The Bigfoot has no
way of fashion statemc
dress code calts for cai

..., What to wear

.Also note

Wear anYI.lung that you can easily throw in the
wash after ~lnner. You will del illltely smell hke a
smoky cantina upon leaving.

Madonna danced 01
her cameo in Ihe film
You can always cOl
laid-back almrsphere
the many regl}l~rs. En
beer.
'
"Every t i m<3 Ihere ii
experience," ~cnior 0

"Also note
The long drive to downtown will be getting
shorter.
Th,e rest,al1r~nl will be moving into the old
Godlather s PIzza in I.he North Pointe Shopping
Center on Newport HIghway. It will offer Taco
~uesdays, like Ihe downtown and valley locatIons, as soon as it opens.
An opening date has not yet been ScI, but it
could be as soon as the end of April.

,

r

~
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fer happy hours,

tn 't be turned down
Bigfoot Pub and Eatery
N. DivIsion

st.

1683

Havana's

st

908 N. Howard SI. (above The Ram, across from
the Arena.)
326-3677

:over charge is never applied at the Bigfoot.
y hour is daily from 4 10 6 p.m.
~rsday through Saturday nights there is
's a live band and you can dance "old
,I style." Sunday is always blues night.

ecialties
~

Bigfoot is famous for the steak and potato
II for only $5.99, and the beer, of course.

o you'll find there
~

Bigfoot aUmcts a predominantly male
I in their 20s and 30s, with the occasional
ller who thinks he is 20.

Thursday IS Ladies' Night, so no cover charge
for women. Men, be prepufed to pay $5.

G

.... Specialties
Well drinks and teas arc $2 for women on
Thursdays.

.... Who you'll find there
Havana's is a dance club. Disc jockeys on
Thursday arc sponsored by 93 Zoo FM and arc
known for playing techno music.

.... What to wear

at to wear

If you dance, you'll be hQt so wear your typIcal clubbing clothes. For women, tank tops may
be your best bel. The good news? For those winter nights, lIavana's offers a free coat check.

: Bigfoot has no high expectations in the
If fashion statements. At the most, their
code calls for casual to grungy.

o note
donnu danced on the Bigfoot har during
tmeo in the film Vision Quest.
I can always count on "the Foot" for a
ack atmrsphere and great company with
any regl'~rs. Enjoy pool, darts and great
'ery timelhere is a different and unique
ience," ;o'"cnior Conor Holmberg said.

'..-..r ,.,-. - "

.... Cost

"

.

.... Also note
Havana's crowd has thinned some since the
opening of Banana Joe's, but thi!> means you can
actually gel a table. Bnng your own crowd and
you arc set. Women, keep in mind that you arc
not supposed to buy $2 drinks to give to the men.
Sorry, guys!

Fizzie Mulligans
331 W. Hastings Road
466-5354

....Cost
A $2 cover is charged to guys on Fridays and
S'lturdays. Saturday nights at Fizzie's arc always
a good time with live mU1>ic and dancing.
Tuesdays you can play pool for free, and
Wednesday nights arc always a party with free
Karaoke and $2 draftli, well drink!> and hottles.

.... Specia Ities
They make delicious breaki'a1>ts that can be
enjoyed even by minors.

....Who you'll find there
At least a couple of Whitworth students can be
found, and occaliionally a group from Spokane
Falls Community College. It i~ mostly frequented
by an older crowd in their late 30s tn 501i.

....What to wear
Mostly ca~ual, except for the few that get
dressed up because they arc trying to pick up
women or meet men.

.... Also note
Fizzie'1> i~ a great neighborhood bar that take~
good care of you. The owner often b hanging
around and always makes sure everyone is having a good time.
"Fizzie's is the second-chance bar, a place
where YOll can go and just start your day over. It
offers you a mulligan in life," junior Kyle
Walters said.

s arts

INTRAMURALS
1M sports are all the
rage this semester.
""PAGE
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Elusive hoop, hostile court
The shots didn't fail and 2,700
fans roared against the Pirates
as Whitworth loses its firstever NCAA tournament game

,

J

Bryan Tidwell
Staff writer

/lIfd JJ.'Jlb p,rmiJl(Jn

Gustle Tim Brown rises to the hoop and rolls in one of his

SIX

field goals.

if flln Kfm,t.tfy

Whitworth's first-ever NCAA tournament
bid ended abruptly in SI. Peter, Minn., last
Thursday when Gustavus Adolphus' Tim
Brown scored a third of the Gusties' points to
help oust the Pirates 65-55 and eliminate
Whitworth from the tournament.
Despite the tough defeat, the Pirates finished
the season at 23-4, setting a record for the
highest winning percentage in Pirate history.
The previous record was held by the 1953-54
squad, which went 21-4.
"We're disappointed," Hayford said. "But
we realize we've accomplished a lot and have
had a great season."
Unfortunately, the eight-degree weather in
Minnesota wasn't the only thing below freezing last Thursday.
The Pirates' shooting was icy cold.
Whitworth connected on only three of 20
shots from three-point range and suffered from
the free throw line, shooting it dismal 14 for
23.
It was the Pirates third-worst shooting performance of the season and their worst shooting game from behind the arc.
"If we had shot beller, we could ~ave won,"
senior guard Eric Avery said. "We really feel
we shot ourselves in the foot. There's no
excuses."
, Head Coach Jim Hayford agrees.
"We played well enough to win," Hayford
said. "We just didn't shoot well enough"
A!>ide from Brown, the Gustles didn't !>trike
much offensively, which kept most of the game
close.
"If we played [the GustiesJ 10 time!>, we
would've won five games each," Hayford said
A three-pointer by Avery and a successful
free throw by junior guard Scott Bierlink gave
the Pirates their first real lead of the game at
21-15 with five minutes left in the first half,
but two decisive 3s from Brown sparked a 152 run for the Gusties, which left the Pirate!>

down by seven with four seconds remaining in
the half.
The half ended in disparate confusion as
Avery banked in a buzzer-beating shot from
half court and was called for charging. The
final call would count the three points and put
Guslies' guard Hans Sviggum at the line.
Sviggum converted on both free throws.
Whitworth fought hard after the break and
managed a 12-4 run to take the lead by three in
the first five minutes, but Gustavus capitalized
on three steals and scored 10 unanswered
points to retake and extend their lead to 45-38.
Senior forward Bryan Depew, who had yet
to break into double digits, finally found his
shot and scored the game's next eight points,
which put the Pirates up one with just over
seven minutes remaining.
The Gusties broke away slightly, but a foul
on a Depew layup would leave the Pirates
down by only four. Depew's free throw cut the
deficit to three with 1:11 on the clock.
A subsequent layup by Gustie Chris Tebrake
forced the Pirates to hack away, but Gustavus
replied harshly, nailing their final six free
throw shots of the game.
There was a brief moment of hope for the
Pirates in the closing seconds when senior
guard Chase Williams was fouled behind the
three-point line, but Williams went 1-for-3
from the line and the rest of the Pirate squad
was unable to battle back in time.
Gustavus ended the game up 10 at 65-55.
Avery was disappointed with the outcome.
"I think we should have killed them," Avery
said.
Depew led the Bucs WIth 19 points, three
short of Gustavus' Brown, who went 6-for- J 2,
including 4-for-8 from behind the arc. Depew
also hit seven of his nine free throws and was
the only Pirate over .500 from the line.
Senior forward Kyle Jensen led all teams
with J I boards and had eight points for the
night, as welL
In what !>eemed like a prevailing defensive
game by Gustavus, the Pirates managed 10
steals while the Gusties grabbed only five.
Avery was the only other Pirate to score
double digits with 11 POUlts, including nine in
the first half. Bierlink also played strong and
See HOOP ... page 11

-Bucs avenge UPS loss with dual victories
Kevin Eddy
Staff IVnter

j

The Pirates stormed Merkel Field last
Saturday with a fired-up offen!>e and solid
defen5e to grab two games from Puget
Sound, 12-6 and J4-4.
The previous Saturday Whitworth (4-5I, 2-0) fell to the Loggers 10-7 in an Idaho
tournament.
Saturday's second game was cut short
because of a lack of light and was intended to be completed Sunday afternoon, but
was canceled along with the third game of
the series due to snow. However, the
Pirates can count both wins since the second game lasted more than five and a half
innings.
After falling behind 1-0 in the top of the
fust, the Whitworth offense took over
against the Loggers in Saturday's first
matchup. Senior outfielder Marques
Molel! and sophomore infielder Daniel
Gebbers started the second inning with
back-to-back singles.
After sophomore outfielder Aaron
Sedler hit a sacrifice fly to tie the gllllle,
junior catcher Jeremy McMillen belted a
two-nlll homer to give the Pirates a 3-1
lead.
After UPS added one run in the fourth
inning, the Bucs exploded for five more
mns in the bollom half of the fourth.
Gcbbers led off the inning with a double
and scored when sophomore outfielder

Kyle Henderson reached fir:..t base on a
fielding error. Sedler followed with a
home run to lift the Pirates 6-2. Semor second-baseman Jake Krummel blasted a
two-run home run later in the inning to
make it 8-2,
But the Loggers weren't about to give
up. UPS quickly rallied in the fifth inning
and scored three run:.. - all with two outs
- to make it 8-5. Whitworth was able to
keep the offense going, however, and
McMillan blasted a three-run homer - his
second of the gume - in the bottom half
of the inning to make it 11-5.
Senior first-baseman John Gebbcrs
added a solo home run in the eighth inning
and UPS responded with home run in the
top of the ninth, but fell short 12-6.
Senior pitcher Kurt Reese picked up the
win, striking out six and giving up five
earned runs in seven innings of work.
Junior pitcher Jason Myers added two
innings of sDlid relief to ensure the victory.
Head Coach Keith Ward was partly
unsatisfied w'ith Saturday'S first victory.
"I know we can do better," Ward said.
"The offense carried us in the first game."
But Ward had few complaints about his
starting pitcher.
"Kurt [Reese] pitched a fine game for
us," he said.
In the second game of Saturday's doubleheader, the Pirates jumped out to a 144 lead. But the malch was postponed in the

Logger Derek Scholz beats the throw to senior flrst·baseman Josh Taylor.

sixth inning due to a lack of daylight and
was later canceled due to Sunday's snowfall. However, the official outcome was
14-4 since the two teams were able to get
in five and half innings of play.
The Pirates torched four different UPS
pitchers for 14 runs and l2 hits in the sec-

ond game. Meanwhile, the Loggers had
trouble finding the striking zone and three
different pitchers combined to walk six
batters in a row, allowing the Bucs to rack
See AVENGE~ page 12
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Women hit 4-match streak Men's tennis narrowly
misses UPS victory

Mike Throgmorton
Staff writer
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The Pirates continued a growing
trend of lopsided victories this weekend with two victories over conference opponents Pacific Lutheran 9-0
and Puget Sound 5-3.
Last Friday's match was handled
easily in a sweep reminiscent of the
previous weekend's blowout over
Willa mette, with all players winning
their respective matches.
The most dominating performance
on the day came from senior No. 3
Hope Anderson, who blasted her
opponent 6-2, 6-0 in straight sets. In
the doubles matches, seniors No.1 Jill
Vaughan and No. 2 Jill Huibregtse
teamed up to hammer PLU opponents
8-4.
Strong serving and quick plays at
the net pushed the Pirates (4-1, 4-0)
out in front early in each match. Every
player was able to capitalize on their
opponents' mistakes and finish with a
perfect record for the second match in
a row.
Last Saturday'S match agalJlst conference rival UPS proved to be a more
difficult task.' Up 4-3 after seven
matches, the Bucs needed a big win to
put it away. Sophomore No.5 Krista
Schrader provided the needed lift by
coming back to win the final two sets
after dropping the fir!>!.
The win was key, as it sealed the
victory for Whitworth and gave the
Pirates their fourth straight victory in Sophomore Krista Schrader hammers a serve against PLU last Friday.
conference play.
"We stayed aggressive the whole time and just Mandi Hopkins rounded out the 9·0 win last
put forth our best effort into each match - that Friday. "We're one of the top teams and we have
was the key," said sophomore April Brast, whose a huge potential to be No. 1 and possibly get a
doubles victory over PLU with fellow sophomore chance to head to nationals this year."
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Breakdown
A weekly sports column

Laura Adams
Staff writer
Last week, the community of
Whitworth and the city of Spokane waited in anticipation as the seedings and
brackets were announced for the NCAA
Division III men's basketball tournament.
In high school, I had the opportunity
to experience the stupidity of politic!> in
athletics when my volleyball team got
screwed over, so I tried to keep my head
on straight and sympathize with the
Whitworth guys.
Honestly, however, I'm having a heck
of a time trying
to control my
ranlings and I am
mad as all getout
that
the
men's basketball
team opened its
first NCAA tournament
in
Minnesota
(Minnesota of all places!) against
Gustavus Adolphus who just happened
to be ranked ... wait a minute, they
weren't even ranked in the top 25 in the
nation, while Whitworth was right up
there at 13th in the nation!
Whitworth was fifth in the West
Region rankings while Gustavus
Adolphus just managed to pull out an
honorable mention. Not to even touch
upon the whole issue of records (our
23-3 versus their 21-6 season finish)
and the fact that Whitworth won its
conference
championship,
while
Gustavus only walked away with the
title.

ng. Yes, I'm bitterly disappointed (as
I'm sure the team is) that Whitworth
and the community of Spokane didn't
get to host a NCAA game even though
we deserved it. I am one of the many
fans who attended nearly every home
game and even drove to away games to
cheer the guys on, and I'm bummed
that I ended up sitting in a dorm room
listening to the game on the radio rather
than cheering my heart out· in the
stands.
It all comes down to money issues,
of course. The NCAA decided that it
would be cheaper to fly Whitworth (as
one of only two West Coast schools in
the tournament) out to Minnesota
rather than face the possibility of flying multiple teams to various locations
around the country. But since when
has the NCAA had problems with
money?

I played volleyball throughout high
school. In my junior year, my school
won the league championship, which
gave us the privilege of having a homecourt advantage for the district tournament. We were psyched for the weekend
and my school
was right behind
us
when
the
bomb
was
dropped that we
wouldn't be able
to host the tourney. The secondplace team complained that they
had finished higher in the state the year
before and that they deserved the homecourt advantage.

Injustice and
the NCAA

But, oh no, this is "intelligent" ranti-

Ah, the politics of athletics. Sure,
high school is a much smaller venue to
talk about. We only had to drive about
40 minutes to reach the place where we
ended up playing districts (rather than
sitting on a plane for hours), but I
fumed about it all the same.
For once, I wish the governing bodies
for athletics would just give the homecourt advantage and the top seedings to
the deserving teams. Forget about
finances, forget about politics and just
let the descrving teams and their worthy
opponents play some ball.

Chris Collins
Sports editor
For this year's Pirates, it's been
heavy stuff right from the beginning.
The Bucs have faced the top four
teams in their first five conference
matches. The outcomes have been
somewhat predictable: With the
exception of Willamette, which finished 0-6 last year, the Pirates have
failed to upset the conference powerhouses.
But that doesn't mean it hasn't
been close.
Last Friday, the Pirates (1-4, 1-5)
were swept by defending conference champs Pacific Lutheran 7-0
despite the Lutes benching their top
two players. Sophomore No. 1
Chad Dierickx "played close"
against PLU's No.3, but fell shy of
a victory, Head Coach Mike
Shanks said. No.2 senior Stephen
Hannaman had similar results
against the Lute's No.4.
"They're a tough team to beat,"
Dierickx said. "But we played well
and learned from them."
Shanks predicts the Lutes will
win the conference championship.
The
next
day,
however,
Whitworth faced off against Puget
Sound, which placed third in the
conference last year. The Pirates
jumped out to an early lead against
the Loggers and dominated in the
doubles competition. But UPS
fought back in the singles matches

and eked by with a 4-3 viclory.
"II was a brutal match," Dierickx
said. "We won the doubles and felt
good about starting the singles, but
I guess wejnst didn't have the COI1fidence to beat them."
Shanks, who believes that this
year's team is the best it has l)cen
in his four years of coaching, felt
the match was close and could have
just as easily 'fallen
into
Whitworth's hands.
"We really thought we could
beat them - not just compete but actually beat them," Shanks
said.
Going in, Shanks knew the
Pirates had <I history of being swept
by the Loggers in his four years of
coaching at Whitworth, but that
didn't dilute his optimism.
"That's why it was so disappointing," Shanks said. "We
thought we had a chance."
Both Hannaman and junior No.3
Tyler Van Horn played strong
matches, but Dierickx was "mentally and physically tired from the
night before," Shanks ~aid, referring to the grueling match against
. PLU last Friday.
"We're very disappointed,"
Shanks said. "Bul what doesn't kill
you, you ciln learn from."
The Pirates have a two-week
hiatus until they head to southern
California to face four non-conference teams over spring break.
"We're ready to reload," Shanks
said.

HOOP:
went3:for-3 from·the field and added four rebounds.
For the Pirates; who went undefeated at home this
season, losing the home-court advantage may have
been key. And in the face of 2,718 opposing fans,
some wonder if the tables would have been turned in
a Fieldhouse match.
"The team showed great composure ill a hostile
environment," Hayford said. "But if we had played
in our own gym, we would've won. We have the best
fans in the conference."
Avery said the crowd was "ruthless" and also
believed his team would have performed bettcr at
home.
"I missed the 01' Pirate fans," Avery said.
But Hayford was quick to point out that these
were just excuses.
"There was the traveling and the fact that we didn't get to practice on the court before the game hut those ale all excuses," Hayford said. "We don't
make excuses."
The seeding was selected by the NCAA for economic reasons, despite the fact that the Pirates were
ranked fifth in the NCAA West Region rankings
while the Gusties received only an honorable mention in the West Region.
The regional rankings are suppose to be the criteria for making tournament decisions, but the Pirates
were one of the only two teams on Ihe West Coast
and were deemed less expensive to bus around,
whereas the Gusties would have had to fly out to
Spokane and back to the Midwest if they played
away.
Also big for the Pirates is the announcement of
Coach Jim Hayford as NWC Coach of the Year and
Bryan Depew as NWC Player of the Year. Depew
finished the season with a career total of 1,422
points, putting him fifth on Whitworth's all-lime
scoring list with one season remaining at Whitworth.
Williams also cleared I,OOO-career points mark this
season, finishing with 1,053. Also, Williams and
Depew were two of the five Northwest Conference
players placed on the Verizon 8 All-Academic Team.
"We have a great team and Ihis was a greal year,"
Hayford said. "We have a bright future."
Gustavus Adolphus managed 10 defeat region
favorite University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point last
Saturday and will play nationally-ranked Hanover
College this Friday at Buena Vista University in
Storm Lake, Iowa.
The sectional championship on Saturday will pit
the winner against either Buena Vista or Occidental
College to determine one of the final four positions
in the NCAA Division III tournament.
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Whitworthians go all out for Intramurals
Mary Adolfson

is currently the biggest I have ever seen it."
A late starter, Ultimate Frisbee Intramurals
this semester include seven Power League
teams and seven Challenge League teams.
Not as many people seem to be hitting The
Loop for Frisbee thi!. semester, however, but
many have stayed on board from la!.t semester.
Volleyball, soccer and ~oth men's and
women's basketball learns started Feb. 18.
Ultimate Frisbee started March 5, but the
snow may delay some games.
Football is waiting for warmer weather
before the games begin.
"I am projecting that football wiII be bigger ,::
than in previous semesters," Smart said. "This
semester I am expecting there to be at least six
to eight teams."
A big help in the success of the whole
program has been a new online link for
teams to check schedules and standings at
any time. This has been a huge help for
Smart, as well as the rest of the Intramurals
players.
"Since the beginning of last semester r have
been able, with the help of [Web Manager]
Garret Riddle, to post all my schedules and
standings online," Smart said.
Teams arc now able to go to the site and
find their schedules and see how they rank
against opposing teams.
BUI the list of factors contributing to
Intramural's high turnout doesn't end t!iere.
The fact that people don't put such a competitive emphasis on the games helps to create
the unique atmosphere during games, Smart
said.
"There arc a couple of basketball teams that
made shirts with their names on them, some
Frisbee players have been wearing the same
Moll M ..,,/U'hihPorlb;an
clothes to games since their freshman year
and others wear silly hats," Smart said.
Sophomore Joey Doak of Pop Jack exposes art with a three-pointer to help hiS team.

Slaff writer
Students can be found on any given weeknight runnning around Graves Gym for an
indoor soccer game or darting to the
Fieldhouse where they spike, dive, shoot and
dribble their way through basketball and volleyball games.
Why all the commotion?
I ntramurals.
More and more students are coming to the
realization that Intramurals are the way to go.
Some Whitworthians arc playing for three or
four teams at a time.
"It's a good cardiovascular workout," JUIlior Robinson Wills said. "I like it because it
helps relieve stress from school and frustration."
Wills plays Oll soccer, volleyball and basketball teams. On top of that, he is available to
play on any of three different Mac teams, if
need be.
And Wills is not the only onc. It seems students just can't get enough Intramural action
"It seems to me that the Intramural program
itself is seeing some growth," Intramural
Coordinator Josh Smart said.
For volleyball, 14 teams are participating
with eight teams in the Power League and six
in the Challenge League. Last seme!.!er there
was a slightly lower number of teams, but the
rise in participation ha!. forced the split
between Power and Challenge Leagues.
Striding alongside volleyball, soccer has 14
teams rallying for a champion!.hip this semester, while an astounding 28 teams are registered to play basketball, including 12 Power
League teams, 10 Challenge League teams
and six women's teams.
"Basketball has boomed this semester,"
Smart said. "The women's league, by the way.

Linfield sweeps Pirate softball 4-0
Mary Adolfson

back from deficits, but fell 5-3 and 10-4 in
the end.
Despite the slow beginning for the
Bucs, Head Coach Teresa Hansen and her
team remall1 optomistic about the season.
"We expect to tum the corner and see
some real fruit of the labor that has taken
place over the last four years," Hansen
said.
, Hansen has good reason to be optimIstic
about this team because of the talent and
potential in the young squad,

Staff writer
','

'i -

The Pirates faced a hard challenge this
weekend when they faced off against the
Linfield Wildcats last Saturday and
Sunday. The first doubleheader last
Saturday hit the Bucs hard when LinflCld
dominated the matches, winning 5-0 and
8-0.
Sunday olfered betler results for
Whitworth as the Pirates managed to fight

~~
Introducing our
Full Service Breakfast Menu
Sundays 9am-3pm
~~

......•.•..•••••.••.....••...••.....
Buy 1 Breakfast Menu Item :
Receive 1/2 OFF Second Item! :
•
•
•
•

Steak & Eggs • Prime Rib Hash· Shrimp Friltata •
Eggs Oscar· Poached King Salmon Benedict
Belgian Waffles. Pan Fried Oyster Florentine
Build your own Omelette· Chicken Marco Polo •

...•......•.•..•....•.•..•..•......
New Spring Hours: Monday -Wednesday l1am-2pm
Thursday - ~aturday l1am-9pm

9820 N. Nevada (Behind North

Sunday 9am-3pm

Pointe Plaza) •

465-8794

They're a long way from home .••

The teams is made up of 16 women,
including 13 freshmen and sophomores,
Whitworth's pitching has potential with a
new addition, freshman Jo Sonnett, and
will remain !.trong with the continual work
of sophomore pitcher Lacey Thompson,
Hansen said.
Another great asset to the team is the
talent and experience of senior team caplian Jessica Shawley who will be starting as
catcher for her fourth season.
"Jessica does a lot of things for the
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team behind the scenes," Hansen said.
"During her four years she has invested
much of her time and energy into this program."
The team stands at 0-9 at the moment.
After opening the season with a good fight
against Albertson College, the Pirates
almost pulled out a 3-3 tie but were
stopped when the Coyotes broke in with a
run in the fifth-inning. Another close call
was against Central Washington, which
ended in a 6-5 victory tor the Wildcats.

AVENGE:
Continued from page 10
up 11 runs in the bOll om of the fourth inning. The heavy hitting in the inning continued when John Gebbers blasted a huge
tWO-TUn homer to cap the scoring barrage.
Sophomore pilcher Dan Lundeberg got the win for
Saturday'S second game, giving up four runs and striking out,
four over the six-inning contest.
"This was a good win for us," Reese said. "We had a few
lapses, but it's early ill the season,"
Th~ one setback for the Pirates this weekend was team captain Molett's ankle injury that he suffered in the first match. He
is dealing with torn ligHlllents III his ankle.
The Pirates will hit the road this weekend to take on
Lewis and Clark. The Pioneers are 1- t in conference play
and 3-8 overall after this weekend's split with Whitman
College.
The Pirates' next home games WIll be at noon March 22 and
23 against defcnding conference champion George Fox
University.

and a little scared.
Maybe you'd like to help.
The Spokane Humane Society
has all kmds of volunteer
opportunities. Please call or
VtSlt our website for tnformation.
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TLC Health and Education Services
Usi1lg a Team Approach to Promote Lifestyle Health & Fitness
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Young attractive
furban seeks warmhearted companion
for occasionaf
walks and silly play..
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Lori Taylor, ARNP

Diana Walters

Owner ami Pantlly Nurse P'raclillOlJt'r

- RegHt{'rel/ Dlelletall

a

• In<lcJlCndenl FNP Prael;ee
• Geneml Family lIealih Care
- Me"np,"s"l/Womcn'5 lIe.llh Care
• A.lhm. Care and ElIne.un"
- Weiglll M.n.gcmenl

Cindy Bourgoin
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foSSA CCr/ific'/ FitncH Traina
Therap;'1

Call/o Regis/er for Die/-Free Lil'lllg
Class Starting Feb. 2(jA!
CALL FOR FREE Get Acquainted Visit .... S09-467-1739
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WE WILL BE JUDGED
Thoughts from a peace
raUy at Gonzaga University .
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Protest is inconsistent
Emily Brandler
Staff writer
ne college basketball
player has used the playing of the national
anthem before each game to
make a stand in the opposite
direction.
Toni Smith, a senior
guard/forward for
Manhattanville Cullege, an
NCAA Division III school 25
miles north of New York City,
turns away from the flag during
the playing of "The StarSpangled Banner." She has
refused to face the flag at every
game this season, but only
recently have members of the
national media picked up the
story.
Smith's method of protest
made national headlines in
February when a Vietnam War
veteran stonned the court during
one of Smith's games and confronted her with a large
American flag. He was subse-

O

quently ejected from the game.
Since then, heated words have
continued to fly, almost as furiously as the myriad of lillle flags
waved in every gym in which
Smith has played this year.
Some spectators shout insults
and sing patriotic songs, while
others chant back, "We love
Toni'"
Regardless of whether the
sports arena constitutes the proper setting for Smith's social
demonstration, she can still
protest. The Constitution guarantees Smith the right to make a
stand in public and in private,
even if the majority of
Americans disagree with the
stance she has chosen.
While I support Smith's right
to prote~t, I disagree with the
justification she gives for her
methods of protest. Not only is
the argument self-contradictory,
but the action is self-defeating.
In a statement released to the
press a few weeks ago, Smith
justified her actions with words
full of passion, but also devoid
of any logical consistency.
In three disjointed paragraphs,
Smith first criticized the government for perpetuating inequalities ingrained in the American
system. She then accused the
media of stirring up the public's
emotions toward a war that

AP uri", PhD/.

Toni Smith turns her back on the flag

would kill babies overseas and
provoke more violence here at
home.
Despite Smith's rambling,
these statements at least held
some merit. The final paragraph, on the other hand, was
replete with self-contradiction. It
culminated in two sentences,
which did more to undermine
her position than anything else.
"Those who choose to [show
patriotism] by saluting the flag
should recognize ihat the
American flag stands for indi-

in protest before a recent game.
viduality and freedom," Smith
said. "Therefore any true patriot
must acknowledge and respect
my right to be different."
If Smith wants people to
respect her right to be different,
why doesn't she respect a flag
which, by her own admission,
stands for freedom and individuality? Apparently, not only do
other people disagree with
Smith's actions, but ultimately
See PROTEST...- page 15

Hollywood celebs Designated for
cast own Spill on the ride home
war with Iraq
•

Janeane Garafalo said.
~"You guys misprinted me.
You had me talking about
- some kind of cultural revolution, and I was talking about
taking arms against the government ... I don't know if
revolution is practical because
the technology is such that
we'd lose. But I think there's
Julie Striker
an enormous amount of room
Staff writer
for an activism that I, shamefully, am not yet enough of a
he beauty of democracy participant in," actor Sean
is that everyone has the Penn said.
right to share their opinWell, kids, that does it. Bring
ion. The downside is that the boys home, because Sheryl
everyone has
Crow has it
the right to
all
figured,
say
what
out.
Crow,
they think.
Garafalo and
(I The best way to solve
Take,
for
Penn are part
example, a
problems is not to have
of a small, but
•
few celebriobnoxious,
enemIes
... IJ
ties with a
minority of
Sheryl Crow,
penchant for
American
Sillger
commenting
celebrities
on the war:
who are rab~"I think
idly against
war is based
the war. As
on greed and there arc huge
lime goes on, more Americans
karmic retributions that will
are raising questions about what
follow. I think war is never the
place celebrities have in politics.
answer to solving any probFolks are expressing the opimon
lems. The best way to solve
that Hollywood, of all places,
problems is not to have eneshould have nothing to do with
mies," singer Sheryl Crow
the real world - after all, reality
said.
~"It wasn't hip (to protest
See CELEBS~ page 15
Clinton's wars)," comedian

T

friend who considers a balanccd
diet equal parts vodka and Jager.)
But, back to our quandary. After
several minutes of packing and reRyan Moede
packing, we figured it out. Tho
Opinions editor .
people up front, three in the back
with one pelSOn stretched out on
their laps. Not entirely legal, sure,
ello, my name is Ryan,
but much better Ihan the alternaand I am a designated
tive, which I will come to shortly.
driver. Well, at least
Granted, there were moments
eVI!(y now and then. It's an
in our journey across the pockhonorable task - here's why.
marked strecl~ of Spokane that I
Take this last weekend, for
honestly believed my car would
instance. A friend of mine celebreak in half from the weight.
brated his 21st birthday, and natSeriously, it's
urally, it had to
never a good
be done right.
sign when you
But it being
hear a loud
"done right"
{( Never listen to a friend scraping noise
means that a
who consider's a balanced as you turn the
lot of people
and the
diet equal parts vodka and corner
are in no shape
bottom !tcrapes
to drive. And
, Jager. "
the asph<llt
that is where I
from having
come in-the
. the passengers
man with the
double the
car keys.
actual weight of the car.
While I was the man with the
Somehow, we made it across
keys, I wasn't exactly the one
town without breaking down or
with what you might call "adeprying eyes from the local
quate seating space" in my car
enforcement authorities spotting
(which happens to be a cozy little
a severe violation of the "click it
four-passenger Honda Civic).
or ticket" signs. I think that this
The problem was immediatemight have h~d something to do
four scatbelts, seven people. One
with the facl that seven people
of which was capable of driving,
packed into a car after two hours
and one who thought he was
capable of driving. (Quick word
to the wise: Never lislen to a
See RIDE ... page 15
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Lent provides a
somber season
for sacrifice
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tion into the church. For those
who had already gone Ihrough
the process, it was a time to
remember their commitment at
their own baptism, to renew that
covenant they had made to follow aCler the will of God.
With the advent of infant baptism, Lent became more focused
on penance, that outward
Amy Robinson
demonstration of inner turmoil
Staff writer
and grief over humanity'S fallen
nature. Just as Christ gave the
ultimate sacrifice for the
-The sanctuary i~ draped in
purplc. The pipe organ
redemption of his people, as a
slowly wails a mournful
response, Christians chose to
melody about suffering and
sacrifice something important to
death. Lent has come, a time
them as giving back of that debt
of sacrifice and dedication, a
which could never be repaid. In
time of preparation and grief.
the Greek Orthodox Church,
This 40-day season of the
fasting from meat, dairy, wine
church year is an annual
and oil is required for the entire
memorial to the requirements
season. However, this fasting
of faith; it is a demonstration
also includes a spiritual refineof our commitment to Christ.
ment where the efforts
Often used as
Christians give
an excuse to
to their own
give up someends is given
thing we know
up to service
((\Ve need to regain that to others in the
we shouldn't
be doing (simtradition of reverance and name of
ply to start
Christ.
devotion in our Lenten
again on
This aspect
Easter), it is
ceIe ratwn ...
of the Lenten
designed to be
fast can be
a time of disseen in a liturcipline and
gical text
refinement for
which reads:
Christians.
"While fasting, brethren, in our
We need to regain that tradibodies let us also fast in our
tion of reverence and devotion
spirits, let us destroy every
in our Lenten celebration, and
alliance of dect;it, let U!\ give
use this time of preparation to
bread to the hungry and let us
encourage that renewal process
bring .he poor and the homeiess
within ourselves.
into our homes."
The season of Lent was added
TJtis idea res urges in many
to the church calendar in the
Protestant circles. For example,
fourth century, when
many encourage their followers
Christianity became a legal relito take the money they would
gion under the Roman governnonnally be using on whatever
ment. Originally part ofthe
they have chosen to sacrifice,
baptismal process, Lent was
and donate it to a local charity,
designed as 40 days of retreat
as a way of redirecting their
and intense preparation for those resources to reflect their
who had converted to
Christian commitment.
Christianity and would join the
And so, as we prepare ourchurch through baptism on
selves to remember our baptism,
Easter. It was a time to examine as we once again await the resthe full effect and gravity of
urrection in fasting and mourntheir decision, and dedicate
ing, I charge you to make Lent
themselves fully to the church,
more tangible in your life. We
learning more about the faith
have been given great comfort
they had adopted. Lent was, in
as middle-class U.S. citizens,
a manner, that time of death to
the self necessary for there to be
See LENb page 15
true rebirth and renewal at adop-
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History will judge the
actlonS of our nation
•

The following is a
transcript from a speech
given at a peace rallY
Feb. 22 at Gonzaga
University ...

EmmyLou Taylor
Guest writer

his is the first peace rally
I have ever attended in
English. I recently had
the privilege of spending a
month in Germany and Italy
and was profoundly struck by
the force and conviction with
which the Germans and Italians
were already protesting the
political actions of the United
States. I was, and am still
today, impressed by the responsibility the European nations
feel regarding conflict between
two countries' foreign to them.
I hope that someday we as a
nation can act with the
Europ.ean Union's ~ame worldconscJ(lusness and sense of
re"ponsibiliiy.
We are living today in a time
pregnant with historical significance, and all of our actions are
being carefully recorded and
interpreted; soon enough this
course of human events will be
written down in the history
book for all our tomorrows.
The end of this contlict will
come. Of how we are uncertain,
but we can be assured of this
- we, you and I standing here
today, will be held responsible
for its outcome. History will
judge us. We will be held
accountable for our actions.
What we now see with clouded
vision, our children will see
with perfect clarity. I reemphasize: You will be held responsible. This question remains: Will
we be able to bear it?

T

Hamilton and Aaron Burr. In a
I have heard the most atroworld that is becoming more
cious, vicious and condemning
cosmopolilan with every
statements made concerning
departing international flight,
those countries that oppose our
there will come a day when we
current course of action.
are no longer able 10 demonize
Having been accused of being
our enemies in order to destroy
"Old Europe" by the U.S. govthem, for they will have
ernment, I assure you that after
become our neighbors. Our
spending time in this "Old
children will play with their
Europe" it is the United States
children. Our daughters will
who is lagging behind, who is
marry their sons. No longer
stuck in the days of colonialism
will the struggle to maintain
and remains fixated on political
political hegemony drive our
hegemony and world domiworld and dictate our connance while the rest of Europe
science, but rather the struggle
presses forward toward cooperfor equality and justice will fuel
ation and peace. This "Old
us to take the term "diplomacy"
Europe" is a Europe that underto new heights. Someday our
stands better than we ever posuniversal respect for humanity
sibly could, what war does to
will recognize that there are
the world. I assure you, after
more than just two options
spending considerable time
when confronted with those
stUdying the rise of the
who would threaten the worldNationalist Socialist party in
wide movement for justice and
Germany, the Germans today
true peace.
understand what it means to
Somewhere today in the Iraqi
bear responsibility for their
desert, a 12-year-old boy is
actions. Never have I seen a
being taught how to shoot his
country so honest, so candid
gun. He is being told that
about their failures, so openly
Americans are to blame,
condemning of their own pasAmericans are the enemy and it
sive submission to governis his responsibility to protect
ment's forceful hand. They
his country
have memoriand his family
alized the
from America.
horrors they
Somewhere
inflicted, and
Ii History will judge us.
on a military
have allowed
base in the
the whole
We
be held
United States,
world to cast
accountable for our
a young
their judgactions. "
woman is
ment upon
bei~g taught
them. I have
thatlra'qis are
yet to see a
the outlaws,
m"moriaj to
Iraqis are
slavery.
after Americans anp it is her
I have yet to see a memorial
responsibility to protect the
condemning the internment of
world
from the threatening
Japanese-Americans during
demons. One day the two indiWWIl. I haye yet to see a
viduals meet, and one will kill
memorial honoring the native
the other in the name of peace.
citizens of this land killed by
That is what the U.S. governwhite men we know as our
ment today calls "our only
forefathers. Where America has
option." Our country claims
erased its 'sordid past, Germany
that our attempts at diplomacy
has embraced theirs. The
are exhausted, and while the
Germans know shame. The
rest o( the world tries desperGennans know war. The
ately to convince us that we
Germans have earned the right
have other options lefl, that
to be heard.
diplomacy
has not been
I have no doubt that one day
we still have time,
exhausted,
our world will evolve past the
we
accuse
them of being
and
need for war. War will become
"Old
Europe."
In
our own selfa historical barbarity on par
righteousness we threaten the
with the duels Ihat "settled" the
disagreements between men of
See JUDGE..- page 15
history such as Alexander

will
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Ugly Stick letter
was out of line
Dear Editor,
In regards 10 the leiter to the
edilor entitled, "Couch needed for
The Ugly Stick," I was appalled.
The letter, in response 10 The Ugly
Stick publishcd on Feb. 18, was
unnecessarily cruel. Mr. Freeman

made Ihe disappointing choice of
directing his anger at the writer
not the article. In his letter, Mr.
Fr('.eman made several personal
attacks on the guest writer, Casey
Pettitt. The letter describes Casey
as an immature, grade-school boy
who cracks jokes 10 fit in and wets
his pants; the kind of person we
laugh AT, not with. In short, the
letter viciously staled, "Casey is
not funny."
How dare Mr. Freeman launch
a personal attack of this caliber

on Mr. Pettitt, a person he does
not even know. Criticism of opinions and ideas, when conveyed in
a constructive manner, is always
respected. Criticism of an individual, however, is never appropriate. The latter was the
approach Mr. Freeman took in his
letter of criticism.
As a friend of Casey, I am personally
offended
by
Mr.
Freeman's letter. Mr. Freeman
wrote in support of Ben Couch;
someone he obviously thinks

highly of. In an attempt to glorify
Mr. Couch, Mr. Freeman unfairly
tore down Casey. In Caf>ey's
defense, he is someone I think
highly of, and is, indeed, funny. I
believe Mr. Freeman owes Casey
and The Whitworth ian a sincere
apology for his blatant rudeness.
I sincerely hope no one has
formed a lasting judgment about
Casey as a person from Mr.
Freeman's inconsiderate letter. I
look forward to reading Ugly
Stick columns from both Mr.

Couch and Mr. Pettitt, both of
whom I feel write equally witty
and entertaining articles.
On a lighter note, Mr.
Freeman, if The Ugly Stick is the
only thing that makes your week
worth living, I suggest you find a
new hobby.
Sincerely,
Bethy Campbell
Sophomore
Psychology and Sociology
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sentiment about war from many
of our nation's beauliful people,
America doesn't care about anyone.
We're mean and only interContinued from page 13
ested in money. Saddam
and movies have usually occu- Hussein isn't a Ihreat; we're just
pied opposite ends of the spec- bullying him and destroying his
trum. Then again, stars are people. Leave Ihem alom" we
American citizens too, citizens don't want bad karma. See my
who just want to "use their pop- latesl release, coming to a theularity for good" to quote the ater near you."
Celebrities have a problem
movie Clueless. Hmm, perhaps
that's just what these celebrities with capitalism, huh? Let's
are - totally clueless. Simply think about that for a second.
because Sean Penn can play a What most people find disguststoned surfer very persuasively ing about capitalism is that the
or Sheryl Crow can sing a tune majority of the nation's wealth
we all want to hum along to, is controlled by a ridiculously
does not give them the autnority small percentage of people.
to make good political asser- While we're at it, let's think
tions, and tne press should not about another reason why peotreat them as political authorities ple, and particularly Muslims,
- their comments are generally dislike America, namely, our
uninformed, incoherent and hyp- lack of morals. We watch smut
on TV and in the movies, and
ocritical.
Everyone has the right to free we listen to smut on the radio.
speech, and there is no reason Naked women and men with
why celebrities can't say what big firearms and dirty language
ever they want to, no matter how - that's the American way.
Now, this is where .you take
brainless it is. There's nothing
we can do about that. But some- over. Which group of people in
thing should be done about all the United States can you think
of that might
the
press
contribute to
they're getboth of the
tin g
aforemenCelebrities
II The American media
tioned probare
given
needs to forget the sensa~ lems? Yup.
press based
That's
the
purely
on
tionalism of celebrity
conclusion I
their
fame
mantra/spewinging and came
up
not on their
with,
too.
I
stick
to
real
news.
U
intelligence
would say
(clearly).
that's pretty
While· some
ironic, but as
celebrities are
Morisette
kindly
intelligent people with Ivy Alanis
League diplomas, a good chunk demonstrated, celebrities clearof the Celeb population is com- ly don't understand the meanprised of,good-looking monkeys ing of that word.
Not only is it ridiculous for
who got a hold of a catch phrase,
and it .ain't pretty..At best,- th€!, press to pay attention to
celebrity comments are useless celebrity politicai nonsense,
and at worst they're profane, asi- but there is actually a term for
nine ramblings of egomaniacs. this technique in the propaganTo illustrate, Chrissie Hynde of da world, and it's called
The Pretenders had this to sayan "appeal to a false authority."
stage (it's been edited for profan- I'm fairly certain that propaity, so think Pulp Fiction, and ganda isn', really the most
legitimate form of reporting.
you've got it):
"Have we gone to war yet? The American media need to
We deserve to get bombed. forget the sensationalism of
Bring it on. Let's get rid of all celebrity mantra-spewing and
the economic (expletive) this stick to real news.
I would like to put a new
country represents! Bring it on,
~pin on an old Tertullian quote
I hope the Muslims win!"
First of all, this is clearly 100 and say, "What has Hollywood
percent profane, asinine stupid- to do ,with Washington?"
ity, but it's interesting to note Forget the celebrities. Being
that celebrities, of all people, able to convincingly pretend
take issue with American eco- you're someone else doesn't
make you politically powerful,
nomics.
This has been a very constant or at least it shouldn't. Lots of
theme among celebrity com- regular people are out there
ments. After reading hundredS with a lot of brains, a lot of pasof quotes, including actor sion and no silicone implants
Richard Gere's comment that, who are working their tails off
"America has never paid any to deal with the Iraq situation
attention to other people," allow in a positive way - let them
me to paraphrase the common get the press they deserve.
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of beer goggles early in the night and spotted a
pair of dubious-looking females soon thereafter.
Then there is the friend who feels the need to
critique your driving, and finally, after bumping
nis head against the foggy window for the thousandth time decides that he needs to drive because
you're making the car bumpy.
Seated next to him is his friend who met a girl
at the bar, and you'd like to get a glimpse to see if
she is cute but the shared alcohol between Ihem
seems to have created a bond between their lips
and you have yet to see what she actually looks
like apart from his face.
_
Also a part of the crew is the "Ooh" drunk.
"Ooh, pretty lights."
All Ihis, not to condone excessive drinking, but if
an Irish Car Bomb does just thai to your stomach,
get a ride home from a friend. And above all, love
your designated driver- gas money always is
appreciated.

of dancing in a
club produces
incredible
Continued from page 13
amounts of heat.
and that I am slJlI
trying to defog the windows in my car.
lWo good reasons to be a designated driver:
1. Cabs are expensive.
2. If you are ever feeling down, drive a bunch
of raucous, happy drunks home. First, take note of
that special word - happy. People who are not
happy drunks are not fun. But happy drunks are a
guaranteed laugh.
But if you happen to have friends who are still
in good spirits after never learning how to say 'no'
to the cocktail waitress that keeps the drinks
flow.in', then you, my friend, are in for a hilarious
ride home.
Let's break down the cast of characlers. Riding
shotgun with you is one buddy who found a pair

RIDE

JUDGE:
Continued from page 14
delicate political status of the
world on reports from United
Nations Chief Weapons
Inspector Hans Blix that states
that there "might be" the threat
of nuclear weapons being still
housed in Iraq, but no one
knows for sure, really. In his
most recent report, Blix insisted
that their efforts are working,
and "Iraq has carried out a substantial measure of disarmament." IAEA secretary general
Mohamed EIBaradei's report
concurred and stated further that

"After three months of intrusive
inspections, there was no evidence of a revival of a nuclear
programme in Iraq."
Yet the U.S. government,
along with its supporters, refuses to recognize any efforts made
on the part of Iraq as sufficient
enough to impede, much less
prevent, war. We act with certainty as if we are the only
nation that has anything to lose
or gain from this conflict. We
treat the world opinion as if it
weighs relatively little in comparison to the potential threat to
the United States. When will
we understand that we are part
of something greater than ourselves? When will we protest

so does she.
OK, so Smith didn't construct the most coherent press
statement ever released. She's
Contln ued from page 13
a college student struggling to
sort out the world. I'll give her
that. However, the next time Smith chooses to protest in the
same manner, there are a few things she should first consider.
By literally turning her back on the American flag, Smith also
turns her back on everything that flag and this country represent,
including the right to protest.
The right to protest, as with most of the rights we enjoy in
America, actually should be regarded as a privilege rather than an
entitlement. It may be a "right" to us, but elsewhere in the world
it is considered a benefit few are allowed to enjoy.
I'm sure Smith has valid objections to the impending war with
Iraq. Her protest against the war and against the current American
system is her prerogative, but here's some food for thought.
I doubt actions similar to Smith's would be tolerated by Saddam
Hussein, for instance. Such a protest, in which people disrespected.
their nation's symbols, would go over like a lead balloon in a dictatorship such as Iraq, not to mention Communist North Korea.
,Smith may not want to go to war with Iraq, but I doubt she
would want to pick up her basketball and go live there either.
The United States of America is not a perfect system. It has
definite domestic and international flaws that need to be
addressed, and Smith has the right to address them.
While her arguments may be well-meaning, they are for the
most part self-contradictory. Although her methods of protest are
legally permissible, they also show a lack of respect for and
appreciation of the freedoms embodied in our national symbol.
In essence, when Smith turns a cold shoulder on the flag at
every game, she also rejects that which gives her the privilege 10
do so in the first place.
Smith can continue to protest in the same manner, but she
should at least acknowledge that the flag also represents the freedoms she exercises each time she turns her back on it.

going to drink. Whether it's at a

photo that's a close enough match, students have
no problem finding the shortest route to the bar. Is
it time for a change in the law? Should the
drinking age be lowered from 21 to 18? Be sure to
check back next week for the results.
Visit us online now and vote at:
www.wllitwol th. edu/whi [Yo/arlhian
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Four-passenger car; six
people
In Da' Club
www,ratemyprofessors,com
Mark Roberts (streaker)
13 days until Opening Day
World's largest Chee-to
on eBay

LENT:
Continued from page 14
the resurrection in fasting and
mourning, I charge you to
make Lent more tangible in
your life. We have been given
great comfort as middle-class
U.S. citizens, and that comfort
can often lead to spiritual
lethargy.
However, Lent is a time to
challenge ourselves to face the
darkness that covers the world,
and make ourselves stronger
and fitter in spiritual ways, so
as to truly honor the sacrifice
that was made for us.
Find a way to challenge your
own lifestyle and give back to
God. This can be through an
increase in tithing, through a
closer scrutiny of the resource's
we use, or through a longer,
more extensive regular prayer
time.
However you choose to
observe Lent, remember that as
Easter approaches, we are all
training ourselves for that complete and thorough understanding and application of our salvation.

'~

,

losers

&J

college students are

party or they snag a friend's 1.0. with a

for not only peace in America
- but peace in Israel and
Palestine, as well? Don't we
realize that a threat to peace
anywhere is a threat to peace
everywhere?
Our world is tom on the issue
of Iraq. We are Americans, but
perhaps first we all ought to be
world citizens. History will
want our explanation and we
will have to give them our
account. Be assured, many will
die if this conflict takes place.
Their blood will be on all of our
hands. We must find a better
way than this.
·Quotes from Blix and
EIBaradei taken from BBC
NEWS online - March 9, 2003
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Thoughtful Stew

I

Take this transition one
step at a time
Janelle Thayer
Director of Student Health
and Counseling Center

-.

It is at about this time every
year that senior students start to
feel a littl more anxiety than
usual.
It is finally hard to ignore the
impending deadline of graduation, which inevitably leads others around the soon-to-be graduate to ask the question, "What are
you going to do after graduation?" It is precisely that question that drives many students to
figure it out, if for no other reason, than 10 have a nice, smooth,
sound-byte like response to the
question rather than looking a little too much like a deer ... in the
headlights!
When you think about it, this is
a pretty stressful time! All the
expectations of parents, teachers,
and mentors feel as though they
are weighing on that one, wellplaced answer to the question!
After all, you have had parents
who have given time, energy and
resources to help you arrive at
this place. You have had teachers
and mentors who have invested
in your life along the way and
you are grateful! How, then, can,
this be a time to cherish and

enjoy when you have all this
pressure and all these choices in
front of you?
In addition, the state of our
country right now makes feeling
hopeful a little difficult. The tension of the political climate
increases and our economic
future seems tenuous at best. All
of this in addition to your questions about IF grad school, then
WHERE? If not grad school, then
WHAT? Is GOD calling me to a
certain place? Does He even care
where I go? And, how am I going
to pay back these loans?
Before I create a group panic
attack among seniors and their
parents, I'd like to share some
advice on keeping perspective in
the next few months.
1. Refuse to panic! No one can
think straight when slhe is anxious.
2. When you feel anxious
about the next steps after graduation, DO SOMETHING toward
getting more clarity about what
actual concrete plans you can
start making.
3. Don't worry so much about
the answer that "sounds" good.
Be honest about where you are in
the process of figuring out your
next steps. Pride is your enemy
right now. Ask people for advice,
information and comfort.
(The Career Center has some
great information, and they
would love to help you!)
4. Break things down into concrete steps:
a. brainstOTIll all your options;
b. narrow down the list by
looking at the pros and cons of

each decision;
c. Take time to explore your
top two or three choices thoroughly.
5. Be realistic about who you
are and what "fils" for your personality, interests, economic
needs and values.
6. Keep things as simple as
possible. If in doubt, add less to
your list, not more.
7. Don't drive yourself crazy
by being too idealistic. Time is all
your side.
8. Understand that this is a
majOr transition and it takes more
emotional energy from you as a
result. Factor that into the equation and take the time you need to
make it a good experience.
9. Procrastination will only
make you feel more anxious_
Force yourself to start gathering
information. You'll be amazed at
how anxiety can turn into excitement about the possibilities!
10. Know that even though
you might feel pressure from
people asking the dreaded question, "What are you going to do
after graduation?", they really are
just interested in you and how
you are doing. Most of us are
excited for you and will miss you
and arc just trying to share in
your experience. We understand
the pressure you must feel and
just want you to know that we are
in your corner during this next
phase of your life!
"Thoughtful Stew" is (} rifled/Oil 0/
jaClf/(y IUd sttiff wircsjiOIlJ (lcross the
[F/IJltwortb Collrge mll/p"s.

Spring break preparation

Softball breaks losing streak

Get ready to show some skin;
A guide to bronzing the body.

Bues wins against Lutes 4-3;
Beat no. 5 team in nation.
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Jackets disappear on campus
Heather Thomsen
Siaff WI iler
Recent Jacket J3ckings on campus have raised concerns about
security at Whitworth.
Six jackets are believed to
have been stolen last week.
Security Supervisor LeRoy
Fantasm said two were taken the
night of March 9 from Harriet
Cheney Cowles Library and four

were stolen the morning of
March 10 from the Hixson Union
Building dining hall entrance.
"We've had bags come up
missing before, but from what I
know, those have been an accident, like picking up the wrong
backpack," said Dee, a card
checker in the dining hall who
asked that her last name not be
used.
However, the latest garment
grabbing!> appear to be the result

of theft.
One of those coats belonged to
junior Julie Schulmerich, who
was in the cafeteria between 8:20
and 9 a.m. Monday when her coat
disappeared. Schulmerich reported her missing coat to the HUB
Info Desk, Whitworth security
and finally to the local sheriff.
Her coat has not been recovered.
"Security has been very attentive and supportive in the situa-

tion, but there's nol much they
can do," Schulmerich said.
Dec, who was on duly when
Schulmerich's jacket was allegedly stolen, said students are now
more concerned about leaving
their belongings in the slorage
spaces outside the dining hall.
"It's a shame when students
can'l be comfortable leaving
book bags and coats where
they're told to leave them," Dec
said.

Bags and extra possessions are
not allowed in the dining hall
because of fife hazards, ~he said.
"This is not a normal occurrence for this campus," Fantasia
said in a campus-wide e-mail.
Most students agree that
Whitworth is a secure community.
"Overall, Whitworth shll is a
'safe school' in comparison to
See JACKETS ... page 2

Government program
tracks international
students, faculty
Professors asked to keep eyes,
ears open for information
Anthony Rodin
Staff WIlier
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ASWC President and senior EmmyLou Taylor shares her happy box and memories of former Whitworth student
Cameron Gray at Chapel last Thursday. tile one-year anniversary of Gray's death.

Campus honors
student's memory
Aimee Goodwin
Nf'lVS ediror

FrJCnds of former Whitworth student Cameron
Gray remember the shocking reality that hit them
nbout this lime last spring
Thursday marked the one-year anniversary of
the denth of former sophomore Gray, who died
after being struck by a truck while crossing
Whitworth Drive last year.
President Bill Robinson traveled to Texas this
weekend to speak at Gray's home church in
remembrance of her life.
ASWC President and senior EmmyLou Taylor,
who was Gray's ministry coordinator dlJfmg Gray's
freshman year at Whitworth, spoke in remembrance
of Gray at 11lUrsday's chapel service.
Dealing with the loss of Gray has been difficult,
Taylor s;lId.

"For a long lime I just didn't think it was real,"
Taylor Said. "I was pretty detached from my own
emotIOns about it for a variety of rea!>ons III the
beginning, but now it feels redeeming to think
about her at length again and the unique spirit she
brought to my life and to Whitworth."
Gray's absence during the past year has deeply
affected the hfe of her close friend, junior
Susanna Tkach.
"II was hard for me to get married knowing that
Cameron wasn't right there to cheer me on and
encourage me lhe week beforehand," Tkach said.
"I still fmd times that I thmk, 'I need to tell
Cameron what just happened.' Those arc the hardest times because that's when it's still so devastating that she's not here."
See HONORS ... page 2
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In re!>ponse to the Sept. 11
?tlacks, the government is enact- ,..-:-.: ,AI$~:~J!e:th~,SEVI$
mg a new progr?m wlll~h tracks
" ~ -, story,oll page 13
the schedules of mternatIOnal ~tu- ::,
.,'
.,
dents at colleges and universities. . ' in Opinions ''': ,
Through Wlulworth's new '.
: _'_ __
Dalatel network, the government's
Student and Exchange VIsitor InformatIOn Sy!>tem (SEVIS) alerts Dec
Dobler, Whitworth's primary designated SChOll I offiCIal and SEVIS
coordinator, when an international student drops a class without
adding a new Cill!>S or change~ to parlllme.
Dobler looks into the situation before sending the report to the
Imnllgration and Naturalization Service (INS).
Overall, 24 triggers can bring up alerts on Dobler's computer through
the Datatel network. Examples include students changing their majors,
getting mamed or requesting to do off-campus mtern!>hips.
Whitworth met the government's comphance date of Feb. 15 an~
has submitted one studqnt's informntion to the INS to test the system.
"[SEVIS] has been nlY full-time job 5ince September," Dobler said
The faculty of InternatIOnal Student Affairs I!> keeping the internatIOnal student body up-to-date about the program.
"They [international ~tudents] need to be aW<1re of changes in immigration regulations and know their responsibilities," Dobler s<lid.
The program is receiving bOlh praise and critiCism Washington
State Umverslty !>tudents recently held a protest against the program.
Assistant Dean for Programming Esther Louie s<1id she thinks the
SEVIS Icquirements are more invasive Ihan past requirement~.
"( would hate to see any kind of effect which would make it difficult for international students to come to the U.S. for study programs,"
Louie said.
However, the program docs nol cover what international students do
off campus. For example, the student who wa!'> recently arrested at the
University of Idaho for terrorism did not trigger any of the SEVIS alerts.
International student and Cultural DIversity Advocate senior David
Chen said the internatiollld students were informed of the guidelines,
but he thinks the guidelines arc somewhat 5tric!.
"They want to know everything," Chen said. "We have to accept
thiS policy. Other students complain about it a little; but there isn't
really a big reaction to the policy."
SEVIS began in the mid-1990s under the name Coordin<1ted
Interagency Partnership Regulating Intcrnation<11 Students (C1PRIS).
However, it never got the necessary funding and became a dead project. After the Sept. II attacks, the project was reinstated under the
U.S. Patriot Act.
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LIFE:
Continued from page 1

Senior Joanna
Graham puts her
coat In one of the
storage spaces
outSide of the
Hixson Union din·
Ing hall, which IS
where
Schulmerich:s
coat was when it
was stolen.

,
~
'.

ning of the year," freshman Sarah Marken said. "I
try to be more cautious with my possessions now."

JACKETS:
Continued from page 1
other colleges," Schulmerich said. "In proportion
to other places, we have a very low theft rate, but
it doc!> happen more than we realize."
Others do not concur so readily about the security here.
"My bike was one of many stolen at the begin-

Though Whitworth Security is taking extra
measures to en!>ure the safety of students and their
belongings, Fantasia said everyone should be cautious of their valuables. Schulmench agreed.
"You take a chance whenever you leave something out of your sight," she said. "I will evaluate
the risk a little differently now and carry my stuff
with me when I can."
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Call x3248

Earn 51,000 - 52,000

for your Student
Group in just J hours!

12424 N DiYI51011
Spokane. WA 992DIl
509.464.3644

College fundraising made
Simple, Safe and Free.

Take Out - Free Delivery

Multiple fund raising options
available No carwashes. No
raffles. Just successl Fundralslng
dates are filling quickly. Get
with the programs that workl
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Tkach said certain limes of the
past year have been more difficult for her than others.
"The start of school was difficult because I kept thinking that I
would see her in the HUB, the
Chapel or just around campus,"
Tkach said. "Christmas and my
birthday were also difficult
because we were both born
around Christmas."
Tkach said she and some of
Gray's other friends have deal!
with their grief by remembenng
the fun times they shared with
Gray. Tkach said staying in touch
with Gray's parents also has
helped ease her pain.
"Because we keep in contact, I
feel like I slIlI have a part of what
Cameron was to me," Tkach said.
"I see so much of Cameron in her
mom that it helps me remember
the good times we had."
Taylor said her memories of
Gray have helped her appreciate
'Whitworth more than ever.
"When I thmk about her, I
remember how important the
relationships are that I have made
here and try to remember not to
take those for granted," Taylor
said. "Mostly, I just miss her
presence. I can't believe it has
already been a year."
One of Gray's legacies to
Taylor is the idea of having a
happy box. When Gray felt sad,
she would dig through her decorated cardboard box full of
thoughts that reminded her of
happy times.
Taylor said she thinks of Gray
every time she puts a new happy
thought into her own happy box.
"I remember the importance of

thegrapevine ~
You are rude!
~

You who chase me down to tell me (albeit) loud and publicly
of my campus traffic infraction.

~

We who lambast members of dormatories by proclaiming
their identities as "oxymorons." Oxymoron for us:
newspaper.

...

You who sneer when I go out of my way to hold the door
open for you, if only to honor the memory of forgotten
acts of chivalry.

...

You who stop in the middle of the road around campus to
spend extended amounts of time talking to your friends,
neglecting the 13-car pile up behind you.

~

You who call me and upon my pleasant phone greeting ask
who I am.

~

You who congest Saga lines by having one-an-ones with
people you see at every meal.

888-923-3238
www.campusfundraiser.com
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creating moments of happiness
that can be sustaining when life is
more difficult," Taylor said after
the chapel service. "My box
reminds me not to take moments
of joy for granted, and it also
helps me not to forget how lucky I
am to have the relationships I do."
Those who were close to Gray
keep her legacy alive with their
memories.
"Cameron was often troubled,
but even more often Cameron
was aware of the new life that
was made available to her in
Christ and she believed in that
with incredible strength and
faith," Taylor said.
Tkach said she would like a
red rosebush planted as a living
memorial to Gray.
ASWC
purchased
and
engraved a brick in one entrance
to the Hixson Union Building,
which bears Gray's name and
serves as a reminder of her life
and tragic death.
Assistant
Professor
of
Psychology Noelle Wiersma,
Gray's advisor, said she still keeps
a picture of Gray on her desk.
"It constantly remind.s me of
the two most important things
that I personally saw in her: great
potential and true priorities,"
Wiersma said. "It also reminds
me of the great calling to look for
the uniqueness in each precious
individual in the sometimes vast
sea of advisees that make their
way before my desk."
Tkach said Gray was like a sister to her.
"I will always remember her
passion for blue plaid, penguins
and God," Tkach said. "I know
that she is in heaven -and I'll see
her again someday. I hope that
her influence on me lasts for the
rest of my life and I know I'll
never forget her."

PHOTOGRAPHERS
13m Di Bum, KI/;t!J(/IIt/ FukJ(oka, Alh1 Grahmll, Allia Zololarol'll, CIlI/{!)' Mitchell, lU1l1I Moore,
Ab'sSIl Neel, Allgelll Ruthert, Kolle VOIgt

The Whilworlluan is Ihe official publicalinll nf Ihc Associatcd SlUdents of Whitwonb College (ASWC) and IS puhhshed
weekly, except during Jamoary and studcll! vacations. Opinions cxpressed in cdilonal and adverllsing COnlell! do nol necessarily reflect the views of ASWC, the college, Its adminislralion, facuhy or siaff. Whitworth College provides equal
opportunlt)' in educalion 'lIld employment in accordance wilh Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, Tille IX of Ihe
EducatIOn Amendments and Sections 799A and 845 of the Public Hcallh Services Act,

:'The .Gra~evine" is a weekly colU1~n in The Whitworthian fealurmg b,ts oj campus comedy, ullusual stories and light humor. To
contribute your story or to answer the question of the week, call
ext. 3248 or e-mail editor@whitworth.edu.

~ ASWCminutes
March 12

~
~

Resolution #3.03 failed - ASWC formal disapproval of·
those who park on campus without passes.

~

ASWC Curr~~t E~ent~ Luncheon - "The Importance of
Fun? raising In Hlgh.er Education" at noon today in the
Cafe. Hosted by ~sslstant ~irector of Annual Giving
and Church RelatIOns KeVin Benson and Director of
Whitworth Fund and Special Programs lillian Bell.

...

Sabrin.a .Ward Harn~on - 8 p.m. tonight in Warren Lounge.
VISit her Web site at www.sabrinawardharrison.com.

~

Wandermere Papa John's - $5 large carry-out pizza
Call 462-7272 for more information.

~

Mac Hall in concert -

April 6

.... News
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newsbriefs
iclub creates new Web site
,~r-

.,

.'.'-

The International Club has a new Web page that contains information about upcoming events, reminders for international students
and a gallery of photos from past events.
Visit www.whitworth.edu/Students/ASWC/InternationaIClub/
Openingpage.htm to see the Web page.

"

Whitworth scrubs are available
The senior class is selling Whitworth scrubs again for·$18.50 per
pair. Order forms are available at the Info Desk in the Hixson Union
Building. The scrubs come in blue or green. The deadline for orders
is Thursday at 5 p.m.
Contact Senior Class Coordinator Cristina Moore at ext. 4558 for
more information.
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Gonzaga hosts graduation The African American Graduation Celebration CommiUee and
Gonzaga University are hosting the eighth-annual African
American Graduation Celebration from 1 to 3 p.m. on May 3 at
Gonzaga's Martin Centre. African Americans who will receive their
GED or are graduating from high school, college or vocational
school by August are welcome to participate.
The celebration will focus on Mrican and African American heritage. All participants will receive a Kente strip like those worn in
ceremonies in Ghana, West Africa.
Contact Multicultural Program Assistant Stephy Beans for more
information.

Sister Mary Rathert (right) listens to Diana Boyd (left) share her experiences at the downtown Spokane Women's
Drop-in Center last Monday in a Dixon Hall classroom.

Students explore poverty
problems in Spokane

Lecture series features Nigeria

Sarah L. Lamb
Staff writer

The fourth lecture in Whitworth's 46th annual Great Decisions
lecture series will be held from 7:30 to 9:30 p.m. Thursday night in
the Music Building Recital Hall.
The lecture will feature Maria Beebe, a member of Washington
State University's Center to Bridge the Digital Divide. She has
worked with various university and government leaders in several
African countries, as well as USAID in Liberia, Sudan and South
Africa. Beebe will have just returned from Nigeria at the time of the
lecture

Members of the Whitworth community are trying
to connect with this world in an attempt to answer the
Christian call to service through charity and justice.
The Murdock Charitable Trust's "Lives of
Commitment" project and the Poverty Awareness
Theme House have enabled students to see beyond
the community at Whitworth. '

Lives of commitment

Spend spring break week in B.C.
Fourteen spots are available for the Outdoor Recreation spnng
break trip to British Columbia.
Participants will stay at Pender Island's three-story Oaks Bluff
Lodge, which has a hot tub and a view of the San Juan Islands and
Mt. Baker.
The week's activities will include hiking in the Olympic National
Forest and to the top ofM!. Norman, visiting hot springs and Native
American art galleries, touring Victoria, B.C., watching whales and
riding bikes.
The total cost of $150 per person includes lodging, transportation, breakfasts and dinners.
Contact Outdoor Recreation Coordinator Ben Metcalf for more
information at bmetcalfOl@whitworth.edu.

-Compiled by Aimee Goodwill
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Last spring, Whitworth received the Murdock grant
of more than $1 million to aid students in connecting
what they believe with how they act in and after college. Professor of Politics and History Julia Stronks
is the director of the Lives of Commitment project.
"Our emphasis is on .working for justice, increasing civic engagement and developing an understanding of how ethical considerati6n's impact our
disciplines," Stronks said.
The project lasts five years and began last fall.
Associate Professor of Psychology Adrian Teo, the
assessment director for the project, will be able to
gauge how the project has affected the lives of students over time. The project, through a student
cohort group created during their years at
Whitworth, follows these students aner they graduate to see how the beliefs they developed at school
have affected their behavior in the workplace and
common life.
"Our hope is that the work of this grant will make
it even easier for students to leave college confident
that they will be able to make good choices ...
choices that reflect the commitment of their hearts,"
Stmnks said.
The campus has hosted speakers addressing justice issues, created a political activism club, supported the Street Kids Project and developed the
first cohort group, all through the Lives of
Commitment project.
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Sister Mary Rathert, the director of the Women's
Drop-In Center in downtown Spokane, talked to
Whitworth students last Monday night about women
and their social justice and poverty i~sues in Spokane .
Visiting Instructor of Modern Languages Kristin
Pederson was the person who wanted to bring Sister
Rathert to campus.
Pederson wanted to bring Sister Rathert to campus to expose students to the outside world and to
see what surviving in downtown Spokane is like.
"Students don't see or experience what's going
on even 20 minutes [from campus]," she said.
The center is a safe place for homeless and mentally ill women to go to seek refuge.
Participants can take classes and be involved in
groups 10 "help Ihe person help themselves,"
Pederson said.
Sister Rathert said that in talking wilh the stu-

dents, she tried to show the importance of seeing
people that are often stereotyped in a new light.
"[They are] individuals who deserve respect and
dignity just as we all want," Rathert said.
Rathert brought a participant, Diana Boyd, from
the Drop-In Center with her to speak about her life
experiences with poverty, drugs and social justice.
Pederson said she hopes students "pause before
they label someone" after hearing Diana's story.
A new lecture series tilled, "Alleviating Poverty
and Building Assets for the Development of WorldPartnerships
and
Class
Communities:
Collaboration," includes experts and lectures 011
community development. The first speaker was
Melvin Oliver, who spoke to students last Thursday
about "Alleviating Poverty, Building Assets for
World-Class Cities" at a luncheon and then a lecture
thaI night. Upcoming lecturer Hector Gaza, will discuss "Community and Educational Partnerships:
Advancing Opportunity to Become a World-Class
Community" on April 4.

Poverty awareness
Poverty Theme House residents sophomores
Tahlia Ganser, Richelle' Reid, Alicia Hooton and
Katie Thompson have participated in projects
throughout the school year to promote awareness of
the poverty situation in Spokane.
Their projects have included serving dinner twice
a month at Cup of Cool Water, a place where homeless teens can gather and form relationships with' the
Christian volunteers. They also have served sandwiches downtown and conducted a clothing drivr..
Hooton worked with Homework Helpers, which
tutors and assists at-risk students. at schools in
Spokane.
"It's more effective to concentrate your time on
one organization," Hooton said. "You have to focus
on them [the teens especially J. They're really
depending on you."
Thompson said she hopes they have brought
awareness of the different kinds of poverty in
. Spokane to Whitworth and shown how many organizations arc available that help people struggling
with poverty.
The Poverty Theme I louse residents also have
hosted fundraising activities like the tea house on
campus last semester and a recent coin drive. Ganser
said this drive raised more than $300. The money
will go loward an after-school program, which is a
safe place for underprivileged kids at the YWCA.
This program recently received a budge! cut.
The Poverty Theme I louse residents recognize
that the problem in Spokane is great.
"It takes more than a meal to make a difference,"
Thompson said. "it's a long-term commilmen\."
Hooton said poverty in Spokane affects all age
groups, genders and areas. Students should not be
discouraged from helping, however. ] ler roommate
Reid agrees.
"Anybody can help oul with something; every lillie thing helps," Reid said .
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New class allows
business majors
to test skills with
small businesses
Heather Thomsen
Staff writer
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The ants go marching one by one ...

The grant's purpose is to help
develop a center for entrepreneurship and small-business studies at
Whitworth. In addition to the
partnership with SNAP, the grant
is flssistipg the school in its
endeavors to give students interaction with entrepreneurs and
small-business
professionals
from industries throughout the
regIOn.

Whitworth's new entrepreneur
class could be described as a
snap.
Through funding from the
Seattle-based
Herbert
Jones
Foundation, the Micro Enterprise
Development class is working
with the Spokane Neighborhood
Peterson said the SNAP agency
Action Program (SNAP) to partner
with lower-income Spokane resi- has Micro Enterprise Funds that
dents who are starting their own are given in chunks of about
$10,000 for each prospective
businesses.
entrepreneur. SNAP's one condiSNAP offers classes to tion in loaning the money is that
prospective entrepreneurs to particiPlmts take the agency's class
develop their business plans. The to learn how to write a business
Whitworth students assist in the plan, which includes the financial
organization and application of aspects as well as marketing and
those plans.
presenting the plan to a bank.
Senior Jill Vaughan, a business
The Whitworth students' role is
major, is partnered through SNAP
to assist the
with a woman
entrepreneurs
who is starting a
in compiling
gift basket comthe plan. In
pany
called
tfThere is a tremendous addition, they
Baskets Abound.
gain real-world
"She
just emphasis on small business experience outdecided that she in this country. Even ifyou side the c1asshas wanted to
don't want to start your room.
[start her own
own,
you'll probably end up The class is
business] for a
currently not
long time, and
workingfor one. "
required
for
she's so dedicated
Vaughan's
to iI," Vaughan
Liz Peterson,
business major,
said of her SNAP
b usi ness partner. £1ssi$/(I"' proft$$or, E(OII()",iu (md IJluilleJS which
she
believes is an
"She already has
advantage for
her business plan
the course.
written, so we're
helping her finalBecause the
ize different areas of it."
class is not required for a busiVaughan said this interactive ness major, it attracts people ~ho
partnership is enabling her to truly desire to work in busill'Css
employ skills she learned In class and With people, Vaughan said.
and textbooks over the last four
Peterson said the class is useful
years.
even to non-marketing majors
"This is the first time we've because of the prevalence of small
been able to practice what we've businesses in the United$tates.
been learning, including how to
"So much of America is small
market a product, help with finan- business," Peterson said. "Eighty
cial statements, do advertising and to 90 percent of the businesses In
promotional plans," she said. the Spokane region are 'small,'
"We're even helping with the legal meaning 10 or fewer employees.
issues that go along with running a There is a tremendous emphasis on
business."
small business in this country.
Liz Peterson, assistant professor Even If you don't want to start
of Economics and Business, said your own, you'll probably end up
the new class is the direct product working for one. So, understandof a $137,628 grant from the ing all the parts of small business
Herbert Jones Foundation.
is really importanl."

Ants gorge themsetves on sugary residue from lemonade In a cup in McMillan Hall. Several McMillan
reSidents have reported ant infestations in the halls. laundry room, kitchen and individual dorm rooms.

Before last waekend, the only
thing heil ever burned was aCD.
Although fire fighters do eYe.yth[ng they
can to prevent burns. more than ~,
2 5 m[ll[on burn [I1]U[[es OCcur [n Nonh
Ame[[ca each year Most could be
prevented To learn mOle about our
"Don't Get Burned" campaign, please
VISit wwwJAFFBurnFundarg. Ftll\.l}mo..,
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Your blood plasma
Can help save lives.
Earn
$25 TODAY
& Be a Hero!
Your blood plasma donatIOns
are urgently needed by
hemophiliacs, burn victims,
surgery patients & many morc!
Call or stop by

ZLB Plasma Services
Formerly Nabi Biomedical eenler
rd

t

~

,
,

104 W. 3 Ave.
624-1252

Fees and donation time may vary.

www.zlb.com
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New pub
emanates

Old Europe
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From left to right:
Back row: Sandmo Cabanes (France), Ruben A (Spain), Hyeon-Woo
Kim (Korea), Damn Indermlll (U.S.), Rachel Jones (U.S.)
Mlodle: Yuklko Kitajima (COA, Thailand), Deborah Bennett (CDA,
England), George Skurtls (France), Mia Graham (Japan)
Front: Rebecca Brady (CDA, U.S.), lung Hyun Yang (Korea)
International students and CDAs form a diverse intramural soccer
team to challenge the all-American teams from Whitworth.
PhotQ {()NrtfJ~r oj
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Stephanie Getman
Staff writer
Upon descending the stairwell
of 110 S. Monroe, you may feel
like you've entered a time portal.
Red brick walls, tape~try hangings and ancient wooden kegs line
the stone walls, reminiscent of
medieval Europe.
This is all part of the authentic
decor at Calacombs, a downtown
pub established lasl year.
Popular with Spokanites of all
ages, the underground restaurant
IS clas~y without being pretentious, energetic withoul being
obnoxious. Open until midnighl
on weekdays and 2 a.m. on
Fridays
and
Saturdays,
Catacombs provides an interesting
underground atmosphere for casual appetizers and drinks or a nicer
meal.
Inspired by extensive travel
through Europe, the proprietor
desired 10 create a unique restaurant with a heavy influences from
the finest German pubs and
Viennese wine bars. The 2,800pound oak beams, brick hearth
_and dim lighting are just some of
the architectural features that have
transformed the histonc Montvale
Hotel boiler room into a European
pub.
One glance at the extensive
wine list - which includes whites
and reds from America, Spain,
France, Italy and Germany"":"" and
you can easily see the international influence. You can only order a
limited selection of wines by the
glass; all are available by the bottle. Additionally, Cat?combs
serves brews from England,
See

{

isolation

OVER

integration
Nikki Bowman
Staff writer

•

nternational students are immediately greeted when
they arrive at the Spokane International Airport by
Whitworth's cultural diversity advocates,
Before the semester begins, international students are
whisked off for a week of initiation and bonding, with
activities rangin~ from swimming in clothes to
scavenger hunts III downtown Spokane. The purpose of this intensive time is to form camaraderie and unity between the internationals and
with the CDAs.
While the idea is to bond international students with their CDAs, finding a balance
between integration and isolation is always
important.
Esther Louie, assistant dean for Programming
and Diversity, is responsible for training the
CDAs and overseeing efforts to make international students feel comfortable at Whitworth.
Louie admits international students tend to stick together.
"There's a commonality for international students,"
Louie said. "You tend to cluster with people who are similar to you. It's not that they all speak the same language,
but they have the common experience as an outside group
here at Whitworth away from their homes."
Louie encourages international students to bond with

I

Students

stUcfyil1g
abroad at
Whitworth
prifer to stick
together

their roommates. International students are intentiOlially
places with nalive U.S. students to encourage cross-cultural interaction .
"One of the activities we can do to help integrate the
internatIOnal students is to invite their roommates to
allend activities, but it's hard when the roommate isn't a
freshman and has his or her own circle of friends," Louie
said. "Sometimes our natural circles of influence just
won't bring the two groups together where everyone feels
like we're one large happy family."
Other factors contribute to an international student's
isolation.
"It often depends upon the international student's schedule and how difficult or easy the [English] language is for
them. How conversational they are with English will often
be a determining factor as to how well a student can integrale inlo the campus," Louie said.
After four to six weeks, international students usually
adjust to culture shock, but LCl1ie argues that at that point
in time, most U.S. students and roommates return 10 their
American friends, leaving the internationals to hang oul
with one another and the CDAs. After those weeks of
adjustment, the role of the CDA really becomes important.
Senior Rebecca Brady has been a CDA for the past two
years, and has roomed with two Japanese students. She
ha~ faced the challenges of integration with internationals.
See OVER .. page 7
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chatter ·box-----------------,
Megan Blank
Staff writer

enough, she races in the trophy dash, as well. Iler competition is mo~t1y older men who have a good deal of
driving experience and she is often the only woman racFor most people, race car driving is only a childhood ing.
"It doesn't bother me that I'm the only female," she
dream, but for freshman Nicole Remy, herdrellm became
reahty.
said. "On the track they all hate me because they don'l
"When people look at me, they don't think 'race car want to be beat by a girl. But off the track when they're
driver.' It would be different If I were a big burly girl, but watching they all cheer for me and want me to do good.
I'm only 4' 11 "," she said.
It's like a double standard."
Growing up around the Spanaway Speedway in
Although she doesn't win all the time, Remy said she's
Tacoma, Wash., Remy developed~d passion for racing at won enough to say she's won.
an early age. Spending time in the grand~tands with her
Racing is a safe sport, according to Remy, although she
grandfather and hiS racing friends, ReillY eamed the nickhas been in a [ot of accidents. Drivers wear safety harname "Tinkerbell" from the raceway announcer, a name
nesses and fire-retardant driving suits,
which stuck even after she began racing.
"I decided that I wanted to race when ., ~.~-l\~i~le':Remy".( shoes and hoods under their helmels .
"If there is a wreck, I'm usually in the
I was in fourth grade. It's something
of it," Remy said. "I'm an
middle
[grandpa] helped me pursue," Remy
,J" 1:::-,;
aggressive driver."
said. "My parents thought it was a phase
+ 1:~ Fre~bmat\ ';
:;.';,;'
- they never thought I'd stick with it.
But racing experience has made her a
TIlCY thought thal when I discovered ";MfU~~ ¢OmTl!::~i~di~s
more cautious driver on the street.
boys that would be the end of it, but I
She said she is constantly aware of her
proved them wrong."
surroundings and always planning a way oul should
At the age of 16 Remy began racing in vintage raccs,
something unexpected happen.
then moving on to roadrunner races. She was the
When racing, the driverl> arc so c1o~e together that it is
youngest female to race at the Spanaway Speedway. Both
necessary
to always be thinking a few steps ahead.
of her cars were pink and although the color repre~ented
Local companies sponsor Remy's racing, including her
her femininity, she certainly wasn't the typical girl.
Starting mechanic work wilh her grandpa in elementary father's businel>s Showpiece Interiors, as well as Midland
school, Remy knows more about cars than most people Auto Wrecking, Kelly's Auto Glass and New Sound
her age.
Break & Muff.
More recently, Remy has been racing hobby stock
Although she doe~n't race while she is in Spokane,
cars Her current car is a '79 O[dsmobile Cutlass, but Remy still keeps in touch with the racing scene. The
instead of pink it is purple and blue.
The race season lasts from March until September, and race season starts in a few weeks, and Remy plans to
during that time Remy spends every Frid~y night at the spend a [ot of time ncar Post Falls, Idaho, on the
track. The night begins with two-tap time trials followed weekends watching the races.
In the future, Remy is unsure if she will continue
by three races. Remy always partiCipates in the eight-lap
heat race and the 30- to 35- lap main even1. If she is fast to race.

~:~:~,~?

~:)~'-f:fi:;;-?
,;

"I'd like to, hut it's not one of my big priorities in life,"
Remy said. "It's fun - I like the people, I like the fans,
it's a nlsh. Racing is in my blood, so I'll probably always
he involved in it somehow."
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Whitworth Speaks Out
What do you think about Married by America?

www.whitworth.edu/whitworthian

"I haven't seen it,
but the premise is.
stupid. Marriage is
mCGnt to be a sacred
agreement between
people in love.
Having others decide
who ends up with
who cheapens it."

"It's another
attempt for TV view,
ers to watch others
fail. This time it is
sadly anticipating
marriages to fail."
Desiree Bonner,
sophomore

Sara Chamberlain,
freshman
"

,

"It's so trashy."

"Are people that
desperate?! If they
want participants,
they should come
searching at
Whitworth. "

Jon Pickett,
sophomore

Margie Jones,
sophomore

"It's sad that TV
controls our lives so
much that people will
go on a TV show to
get marri,ed."
Andrew Bower,

"That show is a
new low in American
pop culture and I
cannot watch it and
retain a~y pride
whatsoever, '1

sophomore

Erica Bridgeford,
sophomore

FO~ THOSE WHO WANT TO
WO~K IN THE MOVIES ...
"
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Being hunted better than film
Keith Spitzer
Staff writer
This week I was given the assignment,
"watch a movie that you will like."
Apparently no one likes to read some guy's
complaints (Then why docs everyone love The
Ugly Stick!?!), so I will give you the highlight
and then tell you what
other reviewers have said.
The movie opens with
one of the greatest voices
ever recorded, Johnny
Cash. He is telling the story
of God asking Abraham to
sacrifice his son. The story
is not from the King James,
NIV or any other translation. It is a paraphrase that
only the rich tones of
T
Cash's voice could do. The
SPITZER'S
movie ends with a sound
SPOTLIGHT
clip of Cash, as well.
The movie is about a
soldier who goes crazy (del
Taro) and begins hunting people in the woods.
Jones, the man who trained him to be an assassin for the Army must go and find him before
he kills again.
Now that you have the entire highlight and a
brief plot description here is what others have

OVER:
Continued from page 5

"[CDAs] are the first people
they meet at Whitworth. We
befriend them and make them a
part of our social circle," Brady
said.
Brady believes it is impossible to think the CDAs can fully
integrate the students.
"A lot of times [the internationals] share a culture, and if
not, they share the experience
of being outside of their culture
here," Brady said. "They meet
each other at orientation and
spend hours together during the
first couple of weeks, and
they're each other's first
friends.
"[Orientation] is really good
because they begin to form a

said about the film accompanied by my commentary.
"If The Hunted had time for wit, it would
make a running gag out of the fact that Jones on
foot is always gelling to the scene of the action
faster than FBI agents in cars and helicopters,"
Ben Nuckols of The San Francisco Examiner
said. "But nobody quips in this movie; they're
in a hurry to catch a killer who's no ordinary
criminal."
To me, perhaps the best part of this quickmoving character is able to keep up with del
Toro who is on a bike or in a speeding car. It is
rather impressive that a man as old as Jones can
keep up with a man 20 years younger, who has
a head start and is using other means of transportation. Perhaps Jones should consider competing in the next summer Olympics as a sprinter.
"The Hunted boasts two Oscar-winning
actors and an Oscar-winning director, but the
only prize this shamelessly derivative schlock
is likely to be in the running for is the year's
dullest thriller," Lou Lumenick of the New
York Post said.
In my opinion, Lumenick might be in the
running for understatement of the year. The
movie started nowhere, set up camp in nowhere
and then went nowhere. It is a 94-minute knife
fight between Jones and del Toro. There is little
explanation to why del Toro went crazy. There

is no explanation of why Jones, not ever in the
military, gets involved III training commandos
and then quits to live in the woods. It is a scries
of chases through the Oregon woods and downtown Portland. Each of these chases ends with
someone gelling killed.
Here are my final words on The HUllted.
First, if this movie looks good to you, watch
Tire Fugitive to see how Jones chases someone;
Last of the Mohicans for the fighting
sequences; and The Edge for the survival
aspect.
Second, if you have the option of paying for
this movie or being beaten to death by a 3-yearold with a Nerf bat over the course of a month,
think long and hard about which one will be
less torture.
"Spitzer's Spothght," I?J stq/f writer lVilh Spltze",

is a bi-weekfy review 0/ Newjy rebasedfilms.

II Our conversations always use comparisons between
here and our prospective countries; we like to speak with
people who understand us.
JJ

Sandlno Cabanes
freshman

support system, but it also
causes isolation from other stupents because they feel so comfortable with each other."
Brady thinks the ultimate
responsibility to fully integrate
lies within the international student, not the CDA.
"( think it has to be an effort
on the half of the student to
break apart [from other internationals], and a lot of them don't
really want to," Brady said.
"I'm fine with that."

"

Freshman Sandino Cabanes
came "to Whitworth this faJl
from Normandy,,F~ance.
Cabanes admits that sticking
together with his international
friends is an easier alternative
than attempting to bridge the
cultural barriers with U.S.
Whitworth students.
"It's not good for me, but it's
the easiest and laziest way."
Cabanes said.
Students like Cabanes opt for
the easy communication

exchanges for a variety of reasons.
"Many foreign students are
not fluent in English, and I
always feel more comfortable
to speak with other foreigners
because I'm not afraid about
their judgment ... ( know that if
I don't pronounce a word correctly, they'll smile and laugh
at me, but I know that [my mistake] is not very important,"
Cabanes i>aid.
" _Apilrt .from language barriers,
i'nternational students seek to receive cultural empathy from
one another. International students all share common aUachments to their homeland.
"Our conversations always
use comparisons between here
and our prospective countries;
we like to speak with people
who understand us," Cabanes
said.

PUB:
Continued from page 5

Ireland and Germany, as well as the United States. For those
under 21, Pepsi. products, Num teas and a small selection of
bottled soft drinks are avilable,
Similarly, the food is derived from the proprietor's travels. According to the menu, "the dishes reflect an exotic
blend of cuisine styles from the Hapsburg Empire including
Austria, Germany, Hungary and Italy."
Catacombs' emphasis seems to rest on its pizzas. Offering
an array of traditional and more unconventional toppings,
you can order a calzone or small pizza (from $8.50 to
$10.50) for yourself or a large pizza (from $]4.95 to $16.95)
for sharing with one or two others. The small pizzas will
more than satisfy your appetite. In fact, I brought home
almost half of it in a takeout box.
Moving beyond the basic, albeit delicious, Margehrita
pizza, Catacombs serves The Bavarian, which has sausage,
sauerkraut and mozzarella; The Antioch, which has spinach,
kalamata olives, red peppers, feta and a rosemary white
sauce; and a garlic-pesto combination.
The options for starters, which cost almost as much as the
pizzas, are varied. Many are a platler of some sorts.
The menu denotes the "Prava" .Tapas ($7.95), for example, as "a 'wicked' plaller of Spanish olives, marinated feta,
Spanish sausage, roast vegetables and toasted almonds."
If vegetables are not appealing, opt for The Matador,
which is pricey at $11.95 but includes some of the fmest
Spanish cheeses, most of which I did not recognize, served
with fruit and quince paste. The Apostle ($8.95) has more
familiar cheeses, including smoked cheddar and havarti, and
grapes.
Catacombs offers just three salads: a Caesar; Perpetua's
Salad which dresses Romaine lettuce in a raspberry vinaigrette' and tosses in chicken, almonds, red onions and gorgonzola cheese; and a house salad th~t is little different from
.
a Greek salad. All are reaso!1ably priced at under $7.
Tomato bisque soup, whIch a fnend report~d to be delicious is served everyday along With a soup du Jour. At $2.95
for a ~up and $3.95 for a bowl, these soups are a nice addi-

The walls of
Catacombs are covered In ta pestrles
and murals of pintJrinkers in the fanhion of the Danish as
the restaurant Is
modeled sllghtry
after a Denmark
pub.

tion to any meal.
Flipping the menu over, I was surr,rised by the presence
of only three items under "Entrees. ' The I (ungarian beef
goulash ($11.95) and Chicken Paprikash ($10.95) are eastern European dishes that combine hearty meats, Spaetzle
noodles and thick sauces spiced with pepper and paprika,
respectively. The third option is the Baked Beef Lasagne
($8.95), which - aside from the fact that it is baked in
Catacombs' brick oven - boasts of nothing spectacular.
Referring back to the "Pizza" portion of the menu, I
ordered the Cashew Chicken small pizza for myself, in
accord with the waitress' positive endorsement. It was a
delightful melange of roasted chicken, cashews and feta
piled on a pesta and mozzarella base. ( found the crust nice
and thin, but perhaps less spiced than most. I also tried a bit of
the Quattro Formaggio, which is a pizza that has one of each
of the following cheeses on a quarter: mozzarella, gorgonzola, brie and fontina. The gorgonzola was, a<; usual, overwhelmingly strong, and the brie was pleasantly palatable.

Though by the end of the meal you may be too full for
dessert, Catacombs does regularly offer a chocolate calzone
and an Austrian apple pie in addition to a rotating selection
of cheesecakes and tortes.
The most interesting item on the dessert menu is "do-ityourself' s'mores. Your server will bring oul chocolate,
marshmallows and graham crackers along with a table-top
cast iron roaster. The menu boasts that Ihis is "a tradition
dating back to ancient Roman campers."
Throughout the course of the meal, service was satisfactory, deserving of the standard 15 percent tip. The waitress
was very friendly and not a bit pushy. However, one member of my party did wait a terribly long time for a refill on
his Diet Pepsi.
I recommend supporting this new restaurant, which provides a unique dining experience in the underlayer of down-
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If you'd rather get your
-, here are some of
the most current products:
... Bain de Soleil Radiance Eternelle
Self-Tanning Cream ($13.99) nourishes
the skin as it colors it, with vitamin E
and a special blend of botanical
extracts.

•
8A!N

~ofur

...
Coppertone Endless Summer
Sunless Tanning Lotion ($11.99) comes
in a dual-chambered pump that contains moisturizers and alpha-hydroxy
acids.

...
Neutrogena Instant Bronze ($8.99)
is a sunless tanner and bronzer in one.
Its sheer temporary color allows for
streak-free application that absorbs
quickly and dries into a long-lasting
tan.

•

...
Neutrogena Sunless Tanning Spray
($8.U9) is a fast-drying, oil-free spray
alternative.

Dolisos Elsun Natural
Skin Tanning Dietary
Supplement ($13.99 for 60
capsules) are ingested not
applied. While their claims
have not been proved by the
Food and Drug Administration,
the vitamin complex Elsun is supposed
to promote an all-over tan.
- Compiled by Stephanie Getman

,

.~

Left: Freshmall
planned spnng

Consider your finances,
unless forced to head home
Sarah Dilworfh
Sta//wrlter
Spring break fever is in the air as Whitworth students make plans for road trips,
!.ki trips, exotic trips or just trips home to the family.
No IlHlller where you're going for spring break, preparations should undoubtedly
be underway and thoughts are, understandably, more inclined to linger on plans for
next week than to focus on studYlllg for midterms. If you have been dutifully studying :lI1d avoided any planning, there is still time.
If you are embarking 011 a road trip wllh your friends, plannlllg your trip is key
for smooth, safe travel.
For many, the idea of the open road - wind in your hair, with no plans but to
have fun, sOllnds very appealing. What doesn't sound fun, though, is to end up
sleeping in your car because you can't find a place for the night. The worse scenario is that you run alit of gas money and have to either max out the credit card or
hitchhike home.
Fre!.hmen Drew Park and his friends Kyle Brown and Ian McGrady-Beach are
planning a road trip down to Los Angeles and Palm Springs, Calif. Drew considers
himself a "fly by the scat of his pants" kind of guy, but he is slill mnking some definite plans for the trip 10 ensure a spring break that nOlle of them will forgel.
"Make sure YOll have a reliable car and plenty of gas money," Park said "Also
remember to check yom oil before you leave and have a spare tire."
The guys' adventure is in the hands of Brown's '92 Eclipse that they are trusting
to make it the 1,300 miles down and back.
Park has made arrangement!. of places for them to stay with friend!. in all the
places they will visll. lie also has made plan!. to meel up wllh other friends from
Whitworth. Close to 20 freshmen from Whitworth will end up in sOllthern
California al different times for fun with Park and his crew.
All the planning will payoff, for once they hit the 80 degree weather, it's going
be complete relaxation for Park.

"I just want to go surflJlg, lie on
mayonnaise," Park smd.
For most people though, payday
through a week of midte.rms may s
this week mealls unre!.iTlcted fUll 11
If you do manage to ~ave enoug
check on the weather forecast for t
ting the slopes.
Mt. Spokane will give you snow
day all their SnoPhone (443-1397)
Schweitzer has a Web site where
chairlift info and weather conditior
Several students arc lucky enouE
exotic trips to Cancun, Puerto Vall.
While these trips requIred prepaJ
last-minute activities to take a brea
"I'm ready to fall asleep ?II the t
sophomore David Brush s.'ud. .
Brush IS going to a flshll1g villag
of his from back home. They have
SUIl.

For everyone simply gOJllg home
homeward bound as well.
The Oscars are Sunday, which m
winners. If movies arc not your thir
reading. John Grisham\ new book
If you arc worried thar y~lI will \:
pale, you could hit the WlIlIlI1g beds
somewhere far away.
If nothing else, at leaq you will s
with your family. None of liS can n
hOlllecooking.
.
Freshman Ben Jones I~ looklllg [(
"I can't wait to sit all a real couci
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Preparing for spring break:
Inind, body and wallet
"
~
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Stephanie Getman and
Monica Eschenbacher
Staff writer
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Left: Freshman Molty McKeown spends a tittle time packing for her
planned spring break triP to Hawaii.

I

I

go surfJJlg, lie on the beach and see people that aren't white as
'k saId.
e though, payday hit last week Saving those valued dollar~
f midlerms may seem a daunting task. Just remember: ffllgality
unre~lricted fun next week.
.
ge to ~ave enough money for skiing or snowboarding, it is good to
ther forecast for the next day and the morning of that you arc hitill give you snow fall information and mountain conditions for the
'hone (443-1397).
a Web site where you can get daily updates on their snow fall,
weather conditions (www.schweitzer.com).
s arc lucky enough to g<:t out of the country for spring break for
lcun, Puerto Vallarta and Spain.
IS requlfed preparation months ago, the travelers have had some
ies to take a break from studying for.
til asleep on the beach and have a drink with a little umbrella"
Brush said.
'
,0 a fIshing village one hour north of Puerto Vallarta with friends
lome. They have plans of &urfing, snorkeling and soaking up the
mply gOJllg home for the break, there IS plenty of fun for the
as well.
Sunday, which means you can spend the week watching all the
; arc not your thing, YOll can alway~ catch up on your pulp fiction
ham\ new book The King ofT01{~ IS now out.
ed that YOll will be the only person to return to Whitworth still
the tanning beds as well and pretend you arc lying on a beach
ay.
1I1eaq you will sleep a lot and gel that much needcd quality time
None of liS can resiM the comforts of home, includmg wonderful
oneS I~ looking forward to his trip home.
;il on a real couch again," Jones saId.

::. &the temperature IIIcreases, the
;. _.,.'. amount of clothing one wears pro4
\ • portionately decrenses.
Parkas and mlltens arc !>hed in exchange
for swimsuits and sandals. For many,
preparing to bare skin involves a variety of
beiluty preparations for Skill, hair and naIls.
Chad, an employee of Mosaic's downtown spa, said there is a deflllite increa!>e in
business during the springtime months. The
bu!.iness sees a lot of people who
arc willing to make some drastIc
changes He compares J! to
spring cleaning' gelling rid of old
stuff from the previolls winter.
"People arc so ready for something - anything - new," he
said.
Similarly, Jamie, a receptionist
at Body Blessings, s;tid pusiness
increases quite n bit arOllnd
spring break, a!> people make
appointments for facials, pedIcures and tanning
Sophomore Knllmy Benson
and freshman Landi~ I-Ier!.hey are
in the process of prepanng for a
trip to Mexico next week.
"Lots of lotion before leaving
on a triP is a neces~ity," Bensoll
said. "If my skin isn't mOIsturized before I leave, it will dry up
hkc a prune as soon as I hit the beach."
Hair call become just as dry in the sun.
According to Chad, milny people enter
spring with damaged hair becau~e of the
!>evere dryne!>s that characterizes Spokane'S
winter-to-spring transition.
"Il always gets ffled nnd bleached out in
the Mexico sun," Benson said, ~o she and
Hershey plan on doing deep-conditioning
treatments.
"If you're planning your Fort Lauderdale
vacation, you've got to have pretty toes
because you'll be wearing sandilb," Chad
said.
After all, who wnnts to !.ee peelJJ1g, yellowing nnils on cracked, callou~ed fcc!'! lIe
recommends pampering feet for a few
weeks in order to have sandal-ready tootsics.
Aside from hair and nail preparations,
many opt to expose their bodies to UV rays
before their vacation in tanning booths.
Jamie of Body Blessings reported that
many prefer to get a "base coat" tan artificially before being in the natural sunlight.
"Last time I skipped the tanning preparation and f burnt so bad f bli~tered the first
day I was in Mexico," Benson s'lid. "I
walked around for a week and a half with
people a1>king me, 'Arc YOll supposed to be
that red?' It's not fun to be compared to a
tomato."
Benwn and Hershey plan on tanning
three or four times for seven to 10 minutes
before their departure to prevent burning.
Salons recommend moderate tanning for
those who have sensitive skin th,lt burn~
ea~ily.

"Preparing to bare your body i~ fun,"
Benwn said. "It keeps your hair healthier,
your ~kin healthier and makes you feel so
excellent when you finally get to the
beach."

What to wear when you get there
AJl1encan Eagle (AE) stores arc ~porting
giant po!>tcr~ advertiSIng spring break.
SectioJl!> of the walb arc covered with
thong sandals and bathing suits. Several
styles of summer beach hats and sungl<lsses
arc dl~played throughout the store.
"Our biggest sellers this year <Ire ollr
!.heer tees and the jeans and capris,"
Northtown\ AE sale1> associate Alii said.
The sheer tees sport beach related logos
and desigJl~ ranging from 'I lot Guy
Wanted' adverlJsements to surf spot references and simple plain shirts.
"Om skirts arc really popular nght now
too," Alh said.
On the men'~ SIde, Ihe Items leavlIJg the
~tore JIIost often arc board shorts and
graphic tees, Northtown AE associate Cllfl~
s,ud.
Sopho'more A~hly ClarizlO will be spending her spring break in San Diego. I fer
packing expresses the change in temperatufC.
"For San Diego you will defiJlJtely be
taking !>unllner dothe~ becau~e it is 70
degrees there," Clarizio ~aJd. "You know,
capri pants, tank top!> and !lip lIop~."
Many of these spring dud~ arc already
being ~een around caJl1pu~ on those suflering from spring fever
Sophomore Brad Ilixson will head home
to Vancouver for spring break, bul i~
already breakJllg out the spring wear.
"Shorts and a tee arc just ~o comfortablc,
doe~n't mailer what the weill her i~, and
isn't Jan. 21 the fIrst day of spring'!"
ilixson said. "I think it i!>."
The highlight of California for ClafJ.lio
is the absence of cold weather.
"It will be nice not to worry about wearing a jacket or soch," Clanzio !>,ud.
What exactly is on the market for thi~
summer and JIlore importantly, spring
break?
Northtown's Swim In store has all the
latest styles for ~pring break.
"Our sepanltes arc popular thb year,"
SwiJTl In Sales A~socHltc Sarah Bronson
~aid. "People ~eem to want to mix and
match what they arc wearing."
However, Swim In isn't dOIng nearly as
much spring break busJTle~s as the rest of
the stores in the mall with regards to the
fashion venue.
"A lot of people aren't really buying
swimsuits yetthb year," Bronson said. "We
would normally be doing more busines~."
A few people arc buying though.
Clarizio sllre dId.
"I bought a new ~WimSIJJt and a matching towel for the tflP becalJ~e [ plan to
spend a lot of time at the beilch and I WIll
be hringing the usual ~unglas~es, beach hat,
and probably ~ome head scarves," she said.
1\010 apparent options arc <lvailnble for
fashion this !>pring break. Either hit the
stores and stock up on all of the hrandname outfits or drag out the dusty storage
bins under the bed and get out the Mlrnmer
ciothe1>.
Throw on ~ome ~hort~ and sandal.., and
join everyone ebe in a little wishful thinking for warm weather.
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Track teams gain
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Swimmers 19th in nation
Women claiJJJ
best-ever

NCAA

i
1

nationals
finish as
5 erena Fadel
makes return
visit in style

Mary Adolfson
Staff writer
For the first time in Pirate
women's swimming history, four
women advanced to the NCAA
Division
III
National
Championships as a team.
And the Bucs braved the currents, finishing 19th in the nation.
"Nationals was incredible,"
sophomore Serena Fadel said. "It
was really fun to have a team there
to represent Whitworth."
Whitworth's women swimmers
were represented by seniors Megan
Lambuth and Kristin Satterfield,
Fadel and freshman Jillian Harbuz,
who traveled to Emory University
in Atlanta, Ga., last weekend to
compete in the championships.
Fadel's hard_ work this season
paid off after placing seventh in the
4oo-yard individual medley race
• and claiming fifth in the 200-yard
breaststroke. Last year, she
advanced to nationals by herself

and finished in 24th. This year she
had the help of three teammates.
"It was a lot better this year to
have a team with me," Fadel.
Fadel, Harbuz and Lambuth all
qualified earlier this season for
their events. Fadel earned a ~pot for
the 200 breaststroke, the 200-yard
individual medley and the 400 indiVidual medley. Also, Harbuz qualified for the 100-yard backstroke,
the 200-yard backstroke and the
50-yard freestyle while Lambuth
qualified for the lOO-yard breaststroke.
The team also qualified for the
200-yard medley relay, which
alIowed them to compete in all four
relays. The Pirates, ranked 11th in
the 200 medley, eventually pulled
up to ninth. Meanwhile, they came
out with a surprise performance in
the 400-yard medley relay and finished 11th.
"We went in ranked near the bottom for the 400 medlay," Harbuz
said. "So our goal was to beat

someone and we ended up beating
a lot more people than we thought."
Satterfield was able to accompany the team after they qualified, as
well as set a school record, with the
200 medley relay at the Last
Chance Meet at Whitworth Feb. 22.
In addition to the 200 medley, the
team was also allowed to compete
in three other relays at nationals.
Races spanned from
last
Thursday through Saturday. Day
one started out strong when the
team placed ] 1th for their work in
the 2oo-yard freestyle relay with a
time of 4:02.42, improving from
4:02.91 finish in the preliminaries.
Each swimmer sliced away one
second from their personal preliminary time to help with the 11th
place finish. Whitworth ended the
day with 12 points and was tied for
26th place out of 53 teams competing at the meet.
Last Friday, Whitworth pushed
its way from 10th place -in the 200
medley relay preliminaries to a

ninth-place tie with Wheaton
College, and Depauw University,
thanks to a 1:50.02 finish. Fadel
also improved her time in the 400
individual medley from 4:31.99 in
the preliminaries to 4:33.41, lifting
her to seventh out of 26 swimmers.
"Friday was a good day to
release tension and get going,"
Harbuz said.
.
Whitworth moved up from 26th
to 17th place wllh a total of 38.7
points in the second day.
There was no surprise Saturday
when Fadel placed fifth out of 36
women in the 200 breaststroke with
a lime of 2:22.84. The team also
placed 20th in the 400 freestyle
relay with a time of 3:39.02.
Overall, Whitworth finished 19th
with 52.7 points.
"We would have liked to swim
faster, but it went pretty well,"
Fadel said.

- Laura Adams and Chris
Collins contributed to this report.

Baseball rolls
.over Pioneers

Pirates finally connect ...

Kevin Eddy
Staff writer

"... - \
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Freshman first baseman Amanda

.

,

Norwood takes a swing dUring the four-game series against PLU last Saturday.

Bues' drought ends
Dramatic 4-3 upset over nationally
ranked No.5 PLU snaps 12-game
slump for Pirate softball team
KeVin Eddy
Staff writer

,

.,

The softball team stood their ground to pull off
a stunning upset over defending conference
champs Pacific Lutheran University last Sunday
afternoon 4-3.
It was the tirst victory of the season and the
first time the Pirates have defeated PLU since
199B.
The win pushed Whitworth (1-12, 1-7) up
three spots in the conference standings.
After baUling the Lutes hard in three previous
games, the Pirates finally picked up a win and
handed PLU (3-1, 3-1) its first conference lost
since early in the 2001 season. The Lutes have
won the Northwest Conference Softball
Championship 16 of the last 17 years, and are
currently ranked fifth in the nation, though the
loss dropped them to fourth in the conference.

"This win is a huge turning point for us," said
an elated Teresa Hansen, softball head coach.
"This is a grealleap forward."
Sophomore Aubn Azzarito belted the winning
hit and went 2-4 with 3 RBIs.
"Our confidence has been building throughout
the season," Azzarito said. "We've been playing
great teams and we've been playing great against
them. Our hard work has been paying off
though."
The key to Sunday's win was not only
Azzarito's stellar offensive performance, but also
a solid defensive effort by the Bucs.
Led by freshman pitcher Jo Sonnett, the
Pirates kept a potent PLU offense in check and
were able to play virtually error-free ball as they
only committed only two errors throughout the
four-game weekend.
"Jo (Son nell) did an incredible job. She
showed lots of maturity for a freshman," Hansen
said.
Son nett was a workhorse all weekend for the

Battling poor weather and a tough Pioneer team, the baseball team
was able to emerge from the rain-soaked contests against Lewis and
Clark with two victories on Sunday afternoon, 10-4 and 7-3.
The Pirates now improve to 6-5-1 overall and remain perfect in the
Northwest Conference at 4-0.
Freshman pitcher K.c. Reese stole the highlights in Sunday's first
game when he went nearly nine innings, striking out six whil,: walking only two. He gave up four runs off six hits.
The Pirates were unable to score in their first at bat, but scored a run
in the top of the second Illning when sophomore third baseman Daniel
Gebbers reached on an error by the L&C shortstop and advanced to
second. A.fter a wild pitch advanced Daniel Gebbers to third, sophomore deSIgnated hiUer Kyle Henderson grounded out to second
'
allowing Daniel Gebbers to scramble home for the 1-0 lead.
After the Pioneers tied the game in the bottom of the fourth the
Pirates reclaimed the lead by earning two runs in the top of the fifth.
Henderson led off the inning with his first home run of the sea~on,
Sophomore left fielder Aaron Sedler followed with a single and junior catcher Jeremy McMillen knocked in Sedlcr with a double to lift
the Pirates 3-l.
Later in the game, with two outs in the seventh, senior center fielder John Gebbers reached first base on a single. Senior second baseman Jake Krummel then followed with a double to make it 4-l.
The Pioneer's attempted a comeback, scoring two runs in the bottom of the eighth inning to make it 4-3. But the Pirate offense was too
much for L&C and the Pirates scored six runs in the ninth II1ning.
Sedler led off the inning with a walk and sophomore pitch runner
Josh Rodland stole second and advanced to third on McMillen's sacrifice bunt. Senior shortstop Chris Hughbanks blasted a double to
score Rodland and put the Pirates up 5-3.
After senior John Gebbers walked and a Pirate out, junior first
baseman Josh Taylor was hit by a pitch, which loaded the bases.
Junior right fielder Brian Moser was able to reach a base on balls to
score Hughbanks.
Daniel Gebbers then provided the hit of the game, blasting a grand
slam to secure the Pirate victory.
L&C scored once in the bottom of the ninth for the 10-4 final.
Pitcher Dan Lundberg was key in game two when he provided
another outstanding Pirate pitching performance. The sophomore
went nearly eight innings, scattering 10 hits and three runs while
striking out six and only walking one.
Sophomore Nick Newberry finished the eighth inning and worked
a scoreless ninth to preserve the victory.
The Pirates again scored first. John Gebbers walked and then came
home off a Jeremy McMillan double in the top of the third. Tho doubles for L&C in the bottom of the third tied the game I-I.
. In th~ sixth. inning t.he Pirates put together some two-out magic,
IncreasIng theIr lead With three runs in the inning. Back-to-back sin-

See DROUGHb page 12
See BASEBAll.. page 12
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Hard-core Colorado runners hit Whitworth
Keith Spitzer
Staff writer

•

Ten thousand miles, one minivan, four
people and one crazy trip. Last Friday
night, Whitworth's track was the site of a
college stunt not soon to be topped.
Three men and one woman from the
Colorado College track team are driving to
all 48 of the lower States.
The trip started in at the college in
Colorado Springs, Colo.,. last Wednesday.
The group drove nearly 53 hours and hit
most of the western states.
What makes this massive road trip different than most is that the group of runners is dedicated to running a timed mile
on a track in each state and the District of
Columbia.
"We haven't set a time to make because
it would be too difficult to ensure conditions on every track," said Carl Leivers,
the unofficial ring leader of the group.
"But the guys are trying to run it under six
minutes and Sarah [Fitzgerald] is going for
under seven."
The leam ran the Washington mile on
the Whitworth track. It was the best experience of the trip, Fitzgerald said.
The support that the Whitworth track
team gave helped all four runners to the

best times of the trip, Leivers said. The
guys ran a 5:10 and Fitzgerald ran a 5:57
- times that were better than they had
hoped for.
"It was so great to have people cheering
us on," group member Drennan Galloway
said. "The coach [Toby Schwarz] even
came out to run a lap with us."
The track is also listed as the best track
of the trip to date on the group's web site
(www.geocities.com/race_the_us). The
facilities and the people were beyond
compare, they said. But then there were a
few miles that were done in less than optimal qualities, Galloway said.'
Since they have such a great distance to
travel the team will run no mailer what
time, day or night.
After the mile on the track, the group
took a welcomed shower and meal. Until
arriving in Spokane, they had been living
on Triscuts, Wheat thins, Bagels, fruit and
Cliff Bars. Pasta, from Tomato Street, was
a great addition to their stomachs. Then it
was back to Whitworth for sleep.
They slept in Boppell Hall. But in order
to stay on schedule, they slept for only
four hours, figuring that taking turns sleeping in the car had worked for the previous
57 hours.
"Anything is better than sleeping the

C'lIrftl~y of Kri!h .It";}r

Left to right. Sarah FItzgerald, Brennan Galloway, Carl Leiver and Tony Krupicka.

car," group member Tony Krupicka said.
"But being able to really stretch out
man this is greal."

The trip will come to a conclu1>ion back
in Colorado Springs on March 24.
All four have class that morning.

The
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Breakdown

Washington Educator
Career Fair 2003

A weekly sports column
C. Bryan Tidwell
Staff writer
Ah, springtime: When a young man's fancy turns to
love and a young Whitworthian's fancy turns to gambling on the Dig Dance. Finally a chance to touch the
devil's flame, to break away, to see beyond the
pinecone curtain, to look God in the face and say,
"Kentucky."
Don't pretend like you're not a part of it becau1>e I saw
you last year: Your bracket posted proudly outside your
door, fluorescent yellow becoming a grotesque work of
art growing with every game. Your friends tell you to
stop, to let it go, but I say, "Can you pick them all?"
Go ahead, check ESPN.com seven times a day.
Don't be afraid. Spend hours of should-be study time
reading about all of them. Marquette, Syracuse,
Arizona, Texas, Oklahoma, Wake Forest, Kansas ...
64 teams scream to be picked, but only one will triumph.

Embrace the
Madness
So who will you pick? A 16-seed first round? Are
you an idiot? Fine, let your haUmates triumph. This
isn't about lucky guesses after all. It's about skill. It's
about the warm feeling you get when you call a whole
region correctly. It's about finding the only 13 over 4
upset this season. It's about running frantically to the
Hixon Union Duilding to catch a final four pick getlIng knocked out second round.
This isn't a game to be taken lightly. It can destroy
you.
If you're looking for some insider tips, I suppose I
can help you out a bit. After all, we sports writers arc
divinely endowed from above (imagine what the
sports editor might know ... ). I can't give you all the 1%Ii:.Ut'~S(}1fe,u
answers, but I will tell you Ihis: Wake Forest. Whether 1~~.j~lt~n'f.'Jl~:ajJJ~t:!
this prediction will earn me a ticker-tape parade from
."'-,.._,.,.... ..
the ASWC or constant campus ridicule when Wake
Forest gets knocked out third round, I can't quite say. 1j;;;l"9f:th'Y~es:F(~lfell;A.~l-:teaiQI
Dut here's whal I do know: Take a chance.
There's a certain secret pleasure that every basket- I~J~~~~jIJ1;:~'"t~eritN'
ball fan gets out of blurring their eyes at a bracket and IWo' • ..-.,tl\l;IC ~.W~IY:,~JI.J~:'QV~
seeing more yellow blotches than red lines. Or maybe
that's just me. Either way, go print off a bracket.
Challenge your friends. Grab a highlighler. Study.
It might cost you your.soul, but the starting price is
only a couple of bucks.

Tacoma Dome-April' 15
Spokane Center-April 22
April 15 at the Tacoma Dome, approximately 90 school
districts/ESD's and 11 colleges/universities from Washington state will be in attendance. In addition, there will be
approximately 40 representatives from Alaska, Arizona,
California, Montana, New Mexico, Nevada, Oregon, Texas,
and the U.S. Peace Corps.
April 22 at the Spokane Center, about 80 school districts/
ESD's and 5 colleges/universities from Washington will be
represented. There will also be over 40 school districts attending from Alaska, California, Idaho, Montana, Nevada,
Oregon, Texas, and the U.S. Peace Corps.

For information/registration materials contact your:

Whitworth Career Services Office or the
Washington Educator Career Fair
PO Box 11
Lummi Island, WA 98262
Phone: 360-758-7889
Fax: 360-758-7886
Web Page: www.wspa.net
E-mail: WECF2003@aol.com
Sponsored jointly hy the
Washington School Personnel Association and
the Washingtoll State Placement Association
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Wind, rain doesn't stop track teams
Mike Larkin
Sia//wriler

{
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Sophomore Jordan Patterson hangs in the air during last Frlday's pole vault
competition at Eastern Washington University.

DROUGHT:
Continued from page 10

Pirates, pitching over 18 innings and striking out seven.
"Beating them is huge," Sonnet said. "It shows us that
we are capable of beating any team."
In Saturday's first game, freshman pitchers Carly
Dallago and Sonnett kept the normally potent PLU
offense relatively in check and kept the Pirates in the
game by limiting the Lutes' bats to five hits. But two of
PLU's hits were home runs and the Lutes tool\ game one
3-0.
The Pirates had four hits and committed no errors in the
contest.
Due to Saturday's rainy weather, the second game was
moved to Sunday morning. The Pirates jumped on PLU
starting pilcher Candace Howard early in the game and
scored three runs in the first inning off sophomore leftfielder Andraya Robertson's 3-run homer.
Son nett and her teammates clung to a 3-1 lead until PLU
scored three runs in the top of the seventh for a 4-3 advantage. But the Pirates were able to tie Ihe game in the bottom half-of the inning when Azzarito reached base on an
error by the PLU right fielder. She later advanced to third.
After a Pirate out, senior catcher Jessica Shawley then
grounded out and Azzarito was able to tie the game.
The PLU offense then exploded in the top of the eighth
for five runs. The Bucs rallied back with two runs, however, but the Lutes shut Whitworth down and took game two
9-6.
Game three of the four-game ~eries was all PLU. The
Lutes scored four runs in the first inning and four runs in
third to cruise to a 9-1 victory.
Sunday's third match featured the final showdown

Despite the wind and rain,
the track and field teams continued to shine at the Dusty
Lane Open last Saturday and
the
Eastern
Washington
University Invite last Thursday
and Friday.
"There were 10 first-place finishes on the track and a 101 of
high marks," Head Coach Toby
Schwarz said. "It really showed
our team concept."
Schwarz explained that with
75 athletes competing, the team
doesn't really need to win every
event, it simply needs to have
several competitors place well.
But this isn't to say that the
Pirates are strangers to the first
place spot.
During Saturday's meet,
which was hosted by Spokane
Community College, senior
sprinter Ben Rorem took first in
the lOO-meter sprint and

anchored the men's 400-meter
relay. Junior Kristen Shields led
the women with a first-place
finish in the lOO-meter sprint.
She also anchored the women's
400-meter relay team to a
national provisional qualifying
performance an amazing
accomplishment this early in the
season.
"I think our team did wonderfully, especially with the weather," Shields said. "I think this is
the result of a lot of hard work."
Schwarz said the women's 400
relay may be the only team in the
nation qualified right now.
Several personal records were
set, including a SOOO-meter run
by freshman Doug Blackburn
and a toss by senior Joel Werdell
in the hammer throw, which
broke his previous person record
by more than seven feet.
Not all the action happened on
Saturday, however. A day <;:arlier
at the EWU Invite, a meet for
decathlon and heptathlon only,

freshman Sarah Marken took
second for the women, even
though it was her first competition in the javelin and shot put
events.
Sophomore
Jordan
Patterson also had a personal
record in the decathlon.
"It's great to see how hard
everyone is working and all the
PRs that are being broken,"
Shields said.
Whitworth's next meet will be
this Friday at Linfield for a dual
meet. Dual meets are rare, which
means the Bucs will be challenged to endure the stiff competition again!.! the Wildcats.
"The competition against
Linfield is going to be big for
us," Shields said.
Whitworth students will have
their first chance to see the track
and field team compete officially
at the Whitworth Invitational on
March 29.

-Chris Collins contributed to
this report.

between the two teams.
The Pirates jumped on the Lutes early and scored three
NWC/Overall
BASEBALL
runs in the bottom of the first. Junior center fielder Patti
4-0 6-5-1
Whitworth Pirates
Stranger led off the game after getting hit by a PLU pitch.
Sophomore left fielder Taja Nault followed with a sin2~1
10-5
Pacific Boxers
gle, and nabbed second when the Lutes altempted to get
Willamette Bearcats
2-1 5-7
Stranger at third.
2-2 9-5
George
Fox
Bruins
Freshman first baseman Amanda Norwood then blasted
a single to score Stranger and took second when PLU tried
Linfield Wildcats .
2-2 6-6
to get Nault at third. After Robertson walked to load the
Pacific
Lutheran
Lutes
3-3
4-9
bases, Azzarito laced a double down the right field line to
score Nault and Norwood.
Lewis & Clark Pioneers 2-3 4-10
Led by Sonnet!, who scattered three runs and eight hits
Whitman Missionaries
1-3 3-9
throughout the game, the Bucs were able to hold the lead
0-3 6-8
Puget Sound Loggers
until PLU tied it in the sixth 3-3.
But the Pirates were determined to take one from the
NWC/Overall
,
_
SOFTBALL
reigning champs.
With one out,) Nault roped a single to centerfield.
Linfield Wildcats
5-0 5-0
Norwood reached base on an error when PLU altemptc~d to
4-0 4-0
Willamette Bearcats
get Nault al second base. Robertson then drove a one-hopper to the PLU third baseman, who was able to get Nault
Puget Sound Loggers
2-0 2-0
advancing on the play, but was unable to throw out
Pacific Lutheran Lutes
3-1
3-1
Robertson at first.
Whitworth
Pirates
1-7
1-12
With two outs and two on, Azzarito then stepped up and
smashed a line-drive past the PLU second baseman and
Pacific Boxers
0-2 4-3
secured the Pirates first win of the season in dramatic fashGeorge
Fox
Bruins
0-2 1-3
ion.
Lewis & Clark Pioneers 0-3 3-5
"I'm so proud of our girls," Hansen said. "We competed well and played aggressive. We played the best four
games against PLU that I have ever seen."
The Pirates look to build on last weekend's
success as they travel to Arizona over spring
TLC Health and Education Services
break. The team will face Charlton of Minnesota
and Eastern Connecticut on Mardi 22, Southern
Usillg a Team Approach to Promote Lifestyle Health & Fitness
Oregon on March 23, and Hastings College from
Lori Taylor, ARNP
Diana Walters
Owner and Family Nurse PractitIOner
• Regis/ered Dre/reian
Nebraska and Eastern Connecticut again on
March 24.
- Independent FNP Practice
Cindy Bourgoin
- General Family lIeaUh Care
- McnopausallWomen's Health Care
- Aslhma Care aod EducallOn

BASEBALL:
Continued from page 10
!

jeopardy when defending conference champion
George Fox comes to town this weekend for a
three-game series.
The Bruins arc led by the best pitching staff in
the conference and will try and contain the hot-hitting Pirate offense in the friendly confines of
Merkel Field.
A doubleheader will be played this Saturday
slarting at noon, followed by a single game at noon
on Sunday.

gles by Daniel Gebbers and Henderson were followed by a two-run RBI double from Sedler to
make it 3-1.
McMillen then followed with a double of his
own and extended the advantage
4-1. But L&C added a run in the
bottom half to make it 4-2.
The Pirates weren't done, however, and John Gebbers again
drew a walk to lead off the top of
Ihe seventh inning.
After Gcbbers stole second,
Taylor blasted a home run to
make it 6-2. In the top of the
eighth, Henderson belted his second home run of the season to life
the Ducs 7-2.
• Sleak & Eggs • Prime Rib Hash. Shrimp Frittala
L&C followed with a home
• Eggs Oscar • Poached Kmg Sal mon Benedict
run in the bottom half of the
• Belgian WaHies • Pan Fried Oysler Florentme
•
eighth to make it 7-3. But it was
• Bwrd your own Omelette • Ch I(ken Marco Polo
:
•
100 little too late as the Pirates
held on for the win.
New Spring Hours: Monday-Wednesday l1am-2pm
The Pirates have a solid grasp
Thursday· Saturday l1am-9pm
Sunday 9am-3pm
on first place in the conference,
9820 N_ Nevada (Behind North Pointe Plaza) • 465-8794
but that lead may be in serious

fSSA Cenrjied Fi/ness Trame,
TI,.raplsl

Call to Register for Diet-Free Living
Class Starting Feb. ](/h!
CALL FOR FREE Get Acquainted Visit ••.. 509-467-1739
N. 10015 DiVision, SUIte 101 - Spokane (Most Insurances Accepted)

- Welghl Management

Sliudenli DriVing 1011
Class requirements:
- One lead foot
- Hours of "studying"

$15. 00

Off

Any regularly priced race
with student I D
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1224 E. Front Ave. I Spokane
(509) 568-1065
On the web at www.nasciilrt.net
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LEnERS TO THE EDITOR
It's your turn to sound off.
Check out what you had
to say ...
""PAGE
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Making uspects of
stu

Amy Robinson
Staff writer
ince Sept. 11,2001, systematic xenophobia has
become a way of existence.
A terrorist witch hunt sought
out our nation '5 international
students, evidenced in current
events and legislation, including
the Student and Exchange
Visitor Information System
(SEVIS), and the arrest of Omar
Sami AI-Hussayen in Idaho.
It such irrational feClr of nonnative citizens continues, we are
faced with the very real possibility of reverting back to structural
prejudice we saw in the Japanese
internment camps of World War
II.
The Family Education Rights
and Privacy Act (FERPA) is a
law established in 1974 that
gives all students control over
who can access their records.
FERPA requires a·release signed
by the student or their guardian

S

e n t s

before data about registration,
has always had access to this
contact information or other
inforination on demand.
records can be given out.
However, this program is the
However, with the passage of
first time that it has been autothe Patriot Act in October 2002,
maticalIy recorded without being
this right to determine who sees
specifically requested.
academic records has been
While much of the informadenied to international students.
tion SEVIS currently requires
SEVIS violates the right to pri- isn't sensitive information, by
vacy guaranteed by FERPA.
requiring the school to monitor
SEVIS requires a database of
its international participants,
information on
SEVIS is creall those here
ating a hostile
under a student
environment
visa. A national
and making
It SEVIS is creating a
computer syssuspects of
tem, SEVIS
hostile environment and innocent stutracks enrollmaking suspects of inno~ dents.
ment status,
SEVIS
cent students. "
address, major
demonizes
and other inforthose who
mation on all
come here
international
from abroad
students, as well as visiting facul- for their education, and increases
ty. All faculty are required to
prejudicial suspicion against
notify the registrar if international many of our fellow students.
students are not attending class,
This same mistrust of alI nonand report all change~, including
native citizens has already led to
juggling of classes or majors. It
false arrests of upstanding citischools do not provide all this
zens in our own region of the
information on demand, they
. nation.
endanger their ability to host
Recently, a high-profile Saudi
international visitors.
student at the University of
According to Dee Dobler,
Idaho, Omar Sami A1-Hussayen,
coordinator of Whitworth's
was unjustly arrested for ties to
English Language Program, she
terrorism that don't exist. He is
says Immigration and
being accused of lying on various
Naturalization Services (INS)
visa forms by saying that his sole

purpose in coming to the United
States was to complete his studies. Immigration and
Naturalization Services bases
their evidence on his support of
the Islamic Assembly of North
America (lANA), a religious
group focused on proselytization,
and his Web page work for an
Arab language magazine.
However, during his time as a
doctoral candidate in Idaho, he
has been an active student, very
involved on campus, and has
shown his peers no reason 10 suspect ulterior motives for coming
to the United States. The paranoia surrounding all foreigners
has led to his house arrest, awaiting a decision on his possible
deportation.
This irrational view of international students as a threat to
security is a pattern during times
of war in the United States. The
attitude toward Japanese immigrants and their descendants was
very similar during WWII. Like
now, they· saw them as naturalIy
inclined to desert and betray the
See SUSPECTS.,. page 15

Troops need Polls reveal the
more support manipulation of
public opinion
Emily Brandler
Staff writer
egardless of the disagreements Americans may
have concerning a war
against Iraq, the American publiC must show its support for the
troops who wiII fight and possibly die in such a contlict.
Con1>idering our currently
unstable international situation,
Americans 1>hould make more of
an effort to stand behind the
men and women who daily put
their lives at stake at home and
abroad.
Rather than just staging anti··
war or pro-war protests, the citizens of the United States owe it
to the soldiers who protect them
on the frontlines, as welI as the
military families left at home, to
acknowledge the sacrifices made
on the country's behalf.
Americans can show the military their appreciation in a number of ways, such as organizing
support ralIies, writing letters or
even joining prayer chains.
For example, one Web site
provides the names of soldiers
who desire prayer support.

R

Visitors to the site can choose a
specific military person, pray
for them and receive updates on
their condition.
Such support would boost
morale among the Armed
.
Forces, especially during a time
when oft-angry prote~ters get
more face time on the news than
the loved ones who represent
thousands of men and women
serving overseas.
During the Vietnam War era,
soldiers usually were confronted
with protests only upon returning home. Now, troops can tune
into CNN from their tents in
Kuwait and witness the uproar
firsthand.
One mother and grandmother
of a military family stationed in
Kuwait participated in a recent
Spokane support ralIy. She
explained her actions as:
"I hate the thought of them
only hearing about the anti-war
protests," said Benita Leavy,
Spokane resident and mother of
Marine Sgt. Ian Levy.
This is not to say that
See TROOPS .. page 15

Chris Collins
Sports editor
uestion: Do Americans
support military action
in Iraq without U.N.
approval? Well, according to the
most recent CBS NewslNew
York TImes polI, the answer is
yes - and no. Take your pick.
When asked directly, 55 percent of Americans think U.N.
approval isn't necessary. But
then again, the same poll also
asks: "What if Russia, France
or China vetoes the new resolution?" The answer? Only 44
percent believe the United
States "should proceed anyway."
The hilarious thing about
these two questions is that
they're essentially the exact
same question.
If you didn't know, a veto
from Russia, France or China
would mean that the United

Q

States would not get U.N.
approval for military action. So
basically, the same question
was asked twice.
This was very convcnient for
anyone who would like tn put a
spin on public opinion. And in
fact, CBS News and The Times
did just that.
In the second paragraph of
its online story, CBS News
states that "less than half
believe the United States
should move ahead if France,
Russia or China uses its veto
power to block a U.S.-sponsored rcsolution in the Security
Council."
In stark contrast, Thc Times'
first
paragraph
slates:
"Americans .,. say thcy would
support military action against
Iraq even if the Securily
Council refuses to support an
invasion."
So wait - which one am I
suppose to believe? Do
Americans support war without
U.N. approval or not?
I guess it all depends on if I
read the New York Times or
CBS News.
Only further down in the
story docs CBS News state that
See POLLS .... page 15
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

History not as
clear as we think
Dear Editor,
In last week's Whitworlhian
EmmyLou argued that America
stands at a crossroads where it
will be judged by the annuls of
history. She stated that we are
living in a time, "pregnant with
historical significance" which I
do not dispute. What I don't
understand is the implication
that somehow other periods in
the past are less pregnant with
significance. Were the critical
decisions of the 1940s less significant? Were the crise~ of the
19605 less threatcning then the
current situation? Was the Cold
War as significant as the current
situation? To argue that somehow what we do now is more
important and has greater consequence is to write off much of
history.
Second, EmmyLou stated
that she has yet to see a memorial honoring the native citizens
of this land that where killed by
white settlers. I wish
EmmyLou had traveled more in
the central part of this country.
In South Dakota there is a monument under construction to
Crazy Horse. This monument is
the same lines of Mount
Rushmore and is being blasted
out of the Jiving rock. It honors Crazy Horse as well as
reminds visitors of the unfair
treatment he fought against.
Further, at plains museums
such as Fort Union and Fort
Buford, N.D. the displays and
guides celebrate both the native
culture and settler culture while
not being dismissive of abuse
of treaties and Native
Americans.
Third, EmmyLou argued that
what we see now as clouded
wiIl become clear in hindsight.
Granted, history tends to clear
as we move away from the
event to say it becomes clear is
inaccurate. The majority of historical events are arguable
events. This is exemplified by
the Vietnam conflict. On this
issue alone there are at minimum four distinct and supportable views on how to understand and interpret the event.
Another example is that it is
arguable that Hitler could have
been stopped with little force in
the mid 1930s when he moved
toward expansion. Whether or
not this is true is stilI unclear,
but there are gopd arguments in
either direction.
Fourth, EmmyLou bases the
logic in her argument on historical even.ts and their impact on
the course of society.
However, she then ignores history completely when she slates
that, "I (EmmyLou) have no
doubt that one day our world
will evolve past the need for
war." History argues exactly
the opposite on very general
terms. The 20th century was
the bloodiest century in history
as well as the century to introduce mass genocide as a governmental policy. When World
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War I reached its pinnacle it
was known as the war to end
all wars, yet within the next
generation a conflict even larger erupted. What evidence supports an argument that war will
become unnecessary?
Finally, EmmyLou asserts
throughout her article that violence is unnecessary. AI the
same time she makes pleas for
an adaptation of European models that include a move toward
cooperation and peace. While
these are laudable goals, how
much are we willing 10 pay for
peace at all costs? Are we willing to stomach threats to security
of Ainerica as well as the re~t of
the globe? Are we willing to
only oppose aggression with
diplomacy if that aggressor
decides to use force to achieve
their objective? Are we willing
to stand by as human rights to
the point of genocide are disregarded? I cannot vouch for anyone else, but I would prefer a
world in which institutionalized
violence was an option, as
opposed to one in which the
only recourse is to tacitly accept
the choices of tyrants and dictalors.
Justin Tkach
Senior
Political Studies

Speech doesn't
understand war
Dear Editor,
Student body President
EmmyLou Taylor said in last
week's opinion section of the
Whitworthian, "[The United
States] is stuck in the days of
colonialism and remains fixated
on political hegemony and world
dominance while the rest of
Europe presses forward toward
cooperation and peace."
I beg to differ with such a
claim. This impending war is
about an evil di.ctator and tyrant
who has remained in power for
far too long in Iraq, and needs to
be forced out of power.
Hussein is a mass murderer
who ordered tens of thousands
of his people (0 be gassed to
death in the '80s and invaded
Kuwait in the '90s. He has also
launched missiles into Israel and
Saudi Arabia, been apart of an
eight-year war that with Iran that
may ~ave been responsible for
the death of over a million peopIe, and now refuses to obey the
U.N.'s 1441 Resolution to fully
disarm.
Bush has decided to do something about Hussein's evil rule,
and feels it is the duty of the
United States to oppose an evil
regime. In addition to the liberation of the Iraqi people, this
war has the potential of introdueing another democracy to
the Middle East.
Another main pomt of
EmmyLou's article states that
the United States must shift its
thinking away from one of
nationalism to globalism.
Should America become world

citizens as the Europeans have?
And only then will world peace
be truly attainable? Here are just
a few differences between the
United Slates. and Europe that
makes me proud to be an
American.
First of all, America was
formed because a God-loving
people wanted to leave a tyrannical and evil Britian. Look
what they left; Europe's
economies today are dominated
by socialism and our capitalism
routinely beats them. America is
holding on to its religious past
where Europe has almost completely become secular. Europe
believes nations are bad and
America, except for the left,
remains proudly nationalistic.
Europe believes all war is bad
and global utopia is attainable.
America believes that war is
sometimes needed to contain the
evil that entered the earth with
original sin.
Christians believe that utopia
will happen one day when Christ
returns. Only then will the lion
rest with the lamb and our
swords be changed to plowshares. Why in the world would
we want to become more like
Europe? Their thinking has lead
to a United Nations where a
country like Libya is on the
human rights commission of all
things!
EmmyLou stated, "I have no
doubt that one day our world
;.viJI evolve past the need for
war. War will become a historical barbarity on pflr with duels
that 'settled' the disagreements
between men of-history such as
Alexander Hamilton and Aaron
Burr."
What Taylor fails to realize is
that the world will never evolve
past the need for war as long as
there are evil dictators who mur~
der and terrorize their own peopie, and threaten to terrorize the
rest of the world. President
Bush has made it clear that he
would love to live in a perfect
world without the need for war,
but until that day comes, we'll
do our part in removing evil
tyrants from power who threaten
our national defense.
Greg Tomlin
Sophomore
Communication Studies

Disappointed with
alcohol feature
Dear Editor,
I was not particularly offended, but more disappointed at the
two-page spread entitled "So
Happy Together." I realize that
social drinking is something that
occurs at Whitworth, and I am
not judging or telling anyone
that it is wrong.
What is wrong is to make it a
two-page "article." The information given on that page could
have put in a smaller section and
that space could have been used
for something more worthy.
There were so many articles that
could have used that space more

efficiently such as "Pajama
Parly" or the article on the HUB
Hook-Up.
We have some amazing StUdents and activities here at
Whitworth. I wonder what values are important to us and kind
of messages we are trying to
convey to students and to the
community?
Katy Peringer
Freshman
Religion

Reader responds
to Ugly Stick critic
Dear Editor,
In regards to last week's letter
to the editor, entitled "Ugly
Stick letter was out of line?"
(which was in regards to my previous letter entitled, "Couch
needed for The Ugly Stick"), I
was elated. I am glad someone
responded. This letter is more in
respOnse to the encouragement I
have gotten from acquaintances
and strangers regarding both of
our letters, positive and negative.
The important thing is that there
was a reaction from many peopie. Let us then not disappointthe readers.
To answer the question of
how I intended to respond to
Ms. Campbt:lI, the answer is
'piece by piece.' It comes
down to a matter of opinion
and taste. FOl~ example, when
Ms. Campbell said I "made the
disappointing choice of directing (my) anger at the writer," it
wasn't anger; it was boredom.
Furthermore, I did riot disappoint everyone. She then goes
on to say that my letter
"describes Casey as an immature, grade-school boy who
cracks jokes to fit in and wets
his pants .~." If you read carefully, you may notice I was
actually embracing a literary
concept known as "analogy,"
which, according to Webster's
Dictionary, is a similarity
between like features of two
things, on which a comparison
may be based. For this delivery, I utilized a "simile" which,
according to Webster's
Dictionary, is a figure of
speech in which two distinct
things are comp-ared by using
"like" or "as." This one flew
over Ms. Campbell's head like
a Frisbee.
Moving on, we see Ms.
Campbell quote me as "viciousIy" stating that "Casey is not
funny." No problems here. "How
dare I," she then asks. Free
speech, Bethy.
In the next paragraph we see
"Criticism of an individual is
never appropriate."
OK, but sometimes it can be
funny. I'm sure Casey is a nice
guy and I hope he doesn't try to
kill me, but if he does, from
what I have read, I will not die
laughing. Ms. Campbell states
that Ben Couch is someone I
obviously think highly of. True.
It is also recommended that I
sincerely apologize to The .

Whitworth ian staff. Urn, no.
They chose to print this. (See
disclaimer below this column).
Besides, it drew more emotion
and attention to the paper from
people like yourself. All of the
sudden, lellers to editor are getling interesting.
I can respect Ms. Campbell's
defending her friend, but by saying Ihal Couch and Casey can
both "write equally willy and
entertaining articles" may be a
bit delusional.
On a lighter nole, I would like
to respond to Ms. CampbeJl's
closing that I should get a new
hobby if the Ugly Stick is what
makes my week worth living '"
I'm sorry I will not be around
when this letter gets published. I
will be in Atlanta, Ga., engaging
in my other hobby. When I'm
not reading The Ugly Stick, I
like to go to the National
Championships and help "the
most talented Pirale athletic
team" finish strong at NCAA's.
But this week, Bethy, you made
life worth living. See how the
game works? And to Casey:
you're a good sport, man. It's
been fun.
Sincerely,
Ryan Freeman
Senior
Biology

Articles failed to
portray groups
Dear Editor,
I would like to address the
"Ugly 'Stick" Utah article and
its gross generalizations, nameIy those directed toward
Mormons. The phrases "pretty
boy Mormons" and "your city
will never be cool. The fact that
it is chock full of Mormons
doesn't help" were both insuIting and ignorant. The article
itself was not interesting or
funny but full of attllcks on a
group of people thal chooses to
live with high moral standards.
The assumption that all
Mormons have gelled hair and
wear Abercrombie is absurd.
There are plenty of "cool"
Mormons - if the problem was
that they didn't drink themselves into oblivion on New
Year's Eve, maybe you should
redefine what it means to be
"cooL"
In response to Julie Striker's
article "Hollywood Celebs,"
her take on why Muslim~ "dislike" America seems to miss
the big picture. It is not
America's "lack of morals" that
has caused tension between
Muslims and the United States,
but the Islamic view that the
United States is a Christian
nation. Say what you will.
about how we represent
Christianity, much of the world
still perceives the United States
as a Christian nation. If you
have read the Koran, you know
See
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can be accused of not convincing
someone.
This is all very depressing.
Prior to my little investigation,
Continued from page 13
I always thought the media were
the 21st century version of the
"55 percent would still approve Oracle of Delphi (well, maybe
of military action against Iraq not). But after all, CBS News and
even if the United Nations did The New York Times - who
not support a U.S.-sponsored res- would ever question their authorolution to take SHch action."
ity? Or, dare I say, competence?
The Times never even menDh, and if you're still curious
lions the result from the "If about
whether this
CBS
France/Russia/China
vetoes" Newsrrimes poll actually tells us
question - the exact poll result anything, check this out.
that CBS News thought was so
If I was against the war I could
important that they stuck it in the tell you Ihal:
second paragraph of their ~tory.
..-52 percent think the United
By asking two questions Slates should give inspectors
one general and one technical more time while only 44 percent
the two media outlets gave them- think Ihe "United Slales should
selves a chance to pick and take military action soon."
choose which
percent
impression
think
the
readers would·
United Slates
be left with.
should take into
It By asking two questions
I wish I was
account allies'
... the two media outlets views, while
making this up,
but I'm not.
gave themselves a chance to only 36 percent
Near the end
think it should
pick and choose which
of the CBS
"do what it
impression readers would thinks is right."
News article, it
reads: "45 per..-Only 44
be left with. J,
cent
of
percent think
Americans
United
the
-believe
States should
Sad dam
"proceed anyHussein was personally involved way" if Russia, France or China
in the Sept. 11, 2001 terrorist vetoes the new resolution.
attacks on the World Trade
..-55 percent think that the
Center and Pentagon, although weapons inspectors are having '~a
the ltush administration has not lot" or "some" progress finding
made such an assertion."
weapons of mass destruction.
And how does The Times
So the majority of the public is
cover this poll result?
obviously against this war, right?
"Although Mr. Bush's stateBut, wait. If I was for the war I
ments at his news conference last could tell you that:
..-50 percent think the Iraqi
week appear to have increased
the nation's support for a war, he threat requires military action
apparently did not succeed with "now" while only 41 percent
one argument: convincing'more think the threat can be contained.
..-66 percent of Americans
Americans that Mr. Hussein h<ld
a roic in~tlle atiack~ on the W~rld approve of military action
Trade Center and the Pentagon." against Iraq.
The key thing to notice here is
..-55 percent of Americans
that The Times is claiming Bush think the United States should
failed to convince the majority of take military action against Iraq
Americans that Hussein was even without U.N. approval.
involved in the 9/11 attacks while
..-61 percent think Iraq is
CBS News flatly states that "the coopL',rating with U.N. weapons
Bush adm inistration has not inspectors "not much" or "not at
all."
made such an assertion."
What - the heck is going on
Folks, this is all from the exact
here? Did Bush fail to conV1!1ce same, poll. What can we learn
Americans of something he's from this?
Perhaps we merely need to
never argued? I don't get It. I
always thought you had to actu- apply a little critical thinking when
ally argue something before you watching the even' news.

POLLS:
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term visitors the same rights we
come to recognize the interngive to our citizens.
ment camps of World War II as
one of our darkest epochs; howUnited States citizens cannot
ever, it docs
allow their
not seem to
nation to repeat
have Inlly
this mistake
learned from
from World
its past struc(( ... tIle United States is
War II as they
tuml xenoenter war with
denying
these
lollg~term
phobia.
Iraq. Whether
visitors the same rights 'we this means
Today, the
civil disobediUnited States
give to our citizens. "
ence in support
is starting
of the privacy
down that
of international
same path,
students and
automatically
faculty, speaking out against
suspecting all those born abroad
false imprisonment, or standing
of infiltrating the country, and
up against the horrifying examinvestigating international stuples of prejudice yet to come,
dents through the accumulation
xenophobia needs to be
of personal infonnation by
stopped, individually and corpoSEVIS. In doing so, the United
rately, by each citizen.
States is denying these long-

SUSPECTS:
Continued from page 13

United States because of historical and cllltural ties to Japan.
In response, government officials look them from their
homes with no evidence to support their decisions, and sent
their suspects to work camps
with sparse conditions so their
actions could be monitored.
Japanese and Japanese
Americans, through no actions
of their own became automatic
suspects of sedition, like current-day international academics, and the rights guaranteed to
all citizens were denied these
victims of prejudice because of
their grandparent's birthplace .
The U.S. government has

would want our soldiers to
dUly in the face of overwhelmhave the highest morale possiing public criticism and the
ble.
ever-fluctuating nature of interAfter all, bureaucrats, not
national politics.
soldiers, ultimately decide the
Several members at my
timetables for
church back
war. While
home consist
decisions are
of military
made in boardfamilies.
I've seen the
rooms and
" Civilians may protest summit meetworry lines
on the parwar, but military families ings, the consequences to
ents' faces,
must live them. "
those decisions
and heard
the prayer
are felt first by
requests of
those who
the kids to
must carry
whom I
them out,
helped teach Sunday school.
whether they agree with the
decisions or not.
Every week, without fail, a
I'm not under the delusion
few of the kids would pray to
that the U.S. military is made
God to keep their daddies safe
and bring them home quickly, .
up of perfect people who
remain blameless of any ,
while holding tightly to a souvenir sent from some faraway
wrong conduct in war or
country.
peacetime. Nor do I think nil
protests, either for or against
These families understand
the war, represent an attack on
that Americans may have reasoldiers .
sons for protests, but they also
express a desire for public supI do believe that members of
the Armed Forces, liS well as
port. Without it, doing their
duty in hostile situations, or
their families, deserve a certain
waiting back home for news
alllount of respect and encourfrom the front, becomes that
agement from their fellow
Americans, much more Ihan
much harder.
they currenlly receive.
Despite the fact that'
Americans disagree over the
Quite frankly, the American
issue, I'm sure most of us
public can and should do a betwould agree that if war is
ler job of outwurdly supporting
unleashed upon the world, we
its military.

TROOPS:
Continued
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15

page 13

Americans should shut up and
go along with the program for
the soldiers' sakes, regardless
of their personal convictions.
I support the right to prote!>!
and believe that the American
people can either protest for or
against the war in any legal
manner they see fit.
However, those who choose
to protest mu!>t recognize that at
the end of the day, they can
pack up their picket signs and
go home. Neither soldiers, nor
their loved ones, enjoy such a
luxury. Civilians may protest
war, but military families must
live them.
Furthermore, many
Americans express their concern over the welfare of Arab
civilians overseas and right'ly
so. Yet, I would argue, not
enough support or outward concern is being shown for our
own troops who daily risk their
lives and leave their families
for months 011 end.
Non-military Americans
can't know what it's like to
wonder if they, or their loved
one, will get a call in the next
24 hours that will decide their
fate. Nor can they experience
how it feels to perform one's

- - - - LETTERS TO THE EDITOR CONTINUED - - - - - - - - the wrongdoer" (The Table
5:51). This is based upon the
assumption that "with those
who said they were Christians
We mark a covenant also, but
they too have forgotten much
of what they were exhorted to
do. Therefore We stirred
among them enmity and
hatred, which shall endure till
the Day of Resurrection" (The
Table 5:]4). If Muslims view

LEITERS:

Colleg~

Continued from page 14

shldents are going to drink.
Is it time for the law to change?
Should the drinking age be lowered
from 21 to 18? We asked you to
vote, and here is what you said ...

that Muslims are instructed to
"Take neither the Jews nor the
Christians for your friends ...
whoever seeks their friendship
shall be become one of their
number. God does not guide

62.1%

Americans as Christians, thePl
it is easier to understand the
animosity therein. I urge you
to gain more information about
the religion and culture you
discuss before making assumptions that further mislead the
public.
Brooke Freed
Senior
Religion/ English

Winner
....

...

3.4%
Yes

losers

&=;

34.50/0

No

Don't care

Be sure to check again for this week's question @
www.whltworth.edu/whltworthian.

....

...
...
...

Elizabeth Smart
Tiger Woods PGA Tour
Vince Vaughn hosting
the Late Show
Any Given Thursday

Spring break
$2 bills (thanks, Fred)

....

...
...
...
...
...
...

PAC-10 Tournament
Midterms
Persistent mail surveys
Snitches
Freedom fries
Green beer
March Madness on
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~ Thoughtful Stew

What future are we
shaping?
Finn Pond
Professor of Biology

.

Years ago, at a small college in
South Dakota, an art professor
hosted a party for a group of facUlty. The party had been gomg
for some time when he took some
of us to his studio to unveil his
most recent painting.
I don'! recall much about this
work other than that I was
intrigued by the simple lines and
subtle changes of color. What I
remember more was an exchange
between the artist and another
guest. This man stared at the canvas for a while then asked, "How
long did it take to paint that?" My
friend did not seem offended. He
answered simply, "Forty-one
years." He went on to explain
that it had not taken long to apply
paint to the canvas, but it had
taken him years to master his
technique and, more importanlly,
a lifetime to find his vision. It
was this combination of talent,
effort and life experience which
led him to see beauty in the stark
landscape of sky and prairie. My
friend understood that he was as we all are - products of a
past.
But what contributes to this
past? J believe, as do most geneti-

cists, that genes underlie much of dence that some psychJatric dl~
our behavior. r do not believe, turbances (borderline personality
however, that we are biologically disorder, for example) may
determllled in all we do. Genes become wireu into a young mind
arc ('x pressed in the context of as the result of childhood trauma.
and
anti-social
living organisms, and living Aggressive
organisms do not exist in isola- behaviors can be increased as a
tion from other organisms or a result of faulty brain biochemphysical environment. We are istry, but that biochemistry itself
sh:lped in our development not may be affected by the brain
only by our genetics, but also by deVeloping in a hostile and
the culture and society in which threatening environment.
Who we become doesn't
we live and by the choices that
we make.
depend solely upon our treatment
Neurobiologist~ are learning . as children. We arc not blank
that life experiences do more slates upon which personalities
than influence hehavior and alti- and behaviors are etched by envitudes; they can even reshape our ronment
and
experience.
biology. Much of the architecture Nevertheless, if brain biology can
and biochemistry of the human be permanently affectr.d by envibrain appears to develop in a ronmental factors, doesn't il
fIxed pallern, guided by our make :,cnse to seriously consider
genes. But that's only part of the what world we present 10 our
story. The human brain continues children?
to develop well into adolescence,
Each society makes choices
and our nervous system has that shape its future. The life
evolved to be malleable, subject experiences of my friend led to
to en,{ironmental influence.
something creative. Others arc
Particularly ominous is eVI- not as fortunate. Whcn children
dence that fetal and childhood are exposed to difficult environexperiences may aller brain ments-to wholesale starvation or
development and behavior in per- the threat of violence, for exammanent ways. (-Iuman brains arc ple, what might be the result?
built and wired through complex The answers we give as a !'ociety
interactions among a myriad of - to questions about war, health
proteins and cells. We've long care, education, welfare and forknown that malnutrition or fetal eign assistance will have
exposure to drugs or alcohol has inescapable consequences. And
deleterious effects on brain we should ask ourse)ves: What
development. In addition, it future arc we shaping?
seems that childhood trauma and
stress alter activity levels in parts
"Thoughtful Stew" is (I r!jleclioJl 0/
of the brain and change ncurorejoCII/(y
(/1/(/ sk~(f /1()ICU jl'om ocross Ibf
ceptor concentrations along certain nerve pathways. There is eviIFblill'orlb Collfge C(WljJIlS.
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Bues ranked first in nation

Spring excursions

Women ran away with weekend Invite;
coach claims best team In school history.
"'Sports, page 11

Students break from traditional travel;
explore national and global treasures.
~Scene, pages 8-9
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Voters select
final ASWC
candidates
Heather Thomsen
Slalf writer
The ASWC primary elections
seemed to slide by as qUickly as
they arrived last week, and no controversies in the voting
delayed the results as they did la~t year. In a relatively
smooth primary, more than 20 candidates advanced to the
general election, which will be held Thursday from 7 a.m.
to 10 p.m.
Possibly the biggest news in thi~ year's election, which
seems tame compared to last year's back-and-forth battle
for the presidency, are the write-in candidates.
Sophomore Sarah Lusk described the write-in process
as "inconvenient," but she also IS glad ASWC allows it.
"I think when it comes to votlllg III the HUB, they
should have a li~t of the write-ins for those of us who are
kind of forgetful," she said.
Current Executive V1c.e President Stacey Johnson said
~everal factors contnbuted to the lower number of official candid<1tes runlllllg in the primaries.
"It is possible that mallY people SImply did not know
when the deadlIne for [candidate] applications was," she
stlld. "It is abo pOSSible that people are not as confident
about runlllng after la~t year's electIOns."
The four open positions, which ineluded fmaneial
vice president and three dorm ~enatof5, made write-in
candidates nece~sary Johnson saId there are no distinct
benefits to running as a WrIte-in, except that the applicatIOn for c<1Ildidacy does not have to be turned m until
the general round of elections.
"The drawbacks are that you aren't recognized as an
official candidate, so you lose elections privileges such as
the chance to speak at the debates and rcimbur~ement for

i'!'1
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Junior Tausha Prince completes her ASWC Primary Elections ballot online in her dorm room.

campaign materials," Johnson said. "In addition, your
name doesn't appear on the ballot so people have to actually type It in."
Despite these dis'advantages, ] 2 of the candidJtes
moving on to general elections are write-ins.
Executive vice president candidate Matt Duske, a junIor who was runnmg against sophomores Courtney Daly
and Serena Lindquist, said he felt very relieved when he
found out he had advanced to the general election.
"Going through the electIon process is extremely taxing, mentally and physically, pUlling yourself out there on
the line day in and day out," Duske said. "Courtney,

Serena and I have grown closer because of It, able to
empathize with each other when feeling worn and
exhausted. Our friend~hip has grown and it was hard to
see a friend come up short."
Several campus-wide e-mails informed students of the
day and tIme of the elections and mcluded a link to the
votll1g Web site. ASWC representatives also set up a
booth inside the Hixson Union Building with a laptop
computer to enable students (0 ca~t their ballots. Roaming
debates in the dorms allowed candidate~ to present their

See VOTERS .. page 4

Leaders
handed
Big Threes

Professors leave Core
reconstruction committee

Aimee Goodwin

Sarah l. Lamb
Staff writer

Neil'S editor

Keith Spitzer
Staf/writer

La~t

Leaders have always been held
to a higher standard of conduct
than their constituents [n the
wake of committlllg a conduct
violation (a Big Three), ASWC
President ElllmyLou 111ylor and
Off-Campus Representative Malt
Cole are facing the con~eqllences
of their actIons.
The night of March 14, Taylor
and another Whitworth student
visited Cole at his on-campus
apartment. To unwind after a test
that day, they, along with another
student, shared a bottle of wine.

See ASWC .. page 4
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ReId SaId even before she asked the four
faculty members to step down, they a~ked her
if they should step down.
SiUser, however, said he told Reid that he
would step down if she wanted him to do so.
"I didn't want it to become political," Sittser
said. "I don't like being tempted to be defensive or accusatory. I didn't want it become a
problem and It's not good for the college."
Baird said he didn't agree with Reid's decision, but respects her and knows that she has
in mind the bestlllterest of the faculty. Baird,
however, said he was not asked to step down,
but was told to step down.
In a resolution passed March 19, the
ASWC said "the decision for removal of the
faculty members on the Core teams as a result
of reorganization was done without direet
consultation of the student body"

'-Scene Boomerang
Gen. returns home,
page 7
'

'-Sports Swimmers take
7th at nationals,
page 10
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November, four
faculty members were
asked to step out of di~cus
sions and staffing related to
the reconstruction of the
Core program for one year.
Reid
These
members
are
Professors of Politics and HIstory Corliss
Slack and Julia Stronks and Professors of
Religion and Philosophy Forrest Baird and
Gerry Sittser.
According to the mill utes from the Nov. 12,
2002 meeting of the General Education and
Curriculum Committee (GECCo), Dean of
Faculty and Vice President of Academic
Affairs Tammy Reid announced "the discussions [about Core reconstruction] have
become pohticized so that it makes It difficult
for <l broad spectrulll of faculty to be heard in
sllch a way that timely plans can be made for
next year."

.-News SARS enters
United States,
page 3
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Reid said she a~sumed the student represcntative who was present at the Ineeting
would report this informatIon back to ASWC.
However, the final dcclsion has already
been made desp1te ASWC'~ petition "that student input be included in the final decision."
The Core 150 head instructor for next year
will be Keith Beebe, who was a visiting professor of ReligIOn this year. ReId said she
thought Beebe's training and abihty as a
teacher will facilitate him in Icadmg the Core
team next year. Core 250 Will be led next year
by Professor of English Leonard Oakland and
Vice President of Student Life Kathy Storm,
who are currently on the team. Professor of
Politics and History Michael Lc Roy will lead
the new Core 350 team.
Reid said some of the disagreernent~ surrounding Ihe Core reconstruction have been
about class sizes and how interdisciplinary
the courses should be.

See CORE..- page 2
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Sillser disagreed and said the
committee on Core reconstruction did not look at the current
programs and how they were
Continued from page 1
working.
Next year the Core courses
"It didn't appear to be a thorwill be "designed to develop ough evaluation of what presentthemes to guide course content ly exists," he said.
that would be tied to biblical
Reid said she did not look over
worldview assumptions as a student evaluations for the reconbasis for critical thinking and struction of Core.
application," according 10 the
"1 pretty much know what they
purpose and objectives of the say," she said.
general education program at
Staffing of the Core learns has
Whitworth, which was approved not been planned for the 2004-05
by the faculty in April 2002.
school year.
The goal of reconstructIOn III
"I
would
the Core courses
love to have
has been chalthem
[dislenging for facmissed faculi f I pretty much know what
ulty.
ty] step back
"II's like trythey [student evaluations] into the Core
ing to revise and
program,"
say."
draft at the same
Reid said.
Tammy Reid,
lime," Reid said.
Sillser and
Deall of l~lCId!y
She said the
Baird are not
courses will be
sure whether
deSigned
by
they would to
uSlllg most of
go back to
the current curriculum and then the programs after next year if
adding to it.
they were asked to return.
Baird said he disagreed with
"It depends on what they're
how the committee was changing going to do," Baird Said. "If it fits
the Core courses.
my gifts and talents, staffing
"If there's somethmg there, you issues are worked out and it
can't ignore what's gone before," matches with what I believe in,
Baird said. "You should ask then definitely."
what's working and what's not."
Sillser said he might consider
Reid said the committee has returning to the Core team in the
been looking at how the pre!>ent future.
"1 would have to weigh that
courses are structured.
"We started with what we want carefully," Sittser said. "I care
the students to remember forever, about the program and what hapand then looked back into the syl- pens. It's a lot of fun to teach,
labus [of each course] and asked and the spirit about the course
what we needed to add," Reid tends 10 be positive. 1want that to
continue."
said.

CORE:
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Operation Hero Baggles drop boxes are available In the HUB and dorms.

Packages help troops
Anthony Rodin
Staff writer
As Operation Iraqi Freedom continues, students
at Whitworth are undertaking their own operations
to support the troops overseas.
Operation Hero Baggies provides a way for students to send care packages to soldiers. Whitworth's
online Prayer List, a list of names of armed forces
members that the campus can pray for, allow students to express their thanks to the servicemen and
women.
. . ~Iead.ed by the. Spokan!!. Cllamb~r df Commerce,
WJ;iilw9rth:s lInHy in Ac~ip!1 .Club is spon~oring
-Operation Hero Baggies at the college. Students can
participate in this project by submitting a care package with item!> like writing tablets, playing cards,
toiletries or snacks, in a clear plastic bag to one of
the drop-off boxes located in the Hixson Union
Building, Baldwin-Jenkins, Warren, Ballard and
Boppell.
"[ thought it would be a good activity to bring the
campus together," said junior Darla Lewis, president of the Unity in Action club.

Forbidden items include anything religious, letters in envelopes and talcum or any other kind of
powder. The bags are checked by Unity in Action
club members before submitted to the local firehouses, which act as a staging point for the
Operation. The firehouse members also check the
bags for anything forbidden. Due 10 security, the
care packages cannot be sent to individual soldiers.
"It'd be great to get at least 100 bags," Lewis
said.
The project will end at the end of April during the
"Evening of Unity" celebration.
Students can support troops on a more personal
~evel. by looking at the Prayer List online and praymg for service members.
The idea of such a list first came after Sept. 11, as
a similar list was put together in response to the
large amount of reserves called up after the attacks.
In late February, Student Life employees decided
the list should be resumed due to increasing tensions with Iraq.
The men and women on the list are submitted by
See

TROOPS,.
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Differences between high scllool and college .. ,
..

Long gone are the primping days - dressed up now means
not wearing a baseball hat to class.

..

You can tell a frosh when he/she asks permission to go to the
potty during class.

..

Skateboards get larger as guys get older. (Have you seen the
ridiculously looonnng boards around campus?)

..

Women now cry over term papers instead of dances.

..

Learning to call your professors "Dr." or by their firsl name.
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Scene Editor
Sports Editor
Opinions Editor
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thegrapevine'~

"The ,Grapevine" is a weekly column In The Whitworthiall feablls of campus comedy, unujual storie:, and light hilmar. To
conlrlbute your story or /0 answer the questlO/l of the week, call
ext. 3248 or e-mail editor@whitworth.edu.
turln~

..

Requisition #45 failed - $325 for Whitworth Women's
Football to enter two teams in Spokane spring league

..

Requisition #47 passed - money for Baldwin-Jenkins
resident assistanls to bring an ex-exotic dancer to
campus to speak about pornography

jim McPhmol1

Requisition #48 passed - $1,500 to help KWRS pay for'
three years of debt from previous Web casting

STAFF WRITERS
Lallra Adams, Mary Ado!fsOfl, Megan Blaflk, N/fole Bowmafl, EUl1/y Brandler, Ben COllch,
lI,faltheu' Koemmgk, Sarah Ddworth, Kevifl Edr/y, lvJonira Esehenbacher, Steph<lllie Getman,
Sarah L L.amb, Alike Larkin, Amy Rnbinson, Antho'!] Rndin, Keith Spitzer, Jlllie Stn'leer,
Heather ThofJlSen, C. BI)'al/ Tidwell

Requisiti?n #49 pass~d - money to help Student Athletic
AdVisory CouncIl buy T-shirts for 91 senior athletes
..

PHOTOGRAPHERS
Jqy BoersfJlt1, Ben Dr Biast, Koi"'!lIta Fllklloka, Mia GrahafJl, Allin Z%laroltJ, Canr/y Alitebell, Malt .Moore,
Afyssa Nee/, Angela &Jcbert, Kntie VO{gt
The Whitworthian. ia the offiCial publication of ~he Ass~i~ted Students of Whitworth College (ASWC) and iR published
wee~y, except dunlll! January and student vacations. OpiniOnS expressed In editonal and advertising content do not necessanly r~ne~t the v1~ws of ASWC, the college, ils administration, faculty or staff. Whitworth ~Uege provides equal
opport~ruty In education and em~loyment in accordance with Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, Title IX of the
Education Amendments and Secllom 799A and 845 of the Puhlic Health Services Act.

Political Activism Club chartered
Karate Club chartered
Senior. ni~ht at the Garl~n~ - Goonies, April 11 at
mldmght, free admiSSion for seniors
Applications for Springfest booths due April 10
Applications for Springfesl T-shirt designs due April 11
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newsbriefs
I;.u'au brings Hawaii to Spokane
The Hawaiian Club is hosting the 33rd annual Lu'au, "The
Language of the People," Saturday. Dinner begins at 5 p.m. and
entertainment begins at 7 p.m.
Tickets will be $13 for students and $15 for members of the
community.

Author addresses injustice
Gary Haugen, author of Good News About IIIjustice, is speaking
at 11:15 this morning in the Chapel.
Haugen, a Christian attorney, investigated war crimes in
Rwanda and founded the International Justice Mission, which
investigates unjust situations such as children living in brothels
and political prisoners.

Bare your arm, give blood
Whitworth will host a blood drive from noon to 6 p.m. next
Tuesday in the Hixson Union Building.
Whitworth community members can sign up to give blood
Thursday and Friday in the HUB. Available times to give blood
will be 11:30 a.m. to 12::30 p.m. and 5:30 to 6:30 p.m.
Community members who cannot sign up in the HUB can eJan
Murray,
Health
Center
director,
at
mail
jmurray@Whitworth.edu.

Reporter shares the scoop
New York Times reporter and author Tim Egan will speak about
"Domestic Politics and Privacy Issuse During War" at 7:30 p.m.
April 16 at Gonzaga University's Jepson Center.
A Pul itzer Prize winner and a Seattle native, Egan writes for The
New York Times Seattle bureau. He is the author of the books The
Good Rain, Breaking Blue and Lasso the Wind.
The event is sponsored by The New York Times, The
Spokesman-~eview and the Gonzaga Student Body Association.
The event is free and open to the public. For more information,
contact Megan McCarthy at 324-5464.

~ollege

Whitworth's Emergency Response Plan (ERP) has been revised
during the past 18 months, beginning after the Sept. 11 terrorist
attacks.. The revised ERP is formatted based on the Incident
Command System (lCS) management system, the same system
implemented by federal, state and emergency agencies.
The plan enables Whitworth to respond to a variety of emergencies and to remain self-sufficient for a minimum of three days.
"Utilizing the ICS structure allows us to coordinate our
emergency response with available responding off-campus
emergency services and to conduct joing training exercises with
local agencies," said Assitant Director for Operations Bill
Roberts and Communications Director Greg Orwig in a campus
e-mail.

·
;

alters ·response plan
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Trip to China
creates concern
about disease
Sarah L. lamb
Siaff writer
Students who traveled to China
during spring break did not
receive a very warm welcome
when they returned to campus
last week.
Before the group of 51 students, faculty and their family
members departed for China
March 21, the Center for Disease
Control (CDC) warned travelers
not to enter south China due to a
recent outbreak of Severe Acute
Respiratory Syndrome (SARS).
The day the group returned to the
United States, the CDC extended
the warning to mainland China
because SARS had been detected
there.
When the group stepped off
the plane in the United States
March 29, they were given cards
explaining the symptoms of
SARS and what to do if they suspected they had SARS.
Junior Tausha Prince went on
the trip to China and said SARS
is already in the United States.
"I felt more safe than 1 do
here," Prince said.
The CDC has listed continuous
updates of where the new disease
has spread. Baird said he checked
this site and the World Health
Organization Web site twice a
day before his group left for
China.
"My main goal was to have the
sludents learn, but my main concern is safety," Baird said.
He said he sent links and information to parents, faculty and the
students to keep them informed.

The morning the group left,
Baird met with several administrators to decide whether the
group should go or not.
"If there was a travel warning
[before we left], we wouldn't
have gone," Baird said.
Director of the Health Center
Jan Murray said she and other
administrators received some
calls from concerned parents
about this issue. Murray sent emails on March 31 and April 1 to
all students and faculty to inform
them of the situation and to calm
fears.
"It's in the back of my mind, but
I'm not really worried about it,"
sophomore Christie Dubois said.
"They've taken precautions."

It

I don't think there's any

more cause for concern for
student health than before
spring break. "
Jan Murray,

Dimtor 0/ Health Center

Baird told concerned parents
and students that SARS was in
South China, a place they would
not be traveling, B!lird .s~id.
The group went to Beijing and
the surrounding area, including
Fragrant Hills and the Great Wall
of China. These places are about
1,000 miles away from the areas
where SARS had been reported.
The Department of Health
reported a total of seven cases of

TROOPS:
Continued from page 2

- Compiled by Aimee Goodwin
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students and faculty. They are "not officially" told
that they are being prayed for, said Assistant
Director of Conferences and Special Events
Stephame Hallon.
However, they are being told by the people who
submitted their names.
"They were very thankful and felt honored lhat I
thought of them," said sophomore Hailey

SARS that have occurred in
Washington, but some of them
are no longer sick or contagious.
The CDC reports that there have
been no deaths from SARS in the
United States.
"Spokane is just as close to it
[SARS] as Beijing," freshman
Diana Draper said;
As far as she knows, no one at
Whitworth meets the criteria of
being at risk for SARS, Murray
said.
Tomorrow the lO-day incubation period will be over for the
students who returned from
China. After this, students, parents and faculty will know for
sure if anyone has SARS on the
Whitworth campus related to this
trip.
"The risk from this trip will
end next Wednesday, but the risk
in general of SARS could
increase because our society is so
mobile," Murray said. "II's just
the beginning - it's not going to
go away."
For
disease
prevention,
including SARS, most physicians recommend that people
stay healthy by eating right,
drinking plenty of fluids, getting
adequate sleep and washing their
hands often.
'Murray sai4 if someone
thinks'they 'might have' SJ\.RS,
they should immediateiy see a
doctor and keep away from others,just in case.
"I don't think there's any more
cause for concern for student
heallh than before spring break,"
Murray said.

Nordmarken, who contributed to the list.
Even for those who submitted to the Prayer List
the names of servicemen and women without
telling, the list is 'having a positive effect.
"I appreciate people on campus keeping my
friends in their prayers. Our soldiers need as much
support and prayer as they can gel. Also, we should
pray for their families just as much. They're making
sacrifices, too," sophomore Christie Dubois said.
Students can submit as much or as little information desired about the service member to Hallon at
shallon@whitworth.edu.
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Check out

Reading your faVOrite literature as you watdl the sun rise over the beautiful
Rocky Mountains
Hearing the unique song of the Western Meadowlark as you study its body
structure and flight patterns

THE
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nts:

Inhaling the sweet fragrance of mountain wildflowers as you create prose

ONLINE

- One lead foot
- Hours of "studying"
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Expenenang the beauty of Mootana as you form new friendships In
studenHentered classes

www.whitworth.cclu/
whitworthian

Enjoying the mountainous views as you study the history of rock and roll

lmagine< ..
Spending your Summer in a learning environment as you enjoy the benefits
of a community large enough to support a diverse culture, yet small
enough to provide a friendly atmosphere
Immersing yourself In Big Sky Country as you learn about Montana culture
Escape to The UniverSity of Mootana where you
can balance academics with recreation and relaxation.
Register today and enjoy UM's relaxed campus atmosphere,
innovative course offerings and exoting outdoor actIVIties.
1224 E. Front Ave. I Spokane
(509) 568-1065
On the web at www.nascart.net

For more information, visit
montanasummer.com or call 406·243-4470
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Task force surveys student interest
Group strives
to make studying
abroad possible
for everyone
Heather Thomsen
Staff wnler
Studying abroad may become
easier in the future, especially for
student~ who are strapped for cash.
A faculty task force working to
Improve Whitworth's International
Education program hopes changes
in the program will enable more
students to study abroad.
"Our goal is to offer a semester
of international education experience to ~tudents for the same
price they pay for Whitworth
tuition, room and board and
maybe an airplane ticket,"
Professor of Politics and History
Michael Lc Roy said.
Sophomore Laura Thaut said

VOTERS:
Continued from page I
campaign platforms and answer
questions.
Freshman Brent Hendricks
said students were informed
about the elections.
"I espeCially appreciated the
roaming debates," Hendricks
said. "They allowed dlfect contact with the candidate~ and
showed the people behind the
campaigns."
Junior Pat Brauer said the publicHy has been tOlled down so far
this year, as compared to last
year.
"So far, the publicity has been
just enough to get the names of
those who arc running," Brauer
s,ud. "I think that publicity for
the election by word of mouth
has been good this year. I don't
know about the rest of campus,
but f heard Ihat at least I 16 out of
approximately 160 Arcndites
voted, which i~ all impressive
ralio."
Daly said the electIOn held
afler spring break was not ideal
because it did not allow enough
tIme for campaigning.
"I do feel that because clcc-

Story fdeas?

:Q'
, ~,

she can ea~ily ~ee herself studying in Europe, Africa or A~ia.
"II is a valuable experience for
any student, as it gives a perwn a
new lens to look at the world
through and helps one to beller
under~tand the worldviews of
people in other counlries," Thaut
said.
Thaut's dream of ~tudying
abroad is currenlly oul of reach,
however.
"The only factor holdJllg me
back from international study is
the cost," she said. "( don't thlllk
Whitworth's study abroad programs are outrageously expensive, it's just that even an additional $2-4,000 for such a trip
would be a financial strain."
Junior Carla De Priest said she
faces the same setback.
"( simply cannot afford it. The
will is there, the money just
isn't," De Priest said.
In additiOn to finances, sophomore Briltney Peter~on said time

tions started right aftcr spring
break, not a lot of people knew
thilt they were happening, especially since last year's presidential race wa~ so lIItense and thIS
year it's really not," D,lIy said.
The reqlJlTement for advancing
past pnmaries was earning the
highest
or
second-highest
amount of votes. For the final
round, the winner must receive at
least 45 percent of the votes cast,
or a reelection is necessary.
As the final vote approaches,
some candidates may increase
their publicity and appearances
around campus.
Daly, however, said she is
unsure of how she will change
her campaign.
Lusk ~,Ild she has been generally satisfied by campaigns ~o
far, though she sees room for
improvement.
"Compared to last year, the
candidates have nol been nearly
as 'out there,' but there's still
some time for that," she said. "I
know it can be difficult 10 make
the time to get around to every
donn, but that's all part of the
job. In general, I Ihink this election has gone pretty smoothly. I
guess we'll find out just how successful it's been when the fmal
results come in."

Dc Prie~t said. "I would also like
to see more program options,
especially for the political science department. I can't ~peak
for olher majors, but I feel that
my limited choices are part of
what preclude me from participating."
Decbions on the location of
the proposed lIlstitutions will be
based on the criteria for what
makes a good program, such as.
educational expertise, cost and
interest, Lc Roy said.
"If there are ways to enable
more students to engage in the
program, I think it would benefit
a lot of students," Thaut said.
Lc Roy described the prospective centers of education as interdisciplinary and useful for many
departments as well as for students specializing in various
areas of study.
Lc Roy said more colleges and
universities
are
gravitating
toward international education

programs like the one Whitworth
is
considering.
Westmont
College, for example, has permanent centers in England and
Europe. Lc Roy said Gonzaga
University has a center in italy.
The task force's online studcnt
survey will help determine student
interest level in studying abroad.
The survey has been e-mailed to
the student hody once already. Lc
Roy said about 250 responses
have been submitted. A second
campus-wide e-mail will be sent
within the next two days with a
link to the online survey.
"If students want to have an
influence on the future of international education, they should definitely fill out the survey," Le
Roy said. "it's really in the students' interests, because we're
using this to as~ess where they
are most interested in going. The
more student input we have, the
more accurate a decision we'll be
able to make."

ASWC:

ASWC Review Board examines
misconduct by individuals or
groups under ASWC jurisdiction
and determine a response that
will benefit ASWC as a whole.
The Review Board decided the
filling responl.e would be an
apology to the ASWC assembly,
and for the participants to provide a speaker to lead a future
meeting devotional about integrity in leadership, Taylor said.
Warren Representative Phil
Hickok, a sophomore, said Taylor
and Cole's apology to the ASWC

policies:
"I recognize the level of
accountability that comes with
this position," Taylor smd.
"Along with that, I recognize that
I'm accountable to the same standard as the rest of the student~.
I'm disappointed that I didn't
exercise beller judgment."
Hickok said he think~ elected
leaders should be held to a higher
standard of conduct.
"I think as a leader, and as people who make pohcy, we [ASWC
members] are under an obligation
and a written contract that we
wJlI abide by the rules of the college and by the rules of the
a~sembly," Hickok said.
Cole said he regrets consuming
the alcohol on campus, saying they
could have just as ea~ily gone off
campus.
"The decision to have a glas~
of wine was a misjUdgment,"
Cole said. "I'm pretty remorseful
and see it as a disservice to my
constituents."
Off-Campus Representative
and senior Abbey Smeltzer l>aid
she admIres Taylor and Cole's
leadership in this situation.
"They're using this experIence
as a way to show the Whitworth
community that student leaders
are responsIble not only for theIr
'actions, but to the community
they serve," Smeltzer said.
Taylor said this experience has
emphasized her accountability as
a leader.
"I've learned that even if I am
not always reminded tliat leaderl.
arc held to a higher standard, the
reaction of the assembly and
from Whitworth was a good
reminder to me lhat leaders are
held to a higher standard," Taylor
said. "1 perhaps didn't have
enough respect for the accountability of leadership, bUl now I
have a higher respect for it."

Continued from page 1
All four participants are over the
age of 21, the legal drinking age in
Washington. None of the participants became intoxicated, Cole
said.
While having a friendly conversation with a resident director that
weekend, Taylor mentioned the
incident. Realizing the participants
had violated the l>chool policy of
no alcohol on campus, the reSIdent
director felt obligated to begin to
.:onduct violation procedures.
"When we were sharing the
wine, I was thinking about it [the
rules] 11\ part," Cole ~aid.
After the resident dIrector flied
an incident report with Dean of
Student Life Dick Mandeville, the
particIpants allcnded a formal conduct meeting that included
MandeVille and the resident director who reported the incident.
Mandeville determined the participants had commilled a Big
Three violatloll and let them
choo~e their sanction' a $40 fme or
a $20 [me plus three hours of community service. Taylor said she
cho~e the second optIOn, while
Cole said he chose the rlrst oplion.
"The impact of her [Tayl[)r]
behavior needs to be considered
in light of her response to the
incident and ( think her reSpOIll.e
has been to accept responsibility,
accept the consequcnces and
move on," Mandeville said.
As ASWC members, Taylor
and Cole also had to face an
ASWC Review Board, comprised of two assembly members,
one faculty member, the director
of student actlvltieb, one ~tudent
ai-large and the ASWC preSIdent.
According 10 ASWC by-laws,
Taylor was excused from the
commillee for that session. The

Clean, Quiet, Convenient
1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments
llaskclball, Racquetball, Tennis, Pool

Rosewood Club
401 E. Magnesium
(509) 467-5612

1perhaps didn't have
enough respect for the
accoulltabilityoflcadership, but now I have a
l1igl1er respect for It. "
it

Emmylou Taylor,
.I'

1.IIF'C I'lcsu!m!

assembly at the March 19 mceting
did not do justice to the student
body who elected them.
"I understand why shc did it,
but
I feel
that because
EmmyLou was elected by the
entire campus, she had an obligation to make it known 10 Ihe
whole campus that she broke a
BIg Threc," Hickok said. "I
don't think she was honest with
her constituents in representing
the entire school. I think that
EmmyLou should have taken
into consideration that ~he represents the entire campus, not ju~t
the assembly she's president of."
Taylor and Cole's posilions
entail a sense of trust from the
student body. The ASWC
Constitulion requires all elected
officials to act in ways consistent
with the college's mil.sion and
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Introducing our
Full Service Breakfast Menu
Sundays 9am-3pm

~'--~

Affordable

ON SITE Laundry Bar-B-Que

Call x3248

has affected her desire to study
abroad.
"It is really hard to be able to
plan a year in advance, especwlly
when going on a trip will be contingent on ~cholarships and
financHlI aid that is decided
later," Peterson l.aid.
The task force, headed by
Professor of Politics and History
Jim Hunt, intends to address
these problems. The group
designed two surveys, one for
l.tudents and one for faculty, to
help determine what keeps students from participating in international study programs.
Hunt said Whitworth could
establish permanent centers of
educatiOn abroad and work to
make the program cost efficient.
"I would suggest increased
scholarship opportunities to help
with the cost of studying abroad
- money that I can earn through
merit or other criteria to help offset some of the financial burden,"

Buy 1 Breakfast Menu Item
Receive 1/2 OFF Second Item!
•
•
•
•

Steak & Eggs • PJlme Rib Hash. Shrimp FJlttata
Eggs Oscar· Poached King Salmon BenedICt
Belgian Waffles • Pan Fried Oyster Florentine
Build your own Omelette. Chicken Marco Polo

N~~ Sp;i~·g H~~:'~::~; ~~·n~~;; ;:n:.;;m
Thursday -Saturday 11 am-9pm

Sunday

9am-3pm

9820 N. Nevada (Behind North Pointe Plaza) .465-8794

- UrgentBlood pla~ma donauons arc
nceded 10 he Ip save bu rn,
Iraum<l, and shock vlclIm~
donale today and rccclvc

1m.
l.f(
lV/){

bea
K

$25
(for "pprox. 2 hours)
Call or SlOp by:

ZLB Plasma Services
Formcrl y Nabi Biomcdical Ccnlc r

9621 E. Sprague
926-1881
Fccs and donation limc may V1UY.

www.zlb.com
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10 j
/lot
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Bend your mind by
bending your body.
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Top left: Freshman Etljah
Tadema plays the plano and
sings hiS original work,
"Horrible Woman."
Bottom left: Freshman
Skyler Gronhotz (lefL) hotds a
steady beatbox beat for
freestyle rapper senIOr Josh
Andrew (middle) While senior
Ryan Freeman proVides the
words Andrew used to ere·
ate hiS rhymes.
L.eft: Sophomore Tiffany
BUlssink breaks up the
rhythm of the night with a
bit of comic retlef.

Farewell, Peak
"-----

J Ibillk il:r aweJome. Jt ir a lot belterlhil/l KKZX.
13/11 J witlmil.!' Tbe
Peak, il IvaJ the
dOJeJt Ihing 10
"107.7 ]'he EJld"

Evan De Vries,
.mpholllo/'e

retarded.
1f7&y do Ive need
Ihree radio JtaliollJ
with all the Jame
IJIlfJid The Peak
lJJa.r the OIlIY big J/alion Ivi/h good taJ/e.
Tbat'J

Sarah Larson,
jlf11l01

11 il' tI blfllth q/
lra.rh, ClaJJit' rotk
lJ OK, bllll10t
lV/JeJI'yOf(

IlIalll

10

hear tbe real105.?
Kenna Klempel,
Sopbomore

1/1' great. Thi.f
1JJ0nlllZ~ [ Ivoke liP
to L..ed Zeppelin,
/lollhe .w",e old
aup J (/1]v~/yJ hem:
The PetlJ..~ needed tl
cbaJlge.
Kristel De Vries,
Jelllor

"

Spokane rock-alt station
overtaken by hard rock
Keith Spitzer
Stajf writer

The aHwaves of Spokane aren't what
they once were. 105.7 The Peak is no
longer Spokane's Rock Alternative; it
Isn't even a station anymore.
105.7 The Buzzard, "An 01' Dirty
Bnd," has landed in the spot or the old
Peak. The Buzzard, according to their
Weh site, is trying to reclaim the real
rock from 98.9 KKZX. What they defme
as "real rock" is hard classic rock.
Lcd Zeppelin, Aerosmith, AC/DC
and ZZ Top have replaced Creed,
John Mayer and the roo Fighters.
Listeners weren't made officially
aware of this change until the day of
the switch, April 2.
On April I The Peak did what is
known as "stunting." They played the
new format, classic rock, while still
using the name The Peak and the same
on-air personalities, said Tim Cotter,
program director for Citadel
Communications and the owner of
105.7.
Billboards went up around town on
April I but weren't officially advertising until the next day, he ~aid,
The reason for the switch is rating!>.
For the la~t few years, The Peak wa!>
slipping in the Arbitron Ratings for
Spokane. At one point they were No.
I, but fell last year to No.9, aceonjing to the Arbitron Company.
Cotter refused to comment on
whether the decision was made locally or on a corporate level.
"KKZX is No. I in this town,"
Cotler ~aid. "We feel there is a large
rock share in this market and we want
a piece of it."

"I~ ",,
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From teft: sophomores Mat Grover on bass and Nels Johnson on gUitar, freshman ChriS Gltliam on drums and high
school senior Trent Champs comprise Mission Avenue, which made Its debut Sunday night at Mac Hall In Concert In
front of an enthUSiastic croWd. For more information about the band, e-mail misslonavenue@hotmall.com.

Stroll down Mission Avenue
Sarah Dilworth
Staff writer

Mis')ion Avenue, an up-and-coming Whitworth
band, had its debut Sunday evening at Mac Hall in
Concert. ThelT mLl~ic is ali-Original and created by
the combined efforts of all f{)Ur member!..
The lead !>inger is sophomore Nels Johnson, who
also plays guitar along with Trent Champs, who i!>
a senior at North Central High School (NCIIS).
Sophomore Mat Grover plays the bas!> and ~ing!>
back up; and freshman Chris Gilliam plays drums.
Gilliam'!> place as drummer may ~trike a chord
with Sillser fans; hi, brother, junior Kyle Gilliam,
drums for the popular alt-rock group.
The group came together earlier this year, when
they discovered a common desire to ~erve God
through their musical abilities.
"We wanted to ~how people a new way of looking ,It the Lord," Grover said.
Their mu!>ic i~ influenced hy Jimmy Eat World,
Thur!>day and Underoath. They de!>cribed their
sound as a hybrid of Christian, melodic, punk,
alternative and hard, a contemporary style called
"Emo-core."
Mac Hall is only the jump start for Mission

Avenue. The band has hopes of clilling an EP this
spring as well as playmg at local clubs around
Spokane.
Two years ago, Sillser had its grand debut at Mae
Ilall in Concert, which launched them into high
campus popularity. Sitl!>er has been a great !>ource
of encouragement for Mission Avenue and has
helped them a lot in gelling started, Grover said.
All four members of Mission Avenue arc passionate about their music and hope they can
make a career of it. For them, it is not just about
making music though. Their music is ,Ibo a
ministry to reach out to others about the word of
God.
Challlp~ and John!>on arc both involved in
Young Life at NCI IS. Iligh-schoolers arc a crowd
Mi~sion Avenue hopes to reach with their music.
"I look at Ihe!>e kids that arc dying inside ,lIld
have nOlhing to live fur," Johnson ~><Iid.
Thi!> de!>ire to help these kids in!>pired their
!>ong, "The Death in Your Eyes."
The mu~ic of Mis!>ion Avenue deals with tough
i~!>lle~ or ~truggles that people have to face. The
See

MISSION..-
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Yoga stretches health to new levels
Mind your yoga
clothes, gear
for best workout

Stephanie Getman
Staff writer

Ancient
exercise
promotes
health for
body, mind

,,
,

?,

People across the world arc contorting themselves into
the downward-facing dog, warrior and child poses. Yoga, an
ancient practice, ha~ quickly become one of the most popular forms of exercise for the mind and body.
Related to the Old English word 'yoke' and essentially
meaning union, yoga is a psycho-physical discipline that
dates back about 5,000 years, according to Yogasite
(www.yogasite.com ).
While the emphasis in most of today's routines is on the
physical, the spiritual element remains an underlying tone to
most practices.
In the Eastern, or traditional, sense, there are four paths
of yoga: Jnana, the path of knowledge or wisdom; Bhakti,
the path of devotion; Karma, the path of action; and Raja,
the path of self-controL
While the first three paths have fallen into relative obscurity, the four path, Raja, has manifested itself in the West in
the form of Hatha yoga, which integrates standing and !oitting postures with breathing techniques. The versatility of
yoga - the ability to focus on the psychological or physical
- is attractive 10 a growing number of people.
Those pursuing a psychological track should participate
in sessions at a yoga studio, under the guidance of a "yogi,"
or a traditionally trained instructor.
Those interested in yoga for its physical benefits can take
classes at a health club, or even in their own home, with one
of the dozens of videos and DVDs available.
Dawn Pullin, who instructs a variety of fitness classes at
24-Hour Fitness and teaches Whitworth's aerobics class, fell
in love with yoga as a student. After more advanced training, she added it to her teaching repertoire.
Mentally, Pullin sees yoga as an opportunity for relaxation.
"I feel that it's just the one hour of your day when you
give yourself permission to take a break," Pullin said.
At the end of most ~essions, the instructor will guide the
class in a relaxation, in which the participant consciously
relaxes every muscle in his or her body.
Even though students will walk out of class and return to
their worries, for a few moments during yoga they can let
them go, Pullfn said.
PhYSically, yoga is very different from traditional exercise. Traditional exercise is goal-oriented (for example, 20
push-ups or bench pressing 80 pounds), and if you miss
your goal, you fail.
Yoga, on the other hand, is a process, one at which you
succeed simply by trying. Yoga forces thc,participant not to
look at the end goal, but at the means to tIre-end: an awareness of what you are doing and how it makes you feel.
Furthermore, yoga differs from traditional exercise in that it
tones muscles, rather than breaking them down and rebuilding them, according to Yogasite.
In addition to increasing upper- and lower-body strength,
routine yoga practice will dramatically increase the strength
in the core muscles of the abdomen and lower back, thus
enhancing any additional weight training.
Also, yoga greatly increases flexibility, which helps the
range of motion and reduces the risk of injury.
"I'd like to get into teaching yoga to athletes," Pullin
said.
She sees yoga as a valuable physical activity (or people
who constantly work their bodies in the traditional way.
Yoga can benefit everyone mentally and physically. The
north-side 24-Hour Fitness, located at 603 E. Holland,
offers four weekly yoga classes, which are very popular.
The attendance at these classes is notably higher than the
attendance at other cardia classes, and the attendees come

TLC Health and Education Services
Using a Team Approach to Promote Lifestyle Health & Fitness
Lori Taylor, ARNP
Diana Walters
O"'n~r and Family

Nurse Practitioner

- 1odependent FNP Practice
· General Family Ilcallh Care
· McnopausallWomcn's Hcallh Care
· Asthma Care and Education
- Weight Management

. Registered Dretician

Cindy Bourgoin

Stephanie Getman

8m Di 81au/ U'hlf"~rlhial1

Yoga students leave their worries at the door of Whitworth
Fieldhouse's ballet loft during a weekly yoga session.
from a variety of backgrounds.
In her Tuesday and Sunday night classes, Pullin sees people who are "new Ito yoga], who have been doing yoga on a
regular ba~b forever, college students, [people] of the older
generation, men and women."
One thing that attracts so many to yoga is the minimal
capital costs. All you need is a good yoga mal. Not to be
confused with a Pilates mat, which is thicker, a yoga mat is
thin and sticky, which allows you to hold your poses for
extended periods of time and protect your feet from the bare
floor.
While it is arguably better to wear tight-fitting, sweatwicking clothing for an intense yoga class, Pullin tells her
students at Whitworth, "You can wear your pajamas to
class."
Pullin recommends practicing yoga at least twice a week
for optimal results. Consistently doing a one-hour yoga routine even once a week, however, will give you results. The
point at which one sees improvements varies, but most
notice changes in strength and flexibility after the second of
third session, she said.
KNOW & GO

MISSION:
Continued from page 5

ISSA Certified !-lIness Trairrer
'IneraplS!

Call 10 Regisler for Diet-Free Living
Class Slorling Feb. 20'''!
CALL FOR FREE Get Acquainted Visit....509-467-1739
N. 10015 Division, Suite tol -Spokane (Most Insurances Accepted)

lyrics also contain personal
experiences by members of the
band.
Their song, "Over the Wall,"
addresses how "people are
looking for that basic need of

love and then Christ fills that
void," Johnson said. A line
from the song goes,
"Sometimes I stare through a
window, watching my own
soul."
Mission Avenue is not afraid
to touch on even the toughest
issues.
In their song "Altercast," the
contcnt is about a man struggling
with an addiction to pornography.
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Take Your Mind on a Trip This Summer

Combl'}e your love (or travel With your desire for education. Eastern Washington University is offering four courses
that Will take you to new worlds of discovery and fun.
Cont.empor~ry German S~letr & Culture
July l1-August 8, 2003
Studdymg 111 Lubeck, Germ~ny, wlil give you the opportunity 10 pursue studies In German while surrounded by <lnd immersed in the language

an culture of the people, Contact Dr Sally Winkle (509) 359·2860 or Vicki Rai!! (509) 359-2481.
Evolution or Br~tish Cities
July 5-29: 2003
Study the adaptation of S(QtI~nd'~ urban form over 800 }'ears as you visit Glasgow, Edlnburg[, and "ther cities in ScoUand_ Contact Rose
Morgan (509) 358-2230 or Blil Gnmes at bgrimes@Studiocascade com.

Spanish ~angu.age Program In Salamanca

August 4-29. 2003

Learn Spallish or Improve your Spanish skills Immersed in the beaullful and cosmopolitan city of Saliimanca Spain Contact Dr lose Garc'a
Sanchez (509) 359-2862.
,.
I

Shakespeare I~ <?regon

c

Slafiwriler

lune 17-19,2003

Study four plays In live pclformance ,11 lhe Oregon Shakespeare festival with a pubhshed SI1<1kespc.)re.ln scholar in A\hlmd Oregon Cnnldet D
Granl Smith (509) 359.6023.
"
. r

~ne of the greatl'St pleasures in Me IS tlte process of expondmg your mind and absorbing /leW mformatlo/l, imlghi, appreciation and values For more
mfomlatloll and a free catalog, call us 01 (509) 359.4222, (800) 831-6' , 4, or emaIl us at: slImmer@mad 1'W1I.edli or VIsit 1IIIp:l!summer.cwu.edu

Baseball players wear caps
and cleats. Tracksters wear running shorts. Swimmers wear
swimsuits. And yoga practitioners wear yoga clothes.
Yoga-specifi~ attire is modified especially for ease of
movement for various yoga
positions. Made of stretchy
nylon and spandex blends,
they allow for extension into a
full downward-facing dog
without bunching, ripping or
riding up.
With yoga's rising popularity,
yoga clothes are available in
most department stores.
Target, for example, has an
entire women's clothing section
devoted to yoga. This line
entered stores last October and
has seen a steady increase in
sales, Northpoint Target salesperson Cindy Kelly said.
Kelly sees a variety of yoga
practitioners perusing the section.
"You would be amazed. It's
all across the board. I see young
people, older people, everyone,"
Kelly said.
Whether you are a beginner
·to the ancient exercise or a
tenured yogi, having the right
clothing will ensure a smoothflowing, efficient session.
to Shorts: usually tight-fitting
or loose with thigh bands.
to Pants: cropped, three-quarter length, bootcut or loose with
elastic bands around ankles.
Try the Mossimo women's
yoga pants, with wide legs and
a drawstring waist ($27.99,
Targel.com).
to Unitards: long with a bootcut leg, ankle-length or biking
short style.
.. Tops: nylon and spandex
tanks and shells or cotton Tshirts (for on and off the mat).
Try the Mossimo women's
cropped tank top ($19.99,
Targel.com) or the polyester Vneck ($22.99, Target.com).
"We don't want to water
down the gospel or our experiences," Johnson said. "If we
are provocative, then we are."
Johnson shared that one of
his inspirations carne from an
article he read by Jonathan
Foreman, the lead singt:r of
Switch foot.
"Today's kids do not look to
their parents, their teachers,
coaches, the president or even
their friends for wisdom and
leadership," Johnson said.
"They look to media and
music."
Johnson and the rest of the
band feel God ha~ given them an
amazing opportunity to reach
out and to educate all these kids
that arc lost.
Even if their music careers
don't work out, Grover and
Johnson, who are both religion
majors, plan on doing full-time
missions in whatever way God
calls them.
. Chapman, Gilliam, Grover
and Johnson's passion for
Christ and music has already
started them down a path of
touching and changing lives.
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Boomerangs head home
Megan Blank
StafJwnter
Money and indecision arc the two greatest reasons many seniors arc
returning home after graduation to live with mom and dad, or at least
considering the prospect.
Known as the "Boomerang Generation," heading back home is
becoming the norm for !>eniors short on answers to the ever-intimidating question of what's to come after graduation.
Math major Rebecca Brady predicts that many seniors will end up at
home due to indecision. She hopes to do missions abroad or go back to
school in the future, but for now, home is definitely in the running.
"I'm thinking of going home because I don't have a job lined up,"
Brady said. "It's free rent, but I'd probably go only for a month and not
for more than a year. Home is a nice safe place to be for the in-between
time."
With a variety of options open, many seniors have important choices to make in the next month. Taking a year off to travel or work may
be the best bet for some Others will be diving into a career, going to
graduate school, working in missions or finding a temporary internship.
All of the worries connected with adulthood become real issues, such
as paying for food, heat, electricity and possibly more school.
For education major Mall Kreamer, home is where he will go after
finishing his student teaching in the fall. He is looking forward to
returning to Tucson, Ariz., and free room and board is an added benefit.
"I'll live with my parents for a year or two probably," Kreamer said.
") miss home, but money's definitely one of the biggest reasons. ) need
to pay back my student loans so I'm going to save money and live with
my parents."
Going home is met with mixed reaction!>; some consider the prospect
practical and appealing, while others wrinkle their noses in disgust at
the thought.
"For me, it would be OK. It would be nice to have a break from
school to work and try to regroup," English and history major Kelsey

Rice said. "If push comes to shove, somebody's got to feed me."
For soma, the decision comes from a lack of other options.
"I realized that I have a religion major and I really have no career, so
I have to go home and live with my parents for a year," Sam Scriven
said.
Other students are less excited about the possibility of moving home.
Biology major Jay Dirk!>e is considering living at home in
Leavenworth, Wash., for the summer, though a long·term stay at home
is not in his plan. The possibility of one more Alaska fishing trip With
his dad is one of the only perks he sees in returning home.
")'11 be getting ajob with the Forest Service there, and I'll be able to
save money," Dirkse said. "I don't want to live at home for the rest of
my life because it's time to make a living and be on my own."
Many seniors resonate with the feeling that to return home would
stall their momentuf!l from leaving college.
"II would be re'llly easy to move home -there's cable, food, heat
and electricity - and you don't have to worry about bills," religion
major Meg DuMez said. "Part of me wants to be home, but this is a
good transition time."
DuMez hoP.t:s to do an internship next year and ifshe gets one in her
hometown of Yakima, Wash., she will opt to live somewhere besides
home.
Communication studies major Colin I·Jesse agrees that graduation is
a good time to startlivin~ independently. One summer is the most time
he would consider spendlOg at home.
"For myself, it's time for me to make it on my own," Hesse said.
Even McMillan Hall Resident Director Bill Stahley is facing the possibility of moving in with his in-laws after he finishes his last year as a
Resident Director.
"When you're 21 I guess it's a little bit of an issue, but when you're
31, it's socially unacceptable," Stahley said. "II's our fallhack option. )
hope we don't have to do that, but iI may be our only play."
Regardless of the reason, be it financial, indecision or something
else, some seniors will be moving home Ihis May. After ail, home is
where the heart (and free food) is.
-.

Phone Booth finally hits screens
Keith Spitzer
Staff writer

Shepard hostage in the phone
booth, telling him the only way
he can escape is to come clean.
The movie deals with a very
interesting concept, not in the
!>tory itself, but in the way the
story is told. The story is almost
cliche:' A man has to decide to
either live a life that is ethical or
not live at all.
The interesting part is how
the entire movie is in "real
time." There is no change from
now to three week!, ago, or later
that night. The hour-long movie
is an hour in the life of Shepard.
The high-paced energy of this
thriller comes from the wnting
and acting, not from the editing
of time.
The sole reason why this
movie gets a wait-for-ii-on-DVD
rating is because of its length.
The previews began at 4:50 p.m.
We were walking out of the theater at 6:09 p.m. The runtime
listed includes previews. While
the movie was good, the lillie
money that is III most student
budgets should be spent on

Phone Booth fmally has been
released in fheaters. The movie
was shelved last fall when its
original release date fell in the
midst of the &niper attacks in the
Washington, D.C" area las! fall.
The studio did not thmk a movie
about a smper threatenmg the
lives of people on the street
would be appropriate, given the
circumstances.
The plot Involves Stu Shepard
(Farrell) a publicist in New York
City. He is a married man, but is
trying to get a chent into bed. He
uses a phone booth to call her so
his wife doesn't notice the calls
on the monthly cell phone bilt.
He is watched and followed by
a nameless man, played by
Sutherland. When this man learnl>
of the lying and deception in
Shepard's life, he takes matters
into his own hands. With a highpowered ntle and scope, he holds

Nolo COIllla}

something that lasts a bit longer.
If you have an extra $5 lying
around, go see it. If five bucks is
all you have, wait. until you can
rent it, and split the cost with
your friends.
"SpitZC1'S Spotligh t;' f:; staff ll1nicr
Keith SpltZeI, is a bj.uwkfy rmcU' of
1leJ1{y releasedfilms.

riencefl, as French club president and
a section leader in his high school
choir, Williams has found hiS way
The dances, concerts and other IIlto the leadership spotlight.
"I am very enthusiastic and dedieven!... that form student nightlife at
Whitworth arc created in someone's cated; I know that as one person, I
capahle hands. Next year, the name don't represent all t he student
attached to the role of special events body's opinions," Williams said. "I
may nol like a band, and half the
coordinator will be freshman
campu& might like them. My goal is
lackson Williams.
Williams applied for thiS particular to get out there and listen to the popposition in a quest to lise his unique ulation around campus, and to be
active in this role, ~o that I can offer
talents.
a lot of different
"I have a passion
activities."
for serving the cam,Nanlc::Jacbon
·Williams's
job
pus
community,"
will include organizWilliams said. "I
feel called to usc my o·.;YL~: i;iresl1iJ1~ri-:':: ',' ",' : L' ing dances and cam~!"" )c1~ ~ .... ', ~
'~"'"
'.~ ...:;",~'~~.,.
pus events, as well
God-given talents
,
,.~M.u(~r: UndeCidtr~ .,: :'., "'~' . as helping students
of organization and
,
'>
" t ':!".' __ ,
' , ',,.
learn about activicommunication for
:Minor: Fre~ch, /':"
ties in the Spokane
this job."
community.
Williams
has
"I would really like to connect
been involved in the Whitworth community through his role as the with the Civic Theater and West
Broadway productions,"
Baldwin-Jenkins representative and Coast
as a member of the Whitworth Choir. Williams said.
Williams' personality fitfl the role.
This year, and In high school expe-

Monica Eschenbacher
Staff IVI iter

williams";·:
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. , Phone Booth'
Dlr.ctor: Joel Schumaeh~r'
~tarrlng; Colin F~rTe~1 and·

Kiefer Sutherland' "
Rated: R
Runtime: 80 minutes

Approval:

"I love music. I really love it and I
love an types," Williams said.
Music, and his enthusiasm for
music, will playa big part in !>eeking
out diverse activities and planning
unique event1> to fit every personality
on campus.
The last few years, the role of special events coordinalor has been
dominated by females, but Williams
doesn't feel this wi II affect his ability to fill the role.
"I don't think that gender has a
role in the position," Williams said.
"30th a male and female can do it
equally well and handle the challenges; it isn't a role that is discriminatory toward or againsl males or
females."
While the job will offer both di fficuIties and exciting moments of success, Williams is lip to the challenge.
"I'm very excited to do this, I have
a pas1>ion for it, and I'm excited to
find out what activities the student
body wants to sec happen," Williams
said.
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for school-spon~orcd trips to China, Canada and

Northern California
prore~~or 01 Philosophy Forre~t l3airu organizcu an
exclJf~ion to Beijing, thc capital of China. Bairu surrendcrcd hi.s typical role a~ four guide (0 a local prolc!-.slonal
gu lue, who leu the ~tudcllt and laelllty group ,If<lUnd the
Gleat Wall, the Forbidden City and thc Temple of
I leaven
Junior Joel Templin Iuved walkIng around the night
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"There were Int~ 01 weIrd food and ~h(1ps down Ihe:-.e
b,ICk alley:-. of the clly. We had to watch our llloney, but
we never leared It)f our ~'l1cty," Templin ~,II(L
The total co.,t of the trip, includlllg airfare, wa~

$1.200.
!'vlen and womcn In the Whitworth chOIr IMckcd into
two blJ~es and traveled Ull a ninc-day West-Co<l:-.t chOir
tour, visiting Vancouvcr, Wa:-.h., the San FIancl:-,cll Bay
area, l3erkley, Cahf. and Yuba City, Calif. Student~ :-.pcnt
their nights in horne ~tay:-. with local families.
Sophomore b.!s:-. ~lI1gcr Erik Ly~tad recalled hi" most
c1l1b'Hra~sing moment on thc trip.
"One time as the Chamber singels were performing
during the inter 1l1i~<;lon, I leaned again~t the wall Right
a~ the directOi cued the end of the ~()ng, ~uddenly the
lights \Vent out," Lystad said "Someone standlllg next to
me groaned and I I ealized I had knocked thc main ~\vltch
oiT. It wa~ perfect t Iill Illg. I ran oul 01 the church and
didn't know whether I should cry or laugh."
SERVE also !o,ent <;tudents to the Sacramento Valley, to
wOlk with liabltat for IIU111<1l11ty lor the week.
Fourteen Whitworth students traveled to Pender
bland, onc of the Gulf [sland~ in the Canadian San Juan
1~lands on the Outdoor Recreation Trip organized by
Outdoor Recreation Coordinator Ben Metcalf. Between
Fri~bee goll, hlklllg, touring Victoria and plaYlllg card
gal1lc~, ~tlldent~ enjoyed the bl eak fwm ~choolw()rk.
Everyonc ~t'lyed in a rental house atop the 1~land.
"We had a beautiful view all around the San JII<l115,"
junior Log,Hl Gage ~<l1d. "We cllullf sec the Olympics."
Gage's faVOrite part of the tflP was touring an old ca~
tIe in Victoria, Canada that was lIsed as <I ho~pital during
both World Wars.

-'

Top: Sophomores Crystal
Felman and Abby Drollinger
take In the beautiful
scenery of the PaCifiC
Northwest on the Outdoor
Recreation-sponsored triP
to Canada.
Above: Delicate Arch In Arches
National Park In southern Utah
was one of the Sights enjoyed
on a camping triP taken by
sellior Jay Dirkse, Junior Robert
Huggills and sophomores
Megan Blank and Jamie Martill.
Right: Sophomore Mary Peck
traveled to the Domlilican
Republic With her church on a
mission triP to work With
children.
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Top: rNO Buddhist monks walk
oulslde the Lama Temple, a
working Buddhist temple In
BeiJing.

Left: Members of the field trip to
China leave the Mlng Tomb they
were able to tour outSide
BeiJing.
Above: Senior Jen Lantz keeps
watch from atop tile Great Wall
Bottom: From left freshman
Sarah Marken, sophomore Tal
Bainter, Juniors Klrstl
Mulholland, Heath Katsma,
freshman Erica Vonk, semor
Amy Robinson and Juniors Jason
Duba and Julia Smucker take a
break from therr house construe·
tlon project With Habitat for
Humanity In Sacramento, Calif.
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TENNIS MAKES HEADWAY
Men, women
improve records.
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Season's last lap big for men
7th place finish at
nationals best-ever
in school history
Marv Adolfson '
Sia//writer

~

Junior Kevin Wang led the way for
the men's swim team's seventh place
victory at the NCAA Division III
nationals March 2022 when he broke
the Division III
record for the 400meter
individual
medley.
The
championship meet, held at
Emory University in
Atlanta, Ga., also
Wang
featured a series of
fast-paced swims
which l>hattered nine school records for
The seven-member
the Pirates.
Whitworth team accumulated 169 points
and flilished with the school's best-ever
performance ill the NCAA nationals.
. La~t yrmr, the Pirates finished 10Ih in
the nation.
"This was a breakthrough year,"
sophomore Cory Bergman said
Wang's record-breaking swim was
completed in 3:54.48 and was a key factor in Whitworth's succeSl>. Wang won
the same event last year at nationals.
The weekend started on Thursday
with a seventh-place time of 4:31.70 by
Wang in the 500-yan.l freestyle. Wang
broke the school record for the 500
freestyle in the preliminaries ~ a record
which he set at last year's nationals.
Senior Ryan Freeman also broke a
school record in the IOO-yard backstroke split of the 400-yard relay with a
time of 50.19. Freeman also placed
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13th in the 200-yard individual medley J ,650-yard freestyle with a time of
with a time of 1:53.68.
15:39.58 and, not surprisingly, broke
Another school record fell when another school record - his third of the
Freeman, Bergman, freshmen Chris weekend. Freeman dominated the 200Holmes and Rhys Birky placed ninth in yard backstroke with a 1:50.50 fwish,
the 400-yard medley relay in 3:25.73. earning him a school record from his
The time beat the old school record of time in the preliminaries. It was
3:27.86 the Pirates had set last year..
Freeman's third school record broken
"We had some stellar relays," that weekend, as well.
Bergman said.
Kilgore finished 16th in the 1,650
Freshman Loren Kilgore did not freestyle. Bergman placed seventh in
place in the 500 freestyle, nor did the 2oo-yard breaststroke with a time of
Bergman in the 2oo-yard individual 2:04.44. The 400 freestyle relay ended
medley. Whitworth's
the day with a time of
200-yard freestyle
3:09.40, landing the
relay team did not
Pirates in 15th place .
place either.
Holmes did not qualiti This was a breakthrough
Excitement came
fy for the 200-yard
year. "
on Friday when
butterfly but was able
Wang broke the
to achieve a seasonCory Bergman,
Division III record
best time.
with his work in the
Out of the seven
400 individual medteam members, three
ley. Like last year, he
were freshmen. Also,
came and conquered - but this time he a number a freshmen just barely missed
also set the new record.
qualifying for nationals.
Kilgore also raced in the 400 indIvidEach relay race gave the team double
ual medley and finished in 16th.
the
amount of points, so the Bucs' overFreeman took fourth in the 100 backall
score went up because of their
stroke and set another school record.
strong relay performances.
But the Pirates weren't finished yet.
"It was awesome because we had an
For the second time in Whitworth
history, one of the Pirate relay teams almost-full learn and there was a lot of
earned All-American (top-six) stand- energy on the team," Wang said.
Earlier this season, Athletic Director
ing. They achieved this in the 800-yard
freestyle relay with a 6:51.80 finish. Scott McQuilkin said he believed this
year's men's swim program may be the
The feat also set a school record.
The 200-yard medley rclay involved most talented Pirate team in school hisFreeman, senior Josh Andrew, Holmes tory. McQuilkin called the champiand Birky, who took seventh place with onship meet a "tremendous accomplishment" for the Bucs.
yet another school record of 1:33.84.
Bergman and Andrew did not qualify
For Wang, who still has one year of
for the lOO-yard breaststroke. Holmes eligibility left, thiS season stood out as
also fell short in the 100-yard butterfly. a memorable season.
On the last day, both Wang and
"It just clicked Ihis year," Wang said.
Freeman gave the team a boost by earn- "We had talent and depth and energy.
ing a pair of third-place finishes in indi- We had dedication and focus all year. It
vidual events. Wang finished in the just turned out well."

Baseball Bues easily sweep Whitman
.

\

.,
Senior Jake Krummel dives for second as Whitman's second baseman loses handte of tile ball.

laura Adams
Staff writer
l' ,

In fOllr games beset by snow, wind and the occasional
blue sky, the Whitworth baseball team succeeded in
breaking out of their five-game losing streak by sweeping
Whitman College last weekend.
"This sweep is huge for us," junior Jo~h Taylor said. "It
puts us back on our feet."
Whitworth (10-12-1,8-6) opened the three-game series
Saturday afternoon with a doubleheader, defeating the

Missionaries (3-16, 1-10) 11-5 and 13-7. Sophomore
pitcher Dan Lundeberg (3-2) threw for seven innings and
came away with the win while giving up seven hits and
two runs.
Everyone of Whitworth's starters had a hit and all but
one scored. The power-packed four, five and SIX spots in
the Pirate lineup - senior center fielder John Gebbers,
sophomore third baseman Daniel Gebbers, and sophomore designated hiller Aaron Sedler - all had two hits
and scored two TUns while combining for three RBIs.
Head Coach Keith Ward switched up the lineup coming

into the l>econd game of Saturday's double header.
Despite the heavy wind, senior starting pitcher Josh Mills
(2-2) came away with the win after giving up II hits and
four earned runs in eight innings.
Whitman jumped out to a quick start, scoring three runs
on three hits in the top of the first. But the Bues otfered a
quick reply in the bOil am of the first when senior designated hitter Marques Molett slammed a two-run homerun
to the leftfield fence.
The Bues batted .378 as a learn and lead-off hitters
Daniel Gebbcrs and senior l>econd baseman Jake
Krummel both had three hits. The duo also combined for
~even runs and six RBIs.
Sunday'l> afternoon game was a bit warmer and the
Bucs easily handled Whitman for a third time, 16-2.
Senior Cole Young (1-0) pitched six innings for his first
win of the season while a trio of pitchers, sophomores
Nick Newberry, Ben McCracken and senior Kent Hibbard
each pitched an inning to finish out the game.
The Bucs shone offensively, balting .436 as a team
while only falling to one strike-out. The Bucs were the
first to score when Jason Gebbers blasted a double, bringing home two of his teammates. The fifth inning, however, was the Bucs' biggest scoring barrage thanks to
Krummel, who hit two singles in the inning and Taylor
homered.
Also, freshman catcher Jeff Krogman hit a homerun in
his first collegiate at-bat.
"I thought they were going to put up more of a fight,"
Taylor said. "I didn't expect to get all those runs."
The Bucs are fourth in the Northwest Conference,
behind Willamelte, Pacific and George Fox. Whitworth
was picked to finish third in NWC coach's poll, picking up
one first-place vote.
The Pirates have six more conference games to play
this season, but first will head to California this weekend
to play CSU-Hayward.
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Track ranked first in nation
Chris Collins
Sports editor
Head Coach Toby Schwarz
doesn't ask for much.
"When it comes to a scoring
meet, you need to do just two
things: win the meet and get good
marks," Schwarz said.
Mission accomplished
almost.
The women's team ran away
with last Saturday's invite, leading the five-team meet with 215
points, far above the Community
Colleges of Spokane's 14S finish.
The men easily secured second
place with 1S6 points, but fell
short of CCS, which scored 236
points.
No matter the results, Schwarz
feels the Pirates have a greenlight to compete strongly in the
upcoming conference championship later this month.
Perhaps one indication of the
team's readiness is the men's and
women's current No.1 national
ranking. Also, Schwarz believes
this year's squad is the "best team
in school history."
"(The ranking) gets us pretty
stoked," said freshman Doug
Blackburn, after finishing the
I,SOO-meter in 4:20.33. "It motivates us."
Blackburn has qualified for
nationals in the SK run.
"We have a very strong chance
of
winmng
conference,"
Blackburn said
Two weekends prior to
Saturday's meet, the Pirates
pulled off a surprise victory over
Linfic1d when the men defeated
the Wildcats 98-92 and the
women finished ahead 99-88.
Schwarz had "scored out" the
meet before the two teams faced
off and predicted Linfield would
edge out the Pirate men by 12
points while the women's competition would end in a tie. But
Whitworth pulled off the upset.
"We won with a pretty good
margin," Schwarz said. "I was
pleased that we were not at full
strength and still came away with
a win."
While Whitworth students

were finishing off spring break,
the Bucs hosted an unscored
invite March 29 which featured
many personal records and lifetime-bests set by individual
Pirates.
Junior Kristen Shields set two
school records in the 100- and
2oo-meter sprints with finishes of
12.24 and 2S.IO, respectively.
The 100 dash time also set a
Boppell track record.
"No one has really pushed her
except (senior Karen Robnett),"
Schwarz said. "It was nice for her
to have some competition."
Robnett finished the 100 dash
in 12.74.
Even with a strong core of
experienced athletes on the
women's team, Sr.;hwarz says he
believes the underclassmen will
make strong contributions this
year.
"A lot of younger folks are definitely going to score points,"
Schwarz said.
Lasl Saturday, Shields did not
compete in the sprints, but
Robnett secured first in the 100
and 200 dashes with 12.58 and
26.35 finishes. Also, sophomore
Elaine Heinemann ran away with
the 800-meter in 2:25.70.
Senior Elizabeth Abbey was
clo~e1y shadowed by a UPS runner the majority of the IS00meter run, but finished more than
10 ~econds ahead of the pack in
4:56.88.
"It was a season PR by six or
seven seconds," Abbey said. "I
was definitely happy with thaI."
Junior Leslie Nelson led the
SK run with an 18:36.12 finish
while junior Amanda Baker took
first in the 3000-meter steeplechase in 12:57.96. The women
dominated relays, as well, finishing first in both runs.
Also, freshman Edralyn "Fred"
Hannon headed the triple jump
with a distance of nearly 36 feel.
"Times are going down,"
Abbey said. "Most everyone
should be peaked by conference."
The men's team had its highlights as well.
Senior Ben Rorem sprinted the

The
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Breakdown
A weekly sports column
Mike Larkin
Staff writer
The Kansas Jayhawks are the Division 1 NCAA
men's basketball national champions.
That's right, folks. Your very own Whitworthian
is so up-to-date that we write articles on sports
events before they happen.
Granted, if Syracuse won yesterday, then I look
like an idiot. But that's not going to happen. It all
comes down to two words, my friend: Nick
CoIlison.
Sure, he may not be the flashiest player.
Syracuse's Carmelo Anthony has been turning a lot
of heads as a freshman, but come on, how seriously can you take a guy whose name bears a striking
resemblance to something I used to gel in my trickor-treat bag? They weren't even that good, although
the jingle for the commercial was aggravatingly
catchy. Cara-mell-oooo ...
Where was I?
Oh, yeah. Along with Collison's ridiculous
rebounding and overall leadership, we add Keith
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Edralyn "Fred" Harmon hangs In the air during the women's long jump event.

100 dash in 10.89 while senior
Bryce McDonnell took third.
McDonnell also finished second
in the 200 dash in 22.44. Also,
Whitworth stacked the top finishes in the 400-meter, claiming second, third and fourth place.
Like the women's team, the
men finished on top in the relays.
Off the track, senior Joel
WerdeIl and junior Chris Stewart
dominated the hammer throw
competition. Werdell broke his

Langford, who had some of the gutsiest plays I've
ever seen against Marquette. A crucial lead-extending lay-up followed by drawing a charge on the
other end? Now that's impressive.
Yes, everybody agrees that Syracuse is very talented for a group of young kids. However, you generally don't hear compliments for them without the
disclaimer, "for a young team." Of course, to get to
the championship game, a team has to be very good
but this talent will only take them so far and it won't
earn them a national title.
Now, one might argue that I '01 a bit biased in my
selection. One might say that I'm bitter towards
Syracuse because they knocked Oklahoma (who I
had winning) out of the tourney. One might also
argue that I would give anything to see Syracuse
lose only so that a certain friend's bracket drawn up
s~lel'y on team .colors and names doesn't wind up
plCkmg the natIonal champion (Honestly, it's bad

A Pyschic, or
a Goat?
enough they already won the pool). One might be
inclined to believe that my decision was based l>olelyon personal prejudices and vendettas. One might
be right.
But by the time this is printed, none of that will
mailer. My fate's already been decided. I '01 a
genius or a fool; a psychic or a goat. Oh, and if
Syracuse won, don't expect to sec much of me until
next March.
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previous mark by seven feet and
finished in first with a 166-foot
toss. Stewart followed in second
with a 149-foot throw.
"In past throws, it hasn't all
come together," Werdell said.
"This time the right stuff just
clicked."
Last Saturday, the weather
offered a smorgasbord of wind,
See TRACK .. page 12

Softball handles UPS,
galns momentum
Kevin Eddy
Staff writer
With solid defense, improved
pitching and some clutch hitting, the Pirates are in the middle of what could possibly be
their best season in school history.
The five-year-old softball
program has never won more
than six conference games in a
season or 10 games overall.
All signs seenl to point to a
potentially strong season after
the Pirates took three of four
games from a tough UPS team
last weekend. The wins came on
the heels of a five-win, five-loss
road trip to Arizona and Oregon
over spring break.
Whitworth improved to 6-10
in conference play and is 9-18
overall.
"They have been showing
great discipline arid great composure, which is the mark of a
good team," fourth-year ilead
Coach Teresa i-Iansen said. "I '01
thrilled."
The softball program started
in 1998, debuting with a 6-16,

10-27 record. The next four
years, the Pirates were unable to
eam more than five conference
wins or break into double-digit
season wins.
In last Saturday's first game
against UPS, the Loggers
appeared to have the game in
hand as they entered the seventh
inning witli a 2-0 lead and held
the Pirates to five hits. But the
Bucs rallied with a huge eightrun, six-hit inning, highlighted
by freshman third baseman
Kristin If anson's bases-loaded
double in which three runs
~cored. Freshman pitcher Jo
Sonnett, who threw a complete
game, induced three straight
UPS ground outs to end the
game.
The Pirates picked up in the
second game where they had
left off in the first. In the first
inning. sophomore center fielder Patti Stranger scored after
reaching base on a Logger error.
B~t UPS was able to rally,
scorIng at least one run every
See SOFTBAll .. page 12
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Tennis teams hold winning records
Men on six-game win
streak, sweep weekend
c. Bryan Tidwell

Women third in conference,
split weekend matches
C, Bryan Tidwell
Sia//writer

Staff writer
The men had a very successful weekend,
defeating Lewis and Clark and George Fox 6t last Saturday and then demolishing Pacific
7-0 last Sunday.
"I felt we played really well against both
teams," sophomore Chad Dierickx said.
The Pirates (4-4, 7-6) did not allow any of
the morning matches to extend into a third set
and kept Lewis and Clark ht bay. The only
trouble was in the No. 2 match with junior
Tyler Van Horn's difficulties against Pioneer
Zack Mann. The Pirates also dominated 111
doubles, winning 8-1, 8-2 and 8-5, respectively.
The afternoon games would push the Pirates
a little harder. The No. t and No. 2 matches
were hard fought battles as both Dierickx and
Van Horn lost their first sets but forced a pair
of comebacks and won. Dierickx finished 4-6,
6-4 and then finished 7-5 against his Bruin
opponent to give Whitworth an opening edge.
Van Horn also lost the first set 4-6, but then
found his groove and finished 6-1,6-2.
In doubles, the No.2 pairing of junior Justin
Swanson and senior Edwin Rivera went 9-7
against George Fox's pair in a lIeck-and-neck
match.
Whitworth hosts a plethora of teams this
week, beginning with Whitman (6-2, 7-5)
tomorrow followed by Linfield (10-0, 10-3)
this Friday and Willamette (1-6, 1-9) this
Saturday.

The women split matches last weekend in
Oregon, demolishing George Fox 9-0 on Friday
and losing Saturday to 5econd-place Lewis and
Clark,4-5.
Friday's meet looked like a walk in the park on
paper, but was serious competition for the Bucs
(5-1,6-4) who, nevertheless, were still able to oust
seventh-place George Fox.
But Saturday was when the going got rough.
The Bucs struggled in singles on Saturday, managing wins at the No.2 and No.6 positions. Senior
Jill Huibregtse was the only extended match,
going 6-4, 5-7 ami flllishing with a succinct 6-0 to
break the tie against Bruin No.2 Carly Groszhans.
Freshman Sandy Fujitani was the other singles
victor in the match, defeating her opponent 6-3, 61.
Doubles offered a chance for the Pirates to
advance last Saturday and the Bucs managed to
win in both the No.2 and No.3 matches.
Seniors Hope Anderson and Kelly Roberts
paired to win 8-5 while sophomores Krista
Shrader and April Bra5t controlled the match 8-6.
The No.1 doubles match was closely fought,
but senior ]111 Vaughan and Huibregtse were
unable to upset the Pioneer5.
Next week, the women travel to Linfield (8-0,
9-1) and Willamelle (1-6, 2-7) with hopes of shattering Linfield's perfect Northwest Conference
record. Next Tuesday, Whitworth hosts Lewi5 and
Clark State College who previously defeated
Whitworth 6-3 on Feb. 21.
Freshman Bryan Woods takes on his Bruin opponent in last Saturday's match.
Hansen. "I'm so proud of our girls."
"We believe in each other," echoed Shawley, the team's lone
senior and team captain. "We have huge hearts and have the
talent to win. We're tenacious in every game."
Whitworth has gone 9-6 after knocking off defending conContll1ued from page 11
ference champ and nationally ranked PLU March 16.
in~ing for a 1O-~ victory. The game was finished Sunday since
Over spring break, the Pirates traveled to Tuc~on, Ariz., for
a six-game tournament. The Pirates beat Charlton College of
ralll Saturday I1Ight forced a postponement.
Sunday appeared to belong [0 ~he Logger~, who were able Minnesota 8- J March 22 and followed it up with 9-2 win
~o take a qUick
lead. But the Plr~te~ exploded for four runs against Eastern Connecticut State later that night.
III the top of ~he fifth and scored agall1 10 the top of the seventh
The Pirates dropped two games March 23 to NAIA
for the 5-1 victory.
Soulhern Oregon, who is currently ranked 17th in the nation.
Sophomor~ second baseman
They then rallied March 25 to knock
~ubn ~zzanto ?la5t~d ~l clutch
off Hastings College of Nebraska 6-5,
but fell 10 Eastern Comiecticut later that
slOg Ie III the fifth IIlOlIlg that
scored both Hanson and Sonnet!.
(1Ve lPere giant killers this )JJeekeJld ... afternoon 5-2.
Senior catc.he~ Jessica Shawl~y
The Pi;ates then traveled to Oregon
had t~ree hits III t~le gam~ 10 lift
I'm so proud ollr girl.r. H
to play four games against conference
the Pirates and give Whitworth
foe Pacific University March 29 and 30.
the lead..
.
.
Pacific rallied and scored a run in the
The ~lrates c~)Iltlllued then hot
Teresa Hansen,
bottom of the seventh inning to win
str~ak III the fillal game of the
Sqjt/>"IIl-leati Cotlch
game one 5-4. In game two, the tables
senes when !hey beat the
turned as Hanson knocked in Azzarito
Lo~gers 5- J for the second
in the top of the seventh to preserve the
straight game.
4-3 win
SUJl.d~y's final game proved to be ~ dominating te.am, effort.
The Pirates cruised to a 3-i victory the next day in game
The PIrates belted 12 Illts and commItted no errors, III support three. But ill game four, Whitworth committed three costly
of Son~ett, who ~hrew another .compl~te game holding UPS 10 errors and had trouble getting hits as they fell to Pacific 7-0.
three hIts. A~zanto had three hIlS, whIle Stranger and Shawley
The Pirates have been steadily improving as Son nett leads
added two hIts e~ch.
.
.
a young pitching staff who boasts a 4.86 e;med run average
Overall, the PIrates have been gettlllg better and better WIth while Hanson and Azzarito lead the team wilh batting averevery game played.
f 35
d
.
h
"W
. t k'lI
h'
k d"'d
I d ageso. lan .329 respectIvely. All t rceareamongthetop
e were gIan I ers t IS wee en, sal an e ate
players in the Northwest Conference.
Whitworth hopes to continue to build momentum
into next weekend's four-game series at Marks Field
against Lewis and Clark College. The teams will
face off at 1 p.m. on Saturday and noon on Sunday.
The Pioneers come into the series with a 4-11 conference record and are 7-18 overall.
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Continued from page 11
snow and sun breaks,
Most of all, the runners took issue with the
wind.
"The wind was the mo!>t annoymg," Abbey
said.
Schwarz offered kudos to the learn for how
they dealt with the elements.
"We really competed well considering the
weather," Schwarz. "Wind is not a friend of
track and field."
Two years ago, the men and women claimed
first in the conference championships. Schwarz
knows this year's ~quad is perhaps even better
than that champlOnship team, but wonders if
other programs have improved as well.
"If you talk to other coaches, they'll tell you
it's going to come down to Whitworth and
Willa mette, " Schwarz said of the women's
competition. "For the men, it will be
Willametle, Whitworth, Linfield and maybe
PLU The other schools are too small."
For now, the upcoming conference meet is a
question mark, Schwarz says. Eut, he is far
from being shy about the Pirates potential this
season.
"All season we've been showing that we
have a lot of bodies who work hard and a lot of
bodies who are talented," the coach said.
"We're very committed."
But Schwarz recognizes his team's aspirations won't come easy.
"By no means is anyone going to just give us
a conference championship," Schwarz said
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Eam 51.000 - $2.000
for your SlUdent
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Playing with the boys
Ryan Moede
Opinions editor

ill Simmons, columnist
for ESPN The Magazine
put it best: "From time to
time, guys enjoy hanging out
with other guys." Yes folks, it's
that simple. Don't take it so personally, ladies. We don't think
less of you at all - guys just
need their space.
And nothing unites men quite
like golf, or more specifically,
The Masters golf tournament,
beginning this Thursday at
Augusta National Golf Club, in
Augusta, Ga. But Augusta is an
all-male club, much to the chagrin of feminists worldwide, or
at least to feminists here who
have the privilege of not worrying about other global issues of
violence against women.
Martha Burk, chairwoman for
the National Council of
Women's Organizations
(NCWO), demanded that Hootie
Johnson, chairman of the

B

Augusta National Golf Club
thing that guys do? Forming
change the membership policy
clubs based on gender is perfectin time for this year's tournaly acceptable - something
ment. Johnson responded by
along the lines of Boy Scouts
firmly stating that, "There may
and Girl Scouts come to mind.
well come a day when women
And what about fraternities and
will be invited to join our memsororities? Are these cases of
bership, but that timetable wilI
gender discrimination? I hardly
be ours and not at the point IiIf a
think so.
bayonet." He also released all
And if you were to argue that
sponsors for the event and will
women shouldn't be admitted
cover all the broadcast fees inbecause of the old "this is how
house.
we've always done it" phrase
And such are the events that
just doesn't hold water, then I
have led us to
must call upon
the present sitSimmons
uation- the
again to protournament just
vide us with
II That's right fellas; you
a few days
his thoughts:
away, and lines can pick up your putter and
"If women
of picketers
are truly
go home. "
schedule to
equal, then
protest outside
why do so
the gates of the
many expect
club on Saturday.
men to buy dinner on the first
Sure, not allowing women to
date? Why are guys always the
join their boys' club makes the
first ones buying introductory
members of Augusta look like a
drinks at bars? Why are men
forced to purchase engagement
cluster of rich, good-ai' -boy
rings that sometimes cost more
Southerners, which ... they are;
than new SUVs? Why do wedbut hey, if they don't mind
appearing outdated, it's their
dings revolve completely
choice - they have the freedom
around brides, as grooms
become hood ornaments for the
to do so.
entire day? Why do the vast
What is it about every allmale groups that makes women
majority of married women
feel so intimidated and have this
take their husband's names?
urge to knock down the door and Why are America's military
forces dominated mostly by
.infiltrate?Js it so necessary for
men? Why is chivalry still in
women to be a part of every-

vogue?
Because this is how we've
always done it."
HOlm. Interesting.
Augusta National Golf Club is
not the only single-sex country
club either. Another club has
only admitted one gender for the
past 79 years. That's right, I
believe you all are familiar with
The Ladies' Golf Club of
Toronto. That's right fell as; you
can pick up your putter and go
home. Just as women can play
the course at Augusta, men are
allowed to play at the LOC, but
face restricted tee times, extra
fees and are banned from the
driving range. Did I also mention that men have to park out in
a gravel parking lot behind the
clubhouse? Oh, and no men
allowed at member-guest events
either.
What is going on here?
Where is Martha Butk, the
ACLU, the NAACP or even
Jesse Jackson? Surely, they
should be tearing down doors in
Toronto, although, someone
may want to keep an eye on
Jackson in the clubhouse.
If you are impassioned
enough to telI me that changing
the rules and allowing women to
become members would be a
victory for women's rights,
See BOVS.,. page 15

Vatican's voice Core experience
lacks clarity
deserves input
Emily Brandler
Staff writer
hen the pope speaks,
people listen. They
look to him for guidance and for moral clarity, especially during time of crisis such
as the world currently faces.
Unfortunately, in the case of
the war with Iraq, the Vatican
has not provided a clear or consistent message, nor can it ultimately provide the moral guidance the world so desperately
craves.
Pope John Paul II holds significant sway in the global
arena. I admire the pope for his
humanitarian work and for sticking to his unwavering moral
convictions on a number of
other issues, including abortion.
In addition, the pope not only
leads a church of 1 billion members, but during his 25-year
papacy he has gained a reputation as a diplomatic statesman.
In his first public statement
about the war a few weeks ago,
the pope described peace as "a
gift of God and a humble and
constant achievement by men,"
and that "violence and arms can

W

never resolve the problems of
men."
While the pope has both the
right and the authority to speak
his opinion, he does not act as
God's mouthpiece to all people,
nor is he incapable of making
mistakes.
In the case of the Iraqi situation, where every political
leader has received at least some
measure of criticism, I think thl!
Vatican has made its share of
mistakes, as well. I also disagree
with three main facets of the
pope's current anti-war stance.
The pope has made judicious
comments about the war, but for
the most part, his top aides have
not spoken as diplomatically.
While the pope said he is not
a pacifist and Iraq must disarm,
his comments have been made
in a context in which the Vatican
Radio bashes American unilateralism and the Vatican's secretary
of state, Archbishop Jean-Louis
Tauran, talks of "war of
aggression. "
The pope may focus on promoting peace rather than condemning the United States, but
he has not taken responsibility
for keeping his subordinates in
check.
Admired for the searing focus
he has brought to other moral
issues, the pope must make sure
a clear, rather than clouded,
message emerges from the

a

See CLARITV.,. page 15

from all sides

Amy Robinson
Staff writer
fter five years of deliberation, Whitworth's
General Education Task
Force has created a new vision
for how a Whitworth education
should look, including restructuring the Core program, one
universal Whitworth experience.
However, this restructuring
process has led to a vague
"politicization," according to
Tammy Reid, vice president of
Academic Affairs, of the Core
program and the general faculty.. As a result of this politicization, four faculty members
were asked in November to
step out of the Core planning
process for the coming year.
These four facuIty members
were Professors of Politics and
History Corliss Slack and Julia
Stronks, as well as Professors
of Religion and Philosophy

A

Forrest Baird and Jerry Sitlser.
Baird and Sitlser have been the
lead professors on their respective teams, and were strongly
associated with the program
and the way that it is taught.
Students were outraged
when they found that their
favorite lecturers, whose names
had become inexorably linked
with their Whitworth experience, were asked not to return
to the program. Core was suddenly
overturned
and
Whitworth was rejecting what
students felt was the strongest
aspect of Core's class structure.
The student body felt betrayed
because they were not consulted before the decision was
made, and when they asked
why this decision had come
about, they were given ambiguous answers about politics
among the faculty.
The controversy lies mostly'
with the way Core staffing is
ascertained. While the content
is decided by a group decisionmaking process, including the
entire faculty, the final decision
regarding who will carry out
the goals and objectives of
Core, who will comprise the
Core team, is made by Reid.
See COREa.. page 14
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Walking the fine line of privacy
Julie Striker
Staff writer
ig Brother is reading your mind. The
idea that the government is monitoring our every move isn't new, but
what would you say if you heard that the
government really can read your mind?
No, I'm not crazy, and [ don't sign my
checks Fox Mulder; this X-Files style story
isn't fiction - it's just weird enough to be
true.
Research has developed a technique for
identifying brain waves and using them to
detect information present in the brain. This
process is called brain fingerprinting, and it
uses a specific brain wave known as the
P300. The brain emits the P300 when it recognizes recurring information, anything it's
seen before. Unlike the lie detector, the
P300 is not affected by anxiety or discomfort, so it can't be faked or suppressed.

B

CORE:
Continued from page 13

While she creates the panel of professors
"in consultation" with those who lead the
three Core classes, as well as others, Reid
has the final say.
When questions about staffing decisions
arise, they need to be answered clearly and
succinctly to maintain a healthy relationship with the faculty and student body. The

As part of a documentary on identifying huge problems with this technology,
liars, Dr. Lawrence Farwell, the pioneer specifically that it has the capacity to be
behind P300 technology, demonstrated how inaccurate and grossly misused, and it's
the process worked. He read off a list of walking all over American rights.
So far, brain fingerprinting relies heaviabout 30 dates while a volunteer was
hooked up to a special headband that meas- lyon the P300 wave (though new techured brain activity. Farwell accurately niques are in development), which can
monitor brain
only
guessed the volunteer's
recognition.
birthday by watching his
Let's theorize for a
brain waves and observmoment that a witness of
ing the P300 wave on
It What goes on in your
a crime happens to be
March 23.
falsely accused of the
Farwell hopes to use
brain
is
your
property
...
II
crime and is brain finthis technology for convicting criminals and
gerprinted for weapon
and location recognition.
terrorists by showing
It seems as if that could
sequences of words or
pictures of weapons and watching for tum up positive pretty easily without really
brain recognition in the form of a P300 establishing any guilt. Imagine you travel
wave. Farwell also hopes the technology back and forth from the Middle East and are
will be used to liberate innocent people brain fmgerprinted for terrorism. If you've
who have been falsely imprisoned by_ read a book or watched the news, you may
demonstrating that they don't exhibit the recognize things that would normally help
necessary P300 recognition in regards to identify a terrorist, but be completely innothe details of their aUeged crime.
cent.
The first time you hear that, it doesn't
Or if you were a refugee seeking sanctusound too bad, does it? I'm not a huge fan ary and you were subjected to brain finger-of serial killers myself, and usually I pre- printing, as victim of terrorism your memfer them behind bars as much as the next ory might contain vivid terrorist-like images
person. I'm even more happy about liber- that your brain would recognize, but that in
ating the falsely accused. But there are two no way established you as a terrorist.

This is no theoretical dilemma; even
today brain fingerprinting is beginning to
find acceptance as court evidence. A murder case that took place in Iowa back in
1977 has now been appealed due 10 brain
fingerprinting evidence. If the government
is not incredibly strict about this sort oftesting, how soon will it be before these methods are used in job interviews, unemployment and customs? How soon will it before
the average American has no protection
against the most invasive form of investigation - investigation of the brain?
Though there isn't much that can be
done about brain fingerprinting yet, the
best thing American citizens can do now is
to know their rights. Make sure you know
that the Fifth Amendment protects you
from incriminating yourself. Know your
rights to privacy and against search and
seizure. Make sure you recognize the limits of what can be legally demanded of
you. What goes on in your brain is your
property, and no one has the right to your
thoughts if you don't choose to share
them.
People need to know and appreciate the
rights they enjoy lest they be taken -away
without a protest. If the time ever comes,
make sure that when you're read your rights,
that P300 wave reads loud and clear.

ity. It is important that the Core teams be
decided upon by a committee with representation from various departments and
the student body, each committee member having veto power.
According to Reid herself, general
education, which incorporates the Core
curriculum, is "owned by 100 percent of
the faculty." While it is understandable
that 100 percent of the faculty cannot
participate directly, that 100 percent
needs representation in a decision integral to the general education program.
Also, since students are directly affect-

ed by the restructuring and restaffing of
Core, it is essential that they be included
in the Core team creation process, just as
they are included in the general education development process.
And so, as Whitworth continues to
make decisions regarding Core ~taffing
over the next few years, these decisions
need to be made by a committee instead
of by an individuaL This will make the
process more clear and open, and in
doing so, Whitworth will avoid the outrage as a result of this year's staffing
decisions.

a

professors who have been left out of the
Core teams are among those most
acclaimed by the student body for their
teaching techniques and content presentation. They are effective, and so their
removal needs to be thoroughly explained
to those who ask. Vague answers, such as
"politics," are not satisfactory. While we
must trust that Reid has made the right
decisions, she needs to be clear about why
those decisions have been made to maintain trust with the Whitworth community.
Controversial decisions should be
made with direct representation and c1ar-

--~- LETTERS TO THE EDITOR - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -_ _ _ __

Bush's motives for
war are not clear
Dear Editor,

'-

,

I am saddened by the pervasiveness of
the naive belief that the current war is all
about ridding the world of an oppressive
dictator. It it no secret that the United
States supported Saddam Hussein when
it was 13 our national interest to do so,
nor that we have reinforced his own mistreatment of his people by imposing economic sanctions on Iraq.
To be fair, I realize that it is equally
naive to assume that the war is about nothing more than oil. To reduce the situation
to a single factor, claiming to be experts
on what the whole thing is "really" all
about, is overly simplistic. There are no
doubt several factors involved, some of
which I am unaware, but which I am sure
can basically be summed up in terms of
national interest in one form or another.
For example, when asked the question
of "why now," Bush has traced the connict back to 9/11, making flimsy connections between its events and the Iraqi
government. Back in 2001, however, the
man to get was bin Laden, who has not
been found, leaving the United States
with egg on its face. This strongly suggests to me that our government has felt
the need to shift its focus in order to vindicate itself by bagging a bad guy, so to
speak. I also think that oil is indeed
another probable factor, as is the expan-

sion and solidification of American hegemony. Again, I understand that the president quite likely has other motives for
going to war which I do not see, but I cannot buy into the idea that these motives
are altruistic.
Pax Christi,
Julia Smucker
Junior
Music Composition and French

Bring back "Whitworth
Speaks· Out"
Dear Editor,
I am writing to you because I am concerned about the apparent lack of the
"Whitworth Speaks Out" questionnaire. I
have a radio show that runs in the evenings
and the questionnaire was a particularly
integral part of the show. The "Whitworth
Speaks Out" is II very necessary part of
The Whitworth ian because it shows just
how downright horrible Whitworth students are at answering questions. In the weeks that it ran, my friend and
I nDticed that three out of four people
avoided stating anything relevant to the
question. The fourth person generally
stated something generic regarding the
question, without expressing any real
opinion.
Because of these criticisms I would
like to see a return of the questionnaire. I
bclieve that it is bcneficialto see just how
ridiculous we sound as supposed "educated young adults." College students need

to be able to articulate their opinions so
the school can avoid having dumb people
graduate.
Thus, ending "Whitworth Speaks Out"
is a completely unacceptable solution to a
very real problem. If the column is
allowed to continue, it will only help
increase the quality of our answers. Plus,
it is always cool to say you had your picture taken for paper and your opinion is
now known. The questions that The
Whitworth ian is asking seem to accurately reflect the problems of the times and
are generally easy to answer. In short, the
questionnaire must remain to shine light
on a very dire situation that many students seem to reflect. PLEASE RETURN
"WHITWORTH SPEAKS OUT." WE
NEED IT BADLY! That being said,
Cheers mates.
Jamin Palmer
Junior
Sociology
Editor note: "Whitworth Speaks Out"
is all ill/ermiltem feature used primarily
for timely issues. It is 1I0t ill tended to be a
weekly addition.

Enough with The Ugly
Stick debate
Dear Editor,
OK, come on guys, enough wasting editorial space debating the merits/faults of
"The Ugly Stick." Newsflash, Whitworth!

"The Ugly Stick" is SUPPOSED to be
funny and mock people like Mormons and
Utah and the so-called "Professional
Internet Staff" here at our very spendy
institution of higher learning.
, highly doubt that anyone on this campus reads the column to be enlightened in
a deep, profound way; when you flip to
back page of The Whitworthian you
should realize the senseless consortium of
random thoughts were written for the
amusement, not education, of the reader
(hence why it is called "The Ugly Stick"
and is not a part of the researched, factual
opinions page).
So Ms. Freed, while you are probably
100 percent correct in your assessment of
the Mormons, nobody really cares.
Couch's articles are funny because they
are so spastic; if they were written in an
informative manner so as not to "mislead
the public," (as you put it) no one would
read them.
Dh, and Beth Campbell? You are just
going to have to accept the fact that
Casey's "Ugly Stick" article was horrible
in contrast 10 the usual writings of Ben.
Ryan Freeman had total right 10 rip it to
pieces.
Let's all go ahead and move on with our
lives now. There's a good chance that by
the next edition of the paper, the United
States will be at war. Maybe we could deal
with that issue before lowering ourselves
to the level we're at now.
Elizabeth Given
Junior
Political Studies

we want to read
your thoughts
Send us your thoughts. Write letters to the Editor.
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Looking for hope during a time of war
Jena lee
Guest writer
fear for our world. I ache for
the oppressed. I judge not the
president, but I do sympa- .
thize with the world. Dad supparis the war. Many more seem
to be so opposed. I cannot bring
myself to either side. The arguments stand too strong on both
ends as they scream for my
membership. A lost life is a lost
child at God. A sick man in
power should not remain there.
Is this our responsibility? The
rest of the world seems to hate
us. Are we really a nation built
upon double standards like they
say?
Is "liberty and justice for all"
a scam, a motto used to rally
warm fuzzies like the sentimentality of the new Wal-Mart commercials? I cannot sit in front of
the TV or read a newspaper and
not be affected. My definition of
reality has changed. It's not
about a bachelor or a group of

I

BOYS:
Continued from page 13

please tell me how. What
woman will feel more empowered knowing that down in
Georgia there is an affluent
white chick struggling to decide
whether to lay up with a 4-iron
or go for the green with a 2 and
sipping martinis in the name of
oppressed women? As one
writer wrote, "It sure as hell
ain't Jackie Robinson breaking
the color line."
By the way, have I mentioned
others who haven't had the
blessing of walking along
Amen Corner with a membership card glowing in their back

people on an island - it's about
the unbearable tensions in this
world. It's about planes crashing
into buildings; it's about the
invasion of fear and paranoia.
It's about pointing fingers and
then pointing guns. Reality for
me is trying to understand the
level of inequality and the level
of hate in Ihis world. It's about
God's world pelVerted by sin.
Reality is recognizing that while
we call Saddam evil and tyrannical, our nation is guilty for
wrongdoing, too. But shall we
stand back without action to
appease the peace parades, or do
we pursue something weightier
like justice? Does your political
- theory rest on realism or idealism? Are you a pacifist or a military advocate? Does our president so strongly believe in this
that he would send his daughters
to war? I know my dad is OK
with allowing Eric 10 be a part
of ROTC. One must have a
damn good reason to be willing
to send his own son to risk his
life on the other side of the
globe.
The world is changing before
our eyes. Not just because
Saddam has 48 hours. But
because fear has gripped the
heart of this nation - fear has
terrorized our people to the point
that we are consumed by it. Duct

pocket? That's right, even billionaire Bill Gates was denied
entrance. Same with Donald
Trump. This place is more
exclusive than any Hollywood
Oscar party. It's not about gender or whether you putt from
the rough; this place is about
who you know.
It would have been easy for
Johnson to give in to the
onslaught of PC protesters, but
instead he has firmly planted
his polished loafers in
Magnolia Lane and refused to
budge. Will there be a female
member of Augusta someday?
Of course there will be. But
for now, Hootie & Co. have the
right to say 'no girls allowed.'
Until then, I'm going to enjoy
my commercial-free weekend of
golf.

W e asked If you thought that the
government had a right to track
the schedules of international
studsnts, according to the SEVIS
law. Here is what you said ...

while. I am certainly no Saddam
tape. Gas masks. Emergency
Hussein sympathizer, but I sinwater. Don'ltrusl your neighbor.
cerely do not know what the
Strip you clean at the airport.
right answers are regarding war.
War or no war, our world has
I don', know.
changed. Not because of
Sept.l1. Not because of terrorI don't think most people
ism or communism or whatever
know. Stop asking me whether
I'm for it or against it. The
"ism" we choose to fear and
world is not black and white.
fight the most. Our world has
The spectrum
changed
of colors is
because our
God gave man
immense and
vast. Dale
and woman the
It Gllr world 1ws changed
Soden wilms
terrible gift of
choice. This
because our God gave man students who
wild card in the
100 perand woman tile terrible gift are
cent sure of
history of
of choice. JJ
what side
humanity has
they're on to
shaken our
wOllLI IJlorc
look more
closely. It's
than anything
elsc. II can create a saint like
complicated. We arc fallen, frail
and helpless human minds at the
Mother Teresa or a monster like
Saddam Hussein. God stinking
mercy of an all-knowing God
yielded Himself to the will of
who commands us to rely on
wretched, tyrannical, selfish and
faith to be our guide.
"The Lord is King forever
broken man. Not out of weakand ever; the Nations will perness. Not out of inability. Out of
love. What? Out of unconditionish from his land." Bombs,
guns, mines, weapons of mass
al, eternal, unsurpassing love.
destruction, missiles, grenades,
This overused, misunderstood
chemical and biological
four-leiter word has been buried
in my frustrations and uller disweapons. Oh God, protect us.
appointment with myself and
Screaming, rioting, killing, hating, crying, running, seeking,
with huma~ity.
hiding, lying, beating. "You
Does not God love George W.
just as much as he loves
hear oh Lord the desire of the
Saddam? Chew on (hat one for a
aftlicted; you encourage them

CLARITY:
Continued from page 13

Vatican on this issue.
Pope John Paul II also ha!.
implied that in order for.the war
with Iraq to be just, it mu!.t gain
U.N. approval. Implying that the
United Nations gives added
moral legitimacy to the war runs
contrary to the fact that the
United Nations has been his
opponent on other moral questions, such as population control
tactics and the follies of
unchecked globalism.
If the pope continues to lend
moral authority to the United
Nations on this issue, he could
find that in the long run, he will
have harmed his other moral
causes by selling the precedenl
of publicly recognizing the
United Nations' moral authority.
Finally, the Vatican has said
there can be no justification for
a war against Iraq unless the
Security Council approves and
Baghdad makes an overt act of
aggression. Yet both of these
stipulations were in place during the first Gulf War, and the
Vatican still opposed the Gulf
War.
What criteria does the pope

then use to decide whether or
not a war is just?
"War as an instrument for
resolving conflicts" has been
rejected by the "conscience of
the majority of humanity," Pope
John Paul II said in an address
to military chaplains two weeks
- .... Thus, the pope appears to be
reconsidering the entire just war
theory, first put forth by such
notable Catholics as SI.
Augustine and SI. Thomas
Aquinas.
Aside from his role as pope,
Karol Wojtyla looks at the
state's usc of force through the
eyes of a man who lived
through two totalitarian regimes
occupying his native Poland.
He also saw the Soviets
brought down there by an
unarmed trade union.
Wojtyla learned firsthand the
value of nonviolence. His public
objection to the war with Iraq
points to a deeper personal concern that war is no longer viable
in a world where so many other
resources arc available.
Yet, if the Vatican itself is
uncomfortable with its official
stance on the just war tradition,
how can President Bush be held
in breach of moral criteria that
are in the process of being significantly adjusted or even
ago.~

~
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Be sure to check again for this week's question @
www.whitworth.edu/whitworthian.
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Guster & Maroon 5

Final Four
Kansas
Sorority cruises
Word of the Day e-mail
Jennie Finch
No re-votes -

yet

and you listen 10 their cry."
United States advises the nation
10 be on alert for terrorist
attacks. Orange. Iraqi people
mixed with fear, hatred, hope or
defeat. Children crying.
Soldiers away from home.
Innocent lives lost. Villages
bombed by American planes.
"You will soon be liberated."
Or will you not?
Are we doing the right Ihing?
Please somebody teIl me we're
doing the right thing! Sad dam is
a bad man. Bush is a praying
!lliln. Does that justify the
cause? I fear for our world. I
pray for the Leaders of our
nation. I ask that justice, not
levellge, not greed, and nol
powef, but justice be sought by
our country. The whole world is
watching us with cynicism and
anger. "The Lord is known by
his justice. The nations hr.ve
fallen into the pit they have dug.
Arise 0 Lord, let man not triumph, let the nations be judged
in your presence."
Defeated and humiliated, I
kneel at the foot of the cross
remembering that "You hear, 0
Lord, the desire of the aft1icted,
you encourage them and listen to
their cry, defending the fatherless and the oppressed, in order
that man, who is of the earth,
may terrify no mote."

rejected altogether by the
Catholic church?
Furthermore, the Catholic
catechism differentiates between
lay and clerical roles and places
the responsibilily for evaluating
the morality of war on public,
rather than church authorities.
-. Even thollgh the pope may
continue to advise world leaders, he ultimately docs not bear
the responsibility of deciding
whether or not a war is moral.
The pope certainly has legitimate concerns about the war
with Iraq. He realizes the consequences of war for Iraq's
Christiall minority. He also is
reluctant to ruin the tentlltive
gains made in ChristianMuslim relations by appearing
to sprinkle holy water on what
Islamic militants deem to be
modern-day crusaders.
But, the Vatican has not sent
a unified message. The pope
has acted atypically in giving
moral authority to the United
Nations. He has also implied
that leaders arc not adhering to
a just war doctrine which he
himself questions.
Finally, while the world may
look to Pope John Paul II for the
last sayan the morality of this
war, he has not been given the
authority, either by God or his
church, to have the final word.

-
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.... Overly suspicious security
guards
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"Reality TV" effect of war In Iraq
Hillary Clinton/s tardy b
Shaking hands with th
"sweaty guy"
Madonna/s "American
Life" music video
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Some of you may know that I
am currently working on a
re!.carch project involving studentauthorcd metaphors, For this reason, I should warn you that it was
probably not a good idea for someone to ask me to write a column
Stew.'
entitled
'Thoughtful
Steeped in the world of metaphor,
I can say that I am bubbling over
with the desire to write about
something else, an issue that really
gets me sleamed. Namely, I was
thinking just the other day that perhaps it's time to stir up our campus
conversation about pornography
again, lest we, Internet filter
securely in place, put it on the back
burner. Enough of that!
I confess that I think a lot about
pornography - not so much the
hard-core kind - but about the
supposed everyday run-of-themill-objectification-of-womenin-the-media kind, I think a lot
about pomography, but probably
not as a sexual addict would. I
think a lot about pornography, but
probably not as some c1uck-yourtongue or raise-your-eyebrows
lucky soul who manages to feel
that pornography has no personal
relevance would. I think a lot
about pornography, but I probably
do not even manage to do so as a
self-avowed Christian-feministreasonab Iy -w holesome-psychology-professor would. I would
hardly have enough ideological,
moral or scholarly energy left
over for such esoteric ivory tower
musings as thaI. Oh no. These arc
not thoughts that I've managed to

intellectually giftwrap. These
thoughts are of the irritating,
plague-your-peace-of-mind variety. These thoughts have a very
visceral. origin. My student~
whom I've taught about obsessive
thought patterns will probably
find this somewhat humorous, but
you should also know this: Not
only do J spend at least a noteworthy amount of time thinking
about pornography, I also spend a
lot of time thinking about the fact
that I'm thinking about it. Do J
have these though1s more than
other people? Why do J have
these thoughts more than other
people? Why does this bother me
so much, or more pointedly, why
doesn't it appear to bother other
people more?
I have had the!.e thoughts for a
long time, but my most recent
ruminations began some weeks
ago as I was driving south of campus and was stopped in traflic.
Held hostage on Division Street
by Madison Avenue for several
minutes, a massive billboard
loomed over my head advertising
cheap beer. It depicted two mirror-image blond women in tight
"shirts" (I use the term loosely,
which the shirts were not) and it
read, "Here's to twins." That's
when [ got Ihe rather sick feeling
in my gut and the nagging stream
of com;ciousness: Am I thinking
about this billboard more than
most other people? Why am I
thinking about this billboard more
than mosl other people? Why does
this bother me so much? Perhaps
it's the double-entendre reference
to women's breasts, or perhaps it's
the dehumanizing, dc-individuating insinuation that any woman is
just as good as the next. Whatever
Ihe case, r resent the nasty reduction of women's sexuality to body
parts, however highly stylized so
as 10 not be recognized for the
smutty philosophy that it is. And
finally, why doesn't this appear to
bOlher other people more?
The great irony, ,1Ild perhaps

the reason I'm having difficulty
shaking thiS, was that at the time r
was headed downtown to lead a
psycho-educational group on
appreciatlllg and respecting one's
own body at the Women's DropIn Center. For an hour, my students and I wrote, cut, pasted,
watched and listened as the
women created poems and collages illustrating their victories
and sir uggles with embracing
their bodies. One coHage depicted
a sea of skinny "sexy" women
hovering around an alcohol bottle
in the center of the paper, its artisl
voicing that "This [the images of
bodies] led me to this lthB bottle]." Another depicted a hodgepodge of women's laces and
food, accompanied by a ragtag
caption cut out and assembled letter by letter: "God loves belly
fa I. "
I tell these stories because, in
my mind, having an Internet filter
to ferret out certain forms of
pornography does very lillie ill
and of itself to advocate heallhy
sexual development for collegeage worn ell and men. Olle may
argue that the filter is nece~sary,
but I argue that it is not sufficient.
It strongly communicates something to students about what not to
do, but it doesn't tell them what to
do. The sad lruth of the matter is
that the objectification of women,
and the more subtle insidious
forms of pornography, haven't
gonc away, Internet filter or nol.
One only has to drive a few blocks
or turn on the TV 10 be accostcd
by them, I hope our campus community will give equal attention
and resources to emphasizing
healthy, mature sexuality as God
inlended it to be. I can almost see
the billboard going up on North
Division: "God Loves Belly Fat."
r have to smile.
"Thoughtful Stew" is tI r~jlfdJOIl rif
jtlm/{y fllld Sltif/I'OfCfS from tI(I'()SS Ibe
IF'b,IIl'OItiJ Collt;~C {(lIJlP"S.
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Tennis swings for playoffs

on out

Rol/er coaster week for womem
9-0 loss to No.1 Linfield

Planning for living off campus;
tips for a smooth transition
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Future ASWG
members plan
for next year
Heather Thomsen
Sia//writer
This year, fIrst time's a charm.
Following last year's series of
reelections ... it's official now:
Ben's the One.
Whitworth's voting population
agreed With junior Ben Metcalf's
campaign flyers which declared

hitworth.edu I whitworthian
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him to be "The One" for the job.
Metcalf was elected ASWC
president for the 2003-04 school
year in the general elections last
week
Junior Matt Duske won the
election for executive vice president. Sophomore J.D. Weiss was
elected financial vice president.

"The pa!.t two weeks have
been very hectic," Metcalf said.
"I spent more time on my campaign then anyone realizes, but
more personal time was spent
either in discussion or thought
exploring how I think the ASWC
president would best serve the
needs of the students. I cannot
express how enthusiastic and
passionate I feel about serving
Whitworth as ASWC president
next year."
Duske said he was in the
library working on a project

when current Executive Vice
President Stacey Johnson called,
requesting that he meet her
between his dorm, McMillan
Hall, and the library.
"She handed me flowers and
said, 'Congratulations Mr. EVP.'
I just looked at her with a huge
smile," Duske said.
Now that the positions have
been determined, Metcalf and
Duske are preparing for their
tenures as ASWC executives.
Metcalf said he plans to
acquaint himself with as many

students, faculty and administration as he can before the end of
the year.
"I will also try to personally
meet with everyone who is going
10 be a part of ASWC next year
and begin planning now,"
Metcalf said. "Success next year
depends on building a strong
foundation this year and during
the summer training."
In listing his goals for ASWC

See
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College fosters
Christian climate,
a~aaemic rigor
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Sarah L. Lamb
Staff writer

A!Jssa Null U/h!Ju~Tfh,.·.

U,S Poet Laureate Billy Collins signs copies of hiS books last Friday in Cowles Memorial AuditOrium.

u.s.

Poet Laureate
amuses audience
Anthony Rodin
Staff writer

1

J

-J
,J

udience members packed Cowles
Memorial Auditorium to capacity Friday
night to listen to U.S. Poet Laureate Billy
Collins read poetry.
His humorous poems, such as "Monday,"
"Surprise" and "Bad Dog," drew laughs from the
crowd, while his more serious poems evoked
contemplative sighs.
TIle anecdotes he told before each poem set the
mood and let the audience know what WdS going
through his mind when he wrote the poems.
HI really liked how he used humor to draw us
in, and then you realize it had a deeper meaning

A

to it," junror Liz Strauch said.
Collins, who has wrrtten 303 poems, received
a standing ovation for his reading.
"I loved the readings, especially how he used
humor to get his point across," freshman Keisha
Clark said.
Collins' visit was sponsored by the alumniand faculty-funded Endowed English Reader
program, which brings poets and authors to the
campus.
Professor of English Doug Sugano, books the
presenters for the Endowed English Reader proSee

With college admission acceptance
deadhne!. coming up, prospective sludents are observing and questioning
Whitworth's world view before making
their final decisions.
"It's so much more personal [at
Whitworth],"
freshman
Jordan
Mickelson said. "There's no separation
of school and extracurricular activities."
Past students have come to Whitworth
for many reasons, such as the Christian
atmosphere, financial aid, academic programs and location.
Mickelson said he has seen how
Whitworth's professors teach with sincerity, espeCially compared to the professors
at the community college he attended in
California before coming to Whitworth.
"There's fellowship with the students
and facuIty," Mickelson said. "It's so
much more personal."
Sophomore
Heidi
Brown
said
Whitworth seemed to have the atmosphere of a Christian camp. She came to
Whitworth because of the faculty and students.
"[Faculty] go the exira mile to ensure
that my experience is a good one," Brown
said. "( wanted to be in a place where
people genuinely cared and respected
each other and where Christ was the center," she said.

POET... page 2

Part
One of
Three
In 3 three-part
series, The
Whitworthian
examines the
priority of faith in
the Whitworth
community.
This week
- Students' first
impressions of
Whitworth
worldviews
April 29
- Reality of
Whitworth
perceptions
May 4
-Worldview
after graduation
See RIGOR .. page 2
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Continued from page 1

Continued from page 1
Sophomore Adam McDaniel
came to Whitworth because he
wanted to go to a Christian college. The pastor of his church at
home in Tuscon, Ariz., attended
Whitworth and encouraged him
to check it out. McDaniel said the
Christian image played a major
part in his decision to attend
Whitworth.

gram two years in advance. As a result, Sugano booked CoJlins
before he was named U.S. Poet Laureate.
The Library of Congress names the U.S. Poet Laureate, who is
expected to give readings, introduce the library's annual poetry reading series and suggest authors for the series.
Each Poet Laureate also takes 011 a project. Collins' project is a
book called 180 Poems, which is targeted to reignite the love of poetry in high school students.
"[Collins] is a very fine poet," Sugano said. "His work is funny,
engaging. He captures something that is typically American. He celebrates everyday occurrence~."
Hav~ written heven collections of his poetry, including Nine
Horses: Poems; Taking offEmily DlckinsoJ/:S' Clothes; Sailing Around
the Room: New & Selected Poems; and Picnic, Lightll/llg.

According to a Whitworth press release, "Some critics have censured his poems for being too mundane and simplistic; others have
praised him as America's first popular poet since Robert Frost."
Collins joins a distinguished list of Poet Laureates, which includes
Robert Penn Warren, Mark Strand, Mona Van Duyn and Stanley
Kunitz.
Aside from being U.S. Poet Laureate, Collins has won many
awards, including, according to a Whitworth press release, fellowships from the Guggt?nheim Foundation and the National Endowment
for the Arts, as well as having his works published in Best American
Poetry in 1992 and 1993.

-

~

"Most gratifying for me, more than wlilning this or that poetry
prize, is hearing that people have been brought back to poetry by
reading my work," Collins said in a Whitworth press release.
Collins attended Holy Cross College in ,Worcester, Mass. and
earned a doctorate in romantic poetry from the University of

"I knew I needed to get out on
my own and [be] at a place like
this, where God is a big influence," he said.
Junior Jeff Scott said he was
attracted by Whitworth's more
liberal Christian atmosphere.
"I wanted a Christian environment where I could meet other
Christians but not be pressured
with rules," Scot! said.
Students who live in the dorms
take responsiblity for actions by
creating and agreeing upon rules
of conduct for their specific
dorms.
"There's so much Irust in the
students," Brown said. "I'm
impressed that the rules can be
made by the students."
When sophomore Chelsea
Globe moved in, she saw
Whitworth as too uptight and

religious.
"I feIt more controlled than I
wanted to be," Globe said. "But
then I looked at other Christian
schools and realized they were
really strict, so Whitworth was a
good in-between."
Whitworth is trying to set itself
apart from other colleges,
Director of Communications
Greg Orwig said.

We have worked very
hard to explain what sets
Whitworth apart from
other Christian colleges. JJ
I'(

Greg Orwig,

Direc/or of COflJJJllIlllCtlfJOfJS

"We have worked really hard
to explain what sets Whitworth
apart from other Christian colleges," Orwig said. "Most people
are really clear about the identity
[of Whitworth]."
This is what President Bill
Robinson likes to describe as the
narrow ridge, borrowed from a
Jewish theologian Martin Buber.
"Off to one side [of the ridge]
are many fme Christian colleges
that have attempted to limit the

They're a long way from home •••
and a little scared.
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Brown said she appreciates
that the faculty present several
viewpoints and that they challenge the students to question
their own beliefs.
Whitworth is centered around
the Christian worldview and
studying other worldviews,
Orwig said.
"We don't want anyone to feel
they're sacrificing academic
rigor because Whitworth is a
Christian college," Orwig said.

...

10. Do them naked.

...

9. Listen 10 the Tommy Tutone song, "867-5309" while
trying to add up your numbers.

...

8. Deduct an extra $100 for the paper cuts you got because
the tax form is 75 stinking pages long.

...

7. Claim a deduction, do a shot ...

...

6. In th~ "For office use only" box write in "Approved, send
check immediately."

...

5. Call the IRS hotline and ask if persons with multiple
personalities have to file more than one form.

...

4. Do 'em Enron style.

...

3. File with your W-2s turned upside down so it looks like
you made a lot less money.

...

2. For a quicker return, try filing telepathically.

...

1. In spaces where you are not sure of the exact number, just
write, "give or lake $1 million."
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Copy Editor
News Editor
Scene Editor
Sports Editor
Opinions Editor
Layout Editor
Photo Editor
Assistant Copy Editor

"Every subject is fair game for
scrutiny and discussion," Orwig
said. "We don't want students
and faculty 10 escape, but to
address [questions] in an honest,
comprehensive, respectful manner. Because we're Christian, that
view can be expected to be heard
but there will be a diversity [of
views]."

Top 10 ways to make taxes more fun ...

eS!!!'PUS
888-923-3238·

Whitworth strives, according
to the school's mission, for an
education of the mind and heart.

No

c.arwashes No raffles. Just success I FundrollSiog
dates are fji,ng qUidly G<>t wrti> the programs
that workl

Ytmr TllI.Jud Sourc~/or Collt'gt!

Robinson also said Whitworth
lives on the ridge, taking in the
knowledge of truth with the
Christian worldview and living.

thegrapevine ~

Eam 51.000 - 52.000

foryour~

Maybe you'd like to help.
The Spokane Humane Society
has all kinds of volunteer
.. opportunities. Please call or
visit our website for mformation.

influence of culture and secular
scholarship on their campuses,"
Robinson said on the Whitworth
Web site. "On the other side are
countless institutions ... that
deny any significant role for
Christian faith in the pursuit of
truth."

~'atlMoede

Matthew Cole
Robert HlIggilJJ
ElfyMarx

"The Grapevine" is a weekly column ill The Whitworthiall featurmg blls of campus comedy, unusual stories and light humor. To
contribute your story or to answer the question of the week, call
ext. 3248 or e-mail editor@whitworth.edu.

ASWCrninutes
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April 9

STAFF WRITERS
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The Whitworthian is the official publication of the Associated Students of Whitworth College (ASWC) and is published
weekly, except during January and student vacauons. Opinions expresud in editorial and advertising content do not necessarily reflect the views of ASWC, the college, its adminiRlration, faculty or staff. Whirv.'Orth College provides equal
opportunity in education and employment in accordance with Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, Title IX of the
Education Amendments and Sections 799A and 845 of the Publtc Health Services Act.

...

Spring Formal- 8 p.m. May 3

..

Vice President of Academic Affairs Tammy Reid addressed
the resolution on the restructuring of the Core
program per the request outlined in the resolution.

...

Assembly voted on Springfest T-shirt designs

...

$3,300 left in unallocated funds

...

Natsihi Editor Stephanie Van Dam proposed including the
cost of yearbooks in student fees. ASWC informally
supported the proposal.
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newsbriefs
Feminist author shares writing
Feminist author Therese Kuoh-Moukoury will read from her
works at 8 p.m. April 23 in the Music Building Recital Hall.
Her. novel, Recontres esselltielles (Esselllial EllcoullIers), was
the fust published novel by a woman in sub-Saharan
Francophone Africa. The novel was recently translated and published in English, almost 47 years after irs original publication.
Recoil/res esselllielles teJls a tale of love, infertility, adultery and
failed marriage. It deals with Kuoh-Moukoury's painful transition
from life in Cameroon, with its rural matriarchal traditions to contemporary urban society. Kuoh-Moukoury wrote the book "to
inspire other women to write," according to a Whitworth press
release.
Since her first publication, Kuoh-Moukoury has printed several poems, short stories and journal articles. Her most recent
book, Profil d'un homme: Alexalldre Douala Mango Bell
(Profile of a Man: Alexandre Douala Mango Bell), documents
the true story of one of Camroon's most intriguing political and
historical figures.
The reading is sponsored by Whitworth's Women's Studies
Program, Speakers and Artists Program and the Hewlett
Foundation. The event is free of charge and open to the public. For
more information, calI ext. 4484.

Composer performs in Spokane
Composer Donivan Johnson will perform excerpts from the
work of French composer Erik Sa tie at the Hans Moldenhauer
Memorial Concert at 7:30 p.m. April 21 in the Music Building
Recital Hall.
Johnson has spent almost four decades studying Satie's life and
music. Satie was influenced by composers and is called the father
of modern musical ambience and minimalism. His music is still
heard in commercials and movies.
This performance will be Johnson's third appearance at the Hans
Moldenhauer Memorial Concert, which concentrates on contemporary music and the effect it has had on society.
The concert is free and open to the public. For more information,
call ext. 3280.

Hosanna applications available
Students who are inlerested in joining ne",1 year's Hosanna worship team can pick up applications in the Chapel. Applications will
be due April 21 in the Chapel. Applicants must sign up for an interview when they turn in their applicalions.

Engineer speaks about space
Leslie Wickman, the director of the Center for Research in
Science at Azusa Pacific University, will speak about "Life in
Space: Earth's Design and the Problems of Interplanetary Travel"
at 3 p.m. tomorrow in the Eric Johnston Science Center
Auditorium.
NASA has recognized Wickman, a former Lockheed Martin
Company engineer, for her contributions to teh Hubble Space
Telescope and the International Space Station.
"An internationally respected research scientist adn engineering
consultant, Dr. Wickman will bring a fascinating breadth of
expertise and experience to campus," said Susan Mabry, associate
professor of Math and Computer Science in a Whitworth press
release. "She is also a model for young women in scientific disciplines."
Wickman currently researches technical and political aspects of
nat.io.nal defense issues and is a consulting scientist on fighter pilot
tralOmg, future space launch vehicles ,[nd extreme environment
physiology projects.
The lecture is free and open to the public. Call Mabry at ext.
4686 for more information.

Photographer leads workshop

thewhltworthlan

Student ",ins
national physics
scholarship
Goldwater scholarship, include a
summer at Real Networks as a
program tester and another at
Boeing. He spent the summer
before his sophomore year at,
Whitworth filtering data and creating a simulation of weather for
Boeing.

Heather Thomsen
Staff writer
Associate Professor of Physics
and Deparlment Chair Richard
Stevens compared junior Caleb
Hug's receiving the $7,500 Barry
M. Goldwater scholarship to
winning an Academy Award.

"It is national in scope and
there are many winners, but each
one has demonstrated excellence," he said.
The scholarship will cover

$7,500 of Hug's senior year
expenses at Whitworth. Congress
established the prestigious scholarship in memory of former
Senator Goldwater. The scholarship encourages outstanding students to pursue careers in mathematics, engineering and the natural sciences, according to a
Whitworth press release. Hug is
Whitworth's first Goldwater
Scholar.
Hug is one of 300 scholars
selected from a national field of
1,100 top students to receive the
academic merit-based Goldwater
award. Stevens, Whitworth's faculty representative for the
Goldwater Program, said competition for the scholarship is
intense.
Each institute is allowed to
nominate up to four people per
year. To be eligible for the scholarship, students must have a B
average and be math, science or
engineering majors.
"Almost all the selected scholars have research experience at
national laboratories or worldclass companies," Stevens said.
"Students must be able to express
themselves clearly and demonstrate their individuality as well as
their potential as a scientist."
Hug is double-majoring in
computer science and physics,
and plans to enter a Ph,D. program
at
Carnegie-Mellon
University in Pennsylvania after
he graduates from Whitworth
next year.

Photographer Mark Mosrie will host a photography workshop at
7 p.m. today in the Hixson Union Building's Conference Room B.
Mosrie spent 100 days photographing cultures around the world,
including Cuba, India and China. His work will be displayed in the
HUB while he is here.
Associate Dean of FacuIty Gordon Jackson met Mosrie while
they were both teaching in the spring 2002 Semester at Sea program.
"I was astonished at the quality of Mark's work - especially
his eye for detail and his ability to capture the people and the cultures we were exposed to on this voyage around the world,"
Jackson said in a Whitworth press release. "Not only will the
Whitworth and Spokane communities appreciate his rich coJlection of images, students in particular wiJl enjoy his easy-going,
personable style."
This event, which is free and open to the public, is sponsored by
the Floyd Daniel Photography Fund, which supports gallery exhibitions and presentations by visiting photographers.

Hug
"It's four years of my life that
I'll have an opportunity to be
somewhere else, so I figure it
would be fun to go to the East
Coast," he said.
Hug pulled together most of
his application in the few days
before he left for a Jan Term trip
to Honduras.
Notified of
Whitworth's nomination only
days before he departed for
Central America during Jan
Term, he described the application process as hectic. ;

it

It is national in scope

"I was researching archived
weather data and proposing how
we could fit that into a simulation," Hug said. "I also did data
filtering and data base programming. It was pretty messy, so I
would write little programs that
would clean up the data."
Faculty members, and especially' the science department,
are proud of and excited for
Hug.
"I have known Caleb for two
years," Stevens said. "He distinguished himself in my Physics III
class. He is an excellent student
and a cheerful person with a good
sense of humor."

and there are many
winners, but each one
has deomonstrated
excellence.

Hug grew up on what he
described as a mini-farm in La
Grande, Ore. Part of his youth
was spent being in' home school
from fourth to eighth grade.

Richard Stevens,

This disciplined, high-achieving student spent his earlier years
laboring over goats instead of the
law of gravity, discussing combines and crops instead of C++
compuler language.

]I
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ProftJJor 0/ PI!JJlrJ

"He had an amazing line of
communication to me consisting
"I really didn't study much
of e-mails, phone calIs, faxes and
even having friends deliver mate- when I was home schooled," Hug
rials," Stevens said. "It was quite said. "I grew a big garden and
. managed the goats."
a challenge for him."
The frenzied process of applying Seems to have paid off. Hug
is now associated with a group of
scholars who, in recent years,
have received 55 Rhodes
Scholarships,
55
Marshall
Awards and many other distinguished fellowships and scholarships,
according
to
the
Whitworth press release.
Hug's internships and research
experience, which made him a
strong
candidate
for
the

He did. however, draw a connection between his home
school experience and his current studies in computer science.
"I think a lot of the skiIIs I
learned when I was home
schooled helped me ... because I
was used 10 figuring things out
on my own," Hug said. "In compuler science, there is lots of
information avaihlble, you just
have to go get it yourself."

Check out
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ELECT:
Continued from page 1
next year, Metcalf said his vision is for the assembly to be student-driven and oriented.
"I want the student community to become a driving force behind what ASWC does," Metcalf said.
"I want advice, suggestions and input from as many
people as are willing to give it."
One of his many priorities for next year is to give
ownership of ASWC back to students.
He also plans to address issues that have been
raised this year, including on-campus parking,
school growth and student involvement.
Duske also desires student involvement in
ASWC to increase next year.
"I want to see the senators be a bigger part of the
dorm leadership teams, and I want to build unity
throughout the campus by incorporating every
dorm's events into the different newsletters," Duske
said.
He hopes to prepare for his leadership position by
listening and watching Johnson at work during the
rest of the school year. Metcalf plans to learn the
ropes by observing current President EmmyLou
Taylor in action.
"EmmyLou just gained a twin," he said.
The official dorm and off-campus senators were
also determined in the elections last week. Senator
winners are freshman Molly Nissen for Arend;
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sophomore Abby Drollinger for off-campus; sophomore Joey Doak for McMillan; sophomore Denise
Burningham for Stewart; sophomore Mary
Adolfson for Warren; sophomore Peter Johnson for
Boppell; and freshman Erica Vonk for Ballard.
The off-campus representatives are juniors Jen
Scales and Heather Bickel and sophomore Carla
DePriest.
With Metcalf, Duske and Weiss elected as
President, EVP and FVP, there arc no female executives. Duske said he does not anticipate any gender
representation problems because five of the seven
senators are females.
"I think that all of the execs are more than willing to find out what the students of Whitworth
want," Weiss said.
The officers do expect to lead this school with
enthusiasm.
"I think this school has elected a strong, passionate and caring student government," Metcalf said.
He and Duske both !.aid they want to be viewed
as humble leaders who strive "diligently and consistently with integrity to represent the students,"
Metcalf said.
Though sophomore Juliette Todd said this year's
ASWC campaigns were not as involved or complicated as last year's, she said she appreciated the
candidates' efforts to make themselves known to
students.
Sophomore Shelby Sanlos agreed.
"Roses and root beer floats are the way to go,"
she said.

Military recruitment
remains the same
despite war with Iraq
and reserves, Johnson said.

Anthony Rodin
Staff writer
Despite the war in Iraq, military recruitment
efforts have not increased, said Navy Recruiter
Chief Tony Johnson.
Part of this is due to the fact that it takes at least
six monlhs before Naval recruits see action, so the
fighting would probably be over before new
recruits finish basic training, Johnson said.
Since the Sept. II terrorist attacks, officer
programs have been "pretty full in most careers,
except doctors and nuclear technicians,"
Johnson said. He attnbuted this to both the
surge in patriotism after the Sept. 11 attacks and
the economy, since more people are turning 10
the military for stable careers.
Because there is no limit for the amount of
basic enlistees for any armed service branch, all
are still accepting recruits. All branches offer
enlistment bonuses of one kind or another, such as
money for college or guaranteed pay raises for
continued service.
To current levels of both officers and enlistees,
a draft does not seem likely in the next 15 years
because there are enough troops on active duty

Military recruiting first begins in high school.
Recruiters get "Senior Lists," which include the
addresses and phone numbers of high school seniors. The recruiters visit the high schools in hopes
of filling their quotas, or the amount of ne~
recruits they ate expected to bring in each month.
For the city of Spokane, the quota for the Navy
is eight to 10 new recruits per month.
Recruiting is more difficult now than in the past
because of people deciding to enter the private
business sector instead of serving their country,
said Whitworth Custodian Gerald Paschall, who
was an Air Force recruiter from 1979 to 1985.
Since the Vietnam War, all branches have been
scaling down their personnel numbers. For example, the Air Force had 600,000 personnel at the
end of the VIetnam War, but today has less than
350,000.
Paschall, a Vietnam veteran, said honesty is the
most important part of recruiting.
"( dOll't want some kid I recruited to come into
my shop and say 'there's my lying recruiter,'"
Paschall said .
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WHEN: Saturday, April 26 from 11 to 4 p,m.
' '" ~
WHERE: The Loop
~,
COST: Tickets can be purchased on the day of the event for 50 cents
EVENTS: Four groups wilt perform - No Masterbacks, The Hulkamaniacs, The
Pale and Paradigm

We want to hear your
story ideas.
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Rosewood Club
401 E:-Magnesium
(50!)) 467-5612

Lon Taylort ARNP
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Owner and Famr/y Nurse PractirlOner

- Regrslered Dietrcian

- Independenl FNP Praclice
- General Family Ileahh Care
• Menopausal/Wnmcn's lIeahh Ca re
- ASlhma Care and Educallon

Cindy Bourgoin
ISSA Cerl'fied Fimess Trarner
Therapisl

Call to Reglsler for Diet-Free Living
Class Starting Feb. 2Uh !
CALL FOR FREE Get Acquainted Visit._ ..S09-467-17J9
N. 10015 Division, Suite WI-Spokane (Most Insurances Accepted)
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lu'au tradition continues with
celebration of HawalJan culture.
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Nikki Bowman
Staff writer

Professor
finds insight
in battle
against
cancer

ratitude is the hidden
for conquering
the spiritual and emotional destruction
from suffering, as
Professor of Psychology Adrian Teo
personally expresses.
Teo has experienced extensive
amounts of physical suffering this
past year during his ballles with cancer, but has chosen to cling to his
faith for strength, guidance and
accountability.
"Everyday I ask God for grace to
bear this cross, and then I try to
focus on the gifts of God. I am
deeply grateful for my family and
students, and feel so undeserving of
these gifts. It's the gratitude that
takes my focus away from myself,"
Teo said.
During the winter of 2001, Teo
began having double vision and went
10 the doctor for an MRI brain scan.
"In the middle of teaching a Jan
Term (2002) course, my wife stood
at the door and motioned for me to
come out. She said the doctor wanted to see me righl away. That was a
scary thing," Teo said.
Teo dismissed class and immediately went to the hospital, where the
doctor informed him that Teo had a
tumor growing on his pituitary gland
next to his optic nerve.
A local surgeon referred Teo to the
University of Washington medical
center, where a tumor board
reviewed the X-rays and proclaimed

G
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Professor of Psychology Adrian Teo poses With his family III a recent portrait.
Teo began chemotheraphytreatmenis earlier this month for colon cancer.
the tumor in Teo's brain to be rare,
earlier.
malignant and slow-growing.
"She was the one carrying the bur"It's not in my nature to befcalm
den. II ~as a lO-hour surgery, but for
over something like Ihis," Teo said.
me it was done in the blink of an
"As far as I can remember, I did not
eye. She was the one waiting and
lose a single night of sleep. We saw
worrying if I was going to make it
the grace of God working. I went
through the surgery," Teo said.
through the whole thing with a cerHe is quite impressed with modern
tain peace. It was something tranmedical technology. Doctors
~cendent."
removed his brain tumor through a
Doctors extracted the tumor on
small incision made beneath his
Teo's wife's birthday, May 15. She
gums, working via his nasal cavity.
had just delivered a baby a month
One month laler, doctors did a fol-

low-up scan and found they had
missed some of the tumor. Because
Teo's brain tumor was so rare and
unusual, he had to go for a special
form of radiation called proton-radiation. Only two institutions in the
United States offered such treatment,
and Teo flew down to Lorna Linda
University in California for the nineweek procedure this past fall.
"Through the generosity of the
Whitworth community ... J was able
to fly home nearly every weekend to
visit my family," Teo said. "The love
and support of this communily was
incredible. It was impressive."
The daily radiation procedure was
surprisingly simple. Teo was placed
in a bed with a mask 10 keep his
head stationary. Despite faint clicking noises and an odd odor the doctors called "o-zone," Teo felt nothing.
"I would tease the doctor that this
was a scam because I didn't feel
anything or have any side effects. I
wasn't tired, and I didn't have any
hair loss or nausea," Teo said.
During his free lime in those nine
weeks, Teo spent a lot of time on the
phone with his family. He stayed
with a local couple who'opened their
house to hospital outpatients.
"I spent a lot of time reading,
writing and reflecting," Teo said.
Since Teo returned to Spokane on
most weekends, he was able to continue allen ding his home church, St.
Francis of Assisi.
Teo will continue for medical
See GRACE ... page 6

If you caffeinate it, they will come
Field of beans offers
scrumptious alternative
for coffee, lunch
Stephanie Getman
Staff writer
Field of Beans offers more than your typical drivethrough coffee joint.
For college students always on the lookout for a new
, place to meet friends or do homework, Field of Beans is a
coffee shop that is close enough to campus to be convenient, yet far enough away to be relatively novel.
Located just south of the Five Mile area on Maple
Street, Field of Beans began as a sma I I drive-through coffee stand but has in recent years expanded into a full-sized
coffee shop.
The scaling area is spacious but cozy, and on your own
or with others you can sit at a small table, each decorated
with a vase of flowers, or at the bar, which looks out on
the busy street.
The walls arc hued a muled gold tone, accented with
greys and blacks, and seasonal knick-knach - at this
time, revolving around an Easter theme - provide atmosphere for the customers and revenue for the business, as
they arc almost all available for sale.
Field of Beans serves up a variety of non-coffee beverages, including chai tea and hot chocolate, in addition to
espresso standards.
Drip coffee, available in a rotating roast and a house
blend produced locally by Cravens, is served Ill-house in

large clear mugs. You can receive free refills for as long
as you arc in the shop. The house blend was slightly acidic
for my personal taste, but the "Cinnamon Sugar Cookie"
coffee was a spicy-sweet alternative that would be excellent with pastries.
Field of Beans features a creatively-named navored
lalte, such as Peeps Marshmallow, each day as the special.
Some of their most popular drinks arc "The Tuxedo"
mocha, navored with a blend of white and dark chocolate
syrups and "The Turtle" mocha, which contains real
caramel.
Their blended coffee drinks, more like a milkshake than
a Starbucks Frappaccino, arc refreshing delights on hot
days. Available in 16 oz. ($2.80) and 20 oz. ($3.20), Ihey
come in six decadent flavors. My personal favorite is the
Ben and Jerry's-inspired "Fish Food," a mix of chocolate,
caramel and marshmallow.
A glass-domed pastry case contains tantalizing baked
goods, including no-bake cookies, frosted cookies,
brownie bars and scones. I tried the apple cinnamon
scone, which had more of a muffin-like consistency than
I had expected; a pat of golden butter on the side would
have made the scone complete. Served warm, I enjoyed it
with the "Cinnamon Sugar Cookie" coffee.
If you're in the mood for lunch, Field of Beans offers a
fairly extensive menu including panninis, wraps, soups
and salads.
I split the three-salad platter with someone and was able
to try (along with a tasty cheese breadslick) three out of
the four salads Ihat were offered: Thai peanut noodle,
classic Caesar pasta and oriental chicken.
All three were lacking in zesty ethnic flavor, pilTlicularIy the Thai salad, and were quite greasy on the plate and
in my mouth. (Perhaps they could cut back on the oil content?) Ilowever, the trio was reasonably priced ($6.95),

AIIIII "/0/0/(1'01(1/ IFJI(f~'ortIJlml

Fietd of Beans's ectetic service of espresso and tight-dish menu
IS a refreshing way to do tunch well. They also have an assortment of seasonal confections available.
considering that the plate was sufficient for two people.
My dining experiences lit Field of Beans - and my frequent passes through the drive-through for a "Fish Food"
- have been plea~ant, in pari because of the service I
have received. More than willing to answer que&tions
about menu items and make suggestions, the employees
interact with their customers in a friendly and efficient
manner.
Field of Beans, ju!>t a couple of miles from Whitworth,
is a coffee shop worth discovering - for afternoons of
homework, aided by a strong cappuccino or a conversation with a friend over soup and salad.

Field oJ ~eaJls is located at 5520 N. Maple Street.
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Continued from page 5
checkups and brain scans every six months
to monitor the tumor remnants.
Just when Teo began recovering and
returning to his normal lifestyle this past
December, problems began again.
Doctors discovered Teo had a tumor on his
lower colon. Doctors said this second tumor
was completely unrelated to his brain tumor.
The biopsy returned malignant, and Teo had
to undergo major abdominal surgery on New
Year's Eve. Teo jokes about his unlikely timing for surgeries on special holidays.
Teo spent 10 days at Sacred Heart
Hospital in downtown Spokane. They did a
biopsy after the surgery to test how far the
cancer had spread, and found that the tumor
had spread into three of the surrounding
lymph nodes.
Teo is currently undergoing radiation and
chemotherapy to fight the cancer. He has a
tube that runs insrde a vein up from his
lower arm into his shoulder that delivers a
continuous infusion of intravenous medicine
into his bloodstream.
Teo regrets the amount of lime dedicated
to his health this past year at the expense of
losing valuable time wilh his family.
"II seems like I lost a lot of time during
the first year of my son Isaac's life. I'm trying to catch up on that," Teo said.
But the psychology professor does not
want to be an object of pity or attention.
"From an outsider's perspective, they
think my condition sounds terrible. (think
about the war in Iraq and what people are
going through, and this [cancer] is just a
minor inconvenience," Teo said.

Teo shared many of his spiritual insights
gained these past months.
One of his most significant encounters
was with Chaplain Terry McGonigal, who
went through his own battle with life-threatening cancer.
"He told me that even though he would
not wish these experiences upon his worst
enemy, neither did he regret going through
them himself," Teo said. "I can say the same
thing now, too."
Teo gratefully embraces his experiences
with cancer as an opportunity to challenge
the integrity and perseverance of his character.
"Human life entails suffering. The question is not whether we will or will not suffer,
but it is how we suffer. How we go through
the suffering makes the whole difference
about how you come out in the end," he said.
Teo draws on his faith for his response to
hi~ suffering. He believes that since humanity was created in God's image, it is every
man and woman's duty to imitate Christ in
everything, including His response to pain,
suffering and death.
"If I'm to imitate Christ, I will imitate
Him in every stage of His life," Teo said. "I
can suffer bitterly and fight it, or I can suffer
in imitation of Christ where he accepted suffering as an innocent person. 1 certamly
don't see my suffering as a puni~hment, and
thus see it as a privilege to walk in the footsteps of Chris!."
Teo said he wants people to see the power
of God's love, instead of focusing on his suffering.
"Mother Teresa said that true love causes
pain, because it involves suffering and sacrifice," Teo said. "I see suffering as something
not to be avoided at all costs, but to be
embraced."
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Wedding planning
for groom's men
Friends of
groom try best
to help out
Keith Spitzer
Staff writer
When a girl's roommate gets
engaged, there is so much to help
with: planning the wedding, giggling
and, of course, shopping for dresses.
For a guy's roommate ". well
we're still not sure what there is to
do.
Senior Michael "Canada" Howard
and his roommates haven't changed
much since he got engaged. Their
role in the events leading up to the
big day is that of tormentors, he said.
Now instead of making fun of him
for other things, he gets teased about
being "whipped," he said.
"It's kind of lame," junior Brett
Bergevin, Howard's roommate said.
"You have all these expectations
moving in with someone, but it's just
a disappointment. He always has
someone else to hang out with."
That someone is sophomore
Stephanie Harrison, whom Howard

will marry this July.
The guys arc fine with letting
Harrison do all the planning, incluJing picking out the tuxes, Bergevin
said.
Howard's roommates have more
important things to do than plan the
wedding, like making sure that
Howard gets in trouble, mostly for
breaking his new diet.
Harrison asked Howard to start
cutting back on junk food so they
could enjoy life together more.
"He used to order pizza three or
four times a week," roommate and
groomsman junIOr Brian Woodburn
said. "Now we order it and try to get
him to eat a few pieces, just to get
him in trouble."
He never gets in that much trouble,
Harrison said. She isn't even worried
about what trouble they will get him
into. The thought of the bachelor
party doesn't scare her at all.
"Brian isn't that wild," Harrison
said. "Besides, I know that I can beat
them all up."
While Harrison and the bridesmaids pick colors and fabrics,
Howard and his roommates will be
picking toppings and flavors of
doughnuts. The separation Qf duties
is just fine by all accounts.

chatterbox~------------------~
Megan Blank
Staff writer
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At 10 p.m. on Aug. l, 1990, 6-year-old Brienna Van
Rossum arriicd in Kuwait with her family to do missions work. Just one day later, Iraq invaded Kuwait.
During the invasion, the family lived in safe hous·
es to avoid being captured as prisoners by the Iraqis.
They stod.ed up on food, stayed indoors most of the
lime and slept in the hallway of their first apartment
building to avoid danger.
"We would hear gunshots and explosions and
bombs gomg off," freshman Van Rossum said.
The family spent a month i1l hIding before Van Rossum was allowed
to leave the country with her mom
and sister and return to the United
States.
To return home, Van Rossum had
tn fly out 01 Baghdad because the
Kuwmt In~crnational Airport had
been bombed. Baghdad was an I8·hour bus ride
away, in a cramped bus with no air condltiol1lng, in
the middle of summer. Saddam Hussem did not allow
mel! to leave the country, so the girls had to leave
their falher behind.
"Leaving my dad was really hard," Van Rossllm
said.
She was uncertain if she would ever sec her father
ag,lin, writing him a note saying, "Goodbye Daddy,
I'll never see you again." But three months later, her
father was also allowed to return to the United States.
The family returned to Kuwait in 1991, livmg there
until 1996. After the war, some things were noticeably
different WIthin the country, such as the presence of
mine fields and oil fires. Once when flding bikes, Van
ROS!>1llll and <I friend found a three-foot-Iong ITIlssile

on the ground outside of a house. They rode home
and told their fathers, who didn't allow them to go
near the house after that.
Van Rossum attended an American school in
.~
~""
Kuwall,'though she was oile of only a few Caucasian
people there. She said that since Kuwaitis arc generally rich due to the oil market, Ihey send their kids to
private schools. School was much more challenging
in Kuwait, and focus on grammar and literature was
emphaSIzed because English is the second language of
most of the people there. When she returned to the
United States, school seemed a lot ea~ier.
While III Kuwait, Van Rossum mi~sed some of the
food from America.
"They don't have Dr. Pepper,
Mountain Dew or root beer. They
don't have hacon because they don'l
eat pork," Van Rossum said.
Now that she's back in the United
States, she misses the Arabic food, a
taste which she says is acquired.
Another difference was mteraction with the people.
Van Rossum took Arabic in schools, but she never
really pIcked up the language, admitting to gelling Ds
in ArabIC. Also, girls were not allowed to talk to hoys,
which took some getting used to when she returned to
the United State!> as a junior high girl.
"I came hack to the states and I didn't know how to
talk to boys. That was kind of a culture-shock !lung,"
she said.
With the current war in Iraq, 19-ycar-old Van
Rossum has some opinions on what has been happen·
ing. She is glad for the intervention against Saddam
Hussein, but dislikes the stereotypes placed on Arabs
since Sept. 11.
"I get mad when I hear people talk about Iraqis in a
generalized way," Van Rossum said. "They're Just

normal people, people who have been oppres!>ed."
Van Ros!,um is glad to be back m the United States
because her extended family is here, along WIth her
best friend from Kuwait, who goes to Portland State.
She hopes to viSIt Kuwmt agaJJl sometime, though it
is difficult to get in without a reason.
"I'd like to go back to the houses I lived in and
some of my favorite places," she said
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Monica Eschenbacher
Staff writer
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or the 33rd year in a row, the Fieldhouse was transformed
into an escape from the dreary Spokane weather into the
beautiful culture of Hawaii.
The Lu' au, hosted by
the Hawaiian Club,
attracted both students
and local Spokane residents decked out in
their own tropical duds.
The club flew in food
from Hawaii and began
the evening by giving
everyone a taste of their
culture. The menu
offered a unique array
of food. Dishes served
included everything
from Kalua pig, chicken
and salmon dishes to
Poi, a staple of the diet
consisting of crushed
taro roo I and water.
There was fresh fruit
and Haupia, a version
of English pudding
made with coconut milk
and resembling coconut
Jell-O.
"The food was interesting, with incredible pineapple," freshman Keisha Clock
said.
This was her second Lu'au after seeing last year's performance during a visit to campus.

Above: Junior
'aulanl Kekuna
performs the Otea,
a fast-paced dance
from TahitI.
lVJove right Senior
Robert Welsmantol
dances '" the
Holowa'a Pa'a, featUring all the senIor male members
of the club.

Right Sophomore
Kaleo Segovia diSplays an authentiC
PolyneSian dance
at the Lu'au
Saturday night.

Right Senior Lelana Moser-Reyes demonstrates the
Sophisticated Hula.

After dinner came the dancing. Juniors Adam Bediamol
and Aulani Kekuna hosted the event. Forty-five dancers performed 12 dances, an Oli (chant) and a finale.
This year's group also included 18 seniors.
The dances covered a wide variety of different Polynesian
cultures, not just the traditional Hawaiian hula.
"All the teachers that chose the music did well. There was
slow and fast, and traditional and modem. and it showed a lot
of different Polynesian dances," senior Robert Weismantel
said. "It was a diverse look at the culture."
All the dances and the authentic costumes provided a realistic look at the stories that are told by each dance.
"I think it was the best I've been in, and it's my third year,"
senior Karen Robnett said. "It's a good way to start wrapping
up my senior year."
Robnett and her roommate, senior Tiffany Ger!, aren't
natives of Hawaii, but have been participating in the Lu'au
for three years.
"I think, for me, I just love the culture, the Hawaiians make
me feel very accepted into the culture they share," Gerl said.
Both said they thought the performance was great this year.
"It's fun to be a part of, and they share their culture with all
of us. It took a lot of hard work and planning; to me it's just
amazing that they have been doing it for 30-plus yearsthat's a long time;' Robnett said.
Weismantel also noted the amount of work put into the performance.
"It was my third Lu'au, and it seemed to be a lot more
organized. We started earlier and we had a vision for it,"
Weismantel said. "Our president [Pua LariosaJ kept us on
track really well."
For the seniors, and for all the members of the Hawaiian
club, the Lu'au was an opportunity to showcase not only a
piece of a beautiful culture, but the bonds they share.
"We spent a lot of time getting to know each other this
year," Gerl said.

Far right: Seniors Pualani LariO$a and Lelana
Moser-Reyes perform the Tahitian Otea
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A home away
Begin your apartment hunt at these
close-to-campus complexes:
.. Cedar Creek Village
8424 N. Nevada • (509) 468-2076
One- and two-bedrooms available in four floor plans .

.... Autumn Ridge
7022 N. Colton • (509) 489-0456
Two- and three-bedrooms available.

.. Crosspointe
539 E. Hawthorne. (509) 466-2818
One- and two-bedrooms available .

.. Graymayre Crossing
636 E. Magnesi urn • (509) 467 -7 368
Thirteen different floor plans available .

.. Rock Creek on Nevada
911 E. Beacon • (509) 487-7505
One- and two-bedrooms available.

.... Castlegate
10008 N. Colfax • (509) 468-2640
Two·bedrooms available.

Sarah Dilworth
.S'laff writer

Money matters
When considering your price range, remember that the monthly
are not going to be all you have to pay.
Before even movmg Ill, there will be a redecoratlllg or cleaning
fee that could be anywhere from $200 to $300. There is also an
application fee for most apartments. So, if you are apply for an
apartment, make sure you are ~eTlously conSidering livlllg there.
While water and garbage are usually part of the monthly fee,
electric and phone bills are not. These are other thlllgs you need
to budget for.
A helpful hint· The higher the floor level your apartment is on,
the less your electriC bill will be. Hot air rises and the peopl<' on
the ground noor are always the ones stuck with pumping out the
most heal.
Most students dOIl'1 have enough credit or a big enough salary,
so it is often necessary to have a parent co-sign on the lea~c. This
parent becomes completely responsible for rent if it doesn't get
paid. ThiS is why it is important that the people you are living
with are tru!.tworthy and are not going to hail out on you after a
couple of months.
When you sign a lease for an apartment, you entcr a contract 10
pay the monthly fee for a certalll number of agreed upon months.
It is wise to work out an agrecment With your roommate~ as to
what will be done If a roommate cannot come up with their ~hare
of the rent for a particular month. for !ho5e unaccu!.tomed to
budgeting, this tends tn happen.
When you have narrowed your apartment or rental housing
opllons down, it is a good idea to take a tour of them. Calling the
manager ahead of time and scheduling an appointment will ~ave
YOIl lots of time. If you jU1>t show lip, it is not a guarantee Ihat the
manger will be there or have time to help you.
.
Abo, make sure you tour the specifiC apartment you are gOIng
to live III before you ~ign the lellse. Not all apartments are the
same in a complex and ~011le are often cleaner and nicer than others.
Before signing the lease, It is also a good idea to ask the manager if there IS the possibility of rent going up while you will he hving there Once again, you don't want to be stuck without cnough
funds to pay the rent. There are often consequence~ for thl~,
lllcluding bad credit 011 your tenant history. Every time YOIl
change ,Ipartments, the manager will check your renting history
and this will affect their decision to let you rent or not.
Othcr thlllgs that can affect your tenant history are too many
clll11plaints from neighhor<; or :lny hreach in lease agreements.
With all the ha'>sle 01 finding a place to 1ive, in the long rlln It
will all pay 01 r. Living 01 f campus saves ~tlldents a lot of money,
especi;llly if they flellllently cook for themselves
Junior Amy Stcrenherg moved 01 f campus la~t year after ~hc
became tired of dorm life. She now loves hVlng with her two
roOl11mates In the Ca~cade Apartments.
"It\ another ~tcp on the road 10 becoming an adult when you
have.\o ray yom own hills," Sterenherg said.
fee~

After your tJr~t or second (or Ihird) year of dorm life, you may
be tired of hving in cramped living quarters, tired of noisy neighbors always around and lired of dining hall food,
By junior or senior year, Illany ~tudenls arc ready 10 move oul
of the dorms and try the independence of living on their own,
MOVing on campus i~ not an easy ta~k though, Finding the perfect apartment or hOllse can he quite a chore, not even conSidering
the headache of who you are going to live witll.
Junior Laura Cri~t, who has lived in the dorms for three years,
has been gOing through the proce~s of house hunting this past
spring. She eagerly awaits the transition from dorm life to house
life.
"Moving off campus means 1 can be more independent," Cri~t
~aid. "I Will have my own ~pace and cook for my~elf."

Moving off
campus
requires more
than just desire

Things to consider
Knowing exaclly who you are going to live with
Important to decide before you dive into the
! apartment or house hunting. As a group, agree on
the type o~ place you wan~ to li~e. Do you \~ant to
go for rentmg a house, whIch will end up bemg
more expensive but will give you more space? Or
~
do you go for an apartment, which will be
~
smaller ,md cheaper? You also need to
•
.
decide if you each want your own room
or if you are going to share.
Other things to consider are the number of bathrooms, the size of your
kitchen and whether or not you want to have laundry
machine~ in your apartment.
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How to house hunt
Students go abollt finding apartments and house~ in
different ways. Many simply open a phone book and
!>tart going through the listings.
Another oplion is to pick up a free copy of the
Nickel Ads at any grocery store. These contain listlllg~
for apartments, houses for rent and houses to buy.
Asking friends and lIppcrclas~l1len early 111 the spTlng IS
another smart move. Get the word out that you arc lookIng for a place or searching for roommates.
When looking for an apartmenl, localion i!> going to
be a huge factor. Most Whitworth studcnl'i want something nenr campus, especially tho~e that don't have a ear.
You also want to live in an area or neighborhood where
you feel safe. l-Iavll1g a cert,lIn location ill mind will narrow the field of apartment options. !laving a price range
will abo help minimize your li~t.
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Opposite page: Senior Brooke Kennedy reads over a
rental agreement before signing another sl~-month lease.
Top: Juniors Becky Novaskl (left) and Liz Strauch tour a
duplex they hope to rent next fall.
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Above: Freshman Brandon Leahy checks out a nearby
house for rent.
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Turbulent week for Bues
Mary Adolfson
Staff writer

.~

The Pirates faced both the pain
of defeat and the pride of maintaining power during last weekend's matche~.
Last Tue~day, the women
knocked out the Community
Colleges of Spokane squad 9-0.
Theil, last weekend, they traveled to McMmnville, Ore., and
fell hard to first-place LinflCld 9O.
The next day, Whitworth
hopped over to Salem, Ore., and
rolled over Willamelle 8-1. The
victory was the second-to-last
match of the sea~on. The final
'match
before
Northwest
Conference Tournament will be
this afternoon.
After the roller coaster week,
the Bucs (6-2, 7-5) are ranked
third in the conference, trailing
Lewis and Clark (9-1, 11-7) and
Linfield (lO-O, 12-1).
The loss to Linfield was particularly bothersome to the Pirates.
"We expec:ed it would be closer," senior No. 2 Jill Huibregtse
said. "We didn't expect it would
be as tough. We just weren't
expecting it."
Huibregtse and senior Jill
Vaughan put up a fight in their
No. 1 doubles sct but couldn't
hold out and lost 9-7.
The fight continued, however,

with seniors Hope Ander~on and
Kelly Robert's work in doubles.
But they abo lost, 8-4.
Vaughan in the No. 1 singles
put up another fight at 6-3, 7-5.
Following her effort, another battle with Huibregtse in the No.2
spot ended in 7-5, 6-2.
Although the women did not
come out of Saturday on top,
they showed they meant business
when they hit Willarnette hard
Sunday.
"We recovered quickly from
the lo~s," Huibregtse said. "We
knew it wouldn't be as lMrd."
In doubles, Vaughan and
Huibregtse won 8-2 at No. J.
Anderson and Roberts edged
by 9-8, (2) in a tiebreaker at
No. 2 doubles. Sophomores
Mandi Hopkins and April Brast
followed the lead with an 8-4
win.
All of the singles' sets were won
by Whitworth, givJllg the Pirates
an 8-1 victory over WilIamette.
Next on the list for the Bucs IS
the conference tournament.
"We're
pretty
excited,"
Huibregtsc said. "We have a pretty good chance of doing well."
Head Coach Jo Wagstaff said
that what's to come still remains
to be seen, but she does have
hope for the team at the conference tournament.
"Overall they have done really
well," Wagstaff said.

Big splash at Eastern ...
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Baseball splits
California series
The Pirates picked up one win and one loss in a
lopsided weekend at non-conference school
California State University-Hayward.
With six Northwest Conference games remaining, the Ducs (8-6, 11-13-1) must dominate in the
ensuing w'..!eks if they hope to catch up with 13-3
George Fox University before the season ends.
Only the top finisher in the conference wiII advance
to national competition.
The two-game weekend opened last Friday afternoon when the Bucs fell to the Pioneers 10-2.
Whitworth had a hard time regrouping after CSUHayward (14-16) scored four runs in each of the
first two innings. Whitworth was also hurt by three
errors in the game.
"The guys had to wake up at 4:30 in the morning,
fly over, and play the game," Head Coach Keith
Ward said. "We were tired. We didn't play well the
first two innings, but after that we played with them."
The Bucs finally got on the board in the fourth
inning when sophomore catcher Jason Martin singled for an RBI and brought home sophomore outfielder Aaron Sedler. Besides two runs in the sixth
inning, the Hues held the Pioneers scoreless for the
remainder of the game. Whitworth's only other run
came in the top of the fifth off a solo homerun by
senior second baseman Jake Krummel.
Sophomore pitcher Dan Lundeberg (3-3) went
three innings in the loss, giving up eight runs on

eight hits while four other Pirate pitchers followed
him up in relief. The Hucs hit .235 as a team while
leaving eight men stranded on base.
"(Lundeberg) didn't play bad, but we didn't play
good defense," Ward said.
Last Saturday afternoon, Whitworth turned the
momentum around and took the second game 9-3.
The Pirates' big inning came in the top half of the
second when they scored foUl runs on thret; hits.
Sedler continued his successful weekend with an
RBI triple while sophomore third baseman Daniel
Gebbers blasted a two-run homerun. Whitworth
also scored three runs off of two hits in the seventh
inning to extend their lead.
Senior pitcher Josh Mills (3-2) threw a full eight
innings for the win. He gave up three earned runs
on six hits while striking out four and walking none.
"In baseball, it starts and stops with one thing pitching," Ward said. "Josh Mills pitched well and
we played very good defense. That was crucial."
Whitworth's lead-off hitters, Daniel Gebbers and
Krummel, combined for five hits and three RBIs
while scoring four times. Gebbers also hit an illpark homerun. The Ducs hit .303 as a team and left
six on base while committing one error.
"We had some clutch hits," Ward said.
Whitworth will face Linfield (12-15, 8-9) in
McMinnville, Ore., this weekend. The Wildcats are
currently fifth in the NWC while Whitworth IS
ranked fourth.

.'

The track and field team competed at Eastern
Washington University last Friday at the 32nd annual
Pelluer Invitational and earned several personal
records.
Among the 325 athletes competing in the meet were
representatives of three Division I schools: Eastern
Washington University, Montana University and Gonzaga
University. Washington State University also added a
handful of competitors.

In addition to the Division I schools, North Idaho
College, Seattle Pacific University and Central
Washington University also sent participants.
"It was one more opportunity to go Ollt there and qualify or get bettcr times," junior sprinter Kristen Shields
said.
Shields currently holds the best time in the nation for
the lOO-meter dash. The junior said she is happy with the
team's performance.
"It doe~n't get any better than that," Shields said.
Of course, going up against larger Division I opponents
isn't easy, but the women's lOO-meter relay team placed
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Collins contributed to this report.

Track faces D-I schools at weekend meet
MIke Larkin
Staff writer

be~

Freshman Sandy Fujltalll reaches out for the ball in last Tuesday's g·O blowout over Community Colleges of Spokane.

laura Adams
Staff writer

Junior Andy Cae [center, red) leaps over a hurdle In the 3,OOO·meter
steeplechase last Fnday. Cae finished seventh with a time of

C.
Sit

second and recorded a national proviSional qualifying
time by outrunning both the EWU and the Seattle Pacific
teams.
But the women weren't the only ones to beat out the
tough competition. Senior sprinter Bryce McDonnell finished at the front of the pack in the men's 1 oo-meter dash
and finished second in the 2oo-meter run. Junior Jesse
Stevick finished fourth in the 1,5OO-meter run.
With only a handful of meets left, the Pirates are gearing up for the Northwest Conference Championship meet.
The Bucs will compete this Saturday in the Whitworth
Open, the last home meet of the season.
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6-match streak
ends with pair
of tough losses
C. Bryan Tidwell
Stat/writer
The Bucs' six-game winning streak ended last week thanks
to two difficult home losses to lop conference teams Whitman
(8-2,9-6) 6-1 and Linfield (12-0, 12-3) 7-0.
Last Friday's match against an undefeated Linfield squad
was possibly the most devastating. The Pirates were unable to
win a single match against the first-place Wildcats in either
doubles or singles matches, with the only close contest at the
No.4 spots.
Junior Justin Swanson lost his first set against Linfield's
Brian Mullin 6-4, but managed to fight back for a 7-6 victory
in the second for the Pirates' only victory of the day. A series
of tiebreaker sets prolonged the match until Mullin finally
managed to pull away and clinch the lead at 13-11. Mullin lost
to Swanson in McMinnville earlier this season ill straight sets.
Last Tuesday's matches didn't fare any better for the
Pirates, who lost to the visiting Missionaries 6-1. But a Pirate
upset lightened the impact of the defeat.
Recently-returned No. 2 junior Stephen Hannaman paired
up with Swanson to take out Whitman's Sam Spiegel and
Graham Sumioka 8-4. Swanson also shined in singles, where
he managed to defeat Sumioka 7-6, 7-5.
Swanson was pleased with his perfonnance and also
enjoyed the chance to "get under (Sumioka's) skin."
Whitworth has much preparation to do for this weekend's
Northwest Conference Tournament. And despite a mess of
tough teams at the end of their season, they seem focused on
the season goals.
"We're just trying to tune our skills and get ready for this
weekend," Swanson said. "I think everybody's starting to play
better. We have a decent shot at doing better in the tournament
than we have in the past."
Whitworth hopes to earn a fifth-place seed in the tournament and will most likely challenge fourth-place Puget Sound
(6-4, 9-4) in Yakima on Friday. Whitworth has played the
Loggers only once this season and lost a close meet 4-3 in
Tacoma.
This afternoon, Lewis and Clark State College pays a visit
to campus in Whitworth's final game before the tournament.
Whitworth had serious problems in Lewiston earlier this
AI"" AI..,,/ U7h,,,,,,,rtl,,oll
season when they were unable to steal a single set from the
Junior Justin Swanson hits a backhand drive last Friday in the Men's 7-0 loss to Linfield.
Warriors.

;

,

Softball with most season wins ever
Kevin Eddy
Staff writer
The Hues continue to fire on
all cylinders and took three out of
four games from Lewis and Clark
College last weekend.
With the three victories, the
Pirates have now set a single-season record for most wins in a season. Whitworth is now 9-11 in
Northwest Conference play and
12-1~1 overall.
"We've got some momentum
going," said sophomore leftfielder Andraya Robert"on, who went
five-for-l0 last weekend and

improved her batting average to
.329. "Once it gets started, there's
no stopping us."
Whitworth began the fourgame series Saturday with a rainsoaked 6-2 drubbing of the
Pioneers. The Pirates took a
quick 1-0 lead in lhe bottom of
the third after a brief rain delay,
but the Pioneers battled back to
tie the score at one in the top of
the fourth.
The Bucs were able to put the
game away, however, thanks to a
five-run fifth inning in which 10
batters were sent to the plate.
Sophomore centerfieJder Patti

Stranger led off the inning with a
double, and scored when sophomore second baseman Aubri
Azzarito singled. After Azzarito
was knocked in by freshman first
baseman Amanda Norwood,
Robertson doubled to left field
scored
Norwood.
Jnd
Sophomore shortstop Taja Nault
then followed with a triple to
deep center field and later scored
off a hit by senior catcher Jessica
Shawley.
Last Saturday'S second game
was much like the first. After a
tight 3-2 start, the Pirates broke
loose in the sixth inning with four

runs. Three of those runs came
when freshman pitcher Jo
Sonnett roped a ball down the
leftfield line for a three-run, int'1e-park homerun.
"We do a great job of feeding
olf each olher," said Nault, who
had two RBIs on Saturday. "Our
hitting can be contagious."
The Pirates' four-game winning streak was finally !>napped
last Sunday thanks to Pioneer
pitcher
Jauna
Williams.
Whitworth managed only six
hits off Williams and stranded
six runners on base in the 2-1
loss. Freshman third baseman

Kristin llanson scored the only
run for the Pirates when Nault
singled in the bottom of the seventh.
In Sunday's second match,
the Pirates again appeared to be
held in check, this time by
Pioneer
pitcher
Nathalie
Mat~on.
But
Whitworth
shrugged off a 1-1 tie in the bollorn of the fifth when Robertson
singled to score freshman righlfielder Carly Dallago and
Stranger, who had bOlh reached
See SOFTBALL.. page 12
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Fit for spring, life

Courtney Varney (r) and Jennifer Bacon (I) work out to score a Spring Training "home run."

Chris Collins
Sports editor
About 45 students have engaged in the Scotford
Fitness Center's Spring Training program. But this
Spring Training doesn't necessarily involve a baseball or a bat.
The students began the health and fitness program March 31 and will continue through April 28.
Three "teams" have al~o been formed, which
involve a group of nine "players."
Fitness Center Director Todd Sandberg said that
of the three incentive programs the center has put
on during his time at Whitworth, this program has
been the most successful.
Unfortunately, participants must have signed up
within a few days of March 31 to participate in this

The

UC
Breakdown
A weekly sports column
Mike Larkin
Staff writer
I should have known.
As soon as I heard how two girls had drawn up
their bracket based on team colors and names, I
should have known.
As soon as I made my decision to predict the
final game, I should have known.
Certainly, as soon as I e-mailed the final draft
to my editor, I should have known.
So when the final seconds ticked off the clock
last Monday, I wasn't really surprised at the outcome.
I! did make me wonder, however, what the
Jayhawks were doing all season in practice.
Would it have killed them to shoot a free throw or
two? I could accept an off shooting night from the
field (43.7 percent), but 12 for 30 from Ihe line?
Seriollsly.
Senior Nick Collison, who otherwise had an
awesome night (19 poinls and 21 rebounds), shot

year's program.
To reach the goals set by the Spring Training program, participants must score one "run" each day.
To earn a "single," the program asks that you exercise.for 10 minutes, check your tire pressure and
tread, take the staIrs instead of the elevator or hug
your child or significant other.
For a "double," try cutting your tobacco intake
by a third, get eight hours of sleep, avoid caffeine
for a day or turn off the TV.
For a "triple," the program suggests that you
meditate for 20 minutes, donate blood or write out
your life goals for the next few years.
Finally, a homer is earned by participants who
quit smoking for a day, exercise for 45 minutes,
attend a CPR class or prepare a low-fat, nutritious
dinner for three evenings in a week.
three for 10 from the charity stripe. Thirty percent? He makes Shaq look like a sharpshooter.
Not that the other senior, Kirk Hinrich, was any
more impressive. I wouldn't exactly call six for
20 from the field a stellar night. Then again, I
suppose it was pretty much on par for the rest of
the Kansas squad.
Then there's Syracuse's Hakim Warrick, who
should be under investigation right now for possible performance-enhancing surgery. There was
just something about that last second go-go-gadget-arm block that was a little suspicious. Believe
me, I've seen enough Jean-Claude Van Damme
movies to know that cyborg implants are a frightening reality. And the NCAA is cracking down on
ephedrine. Open your eyes, executive committee!
So here I am, supposed to defend myself after
lasl week's terrible incident. But you know what?
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BASEBALL
George Fox Bruins
Willamette Bearcats
Pacific Boxers
Whitworth Pirates
Linfield Wildcats
Pacific Lutheran Lutes
Puget Sound Loggers
LewiS & Clark Pioneers
Whitman Missionaries

NWC/Overall
13-3 20-7
10-3 14-9
16-10
8-5
11-13-1
8-6
12-15
8-9
7-19
6-7
11-13
5-8
6-11 8-19-1
1-13 3-19

SOFTBALL
Pacific Lutheran Lutes
Linfield Wildcats
. Willamette Bearcats
Puget Sound Loggers
Whitworth Pirates
Lewis & Clark Pioneers
Pacific Boxers
George Fox Bruins

NWC/Overall
15-1 20-1
13-4 19-10
9-4 11-10
8-8 12-11
8-10 11-18
4-13 7-20
3-10 9-15
2-12 5-17
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Trio opens Graves
Gym to Whitworthians
Mary Adolfson
Staff writer
Open gym is here at last.
No longer wiII students be
turned away from Graves Gym
or asked to leave by security.
Every Friday and Saturday night
from 8 p.m. to midnight and
every Saturday afternoon from
noon to 4 p.m., Graves Gym will
be open to any student desiring a
"
little game tiPle.
In the past the gym has not
been open to students because no
one was around to regulate students using the facilities.
Intramural Coordinator Josh
Smart,
Sports
Events
Coordinator Kevin Eddy and
McMillan Hall Senator Matt
Duske have set up a program
allowing Whitworth students to
gain access to Graves.
"People
from
outside
Whitworth came in to use the
gym," Duske said.
The presence of off-campus

athletes caused a problem not
only for students, but- for secufity as well.
Smart, Eddy and Duske got in
touch with Vice President of
Bussiness Affairs Tom Johnson
in search for a suitable arrangement. Also, they began working
with security to set up a program
to open the gym to students.
They used the Intramurals funds
to pay for students who will
check other student;i: ID cardli.
This system will help filter out
non-students from using the
gym.
"It's totally awesome!" sophomore Joey Doak said.
Doak, along with others, were
irritated by the inability to use
the facilities. He is not the only
person to utilize this great new
opportunity either.
"There were about 15 people
there when I went," Doak said.
The next goal for the trio is to
hopefully get access to the
Fieldhouse for students as well.

Blame
I<ansas

,

I will. Kansas should have won. They shot 44
percent from the field and 40 percent from the
free throw line and stilI only lost by three.
I figure that I can handle this maturely and I
realize that I simply chose the wrong team - a
50-50 chance that didn't turn out in my favor.
I should have known.
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SOFTBALL:
Continued from page 11

c '

base on singles.
"We're doing the right Ihings and we're having Sllccess with it," fourth-year Head Coach
Teresa Hanson said. "A good team is a disciplined team, and we were well disciplined Ihis
weekend."
Freshman pitcher 10 SonneH had a huge weekend for the Pirates and took all three wins and the
lone loss. Overall, she threw 24 innings, striking
out 15 while walking only Iwo. With her three
wins, Sonnet! becomes the only pilcher in
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Whitworth history 10 win more than seven games,
and now boasts a record of lO-6 with an earned run
average of 3.01.
'

01

Currently, the Pirates are silling in fIfth place,
but are hoping to make a strong challenge for
third or fourth in the final conference standings.
But Ihose hopes face a serious challenge this
weekend as third-place WiJlamelte comes to
Spokane for a four-game series, beginning on
Friday at I p.m.
Bul according 10 Robertson, you can continue to
expect some solid play from Ihe Pirates.
"We're taking this season gamc-by-game, playby-play," Robertson said. "If we go out there and
are really focused to play ollr game, we can beat
anyone."
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Freshman Jo Son nett pitches during the first LeWIS and Clark game last
Saturday.

PROCEED WITH CAUTION
We need to think twice
before Joining the ICC,
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Rebuilding requires help
Emily Brandler
Staff writer
o sooner did the war in
Iraq begin than plans were
being arranged for after its
end. Just as divisions within the
United Nations thwarted the
United States' efforts to win international support for the war, so
the postwar reconstruction plans
for Iraq prove equally divisive.
. The Bush administration should
allow the United Nations, as well
as non-profit organizations, to
have a hand in the project, if for
nothing else but the sake of the
Iraqi people who were promised
an improved way of life.
While the Bush team has valid
reasons for taking the helm on
the largest postwar rebuilding
project since the Marshall Plan
after World II. neither the
American economy nor the
American people can shoulder
the complete responsibility for
such a massive undertaking.

N

Iraq must emerge from this
conflict better off Ihan it was
before, otherwise countries that
have pointed out the follies of
American unilateralist action will
be proved right.
The Bush administration wants
to make America the primary
overseer of the economic and
political reconstruction in Iraq.
Meanwhile,
British
Prime
Minister and America's closest
foreIgn ally, Tony Blair, favors a
more prominent U.N. role.
Many of the leaders in the
United Nations, the majority of
which were against the war, want
a role in postwar reconstruction.
At the same time, France and
Russia
refuse,
as
French
President Jacques Chirac said,
"to give the belligerents the
power to administer Imq."
Regardless of their differences,
tne United States and the United
Nations can work together in Iraq
to balance each other's strengths
and weaknesses.

The United States, as an inde- calls for leadership that the
pendent and sovereign country, United States, as the world's only
can act quickly and decisively in superpower, is in a position to
a way that the United Nation!; give.
True, the United States cannot
cannot. The months leading up to
the war provide an example of carry Iraq's economic burden
how the Se.curity C~uncil can be alone, but neither can the United
bogged down by competing Nations, which deals with budget
problems of its own.
national self-interests.
The projected cost for just
The reconstruction of Iraq will
require swift and resolute action, humanitarian aid from the United
before the country tears itself apart Nations is estimated at $30 bilinto a million different ethnic and lion. The organization can barely
religious pieces. Reconstruction scrape together membership dues
cannot rely on a politically divided from even the most prominent
U.N. supportU,N. Security
ing countries,
Council, which
let
alone
took
several
extract extra
days and conIt The projected cost Jor
money
from
siderable debate
to even decide just humanitarian aidfrom them.
Even
for
on an interim the United Nations is esti~
Afghanistan,
deal to fund
mated at $30 billion"
where ousting
relief aid.
the
Taliban
In contrast,
government
the
United
gained broad
States has a hisinternational
tory of taking
the initiative when no one else support, the United Nations had to
will. For instance, it took the "really go around and shake the
responsibility to stop the geno- can" to raise money, said Malloch
cide in Rwanda and Kosovo Brown, head of the U.N.
while the rest of the world Development Program.
That is not to say that the
watched from the sidelines.
Thus, while multilateralism United States can handle reconcan be a very effective tool for
peace, sometimes the situation
See HELP,. page 15

Women should Media's coverage
have a right to fails reality check
get in the fight

Amy Robinson
Staff writer
he clatter of artillery and
clamor of direct combat
are unnerving noises that
women have been deafened to
by the United States' government since the creation of the
military.
While the U.S. Navy and Air
Force were completely gender
integrated in 1994, women are
still barred from participating
in direct combat among ground
forces. This prohibition is
keeping the women who have
chosen to join the military
from taking on the same level
of responsibility and investment in the military as their
male counterparts. In doing so,
it is hurting the health of our
nation and reinforcing myths of
feminine weakness and indefensibility.
The capture and escape of
Private First Class Jessica Lynch
in the Iraqi war has made visible
the role of women in the military abroad.

T

While women have traditionally served in support roles,
like the nurses of earlier wars,
the Gulf War of 1991 saw
40,000 servicewomen actively
involved in the conflict. Their
numbers included 13 fatalities,
21 wounded in action and two
prisoners of war. In light of
their service, many more positions were opened to female
soldiers in 1994. However,
they are still barred from serving in the infantry and special
forces units, as well as other
positions dealing with ground
combat. Many women are finding ways around this ban by
becoming intelligence officers
in dangerous locales or volunteering to be the cook for a unit
that might see some action.
However, they arc not officially permitted to serve directly in
ground fighting, which keeps
many women from filling the
roles they desire.
Those who support this ban
claim seeing women in combat
would decrease the U.S. public's support for the use of military force. Integration opponents also sec potential problems in the relative physical
weakness of women, which
would lower standards for soldiers. They are scared of the
possibility of fraternization,
sexual harassment and assault if
See

WOMEN,.

page 15

bombings, "You just sec little
patches of light," he told me
with a depressed look on his
face and a disappointed tone
of voice. "It's pretty boring."
If we 'didn't have rules against
kicking customels at Perkins,
that guy would have had pretty sore shins.
The new "reality TV" forJulie Striker
mat the media has adopted
Staff writer
about the war certainly has its
pros and cons politically, but
atching the war has
when it comes to the effect I
become one of this
observe on people who watch
nation's most popular "The Real War," there's nothpastimes. 1\vo and a half
ing but cons. This nation
weeks ago whIle I was workalready has big trouble distining as a server at Perkins,
guishing between what is
there was not
appropriate
a soul in the
for entertainrestaurant
ment and
during the
what is to be
dinner hours,
taken seriso I asked
ouslyas factt Everyone is at home
one of my
tual reality
watching the war... }}
coworkers
(for which
what the
we owe
heck 'was
thanks to
going on.
tabloids,
"Everyone
prois at home
wrestling,
watching the war," she replied and the Real World, I imagas nonchalantly, as if she
ine). The media has done no
were talking about the latest
one any favors with the way
episode of Friends.
they arc covering the war in
Just a few days later I had a
Iraq.
conversation with a guy just a
Now don't get me wrong,
year or two older than me
the abundance of uncensored
about the same topic. He gave
information is a beautiful
quite an impassioned speech
thing, but the way this inforabout his frustration at not
seeing any explosions or fire
See REAlITV ... page 14
when he watched the initial
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The draft scares me
Brian Triplett
Guest writer
The Easterner
epresentative
Charles
Rangel proves that it isn't
just Republicans who
come up wHh hare-brained ideas:
The Democrat from New York
wants to bring back the draft as a
way
of trying
to
keep
Republicans from being so gung
ho about going to war.
In a New York Times editorial,
Rangel actually had the nerve to
say, " I believe that if those calling for war knew their children
were more likely to be required
10 serve-and to be placed in
harm's way-there would be
more caution and a greater willingness to work with the international community in dealing with
Iraq."
And monkeys fly. If the draft
was reinstated, people in positions of power would just try to
keep their own kids out of active
combat duty like many of them
did during the Vietnam conflict
and everyone else would be !'otuck
with the consequences.
Last Friday, according to an
article in USA Today, Congress
passed a resolution granting
President Bush the authority "to
use military force, if necessary, to
rid Iraq of its biological and
chemical weapons and disband
its nuclear weapons program."
This measure was passed by
the House of Representatives by
a 296-133 margin and a 77-23
vote in the Senate. What this
says to me IS that Bush using
military force is more or less
inevitable
unless
Saddam
Hussein suddenly allows peer
pressure from France, Britain
and Turkey to cause him to
totally cooperate with UN
inspectors.
President Bush has gone on
record saying he didn't want to
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bring back the draft, and
Pentagon officials have even
argued against the idea. All
Rangel's plan would succeed in
doing is forcing the President to
go along with something that
would make him look like the
bad guy to people who don't
bother staying current on national news.
This might lower Bush's
approval rating enough to get
Senator Joe Liebelman in the
White House, but are the consequences worth it? There have
been talks about drafting
women and colJege students
except for seniors who are in
their last quarter or semester.
The draft would affect pretty
much all 18-29 year olds who
could pass the physicaL
I'm relatively safe because I'm
turning 30 in August and I'm currently a senior in my last quarter
here at Eastern. Heck, the military probably wouldn't even
want me unless North Korea does
something in the next six months
to make the excrement hit the circular air motion device. But if all
these proposals went into effect,
my 19-year-old brother would
have Rangel to thank if he ends
up getting yanked out of college
down in Arizona and called up
for active duty.
Rangel's proposal also calls
for "alternative national service" for people who are physically unable to serve in combat
and for conscientious objectors.
This would make sense if we
existed in a constant state of
siege like the people of Israel,
but how exactly is this supposed to advance the cause of
peace or help expedite the war
on terror?
)
All this would make me do
(because I'm sort of a conscientious objector myself) is try to
weasel my way into the Coast
Guard or some other kind of noncombatant position where I
would be less likely to end up

humping a backpack through the
desert.
I'm sure there are a lot of people far less altruistic than me who
would show up with illegal drugs
in their systems and stories about
being drag queens with flat feel
and asthma. What we would
have on our hands is a second
Vietnam, and it would pretty
much be Rangel's fault.
I
thought the Democrats. were supposed to be the smart ones.
Declaring a state of emergency so the U.S. military could
keep all the people they currently have might be appropriate if
things get serious enough for
Bush to be able to strike Iraq
with impunity, but I can't think
of one good reason to bring
back the draft.
What we really need is homeland security that actually works
instead of just creating hassles for
law-abiding citizens when they
travel. We need to quit letting
Sean Penn and Alec Baldwin's
opinions influence how we see the
current political situation more
than we need drastic and misguided anti-war initiatives that are just
going to cause social chaos. If
most of America's workers get
forced to participate in military
actions the United States could
probably handle without mandatory conscription, our already
messed up economy is going to
get thrown completely out of
whack and life in the United
States will be radically changed.
Imagine some of the worst aspects
of Vietnam and World War n, but
without any character building
experiences that might cause
somebody to call us "the greatest
generation" some day.
I'm in favor 'of seeking' measures to resolve the situation in
Iraq without going to war, but
somehow dramatically increasing the likelihood of my little
brother coming back in a pine
box doesn't seem like the most
effective way of doing that.

Even if we're not surprised,
we all ought to be offended
that the media would treat
such a serious situation so
Continued from page 13
flippantly. The story of an
American
citizen putting
mation is presented is ridicuhis/her life on the line for the
lous. Remember back to
freedom of both American
when this whole thing began
and Iraqi citizens doesn't
with Bush's 48-hour ultimaneed to be jazzed up with
tum ... is it really necessary
snazzy graphics and snappy
to have a countdown clock in
intro music. The unfortunate
the corner of the screen durdeath
of an Iraqi child is
ing every news broadcast?
practically mocked by that
This isn't New Year's, folks,
kind of treatment.
this is war.
The media
And these
have
hancrazy graphdled the war
ics showing
II And these crazy graphics
poorly, and
us all the
we all have
shOWing
us
all
the
mili~
military'S
a responsi"cool stuff,"
tary's 'cool stuff,' like
bility to
like bombs
carefully
bombs and tanks, look
and tanks,
consider
more like bonus points for what we'll
look like
bonuses for
getting to the secret level support with
getting to
our time and
on the James Bond video
the secret
level on the
game; which trivilizes what money.
War or no
James Bond
they really are war, ratings
video game~
and circulamachines designed for
which trivition
numbers
alizes what
death and destruction. II matter,
and
they really
if
we
don't
arelune into stamachines
tions
or buy
designed for
newspapers that treat the war
death and destruction.
like the best thing since
Furthermore, if I were
WWE's Smackdown they
watching the news and saw
might get the point.
my family member killed on
For the first time ever, we
television, I would be furious
have a huge amount of inforif the media wanted to come
mation pouring in from all
in and splash my story all
sides, and we find ourselves
over the next 10 days at 10
with a responsibility to fmd
p.m. for a little "local flavor."
the best reporting we call, But all of the competition
instead of settling for whatevbetween news stations and
er we can get as we have in
news Web sites takes the cake
the past.
for capitalism at its worst. I
don't know about you, but I
Never before have we had
can't believe that channels
so much access to information.
and sites actually fight over
Unlike other generations
who shows us'more and better before us, we live in a world
death, destruction and cool
where the No. 1 product for
graphics.
sale is information - show
The never-ending medi~
respect for our troops and the
circus surrounding the war is
Iraqi citizens and don't buy
getting pretty disgusting.
into sensationalism.
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Big Three situation
is ridiculous
Dear Editor,
I am writing in response to the
"Leaders handed Big Three" article. Why
the heck did it make it in to paper? More
people are given Big Three's than I have
toes, yet none of them get noled in the
paper. So what makes situation different?
II simply reflects how ridiculous our leadership is.
First, why on earth would EmmyLou
Taylor and Matt Cole be so absent minded
to drink on campus? You would think that
people capable of "leading Whitworth"
would go somewhere else to drink like the
rest of campus. Hello!
Second, why would any person boast or
talk of drinking to another person that is in
authority, such as EmmyLou talking to the
Resident Director? One doesn't go to the
cops and talk about snorting crack, come
on.
A leader is to be squeaky clean and
personify everything that the general
population is not. Being the President

forfeits fUIi_ therefore I would never want
the responsibility.
Jamin Palmer
junior
sociology

Article attacked ASWC
leadership unfairly
Dear Editor,
was disappointed
that
The
Whitworthian labeled the article about
Emmylou and Matt Cole's Big Three as
news, when in fact it was nothing short of
gossip; tacky gossip at that.
While I agree that our leaders should be
held to a higher standard of conduct, since
when does a silly sensationalist article equal
accountability? The ASWC Review Board
asked Emmylou and Matt to apologize to
the assembly; if members of the assembly
felt this was inadequate they should have
requested a formal public apology.
Consequently, the article could have
better served our community if it had been
condensed into the 10 lines regarding and

restating EmmyLou's and Malt's remorse,
rather than including a detailed account of
what happened on March 14.
In the future I hope The Whitworthian
would make wiser choices about what stories are printed and the light in which they
are offered. Considering all the events
happening on our campus (much less the
world), "Leaders handed Big Threes" was
wasted front-page space.
However, despite my disappointment
with the front-page coverage of Emmy Lou
Taylor's personal life, Jena Lee's beautifully written article exemplified what The
Whitworthian could be at its best: a medium created and used by students as a vehicle for self-expression and dialogue.
Christina Des Vaux
senior
religion

Whitworthian ignored
real front-page news
Dear Editor,
I do not understand why the recent

article "Leaders handed Big Threes"
merited the front page, or any page for
that malter.
I see that the intention of showing
accountability was present in the article,
but the entire piece reeked of gossip. I have
never before seen other campus leaders'
Big Threes printed in The Whitworthian,
and so to print this one comes across as
vindictive, as if there was a personal
vendetta behind the article. There are plenty of newsworthy activities occurring at
Whitworth, ones that actually deserve the
front page, and ones that are more than a
glorified version of high school gossip.
Adalie Hulbert
junior
art

Editor note:After cotlSiderable discussion, editors judged that to ignore news
involving two elected study body officials
would suggest a Joss of illtegrity 011 the part
of The Whitworthian. Despite financial ties,
ASWC does !Wt dictate the newspaper's COIItent. By TWIning the story, The WhitwoT,hiall
remal1led commiJted to fair, balanced and
accurate journalism.

we want to read
your thoughts

Send us your thoughts. Write letters to the Editor.
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Joining ICC a dangerous move
Kellie McCoy
Gue5t writer
ead - 480,000. Food shortages.
Refugees -11,000 refugees.
This is the reality of the aftermath
of the genocide in Rwanda and it also
serves as the backdrop for a more complex issue, the need for an international
criminal court (ICC).
More than half a century ago, the
Nuremberg trials were held to bring Nazi
war criminals to justice. For the first time
in history, an international court was created, a court whose law would be greater
than that of the individual nations. The
creation of the Nuremberg court was propelled by images of horror the world had
never seen before.
Then in Bosnia, as the former
Yugoslavia broke apart, these similar
images of horror returned, and with them,
another call for international justice. In
1993, the United Nations voted unanimously to approve the creation of the
Yugoslav War Crimes Tribunal. And in
1994, as genocide cost hundreds of thou-

D

The ICC is the first pennanent and
sands of lives in Rwanda, the world comindependent court capable of investigatmunity once again agreed 10 let an intering and bringing to justice individuals
national tribunal prosecute and judge
who commit the most serious violations
those responsible. These pieces of history
of the international humanitarian law,
are reflective of a need for a change in
the current system of international justice
namely war crimes, acts against humanisystem.
ty, genocide and once-defined aggression.
The legal framework of the Court was
Those international tribunals, including
established at the United Nations sponthose that are now dealing with abuses in
Bosnia and Rwanda, are temporary courts sored conference in Rome, where reprewith limited reach. As the millennium
sentatives from more than 160 countries
dawns, globalization of
were in attendance.
What followed was the
the world's economy is
Rome Statute of the
well underway, but the
ICC
and was adopted
idea of one worldwide
It .•• the idea of one world~
on July 17, 1998.
justice system faces
wide justice system faces
some formidable hurLooking at the interdles.
some formidable hurdles. " national tribunals of
Currently, there is a
Rwanda and
Yugoslavia, it is apparworld court in The
ent that the creation of a
Hague, the Netherlands,
that does make non-binding decisions on
comprehensive ICC has significant consecivil disputes between nations. But the
quences of the international system. The
world still has no permanent international
United States has signed the treaty agreecriminal court. European countries,
ing to the creation of the ICC but refuses
already combining their economies, are
to ratify it. In light of recent events, it is
now entertaining the idea of streamlining
important that the constitutional questions
raIsed by the ICC be answered, as it has
their various justice systems. They call
not yet been assessed. Due to the immetheir attempt Euro-justice.
But a call for a globalization of any
diacy of the issue, United States citizens
system is not always met with open arms.
should be concerned with the creation of
The unexpected and violent disruptions at a court higher than the United States
Supreme Court and whether it poses a
the World Trade Organization's meeting
in Seattle in 1999 show that economic
threat to constitutional rights.
globalization will not be achieved without
Many opponents to the ICC object to
opposition.
the ratification of the Rome Statute

HELP:

that America will have full control
over the rebuilding of Iraq. And
rightly so. The United States-led
coalition
fought and died to free
Continued from page 13
Iraq, so those countries should
struction on its own either. The lead the effort to rebuild it.
Yet the United States cannot
Bush administration wants to
present Iraq as a shining example lead effectively jf it neither seeks
of American-style democracy, but nor gains support from other
in order for that to work the Bush international players.
The
Bush
team
must
team must conswallow a little
sider the longnational pride
term
conseand allow the
it Footing the bill for a
quences
for
United Nations
$100 billion reconstruction America if it is
to help.
Footing the tab is beyond the reach of a unable to successfully
bill for a $100
faltering
economy. " rebuild Iraq.
billion reconUnless some of
struction tab is
the responsibilbeyond
the
ity is diffused,
reach of a faltering U.S. economy. The Senate the United States will take all the
has already voted to cut $100 bil- credit if it succeeds, but also all
lion from Bush's $726 billion tax the blame if it fails.
The leaders of the United
plan to help pay for the war alone.
Furthermore, in order to help States and of the United Nations
finance the task of reconstruc- must soon reach an agreement 10
tion, Washington has also said it put aside their differences and
will seize $1.7 billion in Iraq's work together to rebuild Iraq. If
frozen assets during the 1991 war the world fails to stabilize such a
and redirect it to U.S. firms, a key country in the Middle East,
move which some say flies in the everyone stands to suffer great
losses, none more so than the
face of international law.
Critics look at these and other Iraqi people for whom the war
developments as direct signals was fought.

u.s.

because it denies constitutional rights 10
the accused. Throughout the history of
treaties there has been a long-held principle that they must conform to the constitution. Opponents claim that the statute does
not confonll to the constitution; however,
it does. The ICC is based on an advcrsarial system, much like that of the United
States, and the ICC provides the same
rights as entailed in the Bill of Rights.
In a Supreme Court case, Coffin v.
United States, Supreme Court Justice
White stated that, "the principle that
there is a presumption of innocence in
favor of the accused is the undoubted
law, axiomatic and elementary and its
enforcement lies at the foundation of the
administration of our criminal law."
This American legal value is upheld in
Article 66 of the Rome Statutes which
provides that "everyone shall be presumed innocent until proven guilty
before the Court in accordance with the
applicable law."
Clearly the Rome Statute falls within the
constitutional means of the United States
constitution and it docs not fail to protect
American citizens of their rights. Despite
this fact, there is much debate over whether
the Supreme Court may even have a role in
discussion, as the ICC could be seen as a
political question, something which the
courts have been unwilling to address. The
future of the intemational community legal
system may depend on the United States'
decision whether to ratify the treaty or not.

sons then men do with maternity taken inlo
account, which refutes their time and resource
argument.
Next, Congress already has the prerogative to
Continued from page 13
draft women if they see fit, and would not be
legally required to do so if any form of draft
women were introduced to the front. Some
were to come into·effect.
argue that the 'time and resources related to
Finally, mixed gender units do not find greater
pregnancy would undermine unit readiness.
barriers to cohesion than single gend~r units,
And it has also been asserted that a woman's
with good leadership, any group of individuals
connection to her family is too important to take can bond as a team.
her where they
It is past time
cannot follow.
we opened up
They oppose what
ground combat
would become a
positions to
necessary inclusion
women. It has a
It It is past time we opened up ground combat
of women in the
historical tradition;
POSitions to women. "
draft. Finally, they
even if we take
allege that
leaders such as the
women's inclusion
Trung Sisters of
would undermine
the first century
morale and unit
Vietnam, or Joan
cohesion among their male coworkers.
of Arc of 15th century France as highly publiIn response, the National Women's Law
cized exceptions, we cannot ignore the 800,000
Center has published a paper in favor of the full
Soviet women veterans of World War 11, 70
integration of women in the military. They state
percent of whom served on the front. 100,000
that seeking out the best soldier would not
of them were decorated for defending their
require a lowering of standards and effectivecountry.
ness, but simply remove an artificial barrier to
And so, if women are to be fully respected as
many strong female candidates. Sexual harassthe military leaders they can be, and have been in
ment and assault within the military would
the past, we need to fully integrate ground comdecrease, because there would not be a systembat forces. The myth of female inferiority in miliatic view of women as inferior members of the
tary matters has persisted too long, and women
military, which is a major factor in harassment
should be in combat, bearing as much responsisituations. As for the pregnancy problem,
bility for our protection as those with whom they
women have lower absenteeism for health reaserve.

WOMEN:

Winner
the warm weather come jobs, parties and vacations. What are your plans? Working
or traveling? Or are those finals just too close to
think about the summer?

Let us know by visiting us online and voting at:
VNffl.whitworth.edu/whitworthian

losers
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Cutting the fat

,

,

.
I

Terry Rayburn Mitchell
Managing Editor,
Publicatiolls
If you've ever watched Ed, on
NBC, you've seen a character
named Mark Vanacore, a high
school student with a quick wit, a
rueful smile and a huge weight
problem. Vanacore is played by
actor Michael Genadry, who
stands 5' 9" and weighed in at
473 pounds when the season
began in October. Later in the fall
both he and his character underwent gastric-bypass surgery, and
now "their" weight has dropped
more
than
125
pounds.
Genadry's still a pretty big boy,
but he's on hiS way to a healthier
size and a healthier life.
Last December, I had that
same surgery. And now, after four
months, I've lost 70 pounds. I'm
grateful that I never reached 473
on the way up, but I was pushing
300 prctty hard, and at 52, it's
tough to lug around that much
e>;ccss poundage (or anything
else, for that matter).
After researching the surgery
thoroughly, I knew what I was up
against. I knew that the mortality
rate was reasonable - under 1
percent - "but it's real," as my
surgeon said. ("You could die?"
asked my son when I e).plained
the risks.) There are other perils
as wcll: infection, blood clots,

even malnutrition. My doctor
was completely up-front about
those risks, but after 40 years of
being fat, I saw the surgery as my
best alternative.
In gastric bypass, the surgeon
reduces the capacity of the stomach by stapling off a one-ounce
pouch and hooking up the intestinc to that pouch. The patient
spends the weeks after surgery
eating tiny meals of pulverized
protein and other pureed foods.
Eventually, s/he slowly returns to
eating "normal" foods in minuscule amounts. Some folks tolerate
food well, and some struggle to
eat anything. I know a woman
who had the surgery last August,
and she still throws up every time
she tries something new. I've been
much luckier. I'm never hungry
(though that will change), I can
eat anything (well, three ounces of
anything) without discomfort, and
I get full very quickly.
Of course, there's considerable
pain involved with abdominal
surgery; recovery takes a while,
and learning to cat in a completely different way is a drag - especially for a person who used to
consider a big bag of Cheetos a
worthy evening meal. Right now
I cat 10 ounces of food per day.
That wiII gradually increase to 24
ounces, and when I reach my
goal weight, I'll experiment to
find out how many calorics I
need each day to maintain that
weight.
Even now, I feel like a new
person. Before the surgery I had
no energy, no enthusiasm, no
hope for the future. Now I'm
excited about life again. ] enjoy
exercising something I've
always avoided - and I'm happy

to get out of bed each morning
and climb on the old exercycle.
(I'd ~ay "jump all the old exercyc1e," but let's not get crazy here.)
My formerly sky-high blood
pressure is normal, my legs don't
hurt anymore and when I walk
into a room full of strangers I
don't worry about what others
think of me. For these and a multitude of other reasons, ] know
that gastric bypass was the right
choice for mc.
But maybe it's not the right
choice for you. If you're thinking, "Hey, maybe I should have
this surgery," I hope you'll consider seriously whether you really want to let a surgeon cut yOll
open and rearrange your insides.
If you're between 18 and 22, you
can probably count on at least 50
or 60 more years on Earth, and
the long-term effects of the surgery aren't yet known.
The long-term effects of good
nutrition and exercise are known:
They're all positive. Talk to
Celeste
Lewis
(Registrar's
Office)
and
Judy
Dehlc
(Instructional Resources) before
you make a decision about
weight-loss surgery. Both have
dropped some serious pounds via
the smart, do-able Weight
Watchers program, and they're
far better role models than I am.
Let me be your role model for
whatnot to do: Don't let your life
get away from you the way I did,
and then, when you're 52, you
won't have to go under the knife
to get it back.
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Grasping for first

Mr. Whitworth steals showj
rain forces events Ins/de.

Track and field teams place 2nd;
individuals qualify for nationals.
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Conservatives,
liberals criticize
college's views

Heather Thomsen
5;{uf! wilier
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Part Two
of Three

The college has been atlacked
ffOm both eon~ervative and liberal
perspectives, Profes~or of Religion
lerry Sittser said.
lie ~aid he finds it ironic that In a three-part series,
some con~ervatives Criticize the
school of being too lenient and The Whitworthian
acceptlJlg, whereas a more Icft- examines the
wmg perspective mIght be cntical priority of faith in the
of the school being too upfront and Whitworth community.
irnpo~ing in it~ Chri:,tian doctrine
Whitworth's motto 01 an education of heart, mind amI wul and its This week
1l11:'SJOn to "graduate men and - Reality of Whitworth
women who po~ses'i both the com- perceptions
petence and the willJllgne~s to work
toward a WOl Id in which the truth of
God'~ redemptive love in Chri~t will
Last week
be mcreasingly honored" seem to
Students' first
indicate a Christian llli~SIOn
impressions
of
Chaplam Terry McGolJJgal said
many of the :.chool's action!. do Whitworth worldviews
relkct tJlI.~ fmth tradition
Add It ional eritlci~1ll comes from
students who do not share the laith May 4
of the facnlty, McGonigal ~aid.
- WorJdview after
"We do not require personal
Christmn faith commitment of our graduation
students," McGonigal smd. "In ~o
dOlJlg, we inVite a variety of different perspectives wilhm our ~tudent body, many 01 which will not hold to
the celllrahty of Jesus Chnst Tho~e students may be critical of the college's Illl!.~ion and have the right to critique that mi~~ion from the perspcctive of their own fmth tradition."
Regardles~ of criticism, the college strives to dance across the tight
rope bridging the secular'l~pects of academic rigor and the faith-based
values of Presbyteflan theology on which the college was founded.
Kathy Storm, vice president of Student Life, ~md the college's goal
See

VIEWS .. page 3

Senior Rick DaVIS (left)
and sophomore
Crystal Montoya (right)
dance to advertise
Jubilation at Spnngfest
last Saturday.
Jubilation's spring
recital IS 1 p.m
Saturday in Cowles
Memorlat AuditOrium.

Campus preps for
community changes
SWf! IVrllcr

small group program. This allows a divyillg up of
responsibilities and makes the leadership more
acces~ible to the faculty, Saccoccio salli.

Changes in small group programs and living
arrangements will alter the Whitworth community
next year.

InterVar~ity, OJ

Anthony Rodin

SGCs replace MCs
Followmg a model that has worked for campu~es
across the country, the small group program on
campu~ IS reorganizing to become a more studentled community.
With the addition of ASSistant Chaplain Andrea
SaccoccIO, there arc now two chaplains leading the

Saccoccio's

expenences
working
with
national campus ministry program,
have influenced the ~tructure of next year's rnini~try
program at Whitworth.

The new organization will have 13 5111al[ group
coordinators, or SGCs, on campu!.. These student'i
arc the equivalent of the current ministry coordina(ors, but SGCs will have a larger ba~e of snwll
group leaders, or SGLs.
See

CAMPUS,. page 4

Seniors choose graduation speakers
~peakcrs,

Krista Shrader
GI/C.\{ WIlier

The senior da~s voted Coll11
Ilcs!le and Becky Hyder as the
student commencement ~peakers
for
graduation
this
year.
Graduation is J p.m. May IS 111
the Spokane Arena.
In additIon to the two

inside:

~eTl1or

the keynote speaker
will be Ron Leighton, a
Whitworth graduate and trustee
who was recently appointed as a
federal Judge. Leighton will
!.pc.lk about "Ju~tice and Our
Re~p{)ni>ibilities as Christians and
World Citizen~."

Ilyder was also caught off
guard after receiving the honor of
speaking at commencement.

sur-

"I wa~ very surprised," Hyder
said. "I wa~ honored. ThiS was a
big OpportlHlity for me."

"I Ihought there was a really

The two speakers arc ~li[J sorting through what they will S<1Y,

I les'>e ~aid being
him.

~elccted

pri~ed

.. News GUitars take
over campus,
page 3

~'Publlcation

good li~t of other guy~ who had
made
a
big
impact
at
Whitworth," Hes!.c said.

"Scene Searching for
summef jobs,
page 5

however hoth have the general
themes of their ~peeche~.

Mlccesse~ and utter fadure~
pa~t four years."

"Commencement is the beginning of a life," [jes~e said.
"Thc'>e last four year~ have prepared you for real world ~Ilua
tions. You have encountered disagrecments, different viewpol11ts,
etcetera. You have grown in
anJa7ing ways This all wa~ real,
there wa~ nothlllg fake about the

Iles~e ~aid he believes ~oelcty
expects one to fit 111 to make It in
the real world.
"Who would want to fi( into a
culture that values moncy and
!.ucces~ over glorifying the Lord
and serving those around u'>,"

"Sports Longtime sWim
coach leaves college,
page 10

of Whitworth College, 300 W. Hawthorne Rd. Spokane, WA 99251

See

of the

SENIORS .. page 2

.. Opinions Married life
creates challenges,
page 13

tJo-Comments: editor@whitworth.edu
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Non-trad students
offer different views
Adults returning to college face challenges
fitting in with younger students
Lola Ramey
Guest writer

because anyone has made her
feel that way.
A non-traditional student does
not share many of the relationships and activities outside of the
classroom and a sense of belonging may become a challenge,
Renck said.
"My time at Whitworth has
been one of the most wonderful
experiences of my life," said
senior Catherine Grainger, a
non-traditional student.

Non-traditional students, or
older students who return to
school, find themselves in the
minority at Whitworth College,
making up only 4 percent of the
undergraduate population.
A growing evening studies program enrolls approximately 170
students this year, but daytime students over the age of
25 are scarce on
campus. Registrar
Gary
Whisenand
said 70 non-tradiU
tional students study
along,>ide traditional
day students.
A recent poll of
47
tradItional
Whitworth
stuBarbara Loste,
dents showed most
Awslafll Prtfenor of Alodern I.JlRgJlugu
have no negative
feelings
about
sharing the classroom with non-traShe recalls awkward times
ditional students. Sixty percent
of the traditional students said when no one wanted to sit by her,
they had no problem working as but she welcomes opportunities
partners or in 1>mall groups with to work with younger students.
non-traditional classmates and They exemplify freshness· and
23 percent said they welcomed passion and offer great inspirapartnering with a non-tradition- tion for the future, Grainger
said.
al student.
"I enjoy working with non"It's my experience that the
traditional students," one poll . non-Iraditi0.nal s!udeIits help.'proparticipant said. "There is so vide a better output and proclucl,"
much they have taught me said Kyle Usrey, dean of the
already."
School of Global Commerce and
Janice Renck, a freshman Management.
non-traditional student, said she
A survey of 13 Whitworth profeels out of place, but not fessors listed characteristics of

,
-'.

non-traditional students such as
commilment, focus and sharing
life experiences as benefits to the
classroom.
According to statistics from
the
National Center for
Education (NCE), non-traditional student enrollment i&
growing. Nationally, post-secondary students over the age
of 25 account for 39 percent
of student population, the
2002 NCE report
said.

Non,-traditional students bring
experience, wisdom and real,-life
experience to the classroom. "

,
.1

Twenty-three
percent of Eastern
Washington
University (EWU)
undergraduate students fall into the
non-traditional category, while nontraditional students
make up 6 percent
of
Gonzaga
University (GU)
population.

Assistant
Professor
of
Modern Languages Barbara
Loste enjoys the diversity nontraditional students contribute to
her classes.
-,.,
~
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Advisor

"Non-traditional
students
bring experience, wisdom and
real-life experience to the classroom," Loste said. "Bring 'em
on."

Hope Alldersoll
AlIlICc Goodwill
AI/gic Na/eras
Chris Col/illS
~aJ1 iHoede
A'lat/heur Cole
Robert HlIggills
Elb'lHarx
Tjler 10111lllkllra
Naollli S/Ilkey
Gm!] Lee Peltilt

Fill McPhersoJl

STAFF WRITERS
LlJila .Adams, lIltay AdolftOIl, Megall Bialik, Nicole BOIJ'lJlfm, E,/I/!y Br(lI/dler, Bell COllch,
Mal/hen' KtlCllljllgk, Samb Dllworlh, KedJl Edt!;\ 1\-lomra fischel/bacher; Stephallie Gelmall,
Samh L l..dmJ\ Mike LlraJl, AIID' RobJllsOII, Ali/hOI!)' Rodill, Krilh Spllffr, jlllie Slriker,
I-/Mlher Thomsen, C BlJ'(1JI Tidll'ell
PHOTOGRAPHERS

Jqy Boersllla, Bm DI Biaif, KtlillJtllla Fllkfloka, lHia Grahalll, Allla Zololarol'a, Callt[y A!flche/I, Mati Moore,
AlYssa Nrc!, Af/gela R¥kherl, Nllie

..

"Most of our lives have been
laid out for us; now is the time
10 decide what type of person
we want to be for the rest of our
lives," Hyder said.

thegrapevine ~
With the plethora of study Bibles crowdiflg the shelves, we've
added a few that haven't yet hit the market
(alld probably never will) ...
....

The Study Bible for Dummies

....

The Yoga Study Bible

....

The Dalai Lama Study Bible

....

The Dyslexic Bibel Study

....

The Atheist Study Bible

....

The Study Bible for Pets

....
....
....

The El Nino Study Bible

....

The Rapture-Proof Study Bible

....

The Choose Your Own Adventure Bible

....

The Scratch 'n Sniff Study Bible

....

The Tai-Bo Study Bible

....

The National Enquirer Study BIble

The Where's Waldo Study Bible
The Edible Study Bible

~'The.Grapevine" IS a weekly column ill The Whitwortlrian!eaturm~ blls of campus comedy, wllIsual stories alld light humor. To

COlltrlbute your story or to al/swer the questiol/ of the week, call
ext. 3248 or e-mail editOl@whitworth.edu.

~
ASWC.tninutes
"•. ' }
April 23
....

Requisition #53 passed - $1,780 for award T-shirts and
Intramural referee salaries

....

Requisition #58 tabled - $2,000 for Phi Bela Lambda to
allend national conference in Dallas

....

Spring formal- 8 p.m. to midnight Saturday at the Masonic
Temple. Cost: $7 per ticket, $35 for a group of six

Vo~1

The Whltworthian is the offiCIal publication of the Associated Students of Whitworth College (ASWC) and is publJshed
weekly, except dunng January and student vacations. Opinions e~pressed in editorial and advertising content do not necessarily rcflect the views of ASWC, the collegt, its administratIOn, faculty or staff. Whitworth CoUege provides equal
opportunity in education and employmcnt in accordance with Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, Title IX of the
Education Amendments and Sc:cllons 799A and 845 of the Public Health Services Act .
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Hyder's speech will focus
more on the choices the graduates will have to make in their
lives.

t
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Continued from page 1
Hesse said.
Hesse ,hopes to encourage the
seniors through his speech.
''They're more prepared than
they think they are, more ready
to handle what the world will

Along with Whitworth, the
registrars at EWU and GU said
the trend the last two years
shows htlle change.
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Continued from page 1
is to acknowledge the sovereignty and relevance of God in all
areas of a person's life.
"Our lives are not like Time
Magazine, where religion has
one lillie section that is totally
disconnected from the rest of the
magazine," Storm said.
Senior Ryan Freeman said the
exposure to various faiths provides a more well-rounded learning experience.
"Whitworth manages to do this
without losing any ofits religious
clout that many institutions were
quick to sell out since the.ir initial
founding," Freeman said. "It's
quite a unique and effective concept"

Exit counseling required
Graduating seniors and transferring students who have received
a Perkins Loan while attending Whitworth must attend exit counseling for their loans at one of the following limes:
Today - 8 a.m. in Dixon 208; 2:30 p.m. or 3:15 p.m. in Dixon 105
Tomorrow - 6 or 6:45 p.m. in Dixon 106
May 6 - 8 a.m. in Dixon 208
Diplomas and transcripts will be withheld until students have completed exit counseling.
Students who are transfering should call the Student Loan Office at
ext. 4323 to have their exit paperwork prepared before the counseling

session.

Dance to the music at formal
Spring formal will be held from 8 p.m. to midnight Friday at the
Masonic Temple, 1108 W. Riverside Ave.
Tickets cost $7 per person or $35 for a group of six.
The theme of the dance is ballroom dancing, but students do not
need to know how to ballroom dance in order to attend. The dance
also will include live band music.

The real Whitworth
Associate Dean of Students
Dick Mandeville said he believes
the college's reality parallels that
of the world on the "other side of
Hawthorne." This is a community in which people strive to
achieve their best, but sometimes
fail, he said.
Junior Kevin Wang said
Whitworth is a place where students feel comfortable voicing
their opinions only if they agree
with the majority.
"It may appear that it is acceptable to say what you think, but
often if you don't agree with a
generally Christian point of view,
people tend to shy away from
you," Wang said.
Mandeville said he believes
the difference between college
and the "real world" is grace.
While the world might condemn
people for mistakes, he said he
believes the Whitworth community would allow people to dust .
themselves off and start again not without consequences, but
with a second chance.
Whitworth provides an environment of diverse mindsels and
beliefs, senior Ryan Freeman
said.
"Whitworth has a unique
blend," Freeman said. "People
party here .... some do this
responsibly; !>ome do not. Some
do not party at all. Of these, some
are legalists who also believe that
any of the former are hell-bound
for these 'spiritual infractions.'
There is more grace here. There
are more second chances."
Sittser said grace is only half
the formula for what he believes
is required of a Christian institution. He described the other half
as obedience.
"We should be a very gracious
institution, but we also need to
recognize that if we're faithful to
our Christian heritage, God does

Event memorializes lost socks
Students who have experienced the tragic situation of losing a
sock while doing laundry are invited to celebrate the Lost Sock
Memorial Day May 9 in Hixson Union Building's Leid Square.
Students can place orphaned socks on a tarp in Leid Square May
8-9. This will create a large pile of lonely socks in memory of the
lost other half.
For more information, ask the HUB Info Desk Manager or call
Linda Yochum at ext. 3276.

Series features SIRTI director

t

';

Nigel Davey, associate director of the Spokane Intercollegiate
Research and Technology Institute (SIRTI), will lecture at noon
Thursday in the HUB catering rooms as part of Whitworth's
School of Global Commerce and Mangement's Entrepreneur
Speaker Series.
Davey helped found Raven Ventures LLC and recently finished
an 18-month business development project with I!!othermal
Systems Research, in which he helped raise sales and created a
$29 million order backlog. As SIRTI's associate director, Davey
is in charge of the insitute's business-development activities.
The event is free and open to the public. Call ext. 3742 for more
information.

Stl:ldent finalist for internship
Whitworth Master of International Management student Rafiell
Jones has been chosen from a pool of almost 4,000 graduate students nationwide as one of 725 finalists for a Presidential
Management Internship.
This is an honor for Jones and for Whitworth's Master of
International Management program, Dean of the School of Global
Commerce and Management Kyle Usrey said.
"In our complex world today, it is crucial for the future leaders
of our country to have intensive global training and focus, particularly in areas of political risk, cross-cultural communications,
international trade and management that form the heart of our curriculum," Usrey said in a Whitworth press release.
All of the Presidential Management Internship finalists attended
a job fair April 14-16 in Washington, D.C., and met with federal
agency representatives who will select 400 of the 725 finalists to
fill internship positions. Iones said he is seeking a position in the
Department of Veteran's Affairs, the International Trade
Association at the Commerce Department or the National
Institutes of Health.
"With the world becoming more and more interconnected, I
think the International Trade Association would be a great fit,"
Jones said in a Whitworth press release.
The Presidential Managment IDlem Program, a two-year internship, began in 1977 and is designed to allract graduate students to
the federal service.

Alumnus to present lecture
Mark Valeri, a 1976 Whitworth alumnus, will lecture on
"Forgiveness and the Party of Humanity in Jonathan Edwards'
World" at 7:30 p.m. Thursday in Seeley Mudd Chapel.
Valeri is currently the E.T. Thompson Professor of Church
History at Union Theological Seminary. He earned a master of
divinity degree at Yale University Divinity School and a Ph.D. at
Princeton University.
Valeri's subjects of interest in research and teaching are 18thcentury American religion, religion and social thought in America,
Purilanism and Reformation theology and the social history of
Calvinism.
Whitworth's Lilly Vocation Grant is sponsoring Valeri's visit.
The lecture is free. Call ext. 3275 for more information.

-Compiled by Aimee Goodwin
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call us to take his commands seriously," Sitlser said.
Sophomore Jen Miner said the
college's mission, the faith of the
faculty members and the students' diverse beliefs combine
for a strong Christian base. Miner
finds less room for criticism of
the college's commitment to faith
in its theology and more in the
actions of the students.
"It seems that many students
are trying to be 'more Christian'
than they really are," Miner said.
When a majority of the campus
attends church and participates in
small groups and Bible studies,
there often is pressure to participate in similar activities or else
face scrutiny of one's faith,
Miner said.

II

Our lives are not like

Time Magazine, where
religion has one little
section that is totally
disconnected from the rest
of the magaZine. "
Kathy Stolm,

me pmident of SllIdmt Ufo

"We often compare ourselves
to others in terms offaith," Miner
said. "It's easy to conform to
expectations for a Christian, like
saying you have a quiet time
every day just to fit in the grouping of a 'good' Christian. We
shouldn't judge ourselves or our
faith against others."
Mandeville also commented
about many believers' desire to
live up to Christian standards.
"It's especiaJly true for
Christia,n~ t~at we ean]get. caught
up in'the mistake of looking good
over being good," Mandeville
said. "That's a dangerous lrap
that all of us fall into at times."
For this reason, Mandeville says
it is not a surprise that students
make mistakes.

The impact of alcohol
Mandeville's willingness to
extend grace to those who make
mistakes and desire a clean slate
does not wipe out the impact
actions have on the school's
image.
Mandeville said the percentage
of students at Whitworth who get
intoxicated is the same percentage as at secular schools. JIe also
said, however, that the percentage of Whitworth students who
choose not to drink, or who drink
responsibly, is larger than at the
average secular school.
"There tend to be the athletes

3

that party together, the non-athletes who party and the people
who don't party, but don't care.
And then there are the people who
won't have anything to do with
people who 'sin,''' Wang said.
Mandeville refused to automatically equate non-Christians
with those who drink.
"I don't come with the
assumption that students who
come from a Christian background
fail any less than do students who
do not have a Christian background," Mandeville said. "In
terms of drinking, we're not antialcohol. There's nowhere in our
handbook where we say Christians
don't drink. On campus, however,
we think it's not productive."
Sittser said the Whitworth
community is not just a culture of
Christians.
"I know some Christians on this
campus who drink more than they
ought to and some people who
have high standards who are not
Christians," Siltser said.
Still, Miner believes the problem of alcohol is pressing, and
may influence the school's
Christian reputation.
"Drinking hinders the school
big time," she said. "[ also think
lots of people aren't aware of
how much it actually goes on. I
remember people even drinking
in their dorm rooms last year."
Miner does not consider herself better than Whitworth sludents who drink, though.
"I know I've messed up, but
everyone sins and makes mistakes," Miner said. "It is one
thing to realize that and change
your ways and another to willingly repeat your actions."
This tension between accepting grace and taking advantage of
it is the reality of Whitworth,
Sius«r said.
'!We don't require students to
be Christian here," he said.
"Because of that, we have to
acknowledge that this is a lillie
more complex and fluid place
and we're going to have some
students who don't behave like
Christians. I'm not happy when
students go out and get drunk
every weekend, but it's possible
to be a student here and do that"
Sitlser said he hopes the
Christian identity is found more in
the culture of the college, instead
of being imposed through statements, plcdges and required religious activities.
"When students decide (0 be
Christian here, H's because they
really have chosen, not because
it's been institutionally imposed
on them," Sitlser said.

-Aimee Goodwill
cOlltributed to this report.
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Whitworth College Admissions Office
Student Employment Openings!
Tourguldes
Overnight hosts
Event Coordinators
OataEntry
Mailing
Visit Coordinators
Counselor Assistants
Drop by the Admissions Office In MacKay Hall (across the street
from the main entrance) to pick up an appUcation and job
dese rlptlon.

Deadline to apply is 5:00 PM May
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Guitarists strike a chord
Heather Thomsen
Staff wriler
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Guitars are present in nearly all of the rooms on Arend's
second floor. The same is true in Warren, Stewart and in
other dorms. Yamahas, Martms and Taylors arc as prevalent around campus as Frisbees. Acoustic guitar is simply
ingrained in Whitworth culture.
Freshman John Harper said he did not learn guitar
because it was 'the thing' to do, however.
"I didn't buy a guitar so I could fit in at Whitworth,"
Harper said. "I didn't even realize so !)lany people here
play."
Harper, like many Whitworth students, is teaching himself how to play the popular instrument.
Harper was inspired over the summer after listening to
worship at his church. He purcha~ed a guitar that afternoon and started learning from a chord book and Internet
music sites. A country music fan, he is practicing songs by
Garth Brooks and Tim McGraw, as well as other singers.
"I'd like to learn some country songs and rock out io
those," he said. "I just want to play for my own fun, or in
church sometimes."
Fre5hman Kim Clark also is mastering chord progression and strumming patterns.
"I wanted to learn so I could have a music ministry with
my church," she said.
Clark, however, benefited from the beginning guitar
cla5s at Whitworth.
"I do think the dass helped me," Clark said. "I've Sophomore Paul Ranhelm (left) and Junior Scott Ellis (fight) strum their guitars outside Harriet Cheney Cowles Memorial Library.
This photo appeared In Arend's carlson Hall calendar.
learned a lot of things I wouldn't learn if I just sat down
and looked at a book."
Though he enrolled in the intermediate guitar class after
"I picked it [guitar] up camping and learned a few
In addition to basic chords and rhythms, she also is
chords," he said. "Basically, I wanted to play an instru- teach 109 himself the basics, he said he learns best from
learning to read music.
watching and playing with others.
ment that wasn't nerdy."
"I've never played an instrument before, so for me, guiCrosby said he did not expect music, especially the guiCrosby learns more about playing the guitar from
tar is really challenging," she said. "Being in the class was .tar, to be so prominent at college. He is grateful for the
watching sophomore Paul Ranheim play, Crosby said.
difficult. It affected everything - even my fingers hurt."
opportunity to learn from more experienced guitarists, but
Ranheim, a former member of the band Sittser, has
The prospect of leading worship songs motivates Clark he also recognizes an aspect of humility in being surplayed the guitar for five years. He also plays the piano
to overcome the challenges of playing the guitar, she said. rounded by musicians, he said.
"Jf you can play guitar, it's no big deal," Crosby said. for Hosanna, and plays bass, violin and other instruments.
Sophomore Aaron Crosby, who learned to play the gui"In
a way it's nice because you don't have the option of His advice for beginning guitarists is simply to not get distar last summer, has an extensive musical background. He
couraged.
was a drum major at Skyline High School in Issaquah, being prideful that you can play."
Crosby discovered many opportunities for musicians at
"Everyone is on different levels of playing," Ranheim
Wash., and his' in1'tI:umenr'al repertoire inCludes trumpet,
French horn; baritQ'ne', 'trombone and percussidn, as well Whitworth. One of Iwo bass players for Hosanna, he also . said. "Don't quit just'because you're not as good as everyas acoustic guitar and bass.
occasionally leads worship in his dorm and at church.
one else. Everyone has 10 start out being bad."

CAMPUS:
Conlinued from page 1
One of the drawbacks of the
current system is there is very little communication among ,he
MCs, Saccoccio said.
"People who were functioning
as s-group leaders
were kind of 'Lone Rangers,'"
Saccoccio said.
To solve this, SGCs will promote community by hosting an
SGL-only small group. At these
meetings, SGLs can discuss
problems they have encountered
and successes they have attained.
The SOCs role is twofold: To
use the training that they learn at
the SGC-only campus ministry
class taught by Saccoccio and
Chaplain Terry McOonigal, and
to serve the SOls. The overarching goal is to make the small
group program one Ihat is almost
entirely student-led.
"This group of folks [SOCs] is
taking a big risk," Saccoccio said.
"Their hearts are so eager to
serve."
Small groups themselves are
going to be reorganized to promote
community. Groups will be created according to location. This way,
members can keep each other
accountable for what they discuss
and learn in their small groups.
Also, SOls will live in the same
dorms as their members, which
results in upperclassmen leadership for freshmen.
The kick-off for the new small
group organization will be "The
Weekend," an all-expense paid
retreat for SGLs and SOCs next
September.

RAs must share
To deal with the influx of new
students next year and the resulting on-campus housing crunch,
all RAs will have roommates.
This spring tHere are 1,043 students living on campus, as
opposed to 599 students living on
campus during the spring of
1992. This number is expected to
increase next year, Associate
Dean
of
Students
Dick
Mandeville said.
The new policy will create
more opportunities for upperclassmen to live on campus, since
many RAs are juniors or seniors
whose roomates will be other
juniors and seniors. Their presence will help the peer culture,
since they are experienced college students who can help
underclassmen, Mandeville said.
Because RAs are challenged in
their positions, having a room to
themselves provides them with a
source of relaxation. However,
this situation has worked well for
some past RAs who have had
roommates, Mandeville said.
In order to have one-an-one
time with hall members, RAs will
have to consider their roommates.
To compensate for the new
rooming policy, RAs will be paid
the equivalent of room and board.
RAs have not been outright critical of the plan, but there are questions as to whether it is a longterm solution.
"It's a good temporary solution, but they are eventually
going to have to build a new lowcost residence hall," said freshman Ryan Hackenbracht, an RA
next year.
The Facility Committee has

plans to build a new residence
hall, but this is not the committee's the highest prIOrIty.
Weyerhauser Hall and other projects are currently receiving the
most attention and funding.
One hundred forty beds need to
be replaced before the next residence hall is constructed, which
will be in five years, at the earliest.

Class explores community
What was formerly known as
"The Life" theme house for next
year is now going to be a class
called "exploring Christian
Community." All of the class
members will live together· in
Shalom in The Village, but students who are not participating in
the project also will live there.
The purpose of the class is to
provide a way for students to
experience and think critically
aboulthe importance of Christian
community.
"It has been my experience
that many people go through
their years at Whitworth taking
for granted the many opportunities for community and not long
after graduating they find themselves unsure of how to build a
meaningful Christian community
and may choose to give up on
having this be a significant part
of their life's journey," said
Harry Neff, resident director for
Stewart and The Village. Neff is
leading the program.
The class will stretch students
intellectually, spiritually and emotionally to live out Whitworth's
mission of following Ood and
serving humanity, Neff said.

"Along with the way living
together provides a multitude of
opportunities for building community, we will also consider the
many different forms community
can take as we engage with one
another's differences, with books
and with other contemporary
examples as well," Neff said.
V

- A imee Goodwin
contributed to this report.

NEW AT ROCKWOOD CLINIC NORTH
Daniel Dami, PA -C,
Family Practice, Sports Medicine

Leann Bach, PA-C
Family Practice, Women's Health

We are pleased to welcome Dan Dami
PA-C, and Leann Bach, PA-C , to our '
heaIthcare team or providers. They
can be reached for appointments by
calling (509) 744-1704.
.
MOllica Bfykowski-MI1Y, MD • CtJltltu TllI1i, MD
Murk Didier, MD • Brent NelSOIl, MD

.J19 Rockwood Clinic

',..1 North

9001 N. Country I'fomes Blvd., Spokane, 99218

www.rockwoodclinlc.com
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Staff writer

Students
search for
summer
work

,

inding a summer job can he one of the
most stressful tasks as the end of the
school year rolls around. Not only are students dealing with the pressure of figuring
out their plans for next year in a single week, but
they're also thinking ahead to the summer while
dealing with the usual onslaught of research
papers, tesls nnd projects.
Time off from school offers generous amounts
of time to earn money for school tuition and
expenses that cannot be covered during school.
"('m working to payoff my car and to save up
for next year so ( don't have to work as much during the school year," sophomore Jon Pickett said.
"Though it would be nice, I only know one per~on
who is Just silting around and doing nothing during the summer."
As time for finding summer employment dwindles down, stress levels rise. Fortunately, there is
help.
Whitworth Career Services to the re~cue. Career
Services helps students find an ideal summer job
or internship based on their interests and skills.
Lists of on- and off-campu~ summer jobs, both
work study and non-work study, arc available outside the office on the second floor of the Hixson
Union Building. Job listings can also be found on
the Career Services Web site.
"Anything that anyone from the community
calls in about we're posting," sfl,id Laurie
Armstrong, coordinator of student employment.
Armstrong has connections with many Spokane
compal'!ies, anp !S<lid th<'i.t chal1~e~ of getting it joh ,
at this time of year are good because employers
know that college students are looking for work.
Most jobs are in the Spokane area and all sorts of
jobs are available.
"We've had students working in accounting
positions, office assistant positions, summer school
programs, tutoring positions, child care and community service," Armstrong said.
A popular work choice of work for many
Whitworth students is summer camp. Freshman
Chelsea Griffith worked at camp last year, and will

F

/IIid C",I,,,,,,/ll"hll.'DI1h;,,.

Sophomore Sara Hams talks to current volunteers juniors Christme Aljian and Brandl Harwood for Life Services Crisis
Pregnancy Center dUring the job fair Thursday. The center is looking for volunteer counselors.

be returning again this summer.
"I love it. It's been my 11th year going there.
H's good trainmg for a future job in education,"
Griffith said. "H's a way to be a kid still, to do
things like fing~r, p!lil}t an,d dress up and not feel,
stupid doing it!,"
, .\'
Internships arc a good way to prepare for future
careers, though they often do not pay well or at all,
which can be difficult for college students.
Internships, however, are a good transition into
the working world. Getting a better idea about the
type of job you hope to have in the future is
invaluable.
"I would encourage people to have career-based
summer jobs," senior Jenna Ronnquist said. "It's
important to start thinking about what experience

you can get for the future."
Ronnquist recommends Career Services as a
resource for finding internships because of their
vast network of connections. She found an internship in southern California that ""ill lead to a job
after: graduation.thrQugh. 'Garel,!r,~ervices.
Last Thursday's Summer job and Internship
Fair provided students with the chance 10 talk to
16 prospective employers, all of whom were seeking summer workers.
Employers talked to students about what Ihey
were looking for in potential workers.
"An early start, enthusiasm, flexibility and being
responsible. Employers like to see a student who
See WORK,. page 6
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chatterbox~------------------~
Stephanie Getman

Staff writer

"I see music just living in a lot people - not necessarily aural music,
but the spirit of music," junior Mike
Frederick said.
Music certainly exists in Frederick,
who recently received a Presser
Foundation Scholarship award of
$4,000 last month.
In addition, he has won three competitions for jazz guitar solo work at
the Lionel Hampton
Jazz Festival and
played
In
the
Spokane
Jazz
Orchestra.
Frederick began
his musical career
playing guitar in junior high.
"I was pretty into progressivc rock
and funk," he said.
But jazz is Frederick's thing these
days.
"Since the '70s, jazz musicians
have played rock instruments like a
distorted guitar or electric keyboard
or electric bass," Frederick said.
"Everyone thinks rock when you
mention those instruments, but you
can still play jazz on them."
Frederick is quick to attributc his
musical growth in the programs

available at Whitworth.
"Whitworth has a good jazz program," Frederick, a music major,
said. "We'rc a small college and you
get a lot of time to practice, great faculty and people around willing to
play."
One of Frederick's favorit~ things
10 do musically - outside of practicing and pcrforming - is writc for his
fricnds. He dedicates jazz tunes
which hc describes as "nothingsuper-Princess-Di -' Candle-in-theWind' type," but
songs that remind
(him] of them."
Friends
with
whom he plays
serve as influences
on his ml1';ic, as do
professional musicians, he said. Last
summcr while in New York with his
family, Fredenck had the opportunity
to see a guitar playcr named Kurt
Rosenwinkel, his current favorite
jazz guitarist.
"Watching him play in a tiny club
was mind blowing and made me
want to keep going," Frederick said.
Frederick would like to be a professional musician after his time at
Whitworth is up. He hopes to play
somewhere on the Ea<;t Coast, most
likely. To just get your name out and
play with as many musicians as pos-

sible is the key to professional success, Frederick ~id.
If he could choose the members of
his ideal group, he would select a
drummer named Jack DeJohnette,
who has been playing since the '60s
with the likes of Miles Davis; yet
Frederick labels this "a far-fetched
fantasy."
He added that he would Iikc to play
~ometime with Rosenwinkel or John
Scofield or any of the other guitllr
players that have influenced him.
Playing an inr.trument is not so
wonderful all the time, however.
"Sometimes you get in a rut stylistically," Frederick said. "I think it
pays to not worry about it and maybe
listen (0 some other music, a different
style of music. Just don't play for a
day or two because then you can
come back to it."
After years of practice, Frederick
can learn tunes easily.
"But I think in terms of improvising," Frederick said. "That's a lifelong thing, and it can be frustrating
sometimes. Getting to your style and
making sure there's no barrier
between what you hear in your head
and what you play on your instrument is a lifelong goal."
"You have to have a hopeful outlook," Frederick said. "I think with
anything you do you should have a
hopeful attitude about it and do the
best you can."

I~" ph.,o! IFhII''OTthim.

Junior Mike Frederick solos dUring a Jazz ensemble performance in November 2001.
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Lett (left to right)
Mlsaki Nasu, Yune
Fukagawa and
Staoko Tokura take a
break from serving
food and sharing
their experiences
with participants durIng the Taste of
Japan dinner, held
last Monday evening.
Student attendance
at the dinner was
low, but many members of the Spokane
community came to
campus to enJoy the
meal.
."Jllhl /.U/OIIlTOJcl/U''''J..ila ort/11I1J1

Left: A Spokane family enJoys their
authentic Japanese meal.

Asian flavors enhance Japan Week
Nicole Bowman
Staff writer
Ten years ago, the Spokane Japanese community went unnoticed. The vision of Elsa
Distelhorst, director of Corporate Foundation
and Community Relations at Whitworth,
though, allowed interaction with Asian culture
to surpass dinnertime at the endless strip of
neon-lit restaurants along Divbion Street.
In 1993, Distelhorst was challenged to find
ways to fulfill Whitworth's mission statement
through activities that connected wilh the needs
of the community. A personal friend who had
served as mayor of San Antonio and incorporated cultural awareness weeks into his city's
activity schedule inspired Distelhorst to catalyze a similar vision for Spokane.
"My understanding of what has happened in
Spokane is that most of the communities of
color have been silenced forever," Distelhorst
said. "Though there i!>n't a lot of diversity, the
demographics are growing. People say they've
never met anyone [from another culture.] Even
though the demographics are small, thousands

of people are still thousands of people."
Dislelhorst pooled her resources to create a
week full of events raising levels of community awareness and appreciation for the Japanese
culture.
"It all just came together to me," Distelhorst
said. "I was president of the Sister Cities
Association, and knew what was going on with
the Japanese community in Spokane. I wanted
to find a way to enhance the connections
between the Japanese [residents] and churches,
Whitworth and all the other colleges. I called
everyone I knew."
This year's Japan Week included an array of
events, sponsored by local Spokane colleges
and organizations.
L&t Monday afternoon, Program Assistant
Rose Sliger and Library Archivist Janet Hauck
gave a presentation in the Hixson Union
Building, titled "From CORsi and Camp to the
Inland Empire." The audio documentary was
based on information collccted from interviews
with Japanese men and women who moved
eastward to escape the coastal Japanese internmen!.

Paradigm up to open for] ewel
Sacramento-born Paradigm offered up
their inspired altrock sound to a
crowd
of

hoping to eventually expand their career
beyond the realm of playing colleges
throughout California, Oregon, Utah and
Washington.

SPhroingfesters
in
the Cafe Saturday.

How can I help Paradigm?
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The band con- .+-"."':',~--,~,,~,~~PAR~Acil
sisls of lead singer
Shannon Curtis,
guitarist Steve Stratton, drummer and background vocalist Tony Edwards and gujtaris~
Keith Ogden. The 20-something band is

WORK:
Continued from page 5

has good work ethic," Karen Cooney of
Spokane'S International Trade Alliance said.
Glenn BishOp of the Boys & Girls Club of
Spokane County also offered some advice for
employment-seeking students.
Bishop said he looks for presentation.
"For me, it's a dynamic student who loves

Currently, Paradigm is a finalist for the
west region in the Soul City Cafe Music
Quest contest, a national band and solo
artist competition.
The winner of the contest will open for
singer Jewel's 2003 tour and get a television
gig on the Craig Kilborne show.
To cast your vote for Paradigm, log on to
www.soulcitycafe.com through May 3.
Voters are allowed one vote per day.

Whitworth's International Club sponsored
and hosted the Taste of Japan dinner at 5:30
p.m last Monday in the HUB catering room.
The menu included sushi, teriyaki chicken,
sweet green-tea -powder ice cream and other
delicacies, all prepared by Whitworth's
Japanese students. The food was purchased at
downtown Asian markets.
Pam Oswalt, international student affairs
program assistant, oversaw the dinner and
praised its annual success.
"The public calls to make re!>ervations and
the tickets are $7. We sell out every year to the
fill the room capacity at 68," Oswalt said.
Nineteen-year-old Japanese international
student Yurie Fukagawa helped cook the food
and served the dinner in traditional Japanese
clothing, modeling a casual navy blue kimonostyle wrap dress.
The Taste of Japan dinner made Fukagawa
miss the food and fellowship from her homeland.
"J was eating while r was cooking,"
Fukagawa admitted with a sheepish grin.

Where else can I see Paradigm?
You might be able to catch Paradigm
again before their tour is finished.
Paradigm has several shows scheduled
through June. The band will play at 11:30
a.m. today at Eastern Washington
University; noon tomorrow at Seattle
University; 11 a.m. May 12 at Columbia
Basin Community College; and 11 :30 a.m.
and 7 p.m. May 13 at Spokane Community
College. See www.paradigmmusic.com/live.cfm for a complete tour
schedule.

Where can I get an album?
For more information about the band, or
to purchase their album, visit their Web site
at www.paradigm-music.com.

working with kids," Bishop said. "The student
should show their enthusiasm for the kids and
the potential they have for working here."
If you feel unprepared to enter the work
world this summer, stop by Career Services.
Director of Services Gordon Jacobson and
Armstrong are available by appointment for
help on finding a perfect fit for summer work,
advice or improving your resume. Career services is open from 8:30 a.m. until 6:00 p.m. on
weekdays.
"It's a good slart - I can give some ideas on
jobs," Armstrong said.

-Compiled byAllgie Pappas

Affordable
Clean, Quiet, Convenient
1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments
Basketball, Racquetball, Tennis, Pool

ON SITE laundry Bar-B-Que

Rosewood Club
401 E. Magnesium
(509) 467·5612
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Take Your Mind on a Trip This Summer

Comblr:e your love (or travel with your desire for education- Eastern Washington University is offering (our rourses
that will take you to new worlds of discovery and Fun.
Cont~mporary German SOciety &" Culture
July l1-August 8, 2003
StudYing ullutN!ck, Germ~ny, will give you the opportunity to pursue studies in German while surrounded by and Immersed in th I
and culture of the people Contact Dr. Sally Winkle (S09) 359.2860 or Vicki Roig (S09) 359-248L
e anguage
Evolution of Br~tish Cities
July 5-29, 2003
Study the adaptation of Scotland's urban form over 800 years as you visit Glasgow, Edinburgh and other cities in Scotland C t t R
Morgan (509) 358·2230 or Bill Grimes at bgrimes@Studiocascade,(om.
. on ac ose

Spanish Language Program In Salamanca

August 4-29, 2003

learn Spanish or Improve your Spani!h skills immersed In the beautiful and cosmopolitan city of Salamanca Spain Contact 0 I 'G •
,.
rose arcla
sanchez (S09) 359.2862.

Shakespeare I!" <?,egon

June 17-19, 2003

Study four plays 10 live performance ~t the Oregon Shakespeare festival with a published Shakespearean scholar in Ashl~ d O C
Grant Smith (S09) 359.6023.
n, regnn. nntac! Dr,
?ne 01 t~e greatesl pkasures ;n Me rs
procl'S5 of expendmg your mind and absorbing new il1formalian, insight, applceiation and values For more
mformatlOn and a free catalog, call us 01 (S09) 359.-4] 22, (800) 83'·6' 14, 01' email us 01: summe~mail.ewu.tdu or VIsit hltp:l!summer.avLudu
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Far left: The Pale, hailing from Bellingham, Wash., performed at 2 p.m. to
a dwindhng, post-Mr. Whitworth crowd.
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l.8ft: Juniors David Olmsted and Ben McDonald took advantage of the 75cent sumo wrestling opportunity In the dining hall at Springfest

f
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Below: JUnior Kenny Pecka throws a forehand for a score past senior

~
f
t

Zach Wasser dUring the Springfest Intramural All-Star game.
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Monica Eschenbacher
Staff writer
pringfest offers the perfect getaway from homeWOTk to begin wrapping up the school year.
After being rained out of The Loop, the Hixson
Union Building became the center of attention
for booths from many campus organizations,
selling everything from pizza and doughnuts to dance
shoes and candles. Inside the dining hall was a barbecue-style lunch, complete with an inflatable boxing
ring and sumo wrestling.
"I think watching the sumo wrestling was good
entertainment," sophomore Lori Kajiyama said.
The stage for the bands, inCluding Paradigm, a band
hailing from Sacramento, Calif., The Pale from
Bellingham, Wash., and No Masterbacks had to be
moved inside the Cafe. The music offered a unique
variety of styles to appeal to the audience's tastes.
"I really liked their sound and they had a ton of
energy," sophomore Erin Reilly said in reference to
the band Paradigm. "I wish, though, that I could have
heard and understood more of their words, because I
think they had some important things to say."
Despite dll of the entertainment and activities, the
Mr. Whitworth contest stole the show. The crowd
packed so tightly into the Cafe that no one could enter
or leave the room until the winner had been
announced.
The group of contestants competing for the crown

S

J'!I B()tr!ma/ If'h""()l1hld"
laid down all their inhibitions in a display of talent and
creativity. The men covered a spectrum of talents
especially, ranging from juggling, to balloon animals,
to allowing physical harm inflicted on their bodies.
For the talent portion, Michael Jackson and other '80s
hits seemed to be the route to take for crowd pleasing.
Junior Ben Couch was the emcee for the event, providing humorous input, and at times, facial expressions that spoke volumes about what he was witnessing on the stage.
The eventual winner of Mr. Whitworth was Arend's
Ryan Kiely, a sophomore transfer student whose talent
involved being shot with paintball guns, and then
coming back on stage in a loincloth Indian getup to lip
sync with welts across his chest.
The day also included an ultimate Frisbee championship game and a raffle put on by Baldwin Jenkins.
"I think that it [Springfest] went really, really well.
The bands that came to campus were awesome,"
freshman Jackson Williams said.
Williams serves as a Baldwin-Jenkins representatlve
and actively planned the event as an ASWC committee
member.
Even though the event had to be moved inside the
HUB, Springfest still had great attendance and succe~s. '
""It was really well organized and the activities had a
good variety for everyone," Williams said.

!
I

Left: Sophomore Ryan Kiely struts his stuff dunng the swimSUit portion of the Mr. Whitworth contest Kiely, the Arend Hall
candidate, won the competition, earning the traditional
crown, a dozen Knspy Krerne doughnuts and the title of Mr.
Whitworth for the next year.
NJove: Senior Keith Spitzer and junior Adam Critchlow Improvise mishaps at a pet store dUring Cool Whip's performance
at Spnngf3st.
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The
Above: Senior Allan Lindberg (see far fight top) splashes around at the off-road vehicle (ORV) park near Nine Mile,

Right Sophomore Enc Schactler bUilds his own computer piece by piece.
Far Right Freshman Rhys Birky speeds along Whitworth Dnve.

Garners relieve stress online
Nathan 8ackman
'Guesf'wriler -

-

game statistics and rank the players of the server. There seems to
be conslant cornpetJtion to rc,lch the top of the rankings for these
~ervers.

:'- - _After ~ stressful ~ny of school, sophomore David Briggs
At the beginning of the year the gaming community on campus
- re~urr:ted to his rOOlJl, opened the fridge, cracked open a can of
stood divided. Garners would competitively associate thcmselve1'.
by dorms with tags in front of their names referencing where they
, . .' M()untain'D,e'w ano_loaded up ,a:ga,Hle of Counter-Strike.
-"It'!i a quick ijnd~easy way to,get your mind off of the more
lived. After a while, however, the barriers fell and the entire com~rjpu!-l issues in life," Briggs said.
_
munity began to playas one non-exclusive group.
~me people turn 10 computer games to rind relaxation and pri"I'm a big fan of playing.other students on campus," freshman
yacy, while others, such as BrigM, play computer games with stu- Chri~ Schepman said. "It's great being able to meet and play peo; dimts on campus to build a sense of community ,md to get a little
pIe from other dorms and to have something in common with
:-: b09st Of adrenaline. They pl~y, laugh, converse and have a good
them that you didn't know you had."
_ ' Many computer gaOlers on campus play games just to hang out
" time together -in friendly com~tition. _
.- :' C;omputer garners of many kinds reside at Whitworth, Students with others that they have met on the network. Fnendships have
from_all over the campus connect to ~imilar servers on the,netbeen built and commumties strengthened through localnctwork
work in order to play games against elich olher. From Freclancer
gaming.
to Quake I(l-Arena and the by-far most popu~ar Co\1nter-~lrike,
"It's kind of nice to know that at any moment there arc likely a
, comm,unities e~ist for each type of game:
,
- _
few guys playing Counter-Slrike on the network," Schepman
"I,persopallylove to relax with a good game of Worm!i/': fresh- said. "If you're up for a game, there's always someone willing to
_'inan- Haden Barkley said. "It's a great feeling to hear the faint' _ -, play."
So!,l1e students, however, might seem to be too willing to play.
- ~rea:m o{ ~ri' opponent_~?own ihe hali- after- you inaS~cr~.t,hem, ,, w~th ban~n~ bom~!'>r,:_ - :-,,,:,:-:
'_', :_
_ -, - '-, ' -"
On,lhe,C;::ounter-Strike statistic web page, some individuals have
-, \Studen(s}ind r~fuge.,frol,ll ~ho<?IJ hOl11ework,'studics; work and -been rect;lrded spending more than 24 hours in the servers over
th~_general annoyam;es of 'life when playing computer games" "'.
Ihe spll.n of only two weeks.
: Gaming proyi~cs players \.yjth ~ place in which they can met)1 _
On~ common misconception that many students hold concern:wilh friends'andjust spe!)d time together playing around while
jng_computer gaOlers is the notion that they needles~ly consume
,nQt "cting too ~riou~ly.. ' "
Internet bandwidth. However. plaYing such games on the local
t';:, f~Jt!lve-~njQyed nleetiljg new people who I probably wouldn't' network does not affect the data that comes in from outside of the
.hav~fn:t~t du~,t9 ,qissimilar class schedules," Briggs said,
campus,
;~Add~ti(,lOallii! ""jin be quite a trip to climb to the top of the local
The amount of local data transferred by computer games can
Gol!n~e~,:,~t,~k(Lrankings."
be very small and quite unnoticeable in comparison to other and
L~~~_~~~,,~i;~,unter-Strike servers have Web pages that offer
more common downloads.
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Keith Spitzer
StaUlVnter

Supposedly guy!. can't cook all that well.
The truth is that guys are ju!>t lazy when it
comes to the kitchen.
DIshes are the enemy of testosterone. It is
hard to impre!>s anyone with a cooking repertOire like Easy Mac, Pizza Pipeline, and
peanut butter and jelly.
Here are a few simple recipes Ihat don't
require many dishes but will make anyone
look like a chef.

... Easy Chicken Corn Chowder
From WeblViseglly.coIII

Cook time: about 35 minules
,II<1I1JII()()rt/II'Moold,,,,,,

1 large onion, chopped
1 can (14 1/2 oz) fat-free chicken broth
1 can (10 3/4 oz) reduced-fat cream of
chicken soup
2 cups boneless, skinless chicken breast,
cooked and cubed (can be purchased precooked)

[ can chopped mild green chile peppers
I can (14 1/2 oz) cream-l.tyle corn
1 can (14 1/2 oz) whole-kernel corn
1/2 tsp chili powder
1/2 cup fat-free milk
Directions; Stir everything into a large pot.
Cook over medium heat to desired thicknehs.

... 15-Minute Herbed Chicken
From Campbe/lsoup.cofll

...

Compiled by Keith Spitzer

Bacon , Tomato and Spinach
Fettucme Alfredo

From PaslaroJli.colII

Cook TIme; 20-25 minutes
1 box Pasta Rani Pc1tucine AI fredo
I cup water
~ cup milk
2 tbsp buller
6 ~[jces of bacon
I cup chopped tomatoes
3 cups fresh baby spinach

Cook time: 15 minutes
1 tbsp vegetable oil
4 skinless, boneless chicken brea~t halves
I can Campbell's Cream of Chicken wilh
Herb Soup
~ cup milk
Directions: i1eat oil in skillet. Add chicken
and cook until browned. Add soup and milk.
Heat to a boil. Cover and cook over low heat
5 minutes or until done.

Directions: Cook bacon until crisp over
medium heat. Remove from pan with slotted
spoon and set aside on paper towel. Stir in
butter to melt, stirring up bucon hitl> from the
bollom of the pan. Stir in water, milk, pasta
and special seasonings.
Bring to a boil, then reduce heat to medium-low. Gently boil uncovered for 6 minutes
until pasta is slightly firm, stirring frequently.
Remove from heat and stir in spinach and
tomatoes.
Crumble bacon and add to the pan. Serve
immediately.
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WEEKEND IN THE BAG
Baseball goes 3-0
against Pacific.
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Swim coach leaves after 16 years
Tom Dodd surprises team
with unexpected decision
to leave Whitworth
Chris Collins
Sports editor

,

t
;,

After inheriting a swim program in its
infancy, Head Swim Coach Tom Dodd
spent the next 16 years of his life coaching, directing and motivating hundreds of
Pirate athletes to success - or something
close to it. In the process, he constructed
one of Whitworth's strongest sports pro-

grams, which has culminated in a bestever finish this year for both the men's and
women's teams.
But his time is up.
This May, the second-most veteran
Pirate coach at Whitworth will head south
to help start a new swim program at
California Lutheran University.
"What Tom does is take nothing and
turn it into something great - I guess
that's his specialty," senior co-captain
Ryan Freeman said. "Losing (him) is a
huge shock, but because of the momentum
he gave to this program, we will remain at
the top of the nation, hopefully, for many

years to come."
Currently, Whitworth does not have
another coach lined up to replace Dodd.
Dodd's job search was never really a
search. More accurately, it was a process
that surprised him nearly as much as the
news of his departure surprised everyone
else.
University of Puget Sound's Swim
Coach Chris Myhre contacted Dodd in
February, asking him to write a letter of
recommendation for Myhre's application
to head up a new swim program at CLU.
Previously unaware of school's search for
a swim coach, Dodd decided to check out

the position for himself.
"( thought, what the heck, I could just
throw in my resume in and see what happens," Dodd said.
It was the first job Dodd had applied for
since taking over Whitworth's two-yearold swim program in 1987. But after 16
years, Dodd, who is arguably the most
decorated coach in Whitworth history, hit
on his first try. Out of the 80 applicants,
including Myhre, Dodd was selected to
head CLU's program, which doesn't technically exist yet.
See SWIM ~ page 12

Hues hurdle
conference
Mike Larkin
Staff writer

Freshman Stephanie Ridgeway steps o\ler a barner In
steeplechase J',r-nl 19 at the Whitworth Open.

The men and women track and
field teams both took second last
Saturday at the Northwest
Confere·nce Championships in
Tacoma, outpaced only by
Willamelte, who took first.
"We were pleased by our performance," Head Coach Toby
Schwarz said. "We placed better
than we were projected to before
the meet, and that's thanks to our
athletes really stepping up."
The women scored 158 points,
shadowed by WiIlamette's 227,
and the men fell to the Wildcats'
265 finish with 159 points.
The Bucs were led by the
notable performances of their
relay teams. The men's 4x4oometer team and the women's
4xlOO-meter team took first
while the men's 4xlOO-meter
and the women's 4x400-meter
both took second.
Freshmen Brett Aynsley and
Jason Stevens dominated the
4oo-meter run, taking first and
second respectively. Stevens also
took third in the long jump.
"For a freshman to win the
the 3000·meter (Northwest Conference) championship in the 400 is an impres-

sive accomplishment for Brett,"
Schwarz said. "He had big shoes
to fill with Leo Suzuki winning
the event the last four years."
The men also had an excellent
showing on the field with semor
Spencer Stiglets taking second in
the triple jump, sophomore
Austin Richard taking second in
the shot put and senior Joel
Werdell taking second in the
hammer
throw.
Freshman
Brandon Arenas also placed second in the javelin.
The men's competition was
not without controversy, however. During the preliminaries of
the 800-meler rurl, junior Jesse
was
pushed
by
Stevick
WiIlamette's Nick Simmons, but
the judges missed the foul.
"Everyone in the world saw it
except the meet judge," Schwarz
said.
Tensions were heightened
when Simmons was named coathlete of the meet.
"There were mixed responses
from the audience," Schwarz
~aid.

The women's competition was
less controversial.
Junior distance runner Leslie
Nelson repeated her performance
last year with a provisional qual-

ifying time and a first-place finish in the 1O,OOO-meter run. She
also placed second in the 5,000meter run.
"We've definitely cornered the
market in the 10,000," Schwarz
said.
Junior Kristen Shields and
senior Karen Robnett took second and third respectively in the
lOp-meter dash.> Robnett alsq
took second in the 2oo-meter,
just ahead of sophomore Nicole
Brown, who brought home a
Senior
third-place
finish.
Elizabeth Abbey finished second
in both the 800 and the 1500meter run, and senior Jessica
Austin turned in a second-place
finish in the steeplechase.
In the field events, freshman
Edralyn Harmon took second in
the pole vault and junior Johanna
Kellogg took third in both the
discus and the hammer throw.
The season is not quite over
yet, however. This Saturday the·
Bucs will send a small squad to
Spokane
Falls Community
College for the Duane Hartman
Invitational. This will be one of
the last chances Whitworth will
have to turn in a qualifying mark
for the NCAA championships on
May 22.

Tennis teams pull off upsets in conference
Women oust Lac, take 2nd

Men make good on 4th-place prediction

Mary Adolfson
Staff writer

Siaff writer

After a wavering second half of
the season, the Pirates swept away
the competition in the conference
tournament with a second-place
finish, boasting their "best performance of the year," said Head
Coach Jo Wagstaff. Only topranked Linfield edged out
Whitworth in the Yakima, Wash.,
tournament.
The Bucs (6-2, 7-6) threw conference-ranked No. 2 Lewis and
Clark College off their feet April
18 a 7-2 victory, avenging the previous 5-4 loss to the Pioneers.
Whitworth also toppled No. 6
Pacific Lutheran University 7-2.
Senior Jill Vaughan secured the

2003 Sportswoman of the Year
award for the second consecutive
year and was named, along with
senior Jill Huibregtse, to the AlINorthwest Conference First Team.
"That was a huge honor,"
Vaughan said. "There were a lot of
good athletes who were great
sportswomen. "
In the doubles matches, seniors
Hope Anderson and Kelly Roberts
dominated Linfield 9-7 in the
championship match. The other
doubles teams fought hard but
could not hold out against conference-ranked No.1 Linfield, who
defeated the Pirates 7-2 and
claimed the championship.
But Whitworth put up a struggle
See WOMEN .. page 12

C. Bryan Tidwell
Men's tennis took fourth place in the conference championship and upset Puget Sound 4-3,
fulfilling their prediction earlier this season that
they would finish in the top four.
Beating conference-ranked No.4 UPS in the first
round April 18 was anything but an easy task for the
Bues, who fought for every point. The Pirates (4-6,
7-9) struggled in doubles and, despite dropping the
No. 1 match at a close 9-8, junior Justin Swanson
and senior Stephen Hannaman were victorious at
No.2 doubles, 9-7. Also, senior Edwin Rivera and
junior Brian Walters demolished the Loggers' No.3
contenders 8-1.
Sophomore Chad Dierickx made up for his doubles match lost when he swept the No.1 UPS singles foe in straight sets. Swanson managed to
come back from an opening set loss and assert
himself over UPS 6-1 and 6-2 in the No.4 singles
match. Walters also came back to win over the

Loggers' opponent at the No.6 position, going 46, 6-4 and 6-1 for the victory.
Unfortunately, the Pirates' run for the title was
short-lived.
The Bues fell to Linfield in the semi-final match
later that day when The Wildcats, who were undefeated in conference play, h;ld no problem nudging
aside the Pirates, who were unable to claim a single set against the Oregon powerhouse. Linfield
went on to defeat Pacific Lutheran 5-2 in the final
to repeat as the Northwest Conference Champion.
Whitworth played one more match in Yakima
on Saturday to determine third place, but the
Pirates struggled against Whitman and eventually
fell 5-1. Whitworth's only victory came when No.
4 Swanson managed to defeat his opponent 6-1, 64. Swanson has defeated Whitman's No.4 every
match this season.
Fourth place is the best finish Whitworth has
had in the revamped tournament since 1999, when
they look fifth. The Pirates are only losing seniors
Rivera and Hannaman next year.

.... Sports
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For the past two years five
seniors have hosted the
weekly Fellowship of
Christian Athletes
gatherings at the FCA
Theme House, highlighted
by their homecooking and
ministry-centered fellowship
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Chris Collins
Sports editor
Everything was going smoothly for
drafted cook Toby Schwarz until a slice of
French toast fell to the ground just as he
was flipping it over.
"Vh, oh - fumble," Schwarz said.
But the 30 students gathered at the
Fellowship of Christian Athletes House
probably never noticed the incident. And
besides, there was little excuse to complain about the homemade French toast
and scrambled eggs served up by the three
athletes and two non-athlete students who
have lived there for the last two years.
Thursday nights have been a focal point
for the five resident seniors and the dozens
of students who attend the weekly gatherings. The food and friends are coupled
with ministry and fellowship. Or, as
Schwarz put it, "I get fed here - spirItually and literally."
The majority of those who attend are
track and field athletes - many of them
freshmen. But Schwarz emphasized that
anyone can attend, even non-athletes.
"Obviously, it's not exclusive," said
Schwan, who is the tr~ck and field coach
and the advisor for the FCA Club and FCA
House.

Five girls, one house
Through a series of roommate and athletic connections, the five women of the
FCA House became friends and decided to

COMdlIYof

take on Whitworth's FCA program two
years ago.
Though the five now live in a small
theme house with two miniature windows
facing the Hawthorne parking lot, Gerl
says the experience is worth it.
"I was ready for something different,"
Gerl said. "I wanted to get to know a few
people a lot better instead of just gelling to
know a bunch of people."
And with the weekly gatherings, it's
easy for the five to stay connected with the
campus anyway, Gerl said.
As Brodehl pointed out, however, the
change hasn't been without some challenges.
"It's new trying to live with someone
who has had 18 or 19 years behind them
and are used to doing things differently,"
Brodehl said. "But God has really blessed
us and allowed us to get along, even if
we're all different."
The daily tasks have been rationed out
and Brodehl said this year has ran smoothly.
"If (there's a dispute over) emptying the
dishwasher or some other chore, we usual-

Iy just talk about it," Brodehl said.
Schwarz has nothing short of praise for
the five seniors.
"The gals have been incredible,"
Schwarz said. "I don't do anything but
show up. They're very responsible and
mature and have great servants' hearts."

The ministry
For many students, the weekly gatherings have been a central patt of their experience at Whitworth.
Senior Beth Abbey has attended FCA
nights since her sophomore year.
"It's been good fellowship and a chance
to get to know everyone," said Abbey, who
has b~en inspired to join the FCA program
after she enters graduate school. "It helps
deepen relationships outside of practice."
The informal schedule involves dinner,
worship, a speaker and, finally, small
prayer groups. The focus is on small group
interaction and bonding friendships.
"Jt's definitely a ministry of fellowship," Brodehl said.
Each week, a speaker is selected - or,

rather, randomly appointed.
"Karen (Robnett) and I usually get
together and randomly pick someone,"
Schwarz said. "We've never shown up and
have had no one to !>peak. God always provides."
The list of speakers featured at FCA
nights reads something like a cross-section
of the Whitworth community. Schwarz and
and other coaches, as well as some student
alhletes, have spoken. And even President
Bill Robinson has led the fellowship.
"(The students) always walk away with
something to apply to their lives,"
Schwarz said. "That's what's so meaningful."
With the hectic schedules most student
athletes have etched into their calendars,
the FCA gatherings offer a few hours to
focus on something other than school and
sports. Or, for freshman Justin Tillery,
even Saga.
"It's a good way to get away from Saga
and a chance to step back and have an
intentional Christian fellowship," Tillery
said.

Softball sets
record season

Baseball
sweeps
Pacific

KevIn Eddy
Staff writer

Laura Adams
Staff writer
The baseball team outshone
their opponents in their last
home-stand of the season and
honored eight seniors who have
all contributed to the team's successes over the year.
The Bucs (11-9, 14-17-1)
swept Pacific (12-9, 21-15) in
three games. Despite a biting
wind, the doubleheader fell into
Whitworth's hands.
The Boxers took an early two
run lead in the first inning of
Saturday'S first game and added
three runs in the second while the
Bucs struggled to gain their footing. The third inning was a stalemate until the Pirates put their
first runs on the board in the bottom of the fourth. Sophomore
rightfielder Aaron Sedler singled
to center, scoring teammates senior John Gebbers and senior Jake
Krummel.
The Bues added three more
runs in the bollom of the fifth
with Sedler picking up another
RBI on another single and again

Fe-r 110»"

The five residents of the FCA House pose In unorthodox attire. From left to right Tiffany Gerl. Brechta Brodehl, Jessica Austin, Karen Robnett and Jill Vaughan.

Sophomore pitcher Nick Newberry guns a fastball In last Saturday's win over
Pacific.

scoring Gebbers, who had
reached on a fielder's choice.
Krummel blasted a homerun to
right field in the bottom of the
seventh to give Whitworth the
advantage 7-6.
Pacific tied it up in the eighth,
but junior first baseman Josh
Taylor hit the winning homerun
for Whitworth.
Senior Josh Mills pitched nearly eight innings and senior Kent
Hibbard (2-1) came on to relieve
and got the win in the final
inning.
The Bucs didn't even let the
Boxers get a run in edgewise
in the second game as they
demolished
Pacific
7-0.
Whitworth hit .405 as a team

while sophomore pitcher Dan
Lundebcrg (4-4) came away
with the win.
The Gebbers brothers, Daniel
and John, went five-for-lO with
four RBIs and four runs scored
while designated hitter Sedler hit
.500, going two-for-four.
Sunday's game ended with a
third win for Whitworth, 9-6.
Whitworth started off the match
with a hasty five runs in the first
two innings while Pacific tallied
only one run. The Bues added two
runs in both the sixth and the
eighth innings and, despite a lastminute two-run rally by the
Boxers in the ninth, the Bucs
See SWEEPS ... page 12

Junior centerfielder Patti
Stranger couldn't have summed
up Whitworth's softball season
any beller: "awesome."
Stranger and freshman pilcher
Jo Sonnet led the charge last
weekend when Whitworth completed its best ever season by
sweeping George Fox in four
games. It was the first season
sweep of an opponent in the history of the softball program,
which began in 1996.
The Pirates (15-13, 18-21) finished the season in fourth place,
their highest ever finish.
"This year we found out how
to win," Head Coach Teresa
Hansen said. "It was a great year
for us."
The Bucs began the series with
a 3-1 win l... st Saturday over the
Bruins, scoring all three runs in
the fourth inning. Sophomore
second baseman Aubri Azzarito
led off with a triple down the
rightfield line and was hit in by
senior catcher Jessica Shawley.
After freshman rightfielder Carly
Dallago singled, sophomore
shortstop Taja Nault blasted a
ball off the Bruin third baseman.

The error allowed both Shawley
and Dallago to score.
Dallago and Stranger finished
the game with two hits apiece
while Sonnet picked up the win,
striking out four, walking one
and scallering four hits.
Stranger led off Saturday's
second game with a single, and
followed it up by stealing second. She later scored off sophomore
leftfielder
Andraya
Roberlson's triple to give
Whitworth the early 1-0 lead.
But the Bruins fought back,
scoring twice in the top of the
second and once more in the top
of the fifth to take a 3-1 lead.
But the Pirates rallied for three
runs in the bottom of the sixth
and took the game 4-3. Stranger
again proved to be the run-scoring catalyst by singling and stealing second to start the inning.
After Azzarito's sacrifice ny
advanced ~tranger to third,
Robertson blasted a double 10 left
center. Freshman first baseman
Amanda Norwood followed with
a single to score Robertson and
advanced to second on the throw
to home. Freshman third baseman Kristin Hanson then singled,
See RECORD .. page 12
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RECORD:
Continued from page 11

scoring Norwood for the 4-3 final
score.
Stranger finished the game two-fortwo, scoring twice. Sonnet picked up
the win, striking out six in five
innings of relief.
Both of Sunday's games were nail
biters.
Twice the Pirates would jump out
to early leads only to have the Bruins
fight back late in the game.
Stranger singled, stole second and
scored on Azzarito's base hit for the
1-0 lead in the first game. After
Azzarito stole second: the Bruins
fumbled a ground ball by Robertson
that allowed Azzarito to score.

SWEEPS:
Continued from page 11

came away with the win.
Sophomore pitcher Nick
Newberry pitched (1-2) 6.2
innings and came away with the
win after taking over the game
early from freshman K.C.
Reese.
The Pirates hit .343 as a team
and senior shortstop Chris

Later in the third inning, Stranger
singled, stole second and stole home
on a double steal wilh Sonnet, who had
reached on an error. Stranger finished
the weekend with 13 stolen bases.
The Bruins rallied for a pair of runs
in the top of the seventh, but the rally
was killed when Sonnet induced a
ground out to Hanson at third.
In Sunday's season finale, Stranger
led off the first inning by gelling hit
by a pitch. She later scored off
Azzarito's single to right field.
The Pirates scored twice in the second for the 3-0 lead, thanks to RBIs
by Dallago and Nault.
After the Bruins scored twice in the
top of the fourth, Sonnet doubled and
scored off Azzarito's single. She later
scored on a wild pitch.
The Bruins again scored twice in
the top of the seventh, but Sonnet

Hughbanks had a spectacular
game, going three-for-four and
scoring one run.
The three wins against Pacific
came after a four-game losing
streak the Bucs suffered on the
road. They lost 8-2, 8-2, and 169 in three games against fourthplace Linfield and stumbled in a
non-conference
match
up
against Gonzaga, 11-2. The
Bucs will not finish first in the
conference nor advance to
nationals.

Eam 51,000 - $2,000
for , ... Student
Group In just 3 hours!

Earn Cash Today
And Help Save Lives!
Donate your life-saving
blood plasma & receive

College fundralslng made
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$25 TODAY
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induced a ground out to end the game,
with the 5-4 Pirate victory.
The Pirates ended their season
going 12-4 in their last 16 games,
including the Easter weekend split
with third-place Willamelle where the
Bearcals and Pirates played flawless,
nearly identical softball, with each
team winning twice.
Whitworth lost the opener Friday
afternoon 2-1, but won the nightcap
5-4 when Nault scored in the bottom
of the seventh to break the 4-4 tie.
The Pirates hope to carry the strong
momentum into next season and will
return every player except lone senior
catcher Jessica Shawley, who was
instrumental in the Pirates success
this year both on and off the field. She
is the program's first-ever four-year
letter winner.

WOMEN:
Continued from page 10

and gave Linfield a piece of their mind in the
singles matches. Huibregtse took the challenge head-on and showed she meant business
when she defeated her Linfield competitor 75,6-3.
The fight was all heart.
"Each teammate pulled through and made it
look good," Vaughan said. "We really pushed
past our goals."
The Bucs faced off against Linfield earlier
in the year but the match was cancelled midway with Whitworth only down by one point.
"We had a chance and 1 think we could
have done it," Vaughan said. "It gave us confidence for conference. We went in there with
our hearts and played our hearts out."
Wagstaff couldn't agree more.
"This was their best performance of the
year," said Wagstaff, who was shooting for a
second-place finish. "We were seeded third,
so we were hoping for second, but we weren't
sure we could perform at the level we needed.
We cnded (with Linfield) at 7-2, which was a
lot better than we thought we would do."
It was an amazing success for the four senior women who will not return next year.
"They've been incredible. This core group
of seniors placed sixth their freshman year
and they were all starters," Wagstaff said.
In their sophomore year, the four took fifth
at the cbampionship tournament and claimed
third last year.
This year, they climbed to second.
"They did it all themselves," said Wagstaff,
who finishes her 19th year as head coach.
Vaughan said that after taking third last
year, they had "no where to go but up."
"U's been good building the program,"
Vaughan said.
The team will suffer losing its core seniors
next year, but the players remaining have
potential.
"We have a solid returning groop,"
Wagstaff said.

~ Appetizers ~
• Escargots Bourguignonne
• Calamari A La Romana
• Jamaican Jerk Seared Ahi

SWIM:
Continued from page 10

Myhre had no hard feelings.
"Tom's a great friend," said Myhre, who also ended up
being Dodd's reference. "I'm really pleased he has this
opportunity."
{{Before Myhre tipped him off about the job opening,
Dodd had figured he would finish his career as a.Pirate.
"When I was accepted, 1 thought, 'Oh crap, now 1
have to make the decision, .. ' Dodd said. "It was on of the
most difficult decisions in my life."} }
Two weeks ago, Dodd announced his decision to the
team.
"I think they were in shock," Dodd said. "But the team
really rallied. If anyone was disappointed in me, they
didn't express it."
Freeman has taken the loss in stride.
"Yeah, the guys are bummed out that he's leaving, but
man, they're already retraining for next year," Freeman
said. "It's weird - not improving is just never an option
for this team. This is an inherited mindset."
Dodd has been named Northwest Conference Coach
of the Year eight times and was the NAIA Men's Coach
of the Year in 1996. That year, he led the Pirates to a second-place finish in the NAIA. Dodd's coaching has also
produced 206 individual and relay NAIA All-American
or Honorable Mention All-American performances and
62 individual and relay NCAA All-American or
Honorable Mention All-American performances.
The laundry list of accomplishments is highlighted by
his most recent achievements - leading the women to a best-ever 19th-place finish in the NCAA Division III
nationals and the men to a best-ever seventh-place finish.
But at the pinnacle of his coaching career and with a
Pirate swim program built under his direction, Dodd
couldn't refuse spearheading CLU's new program.
The perks include having a say in how the new
Olympic-sized, 50-meter aquatics complex will be built,
and a chance at starting a swim program from scratch.
Dodd said that when he weighed his options, the temptation of working with a 50-meter pool trumped' everything.
"I guess it was the challenge of starting a program and
the big pool." Dodd said.
But the move won't be without sacrifices.
"The friendships have been the greatest - the're
something I'll never make up," Dodd said. "I'm a very
loyal, true-blue kind of guy. I'm always going to be their
friend."
. Also, the prospect of leaving one of Whitworth's most
dominant sports teams ever was not an easy one. Dodd
said the squads have great potential and could easily
become regular top-five national fmishers.
"I still feel like we have a work in progress," Dodd said.
"But at the same time I see how much the team has grown.
That's the hard part - leaving the unfinished project." .
CLU, a Division III school, may someday face
Whitworth.
Dodd has predicted the results.
"Hopefully (Whitworth) will kick ou butts," Dodd
said. "I would love to see Whitworth always win."
After 16 years, Dodd discovered a tempo-training system this season that he says will remain with the
Whitworth program but also will be used with CLU.
Calling Whitworth's Aquatic Center his "little lab,"
Dodd said all the data he's collected over the years is
safely in the hands of assistant coach Esatvao deAviia.
"Estavo has all the stuff right here," Dodd said, tapping deAvila's laptop.
But even with the trade secrets safe, Dodd's absence
will be a loss 10 the Pirates.
"Tom made pain an exact science, such that anyone
could maximize their potential and become a champion if
they survived the program and put their mind to it,"
Freeman said.

Entrees
• Swordfish Piccata
• Steak Gongonzola
• Our S~nalure Drunken Salmon
• Scallop and Prawns lampalnola
• Pan Seared Ahi with Papaya FrUit Relish
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Full Service Breakfast Menu
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Sundays 9am-2pm
• Prime Rib Omelette • Poached King Salmon Benedict
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MORE THAN JUST ANYONE
Overcoming the trap
of a one-night stand.
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The frustration of the

all-American caveman

Jimmy Kimmel and Adam Corrola, guzzle
and how those trends can cause confusion
beer and tell dirty jokes while females in
and frustration in men, resulting' in the
tight clothes, aptly nicknamed "Juggies,"
mqcho male persona now prevalent in the
media.
bounce on trampolines and perform othcr
I think most Americans would agree that
such acrobatic feats.
To be fair, a number of females sit in The
male-oriented shows and products have
Man Show audience, proving that men aren't
gained popularity in recent years.
the only one's who watch the show. What's
WWE pro-wrestling, with its largcr-thanmore, The Mati Show,
life characters and comicEmily Brandler
along with most other
strip-like violence has
Staff writer
malc-oriented TV probecome the most popular
IlWhile tl1C glorification of grams, is partly tongue-inform of entertainment for
leriCa is witncssing the outbreak of
teenage boys, reaching 15
thc supposedly quintessential cheek and not meant to be
an identity crisis among it~ male pop- million viewers each
taken completely seriousmale in the media has gone a ly.
lation. Unsure of who they are imd
week.
what society wants from them, men increasI personally don't sce
Yet, in the effort of such
bit too far, the reasons
ingly rally around public figurcs who speak
the appeal of some hypershows
to cclcbrate what
behind it arc not entirely the they deem
to their need strong male role models.
muscular clown in combat
to be manhood,
boys' fault. II
One must only tum on the TV nowadays
boots yelling, "Can you
they often do so at the
to be bombarded with images of males in all
smell what The Rock is
expense of women. Such
their barbaric and testosterone-laden glory.
cookin'?" But, apparently
shows also serve to
Whether they grunt like cavemen in a promillions of Americans, the
encourage the tendency
wrestling ring or pull stunts in a port-o-potty, majority of which arc males, see something I toward male irresponsibility that has already
the boys are back in town.
don'l.
wreaked havoc in homes across the country.
Then there's the MTV show, Jackass,
While the glorification of the supposedly
Is the solution to boycott such TV proquintessential male in the media has gone a
where the real-life characters live up to the
grams and label all males who watch them
bit too far, the reasons behind it are not
show's name. While it is funny to watch
chauvinist pigs? Is it to shoot down this
entirely the'boys' fault. In fact, females are
Johnny Knoxville and Co. inflict pain and
recent upsurge of Old Order sexist thought
as much to blame.
embarrassment on themselves, one has to
with all the tools in the Feminist move.Girls may gasp at and boys may cheer for
wonder why males in particular try to prove
ment's arsenal?
such a statement, but my goal is not to attack how tough they are by swimming in raw
Rather than a problem to be solvcd by the
males or females, nor is it to make sweeping
sewage.
National Organization for Women, I believe
generalizations about either sex. There are
Finally, one of Comedy Central's prothat the rising popularity of the macho male
exceptions to every rule.
gramming gems and the call of the wild to
men everywhere, is The Man Show. Guys all
My intent is to point out trends in society,
pil:rticulatly the mOdetn 'Ft,!lirinist mov'ement,', ., 'over' the country tune in to wMch tlie hoshi, .
See CAVEMAN~ page 15
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Surviving married
Discovering the
life and college
truth in the trite

Julie Striker
Staff writer
triker hasn't always been
my last name. I got married last summer, changed
my last name from Watts and
began a whole new life.
With springtime and relationships between the opposite
sexes high on the list of priorities these days, it s~ems appropriate 10 talk a little bit about
married life - as much as I
know about it after a year';~
experience anyway - both in
general and how it relates to
being in college.
After all, "How's married
life?" is probably the second
most frequently asked question
of my whole life (right behind,
"North Dakota?! People live
there?"). So, let's go over a few
things that your marriage counselor probably didn't bring up.
First of all, let's talk about
turning "his" and "hers" into
"ours." My husband and I
moved all of my stuff into his
one-bedroom apartmcnt two
days after our wedding on May
25. On May 28, I promptly
moved all of his stuff out. He
showed me all the stuff he had

S

done with the place while I had
been planning the wedding and
going through finals. I nodded
my head appreciatively and proceeded to redo all of it. This is
pretty much how its been ever
since. I hate to tell you this,
boys, but your golf rugs ~llJd
your Hendrix posters have to go
into hibernation until you get
your own place (i.e. a garage).
It's better and less painful if you
just reconcile yourself to that
fact before you get married.
When a woman starts "nesting,"
it's dangerous to get in her way.
Another hugely important
facet of married life is sleeping
together. Now, I know what
you're all thinking, and I'm
sorry to disappoint you, but I
don't mean sex. I mean actual
Sleeping. This is how sleeping in
my house works, and as I understand it, it's a fairly common
scenario.
My husband is usually in bed
before me, since he can't slay
up past about 10 p.m. (seriously,
it's like you hit your mid-twenties and it's only a hop, skip and
a jump until you're getting
boxes of Depends delivered and
blowing out 63 candles on your
birthday cake). I get into bed
after him, and immediatcly he
starts having a fit loud enough
to wake the neighbors.
Why, you ask? Sec, ['m
apparently the coldest person on
the planet (eyery night my
dearly beloved greets me with,

See COLLEGE..- page 15

This article won the
Senior Essay Contest.

Tyler Kumakura
Guest writer

T

riteness.
Webster
defined it as the lack of
power to evoke interest
through overuse or repetition.
Something good is abused to
where no one hears the goodness in it anymorc.
I am convinced, however,
that the only way any word,
idea, phrase or lesson can
become trite is to have some
element of realness to it.
People don 'tlatch on to unsubstantial premonitions or passing fads. Somewhere, buried
beneath the cynicism, the callous, and the merciless unappreciated mistreatment, trite is
often true. Trite is real.
Whitworth's mission sits in the

precarious position of bccoming trite to students not unlike
me. After four years and
despite being hidden and overrun by the masquerade of
"what you've known all
along," the realization that
immense value existed therein
allowed me to mine gold.
Whitworth's mission statement speaks of honoring God.
Having grown up in the church,
this is not a new conccptto me.
In May, I will graduate with
degrees
in
International
Business
and
Business
Management. Both will serve
as indispensable and official
launching pads that catapult me
into my first career '" as a
musician. For someone who
has not lived an impractical day
in his life, the notion of walking off campus into an entirely
different and suffocatingly
competitive industry is logically daunting. As someone seckSee
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Avoiding the pitfalls of just one night
Ryan Moede
Opinions editor
am 21. She said she was 27.
Something about working for a marketing firm. But I'm not sure. The bar
was more than alive - it pulsated with
bodies, sweaty and hot and waiting in
anticipation for someone to take them
home. Unfortunately that someone often
came down to anyone. I was rapidly
becoming that anyone.
She said her name was Elise. A beautiful name I'd heard only a few times
before. I asked her how to spell it twice
as I fumbled on the keypad of my cell
phone as I typed in her name under "contacts." Chalk up another one.
She was cute. Very cute, actually.
Blonde, confident and had green eyes that
thrived within the darkness of the bar.
The Rio attracted mainly college students.
Lots of wells, $2 Coronas and dirty martinis. And great music too - an eclectic
mix of Maroon 5, Bob Marley, Tom Petty
and most any group worthy of being
played at high volumes to a fairly intoxicated crowd.
Black and while prints covered the
walls. Sinatra sat poised across from the
Statue of Liberty holding a cigar in his
hand. The split-level room funneled people along the bar and back toward red,

l

put, in Eugene Peterson's The Message,
plush booths with a solitary light illumi"What I don't understand about myself is
nating each tabletop.
that I decide one way, but then I act
She took a sip of her Long Island Iced
another, doing things I absolutely
Tea. Then another one. I could tell she
despise." Paul's words about his strugwas looking for something to say, so I
gles with sin perfectly echo the frustraoffered up something about traveling.
tions about the sin I clash with in my own
Relieved at a topic at least for the
life.
moment, she talked about being in
Perhaps what makes it so frustrating is
Barcelona last summer. She was there
that these are not situations I naively
doing an independent study and some
stumble into. I practically set up the
freelance photography work.
moment and walk right into it. My pastor
Four drinks and 30 minutes later, we
once told our church that our prayer
had moved to a secluded booth in the
corner, where we both sat on one side of should not be that we don't fall into
temptation and sin. Our prayer should be
the table, legs pressed firmly against one
that we don't walk into temptation.
another's and with my arm casually
Looking back on that
relaxing across the
night at The Rio, and
back of the seat behind
other similar nights, it's
her head. She said
clearly more than ironic
bomething about being
that these verses arrive
U Our prayer should be
ready to go home. And
at such opportune
wanting to know if I'd
that we don't walk into
moments in life. The
like to be there with
temptation. JJ
smirk quickly vanishes
her. This time, it wasafter the thought of
n't too difficult to hear
remembering last
her. Her lips were just
Sunday's message at
a breath away from
church while holding a
mine.
tequila shot in one hand and a lime in the
I set my drink down slowly.
other. Thoughts of living as I should - a
Congratulations, I thought to myself.
life that is righteous and pure - penetrate
I've done it again. I've talked my way
my thinking for a·purpose. They are
into a bed in a house where I never even
reminders that I have been - we have
should have knocked on the door ...
I find it somewhat peculiar when words been - called to live a life greater than
our sin.
from Scripture or a phrase from a sermon
H is for these moments and more that
at church suddenly illuminate in my mind
in a setting such as The Rio. The irony of we have been given God's Word and the
Holy Spirit. It is for these moments that
hearing the Apostle Paul's words in my
head as I order up another round of drinks we have the Spirit, living within us,
working to guide us. And more than
for the table is always a momentary oddithis, God's Spirit Jives within us to
ty. HI do not understand what I do. For
empower us. The Holy Spirit is more
what I want to do I do not do, but what I
than just a cricket of !l conscience - a
hate I do." (Romans 7:15) More simply

divine stop sign on the road to temptation, We sometimes forget that the Spirit
is alive and active within us. It is
through God's power that we are truly
"more than conquerors." Because we are
sinful creatures, the effects of sin are
still present, but we are no longer under
its authority. The final victory is won.
For we, Paul says, " ... are controlled
not by the sinful nature but by the Spirit
... " Romans 8:9.
And if the final victory is won God's grace is sure, why do we let ourselves chase after a relationship that
merely feigns true love? Why then, would
we forfeit a relationship that is pure and
wholly good, for one that is little more
than a poor imitation of what we truly
want?
The lyrics from a friend's song reveal
the intent, "I wanted- to believe that it was
real/ Thinking it was the way love feels /
Two lost souls seeking a dream / Let's
pretend it's you and its me ... " It's easy to
pretend or to settle when you're alone,
but I've come to learn that living in
Christ's perfect love is the only way to
seek true love with someone else ...
The bartender shouted out last call.
The crowd had thinned, but not so much
that the bar still didn't have a horde of
people clamoring for one more drink. I
smiled at her. She smiled back expectantly. I thanked her for the wonderful
evening and said I should go back to my
house. She looked disappointed at first.
A little confused - an awkward silence,
something we hadn't experienced since
the beginning of our night, hung low over
the table. But then she smiled again. We
promised to call each other.
And then we both left, content that neither of us had become just anyone.

Return of the singer-songwriter
Ben Couch
Staff writer
here's just something
about a guy playing guitar. Whether it's a humble
troubador busking for dinner
money, a pretentious coffeehouse crooner or even just a college student trying to infuse a
tangible musical reality into the
swirling emotions, thoughts and
pressures of life, those who
offer their musical soliloquy
through guitar have a special
reloonance in our minds and culture.
While the genre of acoustic

T

singer/songwriter certainly predates 1960 (contrary to the belief
and record of pop culture), it
seems our parents' generation
saw the incursion of an influence
on popular music on par with
that of rap and electronica.
Shouldered by such musical
titans as Bob Dylan, Cat
Stevens, Simon & Garfunkel,
and Peter, Paul & Mary, the
combination of folk and blues
music was a powerful force in
society, voicing the opposition to
war and close-mindedness, not
to mention the need to express
one's romantic emotions. Yeah,
guys with guitars got the ladies

back in the day, too. And those
guys who couldn't play guitar
bought their albums in an
attempt to get laid. Apparently, it
worked, because here we are.
The wistful and nostalgic
gleam in our parents' eyes has
obviously transferred on to our
generation, who have endured
the glam rock of the '80s, the
rap and R&B of the '90s, and
the dirty pop music that pervade:; what was left of OUI innocence and classiness in the '~Os.
Singer-songwriters must rebel
against something. We have no
Vietnam or civil rights revolution. We have R. Kelly, con-

sumerism and reality television.
So the balladeers of today rage
against the dying of a different
kind of light. And their message,
aided by their ruggedlboyish
good looks (and those darn guitars), is being adopted by folks
our age. Plus, it's just a cool
genre of music.
And that is why we see Jack
Johnson, John Mayer, Howie
Day, Mason Jennings and Jason
Mraz gaining grassroots support
with college students and, in
turn, pop culture as a whole.
Acoustic-driven acts like Dave
Matthews, Guster and Dispatch
are also popUlar, both in their

pop/rock appeal and their
acoustic ballad feel.
I could go into a whole
Freudian take on the acoustic
guitar phenomenon, with girls
being attracted, to the music of
their father figure and the dominance of the alpha male, and
guys desiring intimacy with the
feminine shape of the guitar
combined with the primal
dynamic of genuine self expression. I guess maybe I just did.
But for now, I think I'll borrow a buddy's guitar and start
picking out the melody to some
Dylan. Hey, you gotta start
somewhere.

- - - - LETTER TO THE EDITOR

Mr. Whitworth reaches
new low
Dear Editor,
Porn is ... the Mr. Whitworth competition. I am writing to protest the copious
am0unts of hiney I was required to endure
at said event. Back in my day, we didn·1
have to get our gear off to score votes, We
won favor with the judges by thoroughly
legitimate means: flattery, bribes, that sort
of thing. Nudity was hallowed ground,
only to be employed in times of dire need.
The thong used to mean something, but

when three or four contestants (I can't
remember clearly because I eventually had
to look away) are all sporting the leopard
print they stole from mom, it begins to lose
something of ils intended shock value.
And I for one fear the day when jiggling
cheeks no longer shock me. I'll be the first
to admIt it: I have no class, but I can still
recognize trash when it's prancing in front
of me semi-clothed. I'm pretty sure the
FIVE-YEAR-OLD GIRLS in attendance
could recognize it, too.
Frankly, I'm disappointed with the
majority of the contestants for not even
considering that a prominent Whitworth
event might have women and children in
the audience. And men, for that matter. Let
us never forget the brave male souls who

witnessed more skin in that 90 minutes
than I should have liked to see in my entire
90 years. If the "What A Girl Wants" act
had been performed by an actual female,
the show would be over and banned right
there. Man + overt sexuality = entertainment. Woman + overt sexuality = demeaning. Strange.
By the way, someone needs to offer Ben
Couch a formal apology. No Whitworth
dance I know would allow half as much
freaking, and even though he's from San
Francisco, I'm pretty sure Ben is straight.
It is indeed a sorry state of affairs when the
classiest act hails from McMillan Hall.
Robinson Wills should have won that
competition simply for keeping his clothes
on. And as long as we're redistributing

awards, let's rectify that horrible injustice
from last year. We all know the crown
should have gone to Edward Lycett. As I
recall, he sang a beautiful ballad about the
power of friendship, selected very tasteful
swimwear and educated all of us with his
eloquent poetry reading and he's
freakin' British! I can only hope that all
future Mr. Whitworth competitors will
present themselves with the grace and dignity of our esteemed colleague from across
the pond.

David Roberts
senior
Religion major

we want to read
your thoughts
Send us your thoughts. Write letters to the Editor.
"
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wrestlers, the jackasses Hnd the
one way, and then, in effect, arc
gratefully been pe~meated by
juggies. These rebels do have a
berated for not gehaving differthis frame of mind.. With whatently. A girl tells a guy to treal
cause. While I don't alwHYs
ever career I pursue,' every perher as an equal and in the same
agree with the ways in which
Continued from page 13
son I meet and every decision I
breath she rebukes him for not
they fight their cause, I can see
Continued from page 13
wrestle with, this dedication to
opening the door for her.
why they fight nonetheless.
persona is in part a backlash to
service must be a part of my
What is the result of this
The mucho man personH may
the modern Femini!.t movement.
ing to honor God, it's clear as perspective. In all honesty, this
mixed
message
society
has
sent
entertain
a few and disgust a lot
While
those
who
espouse
day. Despite the incongruity of avenue comes least naturally to
to guys? Most males remain
of females, but it connects with
feminist ideals may be wellcredentials, I feel a clear call to me. College and its rigors natudazed and confused, unsure of
the male audience.
meaning, they have too successproceed in this direction, and rally lend themselves to a selfwhat
role
to
Unfortunately,
fully
dismantled
the
machismo
my time at Whitworth undoubt- absorbed approach to life.
fulfill or how to
recklessness
ingrained, either culturally or
edly facilitated this epiphany. Neither my personal inclinabehave.
and
crude
biologically,
in
men.
The same reverence will one tions nor the idiosyncrasies of
Meanwhile, a
behavior have
For the past 30 years, the
{(
Guys
are
first
told
to
day very likely call me away college life, however, detract
few rebels, disbecome the
trend in society has been to tell
from music and into something from the centrality of service in
belJave aile way, and then, fodder for this
guised as promen to play fair and be nice.
else. Whitworth taught me how the lives of Christians. As a
wresllers or
relationship.
in effect, are berated for
Guys need to get in touch with
to process academia, but it also musician, this commitment will
hosls
of
the
Tire
Many
th~ir
feminine
side.
They
must
helped me to hear.
not behaVing differently. n American
play out in the form of mu~ical
Mall Show,
men
be sensitive, safe and mind their
Following Christ is the next expression, extending God's
gain
footholds
Hre
confused
manners
.
call in Whitworth's mission. . hope and love to those individwith their male
Hbouttheir
Yet even now, when society
This personal commitment I uals who are yet to 'encounter
audience
by
identily and
has
for
the
most
part
achieved
have chosen, and its reinforce- it, but will also continue to
defiantly
are in search
Ihis ideal, the subject of talk
ment at Whitworth have a lucid shine through in' whatever
thumbing their noses at societal
of guidance, which they have
lohows and bestselling books has
connection as I am reminded of course my life takes.
convention.
found in the Jimmy Kimmels
become:
"Where
are
all
the
real
my first dorm experience. After
It's easy '10 point out what I
and Johnny Knoxvilles of primemen?"
Sure, one could argue that
settling into Baldwin-Jenkins
time television.
The answer is that the efforts
shows such as The Mall Slrow
my freshman year, I soon have learned at Whitworth.
to reform undesirable qualities
I just hope that, rather than
merely tap into the infamous
become conscious of one thing Ironicall y, therein lies the test: I
, am still III
prevalent in males, such as the
disregard the truth behind this
perverse nature in males, or jUlot
that what was
context, on
tendency toward violence, have
exist to get a few laughs and
trend, olher leHders will arise to
remarkably
campus, at
ultimately served to confuse and
make money.
provide a more balanced and
different
Whitworth.
frustrate men more than help
I admit these could all be facpositive model of masculinity
about
this
({ The key to unlocking
The key to
them.
tors, but I also think there is a
than The MUll Show currently
Christian
unlocking the
Guys are first told to behave
these nuggets is to keep
deeper issue behind the
offers.
institution:
treasures in
the
rules.
them vibrant once The
these nuggets
From
the
Loop
is
behind
me.
"
is
to keep
absence of
them vibrant
Cherishing someone as long a~
hope not, seeing as how it looks
visitation
once
The
you both shall live is a lot easier
like we might end up with
restrictions to
Loop
is
on a good night's sleep.
chickens this summer it Patrick
optional
It
behind
me.
has his WHy.
chapels, I watched as people
One of the biggest joys of
Continued from page 13
On a serious note though, I
began to choose their way. won't be easy to do.
marriage is the realization that
Some will say the mission
will
say this: Marriage has been
Some chose well and others
you
have
now
started
a
family.
II
"AUGH! Cold feet!! How are
great,
but it's also been H lot of
poorly; the point was everybody is Christian commonplace. To
begins
with
just
the
two
of
you,
you alive?!?!"), and my huswork. Even though Patrick and
had the option. We owned our them, what so many others
and before you know it, a snugbHnd,
the
human
inferno,
squeals
decisions without mandate or and I have learned here will
I have had a virtuHlly probJemgly little bundle of joy finds its'
like a baby if I even get near
free relationship, it's hard to
decree. Following Christ is not hold as much clout as the
way into your home. Or, in our
of
the
bed
him.
I
stay
on
my
side
take on the responsibility of
legislated. Whitworth did not paragraph on the back of an
case, three snuggly little bunand he stays on his, and we both
brochure.
force Christ on me; it wouldn't admissions
supporting yourself, paying
dles. That's right, a cat named
go
to
sleep
for
a
few
hours
until
bills, buying a CHr, dealing with
allow itself to. This freedom Triteness has, over the years,
1\vinkie, and two dog~, Isaiah
I inevitably wake up in the midallowed others and myself to built a calloused shell that
Tent
or mortgage payments,
and
Gretel.
Having
pets
together
dle of the night to find that my
gelling a job, and going to
choose Christ of our own swallows truths and is not eas- ..: _6-f<?Ol:7-ip,<IJ. s!~~p.ing b~lil}ty " has been one of the most fun
through: ..
-school." - .
accord."As' I ~Iep ·oul 'ffom -thiS' . ily:"~ ,_. broken-has managed to' take all the cov- - jJart~ elf auf marriag·e.-Just like
place, the individual commit- Consequently, every person
having
children,
you
learn
so
I can't even express how much
ers and all the bcd, including my
ment that took root here will who desires to revive the trite
much about each other and
harder it is to do well in classes
pillow
and
is
sustain me professionally as I in their lives, whether it be
about animals
with all those distractions. (You
snoring so
proceed with integrity, compas- through Whitworth's mission
along the way.
see, Dr. Mohrlang? I swear I
loudly
that
the
sion, and decision into whatever or another, will have to go
(Here'S a lillie
would do better on the quizzes if
windowpanes
through their own process of
({ You see, Dr. Mohrlang? I piece of trivia I didn't have to keep talking my
field I encounter.
are rattling. At
In close conjunction with the revitalization, a personal renfor you: An
husband out of buying a goat!)
this point you
swear 1 would do better on Australian
commitment to follow Christ, aissance of sorts.
Put some serious thought into
might think
- the quizzes 1 didn't have Shepherd can that before you get IllHrried if
My days here are shorter now
the idea of "serving humanity"
that I would
than
they
were
yesterday,
so
I
comprise~ the la~t component
to keep talking my husband jump a 4-fool- you're the kind of neurotic, perwHke him up
of Whitworth's mission state- am thankful that through
6-inch fence
fectionistic persall who defines
and tell him to
out of buying agoat! II
ment. Whitworth is a campus Whitworth, I was revealed the
without even a
most of her identity on being
move over. Oh,
dedicated to service, and I have truth in the trite.
running start.
able to get good grades without
if life were just
Who knew?)
being just this side of insane. For
thHt easy. No,
all of you getting ready to tHke
You may
this is the part
the plunge - good luck!
think you know the Jove of your
of the evening where I have to
life so well that nothing could
get up and walk around the bed
And for those of you feeling a
ever surprise you. That's what I
and get in on the other sidelittle left out of all the springtime
thought until my husband tried
where there is unoccupied spHce
romance - buy yourself some
to bring home a gOHt named Gus ice cream (that you won't have
and free blankets. Even so,
Patrick is still sleeping diagonal- for a pet. I told him that the goat
to share), check your mail and
had to go since we were already
ly HCross the bed, so I only get a
Summer is just one barbecue away,
no Ie t~Ht you don't have more
getting dHngerously close to
of
my
own.
small
lillie
corner
bills than you hHve fingers to
but with tests looming even closer,
being "the weird people" on the
Ladies, I don't care what your
count on, mHke whatever plHIIS
have you even given thought to how
block with three animals.
financial situation is - if your
you want without calling home,
man is over 6-feet tall, make sure
you'll celebrate summer's arrival?
Besides, don't you have to get
Hnd Irenl yourself to a good night
you get a king-size bed or don't
some sort of license to keep
of uninterrupted sleep. You're
Here IS what you told us ...
sign thHt marriage contract.
livestock in your backyard? r
gOllna miss Ihat when it's gone.
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Time to say goodbye
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His/ory

Into my heart's treasury
I slipped a coin
That time cannot take
Nor a thief purloin,Oh better than the minting
Of a gold-crowned king
Is the safe-kept memory
Of a lovely thing.
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("The Coin" by Sara Teasdale
(1884-1933])
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With the end of school less
than a month away, I'm guessing
that most of you are thinking
more about final projects than
you are about a year of life that is
closing and will not come again,
I'll wager that students and
professors alike are so ready to
be done with the term and headed
off to scattered summer adventures that there is lillie time or
energy to contemplate the more
somber side of the inevitable separations that loom in the very
ncar future.
Annually, as graduation day
nears, I cannot help recalling
abscnt friends and distant memories even as spring makes good
on its promise to bring new life
from old. And ill the midst of it
all r cannot stop myself from asking how one departs with grace.
One would think after 20
years of graduations I would be

used to the inevitability of goodbyes so central to the vocation I
have chosen and would have a
satisfying answer to my question. Yet I am not sure that I do,
nor am I confident that I ever
wilL
Because of my own
ambivalence, there is always
something serenely melancholic
about each spring. And this
April my vague disquiet is
strange; than ever.
I think its strength proceeds
from the recognition that this
year is unlike any other during
my two decades at Whitworth.
This spring I am not just observing many of you move to the next
stage of your lives. I am also facing some life transitions of my
own. The daughter that has
brightened my life since she
entered it twenty-four years ago
will be leaving for Boston and
graduate school in a few short
weeks. My son, the young man
who has taught me more about
fatherhood than his short 18
years would seem 10 allow, will
also be gone to pursue his college
dreams in Portland. As I write
these lines, my father is still
adjusting to life without the
woman he married more than 50
years ago while I try to comprehend how their life together has
shaped the man I have become.
Add to all these personal considerations, the fact that the world
we have known has cracked open
since the turn of the millennium
and something vital, something
palpably reassuring, is rnpidly
evaporating.
These life transitions and the
uncertainties which accompany
them are all normal and necessary for life to unfurl as God
intends. It is only in letting those

dosest to me choose their own
ways, that I can keep them dear
to me wherever their tomorrows
take them. That revelation does
not lessen my sense of impending
loss nor does it make my nebulous future without them any le~s
inevitable, but it docs demonstrate the evocative power of
memory to encourage and renew.
Memories, after all, are our
identities. They situate us in time
and place and provide anchored
moorings from which we can
take our bearings on life.
Memories, even painful ones, can
point us toward true north if we
are courngeous cnough to ponder
the meaning of the tears they
bring in the recollecting. And the
lovely ones bring warmth and
breaking smiles that last far
longer than we thought possible
when first we made them.
How then might one say goodbye with grnce? By remembering
what has been shared with others
in the time granted to us. By
keeping safe the memories made
when that time seemed measureless and our dreams for each
other boundless. By living out the
surety of hope reflected in the
shining eyes of those who know
its meaning best. By embracing
the haunting power of departing
friends soon to come.
Further conversations and
deeper r:ommunion may be lost
before another month passes, but
the power of our past with tho~e
who have walked by our l>idc will
change liS forever if we keep our
memories safe and ollr hearts
open.
"Thoughtful Stew" if tI
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Ready, set, go!
Students run walk, volunteer at the
27th annual Bloomsday.

• Sports, page 11

The great outdoors
Upcoming events in the fresh air;
a guide to recreation in Spokane.
• Photo essay, page 16
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Flying
policy in
question
Employees use frequent flier
miles for personal trips
Aimee Goodwin
News editor
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Sarah L. Lamb
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Staff writer
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JUnior Dustin Greenup, a Business major, ponders how the role of his Christian perspective will figure Into his

work In the business world.
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Part Three
of Three

Students struggle

with worldviews
Staff writer
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Students at Whitworth spend four years cultivating their own
unique world views before being flung into a culture that may completely clash With their views.
The culture today is becoming more and more secular, thus challenging the Whitworthian worldview, Professor of Religion Jerry
Sittser said.
"It's not as if you're the only one who has one [worldview] or that
the Christian one is the right one," Sittser said.
When a graduate leaves Whitworth for work or graduate school,
he or she may enter a culture that criticizes his or her worldview.
This culture may not be blatantly obvious, but is present in the subtleties of the new setting, Sittser said.
Sittser listed some common themes that have surprised graduates
in their immersion in the post-Whitworth world.
Materialism, or the continual accumulation of status symbols, has
been one surprise for students. Shldents who go to Third World
countries are more shocked than others and may even come to
loathe their home country, Sittser said.
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In a three-part
series,
The Whitworthian
examines the
priority of faith
in the Whitworth
community.

STRU,GGLE ~

~ News Professors
express views on war,
page 3

POLICY ~
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Trustees approve
more fund raising

Last week
- Reality of
Whitworth
perceptions

Anthony Rodin
Staff writer

The Board of Trustees passed a
series of resolutions last weekend, allowing the school to continue fund raising for the new
Weyerhaeuser Hall.
The Board usually does not
begin construction on major projects until 100 percent of the project funds have been committed,
according to the resolution
passed on April 24. This means
the school must fill the gap

April 15
- Students' first
impressions of
Whitworth
worldviews

page 2

~ Scene Tuning up your
bike skills for summer.
page 5

Some Whitworth employees are taking personal tnps usmg frequent flier miles they have accumulated through college-related travel.
.<
- : Every time Whitworth· employees travel for school-related business, they can charge all authorized expenses to their Whitworth purchasing cards, issued in their names. The school pays for the authorized charges, including airfare and rental car fees.
SometImes, however, employees use their own money to pay for
their travel expenses and then submit all college-related fees for reimbursement, Controller Luz Merkel said.
Frequent flier Imles are issued to individuals when they set up
accounts with airlines.
Organizations, including colleges and ulllversities, cannot accrue
frequent flier miles. Frequent flier miles can only be earned by individuals, Vice President of Business Affairs Tom Johnson said.
"Most airlines require 25,000 miles for a restricted ticket or 40,000
miles for any unrestricted domestic ticket," Johnson said.
Whitworth spent over $900,000 in 2002 for travel, professional
df'velopment and cultivation. Included in this category are airfare,
hotel accommodations, meals, training and donor visits, according
to Whitworth's Nature of Classification report in the 2002 audit
report.

~ sports Baseball
cracks under pressure,
page 10

~ Publication of Whitworth College, 300 W. Hawthorne Rd. Spokane, WA 99251

between the already-raised $6.3
miIIion and the $7. I million still
needed for the Weyerhaeuser
Hall project.
To fill the remaining gap, the
school has been working with
donors and foundations. The
board gave the school until June
30 to come up with the necessary
funds.
Part of the $7.1 million is a
building endowment, which is
See
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STRUGGLE:
Continued from p<lge 1
Another problem many graduates face is a subtle cultural hostility toward Christian doctrine. Graduates have
found that certain workplacc~ have an atmo~phere wherein they are looked down upon or subtly ridiculed for their
faith, Sittser said.
Along the same lines, the immorality that ~ome graduates found running rampant was another source of ~hock.
For example, some graduates have found the casual altitude toward pre-marital sex to be the majority opinion,
Sittser said.
In the face of so many challenges, there are many ways
Christian Whitworth graduates can stay grounded in their
Christian worldview. Staying in touch with friends with
similar worldviews, reading the Bible and doing devotion~ on a regular basis, as well as having a sensible mindset, arc all ways to stay grounded, Sittser said.
Two weeks ago, a group of seniors and juniors came
together for a presentation about the issues that await
them outside the pinecone curtain.
In order to prepare upperclassmen for life after
Whitworth, Resident Directors Ann Snuttjer and Brad
McKerihan ho~ted two discus!>ions about the "Quarter-life
Crisis."
The discul>sion revolved around a survey conducted

MORE:
Continued from page 1
about 5 percent of the building
cost. TillS is set aside for pos~i
ble repairs or troubles thaI may
aflse during construction, according to the Weyerhaeuser Hal!
con~truction budget.
Even if the funds arc raised in
time, the school will still take out
a loan of about $4 million to
cover construction because certain pledges arc coming in over a
five-year ~pan.
With interest, the school will
have to pay about $300,000,
which will come out of the
l>chool's budget, Johnson said.
Along with gelling donatIOns,
the school hopes the price of the
construction itself will decrease,
as it is currently a very slow time
for construction workers in
Spokane, Johnson said.
If, after gaining funds, the
school still needs more money,
then the $200,000 set aside for
furniture for Weyerhaeuser Hall
will be added to the buildi'ng's
construction fund, allowing the
school
to
begin
building
Weyerhaeuser Hall. The school

May 6,2003
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over the last 1 years about Whitworth alumni'!> first year
aner college. The survey asked questions pertaining to
finance, social life, spiritual strength and work.
The initiallo~s of community was the first big surprise
for graduates, as they move to new locales and begin to
lo~e touch with college friend~.
"It took a while to 'mourn' the loss of college and college years," one alumnus said in the survey.
To ease the luss, McKerihan called upon tho~e attending the discu!.~ion to plan ahead and act now to keep
social tie~ with close friends strong after graduation. He
a~ked attendees to write down tllO~C closest to them and
ideas that can help people stay in contact after school.
Along with the lo!>s of community, graduates said office
politic.'> was one of the more difficult things to adjust to.
1l1C conOict of worldviews in co-workers was a shock that
the majority of respondents had trouble dealing with.
Another rude awakening many alumni had was finding that
they did not have a job immediately after college, as they
first thought they would.
The majority of alumni said they were not in a support
group, and many said they wish they were. McKerihan suggested that having a group of friend~ to keep in touch with
may be a good way to deal with the initial shock.
Another relationship the group dIscussed was those
with parents. Many thought that after college they expected more financial independence and to be on more of a
"peer" status with their parents.
After social loss, the next issue was finances.

will u~e either old furniture in the
buildlllg or raise money for new
furniture while the building is
begin constructed, Johnson said.
"It would be a drag if we don't
have anywhere to sit down when
we move into Weyerhaeuser Hall,
50 we will really hustle over the
next nine months to raise a few
hundred thousand dollars for furnishings," President BIll Roblllson
said in a campus-wide e-mail.
Total building time for
Weycrhaeuser Hall will be I to
11 months. The funds must be
raised by June 30 so ground can
be broken in July and so the
building will be ready for use in
the fall of 2004, Johnson said.
Faculty and alumni have COIItributed donations and pledges
for the new building, which will
feature classrooms and a lecture
room with 240 seats. BIll and
Bonnie Robinson, for example,
have pledged $50,000 toward the
building, Robinson said in an email.
"We're grateful to the many
people who gave so generously
to fund thIS academic building,"
Robinson said. "Because of
them, the learning environment
here wiII be enriched."
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According to the survey, 60 percent of graduates said they
made "good" financial decisions their fir!>t year out of
school. Many attendees were skeptical, though, and
expre!.sed concerns about taxes, unexpected expenses and
retirement funds, as well as credit card debt, which was the
biggest source of financial stress addressed in the survey.
When asked about their spiritual life after Whitworth,
54 percent of alumni said it was "stronger" and 30 percent
said it was the "same." McKerihan suggested allendees
find friends at their regular church so they can have someone to check in on them and make sure they go.
Spiritual community was another void respondents cited,
one saying he was the only per~on in his 20s al his church.
For tho~e who said that their spiritual life was "weaker," the
lack of community was the most detrimental effect
The audience of seniors and juniors walked out with a
good opinion of the discussion.
"It put an optimistic spin on what life can be after
Whitworth," junior Laura SteIdl said.
Selllor Scoll May said Quarter-Life Crisis provided a
chance to reflect on hfe after Whitworth.
"It's good to hear advice from peoplc who have been
there," May said.
The program, based off of the book Quarter-Life Crisis
by Alexandra Robbins, was funded by a Lilly Grant for a
vocational and faith program.
"I think quarter-life crisis is unexpected for most and
lhat trying to prepare for the 'crisis' is a good move,"
McKerihan said.

As graduates choose what goes 011 top of their hats, aVOid these
mortar board faux pas:
...

Religion: Jesus action figures

....

Communication Studies: Depends diapers representing Ron
Pyle's famous saying, "It ,depends"

...

Polillcal Studies: Ethics book

...

Education: Wooden paddles

...

Art: Mini replicas of the "statue" by the softball complex

...

Computer Science: Don'l confuse your mortar board wilh
your mother board

:'The .Grapevine" is a weekly column ill The Whitwort/zian featurll/~ blls of campus comedy, unusual stories and light hwnor. To

contribute your story or to answer the question of the week, call
eAt. 3248 or e-mail edltor@whitworth.edu.

cJ ASWC ll1inute s
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April 30

...

Requisition #64 failed - Ballroom Dance Club asked for
$500 for Spring Formal's band.

...

Requisition #58 passed - $400 for Phi Beta Lambda to
altend national conference in Dallas.
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May 13 - Answer trivia questions and earn money al
"Trash for Cash."
Proposed a,:"endment passed - Add Shared Governance
Com~lltee to the ASWC By Laws as a permancnt
commlltee.
Proposed amendmcnt failed - Requiring EVP candidates to
have o!,e semester of ASWC experience to be eligible
for office.
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newsbriefs
WINAPS wants your change
Women In Natural And Psychological Sciences (WINAPS) will
colleel money for Life Services Crisis Pregnancy Center at 8 p.m.
today in the dorms.
Donations will also be collected in the Psychology department
office, Dixon 209.
The money will be used for the center's programs, including crisis pregnancy intervention, pregnancy counseling, sexual wellness,
free medical care and the maternity home. Most of 1he women who
visit the center are low-income teens.

Ethics team takes fourth place
Thirteen Whitworth students on three teams competed in the
inaugural Northwest Regional Ethics Bowl April 12 at the
University of Montana in Missoula.
The three teams - The Moral Majority, The Deontological
Devils and Bill Clinton's Missing Conscience - were comprised
of four to five students who had taken ethics classes offered by the
Communication Studies, Business and Philosophy departments.
The Devils finished in fourth place against teams from 11 other
northwest schools, including Washington State University and the
University of Washington.
Students in next year's ethics classes and students who have
taken ethics classes in the past are welcome to participate next
year. Contact Assistant Professor of Religion and Philosophy Keith
Wyma for more information.

Department receives award
The Whitworth College Physics department recently received
$10,000 and one of three 2003 Heuer Awards for Outstanding
Achievement in Undergraduate Science Education.
The Council of Independent Colleges presents these awards
each year to honor undergraduate science programs that have significantly affected undergraduate students, outreach to local
schools and science program improvements.

-Compiled by Aimee Goodwin

Gonzaga tuition
exchange faces
uncertain future
Elly Marx
ASSIstant copy editor
Students hoping to take Gonzaga classes in addition to Courses at
Whitworth may be required to pay extra tuition beginning next
school year.
In the past, Whitworth and·Gonzaga have had an agreement to let
students take up to two classes at the other college as part of the
tuition and credit class load. But starting in the fall, that may change.
Tammy Reid, Whitworth vice president of Academic Affairs and
dean of Faculty, said she doesn't have any concrete information at
the moment. She will be meeting with the Gonzaga academic vice
president after commencement to discuss the issue and will know
more after that.
"Right now I have simply heard rumors through the grapevine,"
Reid said.
Heather Teshoma is the program coordmator at the Gonzaga registrar's office. She said that the agreement, which had been made for
a certain period of time, has expired and is now being discussed.
"Changes needed 10 be made for how this is done," Teshoma said.
"Negotiations are still going on."
Teshoma said students will be required to pay whatever the normal per credIt tuition fee is. In the fall, Gonzaga will be charging students $595 per credit, so a three-credit class would be more than
$1,700. She said the final decision will be made sometime in
August.
Junior Stephanie Van Dam was planning to take an intermediate
broadcasting class at Gonzaga in the fall, since Whitworth doesn't
offer a similar class. She recently discovered that to do so, she might
have to pay extra tuition.
"I was really upset and frustrated that I didn't know about it
beforehand," said Van Dam, who has never taken a class at Gonzaga.
"Then I would have been more proactive in previous years to take
tne classes."
Now Van Dam will nol be able to take the class because she cannot afford 10 pay the extra money. She is seeking alternative methods to complete the studies in which she is most interested.
"I am trylOg to work it out with a professor here to do a pseudo
independent study under her direction to challenge myself in production," Van Dam said. "I wish r was told sooner."
Whitworth either needs to offer more classes to fulfill the needs of
students, or else reinstate the cross-registration opportunity with
Gonzaga, Van Dam said.
"I think [this change] will definitely impact students from
Whitworth," Van Dam said. "Whitworth students won't be afforded
as many opportunities to develop in the areas they want to pursue for
their future."
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Faculty members
ponder Iraqi war
Political Activism
Club hosts first
campus event
Heather Thomsen
Staff writer
Promoted as a fiery face-off
between five Whitworth faculty
members, the Iraqi war debate
held last Monday was more of a
forum than a head-to-head battle
of words.
The panel, sponsored by the
new Political Activism Club, featured Professor of Communication
Studies Mike Ingram, Chaplain
Terry McGonigal, Professor of
Politics and History Julia Stronks,
Professor of Sociology Raja Tanas
and Assistant Professor of
Communication Studies Mike
Tidwell.
The Political Activism Club
was formed just after spring break
this year by co-chairs and sophomores Kellie McCoy and Briltney
Peterson, as well other students.
The club currently consists of
approximately 40 members. The
Iraqi war debate was the club's
first public event.
McCoy said she hopes this
type of forum will become an
annual affair.
The forum was the brainchild
of freshman Chris Collins, who
asked the club to support it and
help with pUblicity.
McCoy said at first she was not
overly optimistic about the anticipated number of attendees.
Because tbe war was slowing, the
club members were hesitanl
about whether to proceed with
the debate as planned.
"There's still a lot of talk
going on around campus,"
McCoy said. "There was still a
basis to have this discussion
because of the ethical issues of
the war, as well as [uncertainty]
about the future of Iraq and what
the United States' role should be
within it."
Though the war was past its
climax, the debate still drew a
crowd of approximately 200 people, McCoy said. In addition to

students and faculty, several
community members also attended.
Terry, a community member
who read about the forum in a
local newspaper, said she attended to expand her understanding
about the purpose of U.S.
involvement in Iraq.
"I was in college during the
Vietnam War and never really
took a stand either way," Thrry
said. "I just want to know more
about what's going in this war
and whether it's right for us to be
there."
McCoy said she was pleased
with the forum as well as the turn
out.
"I was really impressed," she
said. "It was cool to see the student body caring about what's
going on."
The group worked to select
professors whose opinions repre-

Saddam and
terrorism are
only symptoms of
a deeper problem
in the Middle
East. "
it

Rala Tanos,

ProjtHOr if .fodology

sented a wide variety of opinions,
McCoy said.
"II was really hard to get a
wide span of beliefs on the
board," she said.
Opinions expressed by the professors included anti-war sentiment, just war theory, pro-war
ideology and Christian perspectives about the fighting.
Questions during the hour and
a half forum revolved around
issues of justification of the war,
how far the fight against terrorism should go, preemptive action
and the nature of a possible

Stronks, a just war theorist, is
opposed to this war because it
"violates international law." In
addition, she said the Iraq war is
dangerous for practical reasons,
such as the United States' double
standard of justifying its violations of international laws, but
not allowing other countries to
do so.
Ingram and Tidwell both support the war. Tidwell said he is
not a proponent of war in general, but that in this case it is permissible because he believes
"Saddam Hussein is involved
with al Qaeda, ... that he has
attempted to develop weapons of
mass destruction and that he is
involved in international terrorism."
Ingram also thinks the war is
justified. He said he is in favor of
the U.S. allacks on Iraq to
"remove Saddam Hussein and to
liberate the people of Iraq." He
also said he believes there are
elements of just war theory that
uphold his reasoning.
Though their opinions - were
often in tension, the professors
agreed on one point: War is never
a good thing, and a person should
analyze a situation carefully
before pledging support or raising a voice in protest.
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A handout given at the debate
said about 3 percent of Iraqis
profess Christianity, or another
religion besides Islam. In addition, McGonigal said he worries
about what the transition in government will do to Iraqi
Christians.

NEW AT ROCKWOOD CLINIC NORTH

Family Practice, WOl1len's Health
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democracy in Iraq.
Tanas, a Palestinian born in the
Middle East, said the war is foolish and cannot be justified in any
way.
"Saddam and terrorism are only
symptoms of a deeper problem in
the Middle East," Tanas said.
He said wiping out the symptoms will not get to the core of
the conflict.
Similarly, McGonigal said he
is against the war for Jwo reasons. Primarily, he said he is
concerned for Christians and
innocent victims in Iraq.

,

Leann Bach, PA-C
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Student Athlete Advisory
Council recotntnends
alternative class schedule
Heather Thomsen
Staff writer

White pieces of fabric drape rows of tables covered with white napkins and floral arrangements.
Diners mingle with each other while eating flavorful cuisine with shiny Silverware. A speaker tries to
grab the diners' attention by gently tapping a fork against a glass. The catered luncheon has begun.

Nuggets of knowledge
campus catering services
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Whitworth's Student Athlete Advisory
Council (SAAC) believes the college is
missing the boat when it comes to recognizing students' athletic needs.
SAAC has written a letter proposing
that the college consider blocking out
two or three hours every weekday afternoon during which no classes or labs
could be scheduled. SAAC believes this
no-c1asstime block will help relieve conflicts between athletic practices and
afternoon classes.
Senior Karen Robnett, co-president of
SAAC, said this idea is not culling edge.
Not only have many schools across the
nation adopted similar strategies, but
even schools in Whitworth's sports conference, including Linfield College and
University of Puget Sound, have successful no-class afternoon time blocks.
"Whitworth is kind of at the end of the
line in doing this," Robnett said. "It is
not a new idea. This is something that
schools do."
The root of the conflict stems mostly
from the school's growth over the last several years, which has increased demand
for classes as well as classrooms.
"These challenges are not new but
rather magnified because there are 110
more student-athletes today than five
years ago; because the overall student
population has grown; because the college is in need of more classroom space;
and because of the times that classes are
scheduled and not scheduled," said Scott
McQuilkin, director of Athletics.
Similarly, Jo Ann Wagstaff, associate
director of Athletics, described the problem as the college's "growing pains."
"It's stressful to run practice and not
have all your student-athletes there,"
said Wagstaff, the women's tennis coach.
Two of her athletes had 4 p.m. classes
that frequently caused them to miss a
majority of practice.
"I never had my team all together
unless we were on a road trip or at a
home match," she said.
The increase in afternoon labs and
classes creates problems for athletes who
have afternoon practice. Under these circumstances, many athletes are unable to
practice with the team, or must leave
early or arrive late.
"This is a concern for many athletes,"
Robnett said. "You can't find many athletes who've never had a conflicling
pr'lctice time."
This clash between school and sports
is the driving force behind SAAC's letter, which the club recently sent to the
faculty. The letter intends to explain that
student-athletes
chose Whitworth
because of the school's affiliation with
the NCAA Division Ill, which enables
them to be students and athletes.
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"The two largest areas of travel expense we have administratively are for the Admissions
department, which has several
admissions counselors on the
road for about half the year and
our Institutional Advancement
Department, which is out meeting with donors and fundraising
on a year-round basis," Johnson
said.
Heidi Haase, assistant director
of Admissions, said she is on the
road from September through
December for admissions and

recruiting functions. She said she
often travels by plane.
"We always search for the
cheapest ticket," Haase said.
Haase said she has taken personal vacations using the frequent flier miles she has accrued
from her college travels.
"If I have frequent flier miles,
there's no reason that I shouldn't use those, wherever I need to
fly for personal use," Haase
said.
Whitworth has no writ1en policy about its employees accumulating and using their frequent
flier miles.
"We feel this parlly compensates for the hardships that may
be involved. with traveling,"
Merkel said.

These hardships may include
late nights, early mornings, alIday travel and being away from
horne.
"The college does not track the
miles earned by any or its
employees and does allow
employees who travel for the college to accrue any earned miles
for either future college or personal use," Johnson said.
Tracking employees' frequent
flier miles and sorting through
receipts and airlines' records
would be very difficult and
would create an administrative
burden, Merkel said.
"It would be administratively
difficul! to track these miles,"
Merkel said. "It would not be
efficient, as it would result in

"We were hoping to get the best of
both worlds," Robnett said. "With these
conflicts, we really aren'!, We have a
great academic program and a great athletic program. Why can't we get along?"
Wagstaff said she anticipates the
strong student sentiment will render a
more lasting effect.
"The coaches have been complaining
for years," Wagstaff said. "I think it will
help our cause that the students have
voice in it."
McQuilkin agrees.
"I would hope that because there are
460 Whitworth students involved in
athletics that their concerns would be
taken seriously and that a solution will
be found that allows them to make the
most of their Whitworth experience,
both academically and extracurricularJy," he said.
In terms of practical solutions, SAAC,
McQuilkin and Wagstaff offered several
suggestions.
"With Weyerhaueser Hall coming on
line for the fall of 2004, that will help,"
McQuilkin said. "But other areas related
to the academic schedule might contribute to a solution."
Wagstaff said more 8 a.m. classes
might need to be offered to relieve the
number of classes necessary in the afternoon.
Robnett said she and other members
of SAAC anticipate this. In fact, they
discussed their willingness to sign up for
earlier classes in order to make more
plausible the possibility of the afternoon
time block.
The SAAC letter tQ faculty stated:
"Student-athletes are willing to adapt-to
class schedules that may be necessary to
carry out this plan (earlier morning class
meeting times than 10 a.m.). If class
times are in conflict less frequenlly with
our team practices, then we can continue
to perform at an athletic championship
level. If we are willing to adapt, then we
would appreciate a similar compliance
on the part of the teaching staff."
Though the idea is proposed by
SAAC, Robnett said its benefits extend
well beyond sports.
"This is not just athletics," she- said.
"This is for extracurricular and at
Whitworth there are a ton of ~xtracurric
ular activities."
The no-class afternoon hours could be
used for mUf,ic, drama, clubs, even
ASWC, Robnett said. In fact, SAAC
hopes to involve other extracurricular
activities in the future of the proposal.
"The next step, which would probably
not be till next fall, would be to get other
extracurricular activities on board with us,
like music or theater or ASWC," Robnett
said. "In this way, the idea wouldn't be
coming just from the athletes, it would be
coming from the student body."

higher cost than benefit to the
college."
In fact, even the government
does not require ils employees to
report their accumulation and
use of frequent flier miles for the
same .eason, Merkel said.
Haase compared Whitworth's
policy with that of businesses in
the United States.
"I'm sure that other companies
have different policies, but frequent flier miles are for personal
use in our case at Whitworth,"
Haase said.
Merkel said this policy IS
acceptable for the situation.
"I don't consider that there is
anything unethical in this practice," Merkel said.
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Sophomore Kal Lau
takes adYantage of a
rain-free moment,
jetting from Ballard Hall
on her bike.

•
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I erl In
Megan Blank
Staff writer

Time to
get bik~s
in gearfor
spring

t

he sun is starting to make more of an appearance on campus and cyclists are pulling out
their gear for another season of riding. Whether
mountain biking, racing or just for fun, students
enjoy the sport.
..
Senior Tyson Jensen has been mountain biking
for about a year. He rides a Gary Fisher Tassajara,
and loves the challenges that comes with speeding
down hills. As often as possible, Jensen rides at
Beacon Hill, Mt. Spokane or northeast of
Whitworth.
'!It's not so much like you're riding, but you're
along for the ride," Jensen said.
Jensen said bikers have to anticipate the route

they will take down a hill because stopping is dangerous and trails can be very narrow.
"When you go down a very steep hill, put your
seat down - all the way down." Jensen said.
"Otherwise you'll plow straight over the handlebars
when you hit the brakes."
Sophomore-Will Clegern began mountain biking
six years ago in western Washington and now .
enjoys some of Spokane's terrain, as well. Bombing
down steep hills after working hard to ride to the
top is one of Clegern's favorite parts.
Sometimes, however, the ride gets out of control.
"I took a comer too fast and I wiped out,"
Clegern said. "I slid on my side and scraped up my
whole right arm, my hip, my right thigh and my
leg."
Though he has scars to prove the pain, Clegern

•

I
hasn't slopped riding.
While speed and steep hills bring a rush for some,
others are drawn to the idea of lengthy rides.
Sophomore Amy Glover participated in a 540-mile
ride from Idaho to Oregon last summer. Glover and
her extended family took part in the race to help her
grandfather, who had Alzheimer's disease. The trip
took six days and a lot of training to prepare for the
ride.
"I have a friend who is a professional biker on a
team in Seattle, so he helped me train," Glover said.
Glover spent time riding around Bainbridge
Island, Wash., as well as Port Angeles, Wash. The
participants kept a tight schedule, getting up

See
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Magazine serves up· literature
Stephanie Getman
Staff writer
A reading in Westminster Courtyard Friday afternoon, following the English departL
ment's hot dog and book sale, introduced Script, the annual stUdent-published literary
journal. Script showcases some of Whitworth's best poetry, essays, fiction and artwork.
After SCript's Managing Editor Brook Freed made some introductory remarks, the
writers read their own pieces. The small audience consisted of students and faculty from
all across the Whitworth campus.
In its entirety, Friday was a day for lovers of language. Students, faculty and staff
perused hundreds of used books al dramatically reduced prices while eating a hot dog
grilled by Whitworth's own Professor of English Vic Bobb.
"By providing an event, with food, f might add, we're hopefully drawing people not
only to the book sale, but to listen to the students re,!:d their work," said junior Mike
Achterman, assistant managing editor for Script. "It's a place to hear what fellow students are writing and thinking."
Sophomore Kendra Doellefeld said she attended the reading to support the work of her
peers.
"I don't like writing myself, but I appreciate the art form," Doellefeld said.
Most attendants, however, were there to promote aspects of their studies they arc most
passionate about.
"I like to write. It is one of my passions," Achterman said. "I think that the written
word and the way we express ourselves through language is critical to the understanding
of how and why and what we live for. Words can change the way we think and feel and
seek to know the world. By writing, I have the privilege of finding my own voice amidst
thousands of others."
Many of Achterman's sentiments were captured in his essay titled "Words."
"There's always something exciting about the possibility of having your words
immortalized in print," junior Genelle Allen said.
Allen, an English major, submitted both a photo and an essay to the publication.
After providing a reading of her work, titled "The Legend of Kenai Kevin," Allen said,
"I felt like I was appreciated by other people who feel the same way about the power and
mystery of words."
Earlier in the year students were asked to submit their works, in one or all four of the
categories of poetry, essay, fiction or artwork.

Mi" Cmha",jWh'f.wtNoN

Juniors Crystal Hayes and Sandy Miller look through books for sale at the English department's
annual hot dog and book sale Friday afternoon.

After collecting submissions from the drop boxes in the library, Hixson Union
Building and English department office, Freed and Achterman, along with the editorial
board, read every piece. Then they worked with the specialized category editors to
decide which of the submissions would be included in the journal.
"Whitworth students are intelligent and creative writers," Achterman said. "Script is a
place where their creative voices can be expressed. As the submission process begins
again next year, I urge students to submit their work."
Script's 2004 publication process is scheduled to begin earlier, Allen said, so there will
be more time for people to compose and submit their writings before the deadline.
Anyone interested in obtaining a copy of Script can pick one up at Westminster Hall
for $3.

.'
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X·2 01< for a comic book movie
Keith Spitzer
Staff writer

Catch this
one in the
theater
whife you
can

Forget what I said about comic book movies not being
worth the time when I reviewed Daredevil. This movie is actually more than not half bad. Not the besl movie of the year, but
worth seeing.
This is the sequel to the 2000 blockbuster X-Men, but then
again if you didn't know that, I guess that you probably won't
care much for this review. It is the story about the beginnings
of a war between humans and mutants. The good guys are the
mutants and the bad guys are the government. The actionpacked flick is predictable, but then what
action movie isn't?
What makes this movie worth the $6
(yes, Northtown did up the student price) is
the amazing special effects. The makeup
for characters is remarkable. In particular
the characters of Nightcrawler and
Mystique have makeup that must have
taken hours and hours of prep work.
The computer animation used to create
the mutant powers is very "realistic." It is
seamlessly crafted and only rarely looks
fake. In a scene when the children of the
SPITZER'S
school for mutants are trying to escape
SPOTLIGHT
from the feds, one Iiltle girl is able to pass
through anything, including her bed and
walls.
The character of Iceman is very interesting. He can turn
things to ice with a touch. The effect is the most interesting

...

Laura Adams
Staff writer
when he changes his mother's coffee into a Popsicle.
The acting is nothing spectacular, but we aren't asking for
an artsy film here. This is action pure and simple; and it delivers just that. The way the characters interact makes the audience question the intentions of the characters. But there is one
actor in which to take particular note.
Michael Reid McKay plays a new character to the X-Men
saga, that of Jason, the son of the most vocal opponent to
mutants. Jason, himself a mutant with mind control powers, is
very creepy. McKay is relativly unknown, most of his roles are
named "skinny husband" or "skinny guy No.1," but this could
mark the start to a career filled with thrillers that will chill your
blood. Look for him in the fulure to join the ranks of Anthony
Perkins and Ralph Fiennes.
We also have to expect X-Men 3 to be coming out in the next
few years. X-Men 2 was left with so many loose ends that it
would be a crime not 10 make another. Without giving away
the climactic ending, we'll say that one character is very suspiciously missing from then end and Professor Xavier says
many cryptic things that make it clear the next step in the story
line, but thenethe movie ends.
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Cigars serve as social activity
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Sarah Dilworth
Staff writer

A

popular hobby emerging on campus follows the age-old
tradition of smoking cigars while conversing about life.
.
Freshman Sean Cowan has been smoking cigars for two
years. He and his friends get together about once a month to sit
outside, smoke and commune with each other. Their purpose is not
for the pleasure of a buzz or a high but for the simple joy of guy
talk.
"Some of the best conversations I have had were while smoking
cigars," Cowan said.
This hobby does not have the dangerous side effects that cigarette
smoking can cause. Most cigar smokers, like Cowan and his
friends, choose not to inhale.
By not inhaling, they greatly decrease the amount of cancer-causing agents and lung irritation that comes from inhaling. Cigar smokers who do inhale run the risk of cancers of the lip, tongue, mouth,
throat, lung, larynx and esophagus. They are also at risk for heart
and lung disease, according to the National Cancer Institute.
Cowan smoked his first cigar on his friend's 18th birthday and
continued smoking for social reasons. The appeal of cigars lies
mainly in its social aspect. Smoking a cigar with the boys has
become as much of an activity as going out and playing a round of
golf.
"It's very soothing and relaxing," Cowan said.
Cigars are not a cheap pleasure, though. For a decent stogie, they
range in price from $4 to $200. Cigars from a factory are not the
best choice, but if you can get one from overseas, the quality
increases. Cigars are also similar to wine; they need to age to
improve in quality. Avid cigar smokers like a good IS-year-old
cigar.
This does not mean you should buy a cigar and leave it on your
desk for a few years. Cigars that are being aged are kept in a humidor to keep the cigar in the right amount of moist air.
Choosing a cigar suited to your taste can be a tricky task, but here
are some helpful hints, courtesy of Cigargroup.com:
.. Cigars from Jamaica are usually considered mild.
.. Cigars from the Dominican Republic are mild to medium
strength .
.. Cigars from Honduras and Nicaragua are stronger and
heavier smokes .
.. Cigars from Cuba are considered to be some of the riches and creamiest in the world .
.. The larger the diameter of the cigar, the richer and fuller
the flavor.
.. The longer the cigar, the cooler the smoke.
While the typical college student probably cannot afford to
keep up a quality cigar smoking hobby, there is a similar alternative. Pipe smoking is another way to bring out the intimate
conversations in a circle of friends. Four dollars will buy you
an ounce of pipe tobacco, which is enough to smoke 10 pipes.
Cowan chooses to smoke pipes more often than cigars.
"Pipe tobacco tastes and smells so much better and it's
cheaper," Cowan said.
With pipe tobacco, you have a wide range in flavor choices
from fruit flavored to vanilla to Irish cream. There is also a
wide variety of pipe styles, colors and shapes from which to
choose.
"Pipes are the most personal part of the whole thing,"

Ballroom
theme
attracts

Mall Moorr/ll'h,f.'Ot1hldN

Sophomores Jon Pickett, Scott Butcher and Phil Hickok savor the flavor of a
few stogies in front of Warren Hall.

Cowan said.
The avid pipe smoker has their own pipe and treasures it. They
are investing themselves in a lifelong hobby.
There is also an art to pipe smoking, for it is not an easy task.

alking into the
Masonic Temple on
Friday night, attendees
of the Spring Formal were
greeted with dance lessons, a
live band and a ballroom dance
theme at this year's Spring
Formal.
Last Friday was going to be
the final ballroom dance for the
Ballroom Dance Club for the
school year when Special
Events Coordinator Haley Dove
realized that the only date that
would work for Spring Formal
was that Friday as well.
Dove contacted President of
the Ballroom Dance Club Brian
Laird, as well as Ballroom
Dance Club advisor, Jane
Edwards, and arranged for the '
dance to be co-hosted by ASWC
and the Ballroom Dance Club.
The major difference from
Whitworth Spring Formals of
the past was the presence 0f
Whitworth's Second Jazz
Combo, who played a mix of
ballroom, salsa and swing music
throughout the night.
"I just think it's great to have
the dance at such a stressful
time of the year," freshman
Laura Force said. "It's a great
time to just get away, relax and
have a crazy, fun night."
"I had a great time," freshman
Naomi Hokyo said. "Me and the
girls just joked around and
danced together. My only complaint would be that they should
have just gone with the traditional DJ and the regular variation of music, because it's a little difficult to dance to salsa,
tango and ballroom stuff when
there are only girls in your
group. We still had a lot of fun
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Rape hotlines remain unpublicized

)3

..,.,Scene

Claire Naccarato and
Leah Hamilton
Guest writers
Ninety-three percent of 207 Whitworth students surveyed arc
unaware of the Whitworth rape crisis hotline, according to a recent
Whitworth ian poll.
Janelle Thayer, Whitworth director of Student Health and Counseling
Services, said there has been a 24-hour rape hotline at Whitworth for
the past 12 years. While virtually unknown to the campus community
due to a lack of recent promotion or awareness building, the Whitworth
rape hotline is available to all Whitworth students. The current number
is 994-6609.

The Whitworth option
Since 1991, six to eight Whitworth students have sought counseling
after being raped, Thayer said.
"We've had rapes happen here (al Whitworth). Most have happened
in a dale rape situation," Thayer said.
leRoy Fantasia, supervisor II of Security Services; Dick Mandeville,
associate dean of students; and Thayer all said a concrete and consistent
list of procedural guidelines regarding rape policies at Whitworth has
yet to be established.
The only consistent response regarding procedures IS that it is solely
up to the victim to decide who and what fonnalities are involved.
This victim-oriented approach to reporting may be the reason that
zero rapes were reported from 1999-2001, according to the annual campus security report that can be found at campussecunty.org.
"We're extremely sensitive to the victim and their needs," FantaSia
said.
Whitworth provides respect and privacy, allowing the VIctim to
choose how and what services arc provided, Fantasia said.

thewhltworthlan

United States, sparking fear and confusion in the heart of each victim.
Thatlranslates to 78 per hour, 1,871 per day, or 683,000 per year,
according to Rape ill America: A Report to Ille Nation.
One in four college women nationwide are victims of rape or
attempted rape, 95 percent of these attacks go unreported, while a mere
5 percent seek help at rape crisis centers, according to Robin Warshaw,
author of I Never Called II Rape.
Victims of rape often do not know what to do or where to turn,
blaming themselves, feeling ashamed and embarrassed.
Another option to the Whitworth rape crisis hotline is Sexual Assault
& Family Trauma Response Center (SAFeT), a nonprofit organization
dedicated to supporting these victims and helping empower women to
find the courage to report their assault.
SAFeT's mission is to strive to promote healing ,md justice in pllrtnCl'~hip with the community.
"My experience with the SAFeT hotline left me feeling in control
and no longer a victim, but a survivor," said Trisha*, a sexual assault
survivor.
SAFeT offers a free, confidential 24-hour sexual assault crisis line
for survivors. On-call advocates provide support and information to
victims of sexual abuse/assault 10 ensure that victim's interests arc represented in hospital emergency rooms. Long-term advocacy includes
formal support and clinical services, along with education and prevention.
"In my afler-care counseling, J found nol only an advocate, but a
friend that I felt comfortable to talk with about anything," Trisha s;lid.
SAFeT provides compassion and sensitivity, returning control to the
hands of the survivor. This includes full respect of confidentiality and
acknowledging the victim's right to press charges.
Along with the option to contact the Whitworth rape crisis hotline at
994-6609, resident directors, resident advisors, Security or the Health
Center, victims at Whitworth arc can also contact SAFeT's sexual
assault hot line at 624-RAPE, 624-7273.

Another option

* Name has beell changed.

Every minute 1.3 women (ages 18 and over) are forcibly raped in the

-

Emily Chisholm contributed to this report.

THEME:
Continued from page 6

poking around the room, but it just would have been nice to have
some different music as well as the live band."
The Formal was co-hosted by the Ballroom Dance Club, so there
was some dancing entertainment during the night, as well.
"One of my friends was in the ballroom dancing class and gol
extra credit to go," Hokyo said. "At one point during the night, all
the ballroom dancing people gathered in a circle around their teacher
and did some really cool jazz and swing moves."
There were some issues with the Spring Formal and Ballroom
Dancing Club co-host spots coming.together. Dove coordinated the
majority of the dance, but wanted the club to have more responsibility.
"I wanted [the Ballroom Dance Club] to have an involvement,"
Dove said. "I didn't want to have to carry the whole load."
She asked the Ballroom Dance Club to requisition $500 from
ASWC to hire the Jazz Combo to play. Allhough the Financial
Commiltce recommended passing the requisition, the ASWC
Assembly, which met on Wednesday, turned down the requisition
based on negative replies from dorm acquisitioning. This resulted in
Dove paylllg for the band out of her own budget.
Beside!. some minor setbacks, however, the Spring Formal was a
success.

..... IHlJ1 £ololilf"Ol'a/ IVnilu'orlbUJJJ

Dozens of students came out to practice their salsa, Tox trot and swmg at the
ballroom dance Friday night. The dance, co-sponsored by ASWC and the
Ballroom Dance Club, was held at the Masonic Temple downtown.

"The ballroom style is the type of dance that I love to do so it was
the best dance that I have ever been to," junior Kirsten Berg said.
"We got to dance to fun, live mtt',ic, in a cool building. They need
to do another dance like this next year."
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between 4:30 and 5 a.m. to beat
the heat and riding no later than 3
p.m.
Mountain biking and racing
may do the trick for the biking
enthusiast, but for the rest of the
campus, bikes arc a handy tool
for gelling from olle place to
another, or for taking a leisurely
afternoon ride.
"I love riding my bike because
it feels good for my body and ii's
good for the environment," freshIllan Yori Okada said. "You sec
so many things when you're on
your bike."
Students usc their bikes casually for trips to the store, the park
and for general commuting.
"I ride my bike to school on a
semi-frequent basis," junior Jake
McCoy said. "It's a great way to
save money on gas, and now that
the weather has improved, it is a
pleasant way to get to campus."
If you're not a cycling buff yet,
don't worry. Employees at North
Division Bicycle Shop, a fiveminute walk from campus, can
answer questions and give
advice. The shop sells a variety
of bicycles, helmets, clothing and
accessories, as well as provides
repairs, for all levels of cyclists.
Bikes cost anywhere from
$100 for a used cruiser to $7,000
for a top-of-the-line tItanium
mountain bike. When looking for
a bike, North Division employees
can help make the right choice by
asking questions about interests,
purpose and price-range.
"It's really important that the
bike fil you," Owner Michael
Conley said.. "It's like buying a
pair of shoes - you have to try
Ihem on."
To keep your bike in good
shape, Conley adviscs keeping
the tire pressure up, lubricating
the chain and cleaning your bike
after you ride. Also, wearing a
helmet is an importanl safety
habit and North Division's
employees arc required to wear a
helmet any time they ride, even
during activitir-s that are not
Jircctly connected to their jobs.
So whether you arc a fairweather rider or a hard-core roadie, get your chains greased, tires
pumped and get out there - the
sun, hopefully, will be waiting.

chatter box~ .- - - - - - - - - - - - - .
Sarah Dilworth
Staff writer
One of the bizarre landmarks
found on Whitworth campus is an
entire wall at the end of the hall in
third south of Warren, covered in a
collage of N'SYNC pictures. Co][ege
kids listening to pop music boy
bands, who would have thought?
This shrine to the dancing "holties" was created by N'SYNC's
biggest and possibly only fans at
Whitworth, sophomores Juliette Todd
and
Rhiannon
Williams.
Todd and Williams
met their freshman
year in a small group
and discovered their
mutual craze for
Justin, JC, Lance,
Joey and Chris.
The girls decided
to become roommates Ihis year so
they could play N'SYNC whenever
they wanted and have dance parties.
Williams said they are "not psycho
or obsessed." But the girls have been
calling Cabana Boy at 93 Zoo FM at
least once a night for the past month,

trying to win tickets to see Justin live
in concert at the Tacoma Dome. The
girls have called Cabana Boy so
many times that he started putting
them on the air and calling them his
"Whitworth girls." Williams and
Todd say that a great friendship has
been formed.
The "Whitworth girls" had their
dream come true April 25 when
Cabana Boy said the sought-after
words, "You arc caller No. 93."
Screams filled the
air of third south as
Williams and Todd
shared their good
news. They won tickets to see Justin
Timberlake.
"We're
not
obsessed with his
body or want him or
anything like that.
He's just
really
attractive," Williams said.
The girls went to the "Celebrity
Tour" last year that had N'SYNC
when they were still together.
Williams and Todd are feeling OK
about Justin's decision to go solo for
awhile.
"I was a little concerned at first

about the split. It was kind of tough
to handle. I was like, 'Wall Justin,
you can't do this.' But he's doing
well now, so it's alright," Todd said.
WillIams and Todd like Justin's
new album because they like the way
he sings and some of the lyrics arc
jusl hysterical. In one song Justin
sings, "I like you out of this world,
except you're not green."
But, there is more to Williams and
Todd than just N'SYNC. Todd is an
Elementary Education major who
loves working with children.
Williams is a psych major who
spends time hanging out with her
younger sisters and her boyfriend,
who is not threatened by her Justin
crush.
N'SYNC is not the only music the
girls listen to. They both like Norah
Jones. One of Williams' favorite
groups is U2, while Todd enjoys
Chris Rice and Dean Martin.
"We really do like quality music.
If I had to pick the top 10 bands ever,
N'SYNC would not be on Ihe list,"
Williams said.
This docs not stop the girls from
playing
N'SYNC
constantly.
Williams and Todd invite anyone to
come by their room for an N'SYNC
dance party.
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SwashBUC _n season

and right A group of frenzied fans raise their
hands, each waving five fingers in the air to signify thA five
points the volleyball Pirates needed to defeat La Verne In
the semi-finals match-up last Nov. 15. The Whitworth
Fieldhouse became a breeding ground for avid Pirate
fans, who turned out In droves and boasted the highest
attendance in NCAA Division III volleyball. Whitworth averaged 570 fans per home game and had three crowds of
more than 1,000 (the highest being 1,243). The secondhighest attendance was only an average of 393 fans per
game at Capital Ulliversity III Ohio.

Above

pholos by Naomi SllIhyIU/h,"'.rlhldn

The

~UC
Breakdown
Kevin EddV

Staff writer
It was the wild crowds.
More than 7,400 fans attended volleyball games this season - the most in the
NCAA Division III this year. And a modest 3,100 crammed the Pine Bowl for
Homecoming. Yes, they were wild.
It was the heartbreakers.
After an inspiring season, the men's
basketball team's first-ever NCAA run
was cut short in the first round by
Gustavus Adolphs, who cruised through
the brackets and eventually lost the national championship by only two points.
And only the NO.1 team in the nation
could stop the volleyball team's inspiring run
through the regional competition. But the 17match win streak sure was impressive.
It was the upsets.
Softball boasted their best season ever,

0"

r
S.
("

finishing 15-13 in conference play. The
big highlight? Smearing nationally ranked
No. 5 Pacific Lutheran's flawless record
with a 4-3 victory over the Lutes, who
went 25-1 this season.
"This may be one of the most successful
years we've ever had," Athletic Director
Scott McQuilkin said earlier this year.
Nine of Whitworth's 16 sports teams
were ranked nationally in the top 25 at one
point or another in the season. Four of
them finished in the top 25: volleyball,
women's cross country, and men's and
women's swimming.
And the ultimate signature of success the coveted Northwest Conference All
Sports Trophy barely
slipped
through the fingers
of Pirate athletes this
year.
But, they had an
excuse.
Linfield,
who
claimed the award by
only a few points, tallied 30 extla points
for their men's and women's golf finishes.
Whitworth did not have a golf program
this year, but next year they will.
And if the Bucs can amass anything
close to the swashbucklin' season they
have had thiS past year, next year should
be a shoe-in.
So just in case you missed anything,
here's the ultimate Bm: Breakdown:

Cross country began the year with an
incredible feat. The men placed sixth at the
conference championship and the women
won it all. The women followed up their
impressive performance with a 21st-place
showing at the national champIOnship.
For women's soccer, it was a different
story. They finished the year with a 5-8-1
NWC record and tied for fourth in the conference. I will personally never forget their
1-1 tie to nationally ranked No. 8
WilIamette last Oct. 26. It was an outstanding soccer game and the Pirate
defense held their ground against one of
the most powerful offenses in the nation.
Afler watching the men's soccer team
make a run at the
regional championship in 2001,
no one really
knew what to
expect from this
year's
squad.
Although it was a
coaster
roller
ride, the Pirates, led by some solid seniors
and talented freshmen, went 4-0-1 their
last five games and finished third in the
NWC.
Football also looked to repeat as conference champions. Unfortunately, Linfield
had other plans. The Wildcats obliterated
everyone in the conference and the Pirates
had to settle for third.
But the season truly had some memo-

Season Analysis:
Beautiful

rable moments. Two huge games come to
mind: the 44-31 overtime victory agai~st
Willamette and the Homecoming game on
a beautiful Saturday afternoon in front of
3,100 people.
Volleyball was truly the Cinderella of
the fall season. They won the conference,
hosted the regional championships,
knocked off the defending national champions and they led the nation in attendance. 'Unreal' is the word that comes to
mind.
If you didn't go to regional championship matches against La Verne and CalState Hayward, you missed out.
Basketball season was a season of firsts:
both finished first in the conference. It was
the first time that one school (Whitworth)
won both the men and women championShips. And the men advanced to the
national tournament - for the first time.
Women's basketball made a sweet run
and won the second conference championship in school history. They tied the
school record for the most wins (19), the
fewest losses (seven) and the longest winmng streak (nine) in fhe Title IX era.
Although they lost to PLU in fhe tournament championship game, they made a
great second-half run to turn a blowout
into a close game. Next year's team should
be even better.
Men's basketball was equally impresSee BUe ... page 11
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Despite comeback win, baseball struggles
Mike Larkin and
Laura Adams
Stal! writers
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The Whitworth baseball team
ended their conference season this
weekend in Tacoma with one win
and two losses in a three game
series against Pacific Lutheran. The
Bues (12-11,15-19-1) fmished fifth
in the conference.

Both teams rallied for comefrom-behind
victories
last
Saturday. The Bucs took an early
lead in the first game, scoring
twice in the second inning. That
lead was extended in the fifth
inning by sophomore Aaron
Sedler'S two-run homer.
The Lutes started their rally in
fhe sixth inning, however, and by
the end of the seventh inning they
had taken a 7-4 lead. PLU went

on to win the game 7-6, despite a
two-run home run in the eighth
inning by senior Jake Krummel.
Though the Pirates out-hit the
Lutes 15-10, Whitworth's four
errors proved to be their undoing.
The second game turned out
just the opposite. The Lutes managed to lake a 7-1 lead before the
Pirates began to rally in the
fourth inning off a triple by sophomore Kyle Henderson, who

scored on a groundout by Sedler.
The Pirates lied fhe game in the
next inning with three hits and an
error. Lule pitcher Bryan
Crockett also balked twice.
The Bucs would take the lead
in the sixth inning after senior
Ryan Pugh drove in sophomore
Ken Pecka, who was a perfect 44 for the game. The deciding run
would come from junior Jeremy
McMillen's leadoff home run in

the eighth inning. Whitworth
won the contest 9-8.
Whitworth couldn't find an
answer for Pacific Lutheran's
sophomore starting pitcher Matt
Serr on Sunday. The Bucs were
scoreless until the eighth inning
- and by that time, they already
faced an eight-run deficit.
The Lutes won the game with a
final score of 11--4.
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Bloomsday: Run it, or help the thirsty
Monica Eschenbacher
Staffwrtier
The community of Spokane annually
supports the participants of the Lilac
Bloomsday Run - from the wheelchair
racers to the elite athletes - until the last
walker has crossed the line. Spectators see
everything from die-hard competitors 10
bleary-eyed teens in post-prom formal
wear.
This Sunday's race was no exception.
The race began at 9 a.m. when approximately 45,000 runners, walkers and wheelchair racers hit the streets of Spokane. The
winner of the race for the elite men was John
Korir, 27, from Kenya, and for the women,
Lyudmila Biktasheva, 28, from Russia.
Some of Whitworth's own participated
in the race and tried their luck on the
course. Bloomsday runners all have a goal
of their own, or a reason for running, be it
competitively or for the fun.
"I am doing Bloomsday for fun and to get
a nice run in to end off my season of track,"
sophomore Jennie Wiseman said. "Even
though I lived in Spokane from kindergarten
to seventh grade I never ran in Bloomsday.
This year will be my first time."
Every year there are new memories, and
favorite reasons for running. For some it
is the buzzard at the top of Doomsday hill
or the inspirational Rocky music playing
near the finish line or the coveted finisher's T-shirt.
"I like that there arc so many people,"

junior Jesse Stevick said. "Nonnally I
don't like heinously large groupings of
people, but when they're heinously large
groups of people running, it's cool."
The Lilac Bloomsday Run is in its 27th
year as a Spokane tradition. The 7.46-mile
road race attracts both local and international. Bloomsday's course circles through
downtown Spokane and the surrounding
neighborhoods. The route starts near
Riverfront Park and loops past Latah Creek,
Spokane Falls Community College then
climbs up the infamous Doomsday Hill and
finishes near the Court House. .
The race's success hinges on the availabity and time of volunteers who work at
the Bloomsday Tradeshow on the Friday
and Saturday before the event, offering free
samples and last minute products for racers. The volunteers are posted at water stations, the finish line and medical aid stations along the course during the race. The
course is dotted with local bands, radio stations, encouraging spectators and signs.
The local race has become a household
name !>ince its birth in 1977 as the running
craze swept the nation. Don Kardong,
Olympic marathoner runner and road race
competitor mentioned the idea to a
reporter, leading to a headline story, and
the rest is history.
Bloomsday's debut race featured Kardong,
Seattle's Herm Atkins and Frank Shorter, an
Olympic gold and silver medallist who won
the race. Bloomsday began to gain in!>tant
popularity from the press and drew athletes

Left to right: sophomore Elaine Heinemann, freshmen Sarah Marken and Katie Mitchell hand out
water to Bloomsday runners last Sunday by Spokane Falls Community College.

from across the country and world.
The Lilac Bloomsday Association has
found their niche in Spokane tradition. The
association started the "Fit for
Bloomsday" program, which encouraged
fitness for elementary children.
For the last decade the association has

also provided 30 airline tickets each fall for
the lop high school cross country runners to
attend the Footlocker Western Regional
CrossCountry Championships in California.
The Bloomsday Roadrunners Club provides
scholarship money to a male and female
runner from Spokane every year.

1M play-offs not without drama
Mcry Adolfson

Staff writer
Anyone involved in Intramurals playoffs likely had a dramatic weekend.
Freshman Josh Breda's team, "Arsenal,"
took out "Glasser is Hot" for the soccer
championship and junior Josh Harrison's
volleyball team, "The Cheat," swept out
the "Pine Cone Crushers." But most of the
excitement took place Sunday afternoon
when the top four teams of the ultimate
Frisbee Power League faced off to see who
would be left standing.
"The Sophomores" took out "Rooken"
10-9. The game held it's intensity up to
halftime with both sides fighting hard.
"I'm feeling pretty good because we're
up," sophomore Christina Elliot of "The
Sophomores" said during halftime. "I'm
worried, though, because they're gonna try
hard. We need to play great defense and
we need to playa stellar game right now."

BUC:
Continued from page 10

sive and won the conference title. The
Bucs followed it up with a pounding
against WillameUe in front of more than
1,600 fans. Although they lost to eventual runner-up Gustavus Adolphus in the
first round, it was truly an amazing season.
Swimming was incredible this year. The
women finished third at the conference
championship meet, and sent four women
to nationals. It was the largest national
team in school history. After numerous
school records, they wound up with a bestever 19th-place finish.
The men dominated the conference and
strelched their unbeaten conference record
to four years. They won 15 of 18 events at
the conference championships. Eight men
left for nationals and finished seventh,
highlighted by Junior Kevin Wang's
Division III NCAA record performance in
the 400-meter individual medley. Overall,
nine school-records fell, and five men
were named All-Americans.
Baseball was another roller coaster
sport. Picked to finish third, the team
struggled at times - one day it was pitching, the next it was offense or defense and ended up placing fifth in the conference. But, injuries played a major factor

Senior Nick May of Rooken also shared
hiS thoughts.
"This game has been unique," May said.
"Both teams are really skilled and the attitudes have been in check. The competition
level is high, but there's a lot of grace."
In the end, The Sophomores squeezed
out one goal ahead in the semifinals. Team
captain and sophomore Aaron Crosby was
proud of his team, but also shared his
grace for the opposite learn as well.
"(Rooken) came out way harder than
they did all season," Crosby said.
The "Bill Staley Fan Club" bumped
heads with "Dexter Judy" in the following
game. But "The Club" wasn'l able to hold
on to the game after the half and fell to
"Dexter" 18-8.
Senior Colin Hesse of "The Club" showed
his enthusiasm for Intramurals sports.
"It's really fun and it brings people together," Hesse said. "And it builds community."
Even Joy Staley, Resident Director Bill
and weather forced the cancellation of a
game that most likely would have put the
Pirates in third. With a third-place finish,
Whitworth would have received enough
points to take home the conference All
Sports Trophy.
Men's tennis finished strong in fourth
place at the conference championship.
Despite being picked to finish sixth, the
team knocked off Puget Sound in the first
round of the championship and lost to the
eventual conference champion, Linfield ..
Women's tennis made a huge run at the
conference championship and finished
second. Led by four amazing seniors, the
Pirates knocked off PLU and Lewis and
Clark before falling to Linfield in the
championship match.
Both men and women's track and field
teams finished second in the conference
and hope to send at least eight members to
the national track and field championships.
Softball had an incredible run. Despite
being picked to finish last in the conference, the team proved everyone wrong
and finished fourth. The team set a record
for the most wins in a season and knocked
offPLU.
The secret to the Pirate's success?
"Our coaches are recruiting excellent
student-athletes and are coaching them
well," McQuilkin said.

-Chris Collins contributed to this report.

Staley'S wife, seemed to be having a good
time out on the field despite the fact that she
had run Bloomsday earlier that same day.
Volleyball team "Rocket Sauce v 2.0"
challenged the "Return of Ihe Care Bears"
for the finals of the power league.
The first game went 10 Rocket Sauce,
but the viclors encountered a challenge
when the Care Bears answered with a win
in the second game. SliIl, Rocket Sauce
showed their true colors and true power in
the final game, dominating over the Care
Bears and winning the No. 1 spot in the
finals.
Captain of Rocket Sauce sophomore
Bill Callio was definitely proud of the

Think Graduate Studies!
Master's Degree (MIM)
Master of International Management
Accelerated Format· 15 Month Completion
Small Seminar Style Classes· International Student Body
Opportunity for Study and Internship Abroad
Financial Aid, Grants, and Scholarships Available

A new class is forming for Fall 2003, so contact
us today at (509) 777-3742 or mim@whltworth.edu
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work his team put into the match.
"(The Care Bears) gave us a really good
game; anyone could have won it," Callio
said.
The excitement did not Slop there.
The Fieldhouse brought in a number of
fans to watch the final championship for
Power League basketball. "Class Act"
fought it out against the "Lovable Losers"
in an intense game. Both teams started out
strong and kepi the score close but
Lovable Losers pulled through in the end
to win 59-51.
Finally, captain Mary Hultgrenn led the
"Hultgrenn's Heros" to victory over
"BWB" to an 1M championship.
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Standouts from each sport ...
',[bis year be ll'ml all oul alld btld olle 0/ Ibe
best peifonlltillCeS et'tr. He WtlS al tl btg/J lelld lasl
J'fflr al/(I slepped if IIjJ 10 complelelY Imp leNllbis
)'f'tIr II Ims pre/D' alllaZlllg. ..
- Kevin Wang, leammate

ryanfreeman

Seniors end their collegiate careers,
earn accolades from coaches

baseball &
basketball softball
Kyle Jensen "Kyle is a
top student and the
'- fines! post defender
'_\ ~'n the conference.
We will miss his
deep shooting
\
\ • ';>;. ability."
\'\ Reece Jenkin
"Reece is a great
student and capable outside shooter."
-Jim Hayford,
basketball coach

track &field

'.
'

,

"

•
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Elizabeth Abbey "The most impressive
leader to ever come through the program."
Elizabeth Bailey "One of the most determined and competitive women in the program."
Joanna Graham "Contributed more than just
running to the program."
Diana Huey "Her ability to persevere through
her asthmatic condition is inspiring."
James Fischl "James encompasses what it
truly means to be a sacrificial serv:mt. James is
Whitworth track and field."
Adam Hoesly "Injuries plagued his career,
but his ability to remain an integral leader to the
team shows his maturity. Not to mention, if I
should pass away, I would choose to be reincarnated in the form of Hoes."
Jonathan Houk "In three years, he competed
in the conference meet in vastly different events.
A gutsy competitor."
Ben Robinson "Despite his lineage, Ben
became an incredible athlete and leader."
Quantae Anderson "The imp:~ct that
Quanlae has made on this team is immeasurable."
Aaron Cloud "His return to track after a twoyear hiatus became a huge blessing to the team."
Matt Kreamer "Kreamer's ability to work
hard is impressive. Kreamer is the definition of
TEAM."
Bryce McDonnell "His ability to run fast is
only surpassed by his ability to make us laugh
... 'BALL.'"
Spencer Stiglets "Although being the most
inflexible person in the world, Stigs and his huge
chest improved greatly over four years and he
came through when it counted."
Thane Veltkamp "His commitment to overcome injuries in order to help the team at conference is what TEAM is all about."
Joel Werdell "If a 'most improved athlete'
award was given to a person for their improvement over the summer, Joel would win hands
down."
Beezer Cocking "Softball's loss was track
and field's gain; the only person I could count on
to show up to the Fitness Center or pool before
me every day was Beezer. The hard work paid
off when she qualified for conference in the
javelin throw at the last meet before conference."
Caroline DeVries "Caroline's presence was
missed during her two year absence from track
in order to fulfill her sports medicine requirements, but it just made her return that much
more sweet."
Michelle Etter "If she had at least one more
year, Michelle could become one of the most
impressive heptathletes this conference has ever
seen."
Jamie Rydbom "Jamie encompasses ALL
that has been mentioned about the previous 22
track and field athletes."
- Toby Schwarz, track and field coacll

Ryan Pugh "He's done everything
we've asked him to do."
Jake Krummel "Of all the seniors,
probably the best number-wise. He's had
20 homers and a great career here."
Marquis Molett "He's a real good
player and had three great years. Last
year he hit .373."
Kent Hibbard "He's a team guy and
has done it all."
John Gebbers "Played only one year,
but I wish we could have· had him for
four years. Everyone likes him."
Josh Mills "He put together a great
year last year and had the most innings
pitched for two years in a row."
-Keith Ward, baseball coach

"She SJllst a jigbler; sbe was 1011gb all season
10llg alld swam pbfllolJJmallY all/aliollals. "
- Serena Fadel, teammale

kristensatterfleld
''Sbe S fbe OIlIY olle wbo'J slllck il 0111 wilb tbe
coach. jus bad grown alld Illa/I(red 1IJ ber leadersbip
role. Sbe is very tbo/lgb(/III alld cOllsiderate -sbe
leads i?Y example. "
- Patricia Stranger. teammale

jessicashawley
'Played tbree reallY goodyears and S/tlrted over 30 games. He's tI great g'!.)'. ..
- 2002 lsi leam All Conjermce
- Keith Ward, baseball coach

chrishughbanks
"He was sllper lastyear alld has had nine
wins In Ihe last fwo years (as a pitcher). "
- 2002 1st leam All Conjerence
- Keith Ward, baseball coach

swimming

kevinreese

Tim Rood "By far one ofthe toughest guys
I know. He stuck it out even if he wasn't one
of the fastest guys on the team. He's a workhorse. He had good energy and brought
everyone up."
Andrew Gehring "He inspired me, he didn't let up on anything and put in his best effort
and expected the best from everyone elseY
. Josh Andrew "An unsung hero. He's
always been a quiet guy, but has always been
there. (He) always works hard and gave
everything he had."
-Kevin Wang, teammate
Megan Lambutb "U's been cool watching
her improve so much, especially this year. She
really took it seriously. She's one of the funniest people I know and she makes practices a
lot of fun for everyone. I'm going to miss
her."
Leiana Moser-Reyes: "She's a lot of fun
and is always really encouraging to the people
she swims with. She had a rough year being
sick, but still put in effort."
-Serena Fadel, teammate

tennis.
Hope Anderson "Hope was one of the hardest
working and dedicated tennis players we've ever
had. She came into the program with little experience and worked her way up to
No. 3 singles on a top conference team."
Jill Huibregtse "All conference four years. The
steadiest player Whitworth
has ever seen. She drove
her opponents crazy with
tenacity. In her last match of
the season she upset an undefeated player from Linfield."
Kelly Roberts "Kelly added
incredible depth to our team.
The highlight of her senior year
wa!> a win at LC State (No.8
NAIA) against the top tennis
player from the country of
Bhutan."

Edwin Rivera "He contributed
immensely to our highest finish
ever. Personality wise, he's just I
awesome."
,-Mike Shanks, tenms coach

t

"He /rains harder and works
barder Ihan {/f!Y0ne I~ ever met. "
- Mike Shanks, tennis coach

stephenhannaman
''H1! abih!J to ot'tlrcome genetic ahnormaiihes tmd to
become the secondjasfesl man In Whitworth history IS
no/ onlY inspiring bllt brillgs a tear fo Bryce} rye. "
- 91h-place finish in Nationals In the 100m (2002)
- Toby Schwarz, track and field coach

benrorem
"Despite never mnning /rack In bigb sheoo/, Koren
has become one oj lhe jas/es/women in school history.
- National Competitor in the 4xl reky
- Toby Schwarz, track and{zeld coach

karenrobnett
"Wllhollt a dOllbl, the most versatile female athlete at
Whitworth College."
- National COH1)etitor Hepfathlon and Steeplechase
- Toby Schwarz, track and field coach

jessicaaustln
'Jilljillirbed ber career as ollr No. 1 player, alld WOII
Ihe Col1jermce SportsmallsbJp aWtlrd twoyears in a
row. Tbe eOtlcbes didll't ellm wallt to 1I0mmate aJ!]Olle
els,. All tlllltlif'l.!!.persoll (>11 and riff /be COJlrtf"
- lSI Tea", All CO/iference
- Jo Ann Wagstaff, track and field coach

jillvaughan
"Cbase {s all olllJlalldmg sll/dellt, alb/ele and
perSOli. Tbe sltllldardfor UiNCb l17biiworlh bashlball pk!Jers should be measured.
- 1st Tea", All COlifereJ1ce
- Jim Hayford, basketball coach
II

chasewlillams
"Enc WtlS recoglJlzed b bis leammates as ollr
lOp nader. He is an illcredible compelitor.
- Jim Hayford, basketball coach
II

ericavery
"Cbris!y Il'tiS a pbmommtll leader u,bo dId ajalliasticjob
if helpiNg a l'tryyOllllg leam do amtlZIIl.!!. Ibillg; IhlS year.
Cbris!y'J leadersbip, albie/ic ability alld (ompelilillf1less
hfll't bem a bilge part oj ollr leam's recml sllccess. Sbe
dotsll ~ gel eIIollgb recogllltiollfor ber aecompllShmtllls. "
- Helen Higgs, basketball coach

crissyoneal
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•

THE UGLY STICK
New page, same
great taste .
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What women want

,,(

and men should know

A helpful guide for gl!Ys
looking to understand
women and unlock the
female psyche ...

Emily Brandler
Staff writer

surpaSSing the mysteries of Atlantis
and the Bermuda Triangle, it is the
problem that continues to haunt
mankind - literally, mankind. It is the
question of what women really want.
This question has been the subject of
poems, theories and countless arguments.
Just w'hen a man has seemingly unlocked the
secret diary that is a woman's heart, she
slams the book in his face.
"'--SO>what do·women want? What is the key

to winning our hearts?
risk of sending her the devastating message
The answers do not come easily, nor are
that she is not lovely, not desirable, not
they generalizeable to every female in the
worth fighting for.
world. Sorry guys, but we're all different
A girl will remember that message for the
and all confusing. If you're looking for a
rest of her life. It will either make her bitter
one-size-fits-all approach, you're going to be and resentful of males, or she will act easy
stuck in the relational dressing room forever.
because she feels cheap.
However, there are a few guidelines to
Why are girls so obsessed with babies and
keep in mind when venturing forth into the finding a husband?
female psyche. Keep in
Our biological clocks
mind, though, that the
start ticking like a time
quest may still be more
bomb the moment we hit
like a Choose Your Own
puberty. Many of us want
It Sony guys, but we're all
Adventure book than a
to have kids and we realfairy tale.
different and all confusing. ize that the sands of our
To help answer the questime arc rapIf you're lookingfor a one~ child-bearing
tion of what women want, I
idly sinking.
will mention some FAQs
sizeJits~all approach,
This doesn't mean all
guys often ask about
girls
spinning webs to
you're going to be stuck in catcharc
women. So listen up guys,
their unsuspecting
the relational dressing
here's a crash course in
prey. It means that you
understanding most
should be honest about
room forever. n
women.
your intentions with a girl.
Why do women always
Don't string her along.
ask me if I think they've
You may have all the time
gained weight, and then get upset when I
in the world, but she doesn't.
tell them the truth?
Here's a tip, free of charge. Girls melt
Aside from the pressures society puts on
when they see a guy who's good with kids.
women to look skinny, and therefore pretty,
Why do girls smile and nod during a COIIwomen also have an inner desire. That desire versation even when they completely disis for someone to think we are beautiful,
agree with you?
both on the inside and the outside.
For girls, smiling and nodding means that
I'm not saying that you should fawn all
we are tracking with you, that we are paying
over a girl or even lie to her. I'm saying that
you need to be careful with your words and
your treatment of her. Otherwise you run the
See WOMEN ... page 14

The white boy's
Be
wary
of
the
desperate search
generous offer
to' 'ke'ep it real'
informed (and sometimes insulting) stereotype of real black culture. So what's behind this suburban fascination with the ghetto-fabulous?
Though the phenomenon long
predates the most recent whiteghetto icons, the strange movement comes to a head under
such personalities as Eminem,
Julie Striker
Kid Rock in his pre-country
Staff writer
days, "B-Rad" in Malibu's Most
Wanted and "Special-K" in
Can't Hardly Wait. To a certain
he phrase, "keepin' it real" extent, Whitworth speech itself
means "to be true to oneprovides a tongue-in-cheek nod
self' or "to rep for one's
to this phenomenon with such
own hood." With that in mind, I commonly used phrases as,
am overwhelming baffled as to
"Rise up, rank fools" and the
why more and
use of the
more middleword "dog"
class whitereplacing the
bread teenage
It .•• I am overwhelmingly
(,nce popular
kids are imitator
baffled as to why more and "dude"
ing black
"man."
"ghetto" culmore middle~class white~
This is no
ture in an effort
recent phebread
teenage
kids
are
imi~
to "keep it
nomenon. In
tating black 'ghetto'
reaL"
1957, Norman
There are
culture in WI effort to
Mailer devottwo things
ed an enlire
'keep
it
real.'
"
incredibly
essay to the
wrong with this
subject, entiphenomenon:
tling it, "The
(a) less imporWhite Negro,"
tantly and most obviously, midwhere he suggests that the trend,
dle-class white kids arc clearly
as he experienced it - rising out
not black kids from the ghetto,
of the middle-class dropouts
therefore totally undermining
who formed the Beat generation
the definition of "kecpin' it
- was a result of status potenreal," and (b) more importantly,
the culture Ihat these kids emulate is most often a totally misSee REAL..- page 14
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Amy Robinson
Staff writer
octors, lawyers and
executives
business
have long made up the
economic hierarchy of the
United States. Now, students in
these disciplines, prospective
pillars of prosperity, have a
new predator, lying in wait to
capture a portion of certaill students' futures.
Through their subsidiary My
Rich Uncle, a growing New
York-based company is "assisting" students' with their school
debts as an alternative to burdensome loan payments. But
they arc requiring a much higher payment from qualified students than the loans the company condemns, increasing the
burden they claim to alleviate.
My Rich Uncle (MRU) is an
investment program and an
alternative to the traditional
college loan. Claiming to build
up those students who cannot
afford to pay for the college of
their choice, MRU will pay up
to 10,000 per year (minus a 2.5
percent fcc) directly to a stu-

D

dents' college. In exchange, the
student will participate in a
form of "indentured servitude,"
as some critics call it. They will
owe a set percentage of their
earnings (approximately .25
percent per $1,000 borrowed)
to MRU each month for 10 to
15 years after they graduate.
While this could be a smart
alternative for those who arc
planning to go into low-paying
jobs, since the total payment is
adjusted according to annual
salary, currently the program is
only open to students in medicine, business, law and engineering, fields that can lead to
students paying two or three
times as much as they would
with a traditional student loan.
MRU lures students in with
the promise of security; they
condemn burdensome, heartless loan payments that do not
take into account how much
their recipient actually makes.
According to MRU, this is
a more humane option, an
investment in people that
takes into account financial
hardship and understands
when the economy is not
favorable on their clients.
What they do not mention on
their kinder, gentler Web site
is that in its tirsl year, 2001,
MRU only accepted 65 of its
1,000 applicants for investment. When the select clients
See OFFER~ page 15
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WOMEN:

Why do girls insist on being
treated as equals and then
insist that I pay for our dates?
Believe it or not, many girls
Contmued from page 13
are just as confused about this
question as guys. We want
respect and equality as human
altention. Guys have a hard
beings. We don't want to be
time understanding this contreated as posse~sions or
cept, because oftentimes Ihey
objects.
look at those gestures as signs
of agreement.
However, we also want
Why do the nice guys
someone to take care of us.
This desire often gets translatalways finish last when it
comes 10 girls?
ed into traditional roles, such
I don't
as the guy
know what
making the
appeal rebels
moves or
have to some
paying for
women.
the date.
Ii Find out what adven~
However, I
far as
tures the girl likes, or even thisAsquestion
do know that
those you like, and then
we want a
is concerned,
guy who will
just
know
share them with her. "
be exciting
that girls are
and advenconfused,
turesome.
too. We have
That doesgrown up
n', mean someone who will
hearing phrases such as "equal
climb Mt. Everest barefoot or
rights" and must reconcile
who has done five-to-lO in the
them with an innate desire to
county jail exactly fulfills a
be cared for, in whatever form
girl's desire for adventure.
that care may take.
Adventure could be a
We women will remain an
pleasant surprise such as a
unsolved mystery, a code that
bouquet of flowers or a hike
can never be cracked, even by
through the woods. Find out
us. While you may never comwhat adventures the girl
pletely understand us, at least
likes, or even those you like,
you now have a few clues to
and then share them with her. help guide you along the way.
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up in suburbia or in affluent, homogenous urban
neighborhoods, the biggest, nastiest. lustiest most
uninhibited edge they can find in their nearly all
white experience is dressing "black," talking
Contmued from page 13
"black," walking "black" even is their "black" is a
distorted MTV version." According to Bynoe, it is
tial, as opposed to slatus actuality. According to
the search for an identity and an outlet for rebellion
Mailer, lower-class black citizens during that time
that
drives white people to adopt black culture.
period were almost always upwardly mobile. They
H
seems that discontentment of the white middle
couldn't be otherwise since their past held slavery,
class didn't end with the Beats and the Hippies, for
and as free people, the common sentiment whatevthe phenomenon of the "white negro" is becoming
er the future held. it had to be better. With more
more and more common place. It
and more civil rights, black peoseems
that the phrase "keepin' it
ple latched on to every opportureal"
has
an entirely different
nity and the typical "American
meaning, not listed on urbandicdream" (rising from the gutter to
(( For the average discon~ tionary.com.
finally "be somebody") had
tented white middle~cla5s
For the average discontented
potential to be realized.
For the middle-class white
teenager, 'keepin' it real' is white middle-class teenager,
it real" is more likely a
man, the trend was downward
more likely a euphimism "keepin'
euphemism for the search for
mobility, leaving white youths
for the search for meaning meaning and identity. In a place
with an "is this all there is?"
where life is handed to them
mentality. This is the attitude
an identity. "
with very little expected in
that drove the Beat movement
return, teenage kids find themwith their hedonistic view of life
selves struggling to find meaning
that involved choosing the excitin their culture, identities and
ing here and now over the mundane and dreary
even in their coming of age. Most children born
prospects for the future. According to Mailer, it is
into middle-class families have much, but have
this search for meaning, inspiration and a better
earned little. With no major accomplishments to
future that drove white people to adopt black culidentify themselves with, kids attach themselves to
ture.
a culture with a strong sense of identity and
In contrast to Mailer's more positive view,
accomplishment - the African American culture.
Yvonne Bynoe, a writer for Urban Think Tank
says, "For "white negroes," blackness is really
In African American culture, there is a vivid
more of a projection of their beliefs about "black"
recollection of the recent fight for every privilege,
position ~r possession gained as well as a strong
people rather than a true understanding about the
humanity of African Americans. The appeal of rap
understanding of exactly what it means to be
music and hip-hop culture to the new white
African American. For awkward white teenagers
negroes has little to do with African Americans or
with no sense of self and a scorching case of distheir culture. The major interest of these white
enchantment, this is exactly what they've been
waiting for.
teenagers is living on the edge. For whites brought

REAL:

- - - - LETTER TO THE EDITOR

Whitworth needs to be
separate and pure
Dear Editor,
I have attended Whitworth for four years
and deeply love this family. I came to this
institution because it offered an environment unique to its peers. Whitworth is
known far and wide for its fine academics,
personable professors and caring community. We pride ourselves in being a campus
of dedicated "Christian scholars" and spout
our mission, "10 honor God, follow Christ
and serve humanity" to anyone who will
listen. Olher colleges and universities
watch us carefully as visitors flock to our
tours, and as new students crowd our dormitories. Yet, in the midst of our prosperity and enjoyment, we have forgotten to
hold one another to the standard we boast.
We have forgotten that purity, honor and
Truth are more valuable than vulgarity,
crassness and fun. My fellow students, my
spirit is disturbed by our behaviors this
year. We have turned into selfish, pleasureseeking individuals who are neither
shocked by lewdness nor ashamed by
impropriety. I am no better than the rest:
100 often laughing at immodest entertainment, smiling at sexual innuendo and
encouraging my brothers and sisters in the
same. But my friends, this must stop.
"Righteousness belongs to Thee, 0
Lord, but to us open shame ... " (Daniel
9:7).
God is not pleased with our table-dancing, G-string-flaunting, pornography-loving freedom. lie is nol amused when His
sons expose themselves to His daughters in
mockery and play, thus tearing at one
another's innocence. There is nothing
admirable about inflicting pain 011 onc's
temple for the applause and popularity of a
callous audience. When I see my girlfriends
and younger sister get red and tum their
heads away, or simply gape ill disbelief at

the conduct of perfonners; when I witness
students standing by and doing nothing, the
adults and staff members absent, sorrow
and anger well up inside of me. Do we not
realize that there are visitors and children
here watching? We are models of God's
image here on earth, but we are flushed
with excitement over that which shocks and
tantalizes. And I am gUilty as well!
We sneer at the pinecone curtain and
demand the "real world," but we forget
that we are not here to, "love the world,
nor the things in the world. If anyone loves
the world, the love of the Father is not in
him" (1 John 2:15).
I am not trying to rob us of our joy, to
outlaw laughter or to banish pants-dropping traditions; however, I challenge us, as
the body of Christ, to examine our hearts,
to fall on our knees before our Creator and
to repent of our complacency that the
name of Jesus Christ might be glorified at
Whitworth College. I do not wh;h to heap
condemnation upon us, but rather to call us
into account for our actions. We are no
longer taking every thought captive to the
obedience of Christ. We fail to hold one
another accountable in all righteousness.
My friends, yes, purity is impossible .to
attain, but that is why Christ did it for us!
It is God who sanctifies us. We are pure,
clean, holy, set apart! And because we
have been made pure, we arc now slaves to
righteousness and should behave accordingly, nol out of guilt or duty, but out of
gratitude, because we have a higher calling! We are cllizens of another kingdom,
a heavenly kingdom.
In short, I am asking Ihat we recommit
our lives to the glorification of Jesus
Christ.
Reexamine our hearts, repent from
pleasure-seeking, and pray, pray for our
campus!
Reunited in Him,
Stephanie Frederick
senior
Education

Humor doesn't need
vulgarity to be funny
Dear Editor,
Perhaps you have noticed lately, the
increasing amounts of skin that some male
students have been flaunting. Between the
three streakers at Mac Hall In Concert to
the Mr. Whitworth competition and
Carlson Men calendars sold at Springfest,
which contained pictures of naked guys
whose only insufficient means of covering
themselves consisted of Frisbees and cowboy hats, some students are showing a
serious lack of decency.
Frankly, gentlemen, I'm not impressed.
] recognize that we girls are very different
from you guys (and sometimes trying to
understand you is utterly hopeless), but
purity and modesty are not meant to be
terms characteristic of women only.
Please, help the women of Whitworth to
guard our hearts and mi nds. Those of you
who are Christians, especially, who desire
to please God: You cannot "honor God
with your bodies" (1 Cor. 6:20) while at
the same time contributing to unclean
thoughts within the minds of your sisters.
Humor does not need to involve vulgarity and excessive displays of skin. Don't
get stuck in the Hollywood mindset that
crudeness is funny. It isn't.
I beg of you, please honor the women of
this campus by being different than the rest
of the world. Thank you.
Sarah Lusk
sophomore
Religion

ASWC should preview
acts for Springfest
Dear Editor~

I attended the Mr. Whitworth competition at Springfest for the first time this
year. This competition draws many
Whitworth students, including myself,
who are looking for some free Saturday
entertainment and a few laughs.
Despite my high hopes, I must say that
I was extremely disappointed with the
flavor of the performance. It really made
me critically consider the values of our
school and in what direction they are
heading.
The ample display of partial nudity for
many of the men, along with some other
vulgar talents, showed not only a lack of
creativity, but bad judgment on the students' behalf and on.our college's behalf. I
am disappointed with the way in which the
contestants
represented
Whitworth
College, especially in front of families
with small children, alumni and possible
sneak preview students who came early. I
do not think that the raunchy acts performed and the revealing costumes that
were worn correctly represent the values
of thi .. college. Unfortunately, these may
be the only impressions that are left in people's minds as they leave Whitworth.
I am especially disturbed that this event
was sponsored by our very own ASWC,
for they are accountable for the upholding
of Whitworth's mission statement and values within the programs they put on.
In the future, I hope ASWC will take
more seriOUSly the responsibility of supporting such an event. Contestants should
have to submit their intended aels and talents beforehand and should have the
integrity to dress in a more refined manner. Although not all the students here
need to be from a cookie-cutter Christian
mold, I do hope that attending a future Mr.
Whitworth compelition will be different
than the tasteless humor I saw on
Salurday.
Andrea McDivitt
sophomore
Education

we want to read
your thoughts
Send us your thoughts. Write letters to the Editor.
The viewpoints expressed In the Opinions section do not necessarIly reflect those of The Whitworth ian or Individual staff members.
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ciallo Ihe investors of MRU.
Also, if a student chooses not
10 work after school, or marries
someone with an even higher
salary than Ihe riches thcse upand-comers will earn, Ihe payment lotal is based on half of the
lotal family salary. While that is
legitimate under communily
property laws, it is another form
of insurancc against failure, and
good for iJlvl.!stor~, but a warning
flag for t11O~e who are signing the
first 15 years of their life away to
a corporation.
Students are almo~t bound to
end up paying more with My
Rich Uncle than they would
with a 1>tudcnt loan. MRU only
funds those in high-yield disciplines that are almost guaranteed high-paying jobs because

OFFER:
Continued from page 13

Ben Couch

Slaff writer.

do, by chance or fate, !>lip
below the poverty line, the
years left on their contract arc
detcrrcd. Whilc appearing to
bc humanitarian and caring,
allowing participants a brcak
from the pressures of their contract when thi~ get rough, this
deferment prolongs the length
of service, and keeps MRU
from losing moncy 011 the leaner years. While MRU is ensured
agalllsl getting hit hard by low
payments during times of trouble, the worker is required 10
postpone sections of the contract until a lime more benefi-

Winner

~

.. X-Men 2
.. Bloomsday
.. Nick Bakay's "Tale of the Tape"
.. Color'photos
.. Graduation

.. Peach salsa

.....

~

of the combination of approval
factors that include GPA and
SAT scores. The handful
approved end up paying much
more than if they had takcn out
a student loan for a comparable
amount.
Ilowever, hecau).c this wolf
speah sheepish languagc llhout
the inhumllnity and impersonality of !>tudent loans, MRU
cOllies orf as a caring, supportive relative instead of a cunning, shrewd loan shark.
I warn you, you future entreprencur1>: Beware of businessmen bearing gifts and fat cats
w ilh seemingly open checkbooks. You never know what
traps may lie illside such
Trojan horses as My Rich
Uncle.
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Gassing chickens at KFC
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Mike Price, Larry Eustachy
Mulletvilte mockumentary
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Spandex
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Capns for guys
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Slew

Enjoying the unknown path
incident for a long time, until
recently I read a verse in
Hebrews 10:23 that says, "Let us
hold unswervingly to the hope
we profess, for He who promi1>ed
is faithful."
Unswervingly. That word !>ummaned the memory of me swerving all over the street. As I ponSandy Nowack
dered the picture God hild so
ASSistant Director of Cmeer
vividly brought to mind, He
seemed to point out that someServices
times the way I live life is SImilar.
I've been driving for a lot of My driving skills have improved,
years now, but I'll never forget the but my technique for coping with
first time I took the: wheel and the unknown is still similar.
drove solo. My cousin asked if I'd
When I encounter life changes
like to drive his car. "Wow! or uncertainties, instead of clinging
Would I ever." He had a little blue to the truth of God's faithfulness, I
peddle-type car and a steep hill by start swerving to avoid what I fear.
his house.
The antidote, according to this
Though excited, I was also verse, is to hold to my hope in
somewhat apprehensive because J Christ based on the fact that no
wasn't quite sure how to ddve. matter what happens He is faithful
Whencver I pretended to drive my to what lie's promised. 11 isn't so
grandma'S car, I always wildly much that I doubt God's faithfultwisted the wheel back and forth. I ness, but in thc midst of a 5C<1ry
supposed that would work here ride, I become focllsed on the situtoo. Before I knew it, I was speed- ation and can't seem to remember
ing down the hill, careening what it is He's promised. For such
uncontrollably as I employed my unexpected emergencies I have
special steering method. I zigged wme favorite verses that fuel my
and zagged from one side of Ihe hope and give me direction for the
street to the other, not realizing if I uncertain turns of life.
would quit turning the wheel so
I always swerve for an unknown
erratically I wouldn't have been future that J fear will hurt me whipped back and forth so hard. but God has promised, "I will
As I zoomed past my cousin I instruct you and teach you in the
heard him exclaim, "Wow, look at way which you should go; I will
her go!"
counsel you with my eye upon
While I appreciatcd his admi- you" Psalm 32:8. I tend to close
ration for my flamboyant driving my eyes in denial over situations
display, I was just plain scared. I that discourage me, but God
closed my eyes for a couple of instructs "Fixing our eyes on Jesus
seconds, gave up on trying to ... so that we will not grow weary
steer and finally the terrifying and lose heart" Hebrews 12:3,4.
ride was over. I coasted to a stop
I feel totally inadequate when
and slumped over the wheel in life seems out of control, but God
gives unexpected encouragement
sheer exhaustion.
I haven't thought about that through others (Wow, look at her

go!) and through I lis Word, "May
our Lord Jesus Christ Ilimself
and God our Father, who has
loved us and by His grace gave us
eternal encouragement and good
hope, encourage your hearts and
strengthen you in every good
deed and word" 2 Thessalonians
2: 16,17.
I brake for darting doubts that
make me question the value of
my existence - bul God's promise is, "God will accomplish llis
purposes for me" Psalm 57:3.
Changes cause me to fear that
I cun't maneuver an unknown
course, but God assures, "Be
strong and courageous! Do not
tremble or be dismayed, for the
Lord your God is with you wherever you go" Joshua 1:9.
in my childhood car ride I got
to my destination in spite of my
fcars and ineffective efforts to
control, but if r could have loosed
my grip and relaxed, I would
have enjoyed the :,cenery more
and felt a lot less frazzled at the
cnd of the journey.
There are many rough patches
of road ahead that don't even
have a name yet, but the overriding collision poiicy Ihat offers the
best coverage is "be anxious for
NOTHING but il] everything by
prayer and supplication with
thanksgiving, let your requests be
made known to God and the
peace of God, which surpasses all
comprehension shall guard your
hearts and minds in Christ Jesus"
Philippians 4:6,7.
No matter what our horizons
hold, I hope we can remember to
relax in God's care and cnjoy the
ride.
"Thoughtful Stew" is a reflection 0/
facIJ/ty and S/fif[ wkes from acroJS the
IPhilworlh Col/tge campus.
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ESSAY

Junior David Clark takes an
afternoon run through
Riverside State Park.
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Seniors Josh Cowart and Ben Rorum hold wiffie-bali batting pracllce In front of Boppell Hall.
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Freshman Neal Glutting Improvises a street luge on his longboard. Neal's favorite track is the Sidewalk from the tenniS courts
to the soccer field
Ro!Jerl I Il(t;glll sfWlll/ll ()J fhulll

Your guide to the great outdoors
lJIountedn Gear
2002 N. Division (509) 325-9000
, Rentals: deposits in cash or
credit card only
•

Boats
• Canoe: 24 hours: $45
~ Kayak: 24 hours: $25;
72 hours: $35

• Backpacking
• Rapid fire stove: 24 hours:
$4; 72 hours: $7
~ lntemal pack: 24 hours: $8;
72 hours: $12
• Tent: 24 hours: $90;
72 hours: $140
• Water filter: 24 hours: $6;
72 hours: $10
• Climbing
• Rock shoes: 24 hours: $6;
week: $25

~

kayaks and more
10 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., May 10

, Minnehaha Climbers Rendezvous
~ Bouldering competition and
rock shoe demo
~ 9a.m. to 4 p.m., May 17

• Wild Waters in Coeur d' Alenr
~ www.wildwaterswaterpark.com
• (208) 667-6491

• Paddle with the Pros
• On-water, freestyle clinic on
Spokane River

• Silverwood Theme Park
• www.silverwoodthemepark.com
• (208) 683-3400

• 10a.m. May 24
• Meet at Mountain Gear
• Rich Landers: outdoor editor for
The Spokesman-Review
• Slideshow and book signing
• 7 p.m., June 5 at Mountain Gear

Outdoor Clubs
, Spokane Canoe and Kayak Club
~ PO Box 819
• www.sckc.ws
• membership: $20/year
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~
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\~
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Sophomore Will Clegan collects his gear to go
rock climbing
:r

, Paddle Fair at Liberty Lake
• Flatwater demo for canoes,

, membership: $30/year

• Spokane Mountaineers
~ (509) 838-4974
• www.spokanemountaineers.org

• Rent ATVs at Quad Ventures
• (208) 666-1626
• guided and individual tours
, Kayak Coeur d'Alene
• www.kayakcoeurdalene.com
• 1-877-676-1533
• $32.50 for three hours
• Guided tours
• Spokane Parks and Recreation
Department
~ (509) 625-6200
~ Kayak tOllrs on Bonnie Lake,
Liberty Lake or Williams
Lake
$20-30 for live or more hours

